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PREFACE 

This is the first instalment of a six-volume Commentary on the Iliad, of which 
I hope to undertake the second volume also, the rest being committed to 
four other authors - J . B. Hainsworth, R.Janko, M.W.Edwards and 
N. J. Richardson - with myself as general editor. Subsequent volumes 
should appear at close intervals in some four years' time. 

The Commentary has always been envisaged as one that develops as it 
goes along, rather than one in which everything has been decided once and 
for all. The latter may be simpler for the user, but the present kind has 
compensating advantages. Different emphases will emerge, in a more or less 
logical order, through the six volumes, as poem and Commentary unfold. 
That is why there b a strong emphasis in this opening volume on poetics, 
especially at the level of rhythm and diction. Another important aspect of 
composition, at least of the oral kind, is the varied use of standard themes 
and 'typical scenes* - the equivalent, on a larger scale, of the standard 
phrases we call 'formulas'. These are less obtrusive in the epic's opening 
Books than later, and will accordingly be more fully treated from the second 
volume on. Again, the overall structure and dominant emotional impulse 
of this enormous poem - its metaphysical aspect, almost - only emerge as 
the epic approaches its conclusion, and consequently are left undefined, or 
open, in the present volume. Homer's methods and aims are in any case 
unusually complex, and I am not sure that single-minded interpretations 
in terms of tragic essence or human predicament (for instance) are either 
justified or particularly helpful - although such dimensions undeniably 
exist. These matters will begin to require special consideration in connexion 
with the Embassy in book 9, if not before, but will be most fully analysed 
and discussed in the closing volume. 

One of the commentator's overriding duties is to examine the Greek text 
in detail and make it as clear as he can. The relation of any part of it, 
however small, to the Iliad as a whole and its literary and imaginative 
background is always relevant; that goes without saying, but it is a basic 
emphasis of the present Commentary, and not least of its opening volume, 
that the better understanding of Homeric poetry in its stylistic and 
expressive aspects, from phrase to phrase, verse to verse and sentence to 
sentence, is a fundamental need - the precondition of all other and more 
abstract modes of appreciation. 

Substantial although not massive in scale, the Commentary is directed 
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primarily to those with a reasonable reading knowledge of Homeric Greek. 
Further discussion of the kinds of help intended is remitted to the editorial 
introduction which follows; but it may be noted here, too, that in this 
opening volume there is relatively slight reference to modern secondary 
literature on the Iliad, outside a repertoire of important and standard works; 
and that heavy bibliographical coverage will not be sought in the 
Commentary as a whole. From the commentator's viewpoint that is mainly 
because such references, difficult in any event to render comprehensive or 
well-balanced for Homer in particular, can so easily distract one from 
squarely facing the problem under discussion. I have always tried to do that, 
often with the Iliad and Odyssey themselves as main guide; naturally many 
problems remain where the available evidence is incomplete. Sometimes a 
wider use of other critics' work will turn out to have been desirable; some 
such omissions, at least, especially over formulas, can be corrected in 
later volumes. 

The spelling of Greek names presents the usual problems. Here, direct 
transliteration has been widely adopted, but with the following exceptions: 
all ancient authors (and their birth-place), regional names like Boeotia or 
Locris, names of people like Achaeans, Phrygians (although e.g. Lukie and 
Boiotoi may occur when there is direct reference to the text). Priam, Helen, 
Apollo and Odysseus, as well as Troy, Athens and Rhodes, are retained 
(since ' Helene * etc. would be rather affected); but old friends like Achilles, 
Hector and Ajax are replaced by Akhilleus, Hektor and Aias. Some may 
find this initially distressing, but I can assure them they will become used 
to direct transliteration once they have read a few pages. Latinization 
throughout, as it seemed to me, would have led to almost as many 
exceptions, producing curious results with many Homeric names of unfam-
iliar places and characters. More positively, there is no room in a work that 
aims at keeping close to the Greek text for such wholly un-Greek forms as 
Ajax and Teucer; and there is little purpose in pretending, by altering his 
interesting and ancient termination, that Akhilleus has a different kind of 
name from that of Tudeus or Peleus. 

It remains to thank two enlightened institutions and several individuals 
for their help and support. The British Academy through its Small Grants 
Fund provided welcome initial aid with equipment and other facilities. The 
Leverhulme Trust, by electing me to a Leverhulme Emeritus Fellowship for 
two years, has generously enabled me to meet other expenses of research 
and, in particular, to have a part-time research assistant. Dr Janet 
Fairweather has provided invaluable assistance in this role, and I owe many 
excellent suggestions to her, not least over geographical questions, especially 
in Strabo, and the whole field of rhetoric in which she is an expert. Professor 
A. M. Snodgrass provided encouragement and authoritative advice over 
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part of the commentary on the Achaean catalogue, and David Ricks 
improved the 'methods and aims' introduction. My future collaborators 
kindly read the first proofs, and Dr Neil Hopkinson generously volunteered 
to read the second. Between them they have removed a heap of errors; those 
that remain will mosdy be of a more insidious kind, and are the author's 
unaided achievement. The staff of the Cambridge University Press have 
been as helpful and efficient as ever. Finally I record my affectionate thanks 
to Trinity College and the Cambridge Faculty of Classics. 

G. S. K . 
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E D I T O R I A L I N T R O D U C T I O N : 
THE M E T H O D S AND AIMS 

OF THE C O M M E N T A R Y 

Over eighty years have passed since Walter L e a f s iwo-volume commentary 
on the Iliad appeared, and a replacement has long been needed. The present 
volume initiates a series of six which may or may not succeed in filling that 
need. Naturally one hopes that it will; but at the same time it is fair to 
emphasize that it is not, in any case, envisaged as 'definitive', any more 
than Leafs great individual effort was. For how could there be a definitive 
commentary on a poem of such length, brilliance and complexity, one that 
is always open to being experienced in fresh ways? That idea of the defini-
tive has occasionally damaged classical scholarship, and it is as well to 
concede without delay that many of the judgements to be made in these 
pages will inevitably be personal, inadequate and idiosyncratic. The 
intention, of course, is to make a commentary which provides most of what 
is needed by serious readers of this remarkable poem; but it is in the nature 
of the Iliad itself, and of the present still defective state of Homeric studies 
in general, that much will eventually require to be amended. 

Homer, in any case, presents special problems. The critical literature is 
enormous, and has passed through historical phases some of which are best 
forgotten. The idea that the Iliad and Odyssey are in an important sense oral 
poetry, and that the formular systems revealed most fully by Milman Parry 
from 1928 onward result from that, has brought a degree of welcome relief, 
not only by demonstrating important new dimensions in criticism but also 
by rendering obsolete its polarization into 'analytical' and 'unitarian'. 
Most scholars now accept that the Homeric epics are the result of a 
developing oral epic tradition on the one hand, the unifying and creative 
work of an exceptional monumental composer on the other. There is still 
room for disagreement about the way these two forces interact, and much 
of the commentator's task must be to show in detail, from passage to passage 
and episode to episode, what is traditional and what invented, altered or 
adapted by the main composer for his large-scale plan. 

Anyone who works on the early Greek epic must be prepared to enter 
into detailed and difficult questions concerning the history of the late Bronze 
and early Iron Ages, including social and political developments; into the 
political geography of the eastern Mediterranean world during those 
periods; into heroic morality and religion, including the ritual background 
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Editorial introduction: the methods and aims of the Commentary 

of life and death and developing beliefs about the gods; into the niceties 
of armour and warfare in general, as well as the technicalities of seafaring - at 
least as they were understood by poets; into the aims and limitations of oral 
singers, and the probable effects of new writing-systems; into many other 
technical matters, but above all into the language, metre and style of the 
poems, on which so much of the rest, as well as the essence of the epic as 
literature, depends. Ideally, a new and thorough commentary on even a 
part of the Iliad should be written by a team of scholars, including at least 
a philologist, an archaeologist-historian, and a specialist on the oral epic; 
and preferably a historian of religion, a specialist in myths and folklore and 
a metrician as well. But the difficulties are great, and one can easily imagine 
the colourless and miscellaneous comments that might emerge from such 
a collaboration - not to speak of the organizational problems of getting it 
started. Computers are already altering the ways in which such problems 
might be tackled, but in any event some kind of single personal plan and 
overview is essential. 

The reader will quickly observe that the present volume of commentary 
is not overloaded with references to modern secondary literature or 
elaborate comparisons with later developments in Greek. This is partly due 
to the conviction that the practical limits of a commentary published in 
English in 1985 preclude a massive scale; and that, given the need for a 
medium scale, it was better to use most of the available space for the author's 
own interpretations, based primarily on the Homeric text, rather than for 
references to the remoter kinds of modern or not-so-modern speculation. 
. The disadvantages of an overloaded commentary are well known; which 

is not to say that full commentaries, especially on short works (or on single 
Books, for example, of a long one), cannot be of great scholarly value. But 
the serious reader of Homer needs to be provided, above all, with the 
materials for making up his own mind about problems, and for reaching 
a more satisfying understanding of the text. He does not require to be 
bombarded with lists of articles and parallel passages, with strings of 
references which he may never look up - or rather, when a reference is given 
it should, be one he will know to be profitable if he does decide to track it 
down. Recent commentaries have made good progress in this respect, but 
some of them still refer to other works without even outlining the kind of 
help they offer; this is sometimes used as a means of avoiding the type of 
explanation that should be summarized, at least, in the commentary itself. 
Another common fault of the overloaded commentary arises out of the 
laudable desire to provide a complete classical education en passant by 
recording every possible influence either on the work in question or by that 
work on later literature. This would be commendable were it possible to 
achieve it, but only too often the result is a commentary which loses sight 
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of the real problems requiring illumination. The Homeric epics are in any 
event a special case, since they stand at the beginning of known Greek 
literature and the influences on them are hard, if not impossible, to gauge; 
while literature and culture after them were so manifestly affected by the 
epic background that tracing detailed influence at every point becomes 
self-defeating. 

In the end, any commentary is a personal selection of what should be 
discussed and what should not; and yet another argument against the idea 
of the definitive is precisely that it stifles this personal approach, which has 
its positive side. For there is no complete and objective code to the Iliad 
waiting to be cracked. There are concrete problems, especially at the 
linguistic level, which can be more or less definitely solved, but otherwise 
the text presents a mass of ideas which elicit responses from the reader, and 
about which he needs to compare his own reactions with those of the 
commentator. Perhaps he will sometimes adjust his feelings as a result - that 
would be a reasonable consequence, since, after all, the commentator is 
setting himself up as a professional, and at the very least has had time to 
study the poem in depth, in most of its ramifications, in a way that even 
dedicated students cannot easily match. The present writer is conscious that 
his own views have often been elicited by quite untheoretical difficulties, 
and that his awareness of the range of possible reactions to Homeric poetry 
has sometimes prevented him from proposing a single and definite literary 
interpretation. The reader will often have strong feelings about the poetry 
and its effect, and the author does not see it as his function to be always 
trying to shape those feelings, beyond the range of language and hard fact, 
by urging a single line of interpretation or a particular aesthetic theory. 

Moreover the study of Homer presents special problems which make 
a-historical criticism, of whatever sort, hard to apply. For oral poems are 
in important respects different from literate ones, or from those invented 
by a single poet with a self-conscious creative intent. The complicated 
mode of creation of a passage of the Iliad- dependent as it is likely to be 
both on the traditional development of oral heroic poems through several 
generations, and on the particular needs and feelings of the monumental 
composer with the plot of a large-scale, composite Iliad in mind - needs to 
be worked out, so far as that may be possible, in order to assess the text,' 
to 'read' it even, in a manner analogous to that which would apply to a 
literate poem. T o take a very simple instance, the frequent repetitions which 
are an essential element of oral poetry need 'explaining' in that sense; if 
they are simply viewed as part of a text without a history (and almost 
inevitably by unconscious comparison with other but literate texts the 
reader has experienced), they will appear either as meaningless, or as 
eccentricities of style which, if they have a meaning, are almost certain to 
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be wrongly interpreted - that is, in some other way than as necessary-
devices of oral composition and 'hearing' vfor the very concept of 
'reading' is obviously misleading, and in a more than pedantic way, for 
oral poetry). 

Another obvious instance of the efiects of ignoring the oral background 
and special mode of composition of the Iliad arises out of the interpretation 
both of character and of customs and practices. Agamemnon emeiges from 
the text as complex and at times highly erratic; but the chances are that 
some, at least, of the erratic quality stems from the imperfect conjunction 
of originally distinct elements of the oral tradition. Some kind of critical 
discussion about whether the testing of the troops' morale in book 2 (on 
which see pp. 124ÍÍ*. of the Commentary) arose in this way or for some other 
reason is valid and necessary, in order to attain a response to the text that 
is not too dogmatic or seriously distorted; and this is to be achieved not 
so much through the re-creation of the author's intention (although that 
is not unimportant) as by the identification of possible accidents of 
transmission which may leave the implications of ' the text' quite different 
from those obtained, or intended, bv Homer. For it is more than likely that 
the character of Agamemnon in the Iliad is an amalgam of attitudes 
(towards rulers, for instance) and actual descriptions (whether of him or 
of other great leaders) that existed in earlier poems and were part of the 
oral singer's storehouse o f themes, phrases, verses a n d passages. Such 

elements can become imperfectly sorted and assembled in a process of 
monumental composition, and it is reasonable, indeed neccssary, to ask 
whether something like that is likely to have happened in this particular 
instance. The incomprehensible reactions to the testing-motif by various of 
the parties involved in the action of the poem may suggest a positive answer, 
and that is likely to alter in some degree the quality of one's response to 
the vulgate text and indeed to the king's character itself. 

For similar reasons many matters of concrete detail in the Iliad require 
a kind of examination and explanation which is usually unnecessary in the 
case of the nineteenth-century novel, for example. The notes provided by 
English literature scholars to such a work often seem quite simple; that is 
because we already know so much of the work's background. With an epic 
poem composed in a wholly unfamiliar manner and in a foreign, indeed a 
'dead', language, and concerning a mode and view of life distinct from our 
own - an artificial one, moreover, in that it is partly compounded of 
elements, attitudes and motifs derived from different generations of men 
over a period of some three hundred years if not more - the matter is bound 
to be very different. In this case there are all sorts of problems concerning 
the text to which a whole battery of philological, historical, archaeological, 
theological, mythological and sociological knowledge has to be brought to 
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bear, it may sound excessive; but, unless he can do this, the commentator 
will leave many of his readers open to all the confusions and misunder-
standings that a simple confrontation with this very complicated and often 
arcane text inevitably produces. 

In the interest of economy, apart from anything else, it has been decided 
not to print the Greek text of the Iliad, thus allowing more space for the 
Commentary. Most readers will in any case already have their own 
texts - the 1920 Oxford Classical Text of D. B. Monro and T. W. Allen, for 
example, is readily available - and it is far more convenient to have the text 
in front of one in a separate volume, next to the volume of commentary. 

Such a decision has important advantages for the commentator himself, 
chief a'mong them being that it allows him to concentrate on his primary 
task. The Iliad and Odyssey are special cases, since their text, unlike that of 
many surviving works in Greek, is in generally excellent condition; this 
is because of the special status of Homer in antiquity and the operations 
on the stabilization of the text carried out in the sixth and fifth centuries 
B.C. and especially in connexion with the Panathenaia, and in the third and 
second centuries B.C. in the libraries of Alexandria and, to a minor extent, 
Pergamon (see Chapter 3). The Iliad is particularly fortunate since a full 
range of scholia is preserved in some of the great medieval manuscripts, 
expecially in A (Venctus Graecus 822, written in the tenth century A.D. and 
now in the library of St Mark's at Venicc). That MS alone would offer the 
reader a usable text of the Iliad; it has of course been improved by modern 
scholarship, and the O C T of Monro and Allen, based on a consideration 
of the whole range of MSS and on the then known papyri, as well as on 
fundamental work on the scholia by Lehrs and Ludwich in the nineteenth 
century, has come to be accepted more or less as the modern vulgate. That 
does not mean that it is perfect; Allen's system of classification of the MSS 
by 'families' is agreed to be sometimes misleading, many Homeric papyri 
have become known in the last fifty yea«, and H. Erbse's edition of the 
scholia vetera has resolved some outstanding problems. The apparatus criticus 
could be substantially improved and a new editor would wish to alter a 
number of readings and spellings in the text itself, and probably to remit 
a dozen or so whole verses from the text to the apparatus: nothing very much 
in the way of actual change in a work of nearly 16,000 verses. Most of the 
alterations would be relatively minor in their effect, and the more sub-
stantial ones, especially those of the status of whole verses, will be fully 
discussed as they occur throughout the present Commentary - based as 
they are likely to be not on crucial changes in the manuscript evidence 
(whatever the improvements that could be made in analysing the relations 
of MSS), or even on new papyri (which only rarelv affect actual readings), 
but rather on a reassessment of the internal evidence of the poems them-
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selves and, to a lesser extent, of the attitudes of the ancient critics as 
recorded in the scholia. 

The production of a new edition of the text of the Iliad may be desirable 
by the highest scholarly standards; it would, of course, be an enormous task. 
It is not one which the present author could conceivably undertake, 
even if he were qualified in codicological matters (especially) to do so; the 
writing of a commentary is enough by itself. The only possible alternative 
to producing a complete new text would be to reproduce the Monro and 
Allen text with a few verses omitted, with references to the very small 
number of subsequently-published papyri which make any difference, 
with fuller reports of the views of the ancient critics, especially Aristarchus 
and Zenodotus, but with no radical review of the medieval manuscript 
evidence. That is what P. Von der Miihll has done with the Odyssey, and 
Dr Stephanie West and Dr J. B. Hainsworth have proceeded along similar 
lines, although more concisely, in their texts of books 1-4 and 5-8 
respectively in the admirable new Italian edition of the Odyssey (Omero, 
Odissea, 1 and 11). All these are impressive in their different ways, but the 
resulting apparatus criticus is in no case really satisfactory, leaving even more 
than usual to the subjective judgement of the editor and being at many 
points somewhat mystifying to the reader. It is the present writer's firm 
opinion that all important matters pertaining to the' Greek text can be 
adequately discussed in the Commentary, and indeed are better presented 
there than through a necessarily incomplete and highly selective apparatus. 

T o turn now to the Commentary itself: having established that it is 
not intended as definitive, that it does not offer complete bibliographical 
coverage, that it rejects the idea of ' the text' as autonomous, and that it 
requires the reader to have the O C T Greek text, vel sim., at hand, its author 
may reasonably be asked what sort of commentary it is intended to be. The 
answer, obvious as it may seem, is that it aims at helping serious readers 
of the poem by attempting to identify and deal with most of the difficulties, 
short of those assumed to be met by a general reading knowledge of Homeric 
Greek, which might stand in the way of a sensitive and informed personal 
response to the Iliad. It is also hoped that the present volume may help other 
scholars toward a better understanding of the epic style, its formular and 
rhythmical elements in particular, as well as of many well-known thematic 
problems on a larger scale; needless to say the two aspects are connected 
and cannot reasonably be treated in isolation. The catalogues in book 2 
obviously present a special challenge to the commentator, and again it is 
hoped that the relatively full treatment accorded them will clarify certain 
issues in a confused area of research. Overall, however, succinctness must 
be the goal (even at the cost of elegance) because of the ultimate restriction 
on space, itself the result of what publisher, author and readers can from 
their different viewpoints accept. 
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Ultimately it is hoped that the whole Iliad will be covered in a further 
five volumes each dealing with four Homeric Books. Each volume is 
envisaged as being of not much more than 300 printed pages - the present 
volume has exceeded that, partly because of the need to comment on many 
common words and phrases occurring for the first time in the poem, partly 
because of the special demands of the two catalogues. Subsequent volumes 
will be prepared simultaneously by separate authors, with the present 
writer taking responsibility for vol. 11 and for the general shape and 
consistency of the whole. With four Books and some 40-50 pages of 
introductory essays to each volume, that will amount to little more than 
60 pages of commentary on an Iliadic Book of average length. That is not 
very much; not so much as might be found on a Greek play or indeed in 
a special commentary on a single Homeric Book, like C. W. Macleod's 
welcome Iliad Book XXIV (Cambridge 1982). Succinctness is therefore 
especially important, together with careful selection; many words, phrases 
and verses on which something useful could be written, given more space, 
must be passed over in silence. All commentaries must do that to a greater 
or lesser degree; the trouble is that their authors are liable to pass over 
genuine difficulties, too, at least on their first occurrence. It is an advantage 
of the present arrangement that there will sometimes be a chance of 
repairing the omission in a subsequent volume; and the same is so, to an 
extent at least, with important items of secondary literature which may have 
been overlooked. 

The author has relied heavily on certain standard works and makes 
frequent reference to them; for example, on language, to P. Chantraine's 
brilliant Grammaire Homérique and Dictionnaire étymologique de la langue grecque 
(with less frequent citation of Frisk, Leumann, Shipp, the Lexicon des 

friihgriechischen Epos and H. von Kamptz, Homerische Personennamen) ; on 
archaeological matters, as a last resort, to Archaeologia Homerica\ on topo-
graphy (particularly in book 2) toR. Hope Simpson and J. F. Lazenby, The 
Catalogue of Ships in Homer*s Iliad (Oxford 1970}, a particularly clear 
presentation of the evidence to that date (and also to D. L. Page, History 
and the Homeric Iliad (Berkeley and Los Angeles 1959) and J. M. Cook, The 
Troad (Oxford 1973)) ; and on battle-poetry to B. Fenik, Typical Battle Scenes 
in the Iliad (Wiesbaden 1968). Of earlier commentaries, Walter Leaf's 
outstanding The Iliad (2nd edn, 2 vols., London 1900-2), although obsolete 
in important respects and extremely ' analytical contains many observations 
that are still valuable, and some of these are cited with due acknowledgement 
in the present Commentary. Short commentaries like M. M. Willcock's on 
Iliad books 1-12 can also contain, as his certainly does, useful insights. The 
multi-author Italian Odissea contains valuable material on various matters 
common to both epics ; for topics common to Homer and Hesiod M. L. West's 
commentaries on the latter ace an essential source. 
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The list could be continued: For example Milman Parry's collected works 
in A. Parry, ed., The Making of Homeric Verse (Oxford 1971), is bound to be 
among the commentator's 'bibles' on formular matters, as are the 
concordances of Prendergast-Marzullo and Dunbar-Marzullo. The point 
is that the Commentary is supported by reference to a limited number of 
key works to which readers will have relatively easy access. On linguistic 
matters something further needs to be said; compared with e.g. Leaf's 
commentary there are far fewer notes on debatable constructions and forms 
of words, and that is deliberate. One of the key discoveries about Homeric 
language is embodied in K. Meister's Die homerische Kunstsprache (Leipzig 
1921), a work whose main conclusion, that the language of the Iliad and 
Odyssey is indeed an artificial affair, combining elements from different 
dialects and periods and using great freedom over metrical adjustment and 
the use or neglect of contraction and digamma, has seldom been disputed. 
It is completely confirmed in Chantraine's Grammaire, for example; as 
L. R. Palmer put it (in The Greek Language (London and Boston 1980), 83), 
' . . . t h e Epic language betrays not only its artificial and conventional 
character but also that it is the product of a long and complex history'. The 
artificiality is further confirmed by study of the formular systems and their 
adaptations, from Milman Parry on (for example by J. B. Hainsworth, The 
Flexibility of the Homeric Formula (Oxford 1968 ). The epic singer evidently 
had great freedom in adapting older forms, combining different dialect 
elements, and so on. The result is that it is usually impossible to assign an 
individual and unusual construction or form to a particular stage of 
syntactical or morphological development. The introduction of new forms 
seems to have increased somewhat in the later stages of the oral epic 
tradition - especially around the lifetime of Homer - but, even so, certainty 
is impossible precisely because the normal logic of linguistic development 
does not necessarily apply. It is for that reason that the long notes on such 
apparent abnormalities which were a feature of Homeric commentaries 
down to the 1930s, at least, now seem unnecessary and often misleading. 
Arguments about such matters can occasionally reach a conclusion in the 
pages of, say, Fhilologust but usually even there they tend to be both 
over-complicated and uncertain in results. The user of an ordinary com-
mentary is scarcely helped by that kind of speculation, whatever its 
possible value in the long term; and the same is so of some of the more 
hypothetical discussions of Mycenaean words and forms as revealed in the 
Linear B tablets. 

There is a very distinct emphasis in the present volume on the detailed 
workings of metre and of style at the level of diction, especially in relation 
to the 'cumulative' or adding technique of oral heroic singers; to the sound 
and rhythm of the verse as indicated bv its pattern of word-breaks and 
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rhythmical cola; to the varying degrees ofenjambment and ways of creating 
longer sentences; to the effects of whole-sentence verses, and flowing ones 
against internally interrupted ones; and to syntactical (or subordinated) 
and paratactical (or co-ordinate) modes of expression. The emphasis on such 
points is partly because of their neglect by commentators in general, but 
more importantly because they reveal how Homeric verse was constructed 
and how the formular and conventional language of the tradition was 
deployed by the main composer to form the rich texture of his Iliad. Much 
of the enormous range and variety of this poetry is completely lost if one 
fails to notice such things, which pass beyond the 'mere' mechanics of 
versification - or rather move continuously from there into the depths of 
meaning and style in the broader sense. Sometimes, admittedlv, the 
observation o f rising threefolders' and the like (that is a term applied here 
to verses composed of three progressively-lengthening cola, through absence 
or weakness of a third-foot caesura and the presence of a strong fourth-foot 
one) might seem irrelevant or intrusive, but the reader is asked to read the 
verses in question out to himself, aloud as it were, before he dismisses the 
comment as excessive. 

Care is also taken to present necessary information, not at every point 
but from time to time, about the formular status of phrases and verses - of 
single words, even, because they can sometimes have an inherited tendency, 
not solely dictated by their length and metrical value, to a particular 
position in the verse. The frequency of occurrence, usually in both epics, 
is suggested in crude numerical terms (as e.g. ' IOX II., jx 0</.'), where the 
numbers are merely the simplest way of briefly indicating the initial facts 
and providing some check on the commentator's use of the concept of 
formularity. The whole question of the formular, conventional or traditional 
component in the Homeric language is extremely important for the exact 
appreciation of any particular passage, and of course of the whole poem. 
Something of a reaction is detectable at present from the extreme claims 
and inconclusive statistics that proliferated after the Milman Parry revolu-
tion, but it remains true, nevertheless, that the deployment of a partly fixed 
phraseology is a fundamental aspect of Homer's style and technique - one 
that shaped his view of life, almost. One can as well ignore Homer's ' use 
of phrases* as an ordinary poet's 'use of words'. 

Another aspect of many individual notes in the Commentary that will 
strike readers is the close attention paid to the Homeric scholia Vetera - that 
is, to the ancient critical comments recorded in a few medieval manuscripts, 
most fully in A (p. 39); and particularly to those which, according to the 
authoritative work of H. Erbse, were derived from Aristonicus and Didymus 
(in particular) and so record, indirectly for the most part, the views of 
Aristarchus himself. Further discussion of these matters will be found in 
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chapter 3; meanwhile some preliminary justification may be needed of what 
might appear as at times pedantic in a commentary that does not set out 
to be either definitive or heavily loaded with peripheral learning. There are 
three main reasons for it: first, the Homeric criticism of the Alexandrian 
era was in touch, at times, not so much through manuscript evidence as 
through looser scholarly and popular tradition, with views and problems 
concerning the epic from as early as the sixth century B.C.; at its best - rarely, 
it is true - it may reflect ideas that go back close to the time of Homer 
himself. Secondly, this school of criticism is part of the history of the poems 
in a way in which 'the higher criticism' of the nineteenth century, for 
instance, never could be; moreover it reflects much of the attitude not only 
of the Hellenistic but even of the classical period to these great national epics 
(as they had become), and therefore offers a taste of epic 'influence', in a 
particular form, which is worth noting even in a commentary primarily 
focused on the Iliad itself. Even the aberrations of this kind of scholarship 
have occasionally been noticed; there were plenty of those, and in general 
the standard of criticism, Aristarchus apart, was depressing; but even such 
obvious aberrations can be instructive or diverting, and remind us of how 
sceptical we should often be about the level of judgement in the rest. 
Thirdly, Aristarchus himself was a superb scholar whose operations on the 
text succeeded in establishing an ancient vulgate which is also substan-
tially the modem one. His work on punctuation and prosody (preserved in 
many of the comments ascribable to Nicanor and Herodian) has been 
largely taken for granted here, but his views on the status of debatable verses 
and passages, as well as on specific Homeric expressions and episodes, are 
a necessary part of any survey of the evidence for such important matters. 

T w o final observations need to be made. The first is that the preliminary 
chapters in this first volume will be essays on various aspects of the Iliad and 
its composition; since it is the first volume, these will deal with essential 
preliminary topics like Homer's date and background, the problems of 
orality and literacy, and the rhythm, formulas and other more concrete 
aspects of his style; as well as adding something more on the scholia and 
on the first four Books in their general context. Each subsequent volume 
will contain other critical essays, and the intention is that they should 
eventually cover the various aspects of the Iliad and so provide a complete 
background to the Commentary. Inevitably some of these essays will have 
to be delayed beyond the first point at which they might become relevant; 
for example similes will be treated in a later volume, although it would have 
been useful to have a general discussion even in this one as background to 
the detailed comments on the developed similes that occur in books 1-4. 
Similarly the battle-poetry begins in book 4, but a general discussion of it 
will be delayed until (probably) volume m, when fighting becomes the 
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predominant part of the action. The reader is asked to accept this 
inconvenience, which it is hoped is outweighed by positive advantages. 

The second observation is that the author may be thought to be adopting 
in this volume a somewhat more 'unitarian1 approach to the Iliad than 
he has in earlier writing. That reflects, perhaps, a small change in his own 
position, but primarily it is because, other things being equal and for one 
who is trying to produce helpful and objective comments, it is better to err 
on the side of conservatism, of treating the text as a reasonable reflection 
of Homer's own poem, except where there is a strong case to be made on 
the other side and for one or other of the various possible kinds of distortion. 
It remains true, as the author has stressed before, that in a monumental 
poem created substantially in an oral tradition, and then passed through 
at least a couple of generations of transmission by decadent and quasi-literate 
singers and rhapsodes, a degree of looseness, of departure from the ipsissima 
verba of Homer at any single performance, is almost inevitable in any-
surviving version whatever. 
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INTRODUCTION 

i. The making of the Iliad: 
preliminary considerations 

No commentary on the Iliad can avoid discussing, in a preliminary way at 
least, the poem's author and the manner of its creation. That is all the more 
necessary with what will turn out to be a substantially oral composition, 
the text of which cannot be treated with the disregard of circumstance which 
is sometimes applied nowadays, as a reaction against historicism and 
psychologism, to the assessment of fully literate works. The difficulties of the 
old 'Homeric Question' in its traditional form are all too familiar and will 
not be entered into here - the systematic study of the Greek text will, indeed, 
help to clarify many of the remaining problems more satisfactorily than any 
isolated general consideration could. On the other hand the objective 
evidence concerning composition and date deserves summarizing; for an 
account of the basic facts I have sometimes drawn on my earlier book The 
Songs of Homer (Cambridge 1962), especially chapter 13, 'The circumstances 
of Homeric composition', as well as on' Objective dating criteria in Homer', 
Museum Helveticum 17 (i960) 189-205, to both of which the reader is referred 
for supporting references. These matters occupy sections (i) and (ii) below; 
(iii) sets out some fundamental considerations relating to Homer's possible 
use of writing, and the chapter closes with a suggestion in (iv) about Greece's 
unusual and perhaps unique status in respect of oral poetry. 

(i) The external evidence for Homer's date and background 

Antiquity knew nothing definite about the life and personality of Homer. 
Little about him that is at all plausible is found in the ancient traditions 
whose proliferation we can trace back to the sixth century B.C., except only 
that he was an Ionian particularly associated with Smurne and Khios. The 
horror vacui that was an endemic disease of ancient biographers caused a mass 
of spurious details to be invented, many of them palpably based on innocent 
passages in the poems themselves, others supplied by local interests or 
designed to reconcile divergent conjectures. The commonest version to be 
found in the various Lives of Homer, eccentrically created from the 
Hellenistic period onward but sometimes incorporating stories from the 
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classical age, is that Homer was born in Smurne (an Aeolic foundation 
which became Ionic early in its history), lived in Khios and died in the 
insignificant Cycladic island of los; his name was originally Melesigenes, 
his father being the river Meles (!) and his mother the nymph Kretheis; he 
was also descended from Orpheus and contemporary with, or even a cousin 
of, Hesiod, with whom he had a poetical contest in Euboea. Much of this 
information is recognizably fantastic and nearly all of it is probably 
worthless; but the tale about Meles and Kretheis was already being 
discussed, according to Harpocration, as early as the genealogical his-
torian Hellanicus in the fifth century B.C. Even in the relatively critical 
environment of classical Athens it was possible to say, or deny, almost 
anything about this almost wholly mysterious figure. Not even the association 
with Smurne and Khios, the latter backed by the existence there from at 
least the late sixth century B.C. of a rhapsodic guild called the Homeridai 
or 'descendants of Homer', can have been watertight - or there would not 
have been so many rival claimants, of which Kume, Ephesos and Kolophon 
were the chief but to which several others had been added by the Roman 
period. 

The association of Homer with both Khios and Smurne is said (in the 
second pseudo-Plutarchan Life) to have been already made by Pindar, 
whose older contemporary Simonides of Keos (more probably than Sem-
onides of Amorgos, somewhat earlier) ascribed a famous Iliadic verse, 
6.146, to 'the man of Khios'. Similarly a 'blind man.. .from rugged Khios' 
was claimed (in verse 172) as author of the Delian part of the 'Homeric' 
Hymn to Apollo - that is likely to be a Homerid claim, and implies the con-
nexion of Homer with Khios as early as this Hymn, which R.Janko in 
HHH places in the mid-seventh century B.C. but I hesitantly retain in the 
early sixth. Pindar also wrote of the Homeridai as 'singers of stitched tales', 
£orrrra>v ÉTTÉOÚV...&0160Í {Nem. 2.if.); and the scholium on this passage 
states that they were at first members of Homer's family, but later were 
rhapsodes who claimed no blood descent; one of them was Kunaithos of 
Khios, who first recited the poems of Homer to the Syracusans in 504 B.C. 
The last part of this could be accurate; much of the rest may be speculative, 
but that there was some sort of guild-organization in Khios as early as the 
sixth century at least, claiming a special relationship with Homer and his 
works, need not be doubted. It survived there, apparently in a degenerate 
form, at least until Plato's time. Unfortunately we do not know the origins 
of these eponymous or guild organizations, or precisely how loose and 
fortuitous they may have been. Certainly the Homerid connexion need have 
been little closer than that which related doctors who called themselves 
Asklepiadai to the semi-divine Asklepios, or even the Homeric herald 
Talthubios to the Spartan clan ofTalthubiadai. It can however be concluded 
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that the associations of Homer with Khios were claimed at least as early 
as the earlier part of the sixth century B.C. and seemed to have some 
supporting evidence. On the other hand the lack of detailed biography 
concerning their founder and supposed ancestor suggests that there was no 
continuous Homerid tradition in Khios; otherwise it would surely have 
been disseminated at some stage, if only to bolster the group's own disputed 
claims. The Smurne connexion, by contrast, managed to maintain itself in 
the tradition even without such an assumed family connexion; perhaps that 
had something to do with the presence of Aeolic forms in the predominantly 
Ionic dialect-mixture of the epic. 

The absence of serious discussions of Homer's life and person from the 
surviving literature of the classical era remains surprising. His name 
happens not to be directly cited before Simonides, Heraclitus and Pindar, 
but there was obviously much incidental speculation about his date and 
background. Thus the elegiac poet Callinus in the middle of the seventh 
century B.C. is said by Pausanias (9.9.5) to have ascribed a Theban epic to 
him; Theagenes of Rhegion at the end of the sixth wrote an allegorical 
treatise on his works; and his chronological relation to Hesiod was discussed 
by the poet Xenophanes at about the same time. This question of date was 
obviously of great interest, and a whole range of possibilities, from close to 
the Trojan War itself down to 500 years after it, was advanced at different 
times. Much the most important contribution to the debate was made by 
Herodotus, who at 2.53.2 expressed the firm opinion that 'Hesiod and 
Homer were 400 years older than me and not more*; it was they, he 
thought, who created a theogony for the Greeks and gave the gods their 
names and functions. Here he is thinking of the Homeric picture of the 
Olympian gods, and of the Hesiodic Theogony in particular; and since 
Hesiod deals with the earlier stages of divine development, that is perhaps 
why Herodotus names him first (and why in other lists of divine authorities 
from Orpheus downwards Hesiod often precedes Homer). Herodotus' 
opinion about Homeric religious innovations is pure speculation, but the 
date he offers so confidently, in its upper limit at least, seems to depend on 
harder information. It is an attractive modern conjecture (by H. T . Wade-
Gery, The Poet of the Iliad (Cambridge 1952) 25-9) that the phrase 'and not 
more' in his '400 years.. .and not more' implies that he was basing this 
computation on a chronological factor which he himself regarded as 
probably excessive, and that concerning the length of a generation. For 
Herodotus the 40-year generation, which seems to have been quite com* 
monly accepted, was unrealistic; at 2.142.2 he states his own feeling that 
'three generations of men are a hundred years'. If so, then his maximum 
of 400 years (which is likely in any event to be based on some kind of 
genealogical count) may represent ten 'stretched' generations, and his own 
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lower estimate would make those same ten generations represent not 400 
but about 330 years before his own time. Given that he was writing around 
435 B.C., that would put Homer around 760 - not a bad shot! But we should 
remember that, even if Wade-Gery's idea is correct, the calculation would 
still depend on the unassessable assumption of a genealogy for Homer 
(perhaps a Homerid one?) reaching back precisely ten generations - a 
conveniently round number. 

Homer, then, was as much a remote figure to the ancient world as he 
is to us. O f all the speculations about him of which evidence survives, only 
Herodotus' calculation of his date and the general agreement that he came 
from somewhere in Ionia are of much value; the former being supplemented 
by the date of around 700 B.C. given for the floruit of Arctinus of Miletus, 
composer of the Aithiopis which started where the Iliad left off, by the annalist 
Artemon of Clazomenae (Kirk, Songs 286). One also wonders whether the 
idea of him as blind, the TV9A0S Avr̂ p of the Delian hymn (HyAp 172), had 
any special authority - but then blindness was often associated with singers 
(no doubt partly for real reasons), and Demodokos, one of the two singers 
in the Odyssey itself, was blind, which arouses some suspicion. 

That the Iliad and Odyssey were widely known by the middle of the seventh 
century B.C., if not earlier, is supported by other considerations: mainly the 
quotations and echoes in surviving poetry of that time (in Archilochus, 
Alcman, Callinus and Tyrtaeus especially), but also a couplet referring to 
Nestor's cup of//. 1 I.632ff. which was inscribed around 725 B.C. on a cup 
excavated in Ischia in 1954. This is confirmed by the appearance of heroic 
scenes as decoration on vases from around 735 B.C. onward. The earliest of 
these (Herakles and the Stymphalian birds on a late-Geometric jug in 
Copenhagen; a specific battle-scene, arguably the end of the duel in Iliad 
book 7, on another jug in the Louvre; Kirk, Songs, pi. 5, a and b) are either 
non-Homeric in subject or are not certainly identifiable in themselves; but 
by soon after 680 B.C. topics like the blinding of Poluphemos or Odysseus' 
subsequent escape from his cave tied underneath the ram are inescapably 
4epic' in inspiration, and it takes a determined sceptic not to see them as 
inspired by the increasing popularity of the Homeric poems themselves. 
Artistic fashion, and an equal or greater interest in subjects described not in 
the Iliad and Odyssey but in poems of the epic Cycle, have to be taken into 
account; but overall, and in combination with the quotations and echoes 
in other poets, there can be no serious doubt that both Iliad and Odyssey were 
quite well known, not only in Ionia but also on the mainland, by 650 B.C. 
The increase from around 700 in cults of epic heroes and heroines, like those 
of Agamemnon at Mukenai and Menelaos and Helen at Sparta, points in 
the same direction. 
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(ii) Internal evidence: language and content 

So far we have been dealing with various kinds of external criterion for 
dating and placing Homer and his poetry. Clearly the poems themselves 
reveal much about their own environment and mode of composition, if 
virtually nothing about their main author (or authors, this being a subject 
about which nothing further will be said here except that the intuition of 
pseudo-Longinus, that the Odyssey belongs to Homer's old age, cannot be 
disregarded). This internal evidence may be divided into two kinds: first 
that of the language of the poems, and second that of the theoretically 
datable or piaceable objects, customs and beliefs to which they allude. Both 
kinds are susceptible to a caution that applies to all traditional literature: 
that the existence of an archaic feature does not necessarily mark its whole 
context, let alone the whole poem, as equally archaic, since such things can 
survive in traditional phrases or passages that were incorporated much later 
into their existing context. The formular nature of much Homeric poetry 
(on which see chapter i (ii)) increases the likelihood of such survivals, as 
does the artificial and composite nature of the epic language (on which see 
p. xxii). On the other hand relative modernisms, which once again only 
implicate their immediate setting, must be judged in relation to the length 
of the entire tradition, obviously including its final or monumental stage; 
and in the case of a work like the Iliad, which had to undergo a further period 
of fluid transmission before it was provisionally fixed in an accepted written 
text (this probably happened in the second part of the sixth century B.C. 
and as a result of rhapsodic competitions at the Panathenaia at Athens), 
there was the possibility of limited alteration and corruption after the 
lifetime of Homer himself. Finally, as with any ancient text, there were 
further changes in spelling and other minor matters which even the critical 
work of Aristarchus and his school could not entirely eradicate. 

(a) Language 

The language of the poems, as has been remarked, is an artificial amalgam 
of words, constructions and dialect-forms from different regions and 
different stages in the development of Greek from the late Bronze Age until 
around 700 B.C. Yet the predominance of Ionic forms is a strong argument 
in favour of locating this particular oral tradition in Ionia itself- that is, 
in the central part of the east Aegean seaboard including the large offshore 
islands of Khios and Samos; for the dialect spoken there developed in 
certain ways which were not paralleled in the Attic-Ionic of the mainland, 
and a mainland origin for the Homeric oral tradition is out of the question 
for this and other reasons That the Iliad was composed primarily in the 
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ambience of Ionia is confirmed not only by this consideration but also by 
the traditions about Homer's birthplace, confused as they are; and by an 
additional factor which needs handling with equal caution, namely the 
references in the Iliad itself to specifically east Aegean landscapes and 
seascapes. These are confined to the probable awareness that the peak of 
Samothrake was visible from the plain of Troy on a clear day, above Imbros 
(i3.i2ff.); to the observation of birds in the Asian meadow at the mouth 
of the Kaüstrios river (2.45gff.), of storms in the Icarian sea (2.i44Íf.) and 
of north-westerly gales from Thrace (9.5); and to isolated bits of knowledge 
about Asia Minor, not only in the Trojan catalogue in book 2 but also e.g. 
in the idea of Niobe petrified on Mt Sipulos (24.6 i4ff.). 

The Homeric language contains many elements which demonstrate the 
long period of its formation and also its artificial and literary quality (of 
which the metrical lengthening of vowels more or less on demand, as in 
ElAi*]Aov/6a, 'ÁTTÓAAtova, TrovAvfteTEipa, fjOyévtios, órrrovéeaBai, is another 
aspect). Thus Arcado-Cypriot forms like alaa, <páoyavov, fjpap, aCrráp, I8é, 
f)TTÚGO, survived the collapse of the Mycenaean world only in isolated 
Arcadia and Cyprus and must have been absorbed into the poetical 
vocabulary either before or not too long after that collapse. These can be 
found in the Iliad beside mainland Aeolisms like infinitives in -ucv, and TTOTÍ 

(for Ionic and Lesbian Trpó$), and more broadly diffused Aeolisms like 
Triovpes, 9 TÍ pes, avcpvco, 3<5t6Eos, Ta for pía, KocAfjyovTEs etc. as perfect. There 
are even occasional Atticisms, most of them, like Ay£r|p6vr) or évTaOOa (for 
Ionic &y€r)p/)vr) and évOav/Ta), mere spelling-variants introduced in an 
Athenian stage of the transmission of the text; of apparent Atticisms which 
cannot be changed without affecting the metre most are nowadays found 
questionable, like SevSpécp (on which see the comment on 3.152), although 
23.226 éox79Ópo$ (Ionic /)coo90po$, Aeolic ofcoaqxSpos) more persuasively 
demonstrates Attic remodelling at that point. Conspicuous above all are the 
many Ionic forms which give the dialect-mixture its predominantly Ionian 
character: forms like iaav or ¿ryxuAoiAiyrcco; or Téaaapcs, and 
Elvat existing side by side with Aeolic Trfoupcs, &uiie$ and ?uu£v or ImiEvai. 
Usually the Aeolism is retained only where it offers a useful metrical variant, 
and in purely literary inventions we can find an Aeolic ending, like dative 
plural -E<TCTI, tacked on to a genuine Ionic stem as in vé-EOAI or an artificially 
d i s t e n d e d o n e as in frié-Ecrai. 

T w o important elements in the Homeric language reflect real changes 
in pronunciation and can be approximately dated by some complicated 
arguments that come under the general heading of dialect-geography. First, 
contraction (the amalgamation of adjacent vowel-sounds) is not only absent 
from the Mycenaean dialect of the Linear B tablets but is demonstrably later 
than the foundation of the Ionian settlements in Asia Minor from c. 1000 B.C. 
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onwards, since e.g. EO contracts to ou in Attic-Ionic but remains open, or 
becomes a sound later written as cu, in Ionia. Moreover the Ionic change 
of a to T) was still operating by the time the Mada first impinged upon the 
Greeks, not before 1000 B.C., since the Ionians called them Mf^Soi, Medes; 
yet the Ionic contraction of OCE was to a (as in Attic-Ionic VIKCC) and not r|; 
therefore the contraction itself was subsequent to c. iooo B.C. The second 
argument concerns the gradual disappearance of the semi-vowel digamma, 
whose metrical effects were still felt, as often as not, in the language of 
Homer. This, like contraction, began to affect Ionic pronunciation only after 
the completion of the a TJ change, since the classical Ionic (and Homeric) 
version of what was originally spelled and pronounced xaXp6s was K6A6S and 
not KT]A6S. In many cases the neglect of digamma can be seen to have 
preceded contraction; for example &KCOV is the contracted form of ¿CEKOOV 
which was earlier ¿fixcov. 

That is important because it reveals that, notwithstanding the occasional 
Mycenaean word or even formula («pdoryavov ApyuponAov or £»905 Apyu-
pdrjXov being the strongest candidates to be the latter) which survived into 
the mixed language of the Iliad and Odyssey, certain all-pervading dialectal 
characteristics, which are often organic in the sense that they cannot be 
removed by simple spelling-changes, can only have accrued after the Ionian 
migrations (and in Ionia itself, in many cases). Further attempts to date 
specific passages, or complete Books or epics, more narrowly by comparing 
the occurrences of neglected or observed digamma, for instance, or of 
especially significant contractions like -cov for -6cov or -ou for -00 or -010, 
are more dangerous, although when carefully handled (see now R. Janko, 
Homer, Hesiod and the Hymns (Cambridge 1982)) they can produce some 
interesting indications here and there. Yet the main conclusion from the 
Homeric language remains unshakeable: that it was developed for the most 
part during the earl) Iron Age, down to the time no doubt of Homer himself. 

(b) Content 

The material objects mentioned in the poems, and sometimes the description 
of customs and beliefs, offer a striking analogy to the mixed nature of the 
language. The cultural picture as a whole is an artificial one. Actual people 
never fought in quite the way the Iliad suggests, and their customs in relation 
to giving brides or disposing of the dead, although complicated and no doubt 
changing somewhat from region to region and epoch to epoch, are unlikely 
to have had exactly those inconsistencies which appear in the Iliad and 
Odyssey, most of which result from the conflation of different poetical 
accounts originating at different periods. For just as the language of the Iliad 
appears as the product of many generations of oral poetry, in which archaic 
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features are preserved here and there, new developments are introduced 
from time to time from contemporary spoken dialects, and new kinds of 
artificial pronunciation are at first tolerated and then conventionalized in 
the interests of metrical flexibility, so the material and social background 
is gradually compounded into one belonging to an essentially fictitious 
'heroic age*. We shall examine the cultural mixture with special attention 
to the detection of extreme archaisms on the one hand (since they raise the 
possibility of a stage of the oral tradition contemporary with the Trojan War 
itself) and of relatively late innovations on the other (since, if they are 
suspected of being later than about 700 B.C., they raise the possibility of 
post-Homeric additions). 

The unambiguously Mycenaean objects mentioned in the epics are few: 
the tower-like body-shield chiefly associated with the greater Aias, of a kind 
made not later than c. 1200 B.C.; the 'silver-studded sword*, which became 
increasingly rare toward the end of the Bronze Age and then fell out of use 
until the late eighth to early seventh century (its developed formular status, 
quite apart from its possibly Mycenaean wording, precludes the latter 
period); the boar's-tusk helmet described at II. 10.261 ff. - evidently an 
unusual object even there, but certainly Mycenaean and unparalleled in 
the Iron Age; Nestor's dove-cup at II. 11.632ff., which has some resemblance 
to a famous silver cup from the fourth Shaft-grave at Mukenai and 
reproduces Bronze-Age design and workmanship (like the boar's-tusk 
helmet it may have been an heirloom); finally the technique of metal inlay, 
exemplified in the famous Shaft-grave daggers and described with some 
misunderstanding when Hephaistos makes Akhilleus' new shield in Iliad 
book 18. Other things are probably or possibly Mycenaean but could be 
later: the metallic corslet and metallic greaves, the work-basket on wheels 
of Od. 4.13 if., the knowledge of the wealth of Egyptian Thebes revealed at 
II. 9.381-4 and Od. 4. i26f. Other more general conditions are Bronze-Age 
in origin but would have persisted here and there into the Dark Age: the 
undeniable element of late-Mycenaean political geography in the Achaean 
catalogue in Iliad book 2, and the use of bronze not only for defensive armour 
and spear-heads etc. (which continued virtually through antiquity) but also 
for swords and cutting-tools. 

The immediately post-Mycenaean Dark Age, in broad terms from 1100 
to 950 B.C., was probably of great importance for the development of the 
heroic oral tradition and also for the transmission of information and ideas 
from the preceding Mycenaean age; but it left no very specific trace in the 
material and cultural amalgam of the epics (even though it may have done 
so in one or two linguistic phenomena; see Kirk, Songs, ch. 7). Subjects which 
can be assigned to the early Iron Age down to the time of Homer - that 
is, to the Protogeometric and Geometric phases of Greek art and 
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manufacture - and to no other period are again quite few. First, the pair 
of throwing-spears as martial equipment seems to have been adopted 
around 900 and to have gone out of fashion again within a further two 
hundred years, with the development of hoplite fighting and the réintro-
duction of the thrusting-spear (references to which in the confused Homeric 
picture could be of various dates). Secondly, the single Iliadic and five 
Odyssean mentions of Phoenician ships around the Aegean indicate a state 
of affairs unlikely to be earlier than c. 900 B.C., when the Phoenician 
trade-routes to Carthage via Cyprus, Crete, Kuthera and Sicily were 
established, or to have lasted longer than the early eighth century. Thirdly, 
cremation as the normal way of disposing of the dead at home and in 
peacetime begins in the early Iron Age and goes out of fashion again by 
the end of the eighth century; yet most Homeric mentions of cremation refer 
to war overseas and are not significant - only Antikleia's statement at Od. 
1 I.2i8ff. that burning is the 6(KT]. . .PPOT&v is unambiguous. Fourthly, the 
absence of any reference to writing, with the exception of the mysterious 
'baneful signs' of the Bellerophon-tale at II. 6.168 (supplemented by the 
omission of scribes from the quite complicated household of Odysseus in the 
Odyssey), must reflect conditions in Greece after the obsolescence of Linear 
B and before the wide dispersion of alphabetic writing; it could, of course, 
be an intentional archaism by the monumental composer, in whose time 
the new script was establishing itself. 

There are several other practices which probably belong to this period, 
but could theoretically be later in their introduction into the Homeric 
corpus. One of the most important is hoplite fighting, something resemb-
ling which is presupposed in three passages in the Iliad, at 12.105, I3*I3°^-
and 16.212ff. (with the possible addition of 4-448f. = 8.62f.). Arguments 
among historians about when massed hoplite tactics were 'introduced' still 
continue (see for example P. Cartledge and J. Salmon, separately, in JHS 
97 ('977) 1 'ff- a n d 84ÎL) ; generally speaking, about 675 seems to be the 
preferred date, but the fact is that a developed bronze cuirass and helmet 
of about 725 B.C. were found at Argos in 1953, and suggest that early 
experiments in the side-by-side deployment of fully armed warriors -
although something short of the developed hoplite line depicted on Proto-
corinthian jugs around 650 - could have been under way at that time. Then 
four-horse chariots are implied a few times in Homer (at II. 8.185, 11.699 
and Od. 13.81); two-horse chariots are the norm, but four-horse ones are 
depicted in art after about 750. Horseback riding, fishing and the use of 
trumpets in warfare are supposedly 'late* practices, but they too are rare 
in the epic because they were unheroic rather than because they were 
unknown. 

It is only, after all, the certainly datable items which have much value 
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as dating criteria; the supposedly post-Homeric ones are nearly all 
chimerical. Thus Odysseus' brooch as described at Od. ig.226ff. is not likely 
to be seventh-century Etruscan after all; the gorgon's-head decoration on 
Agamemnon's shield at II. i i-36f. and in three other Homeric passages is 
not necessarily later than 700, since gorgon-masks were'probably much 
older and several found at Tiruns were made very early in the seventh 
century; only one lamp is mentioned in Homer, at Od. i9.33f., and 
surprisingly few lamps have been found from c. 1100 to c. 700 B.C. - but 
lamps can never have gone out of use and could be mentioned in poetry, if 
necessary, at any time; finally the seated statue of Athene in her temple at 
Troy (II. 6.297-304) has been curiously claimed as post-Geometric, but the 
cult-statue of Athene at Lindos was probably of a seated figure and seems 
to go back to the mid-eighth century B.C., and doubtless there were others; 
free-standing temples, of course, were relatively rare to begin with but are 
known from the late Minoan age onwards. One phenomenon and one only 
can be securely dated after 700, and that is Nestor's proposal at II. 7-334f. 
(in an inorganic couplet athetized by Aristarchus) that the Achaean dead 
should be burned 'so that each man may bring home the bones for the 
children, whensoever we return to our native land' - a custom apparently 
initiated by the Athenians in 464 B.C. 

The absolutely datable phenomena in the Iliad and Odyssey turn out to 
be surprisingly few, and suggest precisely what we should conclude from 
other kinds of evidence: that the subject-matter of the poems was gradually 
formulated over several centuries, beginning soon after the Trojan War itself 
and ending with the period some five hundred years later when Homer set 
about making a monumental Iliad, with a monumental Odyssey following 
within a generation or so. Post-Homeric details, later than around 700 B.C., 
whether of language or of content, are virtually absent. That does not 
absolutely prove, in a generally conservative tradition, that the composition 
of the poems could not be somewhat later, say around 650 B.C.; that it was, 
has been argued by M. L. West in support of the view (certainly false on 
linguistic grounds, cf. G. P. Edwards, The Language of Hesiod in its Traditional 
Context (Oxford 1971) igoff.) that Hesiod was earlier than Homer; but few-
people have been won over so far. 

(iia) The possible contribution of literacy to the 
monumental Iliad 

If the artificial language of the Iliad was formed over a period lasting from 
the end of the Bronze Age, or shortly before, until Homer's own lifetime 
in the eighth century B.C., then it was formed for the most part in a non-literate 
environment and by aoidoi, &oi6oi, singers or bards, something like Phemios 
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and Demodokos in the Odyssey. That is confirmed by the highly-developed 
formular system on which so much of Homer's language and style depend. 
And yet it is a curious fact that a new kind of writing, based on the 
development of the alphabet, started to take hold in Greece either shortly 
before or even during Homer's own lifetime. That naturally raises the 
question whether Homer himself used the new writing, indeed whether the 
whole creation of a monumental epic in some sense depended on it. This 
is an important question, as any must be which concerns the manner in 
which these great masterpieces were composed; yet, unlike the oral 
techniques implicit in the Iliad, it does not have a very direct bearing on 
the way we experience the poem itself. Nor, since Homer is in any case such 
a shadowy figure, and the cultural and social background of Ionia in the 
eighth century B.C. so largely unknown, does it greatly affect either the 
biographical issue or the assessment of historical elements in the epic. Our 
understanding of the early history of alphabetic writing would undoubtedly 
be greatly improved if the question could be settled one way or the other; 
so would the generalizations we tend to make about the effects of literacy 
on oral traditions. But the close study and literary experience of the text 
would remain largely unchanged, and that is what most direcdy affects a 
commentary. 

I propose, therefore, to set out quite briefly some of the basic facts and 
considerations. My own opinion has always been that Homer made little 
use, if any, of writing, and some reflection of that is probable in this brief 
presentation of the issues; but that opinion could be proved wrong by new 
evidence at any time, and it would be imprudent as well as pointless to argue 
it at length all over again. 

(1) Linear B writing, which seems to have been confined to bureaucratic 
uses in the Mycenaean palaces of the mainland and of Knossos, disappeared 
with the destruction of the palaces themselves and of the social and economic 
system they represented. That happened by about 1050 B.C. 

(2) There is no sign of any replacement writing system in Greece until 
the introduction of the new alphabet, of which the first direct evidence is 
of around 750 B.C. 

(3) The artificial language and dialect-mixture of the Iliad were under 
formation during much or all of this period - see the arguments from both 
language and datable content presented in section (ii) above. 

(4) Therefore the oral poetical tradition concerning the Trojan War and 
its aftermath was continuously developing during this broad period. 
Whether it goes back to the Mycenaean age itself is disputable, but at least 
there must have been some tradition, not necessarily poetical, about life and 
warfare in that epoch. 

(5) The 'Dark Age* of the eleventh and early tenth centuries was not 
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so totally disrupted as to prevent the continuity, in places at least, of such 
a tradition, and indeed it is likely that the poetical narrative tradition was 
itself under development by then. 

(6) An oral poetical tradition is maintained by professional singers whose 
usual stock-in-trade is likely to have consisted of narrative songs lasting an 
hour or so - a short evening at the most. This conclusion is based partly on 
comparative evidence, most fully from the Serbo-Croatian singers studied 
by Parry and Lord in the 1930s, partly on the descriptions of Phemios and 
Demodokos in action in the Odyssey. and partly on common-sense 
considerations of a general sort. It is affected, admittedly, by the kinds of 
audience and occasion that are envisaged: aristocratic banquets are only 
one possibility, and heroic singers in modern times have had informal 
popular audiences, in coffee-houses, at weddings and so on. A singer can 
be described as a 6T}iuocpy6$,4 a worker for the community \ at Od. 17.383-5. 

(7) The monumental Iliad is of a totally different order of magnitude from 
those 'normal' songs, and must have been performed in a special way at 
which we can only guess. It was still designed for a listening audience, since 
the spread of literacy cannot possibly have been such, by say 700 B.C., as 
to allow for a proliferation of copies and readers. 

(8) There is no special occasion which could of itself accommodate, let 
alone promote, such a mammoth enterprise. A religious festival like the 
Delia or the Panionia might seem like a possible environment. The Delian 
Hymn tells of Apollo's maidens singing of men and women of ancient times 
and somehow mimicking their accents (HyAp 156-64), and there was a 
tradition about Homer and Hesiod composing hymns to Apollo in Delos 
according to the scholium on Pindar, Nem. 2.1. Considerably later, in the 
sixth century B.C., competitions of rhapsodes were organized at the 
Panathenaia at Athens in which large sections, at least, of the Homeric 
poems were recited. Yet the Ionians who with their wives and children 
enjoyed themselves with 'boxing and dancing and singing' at the Delian 
festival, according to lines 147 -50 of the Hymn, can hardly be imagined 
as sitting or standing through 16,000 verses of the Iliad, which would take 
at the very least 20 hours of continuous singing, and that without taking 
account of pauses for rest or musical decoration. Assuming three-hour 
sessions as the longest any audience would be likely to endure, at least six 
or seven such separate sessions would be required for the Iliad, and more 
probably nine or ten. 

(9) Since no special occasion can be imagined which would easily 
accommodate the performance of the Iliad, it must be accepted either that 
the poem was never intended to be heard as a whole, which is unlikely; 
or that it was regarded as such a prodigious affair that people would accept 
discomfort, and a certain amount of interruption, in order to hear it over 
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a period of two or three or four days. Homer must have had an extraordinary 
reputation in order to be able to impose his epic on audiences despite its 
unnatural size; but then an extraordinary reputation for such a man of 
genius is only to be expected. Other oral traditions suggest that a brilliant 
singer can become very widely known, and is easily encouraged by an 
enthusiastic public to extend his scope beyond that of ordinary oral songs 
and performances. 

(10) The problem of performance is only loosely connected with that of 
whether Homer used writing in some way to help him compose the 
monumental Iliad, unless of course the epic was not performed but read. 
But that is out of the question, since there can have been no general reading 
public at this stage of the development of literacy, and at least until the 
growth of a book-trade in Athens in the fifth century B.C. 

( i t ) That Homer used writing to create, either in person or through a 
scribe to whom he dictated, the whole Iliad, for his own purposes and not 
for a reading public, seems unlikely for these reasons: (a) the newness of 
the alphabet; (b) the indications that in Homer's time it was used for simple 
practical purposes; (c) the evidence suggested by Hesiod, Archilochus and 
the Milesian Presocratics that its use for literary composition developed 
gradually; (d) the probably high cost and erratic availability of papyrus, 
the clumsiness of papyrus rolls (of which an enormous number would be 
needed to accommodate the whole Iliad, especially when written in a 
probably large majuscule script), and the implausibility of such a massive 
experiment in book-production in the earliest days of literacy. 

(12) Those objections do not apply to the possibility that Homer used 
writing on a small scale for lists of themes and topics, or even the points 
to be made, for example, in a long and complicated speech. 

(13) There is one single argument, but an important one, in favour of 
a much more substantia] use of writing by the monumental composer, and 
that is precisely the length, complexity and subtlety of the Iliad as a whole, 
together with the feeling they produce of being beyond the scope of wholly 
oral techniques. Very long oral or primarily oral poems are known from 
other cultures (for example The Wedding of Smailagié Meho by the Yugoslav 
singer Avdo Mededovié), but they are far simpler, more restricted in theme 
and vocabulary, more repetitive and generally vastly inferior to the Iliad 
and Odyssey - which by contrast may seem to develop their central plot and 
various sub-plots, as well as the complex interplay of characters, all kept 
in place by accurate foreshadowing and retrospect, in a way no singer 
however gifted could achieve. 

(14) That kind of feeling, which some Homerists experience all the time 
and all must experience some of the time, is one belonging to habitual 
literates, which is a reason for regarding it with some suspicion. 
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(15) Moreover our knowledge of the possible range and powers of 
exceptionally gifted singers is less than adequate for any firm judgement to 
be made. Nothing remotely approaching the quality of Homeric poetry 
is known from any other oral tradition; but it is a reasonable conjecture 
that not only was the monumental composer himself wholly exceptional, 
but so also was the local tradition of heroic poetry on which he depended. 

(16) The highly-developed formular structure of the Iliad is matched by 
an analogous theme-structure and system of thematic variations (for 
instance in the battle-poetry) which would make the handling of this 
material much easier for a skilled singer than would appear on first 
consideration. Moreover the general circumstances of oral poetry in Greece 
are fundamentally different in one respect, to be considered in section (iv) 
below, from those of any other developed oral tradition known. 

(17) The evidence, to repeat, is insufficient for a firm conclusion at this 
stage. Relevant details will be considered from time to time in the 
Commentary, where, however, it is normally assumed that the Iliad was 
composed by predominantly oral means and not written out in full either 
by, or at the behest of, the main composer. 

(iv) Greece's backwardness over writing: a factor in the 
development of the monumental Iliad 

There is another side to the problem of the introduction of alphabetic 
writing which has been generally neglected by writers on Homeric topics, 
yet is highly relevant to the understanding of how the Iliad might have 
developed against its oral background. I have already stated the argument 
in my chapter on Homer in The Cambridge History of Classical Literature, vol. 
I, and have deliberately followed that statement very closely, although with 
certain modifications, in what follows here. 

The truth is that ancient Greece acquired a fully practicable writing-
system (which the Linear B syllabic script never was) unusually late in its 
general cultural development, in comparison with the transition from 
non-literacy to literacy in other observable societies. Both Mesopotamia and 
Egypt were already quite advanced technically when they developed the 
art of writing ages before, back in the third millennium B.C. ; but some of 
the Achaean kingdoms, if they lagged behind them in many respects, had 
already in the second half of the second millennium reached a stage of 
sophistication in art and administration, at least, comparable with that of 
their Near Eastern neighbours. Yet they could do no better in the way of 
writing than imitate the most cumbersome features of the hieroglyphic and 
cuneiform systems in order to develop a syllabary which could never have 
coped with anything beyond basic documentary uses, even though the 
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Mesopotamia!! and Egyptian models had been applied to historical, 
religious and purely literary purposes long before. 

In many respects this strange Greek backwardness over writing (presum-
ably due in part to Minoan influence) and the insistence on clinging to 
the worst available system - and then dropping even that without immediate 
replacement - must have been disadvantageous. In respect of poetry, 
however, it had some paradoxical merits. For the oral tradition, which 
would have been killed off by any immediate and serious extension of 
literacy, continued and expanded in the Greek world of the late Bronze and 
early Iron Age far beyond the modest requirements of village or even 
baronial entertainment. The heroic tradition based primarily on the 
exploits at Thebes and at Troy, established in some form by the end of the 
Bronze Age itself, not only survived the disturbed period which followed but 
was evidently carried overseas in some form with the migrations to Aeolis 
and Ionia from shortly before iooo B.C., to develop there in an era of social, 
political and economic consolidation and expansion. How far the range and 
techniques of oral poetry kept pace with cultural progress in other fields is 
a matter for speculation; but it seems probable that they did so to a 
worthwhile degree. The heroic poetry of the eleventh century B.C., probably 
already expressed in comparatively developed dactylic hexameters, may 
well have consisted, as in most other oral heroic poetry, of short and 
primarily whole-verse sentences; and similes and speeches are likely to have 
been similarly rudimentary. Two or three whole centuries of further 
development in a modestly expansionist environment, and before any 
intervention from literacy, may well have brought enormous advances in 
formular and thematic resources, so as to carry the standards of Homer's 
more immediate predecessors far beyond those of ordinary oral singers. 

Even the creation of the monumental poem, more or less without 
warning, was now made possible. What had hitherto kept heroic poems 
short had presumably been not one but two main causes: not only functional 
limitations but also the conservative effect of tradition itself. The functional 
desirability of shorter poems still applied, but tradition had been already 
broken in many important sectors of the cultural environment. Oral poetry 
always originates, and is most conservatively maintained, in a traditional 
society; but Greek society in the ninth century probably, and the eighth 
century certainly, was no longer that. Economic change, foreign contacts, 
colonizing and exploration, the growth of the polis and the decline of 
kingship: these and other factors must have seriously disrupted a traditional 
way of life which had evidently persisted, even in the settlements overseas, 
for centuries - as is suggested by the preservation of religious institutions, 
decorative and architectural forms and the heroic tradition itself. Largely, 
then, through the failure to develop the technique of writing, traditional 
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poetical methods survived into an age when traditional restraints on the 
scope and form of oral verse had virtually disappeared. 

Thus the monumental epic was made feasible - functional considerations 
apart - by a prevailing spirit of experiment and expansion (exemplified also 
in art and architecture, not least in Ionia) that was still, in this particular 
field of culture, compelled to operate within the limits of orality. In an 
important sense, therefore, the alphabet and Homer are likely to have been 
not so much cause and effect as parallel products of the new expansionism. 
A generation or two later, the impulse had gone. Writing had spread too 
far by the early years of the seventh century B.C. for the creative oral genius 
to flourish much longer. One result was the derivative Cyclic poems and 
the Homeric Hymns, even the earliest and best of which show signs of 
self-conscious and laboured imitation of the oral style. In short, the eighth 
century B.C. was exactly the period in which conditions were at their best 
for the production of a monumental oral epic. 
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2. The structural elements of Homeric verse 

That the Iliad is poetry may seem to need little further comment. The idea 
may arouse various kinds of excitement in the modern reader - but also, 
perhaps, a degree of dread, a mild distaste at the thought of special barriers 
to be overcome. This is, after all, a narrative poem, and it may be said of 
most narrative that it is better done in prose. Enthusiasm is more easily 
aroused by lyric poetry, rhythmically less severe and better adapted to the 
personal and emotional expressiveness for which poetry can claim to be a 
privileged medium. Against that, it can be said that the Homeric hexameter 
is a metre both lively and surprisingly flexible; that the Iliad*s brilliant 
combination of speech with objective narrative substantially removes the 
monotony of most such epics; and that the 'oral ' characteristics which are 
such an important feature of Homeric style, far from making it merely naive, 
give it a liveliness and a sheer pleasurable quality that most desk-bound 
narrative poems tend to lack. 

Far more can be gained from reading and listening to this Homeric poetry 
if certain technical aspects of versification, beyond what is revealed by that 

'basic acquaintance with the dactylic hexameter which most users of a 
commentary such as this can be assumed to possess, are examined and 
described. It is an initial assumption of the present work that one of its most 
important functions is to help the reader understand and appreciate the 
Homeric style - those special ways of conveying facts, images and ideas that 
are unique to the Iliad and Odyssey. It is a style which has been often imitated 
but (mainly through the separate influences of rhetoric, literacy, politics and 
religion) never equalled, even if Milton and Vergil, in that order, may be 
felt to have occasionally come close to doing so. This, even more than in 
the adducing of archaeological, historical or strictly philological explana-
tions, may be where a commentator can offer most to the reader whose 
Greek is more or less adequate and whose perceptions in general are, like 
those of all of us, theoretically beyond reproach. 

This second introductory chapter, accordingly, deals in a preliminary 
way with four basic and interlocking aspects of Homeric verse and style: 
(i) word-groups and rhythmical cola; (ii) the formular style and its 
operation; (iii) the relation of verse to sentence; and (iv) what I have called 
the cumulative technique. These are not the only components, needless to 
say, of Homeric style, but they constitute the essential groundwork for other 
and less concrete exercises in the interplay between diction and meaning. 
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The structural elements of Homeric verse 

The initial section, on rhythmical cola, might seem a little pedantic to those 
unfamiliar with this kind of approach - to those content, perhaps, with the 
idea of an all-important central caesura. But, although the approach can 
be misused, it does help in a significant way to show why formular phrases 
were of certain lengths and how they were combined into verses and 
sentences. 

(i) Word-groups and rhythmical cola 

It is well known that the overwhelming majority of Homeric verses arc 
divided by word-break in the third foot at the so-called central caesura, 
either after the first longum of that foot (' masculine' caesura) or after its 
first trochee, supposing the foot to be dactylic and not spondaic (the even 
commoner 'feminine' caesura). Thus the dactylic hexameter verse is 
regularly divided (although not quite invariably, cf. e.g. Sioyevfcs Aaep-rtASr) 
7roAup^ixav' "OSuaatu (7X //., I3X 0d.)t where an exceptionally 'heavy' 
word bridges over the central caesura) by word-break into two nearly equal 
halves, the first being slightly the shorter. Each of these 'halves' then tends 
to fall into two smaller word-groups because of the prevalence of word-break 
after one or one-and-a-half feet in the first ' hal f , and before the fifth foot 
(and occasionally the fourth) in the second. Thus the whole verse tends to 
be divided by prevalent word-breaks as follows: 

A 1 A* M F B 

(in which of course the double-shorts can be replaced by metrically 
equivalent long syllables). Here A1 and A* mark the alternative positions of 
prevalent word-break within the first half of the verse, M and F those of the 
'main' or 'central' word-break, masculine or feminine, and B the position 
of the ' bucolic' caesura, or rather diaeresis, within the second half of the 
verse. 

Sometimes the subsidiary word-breaks are overrun or displaced, but, even 
so, many Homeric verses fall into the following 'ideal' pattern, represented 
by three verses drawn at random: 

1.29 Tfjv 8* iyco oO A v a w trpiv piv xal yfjpa$ ITTEIOIV 

2.46 cIAfTO 5C CTKfjlTTpOV TTCTTpCOlOV &981TOV aUi 

3.398 6AN{3r)A£V T* 6p* £TT£ITCI Irros T* §<paT* §K T" ¿VOIIG^E 

O f these the first also illustrates the normative effect of a standard 
verse-pattern, since in terms of sense KCCI is more closely attached to the fourth 
colon (the name given to such a rhythmical word-group) than to the third. 
Perhaps it would be more correct to treat it so, but the well-defined 
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word-group after the bucolic diaeresis asks to be taken on its own. That 
reminds us that the central caesura is, after all, the most important one. 
Often the subsidiary ones depend on personal interpretations, and in each 
of the three instances above it could be argued that the first half-verse runs 
virtually continuously, with word-break at A1 or A* being more or less 
accidental, the result perhaps of word-length probabilities, and not rep-
resenting any real division in phrasing. 

There has been much discussion of the significance of these metrical cola 
since Hermann Frankel drew attention to them in a fundamental article over 
fifty years ago ('Der kallimachische und der homerische Hexameter', GGN 
(1926) 197-229). At their least intentional they simply reflect (i) the 
necessary avoidance of any division of the verse exactly in the middle (or 
rather at the end of its third foot), which entails establishing normative 
articulation near but not at that point; (ii) a tendency to subdivide the two 
resulting near-halves at favoured points in accordance with (a) the 
commonest lengths of words and short phrases, and (b) the avoidance of 
certain positions where word-break could be as distracting, for different 
reasons, as a conspicuous one at the end of the third foot. The main 
positions to be avoided here, unless there is also word-break at the regular 
positions, are after the first trochees of the second and the fourth foot 
('Meyer's Law* and 'Hermann's Bridge' respectively); these are not 
arbitrary inhibitions, but are primarily perhaps due to the desire to avoid 
sequences of trochaic breaks which give a bouncing effect (see G. S. Kirk, 
'The structure of the Homeric hexameter', TCS 20 (1966) 76-104 and 
especially 95-9). 

Frankel had argued, not exactly that the cola are units of meaning, but 
that the word-breaks which limit them are Sinneseinschnitte. That is not 
always the case, as H. N. Porter observed in ' T h e early Greek hexameter', 
TCS 12 (1951) 3-63; they are, according to him, simply rhythmical units 
in origin, each of which is 'an expected sequence of syllables produced by 
a brief rhythmical impulse' (p. 17), that impulse having a normative effect 
and affecting the semantic articulation of the verse. The cola are not 
therefore units of meaning, although they tend to comprise organic 
word-groups; they are not units of composition exacdy (since the singer does 
not compose by marshalling first the first colon, then the second, and so on), 
although they are very much bound up with the act of composition and 
reproduction; still less are they reflections of shorter archaic verse-forms. 
Rather they are a reflection of sentence-articulation as predisposed by a 
permanent rhythmical pattern - perhaps little more than that. This is why 
arguments about precisely where substitute colon-divisions are to be placed 
if the usual word-breaks are missing (for example, if not at A1 or A*, then 
after the first longum? Or, if no B and no fourth-foot caesura, then is a 
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substitute to be found after the first longum of the fifth foot?), tend to be 
self-defeating. Much of Frankel's and Porter's work was concerned with a 
search for detailed formalistic rules which are simply not inherent in the 
material, and it is perhaps the 'ideal1 four-colon verse itself that is chiefly 
to blame. The analysis has nevertheless been a productive one, since many 
Homeric verses do naturally fall into those cola, fairly strictly defined; but 
a considerable minority are best or inevitably treated as two-colon in the 
traditional and obvious way, while another important minority - and this 
time a drastically neglected one - fall into three cola instead. 

Concentration on the four-colon verse (or on its two-colon' ancestor') has 
diverted attention from a notable factor in Homeric metrics to which 
constant reference will be made in the Commentary: that is, the substantial 
minority of Homeric verses which have either no 'main' caesura or a 
semantically bridged one, and then have a strong fourth-foot caesura, here 
designated as R, after the first longum - the B caesura tends to be absent 
from such verses, or semantically irrelevant, also. The result is what for 
lack of a better term I have named a 'rising threefold verse' or 'rising 
threefolder', containing three cola of increasing length as follows: 

R 
— U — U — \J \J — (J U — \J \J — \JW 

Thus e.g. 2.173: 

Bioyevfcs AotEpTi66r) •nroAvn^xotv* "OSucroEV 

where the third-foot caesura is completely bridged by a long, * heavy' and 
necessary word. That this verse-pattern is not just due to an exceptional 
licence allowing such words to be accommodated is shown by the much 
greater frequency of rising threefolders with semantic but not literal 
bridging of the central caesura, for example: 

A* R 
1 . 4 8 E3ET* ITTEIT' ¿TTAVEVOE VE&V UETA 8* I6v ST̂ KE 

1.6 I EI 6pou 7r6Aeu6s TE Sapqt xal Aoiuds 'Axaious 

In each of these there is word-break at F (and indeed at B), but it would 
be absurd to phrase the verses so, that is, by separating ¿RRRDVEUFE from VEGOV 

and it6A£uos from Sapq:. Similarly, and especially in 1.48, the bucolic 
diaeresis is scarcely felt (since UET<5[ belongs closely with ITJKE and xa( with 
AOIIA6$), and in both cases it is the fourth-foot word-break R which counts, 
and which balances the A break. 

The pronunciation and phrasing of Homeric verses cannot be accurately 
reconstructed, mainly because of uncertainties over the effects of tonic 
accent, elision and correption, and musical accompaniment; but one can 
be reasonably sure that the rhythmical and musical effect of four-colon 
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verses (or two-colon ones in which subsidiary word-breaks are hardly 
noticed) was very different from that of the three-colon 'rising threefolder', 
which has a more urgent, progressive or flowing effect. Often the latter is 
deliberately placed for climax or contrast at the end of a speech or a long 
passage of narrative; and it is important to identify and sense such cases 
(ignored by the commentators) both as an aspect of Homeric artistry and 
as part of the rhythmical, musical and semantic counterpoint of the verse. 
That also requires the modern reader to read aloud, whether literally or 
in the mind, in order not to miss completely the complex interplay of verse 
and meaning. 

Needless to say there are other possible combinations of cola. For example 
if there is no real break within one or other ' hair of a verse with the main 
M or F caesura, that gives a three-colon verse which is not, however, a* rising1 

one: 

4.235 oO y&p fori V{/EV/6£O<71 Trcrrfip Zeus iaatT* Apooy6s 

(where it is better to treat the first four words as constituting a single 
rhythmical unit than to posit an alternative A break after oO ydp). A 
commoner occurrence is of verses without any noticeable phrasing-pause 
at either A or B (even though there may be word-break there), which are 
therefore best treated as two-colon; for example 

1.486 OvfoO £rrl yaii&9oi$, Cmrd 8* Spucrra ncocpi T&wcraav 
4.250 €>$ 6 y« Koipocvkov feTrrnxoAwTo CTTIXOS AvSpcbv 

of which the former has word-break at AS and B and yet the close 
grammatical link between tnri and vyau66ois and ipucrra and pcncpcc shows 
that there is no real pause, either expressed or felt, in phrasing. It is probably 
the presence of many verses of this type, and the excessively formalistic 
reluctance of colometrbts to allow for ambiguous cases, that has caused the 
four-colon observation to be still generally disregarded. But there are of 
course thousands (literally) of cases in the Iliad and Odyssey where the verse 
can be seen to fall into those four rhythmical word-groups, most clearly 
perhaps where modern punctuation emphasizes the breaks; for example 

1.282 'ATpciSr), ou TretOc xedv uivos, airrdtp Eycoye 
1 >334 X0(iPCTt> Kî puKcs, At6$ ftyyeAoi xai 6rv6pcovf 

1-335 ftaaov TT'* oO T{ 1101 Optics trralTioi, AAA* 'Aya^pivcov. 

The strengthening of colon-breaks by the syntax of a sentence can result 
in a dramatically staccato aural effect, especially in contrast with a 
preceding verse in which the colon pattern is not so strongly emphasized. 
Thus at 1.156ft Akhilleus interrupts his bitter attack on Agamemnon by 
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the thought that the Trojans had done him no particular harm, since many 
shadowy mountains and the echoing sea lie. between: 

I. 156 fcrrcl f\ piAa -rroAAdt UETCC£V 

157 oOpcA TE ox»6€VTA SiAaaoA TE F)X^)EAACR 

- a wonderfully flowing description in which each half-verse, whatever 
word-breaks it may contain, is a colon in itself. But now comes the abuse 
again: 

1.158 &AA& aoi, cb ply* ¿tvai&s, ¿OTTOUE©*, ¿9pa ov xcrfpqs, 
159 TIPF|V ¿pvuycvoi MEVEAACO aoi TE, xuvcoTra, 

in which 158, with its heavy internal punctuation, hammers home the four 
colon-divisions; or, to express it differently, divides the constituent word-
groups of the sentence into rigidly rhythmical units. That is the dramatic 
staccato effect, which might become oppressive if it lasted for more than 
a single verse. Here a certain progressive relaxation follows immediately in 
159 (where the theoretically possible colon-separation in TIUTJV ¿pvOusvoi 
is surely overridden by sense). 

That colon-structure is concerned with aural effect is obvious enough; 
sometimes it combines with different mechanisms of versification to achieve 
an especially striking result. Here (printed neutrally) is the conclusion of 
Agamemnon's unfavourable comparison of Diomedes with his father 
Tudeus at 4.399^: 

TOTOS irjv TU8EV$ AITWAIOS* &AA& T6V vl6v 
yeivcrro ETO X^P610 P^X^» ¿yopf) 64 T* AUEIVCO. 

The former verse has word-break at the four regular points of colon-division, 
but clearly TOTOS ITJV TUSEUS makes a continuous semantic and auditory unit, 
and the verse is in effect a three-colon one with a (relatively rare) shorter 
central colon. AITWAIOS receives surprising emphasis from thb arrangement; 
then after strong bucolic diaeresis a new sentence begins, running over the 
verse-end in integral enjambment into a conclusion remarkable not only for 
its running dactyb but also for its uninterrupted series of ei/rj sounds, always 
at the arsis, the naturally stressed first syllable of every metrical foot: 

yrfvaTo ¿Io x^ptia & t ' ¿iifivco. 

Colon-structure goes underground in the face of this kind of competition; 
the rhythms of word-grouping, of phrasing, are overlaid by the most formal 
and concrete rhythms of the verse, accentuated as they are here by this 
remarkable and insistent repetition of a single vowel sound. Positively, the 
effect is to lead the singer straight on and across the central caesura to the 
fourth-foot word-break after U&XT1- Negatively, it may tend to reduce the 
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rhetoric of this heavily chiastic sentence by stressing a phonetic similarity 
between U&X3 and 6yoprj at the expense of their semantic contrast. Yet the 
normative effect of the final, third colon after a fourth-foot word-break (most 
conspicuous in rising threefolders) helps to save the day - together, perhaps, 
with the closing spondee and contrasting long o-sound ofdcpdvco. The result, 
in any case, is to place additional emphasis on this' better at speaking' idea, 
which, like that on 'Aetolian' in the previous verse, may be surprising in 
relation to Agamemnon's general line of argument but makes a powerful-
sounding end to his whole address-

That was an exceptional case, but often a sequence of verses can display 
subtle and complicated variations of colon-structure (or, in more straight-
forward language, of rhythm and phrasing) without any such extreme 
effects or the intervention of other, and more plainly rhetorical, techniques. 
Here is an instance from book i : 

1.568 D>s i9orr', 26eicrev 6£ ÔCOTTIS Tr6*nna "Hpt], 
569 xai P' ¿rxiouaa KuOfjo 10, tmyvApvyaoa <piAov Kfjp-
570 ox&narav 8' Avdc 8a>ua Ai6s fool OOpavlcovES' 
571 TOTOIV 8* "HcpaioTos KAVTOT£XVT)S P̂X* ¿tyoptueiv, 
572 MHTpl ^ fipa 9^pcovf AEUKCOXEVCJJ "Hprj 

O f these only 571 is an 'ideal' four-colon verse; 568 might look like one, but 
it is hard to imagine that in singing there would have been any audible break 
(greater than that between single words within the phrase, that is) between 
Pocbtris and TTATVICC "Hpr|. Verse 569 is best regarded as two-colon; and both 
570 and 572 are emphatic rising threefolders (in both cases with semantic, 
not literal, bridging of the central caesura: ¿rvdc 6cbpa Albs must cohere, and 
bri fjpa qjtpoov likewise - it would be absurd to phrase 570 as a four-colon 
verse, which would leave one with Aios Ocol, 'the gods of Zeus'!). 

Caution is always needed in interpreting colometry - that is exemplified 
once again just six verses later: 

1.578 TTcrrpl «plAcp fcrrl fjpa <p£p€iv Ail, 6<ppa (if) CCUTE 

579 VEiKfiT|0i TTCXTYJP, oruv 8" fjplv 8alTa T a p a ^ . 

O f these the former is clearly an adaptation of 572 (rather than both 
drawing differently on a formular prototype), but the colometry »completely 
altered by the addition of At( to<pip€iv/-cov and the consequent establishment 
of a valid bucolic caesura. The main caesura is still semantically bridged, 
so that with AS and B breaks operating we are left with a distinctly awkward, 
quite uncommon and definitely non-rising threefolder, with the central 
colon outweighing those that surround it. Then 579: the first ' h a l f of the 
verse is a single colon, technically breaching 'Meyer's Law' by having 
word-break after the second-foot trochee with no preceding A breaks, but 
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actually causing no offence because of the following M caesura (and therefore 
no consecutive trochaic break). In the second 'ha l f normative colometry 
would cause us to observe the bucolic diaeresis as significant, especially since 
&aiTa Tapá^q makes a neat word-group of a common type, i.e. object + verb, 
at the verse-end; but syntax shows this to be misleading, since oúv would 
then be separated from Tapá^r), with which it goes in tmesis, and appear 
to govern f|piv, the other main term in its deceptive colon. That would make 
nonsense: Zeus is not going to break up the feast crOv fiyív, with our help, 
he is going to con-found (ouv.. .Tapá^rj) our feast, i.e. f)piv, for us. 
Therefore this verse consists of two indivisible cola: an object-lesson in the 
complex interplay between rhythm and meaning, and the need (as some 
would say) to keep colometry in its place. 

Despite that last warning, it is clear that close attention to colometry, but 
always in relation to sense and syntax, can give important insights into the 
rhythmical structure of the individual verse and the phrasing of the 
individual sentence (altered, in the case of long sentences, by variations in 
enjambment, on which see pp. 3iff.)» including its adaptation to the 
hexameter verse-rhythm itself. T o the question * Why concern ourselves with 
such details?' the answer is that Homeric poetry was composed to be heard, 
and that hearing it more or less aright is a precondition of understanding it, 
in a way that does not depend on gross distortions of sound and language 
at the most basic levels. The Commentary will not always pause to point 
out such details of colon-structure, which can be wearying and irrelevant 
and detract from other kinds of information or judgement; nor will it do 
so in the related matter of formular structure, to which we may now turn. 

(ii) The formular style and its operation 

It is now generally agreed that oral poetry tends to develop a conventional 
phraseology, amounting in many cases to a systematic corpus of phrases for 
different characters, objects and functions, much more markedly than 
literate poetry or ordinary speech; and that a highly developed system like 
the Homeric one maintains both remarkable coverage ('scope') and 
remarkable avoidance of duplication (' economy' or ' thrift') in the creation, 
preservation and deployment of these fixed, traditional or conventional 
phrases known as formulas. There is a wider dimension of the formular style 
which includes traditional verses and even passages, or, more loosely, 
conventional motifs and themes; and a narrower one which occasionally 
affects even single words; but the fixed phrases or word-groups are the most 
revealing in the first instance. 

The conventional nature of much Homeric phraseology has been observed 
and to some extent understood at least from the time of H. Düntzer in the 
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middle of the last century, with VVitte, Meister and Meillet contributing 
important insights in the early part of the present one; but it was the 
publication in 1928 of Milman Parry's Paris dissertation VÉpithète traditi-
onnelle dans Homère that first made almost complete sense of this aspect of 
Homeric style. Milman Parry both demonstrated in detail the systematic 
nature of an important part of Homeric phraseology, and drew the 
convincing if not wholly provable conclusion that such a s>stem could only 
be developed for the purposes of specifically oral poetry. That is common 
knowledge by now, and there is neither need nor opportunity for a complete 
re-exposition here of the whole Parry concept; his collected works are 
published (translated where necessary) in the volume edited by his son 
Adam Parry, who also contributed a brilliant introductory survey, and 
entitled 7 he Making of Horn ric Verse (Oxford 1971 ) - here, MHV. Neverthe-
less many scholars have been reluctant to come to terms with Milman 
Parry's ideas, modified and extended as they now need to be. At first an 
Anglo-Saxon prerogative, the 'oral theory' (to use one of its grander titles) 
has now at length been absorbed by many other European scholars, 
especially in Germany, and has tended to moderate (as it did earlier in 
Britain and the United States) that excessively 'analytical' criticism and its 
excessively 'unitarian' counterpart which had been established in the 
nineteenth century and then subjected to new and unsatisfying refinements, 
'neo-analysis' and the like, during the present one. At the same time some 
scholars in Britain and Germany, at least, have grown disenchanted with 
the mechanical extremes of the oral- formular approach at its most technical 
and doctrinaire (with 'hard-line Milman Parryism', as the saying goes); 
and, instead of accepting it in a generalized and moderated form as an 
essential but not exclusive tool of stylistic analysis, have reverted to highly 
personal modes of response more in tune with traditional, a-historicai 
literary criticism on the one hand and structuralist-based approaches, 
including the idea of the sanctity of the text, on the other. It need hardly 
be stated that the present Commentary, concerned as it is with Homeric 
style at the microscopic as well as the macroscopic level, will often have 
occasion to draw attention to these formular elements and their implications, 
although not (it is hoped) in an excessive and ultimately too indigestible 
way. 

The name-epithet formulas ^âvaÇ ávSpwv 'Ayajjiépvcov, TroAúpr)Tis 
'OBuaaeûç, etc.) provide the most complete system and are therefore often 
chosen to illustrate the working of formulas in general. That can be 
misleading, but it is reasonable to start from them. They covcr four main 
sections of the verse: three of increasing length from the verse-end back 
toward the main caesura (nearly always the feminine one, as it happens), 
and one from the beginning of the verse to the main caesura (usually the 
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masculine one in this case). The purpose clearly is to enable the singer to 
deploy a particular idea at varying length and in different parts of the verse 
according to the requirements of the rest of the sentence he has in mind. 
With Hektor (in the nominative) it works as follows, moving from the 
verse-end backwards: 

(a) [B] 90(61110$ "EKTOOPI (29X) 

(b) [R] xopvOaioAos 'ExTcopj (25X) 
(c) [FJ ^¿yas xopuOatoAos "Eicrcopl (12X) 
(d) I'EKTWP T7pia|II8R)s [M] (6x) 

where B, R, F and M stand for the various regular word-breaks already 
discussed. It is plain that filling the second half of the verse, and especially 
perhaps the adonic verse-end 'signature* - w - o , if possible with 
ready-made material, was the singer's initial concern in versifying; that is 
why there are alternative formulas for the complete range of permissible 
word-group-gaps from verse-end to feminine caesura. These naturally 
correspond with the prominent rhythmical cola in this part of the verse; 
thus (a) runs from B to verse-end and fills the last colon in the four-colon 
verse; (b) runs from R, the fourth-foot caesura, to verse-end and thus fills 
the third and last colon in a rising threefolder (also in other verse-patterns, 
e.g. those with main caesura and a quasi-colon, only a single iamb, 
between F and R); (C) fills the long final colon in a two-colon verse or a 
non-rising threefolder. Here it is simply achieved by adding (liyas to the 
next shortest version, but often it accommodates a new epithet, e.g. f~Epf|vios 
(LTMR6TA Nicrnop), which incidentally entails both F and B and so fills the 
last two cola in a four-colon pattern. As for (d), the need for established 
noun-epithet groups to fill the whole of the first part of the verse is evidently 
not so great (although names by themselves are common enough as first 
word, e.g. *I6OHEVE0S, XOAKISO, KfjpivSov, Alas, TUBEISTIS, filling the first 
colon); more than half of the main gods and heroes lack such a formula 
(see MHV, table 1 on p. 39). 

Now it is useful to look beyond the diverse but restricted name-epithet 
formulas at some more obviously functional ones. At the beginning of the 
verse, in th cfirst colon, we find scores of short standard expressions containing 
conjunctions, pronouns and connecting or adversative particles. These tend 
to fill the shorter or longer initial colon, that is, the first foot or foot-and-a-half. 
For example: 

to A* 

aÚTÓtp ó 
5f) TÓTE 

<3>S TÓTÉ 

aCrráp frrrei 
TOI |i£v ITTEIT* 

TÍ96' oCrrcos 
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KORI TÓT6 

<A>S ó (I¿V 
ó>s 6 y e 
ft KGtí EÍ KÉV 7TCOS 

fv6' &AA01 
úpTv UL¿V 

&XA' 6TC 

ol 6* ÓTÉ SV) 
oí 6' émi oOv 

FJMOS 6* 

oí 8* érref 
Sometimes the formulas in the first colon will be verbal, rather: 

AAA* tOi PFJ 6 ' <5CK¿COV 

Páv 8' iévai 
2>S EITTWV 

&p* í<pr| 
ET6* BPSÁES 

Pfí 61 Kerr 
¿>S 9<5rro 
el 6' fiys 
imjcvai 

In the longer form of the colon participles or other verbal forms abound: 

These represent only a small selection of the phrases repeatedly found in 
the first colon of the verse. 

In the second colon we shall not expect to find introductory phrases (even 
though some sentences will begin there after enjambment), but rather 
subject and object words, verbs and short adverbial phrases; in fact most 
of these are fitted into the gaps between A1 and M and AS and F, since AS 

to M is very short and A1 to F is largely confined to ~ (since - W - ^ 
tends to move to the verse-end): 

oúAopévrjv 
AioaopévT) 
X<OÓI¿EVOV 

EÚXÓJUEVOS 

Ibcrrcpaai 
AL8EÜ7$AI 

í̂yTJOEV 
IÍÍCTTUAAOV 

A1 to M A* to M 
9coW)<xa$ 
cúx¿tiEvo$ 
KExAriycós 

[only v w too short, 
perhaps, to take seriously 
as a colon] 

linro8ápous 
np»ay(8T]s 
E!$ dryop^v 
¿S TTÓAEJIOV 
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A1 to F 
«pooWjaaaa 
¿Seioev 6i 
KoiprjaavTo 
nrjÁEÍcovos 

A* to F 

upÓTrav fjpap 
KXéos EvpO 
péya TETXOS 
iTapá VTIVCTIV 
Korrót Barra 
KOTTÓT KUUA 

5 ' S p a TTCKJIV 

TrpoaéEiTTE 

náTpoxAos 6É 

The fact is that the second colon is not very conspicuous for its formular 
content, and is a part of the verse in which the singer makes less use of 
pre-formed phraseology than in the first and the fourth. Much the same is 
true of the third colon. T o use a different way of showing this, here are the 
words or expressions which fill the third colon (both from M and from F) in 
the first 22 verses of Iliad book 2 (with a few omissions where there is no 
B, and taking no account of semantic bridging): 

Apart from kot¿c <pp£va (17X II., 12X Od„ mostly as part of the longer 
formula KCTTA <ppeva xai Kara 6vpov|) and "Ayapipvova -05 -1 (he being 
subject of the passage), there is no marked formular quality to most of these 
expressions, which cover most grammatical functions including verbal. 

However, even a very short form of the third colon, between M or F and 
R, can be shown to be an important place for verbs, many of which are 
formular; so most clearly in verses introducing speech, e.g. 

T6V 8* ¿crraueiPopevos TrpooE<pr) vEipeXTjyEp^Ta Zeus 
Tola» 8 * <5tvicrr6pEvos UFT€<PR| Tr66a$ COKVS 'AX»AAEUS 
T6V MEY' 6X<W|ORAS 7RPOA£Q>RI MEVIXAOS 

(see Hainsworth, Flexibility, i4f.). Here and in many other such formular 
verses, R to verse-end is filled with a name-epithet formula, the first half-
verse (sometimes divisible into two cola, sometimes not) consists of various 
arrangements of pronoun (as direct object), panicle and participle, and the 

verse 1 xai 6vkpe% 12 IA01 TTÓXLV 

13 'OACrjiiria 
15 TpWEOOl 8É 
16 ITTEI TÓV 
17 8oá$ ÉTTÍ 
18 "AyapÉpvova 
20 NT)Ar|ía> 
21 yepóvTcov 
22 7rpoa£<p<óv€£ 

2 Ala 8' OÚK 

3 KCRRÁ 9PÉVA 

4 iroAéas ÉTTÍ 
ápierrr) 

ti 'Ayauépvovi 
8 GOTXS ÉTTÍ 

9 'Ayauépvovos 
10 óryopeuépEV 
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link is provided by a verb of address, trpoa^ri or urr&pri, filling that short 
medial colon, where in other types of verse one finds PETA 64, trapA 64, or 
short verbs like [WIAE, ?AE, ¿nrriprj. Where there is a B break, rather, the third 
colon is longer and often again contains the main verb; thus within 5.59-100 
we find it filled by 4W|pcrro, 4tr(crrcrro, ^(Aorro, TOcrf|vcrTO, ¿rrrd 6* 
¿TiTaiveTo, 616 6" In mio , TraAaoorro 6*. Clearly these compose a loose 
formular system in which a word-type takes the place of an exactly repeated 
word; a different instance of the same tendency is provided by the 
occurrence of similar prepositional phrases in that same space, e.g. within 
5.64-118 8ECOV 4K, Kcrrdc 6E£I6V, Cm-' 6or4ov, KOT6 Iviov, KCC6* TTTTTCOV, 4s 6ppVjv. 

The fourth, colon is a conspicuous receptacle of formular phrases, mostly 
of course of two words, of which noun-epithet groups are among the most 
prominent - not merely the name-epithet ones already mentioned, but 
conventional descriptions of many common nouns (which are not so often 
extended backwards toward the central caesura as the name-epithet ones). 
J. B. Hainsworth's tables 11-vn (Flexibility, i32ff.) show very clearly how 
heavily the — and noun-epithet groups in the Iliad and 
Odyssey together are concentrated in the last two feet of the verse. Many of 
them are not provable formulas (that is, occurring at least twice) but are 
'unique expressions', some of which nevertheless look like formulas (for 
example S&jqxrros ¿rfjp, &v8pl 6iKa(cp, qn^yivos fi^cov, &9povi 6vpa>, firyyEXos 
cbiars, trucpit 04AEUVOC, 6E1EAOV fjpap, cbpia Trdvrra, from tables n and vi) - and 
may indeed be so, although not represented more than once, as it happens, 
in Homer; others in any case exemplify the common formular pattern and 
naturally gravitate to this colon. 

These noun-epithet groups also provide a clear indication of the fixity 
of formulas in certain positions in the verse - or, as I prefer to stress, in 
certain cola. Their location is of course conditioned by their metrical length 
and shape as well as by their syntactical function, but it is interesting that 
Hainsworth finds 106 regular noun-epithet formulas o f - ^ ^ — shape, and 
72 of - w w - w shape, exclusively confined to the fourth colon. Most of them 
occur just 2 or 3 times, but these occur 10 times or more in the Iliad and 
Odyssey together: 

TTcrrpfSos atys (16x) 
6oup(6o$ AAKTÍS (22) 
TTÓVTES fiptanroi (etc.) (16) 
SOÍTOS £ÍOT)S ( I I ) 

6oupl 90x1 vc¿> (22) 
TrávTts ÉTalpoi (etc.) (16) 
Bupós óryfjvcúp (24) 
pcóvuxES iTnrot (etc.) (34) 

ICTÓSEOS 9CÓS ( 1 4 ) 

aíQoTn X<XAKC¡!> ( t i ) 
VT]Aíi xo*k<5> (19) 
ÓÉ4I \a\KÜ> (37) 

KÍ}pa uéAaivav (17) 

X«pES ácrrrroi (etc.) (13) 
X«pl TraxEÍrj (18) 
óppmov lyxos (13) 
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TroTvict pfjTTip (33) IRIKP6S 6ICTT6S (etc.) ( 1 1 ) 

vnr)6s fi'ons (1 9) Wjma Tfrcva (14) 
VT)'I pfAaivri (29) 6\KIIIO$ ul6$ (ctc.) (15) 
9OX0TTIS alWj (12) 

Some of them obviously form parts of formular systems, e.g. vr)Xii/6^€i 
XOAKU) (cf. also fjvoTn/vcopoTn X<XAK&>, 3X each). 

Hainsworth's book argues that the Homeric formulas are more flexible 
than Milman Parry had suggested, and that is true: they are open to 
modification, development and movement within the verse. This is not a 
completely closed mechanical system; the ability to alter the nuances of 
formular language is an important part of the good singer's equipment, as 
will often appear in the Commentary; but here the main intention is to 
illustrate the fundamentals of formular composition and in particular its 
close connexion with the rhythmical impulses determining the hexameter 
verse. In fact even the - w « - v noun-epithet word-groups show a degree 
of flexibility; seventeen such formulas (and rather more unique expressions) 
appear in the second colon (A1 to F) and not elsewhere (Hainsworth's table 
iv), and nearly a hundred more are found either in the second or in the fourth 
colon (with occasional appearances in other parts of the verse), nearly 
always more frequently in the latter. 

The noun-epithet groups make a useful case-study, but it is important 
to remember that they are only one kind of formula, numerically outweighed 
by other types even after the bucolic diaeresis. In the first 100 verses of Iliad 
book 3, for instance, there are, remarkably enough, only six real noun-
including name-) epithet groups in the fourth colon, the average being 
closer to twice that. Other word-groups there (most of them formular or 
potentially so) are adverbial (like o0pav66i irp6), or particles or conjunctions 
(like FJ TI KEV f)6ri), or, much the commonest, verbal phrases (like &A*ro 
X0CMO3E, OIKA6' dcyiofko, iidxcoOon, paxpdt pipdnrra, pOOov dacouoas, 
&Ayos IKAVEI, TTOAAA TRIRTAAFC), or adjectival (like KaAAiyuvaiKCt, VUKT6$ 

¿rjitivcov), or other noun-phrases (like ¿cv6p6$ ipcvf\v, 6pvt6c$ £>$). That 
demonstrates once again the possible complexity, formular or near-
formular, of these colon-receptacles. 

(iii) From verse to sentence 

The preceding sections have briefly indicated how the Homeric verse falls 
into rhythmical cola into which word-groups are slotted; and how many 
of these groups become conventional phrases or formulas, a basic element 
in the processes of composition and reproduction. In its simplest form the 
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Homcric sentence fills a whole verse with 2, 4 or sometimes 3 such 
word-groups, and it is a reasonable guess that in the early stages of the 
poetical heroic tradition nearly every verse would be of this kind, not unlike 
those of the unsophisticated South Slavic singers studied in modern 
Yugoslavia by Milman Parry and A. B. Lord. By the time of the composition 
of the two great epics a major, almost revolutionary development in 
sentence-length and rhythmical complexity had been completed; whole-
sentence verses are now in a minority of one in six or more, and most 
sentences overrun the verse-end to a greater or lesser extent in what is known 
as enjambment. It is almost as important for the connoisseur of Homer to 
appreciate the various ways in which sentences can run from verse to verse, 
with all the implications that has for sound and rhythm, as it is to know 
what exactly is happening within the verse itself. 

The development of the sentence is controlled by a fundamental rule of 
Homeric style, which is that thought together with expression is always 
or for the most part linear and progressive; it does not turn back on itself or 
delay, or artificially rearrange, important elements of meaning. The heavily 
periodic sentence in which (as in literary Latin) the resolution of the sense 
tends to be left until the end and to be preceded by balanced subsidiary 
clauses is alien to the style and technique of most oral poetry , which could 
not, indeed, easily function under such limitations. The idea of the oral 
singer as improviser has been much exaggerated by classical scholars, in 
particular: rather the singer tends to develop his songs gradually, by 
assimilation and careful practice. There is nevertheless an element of 
improvisation in any oral performance, and to a lesser degree in the process 
of preparation itself. That requires the singer to proceed from one point to 
another in a sequence that is progressive and, in a simple way, logical; it 
allows him to develop long sentences only if they are free of involution and 
reversal. His thoughts tend to emerge one after the other and to find 
expression in what Aristotle termed the running style ^IpopevT) 
literally diction that is strung together like beads in a necklace) as opposed 
to the turning or periodic style (X££is Kcrrttrrpauplvri: Rhet. T 9.1409 a 
26-9). It is a paratactic rather than a syntactic mode of expression, in 
which thoughts, or the elements of sentences, are set out side by side, as it 
were, rather than being built into a kind of pyramid. 

It would be wrong to exaggerate this aspect of Homcric style, which is 
of course periodic in some degree and in which elaborate syntax can be found 
from time to time; but it remains true that a simple and progressive 
accumulation of ideas underlies most of the narrative and even the speeches. 
That affects the ways in which sentences are lengthened from the basic 
whole-verse type so as to spill over into a subsequent verse or verses. One 
of the commonest forms of enjambment is best described as 'progressive* 
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(Milman Parry called it 'unperiodic'; see MHV 252f., and my Homer and 
the Oral Tradition (Cambridge 1976) ch. 7), and occurs when a sentence 
which could be regarded as grammatically complete at the verse-end (which 
contains a whole thought, as Parry expressed it) is extended by the addition 
of adjectival, adverbial or verbal ideas (e.g. in a participial phrase), or by 
an 'and* or 'but* addition. The poet simply adds another idea, and so 
lengthens and elaborates a thought that could have stood by itself. Such 
an extension can be confined to a single 'runover* word, or to a phrase 
lasting to the main caesura, or to a longer clause, and it may itself be 
succeeded by, or actually generate, a further extension. That can be seen 
quite clearly in the opening verses of the Iliad: 

I . 1 MT^VIV 6EI6E, 6ED, RTT]AR)IA6ECO 'AXIXF^OS 

2 oOXop£vr|v, f j nupi* *Ax<xio!s 6Xyt 28t)ke, 
3 TTOXXOCS 8* {981 nous \FUXOTS "A'i8i TrpoiavfEv 
4 f|pcocovf CCOTOOS 64... 

in which 1 is potentially complete in itself but is extended by progressive 
enjambment through the runover-word participle ouXoii4vT)v - a word 
which is not in itself essential (although it expands the implication of pfjviv) 
but which generates the subsequent relative clause pvpl*.. .28T)KE. Next 
follows a second progressive enjambment through the addition of a parallel 
main clause filling the whole of the next verse, iroAAdts 8 ' . . .Trpoiavyev. Then 
there is yet a third progressive enjambment, again through the use of a 
runover-word, ^pcbcov - this allows a subsidiary idea to be developed 
('made them prey for dogs'), with a further runover-phrase ('and all birds', 
not quoted above) carrying the enjambment into verse 5 and the new idea 
of the plan of Zeus. 

Although this protracted opening sentence contains some subordination 
(for example the relative clause in 2), it is completely linear and progressive 
in its development of ideas: 

1.1 Sing, Muse, of Akhilleus'wrath 
2 - destructive wrath, which brought grief to the Achaeans 
3 and cost many lives 
4 of heroes, and made them prey for dogs 
5 and all birds; and (so) the plan of Zeus was fulfilled... 

One idea, that is, leads to another; the linear style with its progressive 
enjambment (in particular) is also a generative style, in which one idea or 
expression leads on to the next. That is what convinced Victorian critics 
of the 'plainness' and 'directness' of Homeric diction (so Matthew Arnold, 
On Translating Homer); but it is not so simple, plain and direct as at first 
appears, since it contains a great deal of sheer artistry (rather than being 
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the unaffected mode of expression of natural m a n . . . ) , using as it does 
conventional decorative expressions as a means of advancing inconspicuously 
to fresh ideas. The directness with which it carries the hearer forward is 
sometimes deceptive; and by allowing him a certain freedom to regroup 
ideas with which he has been presented (and that is easier to do when many 
of them are expressed in conventional and recognizable phrases), it 
manifests a dimension which determinedly periodic diction may be said 
to lack. 

Progressive enjambment is the.least drastic kind; slightly commoner is 
that in which the sentence is definitely incomplete at the verse-end and has 
to be carried on into the succeeding verse. There are two grades here. The 
first, which I call 'periodic' (it is Milman Parry's 'necessary' type t), is not 
very frequent: a subordinate clause (for example a temporal one, or the 
protasis of a conditional sentence) fills the first verse, to be followed by the 
main clause in the next. There is a slight notional pause (which might be 
represented by a comma) at the point of enjambment, which also marks 
the completion of a word-group although not of a whole thought. The 
second and more frequent grade represents greater continuity and closer 
enjambment; this 'integral' kind (Parry's 'necessary' typ^ 2) allows no such 
pause or possible punctuation, but leads straight from one verse into the 
next, for example from subject or object before the verse-end to verb in 
the next verse. All three types are illustrated in the following passage from 
book 4: 

4.446 ol 8* &T€ 8F| ¿s X&P°V £WI6VRES IKOVTO, 

447 ovv £>* gftaXov jbivous, ovv 8* fyx^a ical [xkvt &v6pcov 
448 xoAxEO&^P^Kttv ¿crap ¿arrlSes 6p9aX6caaai 
449 §TTAT)VT' AAAfjAriai, TTOXOS 8' 6pupay86$ 6pwp£i. 

Here 446/7 exemplifies periodic enjambment, 447/8 progressive (with the 
decorative runover-word leading into a fresh accession of meaning), 448/9 
integral. In terms of possible punctuation 446 could end with a comma, 447 
with a full stop - but it is resuscitated, as it were, by a runover-word. Verse 
448 could tolerate no such punctuation, and sense and sound run on with 
minimal interruption into the next verse, which brings the series to a 
conclusion with some formality here, emphasized by the less concrete final 
statement 'much din arose*. The 'minimal interruption'just mentioned is 
what is provided not only by the completion of a word-group, &<rrr{8€S 
6p9aX6Eoaat, but also by the normative effect of the verse-end and by the 
completion of the hexameter pattern itself. Only very rarely is that almost 
completely obliterated in violent enjambments like that involved in the 
separation of an epithet from its (following) noun, as for example at 
16.104/5, 8civ^v 6i mpl KpoTcSt̂ oiai 9 0 a t r ^ X t ) ^ paXXopivT) Kavaxfjv §x«. 
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As Parry commented (MHV264), such cases tend to be caused by 'a chance 
interplay of formulas'. 

(iv) The cumulative technique 

The progressive form of enjambment, in particular, encourages the building 
up of longer sentences in a linear mode. Sometimes one can almost hear the 
components of a sentence being cumulated one upon another in an accretive 
technique that can be prolonged or curtailed by the singer at will. Together 
with the normative rhythmical units into which formular phrases can be 
easily fitted, this provides the oral composer with a means of composition 
and versification that allows the formation not only of relatively long 
sentences but also of a relatively complicated narrative. For cumulation is 
a principle of composition which applies not only to the accretion of terms 
and ideas in the sentence, but also to that of sentences and passages in the 
development of motifs and themes in the episodic structure. On both scales 
one finds the addition of decorative (and often highly traditional) material 
not only for its own sake but also as a means of transition to new expressions 
and ideas. 

The cumulative style is seen at its barest and most obvious in lists of 
various kinds, for instance in the details of the arming of Paris at 3.330-8. 
Thus to each of the first two items of armament the poet adds further 
description in a separate, cumulated verse (here preceded by a dash): 

3.330 KvrjpTSas ptv TTparrot -rrepl xWjpijotv I6T}KE 
331 - KaXds, Apyvpfotaiv frna<pupiois ¿papular 
332 SCUTEpov au 6cbpr)Ka mpl ar̂ Scaaiv ISuvcv 
333 _ °Io KaoiyvfjToto Avxdovos' fjppoac 6' aurco. 

Next comes the sword, which is also elaborated in progressive enjambment, 
but by a runover epithet whose main purpose seems to be to lead to another 
item, the shield, which clearly had to be mentioned and is not a merely 
decorative addition: 

334 &119I 6' &p* &potoiv PAAETO £(90$ <5rpyup6r)Aov 

335 ~ X&mkw. airrip ITTEITO odncos pcya TE cmfkxp6v TE* 

For the next item the singer reverts to purely decorative cumulation in a 
couplet which balances the preceding one in its runover epithet: 

336 Kpcrrl 8* TRR* UpOipw KW4T)V EOTUKTOV JKhjxcv 
337 - Tirrroupiv 8ctv6v 84 A690S KaOCnrtpOcv Iveuev-

Finally a single verse provides contrast for the last item of armament, in 
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which the descriptive cumulation is differently achieved by a simple relative 
clause: 

338 dXrro 8' fiXxtuov Eyxos & ol iraX&iitytv ¿p^pci. 

Another subject which invites a simple kind of cumulation is the simile 
in its specially Homeric form, in which details of the scene evoked are 
dropped into the listener's mind one after the other, as for example in the 
famous comparison of the stained ivory cheek-piece at 4.141-7: 

As when a woman stains ivory with purple dye, 
a Maeonian or Carian woman, to be a cheek-piece for horses; 
and it lies in a chamber, and many horsemen 
have longed to carry it; and it lies as a king's precious possession, 
both ornament for his horse' and glory for its charioteer; 
so, Menelaos, your thighs were stained with blood, 
your handsome ones, and shins and fair ankles beneath. 

Here the parataxis and the prominent cumulation, sometimes functional 
and sometimes purely decorative, have a typically moving and pathetic 
effect (see on 4.143-5). Elsewhere a similar way of building up long 
sentences can lead to a different result; here, from earlier in the same fourth 
Book, is Here's reply to Zeus at 5iff., this time in a verse-by-verse para-
phrase in which each cumulation, necessary or not, is marked by a dash: 

4.51 Three towns are my favourites, 
52 - Argos and Sparte and Mukenai. 
53 You can destroy them when they offend you; 
54 - I do not try to defend them, or grudge you that. 
55 - For even if I tried to prevent you 
56 I could not succeed, since you are much stronger. 
57 - But you should not bring my efforts to nothing 
58 - for I too am a god, of the same race as you, 
59 - senior daughter of Kxonos, indeed, 
60 - both by birth and because 
61 I am your wife, and you are highest god. 

This quite condensed argument contains almost nothing in the way of 
decorative progression and runover-word cumulation; rather the flow of 
ideas is transmitted in a series of apparent afterthoughts (almost), each of 
which, however, arises as a kind of gloss on its predecessor. Thus 52 is a 
necessary specification of 51, and 54 a desirable one (in the statement of 
Here's position) of 53; furthermore 55/6 (in periodic enjambment) explains 
her attitude as expressed in 54. Then 57 limits the apparent concession by 
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adding that, even so, she deserves some respect (i.e. she is reinforcing her 
claim to continue her enmity against Troy); 58 shows why, and 59 adds 
another reason, itself developed in 60/1 (in integral enjambment) bv a 
further twofold justification. 

The very next sentence (4.62!!.) works somewhat differently, but still the 
progressive and cumulative method is manifest: 

4.62 AAA* F^TOI p4v TCCO0* Crrroeî OPHV AAAfjAotai, 
63 croi p4v £ycb, ov 8" 4poi* 4rri 8* Evpoirrat Geoi aAAoi 
64 66avaroi- au 84 0aaaov "AdTjvaiq hriTEiAai 
65 4A6tTv Tpcbcov xal 'Axaicov «puAomv atWjv, 
66 iTEipav 8* d>s KE TpcoEs CrrTEpKv8avTas "Ayctious 
67 fitp^coai 7Tp6TEpoi Cnrr4p 6pKia 5r|Ariaao6ai. 

This long sentence is formed by alternating progressive and integral 
enjambments (progressive in 62/3 and 63/4, integral in 64/5, progressive 
in 65/6, integral in 66/7), with elaborative half-verse cumulation in 63 and 
runover-epithet cumulation in 64 - producing internal stops and a 
parenthesis, in effect, about the other gods. In these initial three verses the 
elaborative cumulations generate related ideas by contrast: 

62 let us yield to each other 
63 - you to me, I to you; the other gods will follow, 
64 - immortal gods; but tell A t h e n e . . . 

If we then apply the earlier types of analysis by colon-structure and 
formular content, the construction of this same sentence becomes even 
plainer. Verses 64 and 67 are 'ideal' 4-colon verses; 63, 65 and perhaps 
66 are 3-colon (not 'rising') in different ways; 62 may be seen as 2-colon, 
rather. The first and last verses seem to frame the sentence with their 
spondaic fifth feet. Formular elements include |6AA' T̂ TOI HEV, ¿AAf)Aoioi|, 
Geol &AAot|, |<5r66vcnroi, 0aaaov sic, 4-rriTEiAail, |4A6cTv, Tpcocov xai 'Axcucbv 
sic, «puAoinv atv/)v|, 'Axaiousl, Trp6TEpoi sic, Crnip 6pKia 8r|Afyxao6ai|. These, 
of course, fit into the cola, or in other words conform to the basic rhythmical 
structure of the hexameter verse. 

It needs to be emphasized in conclusion that this illustration and its 
predecessors have been chosen for the clear way in which they exemplify 
certain specific points about verse and sentence, not because they are 
necessarily wholly representative. Homeric sentences vary enormously in 
length, complexity and periodicity; some will respond better than the last 
illustration, for example, both to colon-identification and to formular 
analysis. It is important in any case not to infer that these basic analyses 
of verse- and sentence-construction will disclose the full essence of any 
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particular passage. That, after all, will be conveyed as much by its meaning 
as by anything else; and meaning has not been much emphasized so far, 
in what is intended as a preliminary examination of some of the more 
fundamental characteristics of Homeric craftsmanship. Further and less 
tangible aspects of the epic style will be examined in subsequent volumes. 
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3. Aristarchus and the scholia 

The kind of scholarship which entails a thorough and unprejudiced study 
of a work of literature in all its aspects was not one of antiquity's strongest 
points. Yet Hellenistic Alexandria produced one such scholar of undoubted 
genius - Aristarchus of Samothrace, head of the Library there in the first 
half of the second century B.C. He worked on several authors, but it was 
his editions of and commentaries ori the Iliad and Odyssey that were his 
highest achievement. Much of the critical work on the Iliad in recent times 
has been rendered obsolete and can reasonably be passed by in silence; 
neglecting Aristarchus is another matter, for reasons already outlined on 
pp. xxiiif. Not only is he an influential part of the history of the poems and 
their transmission, but his opinions on literally hundreds of problems arising 
out of the text deserve serious consideration. It is the main purpose of this 
short chapter to indicate how he worked, and in particular how his ideas 
have been reconstructed from the medieval scholia, an unusually compli-
cated matter. 

T h e earlier stages of transmission of the text of the Iliad are a subject 

for speculation; for a fuller account see e.g. my The Songs of Homer, ch. 
14. The Homerids of Khios have already been mentioned (pp. 2f.); they 
are one factor in the oral transmission of the epic down to the time of its first 
full recording in writing, which may have coincided with the making of an 
official text, for the purpose of controlling rhapsodic competitions in the 
Panathenaia at Athens, at some time during the sixth ccntury B.C. By the 
following century a crude kind of scholarship had been carried further, not 
only into the extent of the Homeric canon (whether it included the poems 
of the Cycle and some of the Hymns, for example) but also into the 
appropriateness or otherwise of certain Homeric descriptions and episodes, 
not least about the gods. The latter topic already interested Theagenes of 
Rhegion in the late sixth century B.C., and by the middle of the fifth the 
Sophists had taken up the study both of Homeric vocabulary and of 
Homeric morality, which they manipulated to support their own concern 
with contemporary ethics. Toward the end of the century the prolific scholar 
and Atomist Democritus of Abdera wrote a treatise on the meaning of 
obscure words in Homer, and this kind of work was continued in the 
Lyceum, where non-linguistic Homeric 'problems' were also studied. 
Recensions of the actual text of the Iliad were undertaken by Antimachus 
of Colophon in the late fifth century as well as by Euripides' nephew and 
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namesake. Judging by surviving fragments and testimonies, all these 
different kinds of work on Homer, including even that produced under the 
aegis of Aristotle, tended to be slipshod, arbitrary and dogmatic; moreover 
special kinds of distortion were now being fostered both by moralists of the 
Platonic school and by allegorists who found support among the Stoics. 

A more scientific approach to the preservation and study of the Iliad was 
introduced with the establishment early in the third century B.C. of the 
libraries and associated research institutes at Alexandria and Pergamon, 
which gave new life to the collection, recording and text-based interpretation 
of archaic and classical Greek literature. Little about the Pergamene 
tradition has survived, but the editions and treatises of the great sequence 
of Alexandrian librarians, from Zenodotus of Ephesus in the first half of the 
third century B.C. to Aristophanes of Byzantium and then Aristarchus in 
the following century, made an enormous impression. Aristarchus was 
clearly the greatest of the three, and the work of his predecessors has survived 
for the most part only through his comments on or disagreements with them. 
He founded a school of Homeric criticism which was still influential in the 
Roman era, and it is through four Greek scholars of the period extending 
from Augustus to Marcus Aurelius that much of his own specific criticism 
descended to the Middle Ages and so to us. 

These four scholars are best known through the scholia, or marginal 
comments, in the greatest of all medieval Greek manuscripts, Venetus 
Graecus 822 (once Marcianus 454) of the Iliad, a prized possession of the 
library of St Mark's in Venice; it was written in the tenth century and is 
known as Venetus A or simply A. At the end of each Iliadic Book in this 
luxury edition is the following subscription: 'Set out beside the text 
(TTapcoaiTai) are the Critical Signs of Aristonicus, Didymus' remarks On the 
Aristarchan Recension, and extracts from Herodian's Iliadic Prosody and 
Nicanor's On Homeric Punctuation'. The last two of these scholars worked in 
the first century A.D. and dealt, as their titles show, with the effects of 
accentuation and punctuation on the Iliadic text. The first two were more 
important. Didymus was a scholar of prodigious energy and little originality 
who summarized Aristarchus' readings and comments, sometimes quoting 
his words and on occasion misunderstanding them, and adding sporadic 
references of his own to post-Aristarchan scholars. Aristonicus summarized, 
with a certain amount of his own interpretation, the comments by 
Aristarchus which related to the critical signs in his recension of the text 
(chiefly the horizontal stroke or obelus, signifying athetesis or suspect 
authenticity; the diple referring to a critical note, sometimes registering 
disagreement with Zenodotus; the antisigma marking a displaced verse, and 
the asterisk marking one wrongly repeated from elsewhere). The scholia 
based on these four works, which fill most of the generous margins of each 
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page of the great codex, permit the reconstruction of a good part, at least, 
of what was in effect a full-scale edition and commentary by Aristarchus 
on the Iliad. 

If the only Iliadic scholia to have survived had been these main ones from 
the margins of Venetus A, life for the Homerist would be somewhat poorer 
but undoubtedly simpler. As it is, certain other manuscripts of the Iliad are 
also equipped with scholia - chief among them T , the 'Townleianus' or 
codex Burney 86 in the British Museum, and B, another codex in the library 
of St Mark's, once Marcianus 453 but now catalogued as Venetus Graecus 
821; both arc of the eleventh century. These contain scholia which had 
descended in a different and less pure tradition than those of A, but one 
which still incorporates comments going back to the Aristarchan school as 
well as others from grammarians and lexicographers of the Roman and early 
Byzantine eras. They are known as the exegetical scholia; often naive, they 
sometimes, too, contain insights, or neat summations of a particular point 
of view, which are well worth taking into account. Recently their contri-
bution to the literary criticism of the Iliad has been reviewed in a useful 
article by N.J. Richardson (Classical Quarterly N.S. 30 (1980) 265-87), from 
which the following introductory remarks, among much else, deserve 
quotation: 

the majority of the exegetical Scholia., .derive from scholars at the end of the 
Hellenistic and the beginning of the Roman period, who were consolidating the work 
of earlier critics. They contain some later material, notably extracts from the work 
on Homeric problems by Porphyry.. .But in general they seem to reflect the critical 
terminology and views of the first century B.C. and the first two centuries A.D. These 
have their limitations, and one may feel that the vocabulary of critical terms which 
the Scholia use lack flexibility and at times verge on the naive: but within their limits 
they nevertheless show a lively appreciation of some fundamental aspects of Homer's 
art. 

Together with the main scholia in A which depend on Didymus, 
Aristonicus, Herodian and Nicanor (or rather on a later summary compi-
lation known to scholars as the 'four-man commentary'), these exegetical 
scholia comprise the scholia Vetera or scholia maiora. This is to distinguish 
them from a third class, the so-called scholia minora or D-scholia (so named 
by error after Didymus, who had nothing to do with them). These D-scholia 
are not always confined to special manuscripts, but have become conflated 
with the scholia vetera in, for example, B - even, sometimes, in A. Their 
special contribution takes two main forms: either brief notes on single words, 
which sometimes seem to go back to school-text glossaries of the classical 
period (see Erbse 1, p. xi), or long and often rambling l<rroplai from much 
later sources, not without signs of Aristarchan influence here and there, on 
matters of history, mythology and geography. It is fashionable to claim that 
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the D-scholia are neglected, but in my experience they only rarely offer 
anything that is both new and valuable to the modern commentator. 

The reader will already have noticed, perhaps with a certain displeasure, 
that the assessment of the scholia is a highly complicated and specialized 
affair. Its foundations were laid by the publication of Venetus A by de 
Villoison in 1788, and then in the last century by F. A. Wolf, K. Lehrs 
and A. Ludwich. In this century further progress has been made by 
T . W. Allen, A. R. Roemer and M. H. A. L. H. van der Valk; but the 
greatest gift for the modern scholar, and one which simplifies the task of 
commentator and reader alike, is the exemplary 5-volume edition ( + index 
volumes) by Hartmut Erbse, entitled Scholia Graeca in Homeri Iliadem (Berlin 
1969- ), in which the scholia vetera are collected, edited, explained, and 
assigned between Didymus, Aristonicus, Herodian and Nicanor on the one 
hand, and the exegetical tradition, and other sources including D, on the 
other. The following paragraphs will summarize the relationship of the 
manuscripts involved and the scholia themselves; and will then explain the 
method of referring to them in the present Commentary. In conclusion I 
shall revert to Aristarchus and consider very briefly the basis of his criticisms 
and readings. 

First, it is clear from the twelfth-century scholar Eustathius, bishop of 
Thessalonica, who used the same source as A for certain of his comments, 
that A depends on a summary ascribed to an otherwise unknown pair called 
Apion and Herodorus, who themselves depended on a compilation of the 
'four-man commentary' by one Nemesion in the fifth or sixth century. 
Ap.H. (i.e. Apion and Herodorus) is therefore the lost archetype of A which 
Erbse tries to reconstruct. The exegetical scholia, by contrast, are represented 
by T on the one hand, and somewhat less accurately by a group of 
manuscripts including B on the other. This group comprises BCE3E* (on 
which see Erbse 1, p. il), and is called b; therefore the exegetical class as 
a whole is represented by bT, which depend on a lost archetype, parallel 
with but earlier than Ap.H., which Erbse terms c, a very mixed compilation 
of early Byzantine times. 

The exact relations between A and its lost archetype Ap.H., and between 
b T and their lost archetype c, are discussed at some length (in Latin) by 
Erbse in the prolegomena to his first volume. Here it is necessary to say no 
more than that Didymus and Aristonicus are known mainly through A, and 
the exegetical scholia sometimes through A but mainly through b or T or 
both. Erbse edits A, b and T , and prints in the margin against each scholium 
an indication ofits type, i.e. Did. for Didymus-based, Ariston. for Aristonicus-
based (and similarly for Mic. and Hrd., i.e. Nicanor and Herodian), and ex. 
for exegetical. It is important to note that D in his margins stands for 
influence from the D-scholium tradition and not for Didymus. In the present 
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Commentary I have cited the scholia using Erbse's categories, but have 
abbreviated *Aristonicus' still further to A m ; thus ' A r n / A ' means 
'according to the A-scholium, which here, according to Erbse, is ultimately 
derived from Aristonicus'; similarly with 'Did/A*. I have gone still 
further — perhaps too far — in the direction of simplification by assuming 
that Did and A m directly represent Aristarchus (thus the usual form of 
reference is simply e.g. 'Aristarchus (Arn/A) athetized, thought that, etc.'), 
although it has been seen that they were simply reporting him, not always 
completely accurately, and with their own views sometimes intruding. 
Naturally I have tried to note cases where the latter affects the issue, but 
for further information recourse must be had to Erbse. As for the exegetical 
scholia, I have referred to them occasionally as just that, especially to begin 
with, but normally as T , b or, most frequently, b T (since b usually confirms 
T , if less accurately). Thus ' b T say t h a t . . m e a n s that the (complex and 
mixed) exegetical tradition advanced the view or views which follow. 

Finally, since the opinions of Aristarchus are by far the most important 
aspect of ancient Homeric criticism and indirectly of the study of the 
medieval scholia, one must give some consideration to the question of how 
those opinions were formed. In particular, since so many of them were 
concerned with the authenticity or otherwise of whole verses (and it was 
in this respect that his criticisms had the greatest effect on the vulgate), and 
with particular readings of words or phrases, did he have access to special 
copies of the Iliad on which his judgements were based, or were those 
judgements purely intuitive, or were they a mixture of the two? This is a 
key question which applies not only to Aristarchus but also to Zenodotus, 
and modern Homerists have argued strongly on one side or the other. The 
first point is that Aristarchus often cited particular editions, usually divided 
into the TroAmKoi or 'city' texts and the individual or KCXT* 6v8pa ones. O f 
the former, the Massiliotic, the Sinopic, the Cyprian, the Argolic and the 
Chian are conspicuous; of the latter, those of Antimachus, Euripides the 
younger and Rhianus. Thus on Iliad 1.423-4 the main scholium in A, 
obviously by Didymus (Did/A), begins by quoting directly from Aristarchus, 
who read KOT& 8ALTA not prr& Sarra and cited the Massiliotic, Sinopic and 
Cyprian editions in support, as well as those of Antimachus and Aristophanes 
(i.e. his teacher and predecessor), to which Didymus adds Callistratus, 
Sidonius and Ixion: OUTCOS 64 eOpopev xai tv i f) MaaoiXicoTiicrj teal ZivcoTnicrj 
KCRI Kvrrpfg nal'Avnuaxelco xal *Apioropavcfco. KaAXiarpaTos 54 4v TO> flp6s 
T&S <5t6en!)CT€is ¿uofcos, xal 6 Ii8cbvios xal 6 'l£icov tv TCO ftcrcp TTp&s t&s 
4£nyf)CTeis. Here it is obvious that Aristarchus sometimes, at least, consulted 
different recensions; but it is only rarely that such a full statement of his 
supporting sources is provided. The questions still remain, how accurate 
were those sources, and how great a part did they play in making up 
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Aristarchus' mind for him? Aristarchus himself sometimes classifies other 
texts in general terms, citing either 'common', 'popular', 'worse' or 'more 
casual' ones (Kotv6-r£pa, 8riucb8£is, 9<2uA6TEpa, ElKcndTEpat, [AvriypcKpa or 
EK56OCIS as the case may be]), or 'ancient', 'more accurate', 'more refined' 
ones (Apxaia, TrctXaiA, ¿ocptf&mpa, yapika-rtpa) - sometimes too 'all ' or 
'most' editions, al Traoai or TTXEIOUS. That suggests at first sight that he not 
only consulted many different texts of Homer but also divided them into 
categories of reliability, and himself relied on the higher categories. Yet 
closer study of his methods and criteria as revealed in the vast majority of 
Didymus' and Aristonicus' reports (most of them not citing these other texts 
and editions) suggests, on the contrary, that his judgements were generally 
made on the basis of his own opinions and rules, and that he cited those 
other authorities mainly when they supported him. 

Moreover the city and individual texts, when their readings are taken as 
a whole, seem to be very erratic and to possess no special ancient authority; 
indeed the 'common' or 'worse' ones often appear, by modern criteria, 
more reliable than the 'ancient' or 'more refined' ones! Obviously this is 
a large and difficult topic; most scholars from Nauck and Wilamowitz on 
have held that Aristarchus sometimes made conjectures and on other 
occasions relied on earlier texts. That seems like a reasonable view on a priori 
grounds, but on the whole I side with van der Valk, who in Researches n, 
86 records his opinion, reached after astute if sometimes arcane studies, that 
'Aristarchus' readings are nearly always subjective and personal con-
jectures', and that the cited texts, whatever their description, are compara-
tively recent products of Hellenistic and especially Alexandrian criticism. 
That applies a fortiori to Zenodotus also, whose distinctly shorter text, in 
particular, is clearly the result of his applying stringent and sometimes 
foolish standards of-r6 TTp r̂rov, 'what is appropriate' in Homer, rather than 
being due to any authoritative special sources which modem criticism can 
discern. 
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Some preliminary consideration of the nature of each of the Books to be 
treated in this volume, and of their relation to the Iliad as a whole, may be 
found useful. That in turn requires a brief examination of the structural 
principles and literary unity of the complete poem; although the fuller 
assessment of its ultimate aims and concerns will be deferred until a later 
volume, when the Commentary is further on its way and when important 
details like the Meleagros-«r«n/>/am in book 9 have been properly examined. 

The division of the Iliad into four-book segments is mainly a matter of 
editorial convenience; but, for the first half of the poem in particular, the 
segments do have some organic character. Thus books 1-4 culminate in the 
first engagement in battle to be described in the poem; books 5-8 see further 
delays and diversions, among which the Troy-scenes of 6 serve a special 
purpose after the exploits of Diomedes in 5; books 9-12 begin with a major 
attempt to conciliate Akhilleus, the failure of which, after the digression of 
the night-expedition in 10, leads to the serious fighting of 11 and 12 and 
Hektor's breaking into the Achaean camp. In the second half of the epic 
the pressure mounts as fighting continues relentlessly, with Zeus's support 
of the Trojans (in accordance with his promise to Thetis to avenge 
Agamemnon's slight on her son) leading finally to the death of Patroklos 
at the end of 16. 

The struggle for Patroklos' body fills the whole of book 17 (which should 
not really be strongly separated from 16 by the accident of sixfold division, 
although 17 is in a sense a self-contained episode); the next three Books are 
focused on Akhilleus, in despair at his friend's death, complaining to Thetis, 
having new armour made for him by Hephaistos, then in 19 formally 
reconciled with Agamemnon and in 20 beginning to wreak havoc on 
the Trojans. The division between 20 and 21 is again an artificial one, 
although the interruption of the Theomachy (parts of which fall in each 
Book) is not in itself serious, since the episode is somewhat incoherent in any 
case. Book 21 shows Akhilleus as utterly formidable, irresistible once the 
fight with the river is resolved, and ends with Hektor remaining outside the 
walls as his defeated troops stream into the city. Book 22 describes his death 
at the hand of Akhilleus, the last and most profound martial event of the 
poem; the maltreatment of his body leads directly into the cremation of 
Patroklos in 23, followed by his funeral games. Finally in 24 the special 
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misery caused by Akhilleus' wrath and rejection of the traditional laws of 
heroic behaviour is allayed, in part at least, by his divinely-inspired return 
of Hektor's body to Priam for burial. 

It can sometimes be revealing to look at the poem through such artificial 
groupings as this, as one means of discovering where its true organic 
transitions and boundaries lie - always remembering that the division into 
twenty-four Books (on which more will be said in a subsequent volume) is 
probably itself, to some extent at least, a product of post-Homeric activity 
over the presentation and storage of the text. Thus dividing it into four 
segments of six Books each (rather than six of four) makes a slightly artificial 
break at the end of the great Troy-scenes of 6, since Hektor is still returning 
to battle, together with Paris, at the beginning of 7. The end of 12 remains 
a major and organic division, with Hektor breaking into the camp followed 
at the start of 13 by the diversion of Poseidon's deceit of Zeus; but the 
division between books 18 and 19, despite the latter beginning with a new 
day, is not a particularly strong one, with Thetis bearing Akhilleus' new 
armour at the end of the former and handing it over in the opening verses 
of the latter. Nevertheless the last six Books have a certain unity as a whole, 
containing as they do Akhilleus' formal reconcilation with king Agamemnon, 
then his return to battle and slaying of Hektor in revenge for Patroklos, with 
the funerals first of the one and then, after Akhilleus' own return to heroic 
nobility, of the other. 

The break between books 12 and 13 halfway through the poem is the only 
one revealed by such divisions into four or six or any other number of blocks 
which has strong organic authority. This opinion derives some support from 
the Odyssey, which undergoes a major change in scene and feeling as the 
sleeping Odysseus is landed by the Phaeacians back in Ithake, with a 
deliberate echo of the proem itself at 13.89-92. That comes not at the exact 
point of division between Books, but about halfway through the poem 
nevertheless. There is no obvious functional reason for such a break around 
the midway mark, and it should not divert us from the conclusion that the 
Iliad does not, in general, fall into large formal segments, either as indicated 
by Book-divisions (which may nevertheless sometimes reflect more ancient 
points of pause or transition), or by major episodes, or even by the passage 
in the action from one day to the next - which undeniably can, as between 
books 7 and 8, mark a change of scene or tempo. Indeed the most natural 
division of the Iliad, despite the midway climax of Hektor breaking into the 
camp at the end of book 12, might be into three 'movements', the fint of 
which describes the wrath and its early consequences, then the delays before 
the battle moves decisively against the Achaeans; the second the severe 
fighting in the central part of the poem, ending with the disaster of the death 
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of Patroklos; and the third Akhilieus' re-entry into the action, with the death 
of Hektor, regeneration of Akhilieus and implied doom of Troy as its main 
focus. 

For it is worth remembering that, if any very formal divisions were to be 
strongly marked and clearly felt, that would hardly help the unity of the 
epic as a whole. And yet, on the contrary, the more one examines the minor 
breaks and transitions of the Iliad, the more one comes to feel the overriding 
cohesion of the whole structure. The dominant theme of the wrath of 
Akhilieus is clearly and powerfully established in book i ; thereafter the 
Achaeans are gradually and with many interruptions led toward the battle 
that will show Akhilieus and Agamemnon the destructive futility of 
internecine strife. That battle begins at the end of book 4 and is represented 
in a special and untypical way by the fighting dominated by Diomedes in 
5. It does not reveal itself as the poet's main material until the vast block 
of battle-poetry which begins with book 11 and soon leads to the wounding 
of important Achaean warriors. By now the wrath-theme has been dra-
matically reaffirmed by the embassy to Akhilieus in 9. Once Agamemnon, 
Odysseus and Diomedes are out of action, Zeus's plan of letting the 
Achaeans be driven back on the ships can be painfully and thoroughly 
brought into effect. Occasional diversions like the attempt by Here and 
Poseidon to deceive Zeus in books 14 and 15 can still take place, but in the 
main it is the singer's skill in varying the pace and quality of fighting itself 
that carries the audience onward through almost endless martial en-
counters. Because the fighting is now taking place inside the Achaean 
defences, contacts between those waiting and those in action increase; and 
at last, as fire blazes from the stern of one of the ships, Akhilieus allows 
Patroklos and the Myrmidons to bring relief, with Patroklos in Akhilieus' 
own armour. His killing of Zeus's son Sarpedon is the prelude to his own 
death at the hands of Hektor and Apollo; and leads on, in the culminating 
one of three special death-scenes which reveal the creative taste and genius 
of Homer himself, to the destruction of Hektor in 22. This seals the fate of 
Troy and allows Akhilieus, at last, to be drawn back from the berserk 
madness into which the loss of Patroklos had propelled him. 

All through those last Books the major themes and lesser motifs of the 
poem are linked with uncommon deliberateness and effect: the loan of the 
armour, which justifies the extraordinary description of the Shield of 
Akhilieus - a symbolic representation, simile-like but on a larger scale, of 
the scenes and values of peace and war; the death of Patroklos which 
prefigures that of Hektor, and causes Akhilieus to elicit his mother Thetis 
in a scene parallel to, and ironically consequent upon, that in book 1; the 
distortion of roles and relationships between Priam and Akhilieus as they 
meet at last under divinely mysterious and tragic circumstanccs. Something 
similar happens, too, with the progress of the narrative through the central 
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(and on one level fundamental) scenes of war, deprived as the Achaeans 
now are of Akhilleus, which occupy the whole central section from books 
11 to 18. It would be surprising if the opening events of the poem were to 
be less closely and significantly interwoven than that; and it is to their 
unfolding that these concluding pages of introduction arc addressed. 

Books i to 4, on which the detailed commentary follows, describe the 
progress of events from the beginning of the quarrel between Akhilleus and 
Agamemnon to the very first encounters on the battlefield - encounters 
such as had not occurred, or so it is implied, for some considerable time, and 
certainly never before on such a scale even though the siege is now in its 
tenth year. The quarrel itself is treated in book 1 with extreme brilliance, 
through a careful and deeply dramatic presentation of the speeches and 
counter-speeches in which the two protagonists drive themselves into 
destructive bitterness and blindness to others. The movement from the brief 
and selective proem, through the initial exchanges between Agamemnon 
and Khruses (which already establish the king as a man likely to be at fault) 
and then Apollo's anger and the plague he sends, leads naturally and with 
increasing detail to the Achaean assembly, to Kalkhas' involvement of 
Akhilleus, and to the clash over the two young women - or rather over the 
pride and honour of the two heroes who think they own them. Akhilleus 
declares he will take no further part in the fighting; Agamemnon sends his 
heralds to remove Briséis, and Akhilleus, inspired, no doubt, by Athene's 
intervention a little earlier, swallows the insult and calls in agony of heart 
on his mother Thetis. She comes from the depths of the sea to comfort him, 
and promises to intercede with Zeus for the Achaean reverses which 
Akhilleus considers necessary to restore his pride. After an interlude 
describing the delivery by Odysseus of Khruseis back to her father and the 
remission of Apollo's anger, the singer moves to Olumpos for the remainder 
of the Book. There he describes Zeus's reluctant but powerful oath to do 
as Thetis asks, followed by the perturbed interference of Here, leader of the 
pro-Achaean deities, and his affirmation of authority despite wifely pressure. 
The Book ends with the gods feasting; it has established them, and Zeus, 
Athene and Here above all, as crucial and even humane elements in the 
drama to be unfolded. It is a wonderfully coherent presentation of the issues 
of the tale as a whole, with only the realities of war left almost unnoticed 
so far; and free from structural difficulties except over Agamemnon's claim 
to remove Briséis in person, and the curious summary of events given by 
Akhilleus to Thetis. Both of these will be considered in the Commentary 
as they arise; they may well indicate relics of different versions, imperfectly 
assimilated in the slow and progressive formation of a monumental poem, 
but are minor factors, in any case, in the deeply impressive opening to the 
epic as a whole. 

The second Book is less straightforward and, despite its great interest and 
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several dramatic scenes and episodes, contains two major structural 
difficulties: Agamemnon's testing of morale, then the catalogues of the two 
armies. The former raises questions similar-to those about the removal of 
Briséis in book 1; probably the reasons are analogous, namely the imperfect 
incorporation of different versions and additional themes pre-existing in the 
oral tradition. The difficulties will be fully discussed in the Commentary; 
what needs to be stressed here is that it would be a mistake on the reader's 
part either to overlook those difficulties completely or to exaggerate their 
effects on a listening audience. 

With the catalogues the matter is different; for the truth is that almost 
exactly half of this very long Book (if we include the preliminaries from 455 
on) is devoted to a detailed listing of the separate contingents on each side, 
with the Achaeans treated at far the greater length; together with the places 
from which they came, the names of their commanders, and the numbers 
of ships that brought the Achaeans to Troy. All this detailed information 
must have required close attention on the part of any audience for over an 
hour at the very least. That does not sound too demanding, perhaps, given 
the abnormal powers of endurance presupposed by the monumental Iliad 
as a whole - and given, too, the interest that many details both of political 
geography and of heroic ancestors must have had. Yet the latter, at least, 
are not beyond dispute; many of the named leaders are poetic inventions, 
and many legendary ancestors are omitted who could have been included. 
Even so, the Achaean catalogue in particular might have presented far less 
trouble to an ancient audience, particularly once the Iliad had been 
accepted as a kind of national epic, than it does to some modem readers. 

It is here that a commentary can be of special help; for the truth is that 
the catalogues are fascinating enough, provided one knows something about 
the people and places concerned and about what, in general, is happening. 
In any event it is obvious that the whole Iliad should be read, unless any 
particular portion of it can be shown to be spurious - and that is not the 
case with the catalogues. Their problem, rather, is the nature of Homer's 
particular sources for them, since, despite the fascination with lists and 
genealogies evinced by many singers and tellers of tales, their detail and scale 
transcend those probable in any ordinary Greek oral repertoire. 

Book 2 can be seen as a whole as an elaborate and interrupted description 
of the process of carrying Zeus's oath into effect, at least to the extent of 
bringing the forces on either side to the point of engagement. They will be 
prevented from joining battle, at the last moment, by Paris' challenge to 
a duel early in book 3 and then by further distractions and diversions. This 
constant series of delays can be seen as the result of a fundamental 
compositional technique applied to these first four Books and several of their 
successors. The technique is not solely a device to create suspense, although 
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suspense is certainly created thereby; for the argument that the audience 
knows roughly what is to happen, and therefore that no suspense is involved, 
is obviously insufficient. The delays are also designed to characterize the 
whole action which follows from Akhilleus' wrath as of unusual importance. 
The clash of armies, when once it is fully established in the central portion 
of the poem, is of monumental scale and profound consequences - therefore 
the preliminary assembling of the armies, the Achaeans in particular, 
deserves the fullest poetical treatment. Something like that must have 
seemed to justify, for the monumental poet, his decision to include the 
catalogues, despite the risk that, after massive preparations for the march-out 
itself, the detailed listing of participants and places of origin would be 
something of an anticlimax. Admittedly, one becomes involved in it almost 
without warning. Perhaps, too, it was indirectly needed to re-establish the 
grand theme of Akhilleus' wrath, since the earlier part of book 2, through 
Agamemnon's paradoxical behaviour and the Thersites revolt, had shown 
the Achaean side as too riddled by uncertainty to be capable of that truly 
magnificent failure which Homer and Akhilleus equally required. 

The third Book, like the first, is wonderfully coherent and dramatic. It 
explores, with many echoes and overtones, three main themes: first the duel 
between Paris and Menelaos, which is arranged just as the armies are about 
to engage; then the Viewing from the Walls, through which, as the duel 
is being prepared, Helen identifies for king Priam some of the main Achaean 
warriors on the plain below; finally the manoeuvring by Aphrodite of Paris 
and Helen, as she rescues Paris from certain defeat and sets him in his 
bedchamber, then forces the reluctant Helen to make love with him. Each 
of these themes is brilliantly handled in itself (with only the Viewing 
containing minor difficulties, again through the selective deployment of 
traditional material); but each, in addition, fulfils different and less direct 
purposes. Bringing Paris and then Helen into the limelight reminds the 
audience of the whole cause of the war, not only Helen's weakness and Paris' 
vanity and lust but also the power of the goddess who caused it all; it 
reminds them, too, that trampling on the laws of hospitality and marriage 
must be paid for. The first glimpse of life inside this beleaguered but sociable 
town, to be developed in book 6, is given here, as also of the qualities, not 
so much of the Achaeans, whose description, except with Odysseus, is almost 
a formality, as of Hektor and Helen and the rather charmless love-goddess 
herself. Above all, if the audience has had to draw on its reserves to follow 
the long catalogues of the previous Book, it is now carried along in episodes 
that are both absorbing in themselves and deeply illuminating over persons 
and scenes that will be crucial later. 

The fourth Book maintains the same level of concentration, given that 
its purpose is still to delay, until its end at least, the final clash of forces. 
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For mass fighting to become once again possible, the truce made for the 
formal duel of book 3 has to be terminated. That is achieved through the 
intervention of Athene at Here's behest, and she descends like a meteor, 
taking the form of a warrior who persuades the archer Pandaros to shoot 
at Menelaos and so violate the truce. The Achaeans and king Agamemnon 
are outraged, their moral commitment to capturing Troy correspondingly 
strengthened. In an episode parallel with that of the Viewing from the Walls 
in the preceding Book Agamemnon reviews his contingents, distributing 
praise and blame in a manner which raises a few difficulties (like why 
Odysseus and Diomedes are singled out for rebuke, and why the former is 
linked with Menestheus and the Athenians) but serves to give substance to 
some of these great warriors and emphasize the contradictory qualities of 
the commander-in-chief himself. At last the conflict of the two armies can 
be delayed no longer; it is heightened by general descriptions of noise and 
motion and by developed similes which echo each other and provide a 
referential substructure for the concrete action. The concluding ninety or 
so verses describe the first encounters of what will later become an almost 
endless series; early among them, the death of young Simoeisios exemplifies 
the pathetic qualities which Homer always sees, and often lets his audience 
perceive, in war even of the most heroic kind. 

It is not the purpose of these preliminary remarks to solve in advance the 
particular problems which arise in the first four Books, or to condition the 
reader in his response to them. The work of the Commentary can therefore 
now begin. 
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B O O K ONE 

/~7 Proem: invocation of Ike Muse and statement of the poeCs theme - Akhilleus' 
wrath and its disastrous consequences 

i The goddess of i is the Muse; so also in the opening of the Odyssey, &v5pa 
poi fcwrrre, MoOaa - 'Tell, me, Muse, of the m a n . . . ' (similarly at HyAphr 
i, HyHerm i). Muse or Muses are used with little distinction in such cases, 
compare the invocation at the beginning of the Catalogue of Ships at 2.484 
(and 3X elsewhere), EOTTETE VUV poi MoCaai 'OAuuTrta Bcbporr' f x 0 ^ 0 " ; 

the opening verses of Hesiod's Theogony and Works and Days. An initial 
invocation to the Muse or Muses is conventional for epic poems and for the 
literary kind of hymn, as is the request to 'sing o f - that means, through 
the poet - the main theme which is to be outlined. &oi8o(, singers, regularly 
claimed to be inspired and taught by the Muses, the goddesses of music, 
dance and song who were imagined as daughters of Zeus and Mnemosune, 
Memory, and as dwelling on Mt Helikon or in Pieria close to Mt Olumpos. 
Hesiod's account of his own inspiration by them as he herded sheep on Mt 
Helikon is the fullest evidence (see Theog. 22-34), but Homer in the Odyssey 
shows Demodokos the Phaeacian singer and Phemios, court singer in Ithake, 
as similarly inspired. The former is a singer 'whom the Muses loved above 
others.. .and gave (him) the gift of sweet song' (Od. 8.62-4) > roust have 
been taught (as Odysseus says at Od. 8.488) 'either by the Muses.. .or by 
Apollo'. Phemios claims to be aCrro8i8oncTos, literally 'self-taught', but the 
meaning is that he had no human teachers, for ' the god engendered all sorts 
of themes [literally, 'paths'; i.e. of song] in my heart* {Od. 22.347^). 
Similarly to Demodokos the god' gave in abundance the gift of song, to bring 
delight in whatever way his spirit bids him sing*, 6ITITTJ 6up6s tiroTpuvrjoiv 

¿cdBttv {Od. 8.44f.). 

The ' wrath' of which the goddess is to sing will persist throughout the 
entire poem and is to determine, in a sense, the fate of Troy; it is caused 
by king Agamemnon who needlessly slights Akhilleus, but also by Akhilleus 
himself who shows himself to be tactless in handling his commanding 
general, and, more important, over-obsessive in defence of his own honour 
at the expense of his comrades with whom he has no quarrel. How far the 
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wrath-theme might be derived from earlier poetry, and how fundamental 
and far-reaching it is in the construction and purpose of the Iliad as a whole, 
will be considered from time to time as the Commentary develops; 
something has been said in chapter 4 of the Introduction, pp. 46f. 
Meanwhile its immediate beginning is the subject of book 1 which follows. 

Usually a heroic song would have a specially composed proem like those 
of the Iliad and Odyssey. So much is suggested, among other evidence, by 
the opening of Pindar's second Nemean ode (the Homeridai most often 
begin from Zeus as proem, Ai6s irpooipitou). But the 'Homeric' Hymns 
were sometimes themselves called proems, as for example by Thucydides 
(3.104.4, of HyAp), and some of the shorter ones were clearly designed as 
preludes to a longer epic piece; see N.J. Richardson, The Homeric Hymn to 
Demeter (Oxford 1974) 4f. Moreover a proem could easily be varied from 
time to time, especially perhaps to suit a special audience or to accord with 
longer or shorter versions of what was to follow. Thus some (rather 
unsatisfactory) variants of the Iliad-proem are reported. According to 
Nicanor and Crates as cited by the Anecdotum Romanum (1, p. 3 Erbse), 
the bibliophile Apellicon owned a text with a single-verse proem, Moucras 
&E(5CO KAL 'AirdAAcova KXVT6TO£OV, whereas Aristoxenus claimed that some 
texts had these three verses in place of 1-9: 

EOTRERE VUV poi, Mouaai, 'OAOpma Scbpcrr' § x o u a a i 

OTTTTGOS 8F) pfjvfc TE x6Ko$ N^XEicova 

ATJTOOS T* ¿ryXadv u ! 6V 6 yap (JaaiXfyi XOXOOQEIS 

The first of these verses is Iliadic (4X, see above), but the others show signs 
of inept condensation, and in particular the linking of Akhilleus' and 
Apollo's wrath does justice to neither (cf. van der Valk, Researches ft, 365^. 
By contrast the style of the full proem as it appears in the ancient vulgate 
(i.e. vv. 1-9) is typically Homeric in its forceful conciseness, its cumulative 
expression with runover in 2 and 4, its verse-pattern climax (7 is a rising 
threefolder after mainly twofolders, see pp. 2off.) and its rhetorical tran-
sition to the main narrative in 8f. One cannot be absolutely sure that 
as it stands it was by the monumental composer, Homer, but there is nothing 
against the idea and the tradition is in favour of it. 

Had this proem not existed, modern arguments about the exact subject 
of the poem would be even more diffuse than they are. The ancient critics 
gave vent to a mass of not very pertinent preliminary questions, preserved 
in the exegetical scholia A b T on 1: why begin from such a dispiriting 
concept as wrath? Why describe just the end of a war and not its earlier 
stages? Why call the poem I lias and not Akhilleia, to match Odusseia ? Why 
command, rather than request, the goddess to sing? The truth is that Homer 
provides his audiences with just so much information as they need at this 
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point; the epic is to be set around the central theme of Akhilleus' anger, 
and this anger had disastrous consequences for the Achaean army. That is 
enough to highlight the singer's evident purpose of creating a monumental 
poem out of a profusion of traditional war-poetry, by relating the fighting 
to a single dramatic event which alters the fortunes of war and encourages 
the beleaguered Trojans to fight in the open plain. 

2 oOAop£vr)v: ' " accursed " . . . that of which we say 0A010', Leaf; an 
emphatic runover-word cumulation developed in what follows, 'which put 
countless griefs on the Achaeans*. O n the cumulative technique of this and 
the next three verses see also pp. 32f. 

3 Apollonius of Rhodes evidently read K£q>aA&s for ^a/x^S in his copy 
(so bT) ; this finds some support in 11.55, which has xapaAAs >n a verse which 
is otherwise identical with 3 (except for minor adjustments). But the contrast 
implied by OCTTOUS in 4 will be clearer if that word implies dead bodies - as 
opposed to living souls, and therefore yvx&S, 3- The implications of the 
two terms are fractionally different, and Homer chooses each of them 
according to context. Oral poets can be loose in their deployment of 
traditional, formular material, but they can also be very precise, as here. 

4—5 These verses were athetized by Zenodotus according to Aristarchus 
(Arn/A on 4); Zenodotus nevertheless read Barra for iraai in 5, a fussy 
change of the vulgate which Aristarchus (who is evidently Athenaeus' 
source, through Aristonicus, at i . i2e- i3a , cf. Erbse 1, 9) tried to refute on 
the erroneous ground that Homer never uses 6a(s of animal food - as he in 
fact does at 24.43. 

5 A half-verse cumulation, in itself decorative rather than essential for 
its information, but nevertheless leading to an important new comment. 
What is this plan of Zeus? Probably, as Aristarchus seems to have argued 
(Arn/A supplemented by D), that implied by Zeus's promise to Thetis at 
1.524-30 to avenge the slight on her son Akhilleus by favouring the Trojans. 
Aristarchus (Arn/A) also criticized the 'fictions' of recent critics, ol 
vabTcpo», chiefly perhaps the idea that Zeus's plan in the Iliad was identical 
with that signified by the same phrase in the post-Homeric Cypria, frag. 1.7, 
namely to lighten the over-burdened earth by means of heavy casualties at 
Troy (this tale is also summarized in the D-scholium on vv. 5f. here). 

6-7 ££ oO: cither 'from the time when', giving the starting-point of 
Zeus's plan, or 'from the point at which', depending on 'Sing, Muse' in 
1 and giving a delimitation of the theme; compare Od. 8.499^ where the 
singer Demodokos 'revealed his song, taking it from where, Ivftev £Acbv...' 
The latter is probably correct, despite Aristarchus' support of the former 
(Arn/A); the poet is implicitly telling himself to sing (with the Muse's help) 
of the wrath of Akhilleus, from the point at which he and Agamemnon first 
quarrelled. 
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8-21 Transition to the main narrative, and the priest Khruses* request to Agamemnon 

for the return of his daughter Khruseis 

8 A rhetorical question designed to highlight the answer, as well as in this 
case to lead on to the beginning of the story itself. An elaborated form of 
the expression epi5i £WETIKE paxtoGa» occurs at 7.210. 

9 It was Apollo who started the dispute; an action that is to be so 
portentous deserves a divine cause. The circumlocution 'son of Leto and 
Zeus' happens to be unique in Homer, since he did not elsewhere need 
to be named in such a way as to fill the verse down to the main caesura; 
although cf. 16.849 Arvrovs £KTOVEV U!6$|. The contracted form ATITOUS is 
required by metre here and at 14.327, although not at 16.849 which could 
have read ATJTOOS (although the vulgate still has the contracted form). 

10-11 These verses lack rhythmical fluidity, either because of the 
difficulties of condensation or through corruption of what must have been 
an especially frequently-sung passage. In to &va orparov is a common 
formula, but one which elsewhere, like Kcrrdt <rrpcnr6v, almost always falls 
before the bucolic caesura - 53 is an exception, but cf. 384, another slightly 
awkward verse. ¿>po£ is also unusually placed (only here in this position out 
of 17 Iliadic uses and similarly with copaev; 2 / 1 ix Od.); 6A4KOVTO 64 Aaoi|, 
on the other hand, represents an established formula-pattern, cf. OTE(VOVTO 

64 Aaol| etc. The verse-pattern of 10 is also unusual; it is a threefolder with 
short central colon and rare word-division (in these circumstances) after the 
second foot: vouoov ¿rvct OTpctTOv cbpOE KCXKT)V 6A4KOVTO 84 Aaoi. In 11 

the repeated pattern of dactyl followed by two spondees is also uncommon, 
although emphatic enough; and T6V Xptiorjv is an exceptionally developed 
use of the demonstrative 6 on its way to becoming the Attic-Ionic definite 
ardcle (although Chantraine, GH 11, 163-5 usefully underlines the role of 
emphasis as well as of contrariety in many Homeric uses, differing here 
from M. Leumann, H W 12 n. 1). 

/jTipaasv and other forms of drnu&^eiv are otherwise Odyssean (15X); 
admittedly the great majority of MSS have f|T{prjo' (although A, B and the 
fifth-century Ambrosian Codex have tf|Tiuao£V, normally printed in modern 
texts), but this makes the verse unusually and apparently pointlessly 
spondaic. 

12—16 Now the transition from proem to narrative is complete, and the 
condensed style gives way to a smoothly formular sequence leading to a 
minor climax in the rising threefold 16 after the preceding twofold verses. 

12 The runover-word followed by a strong stop is emphatic, but the 
consequent harshness of the integral enjambment is unusual; so M. W. 
Edwards, TAP A 97 (1966) 135. 

13 drrrEpcfoi* firrroiva, with frirotva 64xEo6ai in 20 and 64x8ai frtroiva in 
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23, shows that the poet could draw on a developed formula-system based 
on the idea of ransom. 

14-15 The half-verse cumulation in 15 (repeated at 1.374) alters the 
picture a little harshly; 14 has clearly stated that Khruses is holding 
garlands in his hands, but 15 reveals that the orcpittrra must be fillets 
(probably of wool) tied to his priestly staff or sceptre - it is that which he 
holds - as a sign of holiness. This is not rhapsodic elaboration, but rather 
an example of typical, if rare, oral imprecision arising out of the cumulative 
style. 

16 The dual form 'ATpEiBa is regular and correct (although it is only 
found once elsewhere, at 19.310, apart from the exact recurrence of this verse 
at 1.375); it was supported by Aristarchus (Arn/A) against Zenodotus' fussy 
alteration to 'ATpciSas, and is the reading of the medieval MSS. It balances 
KoaprjTope Aacbv, a development of the common formula troiiilva -1 
Aacov (44X II.) which must be in the dual, for metrical reasons, if it is to 
be used in the plural. 

17-21 Khruses makes the opening speech of the poem; it is short and 
carefully composed, mainly out of formular phrases. The ordered variation 
in verse-pattern is the first thing to be noticed; 17 and 18 are twofold (17 
with only the lightest of central caesuras); 19 and 20 are rising threefolders, 
their formal parallelism accentuated by the -o6ai at their ending: 

¿KTrepaai TTpidpoio TT6AIV EU 6" o1xa8* Ixtadar 
TTa!8a 8* fpoi AOaaiTE «piArjv t 6 8' irrroiva 8£x£o6ai 

Then 21 reverts to the calmer twofold pattern. Secondly, the nuances of 
meaning are quite subtle despite the heavily formular components. The 
priest's apparently mild request contains a hint of trouble to come - a prayer 
for Achaean success (obviously a mere formality from a dweller in the 
Troad) leads to a succinct request for his daughter's release for ransom; 
then in the closing verse he gently points out that this would be no more 
than showing due respect for Apollo (for he has held back until now the 
name of his god and protector). In other words, rebuffing Khruses will 
mean offending the god himself, a message Agamemnon fails to grasp. 

18 Out of 88 Iliadic and 94 Odyssean occurrences of 6EOI in the 
nominative this is the only one in which it is scanned as a monosyllable by 
synizesis (though cf. ©courtv at Od. 14.251). It is certain that the poets were 
capable of expressing this kind of simple thought without the use of such 
a rare pronunciation (it became commoner later) and the abandonment of 
such an extensive and strict formular system. Bentley's Own 6eol SoTcv 
is the best emendation proposed so far, the postponement of piv being 
unusual but not impossible. 
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22-42 Agamemnon s insulting reply, followed by Kbuses' departure and prayer to 

Apollo for revenge 

22 ht£U9rjUTioav: 'approved', simply, without the post-Homeric con-
notation o f ' i n silence*. 

23 On al6Eio6ai see 4.40 t-2n. fin. 
25 Kcaca>s and icpaTEpov make a strong impression after the deceptive 

mildness of the preceding verse: 'this did not please him, but he dismissed 
him unkindly and gave him the following harsh command 

2 6 - 3 2 Again, Agamemnon's reply begins with a smooth and indirect 
(but sinister) recommendation consisting of three cumulative verses; then 
comes the abrupt and categorical ' I shall not release her', followed by a 
cumulative sentence of corresponding length to the first and culminating 
in the malicious detail of 31; finally a single-verse injunction, it too moving 
from staccato beginning to apparently relaxed end. 

26-8 Complicated in meaning if apparently straightforward in form 
(see the preceding comment): first the indirect prohibition ('let me not find 
you here', meaning 'do not stay'), then the legalistic and almost gloating 
amplification, by polar disjunction, of 27 ('either now or later') with its 
derogatory 6TI0UVOVT ' ('hanging about'), leading to the menacing and 
blasphemous 28. 

29-31 The threats against the girl Khruseis are, by contrast, openly 
expressed, ungainly (in the sound of trpiv piv) and pathetic ('far from 
home') by turns, and leading to the tasteless summation of household duties, 
from weaving to concubinage, in 31. The sentence is a powerful one typical 
of Agamemnon at his nastiest; it is not surprising that it offended 
Aristarchus' over-sensitive ideas of what was 'seemly' in Homer, and he 
athetized the three verses 'because they undermined the point and the 
threat, since even Khruses would have been pleased to have her associate 
with the king; moreover it is unfitting, ¿nrprnis, that Agamemnon should 
say such things': so Aristonicus in A, although 'even Khruses.. .with the 
king' may seem unlikely to derive from Aristarchus himself. 

33 6 yipoov, like 6 yepcti6s in 35, comes close to the developed definite 
article; see comment on 10-11. 

3 4 Is there an intended contrast between the priest's silence (¿K£COV) and 
the roar of the sea (TroAu9Xoio^oio) ? Ostensibly not, since he is silent 
because he decides to obey and not reply, and the sea is roaring because 
that is what it typically does, at least in the genitive - TroAv9Aofcrpoto is a 
standard epithet and fills the necessary part of the verse, given that the poet 
chooses to emphasize the idea of the sea at this point. Yet the overtones of 
8Tva... OaAAooris and so on are often of tension or sadness (e.g. of the 
heralds going unwillingly at 327; the embassy at 9.182; Akhilleus' mourning 
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at 23.59, cf. his sadness at 1.350) and this perhaps colours Khruses* 
temporary silence, making it ominous. 

35-6 Compare Od. 2.260, where Telemakhos goes aside to pray, 
¿RRC<ICVEU0E Kicbv ITTI 6Tva 0aX6ooTis (cf. Od. 6.236). The participial phrase 
belongs to an interesting formular system that is aurally generated: 

¿NRDVEVGI ©ECOV (3X //.) 

¿TTTAVEVOE VEWV (4X //.) 

¿TIRAV£U9E KICOV (IX //., 2X Od.). 

'Going apart* is presumably to increase the ritual effectiveness of the prayer 
and the personal claim upon the god (not so that the enemy cannot 
overhear, as bT suggest!). The rising threefold verse 35 is a solemn one, and 
the solemnity is increased by the formal mention of the god's parentage in 
36-

37-42 Khruses' prayer follows the regular religious pattern: initial 
listing of the god's titles and local associations; then the special claims on 
his favour; finally, and quite briefly, the request itself. 

37-8 Khruse is the priest's home town, and his name is taken from it. 
It probably lay on the west coast of the Troad some five miles north of Cape 
Lekton, near the site of the later city of Hamaxitos, where there are slight 
remains of a temple of Apollo Smintheus; see Cook, Troad 232-5. Strabo 
(i3-6i2f.) objected that this temple was too far from the sea to fit the 
Homeric description (cf. 34-6 and 430--41); that seems rather pedantic since 
the later Smintheum (surely a crucial factor in the case) is only a kilometre 
or so from the coast. He placed it south of Mt Ida in the plain of 
Adramuttion, with Thebe and Killa in the same area. Thebe at least 
probably did lie there (cf. Cook, Troad 267), and Killa may have done; in 
any case Khruseis must have been on a visit away from home when she was 
captured at Thebe, 1.366-9 - see the third paragraph of the comment on 
366-92. 

39 5!piv6e0: according to Apollonius Sophistes (Erbse 1, 20) Aristarchus 
insisted that the epithet was derived from a city in the Troad called Sminthe, 
against those who thought 'unfittingly' that it came directly from 
auivOos = 'mouse ' (in Mysian) and therefore meant 'mouse-god' or 
protector against mice; for in Rhodes at least there was a festival called 
Smintheia for Apollo and Dionusos, because they killed the mice who were 
destroying the young vines. 

ipeya is from £p£<poo or ¿pfrrrco, ' I roof, implying perhaps completion of 
a temple rather than a simple type of building in which the roof was the 
main part, i.e. on posts. Early (ninth-century B.C.) temple-models, like 
house-models, show complete walls (some of apsidal type), cf. e.g. Lorimer, 
HM p i . XXXII. 
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40-1 For the burning of thigh-bones in sacrifice see the comments on 
447-68 and 462-3. 

42 The prayer itself is brief, epigrammatic almost, and comprehensive. 
Aavaoi is another Homeric name for the 'Axcnoi (who are also called 
'ApycToi, Argives, see also on 2.333-5) * implies descent from the mythical 
king Danaos who took refuge in Argos with his daughters the Danaids. 

43-52 A plague is sent by Apollo upon the Achaean army 

44-7 Apollo manifests himself directly - as archer-god he sometimes needs 
to be on or near the spot, not on Olumpos. He is equipped with quiver and 
arrows which clatter as he rushes down, emphatically enraged (44 xw6pevos, 
46 x&>o\ikvoio). Zenodotus athetized 46c for reasons unspecified, ou xaXcos 
according to Aristarchus (so Arn/A). Verse 47 does indeed arouse some 
suspicion of rhapsodic interference, since OVTOO thus (not in contrast with 
anything else) is weak, and the very mention of the god's movement 
unnecessary after what has preceded. Has x<<oou£voio displaced an original 
Ktvupivoio (cf. |TOU Kal Ktvupivoio at 14.173), then developed in 47? But 
"like night', at least, is effective; surprisingly it is not found elsewhere in 
the Iliad, although recurring in the perhaps rhapsodic expansion about 
Herakles with his bow in the underworld at Od. 11.606 (KAcryyi1} also 
appears there in the preceding verse, although of the dead not of arrows). 

50 The exegetical commentators (AbT) made some odd suggestions 
about why mules and dogs were the first victims: to give men due warning, 
since Apollo was a humanitarian god? Or because these animals are 
notorious sniffers and therefore likely to pick up diseases quickly - mules 
especially so because of their mixed nature? Yet the animal victims are 
remarkable, and could be a reminiscence of a real plague, cf. Thucydides 
11.50. i. Apollo's arrows usually signify sudden death for men, generally from 
disease, just as Artemis kills women, often in childbirth. 

51 pcAos ¿XCTTO/KCS (also at 4.129) is an unusually violent case of 
metrical lengthening. The epithet means 'pointed', cf. TTEVKT), 7TEVK£8OV6S, 

Chantraine, Diet. s.v. 

53-120 Summoning of the assembly, and beginning of the quarrel between 

Akhilleus and Agamemnon 

53-4 ¿wfjpap, 'for nine days', according to a scholium of Erbse's class h, 
'because the poet is inclined to the number nine', which is true; we should 
say rather that it is a conventional interval in the oral tradition. Several 
other and less probable explanations were considered, for example that it 
is the time taken for a fever to reach its climax (for a similar medical concern 
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in the exegetical tradition see 2.20-in. init.). Note the unusual rhythm of 
53, where dcvdr cnpcrr6v (on which see also ion.) in effect bridges the 
third-foot caesura and there is no fourth-foot break. 

55-6 Why was it Akhilleus who summoned the assembly? Because he 
was the greatest of the warrior-captains, and (as bT say on 54) up to a point 
anyone could call an assembly; but also, for the poet, because this action 
draws him into the necessary quarrel with Agamemnon. Here gives him the 
idea of doing so, which has the added advantage of identifying her early 
in the poem as sympathetic to the Achaean side. She works from afar, which 
also emphasizes her divine power; where the intervention has to be more 
concrete and immediate (as with Apollo and the plague, or with Athene 
at i94f.) the deity must be present in person, fully or partly materialized. 
The exegetical scholiasts (bT) worried over 56: how could Here be 
concerned for the Danaans if she was about to encompass the wrath of 
Akhilleus? Their answer, correct in its way, was that, despite early 
casualties, his withdrawal from fighting would bring the Trojans into the 
open and so shorten the war. 

57 flyeptev ¿priyEp&s T* kykvovro |: typical epic redundance, and 
traditional, since this is a formular expression (2X //., 3X Od.); compare 
e.g. dyop^acrro xal prrisnrcv (gx //. including 73, 15X Od.). ¿inyycp&s is also 
formular before the masculine caesura, 4X II. 

58 On the apparently otiose, 'apodotic*, 8' see i94n. 
59-67 It is worth noticing that Akhilleus* opening remarks to Aga-

memnon are perfectly unprovocative. 
59 Aristarchus (Arn/A, Hdn/bT) rightly disagreed with those who 

wished to separate irAAiv from TTAayx&£vras so as to give it a temporal sense, 
'again*, which is non-Homeric, and make it allude to the tale of an earlier 
false landing at Teuthrania in Mysia, cf. Proclus* summary of the Cypria, 
O C T v, 104. 

59-61 ET K£v with the optative in 60 is a remoter condition than E1 with 
the future indicative in 61 (so Leaf). Here it represents a parenthetical 
correction: 'now we shall be driven back home (if we escape death at all), 
if we are to contend with plague as well as war'. 

63 Zenodotus athetized this verse, evidently because dream-interpreters, 
not otherwise mentioned in the Iliad, belong to a different category from 
prophets and priests. Aristarchus replied (Arn, Hdn, Nic/A) that the 
punctuation in 62 should follow tpEfoiiEv and not ifpfja, so that uavns is the 
genus, kpcus and ¿VEipoiroXos are the species. The first is the prophet in 
general (with bird-flight as a special province, see on 69-70), the second 
prophesies from sacrifices, the third from dreams. That may be too subtle; 
it reduces the afterthought-effect of 63, although it is true that ihe 
cumulative style enjoys afterthoughts. 
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65 Aristarchus (Hdn/A) supported an enclitic particle Tap here, ET Tap 
rather than ETT* &p*; admittedly EITE. . .ETTE is a relatively new development 
(so Chantraine, GH 11, 2 9 3 ^ ) , but the vulgate ETT' &p'.. .cT0' is probably 
correct, nevertheless. 

Akhilleus here categorizes certain ritual errors quite carefully - divine 
displeasure could arise over either prayers or sacrifices, omitted or wrongly 
performed; but he does not mention, perhaps deliberately, other possible 
offences, such as the one Agamemnon might have committed against 
Apollo's priest. 

¿Kcrr6n{}r) was generally derived from bccrrdv (JoO? (so e.g. bT), although 
in 66 it is sheep and goats, not catde, that are its constituents, and elsewhere 
the number of animals involved is less than a hundred; cf. 6.93 and 115, 
23.146^ T o doubt the etymology (as e.g. Leaf does) is probably superfluous, 
since the term may well have become generalized over the course of time. 

66-7 It is worth looking back at the elegant variations in colometry: 62 
and 63 twofold with strong central caesura, 64 and 65 fourfold with light 
semantic bridging of the main caesura but no fourth-foot break. Then comes 
contrast as the sentence closes, with 66 most naturally sung as a rising 
threefolder (at K£V TTCO$ ¿tpvcov KVIOTJS alycbv TE TEAE(COV), leading through 
integral enjambment into the completive and restful twofold 67. 

¿VTi&oas with the genitive means 'come to meet' (and therefore accept) 
sacrifices, cf. Od. 1.25. ftouArrai must be subjunctive after al KEV, and is 
therefore irregular in form - perhaps read pouAtyr* with Payne Knight and 
Curtius (Chantraine, GH 1, 458). 

6 8 A formular verse, occurring 5X //. including tot, ix Od. KCCT' 6p* 
IJETO: on what? the ground? seats? Presumably the former, since the 
Achaean assembly would normally be held, by force of circumstance, 
somewhere near the ships - at 7-382f. it is close to the stern of Agamemnon's 
ship. At 2.99 and 211, after coming to assembly from the ships and huts, 
'they sat down and were marshalled into (or according to, KOTA) their 
places', ¿pi")"RV6TV KO6' E6pa;. At 18.246C the Trojans stand in assembly 
because of their panic. Probably the terminology and the assumption of 
seating in phrases like tca6' £6pa$ are derived from settled peacetime 
conditions; for example at Od. 8.16. the Phaeacians flock to the dcyopaf TE 
xal I6pat. Homer evidently did not pay close attention to this relatively 
minor matter. 

6 9 - 7 0 Kalkhas is unlikely to be a Homeric invention, if only because 
of his close connexion with events at Aulis; although his father Thestor is 
unknown and looks fictitious. The minor Trojan Alkmaon is also 'son of 
Thestor' at 1 2 . 3 9 4 , and a third Thestor is Patroklos' victim at 1 6 . 401 . This 
suggests that Thestor for Homer is a general-purpose name devoid of very 
specific associations - although Oca- may have useful divine echoes in the 
present instance, cf. ©¿arris, ©toir&nos. Kalkhas is a diviner by bird-flight 
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(69 OICOVOTTOAOS), but also a pAvns in the broad sense (see on 63) - priest 
and prophet of Apollo (72) who thus accurately understands past and 
present as well as foreseeing the future (70, and cf. Hesiod, Theog. 31 C, where 
the poet, like the prophet, needs divine inspiration for his all-embracing 
knowledge). 

71 Is this an implicit reference to the otherwise non-Homeric tale of the 
expedition's earlier navigational error that brought it to Mysia (59n.) - or 
simply to Kalkhas' favourable interpretation of the portent at Aulis, recalled 
at length by Odysseus at 2.300-2, which set the fleet on its way to Troy? 

74-83 Kalkhas' opening speech (its cautious, not to say devious, tone 
contrasting piquantly with titypovkov in 73) is designed to protect him 
against the king's probable annoyance at what he will say, namely that 
Agamemnon must surrender his own prize. The dangerous wrath of kings 
against bearers of bad news was a commonplace later, for example in 
Sophocles' Oedipus Tyrannus and Euripides' Bacchae, and was probably so 
already in the epic tradition before Homer's time. Kings were also prone 
to be angry at mere disagreement, cf. 2.195-7, 9-32f. 

74 uu&r|CTao6ai: ' to declare <the meaning of >' Apollo's wrath. 
76 Typical formular variation of the verb, with poi ¿uoooov (4X //.) 

for JIEV ocKouaov (2X II., 4X Od.). CTVVOEO, something like L e a f s 'mark my 
words', is redundant in the standard form of the verse (e.g. y dp TOI Eptco, 
oil 8E OUVOEO Kerf UEV fixovaov) but useful in the variant form. 

bT comment that Akhiileus does not resent Kalkhas' demand for an oath 
because he knows it is designed to protect himself against the king. 

77 ufiv (Ionic) becomes PEV (Attic). 
78 &vSpa is direct object of xoXcoa^uEv: 'that I shall anger the man 

w h o . . . ' 
80 x^P1")1: more correctly X^P*11 ( a contracted form ofxEpEiovi) according 

to Herodian in A. Zenodotus is said to have athetized the verse (so bT), 
which is in fact harmless, a typical heroic sentential but since he also read 
KpsiCTCTco not xpEioocov (that is, to be taken with K6TOV in 82), Erbse is right 
to suspect that it was really 81 he objected to - no more enlighteningly, if 
so. 

82 K6TOV: ' resentment* in contrast with 81 X^ov, * (immediate) anger*. 
¿9pa TEAEcrcrg: 'until he brings it to fulfilment'. 

85-91 Akhiileus' response to Kalkhas: he swears an oath to protect him, 
as requested, and by Kalkhas' tutelary god Apollo (whom he describes as 
'dear to Zeus' at 86, as he himself had been described by Kalkhas at 74). 
No one will lay hands on the prophet, not even Agamemnon - a gratuitous 
addition, this, and mildly insulting, the beginning of trouble. The com-
prehensiveness of Akhiileus' guarantee was plain enough without directly 
mentioning the king again. 

85 &EOTTp<i>7T 1 ov here and OEorrpo-irlas in 87 are variant forms used as 
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convenient to the singer. The -trpoTr- component has no connexion with 
prec- = * pray ' as LSJ and others claim, but rather with npinco; a 0Eorrp6Tros 
is one who 'makes the god, or the divine thought, known', Chantraine, 
Diet. s.v. 

88-9 T h e oath itself is couched in solemn terms, helped by the solemn 
expansion of JUVTOS, ' l iving' , into 'and seeing the light upon earth', a 
regular expression in later poetry; and by the progression from the routine 
epithet 'hol low' to the more significant 'heavy ' , of hands (T is unwise here 
in claiming that this is because they are holding weapons). 

There is an interesting variation of this couplet at Od. 16.438^: (the man 
does not exist) 

&S Kcv TnAcuAxcp crco vU'i X^P0^ ¿Troiaci 
3COOVT6$ y" tpftev teal HTI SepKoiitvoio 

in which the latter verse has the advantage over the Iliadic version of 
avoiding the contracted forms £peO and 3COVTOS, a relatively ' late ' feature 
(indeed the latter contraction is unparalleled in Homer); the short dative 
plural KoiXris is a similar development (of-flat) which Homer avoided where 
possible. In fact 88-g could be re-cast as follows: 

oO T15 a o i 7Tap& vrjvai fktpclas x^'P01* ¿rrolaEi 

3coovt6$ y* ¿p&ev xai £tti x$ovi BspxopEvoio 

There is no sign of this in the tradition, but one is tempted to wonder 
whether oral economy would have been abandoned so lightly. 

90-1 Now comes the cumulative addition in which insult lies: not only 
the specifying of Agamemnon (see on 85-91) but also the ambiguous 
description in 91; for cOxcTat, although it usually implies a justified claim 
(made in accordance with what Leaf termed ' a naive consciousness of 
position'), as in Nestor's flattering reference to Agamemnon at 2.82, can 
also suggest a dubious boast as at e.g. 20.102, 'would not easily win, even 
if he claims to be all of bronze'. 

91 T h e MS tradition is unanimous for h>\ orpcrrco (or ¿cva crrpcrr6v) as 
at 15.296, despite the unusual agreement of the ancient ctitics - Zenodotus, 
Aristarchus, Sosigenes, Aristophanes, so Did/A - that 'Axaicov, viz. fipicrros 
'Axatcov, is correct. Both are formular variants, but the former is obviously 
preferable for specifically martial or tactical contexts, as indeed at 15.296, 
the latter for more general ones. What Agamemnon claimed was to be ' by 
far the best of (all) the Achaeans', that is, as overall king. It is odd that 
the scholars had so little effect, even though they were probably right; but 
that sometimes happened. T h e irony suggested by E&xrrai (on which see 
the previous comment) is all the heavier since Akhilleus assumes himself to 
be 'best of the Achaeans', ftpiorov 'Axatcov, at 244. 
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9 2 - 1 0 0 Kalkhas is emboldened to disclose the cause of the plague in no 
uncertain terms: Agamemnon has dishonoured, fjTiprja' (94), Khruses, and 
must return his daughter without ransom. 

93 The wording of Akhilleus' question at 65 is exactly repeated in this 
categorical negative response. 

96 Aristarchus athetized (Arn/AbT) 'because superfluous1, 6TI trep-
100ÓS. This refers to the way in which TOOVEK' takes up IVEK* ÁPTJTFJPOS in 
74. There may be some minor looseness here, but it does nothing to cast 
doubt on a verse which is forceful and, in f|8* ITI Sóxrti, brilliantly 
disquieting in its implications for the future. 

97 Yet another case, hard on 91 but more serious, in which the medieval 
MSS ignored the majority advice of the ancient critical tradition; for they 
accepted Zenodotus' inelegant AotuoTo fkrpeias x^'P0^ despite Aristar-
chus with the support of Rhianus and the Massiliotic 'city* text (so Did/A, 
with T adding 'and almost all the editions', KCXI OX&ÁV Trficrat). It is not 
often that a city text was cited for a correct reading, Aavaotcnv ¿ETTCFCR 

Aoiyóv ¿NRCÓCTEI, which despite the MSS has become the modern vulgate. 

9 8 Trpív y ' ÓOTÓ TTcrrpl «píAco Bópevai ¿AiKComSa Koúprjv: a good instance 
of the combination of simplicity and ornateness (including alliteration here) 
in Homeric expression. Trpív y* has been neatly prepared for by irpiv in the 
preceding verse; the tmesis of finió.. .Sópcvat is effective since it encloses 
TTcrrpl <piAco, and stresses his importance as recipient - the epithet <piAco, 
although a standard one, still has emotive force, especially when set against 
éXtKÚ-m&a of the daughter. This is a unique description of a girl in Homer, 
although formular in éAÍKCOTres 'Axatoí (etc.), 6x //.; perhaps, therefore, 
dignity rather than charm is implied. The meaning of the ¿AIK- element has 
been much debated; ancient critics and lexicographers varied between 
'black ' (citing an unidentified dialect-form as well as Callimachus, cf, frag. 
299.1 Pfeiffer) and the more obvious 'swivelling' in various more or less 
improbable applications. In modern times Leaf has supported 'with rolling 
eyes', implying animation, while Page, HHÍ 244^, revived 'black-eyed'; 
Chantraine, Diet. s.v. remains cautious. 

99 ¿nrptárnv is an adverb at Od. 14.317 and was so taken by Aristarchus 
here (Arn/A), but the parallelism with Avárroivov suggests rather that it 
is adjectival here. 

9 9 - 1 0 0 As often, the conclusion of a sentence or short speech in Homer 
is slightly different in rhythm so as to provide climax or contrast. Kalkhas' 
speech from 93 on consists of a pair of 4-verse sentences, each lightly en-
j am bed in periodic, progressive and cumulative style. All 8 verses are two-
or fourfold, with strong central caesura in all except the opening and closing 
ones, 93 and 100, where there is light semantic bridging. But only 99 and 
100 have true runover cumulation, grammatically inessential but contrived 
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to lead on to fresh information; in addition too alone has a strong stop after 
the runover (is Xpua^v), followed by a short summarizing statement. The 
effect of the whole speech is of straightforward and comprehensive, but not 
banal, assertion, combining formular elements and repetitive references to 
previous speakers' words (e.g. 93, 95) with individual touches (e.g. 96 ETI 
8COOEI, 98 ¿XiKCOTiiSa). 

101 O n the question of seating see 68n. 
103 T h e strong stop after the runover-word sharpens its impact: 

' - annoyed he was; and his black 9ptv£$ were greatly filled all round with 
might [i.e. rage]'. Anatomically the 9p£vss are the midriff, but commonly 
in Homer imply 'heart ' or 'mind* in a general sense. They are in any case 
the seat of passion, whether courage, confidence, anger or love. It is 
tempting to take ¿pq>l p&aivai as one word (as most MSS did against the 
scholiasts, cf. A b T ) , 'black all over', especially perhaps in view of 17.499, 
AAKfft Kal O0£V€os TrXfiTo 9pfvas &H9I pfXaivas (cf. also 17.83 and 573). Yet 
it is unambiguously stated elsewhere that emotion surrounds the 9p£ves; love 
9p£vots 6M9€K&AU4'€V at 3.442 and 14.294, and, of desire for food, mpl 9ptvas 
Tpepos alptl at 11.89. The 9p£vES are black probably because suffused with 
blood, which is regularly so described, as n£Aav alpa, in Homer. 

104—5 His eyes, boat, shine like fire, a sign of ii£vos in general - compare 
Hektor's at 12.4G6; and as he begins, Trp&Ticrra, to speak he gazes upon 
Kalkhas in an evil fashion, K6K* 6ooopevos, confirming by this slightly 
awkward repetition that his liivos is anger, not 'good* martial might. 

106-20 Agamemnon directs his remarks first at the seer and then at the 
Achaeans in general (he is using the plural imperative by 118). His anger 
comes out in three different and successive ways: (i) by the biased 
denigration of Kalkhas as prophet; (ii) by the uncontrolled central sentence 
(109--15) which turns to a frank and even brutal comparison of Khruseis 
with Klutaimestre; (iii) by the unreasonable closing demand for the 
immediate production of an equivalent prize. 

106 A verse with a powerful beginning, 'prophet of evils', and a 
puzzling end; for Kprjyvov is not found elsewhere in Homer, and presents 
other difficulties too. It obviously means 'good' rather than ' true' here, see 
on 116-17; its later uses are mainly Hellenistic and might be derived from 
this very passage, although occurrence in an early Hippocratic treatise (Coan 
Prognoses 31) suggests that it could be an old vernacular term. Moreover 
T 6 Kprjyuov ETTTOS is curious; this Book has other relatively developed uses 
of the definite article (see on 11), but the article with a neuter adjective, 
as here, almost looks post-Homeric; it is more extreme than at Od. 14.12. 
The neglect of digamma can be paralleled, of course, and in any case ETHCC$ 

can be easily restored to the regular form ETTTES. Perhaps Attic modernization 
of the phrase should be assumed, in which case L e a f s suggestion xprjyvov 
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EEITOS, with metrical lengthening of the upsilon, might be envisaged as the 
Homeric form. Most MSS do in fact have hi-nts or ferncts (which is not 
recorded in e.g. O C T precisely because of incompatibility with xpfjyvov); 
although that could be under the influence of common verse-endings like 
p06ov IEITTEV, KCTT6 poTpav IEITTES-

IO8 Probably OOTE...OOT' (rather than o08fc...ov8') is correct, and 
Aristarchus and Aristophanes (Did/A) preferred it as more emphatic. The 
exegetical scholia (AbT) show that there was probably much ancient 
discussion about Agamemnon's motives for blackguarding Kalkhas, 
especially in view of the latter's helpful divination at Aulis (7m.). At the 
time he may have thought the prospect of a ten-year war, even if ultimately 
successful, bad rather than good - and then there was the matter of his 
having to sacrifice his daughter on Kalkhas' advice. Homer does not 
mention Iphigeneia by that name, but that does not mean that the tale was 
post-Homeric, as T on 106 suggests; see on 2.101-8. 

n o Aristarchus athetized this verse (Arn/A) because that makes the 
expression more concise, ovvropos; but brevity was not often what an oral 
singer wanted. For TO08* IVEKCC foreshadowing OUVEX' in I I I cf. irplv.. .rrpiv 
in 97f. 

112 Leaf says PouAopai here means 'prefer', as in 117 and also 11.319, 
23.594 etc.; but in those passages the verb is followed by which makes 
all the difference. Agamemnon simply says ' I want to have her at home', 
and then goes on to explain that he prefers her, irpof&ftouAa, to 
Klutaimestre. 

113 Klutaimestre is correctly so written, without an *n\ This is now 
accepted as the correct version of her name (though with -a for -TJ) in Attic 
tragedy; A alone of Homeric MSS gives a slight sign of that by writing a 
diaeresis over the v in this, her solitary Iliadic mention, and a single papyrus 
and scholium omit the letter. The derivation is agreed to be from KAVT6S 

(see Chantraine, Diet. s.v. xAfos) and iuf|8opat, cf. M t̂rrcop: 'famous 
counsellor' (and not from pvAopai in the sense of 'woo ' , cf. pvqcrrfip). 

114—15 The formula xovpiBirjv AAoyov etc. usually has an affectionate 
and pathetic ring, as in ' young bride'; so at 11.243, and also of the husband, 
KovpiSiov, at 5.414 and 15.40. Here, on the other hand, those overtones are 
not present, and it means little more than 'wedded wife' in the legal sense, 
as perhaps at 7.392 and 13.626. Agamemnon prefers Khruseis because she 
is 'no worse' (i.e. better) than Klutaimestre in three respects: physically 
(S£pas 9vrf|v, 'body and stature', a rather formal phrase which may be 
designed to play down for the occasion any element of what the scholia called 
TT66OS, that sexual desirability to which the king had already alluded at 31); 
in intelligence or perhaps disposition, rather (9ptvas); and in accomplish-
ments (Ipya, i.e. weaving and other household duties). The whole rhetorical 
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list of female qualities could be worse - that is, even more heroic; but it has 
a suggestion of the cattle-market all the same. That suits Agamemnon's 
temperament. 

116-17 From Agamemnon's reluctant agreement to accept Kalkhas' 
diagnosis of the trouble it appears that his criticism in 106-8 had been that 
the seer's earlier prophecies had been unpalatable rather than untrue -
unless his anger has made him quite inconsequential. In any case he seems 
just to have thought of a face-saving device: he will surrender his own prize 
provided another just as good is substituted without delay (118). 

In 117 the vulgate reading is c6ov, but Aristarchus (Did/A) argued for 
owv here in accordance with Od. 5.305 (and //. 22.332), despite accepting 
ooov at 16.252. In fact the correct uncontracted form is a6ov. Zenodotus 
athetized 117 as'foolish', but Aristarchus (Arn/A) justly replied that it must 
be taken in context and is quite in character. It is indeed typical of the king's 
rather unctuous manner when he remembers his duties. 

1x9 All the Argives receive a yipas, a prize, when booty has been 
captured; the present consignment has come from raids on other cities of 
the Troad. As commander-in-chief Agamemnon has first claim. 

121-82 The quarrel develops: Akhilleus threatens to go home, and Agamemnon to 
take Briseis 

122-9 Apart from the gratuitous 9lAoKTcavcoTorre (which in any case may 
have been a little less insulting in an acquisitive heroic society than we should 
profess to find it), Akhilleus' response is calmly stated and not overtly 
provocative. It begins with a careful reply, in three whole-verse sentences, 
to the question in 123; and even the interrupted and integrally enjambed 
closing statement, 127-9, is not exactly excitable. His analysis of the position 
seems logical enough: (i) There is no unused stock of prizes, (ii) What has 
already been distributed cannot reasonably be recalled, (iii) The king will 
be recompensed three- and fourfold if and when Troy is captured. But this 
does leave the supreme commander without a female captive for the time 
being (for if he has others at his disposal, as Akhilleus certainly does at 
g.664f., this is not mentioned); and from the standpoint of *nirf|, 'honour', 
that is the important thing. 

124 For ISpsv followed by a participle see on 4.356-7 Jin. 
126 Is the meaning 'it is not fitting for the army to gather these things 

up again', or 'it is not fitting to gather these things up again from the army' 
(with Aaous as second object of hrayEipEiv) ? The run of the sentence slightly 
favours the former, but the emphasis on AaoOs as first word perhaps swings 
the balance to the latter; Akhilleus would be pointing out that any 
redistribution would affect the army as a whole, not just the leaders, which 
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is an effective debaiing-point. That would depend on whether the ordinary 
soldiers got a share of the booty; presumably they did, and 119 if anything 
suggests it. 

128 'Three- and fourfold * as might be legally due to a creditor, as A b T 
astutely comment. 

129 Aristarchus (Arn/A) criticized Zenodotus for reading Tpouiv, and 
argued for trisyllabic and adjectival Tpouiv, meaning'a Trojan city' rather 
than the city Troy itself; 'for it was unclear' (he adds) 'whether they would 
capture it'. Precisely; that is what al KE TTOSI Zevs in 128 says, whereas 
further captures in the Troad would be easier to predict. Thus Zenodotus 
on this occasion was right. 

1 3 1 - 4 7 Agamemnon now lets his feelings show more clearly. ¿rya66$ in 
131 is not necessarily flattery (see also on 275-6), and indeed b T are 
probably right in claiming it as an ironical counterpart to Akhilleus' KV8IO"T£ 

at 122. But then in 132 he openly accuses Akhilleus of deceit - by which 
he presumably means that the result of his supposedly close reasoning is 
intolerable, and the reasoning itself therefore specious. 

133-4 Aristarchus (Arn/A) athetized, on the ground that the verses are 
weak in content and composition as well as unfitting for Agamemnon. This 
shows how erratic a judge of style Aristarchus can be on occasion. First, they 
are necessary to the context since 132 could not lead directly to 135. 
Secondly, they are perfectly in character. Thirdly, their subtle complexity 
of expression (especially in 6<pp' aCrr6s..., in contrast with the pathetic but 
falsely-echoing aCrrcos.. .6cu6u£vov), combined with the supposedly naive 
and resumptive parataxis ofic&cai 84. . . , are typical of Homer at his brilliant 
best. 

136 A difficult verse: STTCOS <5CVT6£IOV ICTTCCI cannot mean 'see to it 
t h a t . . . ' , or at least this construction is not paralleled in Homer. Rather ' (let 
them give it) fitting it to my wishes, in such a way that it will be a just 
equivalent'. 

138 The increase in syllabic weight from TE6V to AIOCVTOS to 'OBUCRNOS 

is paralleled in 145 (610s 'OSuaaeus being taken together). 
139 Aristarchus (Arn/A) athetized the verse as unnecessary after 137, 

and because 6 64 KEV. . .is foolishly obvious. T h e run of the sentence does 
indeed suggest a time when 138 was its completion; but the elaboration in 
139, aoidic rather than rhapsodic in character, is effective precisely because 
of what Aristarchus found silly, namely the sinister and'dramatic 'he will 
be angry, will the man I come to'. Its paratactic and false-naive quality 
resembles that of K4XEOI 84 I*E...in 134, which Aristarchus also found 
objectionable. Note that iKcopai implies that Agamemnon will take the prize 
in person, see on 185. 

141—7 In the latter part of his reply Agamemnon reverts to his better 
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kind of royal demeanour, in ordering preparations to be made for the girl's 
prompt return to her father. The balanced pairs of imperatives (14 s f. 
EpvoootiEv and ¿yxipopEV, 143^ GciopEV and P^aoptv) express the work-
manlike nature of his injunctions; somehow, however, an unctuous note is 
heard, to which the gratuitous hriTTj6is (only here and at Od. 15.28 in 
Homer), as well as the frequent use of the first person plural ('let's all do 
this together... '), contribute. The profusion of epithets is conventional 
enough, but nevertheless divine sea and fair-cheeked Khruseis add, in the 
circumstances, to the bland and devious impression (aAa Slav 6x //., but 
14X without that epithet). 

145-6 The final sting is the addition of Akhilleus to the list of possible 
delegates (on which compare 138, with comment, as well as on 308-11) as 
an apparent afterthought, and then with the ambivalent address as TTOCVTCOV 

¿KTTayXoTcrr' 6v6pcii>. How insulting is this term ficrrayAos? Iris addresses 
Akhilleus so when she bids him go to the rescue of Patroklos' corpse at 
18.170, and Akhilleus himself addresses a Trojan victim likewise at 20.389. 
No particular insult can be intended in the former at least; indeed the range 
of &orayAos in general is from 'amazing' to 'vehement' to 'excessive' 
according to context - it does not simply mean ' terrible' or4 violent' as LSJ 
assert; see also on 3.415. Yet it does not in any event suggest qualities 
desirable in the leader of a mission of expiation and reconciliation (or for 
that matter in a man of counsel, 144), and its choice by Agamemnon is 
certainly malicious. 

1 4 8 - 7 1 The expressions introducing the speeches on either side (121, 
130) have been neutral so far, as 172 will be; but now Akhilleus speaks 
CrrroSpa I8cbv, 'with frowning look', from root *5pax-, cf. 6epKopai; that is, 
from under lowered brow (or as Chantraine says, Diet. s.v. BtpKOuai, 
'regardant de bas en haut'), a formula associated with speech and 
expressing extreme displeasure and rebuke; see also on 2.245. The speech 
that follows is both passionate and rhetorical, as in its initial question (i5of.). 
At times like this (compare especially 9.3o8ff.) Akhilleus thinks and speaks 
like no one else in Homer, mainly because of his unique vision of what war 
really means and what draws men to it. 

149 'Clothed in shamelessness' (cf. 'utterly shameless' in 158) because 
he exploits the Tiirf) of others in favour of his own. xEpSaXE&ppov is 'crafty' 
(as of Odysseus at 4.339) rather than 'avaricious' - KEpSaXEos can signify 
both. 

151 68ov ¿ABEPEVCU: a specific reference to the journey to Khruse 
proposed by Agamemnon, with the rest of the verse as transition to the idea 
Akhilleus wants to develop, namely the reasons for fighting. 

154—6 The suggested motives for fighting - to avenge cattle- or horse-
rustling or the destruction of crops - are distinctly over-simplified, since the 
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heroic code of gift-obligations must often have compelled one chieftain to 
take up arms in another's quarrel. 

156-9 See pp. 2if. for the relation between sense and colon-structure 
in these four verses. 

157 A fluid and emotive verse, with its pattern of long, short, and long 
vowel-sounds; see also Griffin, HLD 75. 

1 5 8 - 6 0 The style becomes breathless, with a sporadic inteijecuon of 
pure abuse ('utterly shameless one.. .dog-face'). 

161 'You threaten to take away my prize in person*: see on 185. 
162 Are the two separate points made here a mere accident of the 

paratactic style, so that the real meaning is no more than ' I worked hard 
to get the prize the Achaeans gave me*? Probably not; the careful 
argumentation (despite flashes of passion) suggests that Akhilleus feels he 
has two separate claims on Briseis: (i) he suffered much in order to win her, 
and (ii) he was formally awarded her as prize. iroXAd p6yTiaa -as is repeated 
at 2.690, and the whole theme will be developed at length by Akhilleus at 
9.325-32 and 341-4. 

165 The alliteration, prefigured in 164, is part of the rhetorical style, 
and here expresses one of Akhilleus' bursts of indignation. 

167-8 The note of pathos, prominent from 161 on, continues in the 
proverbial 'little but loved' (cf. Od. 6.208) as well as in 'when I have worn 
myself out fighting'. 

169-71 The conclusion is surprising, since we expect Akhilleus simply 
to announce his withdrawal from the fighting. It is all the more dramatic 
for being stated in such a matter-of-fact way: 'Now I shall go to Phthie, 
since it is obviously much better to return home with my curved ships, nor 
do I mean to continue dredging up wealth for you here [a* elided for aoi, 
170] when I am being dishonoured'. Here the paratactic style does some 
odd but effective things with the logic of the sentence: the ¿mi-clause 
professes to give a reason, but is really no more than a parenthetical 
supplement; the true reason, that he is being dishonoured, is given in a 
paratactic addition, 'and I do not propose t o . . . ' 6ico (with either long or 
short iota in Homer) and ¿'lopat (always with long iota for obvious metrical 
reasons) mean something like 'have the impression that' (so Chantraine, 
Diet. s.v. olopat), with the idea of personal prediction (amounting sometimes, 
as here, almost to intention), as distinct from vopijco ('believe on the basis 
of accepted truth') and f|ytepai ('judge after careful consideration'). On 
169 <p£pTcpov see i86n. 

172-7 Agamemnon begins calmly, by contrast, and is both sarcastic and 
complacent. 

173 9£vyc p a V : 'run away by all means' (Leaf); the irony continues 
in the clause that follows, ' i f that is what your heart is set on' - similarly 
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Diomedes to Agamemnon at 9.42. ©up6s ¿TTkrauTai is lightly formular, 3X 
//., not Od. 

175-6 Here the idea of-riirfi, which underlies the whole dispute between 
the two men, is more openly expressed. The addition of Zeus to those who 
will honour Agamemnon constitutes a startling claim. One reason for 
Agamemnon's confidence must be that kings are 'Zeus-reared', 610TPE9&S 
(8x II., 4X Od.); his own title to respect is fully set out at 2.100-8 (see 
comments there), where his royal sceptre is said to have been given to 
Pelops by Zeus and then to have descended in the male line. But then the 
recognition in 176 that Akhilleus, too, is one of these Zeus-reared kings, and 
that they can nevertheless be hateful and behave badly, seems to under-
mine the whole argument. At this point Agamemnon must have it in mind 
that he is commander-in-chief, and therefore especially entitled to Zeus's 
protection. Moreover the other leaders have sworn allegiance to him, and 
that involves Zeus as opxios, protector of oaths. 

177 Aristarchus evidently athetized here (Arn/A), thinking the verse 
to belong more properly at 5.891 (Zeus to Ares). It is indeed used a little 
loosely here; as the scholiast on Dionysius Thrax 13.1 (1,60 Erbse) observed, 
a love of fighting and battles is no bad thing in a general. Yet 178 follows 
better on 177 than on 176, and doubtless the verse - a formular one which 
could be applied either more or less aptly in different contexts - should be 
kept, atei in any event makes a typical start to a rebuke, cf. 541. 

178-80 The asyndeton of 178 and 179, the rising threefolder 179 and 
the sigmatic stress of 180 all indicate Agamemnon's growing excitement. 

179-80 The 'companions' are, of course, some of the same Myrmidons 
he will rule over (180; as prince, at least, since his father Peleus still lives) 
back home in Phthie. It is a border region in a sense, or at least one that 
had seen certain shifts in population (pp. i86f.), and there may be a sneer 
at Akhilleus' provinciality. 

181 The threat is formally stated as though it were an oath or a prayer. 
It is thus no idle one, nor will Akhilleus take it as such. 

182-4 A s bT pertinently observe, Agamemnon manages to imply that 
he is as superior to Akhilleus as Apollo (who has taken his prize) is to himself. 

183 Agamemnon stresses that the ship (141-6) is to be his ship manned 
by his companions, i.e. that his action is voluntary and not forced on him 
by Akhilleus. The verse is similar in pattern and formular composition to 
>79: 

179 OTKCCS' Itov ouv VTjuai TE or|S xal oois £r6poicn 
183 TTJV £ycb ovv vrji T ' iprj nai fpoTs ¿Tdpoiai 

Part of the same formula-system has appeared already in 170: 

170 OIKCCB' tpEv ovv vrjuoi Kopcovlaiv, ovbt a" 6ico... 
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This verse, however, is a fourfolder, that is, there is no strong semantic 
bridging of the central caesura (for although 'curved* goes with 'ships', the 
connexion is not so close as effectively to override the caesura - nor is there 
a fourth-foot word-break to provide a substitute). Verses 179 and 183, on 
the other hand, are rising threefolders, with virtual bridging of the central 
caesura (since the possessive pronoun goes very closely with its noun) and 
substitution of a fourth-foot caesura instead, balancing the second-foot one 
and so dividing the verse into three increasing rhythmical units. 

185 aCrr6$ Icov KAiairjvBE: now Agamemnon tries to make it clear that 
the appropriation of Briseis (who is named in 184 for the first time) is to 
be credited to him and no one else. It is that which makes him say he will 
go in person to Akhilleus* hut and take her. He does not, in the event, do 
so, but sends two heralds instead (320-48). Why? Perhaps because he is a 
natural boaster - bT compare his emphatic but unfulfilled assertion about 
Khruseis at 29, rf|v 8' ¿yd) ou Xuaco, which is not entirely fair because the 
plague intervened to change his mind. Or perhaps because a little tact and 
royal prudence intervene? That is possible; in any case Akhilleus for his 
part, in his eventual reply at 225ff., does not refer specifically to this 
obviously sensitive detail but merely in general terms to 6cop* ¿rcroaipeicGcn, 
230; and in his final great oath at 297-303 he contents himself with saying 
that he will not fight over Briseis, but will kill anyone who tries to take 
anything else of his. 

So far the apparent discrepancies over whether Agamemnon will remove 
Briseis in person can be explained as psychological subtleties, and do 
nothing to justify Analytical speculation about the possible conflation of 
divergent accounts. Thus at t37f. the king had threatened to take either 
Akhilleus' prize or that of Aias or Odysseus - if, that is, no other adequate 
prize could be provided. At 161 Akhilleus reports this as a threat by 
Agamemnon to remove his prize aCrr6s, for which, in that particular context, 
'in person* may be too definite a translation. Then in the present passage 
Agamemnon in his rage escalates his threat in three ways: (i) he drops any 
reference to the possibility of a substitute prize from some common stock 
(perhaps because Akhilleus has pointed out at 124 that there is no such 
thing); (ii) he omits Aias and Odysseus as possible donors and concentrates 
on Akhilleus; (iii) he makes oCnr6s (cf. 137 and 161) unambiguous by 
expanding it to a0r6$ Itbv KAialr}v8c. When it comes to instructing the 
heralds at 322ff. he says that if Akhilleus refuses to surrender the girl to them, 
then he will go and take her in person 'accompanied by many more'. All 
this may well reflect, and probably does so, a close observation on Homer's 
part of the vagaries of human character and behaviour; but soon things 
will become more difficult. In reporting events to his mother Thetis, 
Akhilleus will first of all say that Agamemnon took the girl away himself, 
tAcbv y&p Ix« ylpas, aCrr6s ¿rrrovpas (356); then, that the heralds took her 
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(39if). There is a contradiction here, and it cannot be explained away by 
arguing that airr6s ¿riToCpas implies no more than that it was Agamemnon's 
wilful decision; airrds Iwv XXIOIT̂ VSE here makes that virtually impossible. 
Admittedly, when Thetis prefers the former version in supplicating Zeus she 
may be choosing the one likely to affect him most; but that kind of motive 
cannot be assumed when Thersites, also, in addressing the whole Achaean 
assembly at 2.240, uses that same unambiguous description: 'because he 
took his prize and keeps her, having removed her himself. That is malicious, 
like everything else Thersites says - but could he have said it if part of it 
could be immediately controverted by practically everyone present? 

The possibility begins to present itself that what began as a mere threat 
is becoming established in the minds of some of the characters - and, at odd 
moments, of the poet himself? - as what actually happened. There is still 
no compelling need to presuppose two clearly distinct versions, in one of 
which the king removed the girl in person, in the other of which he did not; 
but by now one may be more inclined to accept, as well as the certainty 
of much psychclogical insight, the possibility of a degree of oral inconsistency 
and imprecision. 

186 <p£pT€po$, 'superior': there is an implied contrast with xapTEpi? in 
178. Akhilleus may be stronger in battle, but Agamemnon is his superior 
overall, and that is what counts. Attempts to give «pepTEpos a more specific 
meaning (let alone make out that <pEpTEpov meaning 'better' at 169 and 
4.307 is an 'abnormal feature', Shipp, Studies 229) are misguided. 

187 A sense of completion at the end of the speech is given both by the 
(inevitable) end-stopping after four preceding enjambments and by the 
restoration of the regular twofold pattern after the intermittent threefolders 
in the speech as a whole, at 174, 177, 179, 183 (q.v. with comment) and 
186. The speech began with light enjambment and comparatively frequent 
end-stopping (especially in the sequence of whole-sentence verses at 176-8); 
it ends with a long six-verse statement containing one periodic, one 
progressive and three integral enjambments. The effect is of unshakeable 
intention rather than uncontrollable passion. 

The content of the verse is remarkable too, since Agamemnon concludes 
by in effect denying the right of free speech in assembly and claiming that 
his opinion must prevail in any dispute. That is contrary to the accepted 
practice, emphatically stated (with this episode in mind?) by Diomedes later 
in the poem when at 9«32f. he tells the king ' I shall fight (POCXTKTOMCU) with 
you over your wrong-headedness, as is the established custom in assembly -
and do not be angry about it': Oipis FEN-iv, &va£, ¿ryopfj- ov 8£ PI") TI 
XoAcodijs. That is, others have the right to put forward their opinion in 
assembly just as much as the presiding king, and he must not lose his temper 
thereat (cf. 74-83), let alone threaten reprisals. Normally, no doubt, in the 
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case of a disagreement between the king and a single other chieftain the rest 
would tend to support the king. In the present instance Akhilleus will take 
no notice of the king's threats but will abuse him even more strongly (225ff.), 
and after an attempt at mediation by Nestor the assembly will be dissolved 
in deadlock. 

/88-222 Akhilleus is templed to kill Agamemnon on the spot, but Athene intervenes 

in person and dissuades him 

188 The affront to his honour contained in the king's last words turns 
Akhilleus' growing anger into &X°S> mental anguish. 

188-92 His heart is divided over whether to draw his sword and kill 
Agamemnon, or not; the description of his internal struggle is made more 
graphic by the addition that it took place within his 'shaggy chest' (OTTIGOS 
can be used either in the singular or in the plural, for a single chest). The 
<ppf)v, which often as here is simply the seat of emotions, also has in Homer 
a more technical sense of diaphragm or lungs (see further R. B. Onians, The 
Origins of European Thought (Cambridge 1954) 23ff.; Chantraine, Diet. s.v.). 

Aristarchus (Arn/A) felt that 192 'undermines the idea of his anger' and 
athetized it, implausibly, arguing that what Akhilleus was trying to decide 
was whether to rouse up the others or to kill Agamemnon himself. 

193-4 The traditional vocabulary for expressing inner conflict is limited; 
even the vocabulary for the organs of thought and feeling is imprecise. 61/1*6$, 
in origin' breath' and so ' anger' as in 192, is more or less equivalent to 9pf|v 
in the formular phrase xcrrd 9p£va xal Kcrrdx 6uy6v (IOX II., t ix 0d.\ the 
whole of 193 is found 4X II., 3X Od.), simply as 'heart ' or 'mind' in a loose 
sense. Here 193 perhaps suggests too deliberate a consideration, and his 
simultaneous and impulsive drawing of his sword from its scabbard suggests 
more accurately what is likely to happen. 

In a way, Athene may be said to represent, or embody, his ultimate 
decision to go no further - see 3.396-8^, on Aphrodite as a partial em-
bodiment of Helen's emotions - although it is to her divinity rather than 
her arguments that he accedes at 216-18. His violent and confused emotions 
are reduced to something like a formal debate, although in his own heart 
and mind. The goddess no doubt represents, to some degree, the orthodox 
code of behaviour - the principle of order which the gods encourage and 
support in men - to which he eventually adheres; but she also acts as an 
individual caught up in the actual course of events. 

194 ?)A8E 6* 'AOfjvi): the 6* is 'apodotic* and apparently otiose (so 
Aristarchus according to Arn/A), as commonly in the language of epic; it 
'underlines the correspondence between subordinate and main clause' in 
the paratactic style (Chantraine, GH 11, 356f.). So also in a temporal 
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sentence (for example) at 5 7 f , ol 6' ¿TTEI ouv ^yep6tv.. .TOTCTI 6* DVIORRDUCVOS 

urr^^r) (also 4.21 of.), and in a conditional pne at 137, EI 6i KC uf) Scboooiv, 
iyeb bi KEV OCVT6$ IXcopai. 

1 9 5 — 6 Aristarchus (Arn/A) athetized here, obviously wrongly, on the 
grounds that the poet could not have intuited these divine matters, and 
probably, also, that the verses are correctly in place at 2o8f. The ancient 
critics did not in any event properly understand the use of repetition in the 
oral style, but, even apart from that, the poet as narrator often ascribes 
divine motives without hesitation. In fact the language is slightly better 
fitted to this initial context, since 61*90* at 209 (revealing to Akhilleus that 
Here likes him no better than Agamemnon) might be regarded as rather 
tactless. 

197 Athene* took [or seized] him by his brown hair': she gave it a good 
tug is the implied meaning, to gain his attention without delay. This is 
perhaps the most remarkable of all corporeal interventions by a god or 
goddess in the Iliad. Aphrodite picks up a chair at 3.424 (see comment there), 
Ares kills and strips a warrior at 5.841-4, Apollo knocks Patroklos' armour 
off him at i6.7gtff., and so on - but Apollo, at least, is concealed in mist, 
invisible, and Aphrodite is disguised, even if only partially so. Here Athene 
appears in her own presence, even if to Akhilleus alone, and that makes her 
simple and material action all the more striking. 

198 The verse is a little casual in expression, with Athene 'appearing' 
to Akhilleus (in the sense that he saw her, 6pcrro) although she is behind 
him and he has not yet turned round (199). It could be a singer's 
afterthought to increase the power or intimacy of the theophany by 
restricting it to a private audience, or perhaps even to limit the departure 
from realism; b T suggest that it is to spare Akhilleus' pride. 

200 Her terrible eyes shine forth - she is a goddess, and in an urgent 
mood. But she is also Athene, who is conventionally yAauKurois in Homer 
(as indeed shortly at 206); whether that means 'blue-grey-eyed' or 
'owl-eyed', it still makes her remarkable for her gaze, and Akhilleus 
recognizes her at once. The exact reference of yXccuKoyms cannot be 
determined, but see Leumann, HW I48ff.; pocfrms of Here suggests there 
may be a relic of theriomorphic forms in each case, but see further on 551. 

201 This is the first occurrence in the poem of a very common formular 
verse (14X //. , 15X Od.) and its even commoner component Srrca -nrcp&VTa 
TTpoorjuBa (55X //., 6ox Od., + variants). Words are 'winged' because they 
fly through the air rapidly, like birds. 

202-5 He expresses no surprise, but bursts into an indignant little speech 
(two short related questions, two abrupt assertions) which characteristically 
assumes that it is the king's outrageous behaviour rather than any fault of 
his own that has caused Athene's appearance. 
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203 Oppiv: G. P. Shipp incorrectly classed the use of this word as ' late' 
('one of the many features that suggest that A [i.e. book 1] is not old' (!), 
Studies 199) on the grounds that it is common in the Odyssey and only 
appears, with its derivatives, five times in the Iliad. But arrogant behaviour 
is, of course, characteristic of the suitors, and that is why it is so frequent 
in the probably later poem. It is repeated here at 214, where it is implied 
by 213 to be a legal offence, see on 213-14. 

205 As often, the gist of the oath or threat is contained in an epigram-
matic concluding verse. T6Xq means 'soon' in Homer; &v with the 
subjunctive is an emphatic future, Chantraine, GH 11, 212. 

207-14 Athene says briefly why she has come and that Here has sent 
her (see also on 1 9 5 - 6 ) . The short sentences with twofold verses, sometimes 
progressively enjambed or internallv interrupted, suit the urgency of the 
occasion but also suggest an effortless confidence. 

207 at K£ Trithjat -lyrai: a formula (5X //., ix Od.) presumably designed 
in the first instance for mortal rather than divine persuasion; although even 
the gods can use coaxing language to mortals, and Athene is being tactful 
here, especially at 2 1 1 - 1 4 as the scholiasts noted. The a! KEV. . . locution does 
not in any case necessarily imply serious doubt about the outcome, see on 
4 0 8 and 2 . 7 2 . 

212 A formular verse, 6x //., 3X Od. (including minor variations). 
213-14 Actually Akhilleus will receive far more than the value of Briseis, 

if she can be so valued; 2 4 . 6 8 6 suggests that 'three times' is a conventional 
factor, which also has legal overtones (cf. 128 and comment, also on 203), 
as well as reinforcing the passionate sibilation. The resumptive ov 6' 
layeo.. .provides typical closing contrast after the more leisurely pace and 
discursive tone of the preceding verse-and-a-half. 

215—18 Akhilleus' three-verse reply maintains the small scale and low 
key of Athene's 8-verse speech of advice which precedes it. The whole 
episode, indeed, after Akhilleus' initial violent impulse, is kept severely in 
place, presumably so as not to detract from the dramatic force of the main 
argument between the two leaders. Akhilleus' uncharacteristic reasonable-
ness perhaps prefigures his more important change of heart over the 
mutilation of Hektor's body in book 24. It begins in 216 with an almost 
sycophantic tone, but quickly reverts to heroic values of indignation and 
calculation. 

218 A rising, climactic threefolder, proverbial and epigrammatic in 
expression, with gnomic TE in its second part as often in generalizations 
(including similes). 

219-22 A serviceable conclusion to the episode, framed by two/three-
folders (219 and 222) with fourth-foot caesuras, f j = 'he spoke', and «erf 
normally indicates that the action about to be described accords with the 
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wordsjust reported. Zenodotus for some reason (Arn/Aon 2igf.) compressed 
2 tgf. into a single verse, £>s EITTGOV TTAAIV WOE PLYA »̂905 o08* ÓNRLORJAE, thus 
doing away with a graphic counterpoint to 194-perhaps because he 
thought hands were properly heavy because loaded with weapons, cf. 
comment on 88-g. 

221 PE^KGI: 'was in the act of going'. 
222 Aristarchus (Did?/A) wondered whether the verse should be 

athetized, since it will transpire at 423C that the gods had departed on the 
previous day on an 1 i-day visit to the Aithiopes. But in that case it would 
be not only this verse but the whole intervention of Athene (who had come 
'from the sky', i94f.) that would be in doubt. In fact there is a mild oral 
inconsistency, arising not so much here as when the poet comes to develop 
the Thetis scene later in the Book; see on 423-5. 

223-305 The quarrel continues; Nestor's attempt at conciliation fails, and the 

assembly is dissolved 

223 drraprnpoTs: a word of unknown derivation according to Chantraine, 
Diet, s.v.; yet context here and at Od. 2.243, 3 5 as Hesiod, Theog. 610, 
compels something like 'mischievous* or 'harmful* as the meaning, and so 
does not preclude the obvious connexion with « 'join', and so 
'discordant'. 

225-33 Aristarchus (Arn/A) was clearly right to reject Zenodotus* 
attempt to athetize this whole passage, presumably because of its violent 
abuse of Agamemnon. The exegetical scholia in T show that there was a 
lively ancient debate on how justified Akhilleus' accusations (of drunkenness, 
shamelessness, cowardice and greed) might be. The pro-Agamemnon party 
regarded the criticisms as malicious distortions of necessary kingly qualities, 
such as having wine available for official entertaining, remaining somewhat 
inaccessible and avoiding being a conspicuous target in battle. That is 
clearly rather absurd, but the question remains a difficult one. The 
representation of Agamemnon in the epic as a whole is complex and 
variable, emphasizing now his generic royal qualities, now his genuine 
difficulties as commander of such a diverse and temperamental force, now 
his special personal weaknesses. For he was often undeniably irresolute (as 
in his repeated suggestions that the expedition should give up and go home, 
which begin in the next Book), although not actually cowardly; he put the 
blame on others when he could; and his demeanour toward Akhilleus and 
concern with his own possessions, as indicated in preceding comments, has 
been less than admirable. 

225 Akhilleus has already called Agamemnon 'dog-eyed' or 'dog-
faced ', Kuv&n-a, at 159, in connexion with the idea of his shamelessness (u£y* 
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AvaiBis, 158). Fawning gaze combined with unabashed sexual and 
excremental interests probably accounts for the choice of dogs; but the term 
can also be used of women - or goddesses - and Helen describes herself so 
at 3.180 (q.v. with comment) and Od. 4.145. Cf. Hesiod, Erga 67, with 
M. L. West's comment. 

2 2 6 - 7 Akhilleus' next insult depends on an interesting contrast between 
ordinary warfare, with the whole Xa6s ('host' or army) involved, and the 
X6xos composed only of nobles, ovv dptarfjcoCTiv 'Axcncbv. The X6xos is 
the small raiding or ambushing party which calls for the highest daring 
and endurance, as is most explictly described at 13.275-86; at 13.277 the 
X6xos is where 'true value, &prrf|, is most clearly discerned*. See also on 
275-6. 

2 2 8 T 6 64 TOI XF)p C(6ETOI tlvai: ' that appears to you as death itself, i.e. 
as a mortal danger to be avoided. 

2 2 9 - 3 0 A brilliant and stylish summation of Akhilleus* previous com-
plaints: Agamemnon prefers to remove the property of (anyone) whoever 
disagrees with him. 

231-2 Another passionately compressed accusation: Agamemnon is 
6r)iJop6pos, 'devourer of the people', that is, of their property, because they 
are weak and let him get away with it; otherwise his latest affront would 
have been his last. There is a marked similarity in tone to Hesiod's criticism 
of 'gift-eating kings' at Erga 260-4; n o doubt it was something of a 
commonplace. 

2 3 3 — 4 4 Now Akhilleus turns from abuse to a more positive and even 
more impressive kind of rhetoric; he swears a solemn oath by the staff he 
holds in token of his right to address the assembly. This is the oath: that 
the Achaeans will miss him sorely, and that Agamemnon will be helpless 
as they fall at Hektor's hands, and will bitterly regret dishonouring the' best 
of the Achaeans' (cf. 9m.). Shipp's suspicions of'lateness' (Studies 226), 
based primarily on val p6 in 234 and Attic TTOAAHCXIS (invariably corrected 
to -rjs) in the MSS at 238, are not compelling. 

234™9 The staff or oxfjirrpov belongs to the heralds who control the 
assembly; they give it to the speaker whom they recognize as having the 
floor. It is therefore a particularly solemn object, symbol of royal and indeed 
divine authority - Agamemnon's own staff or sceptre at 2.100-8 has 
descended to him through the rulers of Argos from Zeus himself, and here 
at 237-9 the staff Akhilleus is holding is one habitually held by the law-makers 
who guard the divine ordinances laid down by Zeus; see also on 2.109. The 
oath is made even more impressive by associating the staff with.the idea 
of inevitability: just as it will never sprout leaves again, so will this oath 
be fulfilled. The development of detail in 235 7 (its being cut in the 
mountains, the bronze axe that trimmed it) resembles that of similes, and 
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for some of the same reasons, for exam pie emphasis and emotional force - but 
also to make the oath more impressive and exotic, and therefore more 
effective. 

239 A particularly solemn verse, beginning with the name and 
authority of Zeus and ending with an emphatic reaffirmation of the power 
of the oath that will follow. 

240-4 The oath turns out to be quite indirect in its formulation, almost 
riddling to begin with (240), then dwelling on Agamemnon's helplessness 
against Hektor in the closely enjambed verses which follow (241-4). The 
effect is sinister and the upshot unmistakable: that his withdrawal from the 
fighting is seriously meant, and that the king will come to rue the day he 
caused it. The versc-structure in this whole speech is marked by frequent 
internal punctuation combined with severely regular colon-pattern - there 
is not a single thrcefolder after the initial verse of abuse at 225. 

242 &v6p096voio: a powerful, almost shocking ("rrpds... KonrATTAr̂ iv, 
T) first use in the poem of this epithet, although it is formular for Hektor 
(t .x) . 

2 4 3 - 4 ¿(JV^EIS: literally *lacerate', another strong word, the more so for 
not being fully formular (although ApuacE occurs once elsewhere at the 
verse-end at 19.284): 'you will lacerate your spirit within you j in anger 
because... ' On ftpioTov 'Aya\Civ see gin. 

2 4 5 - 5 2 The language of this short narrative interlude, with its strong 
interna! stops, runover, cumulation and integral enjambments, is much 
tenser than that of Nestor's speech which follows at 254 84, where 
whole-verse patterns will predominate. Note the symmetrical arrangement 
of 245-9: strong bucolic diaereses at 246 and 247 are flanked by verses with 
heavily marked central caesura, while the uninterrupted and indeed almost 
honey-sweet flow of 249 marks the conclusion. 

2 4 5 - 6 Flinging the staff to the ground expresses Akhilleus* frustration 
(Telemakhos docs the same, and bursts into tears, at Od. 2.8of); but it is 
also a dramatic confirmation of his oath. 

246 A cumulative verse which serves the purpose of stressing the staff s 
special status through its exceptional decoration (on which see 2.45^), but 
also of getting Akhilleus seated as Agamemnon is. 

247 For the king rages hipcoOEv, 'from the other side'; the poet evokes 
a tableau which symbolizes the fixed opposition of the two men. The scene 
could almost have ended here, and the assembly have been dissolved, but 
Nestor is introduced without delay and within 247 itself, so that his 
intervention is unlikely to have been an afterthought or subsequent 
elaboration. Thus Nestor's role as counsellor and mediator is established 
early in the poem, the quarrel is given even more weight, and the 
inflexibility of the two contenders - who at 285-303 will rejcct his reasonable 
proposals - is demonstrated in a new light. 
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2 4 7 - 5 2 Nestor is described quite fully here at his first mention in the 
poem, unlike Akhilleus and Agamemnon who were assumed to be well 
known. Perhaps he was unfamiliar to many of the audience, or perhaps the 
singer just wants to emphasize his persuasiveness and venerability so as to 
give greater force to his advice. He is also 'one of Homer's favourite 
characters' (Willcock). 

Anything that is ytanors, sweet, to men can be described by an obvious 
exaggeration as 'sweeter than honey' - even war and anger, in Homer; but 
because honey tastes sweet on the tongue it was especially appropriate to 
sweet words, and became a commonplace, notably in Pindar, for the poet's 
words. 

2 5 0 - 2 A neatly constructed sentence beginning with a rising threefolder 
and passing from integral enjambment to the relaxed cumulation of the final 
verse. Nestor rules over the third generation in Pulos (the important 
Achaean kingdom in the south-western Peloponnese, see on 2 . 5 9 1 - 4 ) and 
is unusually old to be present on the field of battle; hence his role of 
counsellor and his garrulous reminiscences. But what did Homer mean by 
saying that ' two generations... had already perished... and he ruled among 
the third' ? bT, partly dependent here on Porphyry's commentary, insisted 
that since his father Neleus had perished, and his brothers too (at the hands 
of Herakles, 1 1 . 6 9 0 - 3 ) , Nestor as survivor must be ruling over a third 
generation of subjects; therefore, assuming thirty years to a generation, he 
must be over sixty and perhaps around seventy. At Od. 3 . 2 4 5 , however, 
Telemakhos comments of Nestor that4 they say he has thrice reigned over 
generations of men'; he is admittedly ten years older now, but there may 
be a misunderstanding of the distinction between ruling among the third 
generation (252 urrd TpiTdrroioiv ¿cvaaccv) and ruling over three gener-
ations (Od. 3 . 2 4 5 Tpls. . .4vd§ao6ai y f o ' , where the language is 
ambiguous). 

250 lAcpdfrcov &v6pcb"TTcov: yx //., 2X Od. The formula must have been 
long established, not only because no one later could say precisely what 
it meant but also because it had had time to generate an unmetrical 
adaptation into the nominative, î pOTOS &v6pojrrot, at 1 8 . 2 8 8 . Later poets 
occasionally used plpoircs to mean 'mortal ' or suchlike; the commonest 
explanation of the word was that it was a compound of \Zpcp meaning 
'share' or 'divide up', cf. pcipopai, and 6\f, 'voice', therefore 'dividing up 
one's speech into separate words' , ' articulate'. This is unlikely to be correct 
since, as Leaf long ago observed, if the word is an ancient one the digamma 
of f 6 y could not have been neglected, and therefore pep- would have been 
scanned as long. Merops is a prophet and Trojan ally at 2 . 8 3 1 a n d 1 1 . 3 2 9 ; 

more to the point may be that the early inhabitants of Kos were called 
M£po7rc$ according to Pindar (e.g. Nem. 6.31) and others, and that i*£povf 
is also the name of a bird (the Bee-eater). The tribal names Druopes and 
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Aeropes, too, are apparently based on bird-names, which has led to the 
speculation that Meropes could be a tribal name of that kind (cf. Chan-
traine, Diet, s.v.); which still leaves the problem of why men in general 
should be called by that tribal name. For other theories, none compelling, 
see Frisk s.v.; H. Roller, Glolta 46 (1968) 18-26. 

254—84 Nestor's intervention is straightforward and expressive, with 
predominantly end-stopped verses; internal interruption is conspicuous 
only at 27of., and integral enjambment only in the conclusion, at 282-4. 
The speech is pointed and persuasive, and even the autobiographical central 
section is a purposeful exemplum which does something to reinforce the old 
man's role as conciliator. 

258 The rising threefolder neatly defines this rare combination of 
qualities, on which see 2.20 i-2n. 

259 A practised transition into one of Nestor's reminiscences, which will 
become even longer as the epic proceeds. 

260 Aristarchus (Arn/A) argued for fjpiv, not OpTv as supported by 
Zenodotus, in order to soften the criticism:' better than us', not ' better than 
you'. Most medieval MSS sided with Zenodotus, and indeed Nestor is not 
usually too delicate in his references to modern decadence; but Aristarchus 
may be right in view of 262. 

263—5 These are Lapiths from Thessaly, famous in myth and art for the 
fight that broke out when the Centaurs became drunk at king Peirithoos' 
wedding to Hippodameia and tried to rape her and the other women. 
Theseus of Athens, an old friend and ally, helped Peirithoos against them; 
the basic story, without this Athenian detail, is attested also at 2.742-4 and 
Od. 21.295-304, and ends in the Centaurs being driven out of their home 
on Mt Pelion and across to the Pindos region. The verse concerning Theseus 
recurs in the sub-epic and pseudo-Hesiodic Shield of Herakles, 182; it is not 
discussed in the scholia, is quoted as Homeric by Dio and Pausanias, but 
survives in only a minority of medieval MSS. It is probably correct to see it 
as a post-Homeric embroidery, probably of Athenian origin in the sixth 
century B.C. when Theseus-propaganda was at its height. As for Nestor's 
involvement with the war between Lapiths and Centaurs, that may be 
Homer's own idea (so Willcock), based on the tradition that his father 
Neleus was Thessaltan by birth and only moved down to Pulos later. 

266-7 The dramatic repetition w&pTicrroi . . . K<&p-ncnroi... KapTlorois is 
an entirely successful piece of rhetoric, archaic and almost hieratic in 
feeling - although not of course necessarily archaic in composition. 

268 qnjpaiv: it is quixotic to deny, like Leaf citing Meister, that <pi*)p is 
the Aeolic form of Ionic 6fjp. These 'wild animals' are the Centaurs, shaggy 
creatures who are half man and half horse (Homer does not need to say 
that explicitly) and dwell on the slopes of Mt Pelion in Aeolic-speaking 
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Magnesia. It is quite probable that there were earlier hexameter poems 
about them, Aeolic rather than Ionic in colouring and origin, from which 
phrases like <pr)poiv ¿pecxKcpoiai were derived. The latter word recurs only 
once in Homer, at Od. 9.155, and then of goats; probably therefore it 
means something close to 'mountain-dwelling', with its second element 
connected with KOTTOS, Ktlpai, 'lying'. 

271 KCTT' CC0T6V: 'by myself', not becausc he was unwilling to fight 
among the Lapiths (since he had accepted their invitation to help them), 
but rather as a boast: he fought without a chariot or charioteer to back him 
up, as he also claims to have done at 11.720. 

272 potxioiTo: 'late' according to Shipp, Studies 226; 'exceptional* but 
not necessarily post-Homeric according to Chantraine, GH1,351. pax&>ivTo 
at 344 is another matter, and either UAXFOVTAI or IKXX&OVTCH should 
probably be restored there. 

273-4 The message of the excmplum is that strong fighters follow Nestor's 
advice and obey him; and the word 'obey' rings out three times as past 
and present are reconnected. 

275-6 ov: Nestor does not address Agamemnon by name but can be 
imagined as turning to him first; despite his distinction (Ay0665 m p kbv) 
he should not remove the girl - not because Akhilleus says so, but in order 
not to upset the original distribution of booty. dry oc66s does not ever mean 
'strong', quite, in Homer (as Griffin, HLD 53, assumes); it is the adjective 
of which Apc-rfi, aristocratic excellence in general, is the equivalent noun. 
At 131 the same qualification, Aya86s irep fcbv, was applied by Agamemnon 
himself to Akhilleus; it covers both martial and social distinction, indeed 
the two go together - see also the next comment. 

276-81 Now Nestor turns to Akhilleus: he should avoid quarrelling with 
Agamemnon, who is «plp-rcpos, Superior', in so far as he rules over more 
people - and that outweighs Akhilleus' own superiority as fighter (KapTtp6s, 
280) and son of a goddess. The argument depends on the idea of kings as 
protected by Zeus, and therefore of the greatest of kings as more protected 
than others. 278ff. admittedly does not state this very clearly, but there is 
no reason therefore to count it as post-Homeric elaboration, as Von der 
Miihll and others have done. Agamemnon is accepted by the other ftetCTiXf)ES 
as overall leader, and we know moreover that they were bound to him by 
oath, which involves Zeus once again as 6pKio$. 

282-4 At this point Nestor turns back emphatically to Agamemnon, 
completing the ring of argument and the A-B-A pattern with a very direct 
injunction (ov 6i TTOUE) backed by a personal request (aCrrdtp fycoycl 
Aiaaou*) based on Akhilleus' key role in Achaean defence. 

286-91 Agamemnon pays enthusiastic lip-service (val 8f) TOUTA ye 
uAvTa. . . ) to what Nestor has said, but obviously has not heeded a word 
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of it. He completely ignores the practical suggestion that he should give up 
the idea of taking Briseis, and harps obsessively on Akhilleus* domineering 
behaviour instead of abandoning his own iiévoç as Nestor had asked at 282. 
In particular, at 2gof. he specifically sidesteps the old man's soothing 
distinction between çépTEpoç and xàpTEpoç. In short, every single part of 
Nestor's speech is studiously ignored. 

291 Aristarchus (Arn/A) took ÔVEÎ&EGC as subject of TrpoOéouoiv, literally 
1 insults run forward ' for him to utter them, an odd and difficult expression 
which also fails to contribute to a strong statement overall. He was doubtless 
persuaded by the difficulty of irpoOéouaiv if its subject is to be OEOI ; that 
would, however, give a far stronger sense, something like * if the gods have 
made him a powerful fighter, do they for that reason put it before him [i.e. 
encourage him] to speak only in insults?' The difficulty is in taking -Séouaiv 
as a part of tîOtiui. Chantraine, G H1, 459 n. 1, who describes the form as 
'extrêmement déconcertante', rejects the possibility of its being a present 
indicative, preferring the idea that it might be an aorist subjunctive with 
short vowel to e.g. Schwyzer's conjecture that it comes from *rrpo6ir)pi, i.e. 
TrpoaiT]|ii. The difficulty remains, but does not in my opinion justify L e a f s 
conclusion ' I see no choice but to regard the passage as hopelessly corrupt.' 

292 0TTOPAIs|6T)V: literally 'interruptingly' ('it is a sign of anger not to 
tolerate a detailed accusation', bT). The term is used only here in Homer 
(but cf. 19.80 ûfjpâXXEiv), who normally lets his characters have their say. 
Even here, indeed, Agamemnon's point as expressed in 287-91 seems 
complete in itself; it is only the present verse that suggests he was intending 
to continue. 

293 Agamemnon has complained that Akhilleus wishes to be in com-
mand, and the latter's interruption is designed to show that this is not so, 
but rather that he refuses to yield to the king in doing everything he says 
(that is, however wrong it might be - he is obviously thinking of the order 
to surrender Briseis). This is, in fact, a reasonable defence of Akhilleus' 
position. A king does not have to be obeyed when he is patently wrong, or 
wrong by general consent. 

294 CrrrEÎÇouai is from CTTTO-FEIKCO; the original digamma is ignored, but 
such cases of this in a compound verb (as e.g. in drmErrrôvTos, 19-75) a r e t o ° 
widespread in Homer to be regarded as exceptionally late, let alone 
post-Homeric. 

295-6 Aristarchus athetized 296 (Arn/A on 295), believing that pfj y à p 
ipoiys does not need another verb but depends on ¿TTITEAAEO; 296 is therefore 
a feeble supplement by someone who failed to understand this. Similar 
arguments are applied by Aristarchus elsewhere, sometimes more justifiably 
as at e.g. 21.570; but in the oral cumulative style such explanatory 
additions can be made by a singer even when they are not necessary. In 
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the present case y a p in 295 implies that the sentence will continue; 
moreover there is nothing un-Homeric in 296, indeed the deceptively mild 
41 don't believe I shall obey you ' (which Aristarchus probably judged to 
be unacceptable weak) is highly effective as well as typical of Homer. 

297 A formular verse (7X //., 6x 0d.)y often used in tense and excited 
utterances to introduce a new consideration or a drastic conclusion. Here 
the new thought, at 298-303, will be expressed coherently and with 
apparent calm, whatever the passion behind it - at least until 303 itself. Sec 
also on 4.39. 

2 9 8 - 3 0 1 This clarifies Akhilleus' position but also introduces one im-
portant change in it, which turns out to be a brilliant device for avoiding an 
immediate physical confrontation (and so observing the spirit of Athene's 
advice at 2o6ff.) at the same time as preserving his own honour apparently 
intact. It is not quite the case that he 'yields in a noble-natured w a y ' , 
li£yaAo<PV;cos EIKCI, as b T put it; rather he makes the honourable counter-
threat that is required by Agamemnon's threat to take Briseis in person, but 
restricts it to any further aggressive act by Agamemnon, not to the girl's 
removal itself. It is, of course, highly unlikely that the king will consider 
seizing any further possession of Akhilleus; the imagined case is an artificial 
one which allows the latter to sound threatening without actually involving 
himself in a possibly dangerous situation. But that is not all, for in 299 he 
contrives to implicate the Achaeans in general, not just the king, in the 
removal of Briseis, and thus distracts attention, to some extent, from 
Agamemnon's particular crime against himself. He does this both in the first 
and in the second part of the verse: ' ( I shall fight) (a) neither with you, 
Agamemnon, nor with anyone e lse . . . (b) since you [in the plural] have 
taken her away, after giving her to m e ' ; the implication perhaps being that 
the Achaeans as donors (see on 162) have more right to take her back. 

3 0 2 - 3 T h e threat is rephrased as a challenge made in public - T v a 
yvcbcoai xal O!6E -which culminates in a sinister and typically epigrammatic 
conclusion: try it, and blood will flow - or rather, since Homer's language, 
formular though it may be, is more vivid than any modern cliche, 
'straightway will your black blood spurt around my spear'. For ¿pcoko (and 
¿poor)) in Homer see Chantraine, Diet, s.v.; the basic meaning seems to be 
4 withdraw from', sometimes with the added connotation of haste, including 
both 'rush out ' as here and 'draw back* as at 1 3 . 7 7 6 , 1 4 . 1 0 1 . 

3 0 5 XOCTCTV: their both rising to their feet, dvon'iTTiv, indicates that the 
assembly is over; there is no formal dissolution, as normally, by the king 
or his agents the heralds. 
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306-48 K'hruseis is sent home by ship, and Briseis is removed from A Milieus* hut 
by Agamemnon's heralds 

307 This is the poem's first mention of Patrokios, as 'son of Menoitios' 
simply - an allusive reference which suggests (proves, indeed, unless it be 
the result of minor oral insouciance) that the audience was already familiar 
with him. That does not necessarily mean that he was an important figure 
in the heroic tradition (like e.g. Agamemnon, who was introduced solely 
by patronymic at 7; see also on 2 4 7 - 5 2 ) , or that his role before Troy was 
not greatly expanded by the monumental composer. Admittedly, MEVOITI-

<5t8rj is Homer's formular way of denoting Patrokios in the dative case in 
the central part of the verse (4X II.); but the poet could easily have recast 
the verse to give his name directly had he thought it necessary to do so. As 
it is, the bridging of the main caesura by the heavy patronymic gives the 
effect of a third successive rising threefolder, after 305 and 306, and thus 
helps to constitute an especially forceful and emphatic conclusion to 
Akhilleus' part in the great debate. The highly unusual run of threefold 
verses will continue, however, with 308. 

308-11 Akhilleus returns to his hut by the ships, and Agamemnon 
begins to carry out the intention expressed at 141 f.; a ship is launched, then 
his captive Khruseis is led on board for return to her father Khruses. A 
sacrificial hecatomb (see on 65) is also embarked, as well as twenty rowers 
and Odysseus as captain. At I45f. Agamemnon had named him or Aias or 
Idomeneus as possible candidates for this office (as well as Akhilleus himself, 
presumably to annoy), but Odysseus with his knowledge and resourcefulness 
(-rroXOunTis in 311 is admittedly the standard epithet for him in this position 
in the verse) was the obvious choice when it came to the point. On 311 daev 
a y GOV see 4.3920. 

312 uypdr K&EuOa: an otherwise Odyssean formula (4X), with the whole 
phrase 6vap6\nres.. .K&EV/OOC recurring at Od. 4 . 8 4 2 and 1 5 . 4 7 4 . The 
complete description of the journey to Khruse will follow at 4 3 0 - 8 7 and is 
full of Odyssean language. That is mainly, no doubt, because the Odyssey 
has much occasion to describe seafaring, the Iliad little; there is no need 
to regard the voyage as an intrusion into the Iliad by a singer primarily 
concerned with the other epic. 

3 1 3 - 1 4 Once the ship has sailed, Agamemnon instructs the army to 
purify itself by washing. The epic often describes simultaneous actions as 
happening consecutively; that was an accepted convention which made for 
simplicity of presentation in the narrative and maintained the linearity of 
the oral style (pp. 3if.). Here, nevertheless, it is clear that the crew leave 
without purifying themselves, and this led to some complicated explanations 
by ancient critics. But the crew do purify themselves by ritually washing 
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their hands, 449 x^pvty0^0» before sacrificing once they have arrived at 
Khruse. The army, on the other hand, proceed immediately to sacrifice 
hecatombs of bulls and goats to Apollo (315-17); and before that they purify 
themselves at the earliest opportunity. Theirs is, admittedly, an unusual 
cleansing, more than a token washing of hands, presumably so as to rid 
their whole bodies of pollution. As often, symbolic and hygienic require-
ments overlap; their whole bodies have been exposed to danger from the 
plague, and so the cleansing is unusually thorough. Clearly, too, there 
is ordinary dirt to be removed, and the epic did not wholly ignore that; 
Here cleans the dirt, AO para as here, from her skin with ambrosia (en-
visaged as an ointment) at 14.170, whereas Odysseus and Diomedes paddle 
in the sea to wash off the sweat (and then have a proper bath afterwards) 
after their night expedition at 10.572-6, cf. 11.62 if. The troops do roughly 
the same here. They throw the dirty water, the Xupcrra, into the sea, 
which is a purifying agent; see Parker, Miasma 210, 22gn. 130. A compared 
Euripides, IT 1193, but II. 19.266-8 is also relevant, for there the carcase 
of a boar used in an oath-sacrifice is thrown into the sea to be consumed 
by fishes. 

315—17 On hecatombs see 65^ KVIOT} in 317 is the smoke and savour 
of burnt fat, from the fat-encased thighbones that were the gods' special 
portion; see on 447-68. This happens to be the only place in Homer where 
the savour is specifically described as rising, together with the smoke of the 
altar fire, to the sky where the gods are conceived as dwelling. Seven times 
in the Iliad gods (including Athene at I94f.) are said to come down to earth 
oupav66cv, from the sky; that is not meant to contradict the idea of their 
dwelling on Mt Olumpos, since its peaks were above the clouds and 
therefore in the al&/|p, the upper air which was sometimes described as the 
sky itself. 

320 Talthubios and Eurubates: in Sparta the Talthubiadai were the 
family or guild of heralds, presumably from pre-Homeric times on; and 
there is a second herald called Eurubates among the Achaeans in Homer 
(he is Odysseus' herald at 2.184). Thus both names seem to be generic ones 
for heralds. In the Iliad Talthubios is more frequently cited than Eurubates; 
he goes on various errands (the two heralds are described as ¿Tprjpw 
OEP&TTOVTE, busy helpers, in 321), as well as performing sacred and other 
public duties; but it is Eurubates who accompanies the embassy to Akhilleus 
at 9.170. There he is partnered by Odios, a third Achaean herald who 
receives no other mention (he has a Trojan ally as namesake, one of the 
two Halizonian leaders, 2.856 and 5.39). 

322-5 A compact and urgent instruction: the first two verses are each 
crisp, whole-verse imperatives; the next two are more hypothetical and 
syntactic, balancing each other in their strong central caesuras. This is where 
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Agamemnon makes his threat unmistakably plain, yet at the same time 
prudently modifies it a little: if Akhilleus refuses to surrender the girl, then 
he will come in person, but with a posse (cruv irXc6v€aaiv) that will make 
Akhilleus' personal strength irrelevant. 

3 2 6 Kpcnrcp6v 6 ' H T I (iCOov I T E AA E : 'and enjoined upon them a strong 
word', that is, of command - in fact the command he has just given in his 
short speech. 

3 2 7 - 4 7 The use of the dual for the two heralds, already established in 
321, continues predominantly throughout the episode down to 347, with 
occasional lapses in 329 and 332 (also in 334, although xoiprTC there is a 
formula of greeting which hardly needs subjecting to further refinement or 
specification; however, cf. xaipCTOv at 9.197). Heralds often worked in pairs, 
and stressing this tends to emphasize their authority. 

327 For the 'shore of the loud-roaring sea' see on 34. 
3 2 8 This verse recurs as 9 . 1 8 5 , cf. 6 5 2 . The Murmidones are Akhilleus' 

troops from Phthie, see on 2 . 6 8 3 - 4 ; their name was probably something 
of a mystery even to the singers of the oral heroic tradition, as 2 . 6 8 4 M A Y 

suggest. Their ships, with their huts directly on the landward side of them, 
are drawn up at one end of the Achaean line, with the greater Aias' at the 
other and those of Odysseus in the middle, as 8 . 2 2 2 - 7 — 1 1 . 5 - 9 specifically 
state. 

3 3 1 T A P P F J O A V T E KCXI al6on£vco: the combination of aorist and present 
tenses may be explained by their alarm being temporary, whereas their 
respect for a king is permanent. Fear and respect are naturally connected, 
especially toward a king; b T cite Helen's remark to Priam at 3 . 1 7 2 , al6oT6$ 
ti iioi tooi, <piAc bcvpt, 6civ6s TE. 

3 3 4 - 5 The heralds are 'messengers of gods and men'; bT suggest that 
Akhilleus is here tactfully suppressing their connexion with Agamemnon, 
and that their divine association lies in preparing sacrifices - but they do 
of course also serve Zeus-reared kings, see on ij^f. They have come 
unwillingly and stand afraid and in silence; Akhilleus, despite his sorrow 
at their arrival ('he did not rejoice to see them', 330), greets them in an 
open and friendly way and shows without delay that he understands them 
to be merely carrying out orders. The poet clearly thinks it important to 
reveal Akhilleus' human side early in the poem, especially in contrast with 
the frightening aspect he had displayed in the quarrel in assembly. Similar 
courtesy to visitors on Akhilleus' part is conspicuous in book 9. 

337-9 He extends the same courtesy to Patroklos, now directly named 
for the first time (see on 307). Akhilleus' speech is regular and relaxed in 
its construction so far, with mainly two/fourfold verses, progressive en-
jambment and the hieratic balance of 339, appropriate to a solemn call 
to witness ('before blessed gods and before mortal men'). 
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3 4 0 - 2 Mention of the king, tense and emphatic in its strongly demon-
strative TOO and the blunt drnrjvios, brings a corresponding change of style: 
strong integral enjambment at 340/1, made harsh by the awkward synizesis 
of 6f] aCrre and the jingling xpHt*3 y^vryrai. Then 342, with its strong 
stop after the emphatic runover phrase TO»S is rough but effective: 
he will not need my help, because he is out of his mind with rage - but 
the others will. 

3 4 3 - 4 These two verses are cumulative, each designed to explain and 
expand its predecessor. For &ua TTp6<Joa> Kai ¿iriaaco cf. 3. logf. and (without 
&ua) 18.250, both with verbs of seeing; here vor|ocu means 'perceive', as 
regularly in Homer. OT8E vofjoai, strange at first appearance, is in fact logical 
enough (in contrast with the bizarre TreploiBc vo^aai, of Odysseus, at 
10.247): 'he does not know how to perceive [i.e. look] both forward and 
backward at the same time', which implies using experience of the past to 
predict what will happen in the future. At 18.250 'saw forward and 
backward' is used absolutely, and one suspects this was the phrase's earliest 
application; here and at 3.109^ however, it is followed by a 6ircos-clause, 
'perceive.. .how to'. In the whole context even 343 by itself seems a little 
too elaborate, but now 344 makes a strangely awkward addition, not so 
much because of the probably Attic form uaxtonrro with its unusual hiatus, 
since that is probably a surface corruption (see on 272), but rather because 
fighting in safety among the ships is a needless paradox. In short, both these 
verses are untypically heavy-handed, and even suggest a rare possibility of 
rhapsodic expansion. For Akhilleus' words could have ended at 341 
¿puvai - but they would then allow, and might seem to some to require, 
further expansion. The Homeric singers themselves, and certainly the 
monumental composer, can often be seen elaborating by progressive 
cumulation in such circumstances; but occasionally, and perhaps here, a 
forced quality in diction and thought suggests that possibility of less skilled 
attention. 

345 = 9- a o 5 an<* 11.616; on all three occasions Patroklos obeys Akhil-
leus withouc comment. That is standard epic practice where no particular 
reaction to an instruction, other than carrying it out, is needed, and b T are 
wrong to make Patroklos' silence here a particular indication of his mild 
and tactful nature. That is not to deny that he is Akhilleus' wholly obedient 
friend and subordinate (which makes the strong pressure he will apply at 
the beginning of book 16 all the more pointed). 

3 4 6 - 7 be 6 ' ftyayE... 6WKE 6 * &y£iv: the language of Akhilleus' instruc-
tion at 337f. is adjusted for the description of the event itself, in a charac-
teristically oral manner. 

348 Briseis' attachment to her captor is suggested here by her unwill-
ingness, &KOV<7*, to go. She was also fond of the gentle (within limits) 
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Patroklos, as she will reveal in her lament over his body at 19.287-300. 
Whether Akhilleus would really have taken her back to Phthie as his wife, 
as she there recalls Patroklos as having told her when she was first captured, 
is another matter. Akhilleus himself is in tears at 349, but that is surely 
because of the affront to his honour more than through losing Briseis; later, 
at ig^gf., and admittedly because he sees her as indirect cause of Patroklos* 
death, he is to wish that she had somehow died in the sack of Lurnessos. 

348-430 Akhilleus calls on his mother, the sea-goddess Thetis, to help him avenge 

the insult to his honour; she promises to ask %eus to favour the Trojans 

3 4 8 - 5 7 E. A. Havelock ('The alphabetization of Homer', in Communication 

Arts in the Ancient World ( N e w Y o r k »978), 14) detects a n ' e c h o - p r i n c i p l e ' 

at work between this scene, in which Akhilleus goes aside on the sea-shore 
and prays to Thetis, and 34-6 where the priest Khruses went along the 
sea-shore and prayed to Apollo. There is, indeed, a degree of both thematic 
parallelism and verbal repetition: 

349 ITDPCOV... v6a<pi Aiaoteis 35 6TT6VEV9E KICOV 

350 6Tv' £9' &A6s 7ToXif|$ 34 -irapdt fifiva TToAuqjAoiopoio ©oAACTCTTJS 

351 TTOXX6 8 1 . . .fipfjacrro 35 "rroXXa 8 ' ETTEIT' . . . fjpa8' 
357 D>s <pchro.. .TOO 6 ' IKAUE 43 &S £<pcrr".. .TOO 8 ' EKXUE 

How far the singer's listeners are intended by him to feel, less than fully 
consciously perhaps, a significant parallelism and contrast, and how far this 
is due rather to the oral poet's technique of working with a limited range 
of themes and phrases, is a difficult question to answer, especially since for 
the oral composer theme (or motif) and language are often closely 
interwoven. 

349 BcncpOoas: see the previous comment. The components of this verse 
are formular, but with one or two untypical elements nevertheless: thus 
I3ET0 occurs i8x //., including IOX in this position in the verse, and XiaoflEis 
5X, always last word as here (it is also preceded by v6a<pi at 11.80); but 
¿rdpcov, 13X //., is only 3X in this position, and &<pap (= ' forthwith', cf. 
although common enough, is normally placed elsewhere in the verse and 
scanned as an iamb not two shorts. The resulting word-order is harsh, 
especially in the separation of frdpcov from V6091 on which it depends - one 
suspects that 1*6091 Xiacrfois was normally absolute. Naber's £mp for &9ap 
is attractive (cf. 498 frrEp f|U£VOv fiAXcov and 5.753 8EWV &TEp fjpEvov AXXcov), 
despite the doubts of van Herwerden and van Leeuwen; although 6q>ctp was 
obviously the accepted Alexandrian reading, as e.g. bT confirm. 

350 The grey salt sea (see also on 359), the repetition inherent in AX6$ 
and -rrivTov, Akhilleus' gazing over the sea, the shore itself (see on 34), all 
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intensify the pathos of events and develop the loneliness and despair of the 
preceding verse; compare Odysseus on Kalupso's shore at Od. 5 . 8 2 - 4 . 

Aristarchus (Did/A) wrote ¿nrtlpova, not OTVOTTCC, TT6VTOV , and that would 
increase the pathetic effect (so Ameis, unjustly reprehended by Leaf for 4 a 
German rather than a Greek idea1!); but, of the two, TTOVTOV at the verse-end 
is always OTVOTTCX elsewhere ( 5 X / / . , 5 X Od.), and ¿rrrdpova is confined to 
yaiav ( 2 X / / . , 5 X Od.) except for Od. 4 . 5 1 0 , Karri TT6VTOV ¿rrrelpova 
KupaivovTa. O C T and most modern editors have sided with Aristarchus 
(whose view did not affect the Alexandrine tradition or the medieval 
vulgate); but the established formular usage, although it might not be so 
effective in this verse, may nevertheless be correct. 

351 Problems over formular usage continue: Zenodotus according to 
Aristarchus (Arn/A) read X^P0^ <5tvcrrrr&s> although this form would be 
unique in Homer. Others according to (?Didymus in) T read X^'P0^ 
dtvacrxcbv. This is a more serious contender against the vulgate's 6pcyvus; 
it is perhaps related to 450 where Khruses prays thus to Apollo, and the 
formula recurs in four other Iliadic passages, always with an Olympian as 
recipient of the invocation. Holding up one's arms in prayer to a god in the 
sky (or on Olumpos) is reasonable enough - but doing so in invoking a 
goddess beneath the sea is probably not. Stretching out one's arms, ¿peyvus, 
possibly with a downward inclination, would be more appropriate here, and 
it is no objection that the phrase recurs in the Iliad only of Priam imploring 
Hektor in the plain below at 2 2 . 3 7 . Matters are rarely that simple, however, 
for at Od. 9 . 5 2 7 x£*P' ¿pfywv is in prayer to an Olympian, while at Od. 
1 3 . 3 5 5 AVCXCTXWV is used of prayer to the Nymphs. Yet on the argument 
adduced at the end of the preceding comment, formular consistency and 
economy sometimes seem to outweigh differences of detail in subject-matter, 
and dcvaaxcov could have been Homer's choice even despite Aristarchus, 
the MSS and the particular nuance of meaning. But obviously 6pcyvus should 
occur in any printed text, and, after all, there was probably no complete 
consistency of practice in such matters even in Homer's time. 

352-6 Akhilleus' prayer (f)pfjoaro, 351) turns out to be a statement of 
complaint, rather, although a request for help is also implicit. It is fluently 
composed, with initial periodic enjambment (352) and runover-phrase 
supplementation ( 3 5 4 ) , then integral enjambment ( 3 5 5 ) leading to typical 
verse-pattern contrast in conclusion. 

352-3 The disposition of y£ and irep suggests the meaning to be as 
follows: 'since you, a goddess, bore me, Zeus ought to have guaranteed me 
honour - especially since my life is short', rather than simply c . . .since you 
have borne me to have a short life'. At 9.410-16 Akhilleus will reveal that 
Thetis had told him of a choice, either of a short life but a glorious one if 
he remained at Troy or of a long life without glory if he abandoned the 
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expedition and returned home. We hear nothing of this elsewhere in Homer, 
but there is no real discrepancy with the present passage, or with 169-71 
where the idea of leaving is first mentioned by Akhilleus. 

356 This verse recurs in Thetis' report to Zeus at 507, in Thersites' 
speech at 2 . 2 4 0 and, with adaptation, in Nestor's at 9 .111 . The rhythm is 
unusual as A noticed, in that word-end after the second trochee without 
any preceding break, |fjTiuTiocv¿Acov, is in breach of 'Meyer's Law' . 
However, the result sounds inoffensive here (and that is the real test) - either 
because the spondaic first foot avoids the undesirable verse-end echo that 
might otherwise be produced, or because there is no emphatic following 
sequence of trochaic cuts to cause offence (cf. my remarks in TCS 2 0 ( 1 9 6 6 ) 

78f. and 97-9). The verse-rhythm overall is three/fourfold with diminished 
main caesura, and contrasts well with the more straightforward twofold 
rhythm of its predecessors in this short speech. On the claim that Agamemnon 
has taken away (¿rrroOpas < ¿rrrippas) his prize in person, sec the discussion 
on 1 8 5 . 

358 TTOTpl yipovri: she is sitting by her father' the old man of the sea'; 
the verse is repeated at 1 8 . 3 6 , the context of which shows her father to be 
Nereus (who is not directly named in Homer), since her sisters there are 
Nereids ( 1 8 . 5 2 ) . The ancient sea-god has other names and aspects, Proteus 
at Od. 4 . 3 6 5 and 3 8 5 , Phorkus at Od. 1 . 7 2 , 1 3 . 9 6 and 3 4 5 . 

359 TToAitis <5cA6s echoes not only <5cA6s in the preceding verse but also 
<5cA6s TToAifis, lightly adapted to a different position in the verse, in 350. 
Thetis rises out of the sea4 like a mist'; does that mean that she has the actual 
appearance of a mist, and therefore only assumes anthropomorphic shape 
when she appears before her son and strokes him in 361 ? Perhaps so; one 
thinks of Athene descending like a meteor at 4 . 7 5 - 8 (see the comment there, 
also on 4 . 7 8 - 8 4 ) or like a rainbow at 1 7 . 5 4 7 - 5 2 , or disappearing like a bird 
at Od. 1.3 igf., respectively before or after assuming human disguise. The 
present case is slightly different, in that mist is a natural form for the 
manifestation of a sea-goddess; other poets independent of the Homeric 
tradition have seen spirits of sea, lake or river in the form of the mists that 
appear to rise from them. 

361 A formular verse (4X //., 2X Od.) applied to deities as well as 
humans; Korripc^tv is from an epic verb Kcrrappijco, evidently 'pat ' or 
'stroke*. 

3 6 2 - 3 Thetis' urgent enquiry culminates in an emotional rising three-
folder: E£av6a, \xi) KEGSE V6CO, Tva ETSOIIEV &U900. 

365 It is an epic convention that one can relate one's ancestry, or recent 
events, even after firmly telling one's interlocutor that such a thing is 
unnecessary; so Glaukos to Diomedes at 6.i45ff. and Aineias to Akhilleus 
at 20.203ff. 
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3 6 6 - 9 2 This earlier part, over half, of Akhilleus' reply to Thetis' enquiry 
is a long summary, without the all-important speeches, of the events 
dramatically described so far, and which have led to Akhilleus' present 
distress. It is surprising to find such a summary so close to the beginning 
of the whole poem and so soon after the extremely full description of 
arguments and events. Thetis does not need it (but cf. the previous note), 
nor does the singer or his audience at this point - although sometimes such 
a résumé can be helpful to both. 

Aristarchus (Arn/A on 365) evidently athetized all 27 verses, which are 
obelized in A; 372-5 ( = 13-16) and 376-9 (=» 22-5) are in addition 
asterisked as being exact repetitions of the earlier descriptions; see also 
Arn/A on 18.444-56, where Aristarchus is implied to have similarly 
disapproved of another summary involving Thetis, this time given by her 
to Hephaistos; reference is made there to the present passage. All this does 
not amount to much. Aristarchus evidently noticed, as he would, that 
neither the summary as a whole nor the exact repetitions it contained are 
strictly necessary, and athetized on that account alone. But we know (a) 
that repetitions are part of the oral style, and (b) that so too, on occasion, 
are summaries or résumés. Admittedly Thetis' report in book 18 is better 
motivated than the present one; nevertheless there is much to suggest, 
especially in the language itself, that this is no low-grade or wholly 
mechanical affair, as the following survey will make clear. 

11 is perhaps significant that 3 6 6 - 9 goes beyond what has been revealed in 
either speech or narrative; there has been no mention of Thebe or its king 
Eetion so far, and it takes special knowledge (or untypical carelessness) on 
the part of the composer of these verses to have Khruseis captured at Thebe 
whereas her home is at Khruse. According to 6.395-7 and 425-8 Thebe is 
where Andromakhe's mother, too, was captured, Eetion being her father. 
bT on 1.366 explain that Akhilleus was deterred by Athene from attacking 
Khruse, and went on to sack Thebe, where Khruseis happened to be visiting 
Eetion's wife for some religious function. This could be a later invention, 
but our poet must have known something about Khruseis' visit. His general 
competence is suggested by his skill at précis-making, demonstrated in what 
follows, in which he can often be seen drawing on Homeric language not 
used so far in this Book, or even occasionally innovating, in a minor way, 
in a reasonable epic style. 

Thus 3 6 6 Itpfjv TTÔXIV is an unusual phrase, but cf. lcp/|v of Itios at 7.20 
or Zeleia as lep-ns at 4-103 and 121 ; "IXioç lpf|(etc.)| is a common formula, 
see on 4.164. 6irrrpà6opcv in 367 is not exactly used elsewhere, although 
other parts of the compound are found four times subsequently and 
¿ÇrrrpàôopEV occurred at 125; similarly with 368 5àcraavro, cf. 22.354 
SàaovTat and 6é5acrrai at 125. In 369 fee 5' lAov for selecting a prize is 
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paralleled by E ĉAov at 16.56 and 18.444 (^e latter being the opening verse 
of Thetis' resume for Hephaistos), but is unparalleled in the previous 
narrative of book 1. Such variations of terminology are necessitated by the 
omission of speeches that occurred in the original, or the abbreviating of 
other material there; thus XpuoTiv.. .ApTyrf̂ pa in 11 becomes XpuOTft... 
Uptus in 370, and he is angry, x^P^vos» *n 380 rather than afraid and silent 
as at 33f.; Apollo's hearing his prayer is expressed differently (43 TOO 6* 
EKAUE, 381 f|KouaEv), and the explanation that Khruses was 'dear to Apollo' 
in 381 is new (and not exactly repeated elsewhere in Homer, as it happens). 
Then the shooting of the god's arrows is differently expressed, the KOKOV 

P&os of 382 being not exactly paralleled, although dramatic in its own 
right; so is the victims' death, where 382-3 is good (on ¿TraoovTEpoi see 
4>42n.), although not the equal of the original at 52. At 383-4 the words 
of the original (53) are quite ingeniously expanded and fitted into the 
required new grammatical sequence; at 385 EV EISCOS may echo 73 tOtppov&ov; 
at 387 <frvaaT(5ts is formular in this position (5X //.), but did not occur in 
the fuller account; 388 f)rrEiAr)CTEV y06ov is awkward in construction and 
rhythm (being a different kind of breach of Meyer's Law from 356, see 
comment there), not otherwise paralleled in Homer - the only harsh feature 
in this whole summary. Verse 389 is a rising threefolder with ovv VT)I 8OT) 
reminiscent of 179 and 183 (see on 183), although the reference is to 
Akhilleus' ship and not the one bringing back Khruseis; while ¿AIKCOTTES 

'Axotioi (etc.) is a formula (6x //.), here for the first time in the poem; see on 
98. The 5wpa of 390 represent a different way of referring to what was 
earlier (99, 142, 309) described as a hecatomb; 391 is competently adjusted 
to the event seen in retrospect, with KAKTITJOEV and not KAiairjv6£ (185) or 
KAICT!T}V (322); finally 392 directly recalls the words of 162, although with 
the necessary adjustment in word-order neatly executed. 

Such a survey demonstrates that the whole passage is far from being a 
mere mechanical summary of what has preceded; it naturally makes 
extensive use of the earlier language, but often departs from it in order to 
bypass the omitted speeches or make the condensation more fluent. This 
is not the work of a rhapsode or decadent singer, but of a singer working 
within the living oral tradition. There is no obvious reason for denying that 
he is the main composer himself, although the initial puzzle would remain; 
why did he find a summary of this length necessary so soon after the events 
and arguments had been set out in exteruo? Competent and fluent though 
it may be within its chosen limitations, it is not, after all, very dramatic or 
interesting, at least compared with the fuller version. One possibility is that 
it was composed as a shorter alternative to the whole quarrel-scene, one that 
could be used when mood and circumstances required (although it is not 
so easy to see when such a successful episode could have seemed superfluous); 
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another is that it was the original version, or at least an earlier one, of the 
Khruseis story, on the basis of which the main composer then developed 
the fuller and dramatic version complete with speeches. Subsequently the 
shorter version might have been incorporated in the complete poem, after 
slight adaptation, as an aide-mémoire to Thetis - the difficulty here being that 
the language of the two versions suggests that the longer is being abbreviated 
rather than the shorter expanded. Neither of these explanations is particu-
larly attractive, and the puzzle remains; although its impact on the unity 
and effect of the whole Book should not be exaggerated. 

the bold-type verse-numbers in the preceding note for detailed comments from 366 

to 39*-) 

3 9 3 - 4 1 2 The second part of Akhilleus' address to Thetis turns from the 
summary of past events to his specific request, preceded by the argument 
that Thetis is in a position to grant it. 

395 <A>vt)oo$ Kpct6ÍT}v: a non-formular expression not found elsewhere in 
Homer, with ¿vívqm bearing its occasional meaning of'delight* rather than 
its commoner one of 4 help\ 

3 9 6 - 4 0 6 Zenodotus athetized these verses according to Aristarchus 
(Arn/A); one can see why, since the tale of Thetis' past interventions is a 
peculiar one (as will emerge in the comments which follow), and might 
conceivably have been a subsequent elaboration stimulated by /jé KOCI Epyco 
in 395 - in which case 408 might follow on from 395 more naturally than 
407 does. But the probability is, in the absence of other evidence, that the 
digression b Homeric. 

399 There is no other reference either in Homer or in later poets to this 
particular act of Use-majesté> which has one or two points in common with 
the tale of Ares being tied up in a jar for thirteen months (although by 
mortals) at 5.385-91. Disobedience by Here and other deities is alluded to 
several times by Zeus, but in order to show that he always comes out easily 
on top, which did not happen here; so later in this Book at 565-7, where 
he encourages Here to obey him with the threat that the other Olympians 
will be unable to save her from his physical violence if she refuses. Then 
at 15.18-24 he reminds her how he had once suspended her in the air with 
anvils tied to her feet, and the other gods could not release her but were 
flung to the earth below if they tried - as Hephaistos was (as he tells her 
at 1.587-94) when he once tried to save her from a beating by Zeus and 
was hurled off Olumpos, to land in Lemnos, for his pains; or like *A-rq at 
19.130C Zeus's confidence is shown by his threatening speech to the 
assembled Olympians at 8.5-27: he will hurl anyone who disobeys him into 
Tartaros, and challenges the lot of them to a divine tug-of-war in which 
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he claims that he could pull them up, with earth and sea as well, and hang 
them in mid-air from Olumpos. It was a main theme of Hesiod's Theogony 
that Zeus had had to overcome serious rebellions, especially from the Titans 
and then Tuphoeus, in his rise to supremacy. There, too, Briareos the 
hundred-handed giant (joined in Hesiod with his brothers Kottos and 
Gugesj enables him to overcome an act of revolt, although not by other 
Olympians but by the Titans (see M. L. West on Hesiod, Theog. 149 and 
617-719). Homer, naturally, concentrates on Zeus's eventual supremacy 
rather than on the details of his early struggles; even so Thetis' reminiscence 
is unusual, and there is no hint in Zeus's confident remarks elsewhere that 
the gods had ever presented a real threat to him, as the present passage 
suggests. 

400 Poseidon, Here and Athene are the divine supporters of the 
Achaeans in the Iliad, and their being cast as protagonists in the attack on 
Zeus is another sign that the whole episode (which caused much agitated 
discussion among the exegetes, cf. bT on 399-406) has been adapted to a 
specifically Iliadic context. 

4 0 3 - 4 BptApcods is the divine name, men call him Alyoticov. There are 
three further cases of alternative human and divine names in the Iliad, and 
two instances of divine terminology, but without human equivalent, in the 
Odyssey. 

(i) II. 2.813f. 

(ii) II. i4.29of. 
(iii) II. 20.74 
(iv) Od. 10.305 
(v) Od. 12.61 

subject 
mound near 
Troy 
bird 
river 
magic plant 
clashing rocks 

divine name 
crfjpa "noÄuoxäpO-
noio MupiVTft 
XoAKIS 
IdvOos 
M6>Av 
rUayKTai 

human name 
Bcrricia 
(i.e. 'brambly'?) 
xCpivSis 
IxdiicrvSpos 

No principle to account for these peculiarities of name has been satisfactorily 
proposed; neither that the 'divine' name is an older linguistic form (untrue 
of (i) and (ii), where KOIUVSI? is presumably pre-Greek); nor that the' divine' 
name is non-Greek (untrue of (i), (ii) and (v)); nor that it is, on the 
contrary, Greek (untrue of(iii), where both names are presumably non-Greek 
in origin, and (iv)). 

These other instances cannot, therefore, be expected to shed light on 
Briareos/Aigaion here, which has in any case a special characteristic: that 
this giant existed before men were created, and his name was therefore 
assigned by primeval gods. Men would come to hear of him later, when they 
might have given him their own special name to describe his developed 
sphere or function. Both names, in fact, are probably Greek, (Jpi- implying 
'strong' as in 6pptpos and aly- being probably connected with 'goat*. The 
rest of 404 looks at first as though it offers an explanation of the name 
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Aigaion - '(he is called that) because he is stronger than his father'; but 
even if Alyalwv is a patronymic (as e.g. Lattimore and YVillcock suggest, 
comparing Kpovicov as a patronymic form from KpAvos), and if Aiyatos was 
an epithet of Poseidon as is sometimes held, the form Alyalcov still does not 
contain the required implication of comparison or superiority. If that is the 
case, then 6 yAp OVTE (MTJV oO "rronrpds AUEIVCOV refers to the whole context: 
' (you secured Zeus's release by calling on Briareos/Aigaion) because he was 
stronger than his father', who in that case must be envisaged as Poseidon, 
the strongest of the three rebel deities. But this is rather uncertain; Leaf's 
statement that 'the father of Briareos was, according to the legend, 
Poseidon' is not entirely true, since he was son of Ouranos and Gaia 
according to Hesiod, Theog. 147-9. The Theogony added at 816-18 that 
Poseidon eventually gave Briareos his daughter Kumopoleia (a sea-nymph, 
to judge by her name) in marriage; could trcrrpds be used to denote the 
father-in-law? The short answer is No, and difficulties remain. Zenodotus 
according to Aristarchus (Am/A) attempted to pieet them by substituting 
a different (defective) couplet in place of 404: 

A l y a l c o v ' - 6 y A p CTOTE pir) TTOAu 9 i p T c r r o s AAAcov 

¿TTTTiScroi valouff' CrrrA TApTapov Eirp&EVTa 

in which AAAcov is Duntzer's emendation of corrupt MS ATTAVTCOV. Aristarchus 
objected that Aigaion was not a Titan but a sea-creature - erroneously in 
that Briareos was confined beneath the earth (just as the Titans were) at 
Theog. 617-20, but rightly, perhaps, in emphasizing a probable connexion 
between Aigaion and the Aegean sea, and therefore Poseidon. 

Much remains obscure, and the expression at this point is a little 
awkward - although rendered the more so by the punctuation in e.g. O C T ; 
the parenthesis, if any, is 6v.. .Alyalcov* rather than 6 yAp. . .ApEfvcov. Yet 
the awkwardness can be paralleled in other abbreviated references to 
legendary occurrences outside the normal Homeric ambit, for example in 
Gtaukos' genealogy at 6.145-211 or the Meleagros tale at 9.527-99. 

4 0 5 yaico is related to yAvvpai, ' I am radiant (with j o y ) ' ; KG6O$ also 
is a kind of emanation, of power, confidence and renown. xaOijETO occurs 
1 tx //., 3X Od., always in this position before the bucolic caesura; K06EI 
yalcov, 4X //., is always preceded by it and was devised probably in the first 
instance for Zeus (2x), then applied to lesser beings (Ares at 5.906) sitting 
by his side and basking almost comically in his aura. 

407 On 'grasping by the knees' see the discussion of the supplication 
when it actually occurs, on 512-13. 

408 For the aT K4V TTCOS idiom and its implications see on 207 and 2.72; 
here, unlike the other contexts cited, Zeus's reactions cannot be a foregone 
conclusion and the expression conveys more of its literal meaning. 

409 For the Achaeans to be driven back to the ships and penned in there 
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(iAcra 1 from clXko or TAAco, here meaning 'confine' or 'compress' but 
sometimes, perhaps from another root, meaning 'turn round') is what 
Akhilleus wants; but when Thetis relays his needs to Zeus at 503-10 she 
will do so in more general terms, just naming the required end (that they 
shall honour him once again) and leaving the means to his divine intuition. 

4x0 KTEIVOU£VOVS is a powerful runover-word; Akhilleus knows that they 
must suffer heavy casualties before his honour is restored, and accepts the 
possible sacrifice of friends and allies without evident distress. 

hraupcovTai from trravploicoiiai, perhaps associated with eupioxco 
(Chantraine, Did. s.v.): ' touch' , 'reach' , 'enjoy' , sometimes in an ironical 
sense as here. 

412 The result of fulfilling Akhilleus' wishes for the restoration of his 
tihi"j is to be that Agamemnon recognizes his frrq, that fatal infatuation with 
his own supposed rights that has led to all the insults and injustice and the 
consequent quarrel. Agamemnon himself will admit to & 111 at 2.111, 
where - as later in the poem also - he will blame it on Zeus. 

414 Thetis meets her son's complaints with mournful resignation, but 
concedes that he deserves something better. T{ VU CT* ?Tpe<pov alva TEKOCCTOC ; 

she asks: literally 'why did I bring you up, having given birth to you 
terribly?' (sc. in view of your evil destiny, cf. 416 and 418) - it is a kind of 
hendiadys, 'why did I bear-and-raise such an unfortunate son?' alv& 
TEKouaa is unique in Homer, but cf. 22.431 alv& naOovaa, likewise in a 
lament; the phrase may have been part of the special vocabulary of dirges. 

4x5-16 ' Would that you had been sitting among the ships without tears 
and g r i e f : S^eXXov (etc.), imperfect, and 69EA0V (etc.), aorist, express regret 
and are intensified by the addition of the particle aT6c or ¿>s, cf. e.g. 3.40 
aT6* 6<PEA€S T* &yov6s T' IjiEvai... and Chantraine, GH11, 228. The thought 
here is loosely expressed; Akhilleus' 'sitting among the ships' is solely 
because of the quarrel, and he could hardly be free from grief in such 
circumstances; had he been griefless, he would have been out there fighting 
as usual. 

416 The junction of a laa with the adverbial formula niwvOA Trep, ou 
TI u&Aa 6fjv, without a verb, is strained and difficult. Understanding ¿crri 
does not help (despite van Leeuwen, Leaf and others), since plvuvOa.. .should 
qualify a verb expressing action or duration as at 13.573, o>s.. .fynraipc 
niwv66 TTtp, ou TI pdXa 6i*)v. At 1 1 . 3 1 7 ^ &AAa piwv0a| F)picov faarrai 
f̂ Bos the meaning is equivalent to 'we shall rejoice for a short while' ; aTaa 
<&rri/?oaETat> here could not be similarly understood. What should 
really be understood is something like j^v: 'it is your destiny <to live> for 
only a short while, not at all for long'; but Greek would not permit that 
kind of omission. Otherwise we have to assume that aTaa itself contained a 
verbal idea, 'destiny of living', although its application at 418, just two 
verses below, is against that. O n iiivuvOa see also on 4.446. 
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417-18 This couplet matches its predecessor in its integral enjambment 
with runover-word, followed by a concise causal summary; the start of 
Thetis' speech is carefully composed in sentence-structure if not in detailed 
syntax. Ring-composition is obvious here: T Ú OE KOKT) ATCNR) TÉKOV in 418 
takes up the initial rhetorical question in 414 (TÍ . . . TEXOOCTCX) by way of the 
mediating afocc of 416. Akhilleus is especially ill-fated because he is both 
short-lived and unhappy. 

4x9-22 Thetis turns to the practical part of her reply: she will go to 
intercede with Zeus, while Akhilleus is to maintain his wrath (against all 
the Achaeans now, 422, not just Agamemnon) and abstain from fighting. 
On 420 aT KE TR{6R)TAI see 207n. 

423-5 The news that Zeus is away from Olumpos and will not be back 
for a further eleven days comes as something of a surprise, to the audience 
at least; Akhilleus himself offers no comment. Thetis' words at 420 had 
suggested that she would proceed directly to Olumpos, and earlier, at 22 if., 
it was clearly stated that Athene had returned from earth to join the other 
gods on Olumpos on this very day; see on 222, where I suggested a 'mild 
oral inconsistency' when the Thetis-episode came to be developed here. 
Probably the poet decides at this point, rather suddenly, to establish an 
eleven-day interval. One point of this might be to allow time for the return 
of Khruseis to her father in the episode that is to follow; although usually 
in the epic such chronological niceties are not observed, and the singer moves 
directly and without comment from one action-sequence to another, even 
if it is in a different locale; see the comments on 313-14 init. and on 430-1. 
That is the case even if the actions are in fact simultaneous. Alternatively 
it has sometimes been suggested (most recently by Macleod, Iliad XXIV 32) 
that the eleven-day interval here is planned to correspond with the 
eleven days of divine concern over Akhilleus' treatment of Hektor's body, 
at 24.23-32. That possibility may be reduced by a consideration adduced in 
493~4n* > a n d would it really have the effect, at such a distance in the text, 
of'isolating the action of the Iliad from the continuum of the Trojan War* 
as Willcock claims? Perhaps so, a little - after all, the isolation would be 
achieved by each interval separately, even if the audience did not connect 
them. Moreover the imposition of the interval of inaction would increase 
the length and perhaps also the impact of Akhilleus' wrath itself. It remains 
mildly surprising, nevertheless, that such a device should be introduced so 
suddenly and without special comment; but the fluent management of the 
gods' return home at 493f. speaks against any possibility of post-Homeric 
elaboration. 

Aristarchus (Did/A on 423^ on which see also p. 42) cited strong ancient 
authority - the Marseilles, Sinope and Cypriot texts as well as Antimachus' 
and Aristophanes' commentaries, to which Didymus added Callistratus, 
Sidonius and Ixion - for KOCT& 6anra rather than urr& 6arra in 424, in spite 
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of which the vuigate retained the latter. Similarly elsewhere he argued for 
KOTT6 rather than PRRDT when the connotation is of moving to become 
involved with something (e.g. Konri orpcrr6v at 484, Korrdc Act6v at 2.163 and 
179)- He extended his restriction of urr6 by reading in* Apunovas in 423, 
surely without justification. Didymus also implies that he read hrovTai, not 
frromro, in 424; that would be an attempt to resolve the inconsistency 
noted above by suggesting that while Zeus left yesterday, the other gods 
(including Athene) are following today. Such a complication is improbable 
in itself, and as e.g. van Leeuwen and Leaf noted, trrcoOai does not mean 
'follow at an interval'; moreover 6pa probably connotes 4in company 
(with him)' rather than merely intensifying TTAVTES. 

425-7 Thetis offsets her frustrating news of delay with some nicely 
persuasive expressions, especially in the intimately reassuring and emphati-
cally balanced TOI of 425 SCOSCK&TT) 8 I TOI CCOTIS and 426 teal T6T" ETTEITA 

TOI elpi; also in the confident spondaic repetitions of 427, Kaf piv youvAao^ai 
xai uiv TTEifeoOai 6iw, including as it does the understated 41 believe I shall 
persuade him' (after the off K£ TrUhyrai of 420, on which see 207n.). 

TTOTI X^openrts is formular, 4 X //. (always with Ai6s), 2 X Od.\ 
Chantraine (Dicl. s.v.) is doubtful whether 6w is related to Scopa or is an 
adverb of motion like -6c, then misunderstood; I greatly prefer the former 
and simpler explanation. 

429-30 Akhilleus is angry 'because of the woman', Briseis that i s -
primarily, we should understand, because of the affront to his honour. It 
is his unwillingness, 430 {Mrj ¿¿KOVTOS, not hers (cf. 348 & K O U O ' ) that is 
stressed here. 

430-8"] Odysseus delivers Khruseis to her father Khruses and, after propitiating 
Apollo with prayer and sacrifice, returns with his ship to the Achaean camp near Troy 

430-1 At 308-12 a ship was launched for Odysseus' voyage to Khruse; 
now he arrives there. Notice, once again, the ease and simplicity of the 
transition from one scene of action to another, quite different one. It is 
achieved in mid-verse here, and with no special preparation (...otCrr&p 
'06uoac0s), in contrast with e.g. 314, where ol 6 ' . . . had been prepared 
for by ol \ikv... in 312. 

432-9 This description of the ship's arrival, like that of its return home 
at 475-87, is full of'Odyssean* language; see the notes on 312 and 434 and 
the conclusions there outlined, especially that this is primarily because 
seafaring occurs often in the Odyssey but almost nowhere else in the Iliad. 
G. P. Shipp (Studies 229C) observed that the whole Khruse episode is 
grammatically 'pure' in the sense of containing few unusual forms; that is 
because it is exceptionally formular and traditional in expression, with a 
high concentration of typical scenes and motifs. 
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432 This verse recurs as Od. 16.324. bT comment that iroÀufiEVÔéos, 'of 
great depths', gives the character of harbours in a single word. That is a 
poet's or a scholar's rather than a seaman's view - although the implied 
observation about standard epithets is correct: a harbour in the genitive 
is always ' of great depths' when an epithet of this metrical value is required. 
In realistic terms a harbour needs to be neither very deep nor very shallow 
if ships are to anchor in it in safety: not so shallow that they run aground, 
but not so deep that they cannot anchor in a convenient depth - 5 or 6 
metres would do for most ancient ships. Strictly that applies to the ôpuoç, 
the place of anchorage as distinguished at 435. According to the present 
account they enter the outer harbour, take down mast and sails, and row 
to a no doubt sheltered corner which might be difficult (as A b T say, more 
pertinently this time) to reach under sail. Aristarchus' reading Éyyvç for 
èvrôç (Did/A) is therefore misconceived. 

433 lerria u£v arelAavTO, ' they gathered up the sails': the middle form 
does not recur in Homer except in the rather different 23.285, and 
Wakefield's OTÉTAAV TC ôéacxv T' is an obvious correction if one is needed. 
The Odyssey has 16.353 |lcrria TC oTéXXovTcrç and 3.1 of. loriot VTJÔS êiarjsl 
oreTAav, but the middle form may have been adopted, imprecisely no 
doubt, when the metrical context called for the extra short syllable. 

434 laTo6ÔKrj means literally 'mast-receiver', being a crutch at the 
stern onto which the mast was lowered. Zenodotus and the MSS are probably 
right with OçévTCÇ, 'letting down', against Aristarchus' êçévTcç (rather than 
àçévTEs, Did/bT and A). The whole verse recurs, not in the Odyssey this 
time (where TTpÔTovoi, forestays, happen to be mentioned only in masi-raising 
scenes, 2.425 = 15.290), but at HyAp 504, in the scene where the Cretan 
ship arrives at Krisa; 437 also occurs there (as 505), but it is also formular 
in the Odyssey (4X). The arrival-scene in the Hymn, only 5 verses in all, shares 
some of its nautical phraseology with the Odyssey, some with the Iliad here, 
and has some of its own. This suggests that there was a wide range of 
seafaring poetry on which all these poets could draw; thus 'Odyssean' 
language (see on 432-9) here does not entail direct dependence on the 
Odyssey at all points. It is worth observing that Odysseus' ship carries out 
distinct manoeuvres in its two landfalls: here at Khruse it is anchored and 
then secured with stern-lines to the shore, later at the Achaean camp (484-6) 
it will be beached and then supported upright with props. 

435 Confusion between the two processes just mentioned may indirectly 
account for the vulgate's Trpolpwaav ('drew forward' rather than trpo-
éptaoav, 'rowed forward', which is obviously correct), despite Aristarchus 
(Did/A) who cited the Argolic and Sinopic texts as well as Sosigenes in 
favour of the latter. 

435-7 These three verses recur as Od. 15.497-9; for 436 cf. also Od. 
9.137. cùvaf are anchor-stones, probably flat and so bed-like (as the Greek 
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term suggests) to minimize dragging - although many of the pierced 
anchor-stones found by underwater exploration are not notably fíat. A pair 
of anchors are evidently dropped, one from each side of the bow, and 
stern-lines from each quarter hold the ship in to the shore - a method 
of mooring still widely practised in the tideless and often steep-to 
Mediterranean. 

436-9 Initial and emphatic £K is not merely repeated, but is used for 
a third and a fourth time. The effect of this exaggerated epanaphora is 
remarkable; it is purely rhetorical, to convey urgency, speed and orderly 
progress rather than the idea o f ' o u t ' itself; there is no real connexion 
between throwing out anchors and taking themselves, the cattle and the girl 
out of the ship. The figure works better, perhaps, in its regular two-verse 
form (as it would in 436f. taken by themselves) than in exaggerated 
applications as here; although the threefold version at 2 . 3 8 2 - 4 succeeds 
because of the genuine semantic force of the repeated EO. 

437 This verse, but with Pnpcv for 0aTvov, is found 4X in the Odyssey; 
here the imperfect ftalvov is unnatural, but the provision of an aorist, e.g. 
fWtv, would require a kind of remodelling which was evidently not 
considered worthwhile. 

440-1 The preceding four verses have been structurally similar, both 
through their initial be and because of their twofold pattern; the last of them, 
439, also provides a certain contrast and climax through its heavily spondaic 
rhythm. Now the mood changes as the men proceed rapidly to hand back 
the girl and begin the sacrifice, and urgency and excitement are well 
expressed in this striking pair of rising threefolders. 

442-5 Odysseus' words are compact and to the point; as often the 
concluding verse is more relaxed (lacking as it does internal breaks, in 
contrast with its three predecessors) and discursive. Aristarchus (Arn/A) 
athetized 444 as grammatically superfluous, which is true but irrelevant. 

446 Another rising threefolder, matching 441 not only in this respect 
but also in its identical central element ¿v X^PD TÍOEI. The verse is formular 
in itself ( 3 X //., if the slight variant at 2 3 . 5 6 5 is included, of handing over 
prizes at the funeral games in book 23, and ix Od.); but the central element 
is the basis of the system and occurs independently (3X//., including XEÍptaai 
for xEP°'. 4* Od.). The poet forgoes any attempt to put the priest's 
presumably mixed feelings into words, and concentrates on his joy at 
receiving his daughter back. 

447-68 This description of animal sacrifice is a 'typical scene' with 
many standard verses. The language is fluent and clear with a number of 
technical ritual terms; it is not noticeably archaic, except conceivably in 
the rarity of integral enjambment (only at 4 6 2 / 3 ) and the regularity of 
verse-pattern (although there are rising threefolders at 464 and 466). This 
is the fullest description in the Iliad of this fundamental ritual act 
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(Agamemnon's sacrifice and prayer for victory at 2.41 off. being similar but 
lacking some details), onlv surpassed by Nestor's elaborate sacrifice on the 
sea-shore near Pulos at Od. 4.32iff. For further description and summary 
of the not wholly consistent Homeric evidence see my discussion in Entretiens 
Hardt x x v n (Vandoeuvres-Genfcves 1981) 62-8, and especially the com-
parative table of detailed actions on p. 64. 

T h e main points of the present description arc as follows. First the cattle 
comprising the hecatomb (on which see 6511.) are stationed round the altar 
(447f.; no doubt in as regular a fashion, l^eirjs? as could be achieved quicklv, 
coxa); the circle is sacred, and at 2.410 the sacrificers themselves surround 
the single victim. They purify themselves symbolically by washing their 
hands (449 - someone would have brought a bowl of water for that as at 
Od. 3-44of. - then take up the ouAoxCnrai, barley-groats that were to be 
scattered over the \ictims, obviously from a basket which is specifically 
mentioned at Od. 3.442; as they hold the grain the prayer is spoken (see 
on 451-6) . At 458 they throw the grain ' forward' , -irpop&XovTo, onto the 
victims (rather than the altar as b T suggest), then draw back (au£pucrav) 
the victims' heads so as to expose their necks and turn them toward the sky 
(459). They slaughter and skin them (still 459), then cur out the thigh-bones 
and wrap them in fat (460 Kvicrty ¿KdAuvfav), making two folds - that is, a 
kind of sandwich with the bones in the middle (461 B n n v x « ) . Then they 
put on bits of raw meat (461 cbpoBeTnoav) which, as we learn from Od. 
14.427^ were taken from all the limbs so as to symbolize the offering of the 
whole animal (so A b T ) . T h e n Khruses the priest burns them on a wooden 
spit and pours a libation of wine over them (462^. W hen the god's portion 
has been consumed by fire they all eat the innards (oTrAdryxva, 464), which, 
as 2.426 shows, have been roasted meanwhile; then they carve up, 
uiorvAAov, the rest of the carcase(s) and roast the pieces on five-pronged 
forks (465, where the ¿peAot, spits, are presumably the miJTrcbpoAa of 
463 = Od. 3.460); they withdraw, Ipuaavro, the pieces when cooked and 
prepare the feast (466f.). By this point the secular meal is under way and 
the sacrificial ritual in the strict sense has been completed. 

A few ritual actions have been omitted in this particular passage ^as at 
2.4ioff.) but occur elsewhere in Homer: gilding the victim's horns (as at 
Od. 3.436-8), paralysing it with an axe-blow, accompanied where appio-
priate by the ritual female shriek, before slitting its throat (Od. 3.449^)» 
cutting hair from its head (//. 3.273) and throwing this on the hre (Od. 
3.446, 14.442). Some of these further actions belong to any formal sacrifice 
but happen not to be mentioned in our passage, or in other particular 
versions of the typical scene; others belong to especially elaborate and 
peacetime circumstances (notably Nestor's sacrifice in Od. 3) or to a special 
application like the oath-sacrifice at II. 3.268ff. 

451-6 Khruses' prayer reverses his earlier one at 37-42 in which he 
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called on Apollo to punish the Achaeans. The invocation in the opening 
two verses is identical in each case, as might be expected; the next three 
verses, setting out his special claim on the god's attention, differ - here it 
is that Apollo had granted Khruses' previous prayer and so should also grant 
the present one (453 -5). FinalK in each case the request itself is confined 
to a succinct closing verse; here, that the plague should be ended. 

In 454 Ttpr^oas is rightly so accented, i.e. as main verb and not as 
participle, because of the pfev...hi balance of the verse as a whole. 

458—69 These verses recur in the description of Agamemnon's sacrifice 
and feast for the chieftains at 2 . 4 2 1 - 3 2 (see on 4 4 7 - 6 8 for the1 typical scene' 
of sacrifice and preparation of a meal) - all except for 462^ for which the 
book 2 version has a different pair of verses and which recur, on the other 
hand, in the description of Nestor's sacrifice as Od. 3.459^ For the reasons 
for this switch, see the next comment. 

4 6 2 - 3 The version represented by book 2 is departed from at this point, 
probably for two reasons: (i) if the sacrifice is being performed by a priest, 
or by a king in his priestly function, then the main act of offering should 
be performed by him and not (as elsewhere on less official occasions) by the 
participants at large. Thus Nestor in Od. 3 personally burns the fat-encased 
thigh-bones and also pours a libation, and Khruses must do the same here; 
Agamemnon in II. 2 leaves the burning of the sacred portion, like that of 
the secular portions that follow, to the others, (ii) The Odyssey version has 
the additional slight advantage of referring to the sacrificer as old, y£pcov, 
suitable both to Nestor and to Khruses here. The distinction of the two 
versions is a fine one, from which it might be inferred, not that the whole 
scene is a carelessly-organised cento of formular verses and motifs (as Leaf 
and others have thought), but that it shows signs of careful adjustment to 
particular circumstances; but see also on 470-1. 

467-8 = 2.403f., 7 3i9f. (also 2X Od.r with trivial variations). In 
addition 4 6 8 recurs alone at 6 0 2 and 2 3 . 5 6 . 

469 An even commoner verse than its predecessors, since it applies to 
any meal, not just to one following a sacrifice (7X //., 14X Od.). 

470-1 The young men £Tr«rrfr|/avTO, 'crowned', that is, filled to the 
brim, the mixing-bowls vwhich were used for mixing the wine with water 
in the usual Greek manner). They then distributed the mixture to all 
present, making a ritual beginning ,hrap^apcvoi) with a few drop» in each 
cup for a libation, after which the cup would be filled for ordinary drinking; 
cf. 9 . 1 7 6 and Od. 3 . 3 4 0 - 2 , also 2 1 . 2 7 i f . It is odd that this is done when they 
have already been drinking, as in 469, and it is possible that these two verses, 
which were part of the formular stock of descriptions of various moments 
in this whole typical scene of eating and drinking, were incorrectly applied 
here, cither by the monumental poet or by a subsequent elaborator; they 
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arc of course inorganic. Duntzer went so far as to omit the whole of 4 6 9 - 7 4 , 

which was certainly excessive; see on 474. 
473 TTcnriova here is the song, the1 paean 1 , not the nameof the healer-god 

Paian who was equated with Apollo (so Aristarchus (Arn/A), who also 
noted that icaXov is adverbial with ¿Ei6ovT£$). T h e epic and Ionic form 
rfaii'ioov and the contracted Doric and tragic riaiav, also Lesbian n&cov, are 
based on earlier rfatApoov, cf. the Mycenaean dativepa-ja-wo-nt (Chantraine, 
Diets.v. -rraidv, with references). T h e etymology of the divinity (which 
resembles "laifJovEs in its termination) is obscure; he gave his name to the 
particular shout or song of praise addressed to him by his worshippers 
(rather than vice versa as with "IOKXOS as a name for Dionusos; but cf. 
Burkert, Griechische Religion 127), probably by way of the invocation Mr) 
fTaia.'f Jcov; his Cretan priests sing the lepaieon for Apollo, iTyrrarfiov* 
cretBov, at HyAp 5 1 7 . Here and at 2 2 . 3 9 ^ . it is a song of rejoicing; in the 
latter Apollo is not mentioned, but here the rejoicing is clcarly coupled with 
praise of the god. It is also accompanied by dance in the noXirrj; compare 
the processional h\mn led by Apollo himself in the H mn to Xpollo passage 

474 Here Aristarchus athctized (Arn/A) on emirelv inadequate grounds 
(repetition of the idea of jioXTtrj, 4 7 2 , in USXTTOVTES, and of the god in 
€Kot£pyov); Leaf commented on 471) that the participles in 473 and 474 
separated by KoOpoi 'Axoticov 'are awkward' , although this s ems, rather, 
a case of typically Homeric cumulation. 

4 7 5 - 8 7 T h e return home of Odysseus and his crew: they sleep on the 
beach in readiness for an early start, sail at dawn with a favourable wind, 
then draw up the ship on shore on arrival back at the Achaean camp. Here 
too, and not unexpectedly, there is much phraseology of Odyssean type. 

475 The verse occurs 6x Od. (and twice more with trivial variations^ 
not exactly elsewhere in //., but 4X similarly, especially Svfl T* ^eXiosxcri brl 
Kvt(pa$ tepdv 1X613 (3X). 

4 7 6 Almost identical with Od. 1 2 . 3 2 ; b T commcnt that they slept by 
the stern-lines so that they would know from the ship's movement if a 
favourable breeze sprang up - almost an excess of nautical realism, this 
^were they using the taut lines as pillows?). T h e point surely is that they 
were as close to the ship's stern as possible, ready for boarding at first light. 

4 7 7 A familiar verse in the Odyssey, 2 0 X as opposed to only 2 X //., here 
arid at 2 4 . 7 8 8 <with (£)<pctvT] £o6o5cocivXos 'Hcos twice elsewhere and one 
further variant;. Book 24 likewise has much phraseologv in common with 
the Odyssey, and for a similar reason: that part of its content is Odyssean, 
rather than typically lliadic, in character. There are of course many more 
individual dawns to be noted in the later poem (see also on 2 . 4 8 - 9 ) . 

Macleod, Iliad XXIV 47, noted that dawns tended to be mere time-markers 
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there, whereas they often serve special purposes in the Iliad. His further claim 
(p. 32) that the present verse and 24.788 are significantly related because 
they follow events involving Khruseis and Hcktor who had * aroused such 
damaging passions in Achilles' is harder to support. 

M L. West has a good note on £O5O86KTVAOS at Hesiod, Erga 610, 
pointing out that it might refer either to a pattern of rays like spread fingers 
or to a 'single sliver of red light at the horizon', cf. Alcaeus frag. 346.1 L - P . 

479 T h e favourable breeze TKMEVOV ovpov not elsewhere II. but 4X CM., 
again presumably becausc of the frequency of sca-journcys there) is a 
conclusive sign that the propitiation of the god f472 IA6CTKOVTO) has been 
successful; Homer has no need to sav that the plague ceases forthwith. 
iKpEvov is probably connected with hevfopen (so Chantraine, Diet.), and is 
a breeze that goes with them, rather than making them arrive; the 
D-scholium in A is correct here against the cxegctical one in \ b T , which 
absurdly connects the term with 1k|JL6S. 

481-3 =« Od. 2.427-9 (except for the light variant iTrptjaev 6* &v«ji05; 
the IfauTs iv 6* ¿rvtpos 7rpf>acv is better). 

483 8tcrnp?|oaouaat *£Aeu6ov is formular, cf. Od. 2.213 and 425: 
'accomplishes it* course', with traces of the derivation of TTpaaaco from 
TTepaco, 'pass over' . 

484 O n Kcrrd see 423 -¿n., second paragraph. 
485-6 They draw up the ship on the beach (485 «* Od. 16.325, cf. 359) 

and fix (literally 'strctch') tall props, obviomly of wood, against it to hold 

it upright. Verse 486 is not an Odys&ean one but recur* at HyAp 507 (its 
predecessor 485 being close to HyAp 488, see on 434). Once again this 
suggests the existence of a body of technical ship-poetry on which the Odyssey 
draws frequcntlv, the Iliad and even the longer Hvmns occasionally. That 
the Achaean ships were shored up with ippcrTa is mentioned elsewhere only 
at 2.154. 

487 They disperse without reporting to A amemnon, which might have 
been dramatically something of an anticlimax vin the narrative, that is, not 
in life); b T comment that the plague must have ended, and that in itself 
would show the success of their mission. 

488-92 Akhilleus m nwhile has withdrawn Jrom the fighting and stays in anger 

by the ships 

488-92 Zenodotus athetized these five verses ( A m / A ) , omit tin ^91 
altogether. But the glimpse of Akhilleus putting his wrath into action (or 
frustrated inaction, rather) is a necessary reminder after the voyag -
to-Khrusc interlude and before the Ion Ncrnc on Olumpos which now 
follow.v 
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488-9 The language of Thetis' instruction at 42if., A AAA c v uh> vOv 
vrjvcri TTapfiptvos ¿MarrrApoien | iif)vi' 'AxaioTcriv, is adjusted as necessary to 
the narrative context. For TTriAfjos vl6s compare nt)Af)os ull, similarly 
positioned, at 1 6 . 2 1 , 1 9 . 2 1 6 . 

490 Kv8idv€ipctv is found elsewhere only in the formula pAxrjv Ava 
Ku6iAv£ipav (etc.) (8x //., not Od.); for the present adaptation b T compare 
9 . 4 4 0 ^ , where the conjunction of war and assembly also occurs, with the 
latter as 'where men are very conspicuous', ApiTrpenifs-

492 After the formal balance of the OVTE. . .oOre verses preceding, this 
concluding verse stands out not, as often, by a difference in verse-rhythm 
or type of enjambment (progressive here as in its predecessor) but by 
developing the pathetic phrase 'eating his heart out' in the second part of 
491 into an almost paradoxical deep longing (TTOO&OTKE) for the turmoil of war. 

¿93-611 Thetis goes to %eus on Olumpos; he reluctantly grants her request, which 
causes htm to be upbraided by Here. Hephaistos mediates and the evening ends in feasting 
and music 

493-61 x This scene on Olumpos has three phases of roughly equal length: 
(1) Thetis supplicates Zeus (493-533); (2) Zeus and Here quarrel ( 5 3 3 - 6 9 ) ; 

(3) Hephaistos re-establishes harmony (570-611). 
493-4 The gods return from their visit to the Aithiopes, cf. 4 2 3 - 5 and 

comment. These two verses (of which 4 9 3 = 2 4 . 3 1 , see on 4 7 7 ) are 
emphatically related by their initial cola, A A A * 6TC and nod T6TE 8TJ, and 
are strongly formular in their components. The time-interval is conven-
tionally expressed; fjebs occurs 27X //., 15X at the verse-end as here (as 
against 40X and 35X Od.). Eleven-day intervals are convenient because of 
the formula-system developed around 8UCO8EKATT) y£vcr* *Hcb$| and |f)5c 
BUCOSEKATT). . .and so on. There are not one but two such intervals in 
book 24: Akhilleus defiles Hektor's body for eleven days (31) (i.e. it lies for 
eleven nights in Akhilleus' hut ( 4 1 3 ) ) , and an eleven-day truce for its burial 
is envisaged by Priam ( 6 6 7 ) . These intervals, both closely concerned with 
the treatment of Hektor's bod\, might be deliberately similar (which is not 
discussed by Macleod in his commentary); that reduces, if anything, the 
likelihood of an intentional connexion between this eleven-day divine 
absence in book 1 and one particular member of the pair of interrelated 
intervals of book 2 4 ; see on 4 2 3 - 5 . Different intervals are also possible, for 
example nine- and ten-day ones as at e.g. 21.155c, 2 4 . 1 0 7 ^ , 6 . 1 7 5 -

sometimes with similar wording based on ¿VSEKATT), BEKATTJ in place of 
SUCOSEKATH e t c . 

495 An effective half-verse cumulation, leading from the resumptive 
and almost otiose TTAVTES A Y A to the more pointed ZEOS 8* he in turn 
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generates the contrasting Thetis and so introduces the scene between them 
which follows. 

496 T h e complicated pattern of cumulation and enjambment continues. 
This verse with its predecessor 495 is packed with meaning, entailing 
internal stops, as against the almost frigid balance and flow of the preceding 
pair, 493f- For ¿rve6uo£To xOpa 8aA6ocrrjs compare Thetis' earlier emergence 
at 359, ¿tv£5v TroAifis 1)(n' ¿pix^Tl, where the genitive 'out of the sea' 
is more to be expected than the accusative here. The latter is more appro-
priate with the other meaning of the verb, 'draw back from', as in e.g. 
1 3 . 2 2 5 <5cv8urrai TT6XEPOV, where the sense of the preverb is different. Van 
Herwerden conjectured Ibipqxx for tcupa which is a bare possibility, although 
¿>ip9a does not fall into this position in the verse in its 13 other Iliadic 
occurrences, whereas KOpa 8aA6crcrr)s| occurs 3X elsewhere in the poem. 

497 fjEpir): 'like mist', or 'early in the morning'? The first is tempting 
because of 359 r\irr' 6pixArj> but must be rejected because Here will shortly 
tell Zeus at 557 that Thetis fapiT) y&p aoi ye TrapijETo, and she can hardly 
have been mist-like when she sat down. Moreover f)tpioi must mean 'early 
in the morning' or something similar when applied to the Kikones at Od. 
9.52. Chantraine, Diet, s.v., distinguishes two words, one connected with 
6r)p and the other with f̂ pi as in f|piy£vtia, 'early-born', and opts for the 
second here. 

Thetis 'ascended the great sky', according to Aristarchus (Arn/A), 
because the peaks of Olumpos were above the clouds. 

498-9 Zeus is apart from the other gods to emphasize his independence 
and superiority as well as to make it easy for Thetis to approach him. He 
is seated at the highest point of Olumpos, presumably on a throne in his 
sanctuary there. He is tvpuoua, 'loud-sounding' (from povf/ = 'voice') not 
'far-seeing* (cf. 6trcoira), as is appropriate to the god of thunder. 

5 0 0 - 1 These are standard gestures of supplication (see on 5 1 2 - 1 3 ) , 

graphically described - 'as in a picture', bT. She grasps his chin Cnr', from 
below. 

502 Ata Kpovicova ¿rvenara: the titles present Zeus in his most august 
aspect. 

5 0 3 - 1 0 Thetis* prayer proceeds as quickly as possible to a relatively full 
statement of the request and the circumstances causing it; title and sanction 
are less conspicuously dealt with than in e.g. Khruses' prayers to Apollo at 
3 7 - 4 2 and 4 5 1 - 6 , for Thetis is a goddess herself. 

505 Nauck's uUa poi "ripriaov would neatly avoid the hiatus of pot ul6v, 
if that is found offensive; see also on 5 3 2 - 3 . T h e superlative followed by 
AXAcov is idiomatic, cf. 6 . 2 9 5 , 23-532» ^ 5- i o 5- Chantraine (GH n, 6 0 ) 

debates whether the genitive is partitive or ablatival, i.e. * in distinction from 
others'; but fiAAcov, because of its separative meaning, must surely be the 
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latter, as against TTAVTCOV etc. in similar constructions, which are partitive. 
On Akhilleus as cbKunopcbTcrros see on 3 5 2 - 3 . 

507 See on 356, an identical verse. 
509 4 And set domination upon the Trojans [i.e. make them dominant] 

until such time as. . . ' 
511—12 Zeus responds to her prayer with a long and dramatic silence... 
512-13 . . .during which Thetis does not relax her hold upon his knees: 

'as she had clasped [literall). touched] them, so did she hold on to them, 
clinging to them'. ¿UTr^puvia is from £p<pOvai, literally 'grow into'; compare 
the formula of supplication and address, tv 6" &pa ol <pu xE,pl 
T* 1900-" IK T* 6 V 6 P A 3 £ ( 5 X / / . , 4 X Od.). Grasping the knees and touching 
the chin, as at soof., are the two main ritual gestures of supplication, 
supplemented where possible by kissing the knees or hands. Thus at 8 . 3 7 0 - 2 

Thetis here will be reported as having kissed Zeus's knees and grasped his 
chin in supplication; at io.454f. Dolon is trying to touch Diomedes* chin 
just before he is cut down; at 2 1 . 6 7 - 7 5 Lukaon clutches Akhilleus' knees 
with one hand, his spear with the other, as he asks him to show reverence 
(al5o>s) and pity to him as a suppliant; and at 2 4 . 4 7 7 - 9 Priam grasps 
Akhilleus' knees and kisses his hands. A certain amount of flexibility is 
allowed, according to the posture, behaviour and exact status (e.g. threaten-
ing immediate violence or not) of the person supplicated; knees and chin 
are important places to touch since they symbolize special concentrations 
of that person's life-force and power, and physical contact is in any case 
essential - as also, for example, with a deity's altar when the appeal is less 
direct. See further J. P. Gould, JHS 9 3 ( 1 9 7 3 ) 74ff., and J. B. Hainsworth 
in Odissea n, 196. 

514-16 She reinforces her supplication not, as might be expected, by 
setting out the particular Epyov (504) that according to Akhilleus, at least, 
would constitute her claim to a counter-benefit from Zeus - that is, her 
having got Briareos to protect him ( 3 9 6 - 4 0 6 ) ; but rather by dwelling in 
general terms on how he must despise her if he does not definitely accede 
to her request. This might be relevant to the status of the Briareos episode, 
on which see 3 9 6 - 4 0 6 ^ 

These three verses are carefully balanced, 514 and 516 being two/fourfold 
and end-stopped, and the intervening 515 three/fourfold, internally punc-
tuated and leading into its successor by fluent integral enjambment. 

514 She requires not merely a breaking of the silence with some possibly 
non-committal reply, but a direct promise confirmed by a positive gesture - a 
telling hint of the awesome oath that is to follow. 

515 trrd oO TOI Em 8k>s: the meaning is 'since you can do as you like 
and need have no fear of anyone'. 

518-19 Aristarchus (Did/A) was certainly wrong to read "Hpn in the 
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nominative, but the syntax remains puzzling: 'Destructive work indeed, 
your inciting me to enter into hostilities with Here, whenever she provokes 
me with insulting words.' The difficultv lies with irr' &v, 'whenever ' ; Thetis 
is only inciting him on this one occasion, therefore the indefinite construction 
is out of place. T h e underlying meaning is probably intended to be that 
whenever Here provokes and insults him, it is because someone like Thetis 
has first incited him. A loose combination of formular elements is the likeliest 
culprit, rather than textual corruption as van Lceuwen suspected. 
£X©o8oTrf|CTai occurs only here, although found in Attic, 
presumably formed like e.g. AXAoScrrros. 

520 Kai airrcos: 'even as it is* (Leaf). 
522 ¿rrrocnrixc: aorist imperative of drrrooTeixco (ax 0d.t not otherwise 

//., but the simple form crrrixw occurs 4X //.); it has a distinctly colloquial 
ring, 'march off home', 'be off with you' . 

5 2 2 - 3 T h e verse-end cola correspond in rhythm and partly in sound, 
fypa TcX&raco : cxppa TrcTroKH .̂ T h e latter is a simple purpose-clause 
(Chantraine, GH 11, 266), the former a completive clause also expressing 
purpose (ibid. 2 9 7 ) , as in 6 . 3 6 1 6uu6$ ¿Trioovrai ¿(pp* ¿Trapuvoo. 'These 
things shall be my concern, for me to bring them to accomplishment.* 

525—7 A rhythmically varied trio of verses after the repetitive adonic 
clausulae (i.e. after strong bucolic diaereses* of the three preceding ones. 
Verse 525 is twofold but leads into violent enjambment (violent, because 
it separates adjacent epithet and noun) with the single runover-word, 
presumably to place heavy emphasis on lixpcop. It is followed by mildly 
progressive enjambment and half-verse cumulation from 526 to 527, where 
0 O 6 * ¿TTEACOTTJTOV is not so much plethoric as legalistic in its logical com-
pleteness: 'this is an affirmation which is irrevocable, truthful and certain 
of fulfilment'. It is tempting to read ipol for ipov in 526; the latter is 
intelligible ( 'my <word>*; hardly ' m y Tcxpcop', exactly, after ££ tpE&ev in 
525) but not very precise, since it is only on special occasions like this that 
Zeus's decisions are irrevocable. T&pcop itself is an old word for TR£pas,' goal * 
or ' e n d ' , according to Aristotle; *a fixed mark or boundary' , LSJ; here it 
is rather the determination of a resolve (see also Chantraine, Diet. s.v. Ttxuap). 
T h e nodding of the head as a normal sign of assent or approval is elevated 
by Zeus into an irreversible ritual commitment. 

5 2 8 - 3 0 T h e solemn affirmation is described in Homer's grandest style, 
aided by the use of splendid and sonorous words and phrases - Kvavfrjatv, 
&uPp6cnai, frrcppcbaavTo, Kpcrrds <5rrr* AOOCV&TOIO. 

5 2 8 T h e verse recurs at 1 7 . 2 0 9 , where Zeus, this time in private, nods 
to confirm his resolve about Patroklos. There is no difference in implication 
between tmvsvco here (in tmesis) and Kcrravcvco at 527; he nods his head 
forward, including his dark brow - tarovos is a kind of enamel shown by later 
references to be dark blue, but at 2 4 . 9 4 KUAVCOS clearly means blue-black since 
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nothing can be blacker than it. Zeus's brows are blue-black presumably 
because they are shaded by, but also reflect, his hair, the 'ambrosial locks'. 
It seems to me unlikely that, as Willcock suggests ad loc. in the tradition of 
nineteenth-century nature-myth addicts (cf. e.g. my The Nature of Creek 
Myths (Harmondsworth 1974) 43O, the description here is bas d on 
thunder-cloud imagery. 

529-30 ' T h e lord's ambrosial [that is, divine] locks forreppcoacnrro, 
moved quickly forward, from his immortal head ' ; ^coopon is an epic verb 
meaning' rush on' , as for example at 11.50. According to A b T the ' swiftness 
of the syllables' of presumably the reduplication ofsX-, evoke the 
shaking of the mountain and the swiftness of the movement; more 
important, perhaps, is the observation that these verses inspired Pheidias 
in the design of his great statue of Zeus at Olumpia. There is a reduced 
version of the episode at 8.199, where Here shakes on her throne and causes 
great Olumpos to tremble, and it may be that what is to be understood as 
agitating Olumpos here - if one is to insist on some specific physical cause 
for what is primarily intended as a metaphorical effect - is Zeus moving in 
his throne rather than the act of nodding his head. 

532-3 Objection has been taken to the hiatus both of &Aa SXTO (532) 
and of St fcov (533). T h e former is not a serious difficulty, since hiatus at 
the end of the first foot, although not common, is not especially rare either. 
In this case some sense may have been retained of the initial sigma concealed 
in fiAXopai, *I leap', cf. Latin salio, of which &ATO is the athematic aorist 
with psilosis, cf. Chantraine, GH1,383. T h e latter instance is more surprising 
(although hardly * inexcusable \ Leaf) ; it might even be correct - after all, 
no one in antiquity took exception to it; although emendations like 
Brandreth's Zeus 6* ft 6v irpds Swpa have the added advantage of removing 
a slightly inelegant zeugma (Thetis leapt into the sea, Zeus into his palace). 

533-4 T h e other gods' respect - fear, almost - for Zeus is shown by their 
rising to their feet when he enters his house where they have been waiting; 
compare their rising to Here at 15.84-6. This became 1 common motif in 
the hymnodic tradition, and is almost parodied in the divine terror at 
Apollo's approach in HyAp 2-4. ouS£ TIS ETAT)| is a formula (8x II.), closely 
paralleled, with UETVOI frrepx^HEVOV following, when Hektor fears Akhilleus 
at 22.25if. 

536 The bouncing rhythm is caused not so much by uninterrupted 
dactyls as by the trochaic word-breaks in the second and third feet; it is 
a faintly undesirable accident, unrelated to meaning. 

537 IBoOcra shows that Here saw something suspicious in his manner 
despite all the precautions, and the double negative oOBc.. .fjyvoirjatv 
confirms the indirectness of the scene. 

539 KcpTopioiai, 'with jeers': a syncopated expression, 2X Od., for 
«p-roulois trrfeaoi (etc.) as at 4.6, 5.419, Od. 24.240; cf. on pfiAixfoioiv at 
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4.256, although perhaps we should read KEp-ropiaiai after KfpTopias at 
20.202 = 433 and Od. 20.263. The etymology of the word is in any case 
unknown. 

5 4 0 - 3 The goddess's jeers (539) are overtly confined to the term 
6oAonf|Ta. 'deviser of deceit '; the rest of her remarks suggest no more than 
pained surprise and a degree of hypocrisy. It is a wonderfully devious little 
speech: she knows perfectly well who has been with Zeus, and will say so 
at 555-7. She also manages to imply, with no justification, that Zeus ought 
not to make decisions, SIKC^EUEV, on his own, and that his never willingly 
telling her of his intentions ainountv to some kind of failure on his part, 
ouBe.. .T£TAT}KOS. b T commented that 'wives are angry if their husbands 
do not tell them everything'; part of Homer's characterization of Here is 
indeed that of an interfering wife, but her passionate support for the 
Achaeans, combined with Zeus's regard for Hektor, requires her to be 
constantly alert. 

5 4 4 Zeus is TTCRRF)p dv6pcbv TE 6EWV TE 12X //., 3X Od. (a considerable 
but not necessarily significant difference of vocabulary-preference between 
the two poems). It is the regular way of describing him after rfyv (etc.) 8' 
flpeipEr' fTTEiTa; but the choice of this particular formula of address as 
against that represented in 560, for example, is especially suitable here, 
stressing as it does his august and autocratic side against Here's insinuation 
that he is just an ordinary husband.4 Father of men and gods' is more than 
just a 'polar* expression (cf. on 548), and marks his pre-eminence over 
everything divine and human. T h e listing of various offspring of both 
classes, as is done by A b T , is beside the point; his ' fatherhood' is no more 
literally meant than ' O u r Father, which art in heaven'. 

545—50 Zeus replies in the same apparently calm style, insisting on his 
power of private decision; his conclusion is distinguished by the rising 
threefolder 549. 

5 4 6 The Ionic future EIB^OEIV occurs 2X Od. /as well as in Herodotus), 
although «larrai as in 548 is commoner. 

548 'None of gods. . .or men' is a true polar expression; that i», wholly 
rhetorical, since there is no likelihood of men being involved - compare 
Heraclitus frag. 30, K6CTHOV T6V5E. . .OOTE TIS OEOOV OOTE drvdpcoTroov ¿rroi-
ricrev..., and Xenophanes frag. 2 3 . 1 , ETS 8E6S EV TE 0eoTai KA\ <5cv6p<b7ro»oi 
ueyicrTos. 

551 Pocbxris trbtvia "Hprj: 14X //., not Od. (where Here occurs only three 
times in the nominative). It is customary to say that poamis (which, 
however, is also applied to a mortal woman, Phulomcdousa, at 7. to) may-
be a relic of a time when Here was envisaged as theriomorphic. That seems 
doubtful, especially since no properly theriomorphic stage can be traced in 
Greek or pre-Greek religion. Athene is similarly and quite regularly 
'owl-eyed' - or 'blue-grey-eyed', since yAcrvx- can mean either. T h e owl 
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is her special attribute, just as the cow is associated with Here (for example 
through lo j , but 'blue-grey-eyed1 might nevertheless be the intended 
meaning, and 'with placid gaze' , like that of a cow, that in Here's case. 

552-9 The game of half-truths continues: Here, after expressing in-
dignation at the idea that she has ever been unduly inquisitive, decides 
the time has come to reveal much of what she knows - not only that Thetis 
has entreated Zeus early that morning (on fjepir) see 497n.), but also, as a 
strong suspicion .ó'í'co, 558), exactly what he has pledged. 

552 Here has occasion to address Zeus in these terms no less than six 
times in the poem; no other deity uould address him so strongly (although 
Menelaos calls him 'most destructive* of gods at 3 . 3 6 5 ) - alvÓTcrrc is not 
used elsewhere, except that Iris calls Athene alvoTárrj at 8 . 4 2 3 , where she 
also calls her a bitch. T h e verse-end formula p06ov ÍEITTES (etc.) is in itself 
quite common, 32X // . 

5 5 3 - 4 T h e indignation is cleverly maintained in the assertive long 
syllables of teal Afrjv, the careful placing of at and y", and the rhetorical 
redundance (reinforced by oCnrc.. .OVTE of EÍpoyai and urraXAcó. Verse 5 5 4 

almost mocks Zeus's complete freedom to make up his own mind; &AA& 
UÓA' «OktjAos is phonetically emphatic with aAA-, -aX-, -rjA-, and 9p&3Eai 
a a o a 8ÉAi]crt>a with -a j- , -aacr-, -rjo6-: 'but in full freedom work out just 
whatever you wish', a ! k' éStXrjcrBa (etc.) occurs 6x II. at the verse-end, but 
generally these two verses are non-formular, and seem carefully shaped for 
the context. 

5 5 7 On fjcpÍT) see 4 9 7 1 1 . 

5 5 8 - 9 Once again the conclusion of a short speech is marked by a 
different verse-pattern: in this case, strong enjambment with emphatic 
runover-word after a sequence of end-stopped or lightly enjambed verses 
that suggested something of Here's self-imposed calm. 

561-7 Zeus's reply is less relaxed; a passionate firmness is conveyed by 
the interrupted verses, closed off by the continuous flow of s66f. at the end. 

561 Saipovlrj expresses affectionate remonstrance here, as it does when 
Andromakhe and Hektor use the term to address each other at 6 . 4 0 7 and 
486; often it implies a stronger rebuke, as at 4.31. Derivation from Scdpoov 
is obvious, but the precise development of different nuances of meaning, as 
with many colloquialisms, is not. aid piv óítai, 'you are for ever making 
suppositions', takes up óíco in 558. 

564 After the thinly-veiled threat of 562^ here is a lofty and evasive 
concession that her suspicions are well-founded: ' i f the situation is as 
you say, then it must be because I wish it so' ( 'you may be sure it is my 
good pleasure*, Leaf) ; compare 2 . 1 1 6 , a more straightforward use of 
péAAei... «píAov cTvcn. 

5 6 6 - 7 Finally comes the direct threat of unpreventable physical violence 
(see on 399), developed by Hephaistos in what follows lóv6" in 567 
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represents loirra, although one might expect a genitive absolute, 16VTOS, 
rather (so Aristarchus, Arn/A): 'lest none of them can help you when I 
come closer to you', the last words being a nice piece of understatement. 

5 6 8 - 7 2 The colometry of these verses is discussed on p. 2 3 . 

569 Kai £>* dadovoa Ko9r̂ <rro: the formula is simply and neatly adapted 
from 565. 

571 Hephaistos plays a major role, from here to 600, in restoring divine 
harmony. That could have been concisely stated in two or three verses, but 
the singer clearly wishes to elaborate the motif of 7eus*s supremacy and 
concealed violence, as well as the character of the pacific Hephaistos himself. 

573 Hephaistos begins with the same words as Zeus had used at 518, 
f j 6fi Aoiyia fpya. 

574 A rising threefolder, in which a<jxb (4X //., cf. vtb ax //.), which was 
later the Attic form, should perhaps be aqxJ/ ^for 0 9 0 0 1 ) : Chantraine, GH 
1, 266. Quarrelling because of mortals must have been particularly galling 
to those gods who were not deeply committed on either side; and Hephaistos 
was devoted to pleasant living, see also 579. 

5 7 8 - 9 On the colometry, and the adaptation of 5 7 8 and 5 7 2 , see also 
pp. 23f. In 579 cruv goes with T a p a ^ not fjulv. 

578 Another rising threefolder, with light formular variation of 572: 

572 nrjTpi 9(̂ 13 £rrl fjpa 9£poov 
578 Trcrrpi 91'Acp tiri fjpa ^peiv 

both being developed out of simpler formular elements: priTpl and ironrpi 
are often 'dear' , as in the rather similar rising threefolders 

441 TTcrrpi 9iXcp §v X^P01 Ti8fi, xat piv TrpoafeEiTTc(v) 
5 8 5 pr|Tpi 91X13 tv xEPa* "riftei... (see on 5 8 4 - 5 ) 

and other traces of an fyxx 9ipovrts (etc.) system are found elsewhere ( ix 
//., 3X 0</.). The etymology of fjpa is debated, but it is perhaps related to 
Old Icelandic voevr, 'friendly': so Frisk. 

580-1 The incomplete conditional statement can be treated either as 
an aposiopesis or more probably, with Leaf, as a form of exclamation: 
'Suppose he should wish. . . i <He would be able to) , for he is much the 
strongest.* 

582 KoO&rrrEotiai is also used of engaging someone with hostile words, 
not'gentle'ones as here; so at 1 5 . 1 2 7 and (without bnk&crm) 1 6 . 4 2 1 . Itdoes 
not of itself imply ho tility, but rather a direct effort to engage someone in 
speech for an important reason - more than simply to address them. 

583 tA6o$ with metrical lengthening. 
5 8 4 — 5 A pair of rising threefolders; see on 5 7 8 for the second of them. 

The 8hTa$ of 584 is a two-handled cup, ¿r^iKvrrrtAAov, and obviously easier 
to hold in both hands when full. Aristarchus (Did/A) read x^pt nevertheless, 
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and was supported by the Marseilles text as well as Aristophanes and 
Sosigenes; his reason was presumably XElP* 59^. The vulgate retained the 
plural form, which may well be correct, especially in view of 23.565 EOpfjAw 
6" tv (°f a piece of armour). 

586-94 Hephaistos now addresses Here directly, repeating the gist" of 
his appeal but reinforcing it with a reminder of what had happened to 
himself when he once tried to protect her against Zeus. He is presumably 
referring to the incident described at 15.18-24, in which Zeus, enraged with 
Here for driving his son Herakles down to Kos in a storm, had hung her 
from Mt Olumpos with a pair of anvils tied to her feet, and then thrown 
anvone he caught trying to release her down to earth, half-conscious. The 
exegetical scholium in A reminds us that there were 'two ihrowings of 
Hephaistos', since at 18.394-9 he thanks Thetis for saving him when his 
mother Here (whom he there describes as a bitch) threw him out of 
Olumpos because he was lame. There were presumably two variant and in 
fact contradictory stories to account for his lameness; the monumental 
composer uses both of them, at a long interval in the poem, to motivate first 
Hephaistos' role as mediator between Here and Zeus, and then his special 
gratitude to Thetis. 

592-4 The description is full of charm and subtle meaning, and it is a 
sign of Milton's genius that he could even improve on it (Paradise Lost 
1.740-6). The day-long descent emphasizes the lofty remoteness of the 
divine mountain, the little breath that was left in him (cf. óTuŷ TTEXécov at 
15.24) and his own immortal resistance to such violence. Lemnos was 
Hephaistos' main cult-centre in the Greek world, because of its natural gas 
rather than as an active volcano - but also because it was close to the Asiatic 
region from which the idea of a divine smith was drawn. The island's 
pre-Greek inhabitants (it was not colonized before the ninth century B.C.) 
were called Sinties according to Homer here. They were 'of wild speech*, 
¿rypufxpcovoi, at Od. 8.294, being Pelasgians according to Philochorus; b T 
tell us that he, Eratosthenes and Porphyrius tried to derive their name from 
oiveoBai, * to harm', clearly a mere conjecture. 

597 Év6é£ia, 'from left to right', which was the propitious direction. 
598 olvoxóci was the correct Ionic form according to a galaxy of texts 

and critics including Aristarchus (Did/A); the medieval texts wrongly kept 
the Attic form CÓVOXÓEI, but cf. on 4 . 2 - 3 . The divine nectar is described as 
though it were wine, and is drawn from a mixing-bowl - was it, too, mixed 
with water? 

599-600 Why do the gods burst out laughing at the sight of Hephaistos? 
Not just because he is TTonrwovTa, 'bustling'; bT 011 584 are probably 
correct that part of the comic effect lay in the lame god (on whom sec further 
on 607) performing the role ofwine-pourer, properly the duty of the comely 
Hebe or Ganumedes, and in such a bustling (and perhaps even deliberately 
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parodying) way. Whether the cripple's ' leaping u p ' at 584 was part of the 
humour, as the scholiasts thought, is more doubtful; but the anecdote about 
his own fall among the Sinties may have been designed by this amiable god 
to provide light relief as well as deterrent example. At least it made Here 
smile (595 and 596), and in general that was not easy to do. 

601-2 A formular description of feasting; 601 occurs 6x Od., and, from 
ttp6ttov on, 2X elsewhere //.; 602 occurs 5X II. (including 468 in the present 
Book), 2X Od. 

603-4 The rather awkward addition about Apollo and the Muses is 
unparalleled in Homer, although a similar but more elaborate picture is 
drawn at HyAp 182-206, where they are accompanied in the dance by the 
Graces and Hours, Harmonie, Aphrodite and Artemis - even by Hermes 
and Ares for good measure. That development is the certain result of 
rhapsodic taste; the present pair of verses, with their rather awkward 
progression '(did not lack feast) or lyre . . .or Muses', could conceivably be 
a late-aoidic elaboration, 6TT1 KexXrj occurs 3X Od., including ¿UEIF&JJEVAT 6TT1 

KaAfj at Od. 24.60, itself a probably rhapsodic excursus in which there are 
nine Muses (unique in Homer), as at Hesiod, Theog. 60. At all events it is 
the first surviving reference to 'amoebean' verse. 

605-8 The sun sets and the gods depart for bed, just like mortals, each 
to his or her own house which the craftsman Hephaistos has built (cf. 1 i.76f., 
14. i66f. ~ 338f., 18.369-71). Zeus's palace where they had been celebrating 
was probably higher up than any of them, although not necessarily on the 
topmost peak of Olumpos, cf. 498f. 

607 ¿M9iyvnt|£ts: there has been much debate about this word; Chan-
traine, Diet. s.v. *yvTj regards it as an expanded form of ¿q^lyuos, used of 
spears in the Iliad and itself rather mysterious, although probably meaning 
'flexible'. It is undeniable that (as b T on 607 probably had in mind) 
yvicooco at 8.402 and 416 means 'make lame' - but is this itself perhaps 
derived from the assumption that the ancient description of Hephaistos, 
6ii9iyirf)£is, must mean 'crippled' in some sense? He is x^>A6v at 18.397, 
which does not however state, as is said of Thersites at 2.217, that he was 
XcoA6s tTcpov Tt66a, that is, lame in one leg only. Could he have been no 
more than 'curved [the root meaning ofyu-J on both sides', that is, severely 
bow-legged? 

609-1 x ' Very much a rhapsodist's tag ' (Leaf): surely not - these verses 
make a satisfying close to the Book, and it strengthens both the force and 
the irony of the encounter between them to show Zeus and Here in the other 
side of their relationship, as real spouses. It is true that the compound 
Ka6e06', as opposed to the simple verb, occurs only here in the Iliad but 
six times in the Odyssey, but that is not significant either of ' lateness ' or of 
'Odyssean' composition. 
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1-34 Zjtus cannot sleep; he summons destructive Dream and bids it appear to 
Agamemnon and tell him to attack the Trojans without delay. Dream stands over the 
king's head as he sleeps and, in the guise of jVestor, passes on £eus's message 

1 - 2 = 24-667F. (down to TTCCWOXIO»), the only other place in Homer where 
men in general are iTrrTOKopvarai, 'equippers of chariots', an epithet 
applied elsewhere to the Paeonians and Maeonians. Both ancient and 
modern critics have shown concern over an apparent contradiction between 
the end of book 1, where Zeus went to sleep with Here beside him, and the 
statement here that 'sweet sleep did not hold him'; but OOK §X€(V) (CP»C 

imperfect) clearly means 'did not continue to hold him' in contrast with the 
others who slept TTCCWUX«OI, 'all night through'. Exactlv the same contrast 
in much the same terms occurs at 10.1-4, between Agamemnon and the 
other Achaean chieftains; again the motif makes a useful way of beginning a 
new Book. Another apparent discrepancy is the disregard here of Here- but 
that is understandable if book-division implies, as it surelv must, a pause 
considerably greater than that involved, for example, in modern para-
graphing. The break between the two Books is a good and a natural one: 
1.611 brought that day and that particular scene on Olumpos to a close, 
whereas 2.1 begins a new day with Zeus deciding how to bring about 
what he has promised. 

According to Leumann, HW 44f. and Chantraine, Diet. s.v. fjSojaai, 
vrjBupos is a fake reading for i^8vuos (cf. ^80s), through mistaken word-
division: not vrjSvpos but f x ^ That may be so, despite 
Aristarchus (Arn/A); but Od. 1 2 . 3 6 6 and 1 3 . 7 9 do not allow such a 
word-division (i.e. after ephelcystic nu), even if other Homeric uses (6x //., 
2 X Od.) do. 

4 TiprjcrQ is probably correct; parallel as it is with 6X6013; A b T have the 
optative, -nuTtaE!*, which is possible. 

5—7 Zeus's tactics are swiftlv conceived and executed, as befits a 
supreme god; he gets destructive Dream into his presence with great 
abruptness - 'destructive' because dangerously misleading. The division of 
dreams into true and false is most clearly made by Penelope at Od. 19.560-7; 
for failures in interpretation cf. also 11. 5.150, but for the deceptive dream 
as such this is the locus classicus; >>ee also on 20-1. 

6 - 1 5 The first four verses of this speech of instruction arc quietly 
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authoritative; the remainder, which include what is to be told by Aga-
memnon himself, are made more dramatic by internal stops, runover-words 
and phrases and integral enjambments. Verses 12 and 13, with runover-word 
cumulation, are particularly stark, whereas the two concluding verses 
provide some easing of the tension, especially in the summarizing half-verse 
at the end. 

8 pdox' t0i: this is how Zeus regularly begins his instructions to Iris when 
he is sending her to carry a message, fMcoxco, virtually confined to this 
formula, is a rare form of Paivoo, ' g o ' . O n the hiatus in oOAe "Ovttpc see 
on 3.46. 

15 Tpcocaai Krj8e" ^Tyirrat: a lapidary summary. As a consequence 
of Here's wearing down of the other gods, the Trojans are in trouble - cares 
are literally 'fastened to them' (so also, apart from in repetitions of this 
speech, at 6.241). Aristotle evidently read a different expression here, 
6i6o(JEv 6i ol £VX°S &pfo6on, as at 21.297 (Poetics 25.1461322; Soph. el. 
4.166b6). His comments show that this was an old reading favoured by those 
who were pedantically worried by attributing a false statement directly to 
Zeus; see also on 38. 

19 ¿uPp6cnos.. .Onvos, literally 'immortal sleep' (not ' fragrant ' as 
Leaf and others have supposed). duPpooios is presumably formed from the 
privative prefix and a word related to Ppot6$, 'mortal ' , and based (as 
Chantraine says, Diet, s.v.) on an Indo-European root *mer (cf. Latin morior), 
meaning death. T h e term is applied in Homer to anything divine - hair, 
sandals, clothes, and, especially in the noun-form ¿pppoait}, to the special 
food of the gods; also to a divine unguent. Here, sleep is ambrosial 
metaphorically, because it is as sweet as the kind the gods have. At 57 and 
elsewhere even night can be so described. 

20—1 T h e Dream stands 'above his head', like the evil dream over 
Rhesos' head at 10.496, because that is where it can best penetrate both 
eyes and ears (rather than because the senses were rooted at the base of the 
brain as A b T pedantically asserted). It assumes Nestor's likeness in order, 
presumably, to give itself credibility - but also, perhaps, as Shipp suggests 
(Studies 232, after V o n der Muhll), to anticipate and help establish Nestor's 
emphatic role in this Book; the formular description ' Neleus* son * adds both 
information and importance. A more interesting complexity lie* in the 
Dream taking the appearance of Nestor but at the same time telling 
Agamemnon at 26 that it is a messenger from Zeus. One would suppose that 
Agamemnon might dream either of Nestor advising him or of a truly divine 
messenger doing so; Nestor himself in the role of the latter might seem to 
break the Dream's verisimilitude. T h e poet appears to be abbreviating a 
longer description such as that of Od. 4.795-841, where Athene sends an 
image of a mortal woman-friend to Penelope; the image advises her, and 
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also because 'it was in Nestor's likeness that the Dream appeared' (bT, 
cf. 57f.), and the singer wants to build up his role here. 

The best MSS, as well as bT, have FluAoiyeveos as against FIuAriyEveog in 
the ancient vulgatc. The epithet occurs once else at 2 3 . 3 0 3 (but of 
Antilokhos' horses); again the reason for the unusual description seems to 
be the poet's wish to prepare for Nestor's important role in the poem - see 
also 7 7 and the notes on 2 0 - 1 and 1 . 2 4 7 - 5 2 . 

55 Usually Zenodotus' text is shorter, but he substituted a couplet for 
this particular verse: 'but when they were assembled and gathered | strong 
Agamemnon stood up and addressed them'. These are themselves formular 
verses, cf. 1 . 5 7 - 8 and note. Aristarchus (Arn/A) objected that 'he is unlikely 
to have stood, to address seven people', and the two verses do indeed clearly 
belong to an assembly-scene, not to one describing a small group. Zenodotus' 
motives are unknown, but he may have found TTVKIVTIV Apivvrro (JouArjv 
puzzling. The phrase is better in place at 1 0 . 3 0 2 , where Hektor also 
summons his leaders but has a specific idea to propose, that of sending out 
a spy. Here, however, the expression must refer to the appended test of 
morale rather than to the Dream itself. Note ¿p-ruvrro in comparison with 
ripTwov, fipTUE (with temporal augment) at 1 5 . 3 0 3 and 1 8 . 3 7 9 ; Homeric 
practice varied over the augment, and Aristarchus tended to omit it when 
it was metrically indifferent, with the MSS tending to retain it: see further 
Chantraine, GH 1, 479ff. 

56-9 These verses vary somewhat the language of the narrative at 18-21 
l although the first halves of 59 and 20 are identical), partly because Nestor 
was there given a description designed to introduce him to the audience 
(20-1 n.) rather than for ordinary use by Agamemnon; also 'ambrosial' is 
transferred from Agamemnon's sleep (19) to the night itself (57). Once again 
Zenodotus (Arn/A) gets a detail wrong: OETOS. • .OVEIPOS is virtually-
guaranteed by 2 2 , but he read 8ETOV, and took it with ¿vuirviov as a noun; 
yet this is clearly adverbial, 'in sleep'. 

57 &|iPpoair)v 61a vCfxrra, in that order, occurs only here, to create a 
trochaic main caesura; the common formula is vOKTCC 81 ' ApPpooiTjv ( 3 X / / . , 

2 X Od.). 
60-70 This passage (to 9pEcrlv) exactly reproduces 2 3 - 3 3 ( t o 9PEO0i 

which itself included a more or less verbatim repetition of Zeus's instructions 
at 1 1 - 1 5 ; s c e comments ad loc. Leaf commented that' the third repetition 
of the message is really too much' (actually it is only 65-9 that occurs for 
a third time), and approved Zenodotus' two-ver«^ condensation (Am/A), 
an abrupt 'the father who rules on high, dwelling in the upper air, bids you 
fight with the Trojans toward Ilion'. But Zenodotus was almost certainly-
wrong: the oral style maintained the exact words in divine instructions and 
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in messenger speeches, even up to three times and at relatively close inter-
vals as here. The Dream's address and instructions with the addition about 
Here having persuaded the other gods, are concise and interesting and thus 
easily stand repetition, especially since they arc part of an emphatic 
development in the action. 

64 This was athetized by Aristarchu (Arn/A), consistently with his 
athetesis of 27, cf. comment on 26-7. 

70 Agamemnon omits the Dream's final instruction (33f.) not to forget 
his words when he awakes - it is in any case only an elaboration of the order 
to 'keep them in mind' - for the simple reason that he has obviously not 
done so, or he would not now be reportin» the Dream to the others. 

72 a! kev ttcos ficopi^opEv: a manner of speaking which does not 
necessarily imply any real doubt about their ability to do so (despite the 
idea of testing the troops' morale which is immediately to follow), as when 
Iris at 18.199 Akhilleus to show himself ar the trench to the Tro'ans 
al K £ , . . D R R O A X C O V T A N TTOXEMOTO \which i the inevitable consequence); 
similarly 1.207 (cf. also 1.420), where Athene tells him that he has come 
to stop his violence aT KE TRI8T)ai. 'in cas • you may obey me*, there bein 
little doubt that he will do so. See further the comments on 1.207 408, 
and Chantraine, GH 11, a82f. 

73-5 The proposal t o ' test them with words', which turns out to mean 
ordering their immediate return home is introduced quite unexpectedly. 
It is not suggested by the Dream, nor is it a regular device for getting the 
troops into action; in fact there is nothing really similar anywhere else in 
the Iliad - the closest is the disguised Odvsseus" testing' of his father Laertes 
in Odjss book 24, which has aroused a degree of critical suspicion 
Agamemnon's addition f the phrase rj Oims &rri,4 which is customary (or 
lawful)', rems designed to counter *inv feelin ofsurpri or sense of the 
unusual by the council-membcrs - for his words must refer to his idea of 
testing, and not to his own rights as supreme commander. It is possible that 
the poet also found them us ful as a means of disguising an awkward 
sequence of ideas or conjunction of themes, t̂  6emis fori is a formular 
expression (6x II., 4X Od. in this exact form), coming either at the beginning 
or at the end of the vers (except only at Od. 3.187) to designate proper 
behaviour, including that of a ritual and family kind: tor example it is 
customary and right to pour libations and offer prayer at a religious least; 
to embrace one's father; to swear an oath that one has obeyed the rules 
in a contest; to disagree with the king in assembly if necessary. It can also 
serve, vague as it is, to justify a kind of behaviour which a character - or 
the port himself - docs not wish to spend time in elaborating further. This 
is best exemplified by 9.276 - 19.177, of i\g4tnemnon swearing that he has 
not lain with Briseis, 'which is the custom, lord, of men and women' - see 
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also his own version of this at 9.134 where a variant of the formula is used. 
What is laid down (the literal meaning of 8£pis) by custom is probably the 
swearing of an oath in such circumstances, rather than refraining from 
sleeping with a war-captive as such. There is a certain ambiguity here, 
perhaps intentional; something similar may be seen in the phrase found at 
4.398 and 6.183, ©ecov -rcpoceoai •m8r)oas, 'obeying the portents of the gods*, 
where these are not further specified or (one conjectures) precisely identified 
by the audience, and where the poet is in any case presenting a heavily 
summarized version of the tales of Tudeus and Bellerophon. On the testing 
see further on 86. 

75 Agamemnon's instructions are crystal clear: when he has urged the 
troops to take flight, the other commanders are to dissuade them from 
following his advice. In the event only Odysseus will do so, and then only 
on instruction from Athene. Note the prominence hereabouts of tpr)TV£iv 
and its forms, not only of restraining the troops from flight (164, 180, 189 
but also of heralds marshalling them for assembly (97, 99). 

76-83 These verses were athetized by Aristarchus (Arn/A) on several 
grounds: that the mention in 76 of sitting down is inappropriate (see on 
55); that Nestor had nothing really to say; that dreams are not made true 
or false by the status of the dreamer — a false dream can come to anyone 
and in any guise; and that the omission of these verses allows 84f. to refer 
to Agamemnon, since it is he rather than Nestor who should lead the wav 
and be called 'shepherd of the peoples* (see on 84-5). Leaf adds that the 
speech is 'jejune' and not in Nestor's usual style, also that 81 is more in place 
in book 24 (on which see 80-tn.). None of these criticisms is decisive and 
some are little more than pedantic. Nestor has litde to say, admittedly, but 
then someone has to express agreement or disagreement with Agamemnon, 
and Nestor is the obvious person to do so; nor is it true that he is always 
prolix. The surprising thing is that he makes no reference to the peculiar 
idea of a test of morale - indeed his concluding remark at 83, which is an 
exact repetition of Agamemnon's words at 72 ('but come, let us arm the 
Achaeans'), is most appropriate to a version in which that idea was never 
mentioned. 

77 Again the deliberate 'placing' of Nestor ysee on 20-1 and 54); 
routine descriptions do not usually take the form of a relative clause as with 
6s . . . here. 

78 A formular verse (9X //., not Od.), four times of Nestor, once each 
of five other characters. It suits him particularly well because of his role as 
adviser, since frAppovkov, which can imply either good sense or benevolence, 
presumably means the former here. 

80-« These verses are closely similar in content to 24.220-2, indeed 
81 — 222. There Priam says that if any other mortal whether priest or 
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prophet, had instructed hiin, he would reject the instruction as false, rhis 
ii in fact a little confused, because, as he goes on to say at 223, he accepts 
it because he heard it in person and not from a mortal but from a god. In 
>hort, T»5. ..&XAos in the phrase 'any other mortal* is illogical in 24.220, 
which is therefore not the model on which 80 here was based, contra Leaf. 
Probably neither is the model, but each is a particular application (in the 
case of 24.220 a misused one) of a loose formular pattern ' i f anyone else, 
el.. .TI*. . .&AAos, had said/done, t h e n . . I n 81 voa^ijoiueOa means 'keep 
apart from it [i.e. the Dream]', that is, have nothing to do with it, reject 
it as false. 

84-210 Agamemnon addresses the assembled army% and carries out his plan of 

suggestmgjlight as a test of morale. As a consequence they rush J or the ships, and Athene 

spurs Odysseus to restrain th m and make them return to assembly 

84-5 Arisiarchus was surely right (see on 76-83) that we should normally 
expect Agamemnon to be the first to leave, and also expect Troipivi Xctcbv 
to refer to him (as 6x elsewhere by name, including 254^ rather than to 
Nestor, who receives this appellation only once and then in the untypical 
circumstances of the chariot race, at 23.411. 

86 ¿TTECTOXGOI/TO Aaoi: more fully at 207f., ol 8* AyopnvBe | cruris 
¿Treoacvovnro, i.e. from the ships and huts, again followed by a simile, 
compare also 147-50. Here the statement is rather abrupt, introduced as 
it is by the half-verse cumulation about 'sceptre-bearing kings* (in which 
the formular epithet oKryrrroOxot, without the rho, recalls the* etymology of 
CTK^Trrpov as that on which one aKfj-rrrei, 'leans'), and especially as an 
introduction to the elaborate description in 87-100. The phrase refers back 
to 50-2, where Agamemnon told the heralds to summon the Achaeans to 
assembly; but 87 would follow on better after 52 itself, quite apart from 
the merits or otherwise of the council and the idea of testing morale. There 
is of course no support for this in the MSS or the ancient critics - even 
Zenodotus did not doubt the whole of the council scene; but it would 
undoubtedly avoid several serious problems if Agamemnon's urging the 
troops to give up and go home at 139-41 arose out of his own indecisiveness, 
much as in book 9 where the same three verses recur (9.26 8). That, of 
course, would itself ignore the tonic effects of the Dreain, and there are 
indeed later references to the council meeting, at 143 and 194. Such 
attempts at mechanical solutions by the excision of large areas of text nearly 
llways run into trouble; even so, the observation of different possible 

sequences of thought and language can be useful in reminding us of the 
complex ways in which such apparently inconsistent episodes are likely »0 
have arisen in an oral tradition. Behind the paradoxes and confusions of 
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the testing-motif in its present form one is probably right to detect other 
versions, in the earlier tradition or in the monumental poet's own repertoire, 
which omitted the test, or the test together with the council, or even the 
deceitful Dream itself. 

8 7 - 9 3 The first extended simile in the whole poem, ais the first of three 
imaginative diversions (with Agamemnon's sceptre and the counting of the 
armies) in a long stretch, from 76 to 133, that is serviceable rather than 
exciting in rhythm and diction; for example rising threefolders are absent 
until 135, 136 and 139. In the simile itself the races, ¿Ovtoc, of bees are 
particularly apt to the various tribal contingents; they will recur, of birds 
and of flies, in two of the march-out similes at 459 and 469, on which see 
the comments ad loc. Homer has one further bee (or wasp) simile at 
12.167-72, but in a very different capacity as they lie in wait in their 'hollow 
KOTAOV) home', 169, which is similar to their 'hollow (YXCNPUPFFA) rock* here, 

in image if not in language - tor 111 this case there is no formularity of 
language for similar concepts. Three distinct aspects of the bees are observed 
here: (i) they keep on issuing from the rock (88); (ii) they fly close-packed 
like a bunch of grapes ,|3oTpvS6v, 89), onto spring flowers; (iii) they fly here 
and there in different groups (a! . .a l 8£,90). O f these (iii) may be held 
to develop the implications of (1), but (ii) presents a slightly different picture, 
unless each group is imagined as flying in its own cluster. It is possible that 
the bunch-of-grapes idea is derived from swarming rather than gathering 
honey; although one need not emulate those ancient scholiasts (AbT on 88 
and 89) who brought current theories on bee-keeping to bear. 

8 7 68IV&cov is connected with &5TJV, connoting satiety; the adjectival 
form came to mean' at close intervals', either spatially or temporally - here, 
'close-packed'. 

91 If the parallel between simile and narrative situation were exact, 
then tfh/ta would simply be the masses of troops, like the bees; but the 
additional meaning of'races* or 'tribes', referring to the different contin-
gents coming from different parts of the naval lines, is surely present. 

92-3 ' In front of the deep shore': seen from the plain, that is - the ships 
are drawn up in ranks next to the sea, with the huts, xXiaicn, among them 
or close to them. The contingents must emerge from these on to the flat 
ground on the landward side, and proceed along it to the Ayopt), the 'place 
of gathering' literally, by Odusseus* ships according to 11 -8o6f k m x 6 w v r o 
in 92 (it is the only form of crnx^opai in Homer, 9X//.) strictly means 'went 
in columns [or ranks] \ since •crri£ (later OTIXOS) is a row or rank. The four 
uses in the Catalogue of Ships later in this Book have that literal sense, but 
at 3.341, where Paris and Menelaos advance against e ch other from 
opposite sides, the meaning is clearly much looser. Here, therefore, the verb 
itself fails to make it plain whether the contingents marched in columns 
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toward the place of assembly or simply 'advanced * in a less regular fashion, 
indeed like the bees. That would accord with the difficulty the heralds have 
in marshalling them into their scats when they arrive (96-9); but the issue 
is settled the other way by lAa6ov in 93, which must mean ' in troops' (rather 
than'in a troop'), since TArj - only the adverbial form occurs in Homer, and 
then only here - regularly signifies a company of soldiers in later Greek. 
Therefore the separate contingents arc envisaged as advancing in companies 
to the assembly in a more or less purposeful way. 

93-8 The half-verse cumulation of 93 leads almost imperceptiblv into 
a sequence of more urgent and interrupted verses. 

93-4 "Ooaa is 'Voice' , or rather 'Rumour', which 'blazed', SeSifci 
(intransitive pluperfect of 8aico), among them - it is Zeus's messenger, an 
embodiment perhaps of the role of the heralds from whom the order to 
assemble had emanated back at 52. The idea is dramatic in itself and 
appropriately high-flown in its expression, emphasizing, like the bee-simile 
beforehand and the metaphorical language that is to follow, both the great 
numbers and the urgent response of the Achaean host. 

95-6 The assembly was in turmoil (TtTpfjx*1 is epic intransitive plu-
perfect of Tapaaoco, 'disturb'), similarly to the Trojan one at 7.346 
(TrTptixuia); and the earth groaned as they sat down, presumably at their 
weight and haste rather than at the din, 6|ja6o$, they were making - the 
phrase recurs in a more natural context as the whole Achaean army 
advances at 784. 

96-7 The nine heralds were shouting to marshal them into their places 
and make them keep silence. For the idiom ofei TTOT*. . .axofcrr* see on 7 2 ; 

it implies difficulty rather than any real doubt over the outcome. The 
exegetical scholiasts tried to name the nine heralds but had to resort to the 
Odyssey to fill out the number - the Iliad has only Talthubios, two 
Eurubates's, Odios, Thootes and perhaps Stentor. 

100-1 The relapse into silence adds to the solemnity (for the time being 
at least) of Agamemnon's rising to his feet holding the ancestral staff or 
sceptre. 

zoi-8 The description of the descent of the royal sceptre of Mukenai 
is stylized but not, as it seems, very archaic. Each verse, a plain twofolder, 
briefly records a succeeding stage in the transmission, until 108 brings a sense 
of emphasis and completion by turning to the extent of Agamemnon's 
kingdom. Verses 102-5 each repeat the same basic grammatical structure 
a n d t h e s a m e c e n t r a l t h e m e : * A g a v e it (8COKC, 5O>K£V, 5&>K') to B ' ; t h e n 106 

and 107 slightly elaborate the pattern (by adding 6V̂ |OKC*>V and 9opi^vai 
repectively) and substitute 'left' (IAITTCV, Aerrre) for 'gave'. T w o connected 
problems arise: (i) what exactly is Hermes' role? The exegetical scholia 
(AbT) on 101-7 imply that he received the sceptre as token of his heraldic 
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function - but in the rest of the account it is the emblem of kingship, rather, 
and it is probable, although not stated, that Hephaistos made it and gave 
it to Zeus for that reason, after Zeus's deposition of Kronos. In that case 
Hermes is a mere messenger carrying the sceptre from Zeus to Pelops, and 
SCOKE in 103 has a different implication from its other uses in the passage. 
But Hermes also played a special role in the Pelops myth, since as father 
of Murtilos, the charioteer first suborned and then betrayed by Pelops, he 
brought about the famous quarrel between Atreus and his brother Thuestes 
as a punishment on the house. Could this have anything to do with Zeus's 
employment of him as intermediary here? (ii) But in any case this quarrel 
seems to be totally ignored by Homer; Atreus and Thuestes are implied by 
io6f. to be on good terms, since the latter becomes regent (presumably) and 
in due course hands back the power to Atreus' elder son Agamemnon. How 
different from the myth exploited in tragedy and known at least since the 
sub-epic poem Alcmaeonis (according to the scholium on Euripides, Orestes 
995), whereby Thuestes gets the golden ram, and hence the kingship, by 
immoral means and is later served by Atreus with his own children for 
dinner! Aristarchus (Arn/A on 106) stated that Homer did not know this 
version; the probability is, rather, that it was available to him, but that he 
preferred on occasion (as also over the circumstances of Oidipous' death at 
23.679^ to use a less elaborate version. The Odyssey, however, knows of 
Aigisthos' treachery and probably, therefore, of the whole story of the curse 
on the house of Atreus (1.35-41 and 3.304-10); perhaps the poet's choice 
here in the Iliad is dictated by the wish to avoid distracting detail. For it 
is the passage of kingship by regular stages from Zeus to Agamemnon that 
is important here; Thuestes could hardly be omitted completely, since his 
rule over Mukenai for a time must have been well known, but the quarrel 
itself might be glossed or suppressed. The choice in 107 of the term 'left* 
(instead of the more intentional 'gave') might have something to do with 
this, as indeed the scholia suggest. 

103 This is the first use in the Iliad of these formular and apparently 
ancient epithets for Hermes. 6i<5tKTopos could mean 'guide' (since the 
Homeric name Aktor is nomen agentis of&yco, and Hesychius glossed SidxTcop 
as fjycpcbv). ¿tpyEt<p6v"rns was most commonly explained as 'slayer of 
Argos'. The -<p6vTT)s component is relatively certain; the reference to 
Argos, the giant charged by Here with guarding Io against the attentions 
of Zeus, is less so - although the assertion of bT that Homer did 
not know the Io story is merely based on his lack of reference to it elsewhere. 
West, Works and Days 368f., has revived the 'dog-slayer* interpretation 
favoured by J. Chittenden and Rhys Carpenter, but without much plausi-
bility. In any event the titles are traditional and could originally have borne 
quite different meanings, or have been assimilated to popular etymology. 
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104 ava£ is applied only here to Hermes, in a rather forced and wholly 
untraditional way; usually among gods it is used of Apollo or Zeus himself. 
TrAr)£iTrrrco may be connected (as T suggested) with Pelops' role as 
chariot-driver, for it was thus that he won his bride Hippodameia - whose 
name also means something similar. 

1 0 6 Similarly the scholiast (b on 1 0 4 - 6 ) suggested that rroAOapvi of 
Thuestes recalls the tale of the golden ram whose possession conferred 
kingship. 

108 ' T o be lord over many islands and all Argos': "Apyos in Homer 
can connote the city of Argos in the north-east corner of the Peloponnese, 
or the whole Argolis including Argos, Tiruns and Mukenai, or the whole 
Mycenaean world with the Peloponnese as its main focus, or (on easilv 
identifiable occasions, cf. e.g. 681) the region of 'Pelasgian' Argos in 
northern Greece from which Akhilleus came. Here the context shows it to 
refer to Agamemnon's special kingdom, and not for example to his 
leadership of all the Achaean contingents at Troy; presumably the Argolis, 
therefore (although there are complications, as w ill be seen when his domain 
and Diomedes' are defined in the Catalogue of Ships at 559-80 below). The 
'many islands' are surprising, but are presumably those of the Saronic gulf, 
Aigina, Kalaureia and Hudrea in particular - althoughonly the first of these 
can have been of much importance in the late Bronze Age or for that matter 
later. The exegetical tradition as represented by b had to resort to the idea 
of his overall leadership in order to extend the reference to important islands 
like Rhodes, which is of course out of the question; it recorded an even more 
outlandish idea that 'islands' was a name given to nine Argive villages. It 
remains true that 'many islands' in the Hellenic context naturally makes 
one think of the Aegean islands generally - which, however, cxcept for those 
off the south-west Asiatic coast in the Catalogue of Ships, are for the most 
part ignored by Homer. 

109 Ancient and hallowed as it is, the royal sceptre is merely leant on 
when the king begins to speak - rather, for instance, than being wielded to 
and fro to point up his argument, which is what a good speaker normally 
did according to Antenor at 3.2 i8f. But it is soon to be used in an even more 
mundane way by Odysseus, first to restrain the troops at 199 and then for 
belabouring Thersites at 265f. 

No doubt a staff was put to different uses at different times, being a 
utilitarian as well as a symbolic object, but the epic tradition also tended 
to become imprecise over its different special functions, which are as follows: 
(1) as symbol of kingship, as in the present passage, cf. also 46 and 206,6.159, 
9.38, 9.156, 9.298, i8.556f., Od. 3.412, also the formula CTKTJTTTOOXOS; 

fJaaiAcvs (etc.) as e.g. at 1.279. ( 2 ) As symbol of priesthood, 1.14!". and 28 
(when decorated with woollen fillets); or of prophethood, Od. 11.91. (3) As 
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symbol of the right to speak in assembly, e.g. at 279, sometimes specifically 
described as being given to the speaker by a herald (cf. (5)), as e.g. at 
23.567-9 and Od. 2.37^; or as being flung down as accompaniment of an 
oath or impassioned statement, as at t.245f. and Od. 2.80; or as being held 
up in the air for an oath, 7.412 and 10.321 and 328. (4) As held by law-givers 
in session (cf. (1)), as at 1.237-9, cf. 2.206, 9.99, Od. 11.569. (5) As symbol 
of the office of herald, as at 7.277, 18.505, 23.567^ (as respectively 
intervening in a duel, giving sceptres to law-making elders, giving a sceptre 
as right to speak in assembly). (6) As means of divine inspiration, cf. 13.59 
(martial inspiration by touching with Poseidon's oxTyrcavlcp), or, with the 
£af}6os rather, of magical transformation, cf. 24.343, Od. 5.47 etc.; compare 
the Muses' oxiyrrrpov at Hesiod, Theog. 30. (7) As accompaniment of 
declamation, 3.2 i8f., as in its post-Homeric use by rhapsodes. (8) T o lean 
on, as an aid to walking, e.g. 18.416 (and compare the present verse); in 
the Odyssey, especially for beggars, at 13.437, !4-3!» •T-1^» 18.103. (9) T o 
push or beat people with, at 199 and 265 in the present Book, cf. 24.247. 

These may be divided into broadly sacred and institutional uses (1 to 6) 
and broadly secular ones (7 to 9), although, as already remarked, even a 
gold-encrusted sceptre of divine origin, like Agamemnon's, can be used as 
a secular staff on occasion. But there is also a probable degree of confusion 
in the tradition over the overlaps between (1), (3) and (5) in particular (cf. 
comment on 278-82); for example, how was the herald's staff or sceptre 
related to the king's? Which one was given to a speaker in assembly? Did 
the kings sitting in assembly all have special staffs? Griffin, HLD 9-12, has 
useful comments and further bibliography; the royal sceptre, like kingship 
from the gods, is derived from the Near East (ibid., n. 25), but his idea of 
the sceptre as representing 'the authority of the community' is more 
doubtful, and probably results from modern confusions of functions (3), (4) 
and (5) above. 

x 10-41 Agamemnon's speech might appear at first hearing as curiously 
indirect, inconsequential even, typical perhaps of his deviousness or con-
tradictory position or of the ambiguous role assigned him in the epic as a 
whole. Yet closer attention shows it to be relatively straightforward once 
the parenthetical explanations and elaborations are registered: ' Zeus has 
broken his promise that I would take Troy - it was a deceit, and now he 
bids me return home in failure and dishonour (i 11-15). This must be his 
inclination, since he can easily otherthrow a city when he wants to (114-18). 
[Taking up 'in dishonour' in 115] For it is disgraceful for such a large army 
to have fought with a smaller one, and for so long, without success (119-22). 
[Taking up 'so large' in 120] For the Trojans are less than a tenth of our 
number (123-30); except for their allies; it is they that frustrate me (130-3). 
[Taking up 'and no conclusion has yet appeared' in 122] It is nine years 
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that have passed, rotting the ships, and our wives still wait, and we achieve 
nothing (134-8). So let us go home, since we shall not take Troy (139-41) .* 
Thus there is overall ring-composition (*I/we shall not take Troy'), with 
various excursuses within the speech arising out of the concept of dishonour, 
and a progression of the argument from 'Zeus must be telling me to go' 
to ' Let us therefore all go, now.' Under the surface, moreover, lies the irony 
that Agamemnon is hypocritically accusing Zeus of deceit and yet does not 
understand that the Dream was a trick. Early in book 9, at 18-28, 
Agamemnon will make a similar suggestion of retreat in identical terms, 
except for the omission of 119-38 (the excursus, that is, on the Achaean 
disgrace in having fought for so long against lesser numbers and achieved 
nothing). Perhaps that elaborate central section is included here to make 
his 'testing' more thorough, by throwing the army's failure into an even 
clearer light; perhaps it would be otiose in book 9, where the king's attitude 
of despair is perfectly sincere, so that such rhetorical embellishments might 
seem less appropriate; perhaps, finally, the poet felt that repeating the whole 
long speech might remind the army that they had heard it somewhere 
before, and that it was not serious. 

Zenodotus (Arn/A) substituted a single Odyssean verse (24.433) f° r 

112-19 inclusive, presumably to avoid repetition and because he thought 
most of the passage fitted better in book 9 (as 18-25). 

XIX Agamemnon is especially prone to invoke "ATT|, Zeus-sent infatu-
ation, to excuse his own shortcomings, cf. comment on 1.412, so also at 
9.18, cf. 19.87. Didymus in A reports a complicated scholarly wrangle 
(involving Dionysius Thrax, Dionysodorus, Ammonius and Callistratus as 
well as Zenodotus and Aristarchus) over whether u£ya$ or iitya should 
be read; the latter, with adverbial sense, is clearly right. 

1x2 Blaming Zeus for sending "ATT} is one thing, calling him oyjrckios, 
consistently wicked, is quite another. Diomedes uses the term humorously 
of Nestor at 10.164, hut there is no humour here. Hekabe uses it in deadly 
earnest of Hektor at 22.86, but she means that Hektor is obstinate, not 
wicked, for remaining outside the walls. But Agamemnon means more than 
that Zeus is obstinate; he is ox^rXtos because (6s, 112) he has deceived him, 
therefore the term must carry its common Iliadic hostile sense (see e.g. on 
3.414). Akhilleus at 22.15 addresses Apollo as 6Aod>TCRRC, but no mortal 
elsewhere addresses the highest god in such strong terms (Kalupso as a 
goddess can call all the other gods O*X?TAIOI at Od. 5.118). Perhaps 
Agamemnon is allowed to do so because he is not meant to be speaking quite 
sincerely. 

The promise that he would destroy Troy was 'before', iTplv, and must 
refer to indications like the portent at Aulis - not, of course, to the deceitful 
Dream itself. 

114 Similarly the 'evil deceit' devised by Zeus must refer to the 
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non-fulfilment of Zeus's earlier indications (as Agamemnon chooses to 
present it), and not to the actual deceit from which the king is suffering 
through the Dream. The confusion of real and professed deceit is effectively 
ironical. 

i2i—a Alliteration, already present in 117C, becomes especially prom-
inent here. Assonance and alliteration are a spasmodic feature of the epic 
style, often with no determinable purpose, although rhetoric like Agamem-
non's here naturally tends to encourage them. 

123-8 Until now the speech has been undramatic and routinely 
cumulative in expression, with conventional verse-structure and moderate 
enjambment. The present graphic and hypothetical calculation, set out in 
a single long and progressively-enjambed sentence and brought to an 
epigrammatic climax in 128, noticeably elevates the style. 

124-6 O n the 'cutting' of oaths see on 3.73-5. Aristarchus (Arn/A) 
athetized 124 because oaths would be out of place in an obviously 
exaggerated calculation, but this misunderstands the Homeric style. The 
hypothetical counting could in any case only have been done under truce, 
and the clauses after the ¿xiupca of 124, with the change of 
construction in 126, emphasize the involvement of both sides: ' I f we both 
wished to be numbered, namely to count the Trojans. . .and for us to be 
split up into tens . . . ' 

130-3 Aristarchus (Arn/A) athetized these verses also, on the stronger 
but still insufficient ground that elsewhere in the poem (including 122, one 
might add) it is implied that the Achaeans outnumber the enemy in general. 
Pointing out that the allies are so numerous does weaken Agamemnon's 
point, but he is presumably made to do so because the contrast between 
Trojans and their allies is sometimes important, for example in Giaukos' 
rebuke to Hektor at i7.i4off. 

132-3 TrA630uai, * knock me off course'. The idiom which follows might 
look self-pitying, even humorously so, but is not: 'they do not let me sack 
Troy, eager though I am to do so'. 

<35 Nothing is said elsewhere about the poor condition of the ships; it 
is a well-observed detail which might be distracting in other contexts but 
is a forceful illustration here of the lapse of time with nothing accomplished. 

137 elcrT'(ai), 'are sitting', from fjnai. On the epic third person plural 
see Chantraine, GH t, 475^; it is properly so spelled, rather than as fjcrT*, 
by the MSS, cf. M. L. West on Hesiod, Theog. 257 and 622. The pathos of 
the waiting wives and children is stressed by the heavy word iTOTi6£yp£vai 
and its postponement in the sentence. 

139-40 After the frustrated complexity of Agamemnon's preceding 
thoughts, the concise decision of these two whole-sentence verses stands in 
persuasive contrast. 

143 All were stirred by Agamemnon's words - save those who had been 
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at the council meeting and knew them to be false; this addition was 
athetized by Aristarchus (Am/A) as superfluous. It could indeed be an 
afterthought, but in the oral cumulative style many verses were that, in a 
sense. While not incompatible with the idea of a version in which (as at 
g.i7ff.) the king's suggestion was seriously meant, it does nothing in 
particular to support it. 

144-6 The second developed simile of the poem (after 8 7 - 9 3 ) A N T ^ the 
first of many sea-images; it is carefully matched by a second wave-simile 
at 209f. marking the army's return to the place of assembly after this 
confused withdrawal from it. The crowd ripples, or surges rather, like the 
waters south of the island of Ikaria (and north of Samos) in a south-easterly 
gale - or as Homer puts it more dramatically 'east wind and south rushing 
on out of father Zeus's clouds', in which the hendiadys of east and south 
is confirmee! by the singular verb and participle. The detailed local 
knowledge has often been taken as confirmation of Ionian authorship, and 
so in its limited way it is. That stretch of sea is especially rough, although 
particularly in northerly gales, rather, when the winds rush down off the 
steep lee side of Ikaria. 

None of the language of the simile is 'abnormal' as Shipp implies (Studies 
231), although it is true that fcrrai^as usually comes in martial contexts, cos 
is the MS reading in 144; (PT) was supported by Zenodotus but opposed 
by Aristarchus (Am/A), who claims that Homer never uses the word; but 
cf. 14-499-

147-8 Now a supplementary comparison is added to reinforce the effect 
of disturbance and rapid movement; again a harsh wind sweeps down, but 
this time it is a west wind which bends a deep crop of corn. 

*49~54 The urgency as they rush for the ships, telling each other to drag 
them down to the sea and beginning to clear the runways, is enhanced by 
a sequence of broken verses and strong enjambment in 149, 150, 151 and 
153. Only 152 proceeds, by contrast, with an uninterrupted sweep, which 
might be felt as expressive of smooth launching. There is a careful 
alternation of impressionistic general touches (the noise of the rush to the 
ships, the shouting to each other, the din ascending to the sky) and closely 
observed practical matters (the rising duslrf the need to clear the runways, 
the props supporting the ships). These last are mentioned elsewhere only 
at 1 . 4 8 6 , and the runways not at all - in fact oOpol in such a sense is found 
only here in surviving Greek. 

1 5 5 With Crnipuopa compare 2 0 . 3 0 and Od. 1 . 3 5 Oirfcp |j6pov; //. 2 0 . 3 3 6 

Cnrip uoTpav; 1 6 . 7 8 0 Crnip ataav; 1 7 . 3 2 7 unip 0E6V. These are metrical 
variants which make up a loose formular system. For the difficulty of 
contravening uoTpa, apportioned destiny, see Here's protest to Zeus at 
i6.433ff. It is the destiny of the Achaeans not to have a premature and 
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fruitless return home, not only because the eventual fall of Troy was a 
familiar part of the mythical tradition but also because, in particular, it had 
been foretold in the portent at Aulis and in Kalkhas' interpretation of it, 
soon to be recalled at 2 9 9 - 3 3 2 . 

1 5 6 - 6 8 The poet could have made Odysseus intervene directly of his 
own volition, and without the mechanism of divine instruction - it might 
have rendered his attitude more comprehensible at little cost in dramatic 
effect. O n the other hand it may have seemed important to the poet to 
establish the Olympian part in the proceedings by repeated divine inter-
ventions early in the poem. Zenodotus (Arn/A) omitted the whole of 
Here's speech, reading ef pfj 'AQrjvcrii) Aaoaados f̂ AO* <5nrr* 'OAOimov as 156 
and continuing with 169 eOpcv CTTEIT' 'Obvoof]Ci... Here's instructions do 
indeed give an odd effect when they are repeated complete to Odysseus, 
since it is he and not Athene who 'restrains each man with gentle words* 
(164 = 180); given his nature and his knowledge of events he could and 
would have done this without exceptional stimulus from a goddess. 
Aristarchus evidently felt much the same, but met the difficulty less 
drastically by athetizing 164 only (as well as, less understandably, 1 6 0 - 2 ) , 

see on 180. 

157 drrpuTcbvr) occurs 5X //., 3X Od. as an epithet for Athene and as part 
of the formula (alytdxoio) Ai6s TEKOS, FITTPVMBVTI, as here. Derivation is 
uncertain, but probably from Tpuco, cf. TElpco, 'wear out', and therefore 
'unwearied' as in Aeschylus, Eum. 403, firrpuTov Tro8a; in which case the 
capital letter adopted in many modern texts is unjustified. There is nothing 
to be said for association with Tp»Toy4v£ia (on which see 4-3i3-«5n.), 
drrpuyETOs o r ¿TpOvco. 

163 According to Aristarchus (Did/A) 'a l l ' the ancient texts, coraac«, 
had KCXT6 Aaov not HET6 Aa6v; some medieval MSS did not agree, but the 
former is correct - see on 1 . 4 2 3 - 5 (second para.). 

164 Aristarchus (Arn/A) athetized the verse here: see on 1 5 6 - 6 8 f i n . 

165 = 1 8 1 ¿U9»EAiooas (etc.) is the standard epithet for ships when they 
occur in the nominative or accusative plural or the genitive singular. It 
probably means 'curved at both ends', like fiat) and xopcovis, contra Leaf 
(and S. West on Od. 3 .162 ) . 

170-1 Odysseus, unlike the others, had not laid hand on his ship in 
readiness to launch i t ' since great grief was coming upon his heart and spirit' 
(171). That he should be upset by the turn of events is understandable, but 
surely there was no question of him (or any of the others who had attended 
the council) joining in the active preparations for flight, knowing as he did 
Agamemnon's by now obviously mistaken purpose in proposing it? b T tried 
to reduce the anomaly by taking ou6* o y£ to imply 'nor did he (or any 
other of the chieftains). . . ' ; but the real problem lies ¡11 the causal clause 
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which follows: 'he (or they) did not do so because of great grief' - the only 
logical reason for holding back being his knowledge that Agamemnon's 
proposal of flight was a trick. An even less likely suggestion is recorded in 
Eustathius, 197.4 (Erbse I, 218), that not touching his ship was a sign to 
the others to desist. 

174-5 However that may be, these words of Athene do not necessarily 
prove that Odysseus is being shown to be unaware of Agamemnon's plan; 
for the goddess might be lightly taunting him into action, professing to base 
her words on his actual quiescence rather than on its possible motives - much 
as Agamemnon does with Diomedes at 4.365ff. 

180 The key to this verse (which also occurred as 164) is probably 
¿ryavoTs, meaning 'gentle' or 'kindly'. That term is wholly inappropriate 
to Here's instructions to Athene at 164; there was no reason for the goddess 
to be gentle, nor are her instructions to mortals typically so (it is Apollo's 
or Artemis' arrows, bringing a swift death, that are typically so described 
in a similar phrase at 2 4 . 7 5 9 and 5 X Od.). With Odysseus the case is 
different, for it turns out that he adopts two quite different tactics with two 
different groups: he will be gentle with the leaders ( 1 8 9 ) , brusque with the 
troops (199). It is in relation to thii contrast that the idea of 'gentle ' has 
real point. Thus it is from verse 189 that 'gentle words' seem to be 
transferred back to, or foreshadowed in, Athene's instructions at 180. 
Perhaps it was the main poet himself who also transferred the concept to 
Here's orders at 164, where it was essentially out of place; but the logic of 
the whole passage is improved, as Aristarchus probablv saw, by omitting 
it there. 

184 Odysseus' herald (only here, and presumably at 9 . 1 7 0 , in the Iliad) 
has the same name as Agamemnon's at 1 . 3 2 0 . He is described in personal 
detail at Od. 1 9 . 2 4 4 - 8 , and is probably not just an ad hoc invention - although 
Eurubates, 'broad-ranger', might be a traditional name for a herald, or at 
least for a fictitious one. At any rate Odysseus' throwing off of his cloak 
and its gathering up by the herald provide a vivid detail to illustrate the 
hero's swift and purposeful response. 

186 This is almost identical with 46, which confirms what CX961TOV atei 
anyhow suggests, namely that the sceptre which Odysseus here receives from 
Agamemnon is the Zeus-descended one described at 101-8. It is therefore 
a particularly potent symbol of authority, and of Odysseus* acting in 
Agamemnon's interests despite appearances. 

188-210 Odysseus persuades the Achacans to stop their flight and 
return to assembly. He uses very different arguments, and a different tone, 
to the leaders on the one hand and the troops on the other, but the two 
speeches are carefully balanced, so much so as to remind one of later 
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rhetorical exercises. In neither case, however, is the sequence of thought 
quite straightforward. The argument is repetitious in places, and one or two 
sentiments in either address might seem marginally more appropriate to the 
other. It is tempting to play with possible transpositions as Aristarchus did, 
see on 193-7; but no rearrangement, even if it could be justified on general 
grounds, leads to a wholly coherent result. Concise and closely-packed 
speeches in Homer quite often have their loose connexions of thought - that 
is one result of the paratactic style, among other causes; and the probability 
is that both the present speeches have been accurately enough transmitted. 
Note the successive whole-verse sentences, the absence of strong enjambment 
until 2 0 5 / 6 and the rarity of even mild cumulation, especially in the first 
speech. 

190-1 O n 6aip6vt* see on 200 and 3.399. The initial address looks clear 
enough at first sight: 'you should not be showing fear like a coward'; but 
6Ei5iaoEo6ai is transitive, not intransitive, in itsother four Iliadic occurrences, 
and Leaf and Monro must be right in claiming the meaning here as 'it is 
not fitting to try and terrify you as though you were a coward*. That is 
certainly more conciliatory (cf. AyavoTs in 189) than implying that each king 
really was behaving like a coward. More important, perhaps, it accords with 
the other application of this evidently formular phrase at 1 5 . 1 9 6 , XEPa* ^ 

pr) T{ UE TrAyx^ KOX6V 6EI6IOO£O6CO : ' let him not try to terrify me as though 
I were a coward*. The marked antithetical quality of the speeches shows 
up again in 191 ccCrr6s.. .6AA0v$, as well as in 193, 201 and 204. 

1 9 2 Didvmus in A records impressive support for 'ATPEICOVOS as against 
'ATpEiBao (despite which, and perhaps through Zenodotus* support, the 
latter appears in the medieval MSS); Aristarchus evidently cited it as the 
reading of the majority of the 'elegant' ancient texts to which he had access 
(al ttXeIous t w v xaP1£<rr^rTC0V)> a s w e U as of Aristophanes. Formular 
usage, however, suggests that in this instance Zenodotus was right: 
'ATpEiwvos never recurs (although the dative form appears once), whereas 
*ATpci8ao comes gx //., gx Od. at the verse-end as here. A more important 
difficulty (on which see also the next two notes) is that in a way the kings 
do know Agamemnon's intentions up to this point - to attack Troy, 
ultimately, in accordance with the Zeus-sent dream. What they do not know 
is how he will react to the failure of the testing of morale. 

1 9 3 - 7 Aristarchus (Arn/ATon 1 9 2 ) argued for moving 2 0 3 - 5 ('the rule 
of many is not good' etc.) to follow 192, as being more relevant to kings 
than to populace; and he athetized 193-7 a s ineffectual in a speech urging 
restraint. That is clearly wrong - Aristarchus at his weakest and most 
subjective. Some reference to the council meeting, and to the plan of testing 
the army by urging flight, is clearly needed, and it is made in 194 which 
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is obviously authentic (unless one supposes the whole testing to be some kind 
of addition, which Aristarchus did not). The sequence of ideas can be 
justified as it stands if we allow for a degree of rhetorical licence: 

191 Slop the flight and return to assemblv 
192 because you do not know what Agamemnon is going to do 
193 - he is testing them (and will soon punish them for failing the 

test) 
194 as we learned at the council. 
195 [restating the second part of 193] You should beware of his 

punishing the Achaeans 
196 because kings are naturally prone to anger 
197 and are able to exercise it, because they are supported by Zeus. 

194 Were all those who are here addressed by Odysseus present at the 
council? The 'kings and prominent men' of 188, that is? At first sight it 
appears so: those who attended were described as 'the elders' at 53, they 
summoned the troops to arms at 72 and 83, and Nestor addressed them as 
'leaders and councillors of the Argives' at 79. But 'elders', at least, yipoirrcs, 
is less clear than one might expect; at 404-9 they are named as just seven, 
not counting Agamemnon himself. Some ancient texts made this verse a 
statement, not a question: not all those addressed by Odysseus were at the 
council (and so Agamemnon's intentions were unknown to them, cf. 
192) - which is ingenious rather than probable. 

195—6 For royal anger compare 1.78-83, also concerning Agamemnon. 
198-9 See on 188-210; the correspondence of the two speeches extends 

to the frequentative verbs of 199, cf. 189 ¿prj-rucracrKe. 
The 'men of the community' in 198, the ordinary soldiers, that is, had 

been creating a great din (153) and shouting to each other to launch the 
ships (15if.); that is what podowra refers to. The form is an instance of 
epic diectasis, the artificial re-distension of a contracted verb with assimilation 
of the original stem-vowel. 

The use of the royal sceptre of the house of Atreus as an instrument for 
pushing the troops around is a little surprising, although understandable 
in the circumstances - see also on 109. At its least physical interpretation 
¿Aaaaoxcv might mean little more than 'steered them', i.e. back toward the 
place of assembly. 

200 8ai|aovi' maintains the correspondence of the parallel speeches, cf. 
190; it is a traditional and formal mode of address, purporting to assume 
that the person addressed has some relic of heroic connexion with the gods, 
usually as a form of exaggerated (and here definitely ironical) politeness: 
'my good Sir' vel sim. 
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The 'sit down' instruction of 191 is repeated here; it implies returning 
to the assembly (as they do at 207, <&yopf|v6€) and resuming their seats there. 

201—2 Heroic rebuke tends to be exaggerated, even unfair; compare 
Agamemnon's unjustified words to Menestheus and Odysseus at 4.338-48 
and to Diomedes at 4-37off., and see also on 207. Being good both at fighting 
and in council is relatively rare among the senior commanders - Akhilleus 
and Agamemnon are at 1.258, and Agamemnon again at 3.179; so also 
Diomedes at 9.53c The ordinary troops are good at neither. 

¿vapi6pio; looks like an unusually useful word for epic verse, but although 
forms of &pi6tx6s occur six times in the Odyssey it is only paralleled in the 
Iliad by 124 &pt6nT}8iIipevai. This does not necessarily make it a ' late feature* 
(Shipp, Studies 232); it may equally well suggest that this whole passage is 
by Homer, and traditional in only some of its component terms and phrases. 

203—5 The troops have, in fact, simply been obeying their commander, 
but Odysseus cleverly implies, first, that they have pre-empted the right of 
decision (203), and that this amounts to taking over the role of the kings 
themselves. This in turn leads to the noble-sounding generalization of 204 
(oux ¿cycr66v TToAvxoipavfr)), perhaps a traditional poetic epigram suitable 
for several different kinds of occasion. 

204 Kolpavos is an evidently ancient word, occurring only occasionally 
in Homer and later poetry, for a leader in war (usually) or peace. It was 
probably superseded in general use by 6va£ and {JaoiAcOs, both common 
in the Linear B tablets, as they became more and less specialized 
respectively. 

206 Many MSS omit this verse; those that have it read paotAcvnj, which 
is metrically impossible. Monro and Allen retain it in O C T , but with Dio 
Chrysostom's pouAcurjai; but many editors have regarded it as an 
unnecessary addition based on 9.99 and designed to supply an object for 
5&>K£ in 205 - 'which does not need one', Leaf. But surely SWKC does need 
an object, and the retention of 09(01, which has no specific point of reference 
in this context, suggests strongly that 9.98c (or its prototype) is indeed the 
model, which is deployed here very much in the oral style. The solecism 
(ikxotAEvr) is irrelevant, and is due to paaiAcvs in the preceding verse. 

207-10 After the unusually simple verse-structure of the two balanced 
speeches (see on 188-210), the return to narrative restores a more regular 
level of enjambment (integral at 207 and 209) and cumulation (209). 

207 The choice of Koipavkov is partly determined by 204, but it is no 
accident that the verb is used of Agamemnon in its only other Iliadic 
occurrence, at 4.250 (apart from the god Ares at 5.824), as he carries out 
his morale-raising tour of inspection, the so-called Epipolesis. There are 
strong formal correspondences between the beginning of that episode and 
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Odysseus* actions here, especially in the two short speeches ofencouragement 
and rebuke addressed by the king to two contrasted groups, the eager and 
the apparently remiss. Compare 4.232c. with 2.i88f. and 4.240!*. with 
2.i98f. - a l s o the balanced pairs of speeches themselves (although the 
language and style of these differ considerably in the two contexts). 
Immediately after the second speech in each case there occurs a resumptive 
verse with Koipav&ov; at 4.250 it takes the form u$ 6 ye Koipavtcov 
tTTETTGoXEiTO otIx<xs &v8pa>v. Obviously each passage is due to the same poet, 
Homer rather than a predecessor, developing a standard theme in ways that 
are similar in outline and structure but distinct in detail. 

208-10 The return of the army to the place of assembly is described in 
terms that recall, although more briefly, its rush from the assembly to the 
ships at i42fT., by a form of ring-composition: OOT»S trreaoEvovTo in 208 
takes up vfjas £TT' taocvovTo in 150, FIXTI in 209 corresponds with &XOXT)TO> 

in 149, and the simile of the roar of the swell as it pounds on a long beach 
at 209f. recalls the rough waves of the Icarian sea shortly before 144-6 
(although that simile, like its complement at 147-9, illustrates movement 
rather than noise). O n the wave-simile itself see further on 394-7. 

209-10 Strong onomatopoeic effects of pounding and surging echo the 
breaking of the waves, not only in 710X1/9X0(0^010 but also in the unusual 
sequence of anapaestic words, with rhyme or near-rhyme before a word-
break, in 210: alyioXcp psydXco Pp£prrai apapaycT. On opapayci see 
462-3n. 

sn-393 The army settles down in assembly once again, only for Thersites to rail 

against the leaders and repeat the call for retreat; he is chastised by Odysseus, who 

then restores morale with a long speech, followed by others from Nestor and Agamemnon 

himself 

21 x Corresponds closely with 99, which described the initial marshalling 
of the troops in assembly before Agamemnon addressed them and caused 
their panic retreat to the ships. ¿p^tvOev ko6' ?6pcc$ occurs in both; but 
this verse contains in addition a second formular motif, namely &XX01 as first 
word contrasted with an individual who behaves differently, sometimes (as 
here) to initiate a fresh scene, as also at 2.1 — 24.677 and following, 'other 
gods and men slept, but not X*; cf. also 5.877-9. 

2x2 Thersites is a 'speaking* name formed from 6£pao$, the Aeolic form 
of Ionic 66paos, implying either boldness or rashness - in his case, obviously 
the latter. He is the only character in the Iliad to lack both patronymic and 
place of origin - some minor characters are given only the one or the other, 
but he, who is not exactly minor, receives neither. This is usually taken to 
mean that he is a common soldier, a member of the TTXTJOUS, 'multitude' 
(143), or 6i]po$, 'people' (198), who are left unnamed by the poet. But that 
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is not what Thersites himself claims at 231, for example, where he says he 
has captured Trojan prisoners and brought them back for ransoming, which 
is surely a feat for the 'front fighters' or (named) nobility, with whom the 
poet is chiefly concerned. The division into aristocrats (or 'outstanding 
men', cf. 188) and the rest is in any case a rather loose one, and it seems 
more probable that the omission of both patronymic and city or region is 
intended, rather, to distinguish this outrageous person - who would not be 
permitted to open his mouth *i. assembly if he were a common soldier, except 
to roar approval or occasional dissent - from his noble and more fortunate 
peers. It is true that the Trojan Dolon, who is also ugly and evidently 
somewhat despised, is given a father by name, and is also said to be rich 
(10.314-16); but then Thersites is worse than him, for he is 'unmeasured 
in speech'. That is a term used only here in Homer, though cf. ¿9apapToe7r^s 
at 3.215; it is equivalent in sense but not metre to &Kprr6pu©o$, also of 
Thersites, at 246. For the expansion of the meaning of &prrpocrrfjs in the 
next verse cf. 5.63 and 9.124. 

214 ou KOT& icdopov develops 6xoopa in the preceding verse, and 
ipij^pcvai is an explanatory ('epexegetic') infinitive: '(who was adept at 
disorderly words) for wrangling with the kings, recklessly and in no orderly 
fashion', ou KOT& x6opov is a formula (4X //., 4X Od., cf. ev KOCT6 K6OPOV, 

with mobility within the verse, another 4X //.), preceded by p&vf drrAp at 
5.759 a n d Od. 3.138. 

215—16 'But he used to say whatever seemed to him likely to raise a 
laugh among the Achaeans'; elaaiTO, 'seemed', is aorist optative middle 
of *ET6CO. The harsh enjambment leading to runover ippEvat introduces 
a compressed and staccato description of Thersites that might seem de-
liberately to echo his distorted physical appearance. 

216 afoxicrros (etc.) occurs only here of physical ugliness rather than 
mora) turpitude. These two qualities clearly tend to coincide in the heroic 
scale of values - although good looks, at the other extreme, do not 
necessarily entail courage or AprrtV That is shown by the case of Nireus of 
Sume, who at 673 is 'the fairest man to come to Troy' (after Akhilleus, of 
course, who himself finds Priam fine-looking at 24.632), but is otherwise 
insignificant. 

217-18 9oAk6s comes only here in surviving Greek; its meaning is 
unclear but presumably it refers to the lower limbs, since the description 
seems to pass on to the upper body with TU 61 ol &pco later in the verse. 
LSJ conjecture 'bandy-legged', but 'dragging the feet (or one foot)', cf. 
¿<p£AK£o6ai (so Lobeck, see Chantraine, Diet.) is better - because he was lame 
in one leg, etc. As for his shoulders, they are round or ' curved', Kuprw, 
in a very marked way, hunched or literally 'holding together', OWOXCOK6TE, 

over his chest. 
219 <po£6s, etymology unknown, almost certainly means 'pointed* 
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here - Ö^VK&paÄos, 'with pointed head', according to the grammarians 
Apollonius Sophistes and Pollux, rather than (by another ancient suggestion 
recorded in A) 'over-baked' as of a pot. vfe8vf) means 'sparse', and 
trrcvVjvodt is perhaps related to &v6o$, 'flowered upon'(cf. 10.134), though 
cf. Chantraine, Diet. s.v. ¿cvrjvoOEv. The shambling, limping gait, the 
hunched back and shoulders and the pointed, balding cranium combine to 
make Thersites a monstrosity by heroic standards. 

220-3 After the restful and informative whole-verse sentence of 220 the 
interrupted, staccato style briefly continues. Akhilleus and Odysseus were 
Thersites' usual targets; now it is Agamemnon. The army resents his 
criticism, overlooking (as it seems) the king's unpredictable behaviour and 
puzzling advice. That is the case if T<£> in 222 refers to Thersites rather than 
to Agamemnon himself, as it grammatically could do and as Leaf (for 
example) thought to be the case. But the language of 223, where the army 
is 'horribly enraged and resentful' against this person, surely points to 
Thersites. That they must have been confused by Agamemnon and doubtful 
of his intentions and reactions is beyond argument, but the violence of the 
language is excessive for what they might have felt for their commanding 
general, whereas it would have been entirely justified in relation to someone 
already described as Thersites has been. 

222 A£y* comes close to the later meaning 'said' or 'spoke', but still 
retains much of its original sense of'counted out' or 'enumerated'; see also 
on 435, and 125 A££aa0ai. 

224 'Shouting loudly', literally ' a long w a y ' : the established formular 
use of lictKpdt to refer to distance is with ßiß£$, ßißwvTa, etc., 'long-striding', 
7X //., 2X Od. The present use is a formular adaptation or extension, as is 
18.580 uaxpd iiEi*uKcb$. 

225—42 Thersites' speech is a polished piece of invective. An apparently 
harmless initial question allows him to point out, in a smooth and carefully 
subordinated three-verse sentence (226-8), that Agamemnon gets more 
than his share of booty in the form of bronze and women. O r is it more gold 
he needs, ransom-money for Trojans captured not by the king himself but 
by Thersites and his like - or a young woman to make love to? This explicit 
and insulting enquiry (229-33), again with elaborate syntax and careful 
enjambment and subordination, leads to a sharp change of tone and style, 
for now Agamemnon is briskly told that rebuking the army does not become 
the man who started it all. Then Thersites turns with bitter sarcasm on the 
assembly at large. After initial insults (235) the expansive style returns: they 
should indeed retreat with their ships, leaving the king to digest his rights 
and learn whether the army is important or not. Finally the sneers are turned 
against Akhilleus, as Thersites ingeniously drags in the quarrel over Briseis. 

Literal-minded critics have objected that Agamemnon himself had 
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proposed retreat, therefore it is a serious inconsistency for Thersites to talk 
as though he had opposed it; but it is not hard to understand Thersites as 
inferring, from Odysseus and the other kings having prevented the launching 
of the ships, that Agamemnon had in fact been deceiving the troops. It is 
not necessarily an inconsistency, therefore, and in itself may not be serious 
enough to warrant the assumption of drastic thematic conflation. At the 
same time the possibility of a progressive build-up in the aoidic tradition 
of this whole episode, with gradual oral expansion of the assembly through 
the addition of motifs of testing and rebellion, cannot be completely 
discounted (see also on 86); and such a process might well have produced 
the occasional sequential harshness. 

2 2 5 Compare 1 . 6 5 , of Apollo, EIT' &p* 6 y ' EUXWAFFC tmu£p9rrai E!0* 
¿Kcrripprjs, in which irrip^rTai stands in the same (formular) position in 
the verse. Here the idea of Mack*, which has to be understood in 1.65, is 
explicitly stated by xorr^E,S : ' f ° r the of what do you blame us?*, with 
OUT* neatly reinforcing the idea of Agamemnon as insatiable. 

226-31 Bronze (no doubt mainly in the form of armour, tripod-
cauldrons and ingots) as well as women suitable to be servants are the 
normal toot from small towns like the twenty-three around the Troad 
captured by Akhilleus ( 9 . 3 2 8 - 3 2 ; they include Lurnessos, cf. 1 9 . 6 0 ) . Gold, 
on the other hand, is likely to come mainly from wealthy Troy itself, 
obviously not by capture at this stage but as ransom. Akhilleus (at i.i66f. 
and 9.331-3) confirms that Agamemnon stayed in camp and kept the best 
part of the spoils; Willcock well comments that 'Thersites' arguments are 
like a parody of those of Achilles in Book 1.' 

231-4 Zenodotus (Arn/A) omitted these verses because of their sarcastic 
quality, but they are powerful and obviously authentic. He had also omitted 
227f., adjusting 2 2 6 , neatly enough, to read TTAEICCI 6£ yuvaiKwv. 

232-3 Just as gold is more valuable than bronze, so a young concubine 
is more valuable - or more suitable to Agamemnon's greed - than an 
ordinary female captive. Possession of a concubine was no doubt the regular 
thing for a chieftain in time of war, but Thersites implies that just having 
Khruseis (or her presumed substitute Briseis) is not good enough for king 
Agamemnon. The phrase picryEon (etc.) «piXdTTyri is formular, but the 
addition of y w a f c a V£TJV and the Tva construction give it an almost 
pornographic flavour. Thetis' practical words to her son Akhilleus on sexual 
needs, at 24. t3of., suggest a different scale of values and taste, but they are 
exceptional. 

233-4 A final insult before Thersites turns his attention to the army: 
as king, Agamemnon should not lead his troops in the direction of evil 
(literally 'make them go toward', {JaoxinEV being a causal form of (Jafveiv). 
It is not entirely clear what Agamemnon is being blamed for - for the plague 
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and the quarrel according to bT, but also, certainly, for keeping them all 
at Troy. 

235 TTFTTOVES: elsewhere in the plural, and used as a rebuke or sarcas-
tically, onlv at 1 3 . 1 2 0 . In the singular it is a polite form of address. Calling 
them Achaean women (so also 7.96) is an ingenious piece of rhetoric - it is 
cowardly not to flee. 

237 y£pa TTcaainev: 'to digest [i.e. enjoy] his rights'; but Akhilleus 
'digesting' his wrath at 4 . 5 1 3 (cf. 2 4 . 6 1 7 ) suggests this may be an 
unpalatable business. 

239 Akhilleus is briefly praised, but only for malicious reasons, and 
criticism will quickly follow at 241. 

240 The verse repeats t .356 and 507, see on 1.185 and 356; this attempt 
to renew the provocations of the quarrel in book 1 has caused some critics 
to wonder whether Thersites' intervention did not belong, in some earlier 
version, to that quarrel itself, vuv in 239 does not argue either way, contra 
Leaf, since it can mean 'just recently' as easily as ' a moment ago'. Yet all 
the points raised by Thersites are valid in retrospect, and 2 3 6 - 8 suit an 
occasion on which the suggestion of mass withdrawal has already been made 
(as it is not made in book 1, for i6gf. applies only to Akhilleus himself). It 
seems that Homer's intention was to make the repeated assembly here into 
a strong episode in its own right, and Thersites' accusations, which justify 
the replies by Odysseus and Nestor, are a natural and successful way of doing 
so. 

245 CrrroSpa IScbv is a well-established formula, 17X //., 9X Od., usually 
in the formular verse-type TOV 8' &p* CrrroSpa I8<bv 7Tpocr£<pr| + name-epithet 
group ( w - v ^ - C ) . On vrrroBpa see on 1.148-71; f|viTroar€ is a strange 
reduplicated form from IVITTTEIV, 'to rebuke'. 

2 4 6 - 6 4 Odysseus' words to Thersites are dangerously measured in tone, 
with much periodic and progressive enjambment especially in the formal, 
oath-like threat at the end ( 2 5 8 - 6 4 ) . 

2 4 6 Aiyvs TTcp icbv ¿ryopTyrris (also at 1 9 . 8 2 ; cf. 1 . 2 4 8 , 3 . 2 1 4 ) is sarcastic: 
Thersites is a ready talker but devoid of judgement (<5CKPIT6PU8E, cf. 212 
&liETpOETTlt|$). 

247 Disagreeing with the leaders is bad enough, but Thersites is oTos, 
alone, and does not even have popular support. 

2 4 8 - 5 0 For he is the worst man in the army, therefore he may not 
(optative with 6v) hold forth (¿cyopEvois) 'with kings on his tongue 
[literally, in his mouth]', 0OKTiXf)as <5cva or6p' £xcov, i.e. daring to criticize 
kings. This last is a unique locution, and cannot mean (as bT suggest as 
an alternative) 'holding up your face against royal authority'; for ^aoiXfios 
must be direct object of £)(cov, which leaves Avdt OT6U* as an adverbial 
phrase. 
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251 <puA<5caCTO»s: 'watch out for the opportunity for', bT. 
252-6 These verses were athetized by Aristarchus (Arn/A) as 'ped-

estrian in composition' and because Thersites must have been standing, not 
sitting (255 fyrai, cf. 21 if.). It is true that they are both inessential and 
loosely phrased, also that Odysseus will be more optimistic at 295ff. about 
the eventual outcome. Yet the style is still Homeric, and fjoai may convey 
the idea of continuously doing something (cf. 1.134, 2-*37> ant^ especially 
Diomedes to Sthenelos at 4.412) rather than of literally sitting. There is, 
nevertheless, a slight awkwardness here, but not one an imitator would be 
likely to perpetrate; and the resumptive ou 6t KcpTopkov ¿ryopcuEis of 256 
is an effective piece of rhetoric. 

257 This emphatic formular verse, with slight variationsat its beginning, 
occurs 8x //. (with 3 further variants), 6x Od. 

258-64 The elaborate threat (' if I find you repeating this folly, then may 
Odysseus' head no longer be on his shoulders, nor may I be called 
Telemakhos' father, if I do not strip off your clothes.. .and drive you out 
of the assembly back to the ships') derives its force from its content and 
elaborate syntax rather than from any apparent urgency in delivery, for it 
is contained in whole-verse clauses with only slight enjambment and 
internal punctuation. Something similar can be seen in Akhilleus' threat-
ening oath to Agamemnon at 1.234-44, although that is far more 
interrupted. 

258 An unusual, not a formular, expression, although elsewhere, also, 
the head stands for the man himself, cf. 18.114, 23.94, 24.276, Od. 1.343. 

260 On Odysseus as father of Telemakhos see also on 4.354. 
261—4 The leisurely expression continues, giving the impression that 

Odysseus is calmly, decisively and almost lovingly detailing the degrading 
treatment he would be prepared to dispense. The exposure of a man's 
genitals (262) (except in the case of a young man slain in battle as Priam 
says at 22.7 if.) is shameful, as the word at6co or al66Ta itself suggests. That 
would be even more so, no doubt, in the case of a deformed person like 
Thersites. Odysseus* threat is violent and unusual; the epic tradition 
generally avoided genitals, and even among the multifarious wounds in 
battle they occur only once in the Iliad, when Adamas is hit by Meriones 
'between genitals and navel, most painful of all places* (13.568^; see the 
note which will appear there for Cretans as inflicters of especially unpleasant 
wounds). 

265-6 The integral enjambment with runover-verb sounds temporarily 
harsh and suits the action. TTAT^EV recalls the threat of'unseemly blows' 
at 264; the actual beating is a cruel one, although less drastic than the threat 
of stripping naked. 

265-9 These verses contain many vivid details, alternating between the 
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physical effects of the blows and Thersites' reactions, which arc horrifying 
and pathetic: he bends away from them and weeps (266), sits down in fear 
(268), is in pain (&Ayf|oas), looks helpless (&xpEiov IScov) and wipes away 
a tear (269). 

270 Why are the troops 'grieved', AX^UEVOI? Presumably because of 
all the recent confusion as well as the bad taste left by Thersites' harangue 
(cf. comment on 220-3) ~ n o t because of his present sufferings, which they 
find amusing. These are tough soldiers and that is natural enough, but the 
heroic sense of humour inclined that way in any case. The same 'sweet 
laughter' is elicited when the lesser Aias trips in the foot-race and fills his 
mouth and nostrils with dung (23.784), or from Zeus when he sees Artemis 
after she has been beaten by Here (21.508, cf. 408). One is reminded, too, 
of the 'unquenchable laughter' of the gods on Olumpos when the crippled 
Hephaistos hobbles round pouring their wine (see i.599f. and comment). 
Misfortune and undignified appearance are the two things that normally 
seem to cause heroic - and divine - amusement in the Iliad; in the Odyssey 
laughter usually comes from the suitors, and is of the derisive kind. 

271 A common formular verse for introducing a general comment 
from onlookers; it occurs as a whole 3X II., 6x Od., and its first half an 
additional 5X II., 6x Od. (with another 3X each with cos &pot for cb6e 5£). 
EITTECTK£ is an iterative form of the aorist, used in the extended sense 'frequent 
individuals said' rather than, as normally, 'each individual said frequently', 
i.e. on different occasions. 

272-7 This typical comment is carefully constructed and consists of 
three two-verse statements. The first of them leads by rhetorical contrast 
into the second, each with progressive enjambment; and the third, with 
integral enjambment, draws the conclusion, (i) Odysseus has done many 
good things; (ii) but this is the best yet; (iii) so Thersites will not criticize 
the leaders again. 

CO TT6TT-OI ( 2 7 2 ) is common in the Iliad ( 2 9 X ) ; it usually expresses alarm 
or pained surprise, only occasionally in a sarcastic or light-hearted way as 
here (cf. e.g. 1 6 . 7 4 5 ) . 

At least one of the six verses is distinctly abnormal in language: in 273 
PouAds as first word (never elsewhere with an epithet in the plural) normally 
depends on POUACUEIV or the like; ^dpycov elsewhere has the special 
meaning of leading a dirge, dance or song; TR6AE|i6v TE xopOoocov is a bold 
metaphor, 'bringing war to a head' (cf. 2 1 . 3 0 6 ) , although usually the verb 
is used in the middle voice to mean 'put on a helmet' or more generally 
'equip oneself; see on 4 . 2 7 4 and 4 2 4 - 6 , and Leumann, HW 210. Verse 2 7 5 

has some unusual elements too: friTEofJ6Aos occurs only here and means 
' flinging words about' (i.e. from ETTOS and pdAAsiv), although the noun-form 
occurs at Od. 4.159; and the closest parallel to plural ¿ryopdcov,' assemblies', 
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or rather4 talking in assembly', is again from the fourth book of the Odyssey, 
4.8(8. The closing couplet reverts to standard formular language. 

278-82 Eustathius 220.18 (see Erbse 1, 244^) reflected some concern 
over why Odysseus should be said to stand up, when he had not been 
described as sitting down after beating Thersites and would not naturally 
have done so. But the poet needs to re-establish the normal conditions of 
debate in assembly after the interruptions and the fracas; the would-be 
speaker's rising to his feet is regular procedure (e.g. 1.58,68 and 101 in the 
opening assembly), and the formula here used to describe the action, 
including the mention of the staff, was applied to Agamemnon at loof. The 
herald (or heralds) normally calls for silence before the debate begins, not 
as the first speaker rises (as with Athene here) and standing by his side; 
so e.g. at 96-8. At 23.567-9, however, in the funeral games, the procedure 
is exactly as here; and at Od. 2.37^ the herald hands the staff to the speaker 
but without the call for silence (for the functions of the staff see on 109). 
Yet this is obviously, in any event, a special case, since the herald is a 
disguised goddess. It is a logical complement to Athene's foiling the rush 
to the ships - for which she had descended from Olumpos, cf. 163-7 - that 
the Achaeans should completely abandon the idea of retreat; that she 
achieves by making sure that Odysseus has an immediate hearing and 
persuades the army of the need to continue fighting. She could have 
obtained the same result by stimulating a mortal herald into action (as Iris 
could have with the Trojan Polites at 791), rather than by disguising herself; 
but her direct action provides an emphatic introduction to an unusually 
crucial speech, as well as rounding off the whole theme of her personal 
intervention. 

278-9 Some old texts (and a small minority of medieval ones) read 5t 
for 8' 6, wrongly (KOK&S) according to (Didymus in) bT. Aristarchus is 
probably correct, despite the unusual occurrence of two near-definite-
articles in the same verse. Each of these, in its own way, has some emphatic 
or demonstrative force: (i) TTAT)6V$, the multitude, i.e. that one sitting 
there; (ii) 6 uToAhropOos *08VKT(JEUS, 4 the [i.e. that famous] ravager-of-cities 
Odysseus'. In addition the quasi-demonstratives contribute to the antithesis 
between the two parties: here the multitude, there Odysseus. The careful 
balance continues in the phrasing both of this and of the following verse; 
each has a strong stop at the central caesura and continues with AvA/irapdt 
and a name-epithet formula in the nominative, leading on by integral 
enjambment to the main verb in the next verse. irroMiTopdos is applied to 
Odysseus only once else in the Iliad, at 10.363, again preceded by 6 
(although it is attached 4X to Akhilleus without it, also 4X to others). In 
the Odyssey, where his part in the sack of Troy is of course well known, he 
alone has this epithet, although without the article (6x + 2 similar). 
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281 TTpcoTof T€ Kai OoTotToi is a unique phrase in Homer. It appears to 
be formally based on -riva irpcoTov, Tiva 8 ' OOTOTOV at e.g. 5.703 - 11.299; 
but Leaf notices that here it has a local sense and means ' those in front and 
those behind*. 

283 An Iliadic formular verse (gx), not an Odyssean one. On ¿i>9pov£cov 
see also 78n. 

284-332 Odysseus' speech at this -critical juncture must be specially 
persuasive, and it is important to notice that it is very carefully composed 
yet at the same time presupposes the whole testing-motif. It makes five 
separate points, of which the fourth is elaborated in conspicuous detail: (i) 
the army, not Agamemnon, is to blame, since it had promised not to return 
home until Troy had fallen (284-8); (ii) their moaning about going home 
is like that of widows or young children (289^; (iii) admittedly being 
delayed by bad weather even for a month is frustrating, and they have been 
away for nine years - even so, returning with nothing accomplished is a 
disgrace (291-8); (iv) therefore they should be patient, and wait to see if 
Kalkhas was right in his interpretation of the portent they all witnessed nine 
years ago at Aulis (and which is described in full), namely that Troy would 
fall in the tenth year (299-329); (v) nothing has happened to controvert 
this, so they should stay until Troy falls (330-2). Thus Odysseus begins by 
distracting attention from Agamemnon's peculiar behaviour by accusing 
the rest of them of disloyalty (i) and infantile behaviour (ii). Then he softens 
the criticism a little by sympathizing with the hardship of being away from 
home for so long, only to continue by saying that nothing is worse than 
failure (iii). So far the arguments are about how the army ought to behave; 
now in (iv) comes the elaborate and practical argument that, questions of 
duty apart, Zeus had revealed that Troy would in fact fall within the year, 
and (v) nothing had happened to cast that into doubt. There is a marked 
and appropriate stylistic difference between the first part of the speech 
(points i-iii) and the second (points iv-v), the former containing many 
integrally-enjambed verses making complicated sentences, the latter, 
especially from 308 on, being more straightforward in expression, with 
many whole-verse sentences and elaboration of detail through cumulation 
and progressive enjambment. 

285-6 A paratactic sequence: 'they want to make you a reproach 
among men, and do not fulfil their promise.. . ' ; that is, ' . . . b y not 
fulfilling... ' 

286-8 The 'promise' was presumably a general commitment by the 
army to carry the expedition to a successful conclusion, made 'as they were 
leaving Argos* (i.e. mainland Greece, 287), rather than the earlier and 
famous vow of Helen's suitors, never directly alluded to by Homer, to come 
to the aid of the successful candidate if the need ever arose. Idomeneus' 
reference at 4.267 (q.v. with note) is no more specific than here. 
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290 ' They lament to each other about going home'; for the construction 
compare Od. 5.153, v6orov 65upop£vcp. 

291 The sense is difficult and much debated. ir6vos almost certainly 
means 'toil', 'labour* rather than 'gr ief , as indeed Aristarchus argued 
(Arn/A); it nearly always does so in Homer, although 6 . 3 5 5 A T ^ C A S T *S A N 

exception. The literal meaning seems to be, therefore, 'truly it is also a 
labour to depart in distress*. Fighting before Troy is often described as a 
labour - the paradox is that going home (for that is the meaning of'depart*, 
as the previous verse shows) can involve equal hardship. The conditions in 
which this would be so are presumably implied by &virfiivra (perfect 
passive participle of&viAw, 'cause distress or annoyance to'); this particular 
form recurs only once in Homer at Od. 3.117, where Nestor tells Telemakhos 
that to describe all the sufferings of the Achaeans at Troy would take more 
than five or six years, and that he would have returned home &vu]6cis long 
before that. There 'in distress' implies 'because of the long lapse of time', 
but also 'because the end did not seem to be in sight'. If that nuance were 
applied to the present verse the following argument would emerge: 'truly 
it would be a labour [i.e. as much as toiling on the battlefield] to return 
home in frustration with nothing accomplished'. That suits quite well the 
general development of Odysseus' argument in the verses that follow, and 
would be repeated by ring-composition in the conclusion at 297f. The only 
difficulty is xal y6p at the start of the very next verse, 292, which could not 
offer a direct explanation of the point being made (according to the present 
interpretation) in 291, but would rather look forward to the reservation 
expressed in 297f. Thus the sequence of thought would be 'Going home in 
frustration would be as bad as toiling on the battlefield, because, although 
even a month's delay away from home is bad (and we have had nine years!), 
it is nevertheless disgraceful to wait for a very long time and then return 
with nothing to show for it.' This is preferable to Lehrs' interpretation 
(favoured by Leaf short of resort to emendation), 'truly here is toil to make 
a man return disheartened'. Some looseness in the run of the argument may 
in any case be expected in view of the proverbial colouring of 291, since 
proverbs tend to be rather roughly adapted to context in the Iliad as a whole, 
cf. e.g. 20.246-50. Perhaps such a proverbial use was triggered by vfcofkn, 
which likewise ends the preceding verse. The infinitive of this verb is in any 
case a common formula at the verse-end (20X II. out of a total of 22 uses, 
and 3 2 X Od. out of 3 3 ) , especially after OTK6V6E as in 290 (6x II. including 
3X in this Book, where of course the idea of returning home is an important 
theme). 

295 Not 'it is the ninth revolving year', for according to 134 nine years 
have already elapsed; but rather 'it is the ninth year that is turning, i.e. 
at an end', cf. TpoTtrj = 'solstice*. 

299-300 The tone becomes even more accommodating. Odysseus urges 
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them directly now, addressing them as 'friends'; and through the first person 
plural of Sacouev (a unique but not really surprising syncopation of 
SacicopEV, ' learn') he claims to share their feelings. In 300 most MSS, but not 
A, have EI not fi; nevertheless Aristarchus (Did/A) opted for the latter, 
which is probably correct. T h e proper form of disjunction in indirect 
questions in Homer, and the commonest form in the vulgate (even though 
eI is universally supported at 6 . 3 6 7 ) appears to be (elided as f i) . . .^E 
(fj); see Chantraine, GH11, 293f, and on 346-9/n. 

301—2 Again the persuasive complicity: we all know what happened at 
Aulis, and you yourselves witnessed it. It is important that Odysseus should 
continue by vividly recalling this portent to their minds. The undeniable 
reality of the portent itself is made to spread over into Kalkhas' interpretation 
of it. 

Aristarchus (Arn/A) and nearly all the MSS read the adjectival form 
pdpTupoi (cf. 7.76 ¿TTipdpTvpos) against Zenodotus* pdpTvpES, but the latter 
mav well be correct. 

303 'Yesterday and the day before', so to speak - an idiom not 
elsewhere found in Homer, but relatively common in classical Greek in the 
form 7rpcjrjv te Koti x^S, e.g. Hdt. 2.53.1; ' it seems just like yesterday' 
(Willcock). This kind of interpretation is probably correct against attempts 
to link the expression closely with f)yEp£0ovTO in the next verse (as by 
Lehrs followed by Leaf) : T E K 0" Trpco'»3", 6T* k% A0Xl8a vrjEs 
'Axat&v | ^yep£8ov"ro, ' when the Achaeans' ships had gathered yesterday 
or the day before', that is, the portent occurred a day or two after the ships 
had assembled. But the word-order is strongly against this. 

305-7 T h e holy altars around the spring with its shining waters under 
the fine plane-tree are all formular epithets, but their aggregation (together 
with the regularly perfect hecatombs) deliberately stresses the authenticity 
of the reminiscence and, by implication, of the religious experience itself. 
Pausanias (as Leaf observed) noted at 9 . 1 9 . 7 that the spring was still shown 
in his day and that part of the plane-tree was still preserved in Artemis' 
temple at Aulis; that is probably sheer antiquarianism, since there is no 
reason for believing that Homer's description was based on special local 
knowledge. There had to be water at Aulis, otherwise the fleet would not 
have assembled there; and plane-trees grew around springs then, as now. 

305 <5cp<pl TTEpi looks odd, but the former word is adverbial and to be 
taken closely with SpSopEv, whereas the latter is an ordinary preposition 
governing xp^vTiv. 

307-18 Fables of a contest between a snake and a bird in a tree, which 
end with one of them devouring the other's young, were of high antiquity 
and had various morals. In the Accadian myth of Etana it is an eagle that 
devours the snake's offspring ( A N E T 114C; on Mesopotamian and Greek 
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fables in general sec West, Works and Days 204f.). In the present case there 
is no special moral and it is merely the devouring of a particular number 
of victims that is important - the birds are equivalent to years. The snake 
is described in portentous detail; his back is dark and blood-coloured, Irrl 
vcoTa 6acpoiv6s ( 3 0 8 ) , and he is ap£p5aA£o$, huge and terrible ( 3 0 9 ) . The 
young birds are pathetically described as VEOCTOOI, vrjma T£KVOC (311), as they 
crouch under the leaves of the highest branch ( 3 1 2 ) . There were eight of 
them and the mother made nine, which increases the pathos, as perhaps 
does the deliberate naiveli of the jingling f j T£KE TEKVCC in 3 1 3 . The snake 
emerging from beneath the altar (or rather one of the altars, cf. 305) adds 
to the religious aura; it is Zeus that sends him (cf. also 318), not Artemis 
the special deity of Aulis, since only he could determine or recognize in 
advance the outcome of the war. 

314 TETpiycinras is perfect participle of Tpfjco, an established epic term 
for whining or squeaking (being onomatopoeic in its present stem at least, 
cf. Tp(3ouacn at Od. 24.5 and 7): of birds (as here) or bats, of souls going 
down to Hades, even of a wrestler's back under strain at 23.714. Zenodotus 
(Arn/A) rather typically read TIT^OVTCCS, an otherwise unattested verb 
evidently meaning 'twittering'. 

315 T&va comes at the verse-end for the third time in five verses. The 
epic singers evidently did not object (any more than Euripides, for example, 
later) to this kind of repetition, occasionally at least; it is accentuated here 
by the -COTES -COTCCS near-rhyming of the intervening endings. Such effects 
are often fortuitous, but the pathetic tone discussed in the note on 3 0 7 - 1 8 

shows that it is almost certainly deliberate here. 
317 A rising threefolder, the only one in the plain narrative of the 

portent (compared with the rather frequent instances at 2 8 9 , 2 9 0 , 2 9 2 , 2 9 8 , 

and possibly 284, 302 and 304, in the earlier part of Odysseus' speech; and 
324, 326 317), 328 and possibly 332 in the latter part). 

318-19 A well-known crux. The MSS give ¿pi^rjAov ( = 'very conspicu-
ous', <5cpi- being the intensive prefix, §pt- in Aeolic, cf. ¿piouvios), which was 
probably the reading favoured by Zenodotus (although Aristonicus in A 
attributed ¿tp(6r)Aov to him, the same word in a later and unmetrical form). 
The meaning would then be that Zeus made the serpent 'very conspicuous' 
by turning it into stone. Aristarchus, on the other hand (Am/AT), evidently 
read A'ijnAov = 'invisible' and athetized 319 (so Lehrs, cf. Erbse 1, 254). 
This is probably correct - although many commentators have thought 
otherwise - for two reasons, of which the first is the more important: (i) it 
makes a significant contrast with 6$ trap E911VE, which is otherwise rather 
pointless:' the snake was made invisible by the god who had made it visible' 
(so Aristarchus, Arn/T); (ii) the content of 319 is in any case difficult to 
envisage precisely: where was the stone snake? Still in the tree? Turning 
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something portentous into stone is far more plausible in the case of the 
Phaeacian ship so turned by Poseidon at Od. 13.161-4 (163, ôç ptv Aaccv 
6rjKe), which was probably the model for whoever provided 319 as a 
supplementary explanation for texts in which 'very conspicuous* was read 
in 318. O n dnjrjAov, presumably à-privative + root offôcïv = *see' + -T}Xos 
as suffix, see Chantraine, G H1, 169 (who supports this reading), also Diet. 
s.v. ¿ti'BijAos. 

321 cb$ is temporal: ' S o when the dread beasts had intruded on the 
hecatombs for the gods . . . the innocent sparrows join the snake as terrible 
monsters because of their role in the portent. 

322 àyôpeuc, imperfect, ' began to speak '. 
323-32 Odysseus recalls Kaikhas* exact words, which will themselves 

repeat where possible the terms of Odysseus' previous narration of events; 
thus 326 ~ 317, 327 = 313. This is oral economy, or artifice based thereon. 

323 6veo) or &v€co, ' in silence', see 3.84^ 
325 'Late in arriving, late in fulfilment'; both words are unique in 

Homer but appropriately prophetic in tone, an effect to which the repeated 
o-sounds somehow contribute. 

328-9 The actual interpretation of the omen is baldly stated, and 
Kaikhas does not try to explain it further - compare Theoklymenos' even 
more arbitrary interpretation of a portent at Od. 15.531-4. One might have 
expected the meaning to be that eight years had passed and Troy would 
fall in the ninth - that is, the fledglings would represent the years so far, 
the mother the fateful year to come. We know that nine years had already 
elapsed (see on 295); the poet could in theory have said at 313 èwé\ ¿rràp 
piyrfjp Bekott) fjv (although admittedly èwéa is not elided elsewhere in 
Homer), but did not choose to do so. Therefore the fledglings must 
symbolize the years already past, the mother the present year. 

330 All that has happened so far is that nine years have passed with 
no result ; at least that does not conflict with Kaikhas' interpretation, so that 
Odysseus can claim, somewhat speciously, that the whole of it is being 
brought to pass. 

333-5 They are called 'Apytïoi ('Argives') first, then 'Axcuoi ( 'Ach-
aeans'), apparently indifferently; the latter is nearly always used as last 
word in the verse. 

3 3 4 = 1 6 . 2 7 7 , a k ° the ships resounding. opepSaAiov (etc.) always 
occurs as first word in the verse, as here (27X //., gx Od.) ; opcp5aXéov 
KOvàf)r)0E -13E etc. is also well established in the poetical vocabulary (7X //., 
IX Od.). It is a bold and dramatic application of the phrase, none the less, 
to the ships echoing the din of the army. 

336-68 Nestor's speech here, like all his interventions, has its idiosyn-
cratic side. It begins with an apparently ill-timed rebuke which ignores 
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Odysseus' elaborate, well-planned and evidently effective (cf. 335) address. 
Its outline is as follows: (i) >ou (we) are wasting time in childish disputes, 
forgetting our pledges to fight (337-43); (ii) Agamemnon should stick to 
his resolve and lead the army in battle, ignoring the odd dissenter (344-9); 
(iii) for Zeus sent a favourable omen, lightning on the right, on the day the 
Argives left Aulis for Troy (350-3); (iv) therefore let no one attempt to leave 
for home before Helen has been avenged - if anyone does, he will be killed 
(354-9^; (v) Agamemnon should marshal the troops tribe by tribe so that 
cowards can be easily distinguished (360-8). Of these points the first, third 
and fifth all create difficulties: (i) for the reason mentioned, that the rebuke 
is out of place after Odysseus' speech and its favourable reception, (iii) 
because it ignores Odysseus' reference to a different omen at Aulis, and (v) 
because the tactical advice is inconsistent with the remainder of the poem, 
in which tribes and phratrics are virtually unmentioned. It is conceivable 
that earlier versions of the tale had either a speech by Odysseus or one by 
Nestor, not both, but that the monumental composer decided to have both 
together. Odysseus' speech, as we saw, is constructed with great care and 
even brilliance; Nestor's has the advantage of eliciting an enthusiastic 
response from Agamemnon, and this, with the army's equally keen reaction 
at 394ff., may be needed to restore the king's authority. Extreme unitarians, 
who refuse to accept the slight anomalies that can arise out of the progressive 
accumulation of oral materials, would have to argue that Nestor deliberately 
ignores Odysseus for some personal or psychological reason. Willcock (who 
is not extreme) comments that 'Nestor, building on the good effect of 
Odysseus' speech, takes a much tougher line'; whereas bT on 337 suggested 
that Nestor ignored him through disapproval of his conciliatory tone at 296. 

336 Tcprjvios lmrÓTa Néarcop: the first occurrence out of twenty-one 
in the Iliad of this standard phrase for Nestor. Nothing is known about 
'Gerenian'; ancient speculation ranged from an otherwise unknown people 
(so Hesiod, Ehoiai, frag. 35, 6-8 M-W) to a connexion with yápcov, 'old', 
or yépas,' privilege', both unlikely. IrnrÓTa,4 horseman', significantly occurs 
of other heroes only five times in the poem - of Phuleus, Tudeus, Oineus 
and Peleus (twice), each with the all-purpose name-suffix in -cus (see von 
Kamptz, Personennamen 122-6) and belonging to an earlier generation 
(although Peleus is conceived in the Iliad as being still alive). For this reason, 
and because the meaning of rsp/jvios had apparently been forgotten, the 
whole formular phrase is probably an ancient one, going back some 
generations (at least three?) in the oral poetical tradition. 

337 SyopdaoOc by metrical lengthening. 
340 Literally 'may all counsels...be in the fire', i.e. if we are to 

squabble like children (337f, 342) then all agreements may just as well be 
abandoned. For the use of the optative see Chantraine, GH11, 215 Jin. 
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341 T h e most solemn libations were of unmixed wine; Aristarchus 
(Arn/T) observed that when Achaeans and Trojans 'mixed wine in a 
mixing-bowl' at 3-26gf. they were not mixing it with water, but were mixing 
different portions of wine contributed by each side, for symbolic purposes. 
O n 6E ÎO{ sec 4 .158-9^ 

344 ¿OTEiupta: the general meaning is 'fixed, unmoving', cf. 3.219; 
whether the &- is privative or copulative is uncertain (CTT£U<PUAOV = 'com-
pressed olives'; crripfko apparently means 'agitate' , cf. Frisk). 

346-9 A loosely constructed and rather confusing sentence: 'Let these 
perish, the one or two [i.e. Thersites and anyone like him] among the 
Achaeans who have different ideas - which they will not bring to 
completion - before they get back to Argos [i.e. Greece], before they even 
know whether the promise of Zeus is false or not.' The threat is that they 
will perish before ever they get back home, which is what they are 
'separately planning', v6o<p»v {JouAEVcoa*. T h e appended irplv.. .Trplv Kal 
is a rhetorical addition developing the idea of their planning, not of their 
perishing - they are planning to return home before they even know about 
Zeus's promise (which is doubly foolish). This leads on to Nestor's descrip-
tion of the omen at 350-3, just as 961VO6EIV is developed, in a chiastic 
arrangement, shortly afterwards at 357-9: they will perish because they will 
be struck down as soon as they lay hand on a ship. In 349 we should 
probably read fi TE . . . Ê Koci oCnd as in a few MSS, cf. on 299F.; although Shipp, 
Studies 142 and 233^, maintains that this part of Nestor's speech is 
linguistically late and abnormal and therefore that the unique ETTE...ETTE 

should be retained. That may be going too far, although there certainly are 
some relatively late forms hereabouts, see on 360-8 fin. 

348-50 Nestor's emphatic declaration that Zeus has given his approval 
shows the 'falsehood' idea in 349 to be ironical. 

351 This omen evidently occurred later than that described by Odys-
seus, on the very day the fleet sailed from Aulis (compared with 3o3f., 'when 
the ships had gathered at Aulis'). Later tradition, represented for example 
in Aeschylus, Ag. 188-99, suggests that a long interval elapsed between 
arrival and departure - the delay in fact which led to the sacrifice of 
Iphigeneia. Even so, Nestor's failure to refer to the earlier and certainly 
more striking portent, and to the graphic account of it by Odysseus, is 
remarkable; the difficulty cannot be removed by omitting 35if. as e.g. Leaf 
suggested, since that would create a new contradiction over the occasion of 
the snake-portent. 

353 Acrrpdnrrrcov should strictly be ¿coTpAmrovT', since it refers to 
Kpovicova in 350: so Aristarchus (Arn/AbT), but it is an easy ad sensum 
lapse. For the phrasing of the verse compare the similar language of g.236f. 
bnS^i" , 'on the right', indicates the favourable side. 
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3 5 4 - 6 A powerful exhortation with its initial rising threefolder followed 
by the three/fourfold 355 and ending with 356, in which each of the four 
main words constitutes a separate rhythmical colon, to give a decisive, 
almost a pounding effect. 

355 T h e recommendation of mass rape (which is what it amounts to) 
is phrased in a typically epic - that is, bowdlerized - way, almost as if one 
were simply to take one's place in the marital bed for a long night's rest. 

356 By sleeping with a Trojan wife they will be taking revenge for all 
the sufferings caused on Helen's account - that is, because of Paris having 
unlawfully slept with an Achaean one. The verse recurs almost exactly at 
590, which however casts little light on the present meaning. Aristarchus 
(Arn/A) rejected the opinion of contemporary x^l jovTtS, 'Separatists', 
that the Iliad and Odyssey took a wholly different view of Helen: in the latter 
she was clearly guilty of leaving voluntarily with Paris, whereas here, they 
claimed, the 'struggles and groans* are her own; that is, she was forcibly 
abducted. Admittedly the grammar is ambiguous, in that the struggles, 
¿purjpara (rather than 'cares* as the exegetical scholiasts thought), could 
in theory either belong to Helen or be hers in an objective sense, that is, be 
about her or be undergone by others because of her; but the whole subsequent 
tradition portrayed her as running off willingly (even if it was her wraith 
that did so!), and there would have been little point in Priam telling her 
' I hold not you, but the gods, responsible' at 3.164 if she had been obviously 
innocent. The Odyssey makes it plain, for example at 4 . 2 6 1 - 3 , that she left 
home out of love for Paris, and the two poems are unlikely to have diverged 
on this central issue. 

357~9 Another 3-verse exhortation, of a more sinister kind, to balance 
3 5 4 - 6 . ¿KTT&yXcas, 'astoundingly' (connected with ¿KtrXfjaaco, cf. Chan-
traine, Did. s.v.), increases the irony: ' i f you have an astounding urge to 
go home, just lay a hand on your ship - and you will be dead', in front of 
(i.e. in the sight of) the rest. 

3 6 0 - 6 The first of several pieces of very specific tactical advice offered 
by Nestor, mostly in the first half of the poem, in his role of trusted 
counsellor. Like some although not all of the others, this has an unusual and 
faintly anachronistic flavour, being more appropriate to the kind of fighting 
he describes in his reminiscences of past conflicts between the Pylians on 
the one side and the Arcadians or Epeans on the other, than to that before 
Troy. Compare his advice at 4 . 2 9 7 - 3 0 9 (cowards to be stationed in the 
middle, charioteers to stay in close formation like the men of old); 6.67-71 
(no interruption of the advance in order to plunder the dead); 7 . 3 2 7 - 4 3 

(Achaeans to build a defensive wall and trench after burning their dead); 
9 . 6 5 - 8 (guards to be stationed at night outside wall and trench); 1 0 . 2 0 4 - 1 7 

(a spy to be sent among the Trojans to discover their plans); 1 1 . 7 9 6 - 8 0 3 
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(Akhilieus should let Patrokios wear Akhilleus' armour so as to frighten the 
Trojans); t4.C2f. (useless for the wounded leaders to try and fight); 
23.306-48 (detailed tactical instructions to his son Antilokhos for the 
chariot-race). Nestor's advice also tends to be expressed in untraditional 
language: 'No portion of either poem is richer in notable features than 
362-8* (Shipp, Studies 233). That is not beyond argument, but (ppî Tprjipiv 
in 363 and Kcrri oykas and noytovrax in 366 are surprising; see on those 
verses. 

361 Nestor's advice is preceded by a solemn introduction, as at 9.60-2. 
This verse is not exactly repeated elsewhere but its components are 
formular: ou8' &Aiov ETTOS iaarrai OTTI KEV ENNJ, 24.92, cf. 24.224; 6 T T I KEV 

EITTCO e t c . , 5 X //., gx Od. 

362-3 The emphatic asyndeton of Korra <{>OAa, xcrrdt 9prjTpas (with the 
anaphora of KCRRA and lengthening of its final syllable in the second 
instance), followed by the marked rhetorical repetitions of 363, is typical 
of Nestor's didactic and gnomic style. The advice to marshal men by 
contingents (or tribes - see below) and phratries or brotherhoods looks 
almost too obvious; surely that would have been done at the beginning of 
the campaign, not after nine years? Moreover it includes a kinship term, 
' brotherhoods', which is paralleled only in another of Nestor's idiosyncratic 
comments at y ^ f . , where he asserts that the man who likes civil dispute 
is 6<pprjTcop. Phratries were important in Athens before Kleisthencs, and 
Leaf among others saw a reference here to the social organization of the 
seventh or sixth century B.C. 9uAa in this context looks as though it should 
mean 'tribes' in a political sense rather than merely 'contingents' or, 
loosely, 'races', as elsewhere in Homer, e.g. at 840; but the proper term for 
clan or tribe is 90X̂ 1 not 9OX0V, and that leaves its trace only once in the 
Iliad, in the puzzling KcrTa<pvAa66v applied to the Rhodians at 2.668. 
Perhaps, as N. G. L. Hammond comments on this passage (/I History of 
Greece (Oxford 1959) 67), 'The commoners, rather than the princes, were 
loyal members of these "brotherhoods" (phratries), which were based on 
kinship and formed together into tribes'; the nobles on the other hand were 
¿Talpoi under their leader. According to A. Andrewes in his fundamental 
article * Phratries in Homer', ' the tribes and phratries are an intrusion from 
[Homer's] own lime: not an interpolation but.. .a lapse from consistency' 
(Hermes 89 (1961) 132). He also observed (i29f.) that many organizational 
details throughout the epic, not only those suggested by Nestor, are 
mentioned in order to make the particular occasion an impressive one, and 
are thereafter wholly neglected - so for example of the Myrmidons being 
divided into five groups at 16. i68ff., or the Trojans at i2.86f. That is what 
happens here, for although Agamemnon is enthusiastic about the proposed 
division by tribes and phratries the proposal is never actually carried out, 
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not even in Nestor's own contingent according to the evidence of 4.293-300. 
The closest to it is when Iris disguised as Polites tells Hektor at 2.803-6 
(and as a means of introducing the Trojan catalogue, just as Nestor's advice 
here leads to the Achaean) to ensure that each contingent of the polyglot 
allies is led by a man of its own speech (cf. Andrewes, op. cit., 132). 

9prjTpT}<ptv in 363 is a directly datival use of the ease-ending -9», 
which is normally locative, instrumental (as in Mycenaean) or ablative; it 
has the advantage here of increasing still further the emphatic alliteration 
of 9 . 

365-8 Nestor is concerned to discourage cowards, as he also will be at 
4.299!'. The rising threefolder at 365 is balanced by that at 367, and the 
balance is emphasized by the corresponding yvoxrrj and yvcbcreat as first 
word in each couplet; see also on 391-3. 

366 KCRRD CT9€AS, 'by themselves', cf. 1 . 2 7 1 Kerr' IN' OUTOV (also spoken 
by Nestor). pct)(eovTai is conceivably an Atticism, uaxncrouai (etc.) being 
the regular Homeric form of the future tense of this verb; in that case the 
verse would probably have been a supplement by a rhapsode who felt 365 
to be incomplete in itself. But the balanced couplets (see the previous 
comment) suggest if anything that the present arrangement is original. 

370-6 Agamemnon is always appreciative of Nestor's advice; here he 
is ecstatic about it. The thought that Troy would fall if he had ten such 
counsellors turns his attention back to his actual and very different 
circumstances. 

377-8 He blames Zeus first and foremost (a motif to be developed when 
he finally renounces the quarrel with Akhilleus, at i9.86ff.) but concedes 
in 378 that he himself began the provocation. In other words he has already 
partly recovered from his excess of kingly arrogance in book 1. 

379-80 Agamemnon's mind turns to the future again: what would really 
cause Troy's fall (for 371-4 had been, after all, a mere flight of fancy) would 
be the termination of his quarrel with Akhilleus. The tone of 380 is 
emphatic, sinister and ironical, especially in the abstract dcvdpArjots and the 
poetical but still almost colloquial ou8* l)po»ov. The former recurs at 24.655 
(where C. W. Macleod in his commentary described the effect as 
euphemistic - much as it is here), fi^aiov is the epic form of the later Pai6s 
etc., 'little', and Chantraine, Diet, accepts Leumann's suggestion (//W50) 
that it results from the false division of ov 8f) 0aiov; see also on 386. 

381 This verse recurs as 19.275. BeTirvov is the main Homeric meal, 
dinner, as distinct from fipiorov, breakfast, and 86pTrov, supper. It is 
normally taken at midday, but can imply, as it does here, simply a 
substantial meal without too careful a specification of the hour at which it 
is to be eaten. 

"Ap-qa connoting war in general is formular at the verse-end (1 ix //., not 
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Od.)> as object of ¿yeipeiv, 9^p€iv, peveiv as well as of ^vv&ytiv. T h e dative 
is used similarly, e.g. at 385. 

3 8 2 — 4 An example (as A b T commented on 382) not only of epanaphora 
(eO pcv TIS. . .£u HI TTS. ..€06I TTS) but also, in the first and third of the three 
verses, of homoioteleuton or similar (rhyming) ending, in ©eoOco and Hf6£o6co. 
Agamemnon's instruction to the troops is thus both rhetorical and highly 
emphatic; as often in such cases there is a rising threefolder involved, here 
at 382. Its concrete ness and detail are worthy of Nestor himself, with a touch 
of his eccentricity: were they really likely to forget to feed the horses 
(although I suppose spear-points did need sharpening from time to time) ? 
The epic tradition is usually quite vague about such details. 

386 T h e rhetorical style continues; this verse is very similar to 380, not 
only in its formular ending o06* fjPaiov -at (6x //., 3X Od.) preceded by 
(prr)iaaeTai, but also in the choice of an unusual verbal abstract as subject, 
here TTavaooXr), there ¿cvapXrjais, on which see 379-8011. 

387 'Unless night separates' is tantamount to ' u n t i l . . . ' 
3 8 8 - 9 0 Another rhetorical and carefully balanced sentence, different in 

arrangement from 382-4 but repeating many of its elements; there is 
anaphora again, with prominent HEV...5E, also indefinite TIS in the form 
TEU. . . TEU. Chest sweating under shield-strap is another graphic detail, and 
shield, spear, horse and chariot all reappear. 

391—3 Once again a rising threefolder, 391, introduces the climax, 
which is a repetition of Nestor's warning against shirkers (357-9) in different 
terms. The sinister tone is maintained both by the stark contrast between 
the innocent-sounding 'staying by the curved ships' and the brutal 
implication of the dogs and birds, and by the circumlocution of oO ol 
£TTEITCX | fipxiov ¿OCTETTC», in which ¿cpxiov means something like 'reliable' -
'he will not be able to rely on escaping the dogs and birds' (i.e. those that 
will devour his corpse). ¿atTEiTat is an artificial form of regular faarrai or 
ecrrai, only elsewhere at 13.317. 

394-483 The troops return to the ships and prepare a meal be/ore going into battle; 
the chieftains dine with Agamemnon, who sacrifices an ox. Then the heralds give the 
order to form up; an unparalleled sequence of similes marks the march-out of the troops 
onto the plain 

394—7 The army gives a great shout, presumably of excitement and 
approval, after Agamemnon's speech just as it had done (and in the same 
formular language, 'Apyeioi 8e p£y* Taxov) at 333 after that of Odysseus. 
T h e noise is compared with the roar of the waves as the south wind (the 
violent scirocco, that implies) drives them against the cliffs of a promontory. 
This is the third wave-simile in this Book, cf. 144-6 and 208-10 with 
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comments. In 2ogf. the surf breaks on a long beach, whereas here the waves 
pound against projecting cliffs; there is little essential difference, but the 
description of the former is clearer and more straightforward; here the effort 
to suggest the projection of the cliffy headland, in the first half of both 395 
and 396, is almost laboured. Similarly the poet finds it necessary to reinforce 
his initial south wind with 'winds of all kinds' blown from all directions (for 
Aristarchus, quoted by Didymus in A on 397, is clearly wrong in taking 
KuuaTa as subject of ytvonrrai). 2vQ* f) ?v6a in 397 recalls similar (but not 
formulaically identical) language in the bee-simile at 90. For the relation 
of all this to previous similes in book 2 see Moulton, Similes 38-42 and 
especially 4!, where the argument about the implied direction of motion 
calls for some caution. 

399 KdnrvtCTCTcrv, 'made smoke'-that is, by lighting fires; a compact 
expression, only here in Homer, and one that presents a lively picture of 
the scene. 

400-1 Another unusual detail; sacrifices accompanied by prayer, apart 
from public occasions, are regularly confined to aristocratic, heroic dinners 
(compare the description of the army making supper at the end of book 7). 
The ordinary troops must of course have sacrificed and prayed from time 
to time - fp63E can also include the making of bloodless offerings as at 
9-534f. - but the poetical tradition was not much interested in that. bT 
noted that each man praying to his own particular deity emphasizes the 
diversity of the contingents, also that the troops pray for self-preservation, 
the leaders for success - for example Agamemnon at 413-18 will pray for 
the fall of Troy and the death of Hektor. A closer look at 401 shows that 
self-preservation may involve keeping clear of the real fighting altogether, 
for pobXov "ApT)0$ is a formuiar phrase that means simply 'the tumult of 
battle' (so in its other three Iliadic uses) and not some especially dangerous 
and legitimately avoidable encounter. Reading KCTT6 pwAov for KCCI UWXOV 
would avoid this implication, but has no manuscript warrant. 

402-3 Agamemnon's provision of an ox for sacrifice (and one in prime 
condition as is appropriate to Zeus), in contrast with the common man's 
unspecified meal and sacrifice at 399f., calls to mind the scene, almost a 
caricature, on the Shield of Akhilleus at 18.556-60, where an ox is sacrificed 
for the royal luncheon while porridge is prepared for the harvesters. 

404-9 The order of those invited to the chieftains' dinner has a certain 
logic, in parts at least: Nestor and Idomeneus come first in age, Aias and 
Diomedes may be mentioned next because of their superior fighting qualities 
after Akhilleus (and on the lesser Aias see 4o6n.). bT offered various 
explanations, none particularly persuasive, for the postponement of Odys-
seus until sixth. As for Menelaos, he came avrr6naTos, of his own accord. 
Verse 409 was considered by many in antiquity (according to Athenaeus 
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5.177c), including Demetrius of Phalerum (frag. 190 IVehrli), to be an 
addition; see Erbse on 405-9 and van der Valk, Researches it, 499. It is indeed 
inorganic and, more serious, slightly awkward in expression: 'for he knew 
in his heart how his brother was labouring* &̂5EA<PEC>S being the regular epic 
form of later ¿c8eA90$). That is, he came without invitation to save his 
brother the trouble, occupied as the latter was with inviting the others and 
arranging for the sacrifice and subsequent feast. Without this verse we 
should certainly take the reason for Menelaos' coming unbicl to be slightly 
different, namely that as Agamemnon's brother, as well as inspirer of the 
whole expedition, he would appear as of right, irrespective of how busy 
Agamemnon might be. But 408 is just the kind of condensed and allusive 
statement that tended to attract further explanation, either in the cumulative 
oral tradition or, occasionally, in the subsequent phase of rhapsodic 
transmission and sporadic elaboration. It is often impossible, as here, to 
distinguish the two; only when there is real absurdity in the expansion can 
we be sure that post-Homeric agents were involved. 

404 This is the first occurrence in the poem of the verse-end formula 
ipiOTTiES -as Flavcxxaicov (8x II.; TTavaxaioi by itself ix II., 3X Od.). 
riavaxaioi is a logical enough form for the united Achaeans, cf. riav£AAr|vas 
at 530 (which may well, however, be a rhapsodic addition, see on 529 -30); 
its use in apposition to ylpovTCts is paralleled only by the rather odd 
KOupfiTas ¿tpicrrfjas navaxatcbv at 19.193. 

4 0 6 ATCCVTE 5 0 W : presumably the great, Salaminian Aias is ac-
companied, as often, by the lesser Locrian one (so bT), with whom he is 
especially associated because of his shared name. But one has to remain 
aware that occasionally, and evidently through retention in the poetical 
tradition of an early use of the dual, ATCCVTE and AtavT" as well as AIOVTES 

-ccs -EOOI(V) (34X II. in all) can refer instead to the greater Aias and his 
half-brother Teukros; so definitely at 4 . 2 7 3 (and 2 8 0 ) - see on 4 . 2 7 2 - 3 ; and 
also 1 3 . 1 9 7 (despite 1 3 . 2 0 3 ) . This intriguing fact was first observed by 
J . A. Wackernagel (Kuhns J^eitschrift 2 3 ( 1 8 7 7 ) 302ff.) and isdearly and fully 
discussed by Page, HHI 2 3 5 - 8 and n. 5 2 on pp. 2 7 2 f ; see also on 5 2 7 . 

408 Menelaos like Diomedes is Pofjv &yct66s, 'good at shouting' or, in 
the traditional translation, 'good at the war-cry'. There is no need to argue 
whether or not the trumpet had been invented (cf. bT) to understand that 
a loud voice and an ability to use it for rallying one's troops would be a use-
ful characteristic in a leader. Menelaos is a lesser fighter than Diomedes, but 
his sharing this prestigious description is probably mainly due to his name 
being metrically equivalent - that is often the salient consideration, real 
unsuitability apart, in an oral tradition. At all events Menelaos is so 
described 17X against Diomedes' 21X; the phrase is very occasionally 
transferred to others (Hektor, Aias, Polites). 
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410-31 On the dedication of the animal victim, the prayer, the 
slaughtering, the preparation and burning of the divine portions and the 
roasting of the other meat see on 1.447-68, a closely similar version of 
this typical scene of sacrifice (in particular 421-4=1.458-61 and 
427-32 = 1.464-9). The main differences are that in book 1 there are 
several victims (a hecatomb), and they are stationed round the altar - here 
the sacred circle is composed by the sacrificers themselves who surround the 
single animal; there is no formal altar in Agamemnon's hut, as there 
obviously had been in Apollo's precinct at Khruse. The washing of hands 
is omitted in this version of the scene (the description of which in any case 
tends to vary slightly on each occasion); there is no mention of the sacrificer 
pouring wine on the divine portion as at i .462^; the cnrAdyxva, the sacred 
bits of the entrails that were eaten as part of the sacrifice and before the 
secular meal, are explicitly described here at 426 as being roasted, although 
that is merely assumed in the book 1 version. Finally the acts of spitting 
and roasting are here carried out by all present - Agamemnon is not singled 
out as the priest Khruses obviously needed to be in the hecatomb-sacrifice 
of book 1; on this point see on 1.462-3. 

41st—18 Agamemnon's prayer is thoroughly heroic in tone, rather than 
pious, tactful or even practical; he wants victory now, with Priam's palace 
ablaze and Hektor dead, all before dusk. Compared with Khruses' prayer 
to Apollo at 1.451 6 it is also perfunctory in its failure to cite the local 
affiliations and special functions of the god and to show reason why he 
should grant the present request. But perhaps the matter of local epithets 
is not so simple; Aristarchus (Arn/A) defended the titles given to Zeus in 
412 against the version of 3.276 which some critics evidently preferred here, 
namely ZeO Trccrep "I6r}8EV pc6kov KV6ICTTE (IFYIOTE, on the ground that it would 
be unsuitable to mention the god's connexion with Mt Ida and the Troad 
when he was being asked to destroy Troy itself. It might be added that *of 
black clouds' here may be held to give a sinister foretaste of aWaXoEv in 415; 
see also on 4.166 8. 

415 al0aA6ev, 'smoky* or 'sooty*, is descriptive of a palace's megaton or 
main room at Od. 22.239 ~ that «s» a s blackened by the smoke of the central 
hearth. Here, however, both position and context show the epithet to have 
a different and special reference: the palace will be smoky because it is being 
burned down (so also bT). As for the vulgate reading Trpfjaai, Aristarchus 
(Did/A) wrote TTXTjaai in his editions, and this was the commonest reading 
in antiquity. Trpfjoai (from *n-pf|8co = 'blow' or 'blaze', although only the 
former meaning is found elsewhere in Homer) is possible as Didymus 
observed, but irAf^aai, 'fill', seems preferable and is indeed quite brilliant: 
'fill the doorways with blazing fire'. 

417 '(making it) in tatters [literally, broken, cf. 
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£rjy-vupi] with the bronze ( s p e a r - h e a d ) a half-verse cumulation that 
renders the envisaged spearing of Hektor even more vivid - and even more 
extravagant, perhaps, as a wish. 

419-20 This is the only place in Homer where a god refuses a prayer 
but 'accepts' the sacrifice in some way, and it worried Aristarchus (whose 
comment is preserved in full by Didymus in A), always anxious as he was 
to absolve Zeus from the suspicion of double-dealing (see on 1.15 and 35). 
Aristarchus therefore took 8£KTO PEV lp<i to imply the sending of some 
favourable sign enabling prophets to declare that the offerings had been 
received: oTov aima lofjpaivEv dxrrg A£yeiv TOUS pavreis OTI 8£5EKTCU. This 
seems implausibly complicated, and reads too much in the way of behind-
the-scenes action into a short phrase. More probably the purpose of 
' accepting' was to show Zeus as still deceiving Agamemnon, in a way; there 
was no real dishonesty, as TTCO in 4 1 9 shows: Zeus did not yet fulfil this kind 
of prayer (but would ultimately do so). T o reject it openly would therefore 
have been misleading (and probably fatal to the insecure Achaean morale), 
and was in any case unnecessary; for Homeric gods did not invariably or 
even frequently give any specific indication of their reaction, favourable 
or otherwise, to prayer or sacrifice or both combined. 

421-9 For the details of sacrifice see on 410-31. 
4 2 5 - 6 The description of putting the divine portions on spits differs 

slightly from that of 1.462-3 (see the comment there), mainly, it seems, to 
make the ritual act into one performed by all those present rather than by 
a single officiant like the priest Khruses, or Nestor at Od. 3-459f. The 
portions are of two kinds: the fat-encased thigh-bones, which are placed in 
the fire on wooden spits (425) and wholly consumed by the flames, giving 
off savour for the gods; and selected innards, orrAAyxva, which are spitted 
on iron spits and toasted before being eaten as part of the sacred ritual by 
the main participants (426c). 

4 2 7 - 6 The first of these formular verses ( 2 X / / . , 2 X Od.) is a rising 
threefolder; the second falls firmly into two parts, but there is an alternative 
version found elsewhere (2X //., ix Od.), pioTuAAdv T* &p' iTnorap^vcos 
ireTpAv T" 6£eAoTaiv, which is also threefold and might seem an effective 
substitute here. But, although the sense of the two versions is very similar, 
there is a difference which affects the choice of one or the other; for the 
second version, which does not mention TSAACI, the rest of the meat, is 
appropriate to condensed descriptions of the preparation of meals in which, 
for one reason or another, the divine portion is not specifically mentioned, 
as it is here. In either case the secular portion of the slaughtered animal is 
cut up and grilled on iron spits (which may or may not have been the same 
as those used for the entrail-tasting, see the end of the preceding comment). 

4 3 0 - 2 43of., striking for their alliteration and assonance and consequent 
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emphasis on Barra, Salwinr', 8arr6s - that is, on the shared meal - occur 
twice each in the Iliad and Odyssey; but 'when the meal was over' was 
evidently an even more useful idea (and one subject to less variation), and 
4 3 2 cxCrrAp hrfl IRDAIOS KCtl £8R)TVOS ££ ipov JVTO is a very common formula 
( 7 X //., 14X Od.). 

434—40 Once the meal is finished, Nestor is the natural member of the 
group to propose what should be done next. After all the diversions and 
delays the army is ready for action, and, as Nestor says, it is time for the 
heralds and commanders to reorganise it. 

434 Agamemnon lord of men shares the laudatory epithet KUBICTTE with 
Zeus alone: tox //., 2X Od. (Agamemnon), 5X II. including 412 (Zeus). 

435 pt)k€ti vOv 6^6' a06t taycopeGa literally means' let us now no longer 
be collected here for a long time' according to Aristarchus in his second volume 
of //iW-commentaries (as directly quoted by Didymus in A), against 
Zenodotus* text LIN**"™ ^ 8f) TOR/TCI Xcycopc6a, 'let us now no longer talk 
of these things', teytw, AfryEoBai can have cither meaning in Homer (see 
on 222); for the latter, which is a development of the former, cf. in particular 
1 3 . 2 9 2 = 20.244,6XX*&y€pii»cHiTaOTaA£ycbpeOavT]TrOTioifi>s. Aristarchus* 
difficulty according to Leaf and others was that no conversation had been 
specifically mentioned as taking place at the preceding meal; there must 
obviously have been some, but whether the need to assume such conversation 
is 'contrary to epic practice' as Leaf claims is debatable. Nevertheless, and 
in the light of the established formula |JT)K£TI TOOTO Xrycbpc6a (also 2 X Od.), 
it looks as though Zenodotus was right in both interpretation and text on 
this occasion, and Aristarchus wrong. The contrast then established with 
Epyov in 436 may provide slight further support for this view. 

436 Somehow the future tense tyyuaXI^Ei became the medieval vulgate 
reading; the present -(3a had, however, strong ancient support (from 
Aristarchus, Apollonius of Rhodes, Aristophanes and al iraaat, 'all the 
versions', according to Didymus in A T - it also occurs in the margin of a 
second-century A.D. papyrus and a few MSS, cf. the apparatus criticus in 
O C T ad loc.). The present tense is probably correct: the god is already 
guaranteeing the outcome of the enterprise (and had probably done so, it 
might be added, by the portent at Aulis, cf. 30iff.). 

437-44 The role of the heralds in marshalling the army is underlined by 
the. closely-packed repetitions »rfipv̂ CES...KT̂ PUCTOOVTES.. .<5ryEip6vrcov... 
KTjpvKEooi.. .KTjpuacrEiv.. .frcfjpuaaov.. .fyelpovTO. 

446-5 x The poet stresses the importance of the occasion by another 
intervention on the part of Athene, designed to lift morale still further. This 
is the first of a sequence of special effects (the series of five similes at 459ff., 
the invocation of the Muses at 484ff., the catalogues themselves from 494 
on) to presage the beginning of the battle that forms the heart of the whole 
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epic. The divine intervention is in one respect metaphorical, since Athene 
did not take human appearance, or say anything, nor did the troops actually 
see her - they just seem to have felt her presence as she filled them with 
strength, crftevos, at 451. Yet the vivid description of the alyls, the aegis, that 
she has or holds [tyovu', 447) gives her a certain visual impact too. Exactly 
how the poets of the epic tradition imagined the aegis is a difficult question. 
It is deployed by Zeus ( 4 . 1 6 7 and 1 7 . 5 9 3 ) and Apollo ( 1 5 . 2 2 9 , 3 0 8 , 3 1 8 , 

3 6 1 ; 2 4 . 2 0 ) as well as Athene (here and at 5 . 7 3 8 ; 1 8 . 2 0 4 ; 2 1 . 4 0 0 ; Od. 
2 2 . 2 9 7 ) . It is probably a goat-skin in some form, for that is its obvious 
etymology (so e.g. Chantraine, Diet, s.v.); it is put around the shoulders 
at 5 . 7 3 8 and 1 8 . 2 0 4 (that is, presumably, like a sword (-strap), 5 X //., or 
shield (-strap), IX II.). This suggests that it may be thought of 21s a shield 
covered with goat-skin, although in classical art Athene's aegis is a skin 
thrown over the shoulders like a small shawl; see also Arch. Horn, E 53-6. 
No less interesting than the object itself is the nature of its quite intricate 
description here, which can be compared with the very different account 
at 5 . 7 3 8 - 4 2 , where it is decorated with a Gorgon's head, Rout, Strife and 
so on. The present passage shows signs of careful elaboration on the basis 
of occasional formular elements, in a manner that in itself is not typically 
oral. The commonest noun-epithet formula for the aegis is alyi5a duaav-
oeaaav (5XII.), which seems to have generated the description of its hundred 
golden tassels in 448f., like those on Here's girdle at 1 4 . 1 8 1 ; it is replaced 
here by another formula, 'ageless and deathless', perhaps because alyiB' 
needs to be first word in the verse for emphasis, not near the verse-end as 
in the tassel formula. But Trayxpvotot, 'all-golden', is unique here as a term 
if not as a concept, and fjcp&ovTcn (' dangle' or ' float', an epic form of ¿eipco) 
is hardly formular, although see on 3 . 1 0 8 . Similarly in 4 4 9 both ¿OTTACK&S 

and ¿Kar6ijpoto$ belong to the Homeric vocabulary but are not used here 
in any established formular way, and in 450 i ra i^aoouoa (implying 
darting rather than dazzling, see Chantraine, Diet, s.v.) is paralleled only 
by £K-irai96ord€iv at 5 . 8 0 3 . The phraseology seems therefore to have been 
developed and adapted for the occasion; there is none of the awkwardness 
that seems to characterize specifically post-Homeric development, for 
example by rhapsodes, and we might therefore see here the work of the 
main composer himself. 

451—4 The singer reverts to less individual and more heavily formular 
language, in which 453f., to the effect that war became sweeter to them than 
returning in their hollow ships to their dear native land, effectively rounds 
off the whole episode of the testing of morale and the debate on whether 
or not they should give up and return home. 

455-83 The sequence of five developed similes, which includes two 
further minor comparisons, is unique in Homer, and makes a suitably 
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majestic prelude (together with the invocation of the Muses that will 
immediately follow) to the elaborate Achaean catalogue. The possibility of 
doublets or alternative versions being accidentally incorporated, or of 
rhapsodic elaboration in the manner of the variants in Hesiod, Theog. 734ff., 
obviously presents itself but does not stand up to close examination. Each 
simile arises naturally enough out of its predecessor and either supplements 
an existing point of comparison or introduces a new one. Moreover there 
is no sign - except conceivably for 478f. - of typical rhapsodic taste and 
ambition. The progression (with careful alternation of f|I/T€...TD>v 5* &s 
T* . . .FJI/TC.. .TOUS 8' cos T ' . . -FYJNRE as means of introducing the comparison) 
is as follows: 

455-8 The gleam of armour as they advance is like that of a forest fire 
in the mountains. 

459-66 The races of Achaeans resemble those of birds flocking in the 
meadow round the Kaustrios river, both in numbers and in noise; 
the ground rings with the noise of feet and horses' hooves. 

467-8 They stand in the Scamandrian meadow as numerous as spring 
leaves and flowers. 

469-73 They are as numerous as they stand in the plain as the races of 
flies round milk-pails in springtime. 

474-7 Their leaders marshal them like goatherds dividing up their 
flocks. 

477-9 Among them is Agamemnon, like Zeus, Ares or Poseidon. 
480-3 He stands out like a bull in a flock of cattle - Zeus has made him 

no less conspicuous. 

Moulton, Similes 27-33, well observes that the movement is from broad 
panoramic scenes of nature to detailed pastoral ones. 

4 5 5 - 6 A b T rightly drew attention to the grandeur of conception and 
language: the fire is &I6T)AOV (destructive, that which makes something 
disappear from sight, &-18ETV), it burns up the ficmrrov (immense, indes-
cribable, privative a- + the root found in fcvKnrav) forest on the mountain 
peaks. This is the first of the developed fire-similes in the poem, only 
preceded by the short comparison at 1 . 1 0 4 . 

4 5 7 - 8 ¿pxoptvcov takes up the livai of 4 5 1 ; they are pouring out of the 
camp and gathering on the plain. The gleam and flash of polished bronze 
are a recurrent image in the Iliad, a symbol of martial power and valour. 
Here the gleam penetrates the upper air to the sky itself (like the noise of 
battle at 1 7 . 4 2 5 ) ; the language, especially in SKTTTEOIOIO and Trapqxxv&ooa, 
remains elevated. 

459—66 This famous simile illustrates both the numbers and movement 
of the troops on the one hand and the noise of their marching on the other. 
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459 'Winged' is an otiose epithet for birds in one way, but these are 
large birds and their wings (Trrepuyeaai) are relevant in 462. IQvca, 'raccs', 
is a term already applied to bees in the rather similar comparison at 2.87 
(see on 87-93 90> concluding verse mentioning the 'races' of 
Achaeans is the same in each case (91 = 464). Moreover 28vta TroXXa will 
be applied in the very next developed simile to flies, at 469; perhaps the 
one use of the formular phrase helped to suggest the other. 

460 ' O f geese or cranes or long-necked swans'; cranes recur in another 
simile at the beginning of the next Book (3.3-8), where it is their honking 
as they flv (against the Pygmies - there is a special mythological reference 
there, see on 3.5-6) that is the point of comparison. 

461 Most ancient critics (so probably Arisiarchus, Hdn/bT) read ' Aoico 
without a second iota, as genitive of a proper name Asias (a Lydian king 
according to Herodotus 4.45.3); but 'Asia ' seems to have been used of this 
part of the coastal region until it was applied more widely, and the 'Asian 
meadow' - which is certainly how Vergil understood Homer at Georgics 
1.383^ and Aeneid 7.70if. - is probably correct. The Kaiistrios (later 
Kaiistros) flowed into the sea at Ephesos, and Homer as an Ionian may well 
have known it; Leaf noted that this is the only detailed reference in Homer 
to this east Aegean coast outside the Troad, although cf. i44~6n. 

4 6 2 - 3 The bees at 90 likewise flew 'here and there', although without 
the spasmodic effect of the successive trochaic word-breaks as in 462 here. 
The birds are 'exulting in their wings', swooping about perhaps as they look 
for a spot to land. In 463 they have landed, one in front of another with 
a great cawing, and the whole meadow opapayEl, 'resounds', an 
onomatopoeic term which certainly implies noise (as in 210) and not 
flashing or gleaming - that is a confusion with the different (oriental) root 
of crpapay8os, 'emerald'. Aristarchus (Did/A) supported ¿yaAAopEva 
(against -ai, which is highly unlikely in view of 463 irpoKaQi^vrtov but 
nevertheless retained in most MSS). 

4 6 5 - 6 They 'poured forth' into the plain; that, with the 'many races' 
of 464, makes it appear that the poet is thinking of their multitude rather 
than their noise. However, the noise element, prominent of the birds in 463, 
is now singled out - but has to be redefined, for it is not their shouting that 
makes the noise (that would contradict the contrast emphasized at 3.2-8 
between the disciplined Achaeans and the noisy, disparate Trojans) but 
rather the echoing of the ground under their marching feet and their horses' 
hooves, a rather forced conception perhaps. 

4 6 7 - 8 Lest there should be any remaining confusion the idea of 
multitude is now specifically stated as the Achaeans take station in the plain 
beyond the ships. The 'Scamandrian plain' of 465 has become the 
'Scamandrian meadow' now, not only to echo the Asian meadow of 461 
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but also to allow it to be 6V6EI*6EVTI, ' flowered', and so foreshadow the leaves 
and flowers of 468; these images are woven into one another with 
extraordinary virtuosity. d>prj in its three other Iliadic uses is supported by 
a word for spring (including 471); here and in the similar Od. 9.51 it may 
imply either that or simply 'due season', which amounts to much the 
same. 

469-73 The idea of the great numbers of the Achaeans, suggested by 
the massed birds and then more explicitly stated in the short leaves-
and-flowers comparison, is now developed by a more homely simile: they 
arc like flies swarming in springtime round the full milk-paiis in a sheepfold; 
compare the simile of the ewes being milked at 4.433-5. 

469 Similar to the first verse of the bee-simile at 87, f)VT£ &vta clot 
ueAICTOCIGOV ASivAcov; on £6vea see 9 m., on ABivAcov 87n. 

470 7ro»iir|v in Homer is the guardian of sheep or catde; here, the 
iroiuvrjiov is the sheepfold, since cattle seem to have been kept for draught 
or meat rather than for milking (so e.g. M. L. West on Hesiod, Erga 590). 
f)A6CTKovcnv is a frequentative form of &X6ouat, 'wander', with metrical 
lengthening of the initial vowel: 'fly around'. Neither buzzing (see on 
4 6 5 - 6 ) nor interest in blood, as b T asserted, is in question here. 

471 Springtime links this simile with the immediately preceding one; 
it is now that the milk is most prolific (so the D-scholium, contra Leaf). 6EVEI 

means 'drench', 'make wet', probably meaning simply that the pails arc 
full to overflowing. 

473 Siappalocn ueiaacoTES, 'eager to shatter (the enemy)', a deliberately 
harsh formula (twice elsewhere in //.) in contrast with the pastoral scene, 
to remind the audience of martial qualities (cf. 451-4) as well as sheer 
numbers. 

474-6 After the sheepfold, the goatherds - the herdsmen themselves, for 
now, after concentrating on the army en masse, the poet turns to its 
commanders. 

474 An alrr6Aos is a goatherd, atTr6Xia are things he has to do with, 
i.e. herds; they are TTAOCTI(CC), broad or flat (a formula, 2X / / . , 2X Od., tx 
Hesiod, Theog.)t perhaps because they are wide-ranging rather than 
close-packed like a flock of sheep. 

475 The goats have come to their pasture and the herdsmen easily divide 
them into groups; the idea to be conveyed is of skilled leaders rather than 
inherently disciplined charges. 

476 Again the 'here and there' phrase, almost a leitmotiv of these 
similes (cf. 462 and 90). 

477-8 Agamemnon stands out among the leaders, he is like a Zeus 
among them. It is a powerful and extravagant idea that he resembles the 
god in 'eyes and head', literally: a unique phrase, more likely to imply 'in 
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his gaze and by his height' (cf. 3.193 and comment, where Odysseus is peicov 
pfcv K£<paAfj than Agamemnon) than any specific facial resemblance. 

479 No doubt is cast on this verse either in the ancient tradition ( A b T 
admired it) or by modern editors, but it ought to raise an initial suspicion. 
It might be a simple oral cumulation, but is an anticlimax after the unusual 
comparison with Zeus. The king's waist is like Ares'; normally JCOVT) applies 
to a woman's waist, and it needs a slight mistranslation like 'g irth ' to make 
it seem natural here. His chest is like Poseidon's - again the only parallel 
is Odysseus at 3.I93f., where he is shorter than Agamemnon but broader 
in shoulders and chest. Toos "Aprf! is a common general expression (5X //.) 
of comparison with the war-god, and may be the model here; there is no 
other case of a specific comparison with Poseidon (see the useful conspectus 
in Anne Amory Parry, Blameless Aegislhus (Leiden 1973) 218-23). 

480-2 The focus on Agamemnon continues; after the sheepfold and 
goatherds, now cattle - he stands out among the others like a bull among 
a herd of cows. The comparison is a simple one, in which 482 is a slightly 
repetitive addition for emphasis rather than to add any new visual detail. 

482 As supreme commander Agamemnon is favoured by Zeus even 
among the other 'Zeus-reared kings'. 

483 'Conspicuous among men and outstanding among heroes' is an 
awkward expression most closely paralleled by Agamemnon's entry in the 
ensuing catalogue, where at 579 uaaiv 8E PETETTPETTEV ^PCOEORJIV - a more 
natural phrase in which f)pcb£aaiv is not totally deprived, as it is here, of 
the preposition it needs fespeciall) after £V TTOAAOICTI J. i^oyov fiAXcov is 
common at the verse-end 6x II., 4X Od.) and ^oyov fjpcocov occurs twice 
in book 18 at the beginning of the verse; E^oxov f)pcoEoatv| looks like a 
strained adaptation of the two. 

484-760 The poet calls on the Muses to list, through him, the Achaean leaders 
and their ships. There follows the famous ' Catalogue of Ships \ recording in n arly 
four hundred verses the twenty-nine constituent contingents of the army with their leaders, 
towns and ships 

484—93 T h e poet summons the Muses to help him in his task of recording 
the leaders and their ships, and incidentally points out the impracticably 
of naming the ordinary troops in detail. The catalogue is to be a major 
episode, as this solemn invocation, following hard on the long string of 
similes, makes plain. 

484 'Tel l me [who were the leaders]'; they are to tell the poet, and he 
must relay the information to his listeners. Alternatively, ' te l l for me' , that 
is, use me as your instrument - the sense is almost the same; compare Od. 
T . I , av5pa not EWETTE MoOoa. . . T h e present verse recurs three times in the 
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Iliad: at 11.218, before a list of Agamemnon's victims; at 14.508, before 
another list of victims after Poseidon has inspired the Achaeans; and at 
16.112, where the Muses are to tell (or make the poet tell) how fire fell on 
the Achaean ships. In other words, the verse is always used to mark a solemn 
moment (or one that needs to be made solemn), usually involving a list of 
some kind. The 'OXOpma Scopon-' ^XOUCTCH -OVTE$ formula occurs IOX II. in 
all (including 2.67) and iox Od. 

485-6 These two verses are parenthetical: the Muses know everything 
and arc present everywhere (note the emphatic sound-effects of FERRE... 

TRDPEORD.. .TOTE), men can only repeat hearsay. MoOoat is of uncertain 
etymology, but in the post-Homeric period the Muses were made daughter 
of Memory, MVTIPOOVVTJ. The contrast between divine omniscience and 
human ignorance is of course a common one (and is put in a typically odd 
way by Hesiod at Tkeog. 22ff.). 

487 This verse is repeated, with slight necessary change, at the conclusion 
of the Achaean list at 760. 

488 With the Muses' help he can manage to deal with the leaders, but 
the troops lie beyond his powers - not beyond the Muses', presumably, but 
their instrument is too fragile, the sheer numbers are too large. puOi^aopai 
is probably aorist subjunctive (rather than future indicative), like ¿vopiivco; 
for &v + aor. subj. with El + opt. in the protasis compare 1 i.386f. 

489-90 Aristarchus (Arn/A) judged the hyperbole to be typically 
Homeric and compared Od. 12.78, where Scylla's cliff is unclimbable 'even 
if a man had twenty hands and feet'. 

491-3 These three verses, which look almost like an afterthought, are 
at first sight puzzling. The poet has declared that he can deal with the 
leaders, provided the Muses help him; the troops would be beyond his 
powers even if he had ten tongues, and so on - unless the Muses reminded him 
of how many came to Troy. In other words, it is not after all the sheer size of 
the task (requiring ten tongues), it is lack of knowledge that is the 
impediment. However, the sequence of thought is made clearer (as Aristar-
chus seems to have proposed, Nic/A on 488-92) if 489C, like 485^, are 
treated as firmly parenthetical. That leaves a chiastic statement which can 
be summarized as follows: 

484 Tell me, Muses, 
487 who were the leaders; 
488 the troops I could not recount 

49if. unless the Muses reminded me. 

Close attention to the wording can now suggest how the 'reminding' (492 
pvrjaaiaO') can be reconciled with the poet's professed physical inability to 
deal with such large numbers: he is not about to tell who were the troops. 
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as he had with the leaders (ot TIVES at 487 implying family and place of origin 
as well as name: so b T on 488 [comment a in Erbse]), but rather how many 
they were, 492 6aoi. That may be confirmed in the final summarizing verse, 
493: 'so I shall tell of the ships' commanders and of all the ships together'. 
The last phrase, vfj6s TC irpoTrdaas, obviously refers in the first instance to 
the number of ships given for each contingent, but the total number of troops 
is roughly implied by the only two indications that will be given of a ship's 
complement - 120 for the Boiotoi (at verse 510) and 50 for Philoktetes' ships 
(at 719). Thucydides, who studied the catalogue very closely, at 1.10.4 took 
these as maximum and minimum numbers, with the implication that the 
average lay between the two. Actually the Boeotian number is likely to be 
as exceptional as their other statistics, and fifty is a more realistic ship's 
complement. Be that as it may, the catalogue at last begins. 

The commentary is temporarily interrupted at this point, and will be again, 
for the insertion of introductions to, and conclusions on, first the Achaean 
catalogue (the 'Catalogue of Ships') and then that of the Trojans and their 
allies. It may be helpful to give a brief Index of these interruptions and 
resumptions: 

page 
Introduction to the Achaean catalogue 1G8 

Preliminary remarks 168 
Literature 169 
Typical elements in the catalogue-entries 170 

1. General syntactical structure of leader(s)/places statement 170 
2. Expression of ship-numbers 171 
3. Epithets for, and arrangement of, place-names 173 

Special problems of the Achaean catalogue 178 
Commentary continued (on 494-760) igo 
Conclusions on the Achaean catalogue 237 
Commentary continued (on 761-815) 240 
Introduction to the Trojan catalogue 248 
Commentary continued (on 816-77) 250 
Conclusions on the Trojan catalogue 262 

Introduction to the Achaean catalogue 

Preliminary remarks 

The catalogue lists 29 Achaean contingents covering most of the Greek world 
of Homer's time, or earlier; although it neglects the central Aegean islands, 
the whole of the Aegean coastline of western Asia Minor with its large 
off-lying islands of Samos, Khios and Lesbos, also the Megarid and much 
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of the Thessalian plain. It accords closely with the rest of the ¡liad in 
language and style (on which see pp. i7of., 173 below), and to a lesser 
degree in content. No major warriors or places from the bulk of the poem 
are omitted here, and the regions it neglects are also absent from the poem 
at large; there are however three major discrepancies over the areas ruled 
by Agamemnon, Odysseus and Akhilleus, and these will be discussed on pp. 
180ÍT. The effect of the catalogue as a whole is somewhat daunting for most 
modern readers, or for all in fact who arc not connoisseurs of ancient 
political geography; but ancient audiences and readers must have been 
fascinated in different ways by the document's coverage, conciseness and 
virtuosity of expression, quite apart from its mythical and patriotic relevance. 
Several medieval manuscripts and at least one papyrus omitted the whole 
thing (see on 496), but it certainly formed part of the epic as early as the 
late seventh century B.C. ; indeed it is too skilfully attached and developed 
to be any kind of post-Homeric addition. Quite apart from its technical 
interest, moreover, it forms an imposing introduction to the march-out of 
troops and the gradual long process by which Zeus's promise to Akhilleus 
at the end of book 1 is brought into effect. G. P. Shipp has shown (Studies, 
235-7) that it contains a number of ' late ' linguistic features - as indeed any 
other equally long segment of the poem might do; at most that would put 
it in the same position as the developed similes, that is, as especially 
associated with Homer and the act of monumental composition. It might 
be felt that the catalogue, or anything resembling it, could only be 
accommodated in such a monumental epic, and cannot have been part of 
the regular oral tradition about the heroic past, the Troy saga in particular; 
for it would swamp any normal short song, and could not stand as such a 
song on its own. Similarly it is extremely unlikely to have been composed 
ex nihilo for its present place. These are important factors in the debate over 
whether its source was ultimately a 'real' list, versified or not, which 
originated close to the time of the Trojan War itself (and when we use that 
phrase we have to remember the possibility that the expedition might have 
been very seriously exaggerated, created almost, in the poetical tradition). 

Literature 

The following modern critical treatments are relevant: 

1 B. Niese, Der homerische Schiffskatalog (Kiel 1873) 
2 T. W. Allen, The Homeric Catalogue of Ships (Oxford 1921) 
3 V. Burr, NEfiN KATAAOfDZ (Leipzig 1944) 
4 G. Jachmann, Der homerische Schiffskatalog und die Utas (Köln 1958) 
5 D. L. Page, History and the Homeric Iliad (Berkeley 1959) 
6 A. Giovannini, Étude historique sur les origines du catalogue des vaisseaux (Berne 

»9^9) 
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7 R. Hope Simpson and J. F. Lazenby, The Catalogue ofShips in Homer* s Iliad 
(Oxford 1970) 

8 Robert G . Buck, A History of Boeolia (Edmonton 1979) 

O f these, 1 and 6 regard the catalogue as reflecting the political state of 
Greece in the seventh (or arguably the eighth) century B.C.; 4 (which has 
won little support) regards it as a post-Homeric pastiche; 2 , 3 , 5 and 7 apply 
archaeological and other considerations to show that it is based on a detailed 
source not much later than the time of the expedition against Troy (that 
is, probably, the mid to late thirteenth century B.C.). 

Typical elements in the catalogue-entries 

(!) General syntactical structure of leader (s)/places statement 
There are three different modes, sometimes carefully varied for successive 
entries, sometimes not (an analogy is the way of introducing similes, e.g. 
f|UT£.. .or tuv 8', d>s...). They are here called A, B and C : 

A 4 O f the X ' s . . . Y (and Z) was/were leader(s), (of them) who dwelt 
in/possessed (etc.) D, E, F . . .* So the first entry (Boiotoi) and 5 others. 

B 4Those who dwelt in/possessed (etc.) D, E, F . . . o f them Y (and Z) 
was/were leader(s).' This is much the commonest mode, embracing the 
entries for Argos, Mukenai, Pulos and 14 others, with the Murmidones 
as a variant in addition. 

C 4 Y led (brought) (so many) ships from D (E, F . . . ) . ' Four small 
contingents are described in this mode (which includes the ship-numbers, 
cf. F below), including that of (Salaminian) Aias. Somewhat similarly 
Odysseus led the Kephallenes, but the ship-number is postponed and 
expressed in a variant of the D-mode below. 

Obviously this formal variation helps to avoid monotony in the listing, 
but it is also partly determined by other factors. Thus A seems to be chosen 
for contingents designated by an ethnic that can be placed emphatically as 
first word (and has either two or three long syllables in every case); thus 
BOIOJT&V, OCOK^COV, Aoicp&v, AITCOA&V, KprjTcov, MayW|Tcov. Ethnics used 
for other contingents ("APOVTCS, 'AdrjvaToi, *APK66E$, 'ETTEIOI, KE9AAAFJVES, 

'EvifjvES) do not meet the metrical conditions (except for Mupp(5oves, who 
are, however, conjoined at 684 with "EAArjvts and 'Axaiol), and so are 
introduced in mode B. B in fact accounts for 18 out of the 29 entries and 
covers most of the really important contingents, with heavy concentration 
from Abantes at 536 to Doulikhion at 625 and also among the minor 
contingents toward the end. Mode C emphasizes a single leader, albeit of 
a small contingent, by placing his name as first word (although after aCrrdcp, 
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as a necessary metrical concession, in the case of Odysseus). It also allows 
the ships to be mentioned at the beginning of the entry and in the same 
single verse, in 4 cases out of 5, aiding conciseness in 3 of those cases at least. 

The upshot of these observations is (i) that the ultimate composer of the 
catalogue proceeded in accordance with the developed rules and tendencies 
of oral poetry, with formal variation kept to a functional minimum; and 
(ii) that there is no difference between the treatment of important (and 
in some sense * archaic *, even 'Mycenaean') contingents and minor ones 
which may seem intrusive or appended on other grounds, like several of 
those from northern Greece toward the end of the list. 

(2) Expression of ship-numbers 
D The commonest mode is 'together with them/him 40 black ships 

followed', TOTS/TW 6* &pa Tcoaap<5tKovTa p&aivat vfjes ITTOVTO. This 
occurs 9 times, plus 3 variants in which 50 (irevr^KovTa) or 80 (Tolai 
8' ¿yScotcotrra, 2X) replace the 40 ships. Thus this formular verse-form 
accounts for 12 out of the 29 contingents, with a considerable range of 
importance even over those that each bring 40 ships; generally, however, 
these are fairly minor in the Iliad as a whole, from Phocians, Locrians 
and Abantes to Aetolians, Eurupulos' contingent, Polupoites' contin-
gent, Magnesians. T w o of the three variants with higher ship-numbers 
apply to more important contingents (Argives and Cretans, with Athen-
ians (50) making the third). 

E Four more entries have a different formular verse, 'with (or for) 
them/him 30 hollow ships lined up' , TOTS/TO> 8i TpufjKoxrra yAa<pupa\ vk$ 

farnx6cov-ro (with 90, fevEvVjKOVTa, substituted for 30 in the case of the 
Pylians). Here, typically of the metrical resourcefulness of oral poetry, 
'hollow* replaces the 'black ' of mode D and the 'relatively late but 
authentically Homeric' (Chantraine, GH1, 225) Ionian form VE£S> with 
epsilon in the stem, is used rather than vrjes. The main verb is also varied, 
and it is notable that both 'followed' (as in D) and 'lined up' , as here, 
describe sailing to Troy (i.e. from Aulis) and not being drawn up on the 
beach once there, as they are during the action of the poem as a whole. 

F * Y led (brought) (so many) ships from D (E, F . . . ) ' accounts for 4 more 
contingents, cf. mode C in the leader-entries above. The ship-number 
differs in 3 of the 4 cases in which this mode is used; it is always small, 
with the (totally unimportant) Enienes having the largest number, 22; 
then (Salaminian) Aias 12, Tlepolemos (Rhodes) 9 and Nireus (Sume) 
3. (Odysseus also brought 12 ships, see under C.) It is noteworthy that 
all these are non-decimal numbers, i.e. not a ' round' 30, 40 etc. 

G ' O f them Y was in command of (so many) ships', with varying numbers; 
for example 576 TCOV £KCTT6V vrpov ?)PX£ xpdcov "Aycqilpvcov. There are 
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5 such entries, with contingents varying greatly in size and importance 
(Mukenai (100 ships), Lakedaimon (60), Arcadians (60), Eumelos (11), 
(Philoktetes) (7)); the main verb f j p x ' A A v ' s common element, with 
no fixed position in the verse but some formular character (see below). 

D, E, F and G account for 12, 4, 5 and 5 entries respectively; of the 
remaining 3, one is a variant of A (Boeotians, 'of them. . . 50 ships went, 
KIOV'), one of G (Murmidones, 'of them of 50 ships Akhilleus was leader, 
7)v dtpx^'), a n d the third is the unique Epeans (4 leaders each with 10 ships, 
' ten swift ships followed each manSEKCX 6' 6v8pi ¿KAarcp | VFFCS ITTOVTO 6oai, 
6i8f., in which verb and epithet correspond with D and the Boeotian 
variant respectively). 

The D entries are bunched near the beginning of the catalogue (with 5 
out of 6 from Phocians to Argives) and near its end (with 3 out of the last 
4). The E's and F's are well distributed. The G-mode seems to be established 
by the important and closely-related group formed by the contingents 
of Agamemnon, Menelaos and the Arcadians (for whom Agamemnon 
supplied the ships), and then emulated near the end by the Eumelos and 
(Philoktetes) entries. The formular verses involved in D and E have already 
been observed; incidentally the former has feminine, the latter masculine 
main caesura - in other words they fulfil different metrical functions. The 
G entries are also interesting in this respect, since they make up a small 
formular system in which each verse is different but overlaps at least one 
other of the group in some aspect of phraseology and arrangement: 

Mukenai: TCOV beerröv vrjcov f|px* Kpcicov 'Ayaufcpvcov 
'ATPEISTIS (57W.) 

Lakedaimon: TCOV ol ÄSET^EÖS ?)pxE ßorjv ¿ryaOös MevdAaos 
££V)KOVTA VECOV (586f.) 

Arcadians: TCOV fjpx" 'Ayxai010 Ttdis Kpelcov *Aycnrf)vcop 
FC^KOVTA VECÖV (6o9f.) 

Eumelos: TCOV fjpx* 'ASurjToio 91X05 TTÖCI'S SvSexa VT}COV 

Eupr̂ Xos ( 7 ' 3 f ) 
(Philoktetes): TCOV OIXOKTRJTTIS fjpxev TO£COV K\J EISCOS 

ITTTQ VECOV (7«8T.) 

Finally a note on the non-decimal ship-numbers (of which 22 is the 
largest, i.e. they are confined to small contingents). Twelve is useful because 
of its two possible forms, SuoKalSaca and SucbScKOt; 3 is a useful monosyllable 
if leader, place, ships and epithet are to be confined to a single verse, as with 
Nireus of Sume, and 9 serves an almost similar function with the Rhodians 
(as well as being a multiple of three for the assumed tripartite division of 
their fleet). Eleven produces a useful formula for after the bucolic diaeresis, 
EvSaca VTJCOV|, and 7 does something similar at the beginning of the verse, 
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Irnra VEGOV. Gouneus' 22 ships are inexplicable (except as based on fact, 
which seems particularly unlikely in his case), especially since simple 20 is 
missing; but that may be just a question of how much of the verse needs 
to be filled. All the other multiples of 10 are there up to 100, with the 
exception only of the metrically intractable 70, ip6op/jKovTa - a number 
which could nevertheless have been managed less directly, had the poet been 
more bound by hard information and less by conventional phrasing than 
he appears to be. 

The conclusions to be drawn from all this correspond closely with those 
of the leader-entries, section (1): (i) that there is a degree of conventionality 
and indeed arbitrariness in the numbers assigned to many contingent^, 
especially of the 40-ship type, although important contingents tend to get 
larger numbers and unimportant ones smaller ones; and (ii) that the 
assignment of ships is handled in a developed formular manner and shows 
no trace of earlier technique or the survival of particularly archaic language 
or style. 

(3) Epithets for, and arrangement of place-names 
Chapter iv of D. L. Page's History and the Homeric Iliad is entitled 'The 
Homeric description of Mycenaean Greece' and contains arguments in 
support of his own conclusion that 'the Catalogue is substantially a 
Mycenaean composition' (p. 124). Some of these arguments arc, however, 
debatable, including that which concerns the epithets for places in the 
catalogue. There are about 180 places named there, divided between the 
29 different contingents (with towns, which form the vast majority, are 
included a few regions, mountains, rivers or other landmarks). Most of these 
do not have any descriptive epithet, but about 62 do (sometimes the 
'epithet' will be a formular phrase like ¿UKTIUEVOV irroAieOpoi;), or about 
70 if we include looser geographical phrases like Trnyfjs hri Kr^taoTo. A few 
of these epithets are applied to more than one place, e.g. ¿porrEiWjv -65, 
iOxripEvov trroAfeOpov, or even more specific ones like TroAvor&pvAov or 
iroAuTp^pcova. Before discussing Page's conclusions it may be helpful to list 
the epithets under five general headings descriptive of their broad meaning 
or application (see Table 1 on p. 174). 

The geographical phrases, as distinct from simple epithets or epithets + 
noun, are below the dotted line and are obviously fairly specific, describing 
such-and-such a place as 'under (Mt) Kullene' or 'around the streams of 
(river) Boagrios' or 'by the Boebean lake'. Even so, only a general 
indication of region or landscape is given. The epithets themselves are 
potentially more interesting. The question is, are they (like most epithets 
in the rest of the Iliad) conventional and standardized, moderately detailed 
perhaps but even then applicable to many or most subjects - people, objects 
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Table /. Epithels for place-names. 

well-built town rocky, steep, high fertile, broad, by sea/river lovely, holy, rich others 

¿ÜKTipSVOV TTTOXIiOpOV TTfTp̂ eaaav tyaXov irroXie&pov Up6v ferxorroexxav 
(alirO) TTTOXIEOPOV alirO/AliTv» AYXLAXOV Ufxfrcov vriacöv ÄpyivöcvTa 
(2<j>aXov) 7rroX(e6pov alTTcivf)v TToXucrrdt̂ uXov •$cMt\v XEVKT|V 

iröXtis tO vairracoaas TpT̂ XEIAV APTT€X6EVT' 5Tav (Xcinca Kdpnva) 
h>KTi|î vas -nv TTOXOKVT|HOV Av6tu0€vr' ¿pantivas -f|v KO(XT)V 
TVKTLTOV KACOUAX6£(RAAV a/peia lutpTÖv KT|TCO£CTAORV 

T E I X ^ W O V fjvtuöcaaav eOpCryopov? 69VE10V KaXXiyvvaiKa 
"TroÄv/Tpfipwva TTOII'IEVÖ' ¿KcrröimoXiv 
Buaxtlptpov XEXRRROIR̂ V 
XcvKi Kdprjva? TTOX0PR|XOV 

etvoatyvXXov P^TIPA PF)Xtov 

IT6XIV EOpCrrou Crrrö KVXXI*|VTIS TITIYFJS ¿TRI Kr)9iaoTo rioaiS îov äryXaöv &Xao$ 
Boaypiou Auq>l j&6pa Aiipr|Tpos Tiuevo? 
ßaÖOv Korri K6XTTOV 

¿XoOaas 
'AX^clov ir6pov 
TTapä Boißri»5a Xtuv^v 
Kpif|VT|V ('Y-rrlptiotv) 
vT]aotrs T£ (KaAOSvas) 
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or places as the case may be? Or are they different in kind? Page has 
maintained the latter: that many or most of the epithets are in fact very 
specific, like TTOAVKVTIHOV, 'much-ridged', dyxlotAov, 'close to the sea', 
ipyiviEVTa, 'gleaming white', TroXurpî poova, 'with many doves'; and 
that, since these epithets are not normal Iliadic ones, this indicates a special 
knowledge of many of these catalogue towns - one that entered the heroic 
tradition from a special source, itself concerned with the accurate descrip-
tion and listing of places. Whether or not that source was a Mycenaean 
poem listing the Achaean ships and contingents at Aulis is not at present 
important; the question is, are these epithets, taken overall, so specific, and 
so different from the ordinary Iliadic range? It is my conclusion that they 
are not, and the tabulation opposite shows one of the reasons why. For the 
truth is that all the epithets (and other descriptive phrases) save about eight 
can be divided into one or other of four general categories of meaning. That 
a town is 'well-built' or 'walled', or 'rocky' or 'steep' in some sense, or 
'fertile* or 'grassy' or 'with many flocks' on the other hand, does not 
presuppose any meticulous classification of particular places, since most 
ancient towns in Greece fitted easily under one or more of these headings. 
Some epithets, admittedly, are more specific in themselves, that is, add 
something to these general meanings: 'walled' perhaps implies 'with 
remarkable walls', and certainly Tiruns, which receives this epithet, was 
that, and so perhaps too Gortus in Crete which is so described - naturally, 
they are metrically equivalent, and perhaps if Mukenai had been so it, too, 
would have had its walls singled out for special mention. 

Similarly J. G. Frazer among others found many pigeons in the cliffs near 
the site ofThisbe, which might give special force to the epithet TToAuTpfjpwva 
(although Strabo, 9.411, found them near the port not the main town). Aulis 
is certainly' rocky', and so is Puthon-Delphoi which shares the epithet - but 
so too are at least half the habitation-sites in Greece. Lukastos in Crete and 
Kameiros in Rhodes (in adjacent contingents, be it noted, at 647 and 656) 
share the description ¿pytvocvTa, 'gleaming white'; the soil of the latter, 
at least, is sandy (rather than chalky), and the epithet might be carefully 
chosen - there are certainly many sites it would not suit - but then again it 
might not. 

In the long and informative n. 22 on pp. 159^ of his book Page lists, in 
addition to some 30 places-name epithets common to both the catalogue 
and the rest of Homer, a dozen or so that come only in the former (including, 
indeed, iroAvTpfipcova, •n-oAucrr&puAov, TEixi6€aaav and ¿pyiufarra; also 
the two 'by the sea' epithets, fyaAov and dyxiaXov). Considering the 
catalogue's intention of recording in detail not merely the kingdoms but also 
the many specific towns, some obviously quite small, that the Achaean 
troops came from - as compared with the rest of the Iliad* s concern with 
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families and regions, rather - I do not find this at all surprising. Page also 
remarks on several metrical equivalents both in the catalogue and in the 
remainder of the Iliad: for example "imrp êCTcrav, xcixiAcaaav, KrjTcbeaoav, 
KaAAiyirvaiKa, KAcoixaK6caaav, prpipa irf)Acov in the former, tron'itaaa, 
TramaA6eacra, fkoTidvcipa in the latter. But this lack o f ' thr i f t ' does not 
necessarily show that these epithets must be specific to different places or, 
if so, that they are accurately assigned to these particular places listed in 
the catalogue; moreover it makes the degree of specificity no different from 
that of the Iliad at large, which makes no claim to be based upon a historical 
document. As for the Iliadic epithets whose omission in the catalogue might 
seem significant, several (TTiBVjcoaa, TramaA6ttroa, (koTiAviipa, £pi(3obAaxa, 
uW)eaoa) refer to mountains, other natural features, or whole regions, and 
are generic. O f the rest only fjncx66evTos 'sandy' (4X of Pulos), iroAuxpuooio 
'of much gold' (2X of Mukenai, cf. 18.289 of Troy) and the two epithets 
about horses (evhrcoAov 2X of Troy, linropdToio -ov 7X of Argos and once 
ofTrikke) are at all striking at first sight - but then one realizes that 'sandy' 
and 'of much gold' are designed for formulas in the genitive case and near 
the verse-end, whereas the catalogue needs to place both Pulos and 
Mukenai, for emphasis, at the head of the verse. Somewhat similarly, if the 
catalogist had had occasion to mention the region Argos more than once in 
this list, the omission of'horse-rearing' (which refers in the rest of the Iliad 
to the region not the town) would have been remarkable; but in fact he 
docs not refer to the region at all. Moreover Argos, like the others, comes 
as first word in the verse and in the accusative, and is therefore not suited 
by an epithet designed for a different case and position. This is not a cast-iron 
argument, but it probably does much to dispose of a possible anomaly. 

Whoever provided the basic materials of the catalogue obviously knew 
the Greece of his day (or the preceding generation, at least) quite well: well 
enough to recognize that Helos (wherever it was, exactly, in southern 
Laconia) was by the sea, that Anthedon was on the borders of Boeotia, that 
Dodone was in the mountains and had hard winters. Some of the epithets 
used are appropriate to particular places - Mukenai is known to be a 
' well-built town', but what of the obscure Medeon, which rates the same 
description but must always have been a small site, one that is ignored by 
Pausanias and had changed its name by Strabo's time? Other descriptions 
are much vaguer, 'holy' or 'lovely' or 'flowering' or 'grassy' on the one 
hand, 'rocky' or 'rough' or 'steep' on the other. In short, the knowledge 
embodied in this catalogue tradition cannot be shown to be so detailed and 
specific in its use of epithets, at least, as to presuppose a purposeful 
source-document like a muster-list, let alone a Mycenaean one. 

Finally in relation to the catalogue's epithets it is important to recognize 
that their use is much affected by the limited and conventionalized structure 
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of the many verses whose primary purpose is to contain place-names. The 
first contingent to be listed, that of the Boeotians, is typical of the rest in 
this respect (except that it has a higher than usual proportion of epithets): 

496 those who dwelt in Hurie and rocky Aulis 
and Skhoinos and Skolos and many-ridged Eteonos, 
and Thespeia and Graia and Mukalessos with broad 

dancing-floors 
and those who dwelt around Harma and Eilesion and 

Eruthrai 
500 and possessed Eleon and Hule and Peteon 

and Okalee and Medeon, well-built city, 
and Kopai and Eu tresis and Thisbe of many doves, 
and who (possessed) Koroneia and grassy Haliartos 
and who possessed Plataia and dwelt in Glisas 

505 and who possessed Hypothebai, well-built city, 
and sacred Onkhestos, Poseidon*s lovely grove, 
and who possessed Arne of many vines, and Mideia 
and holy Nisa and remote Anthedon 
- of them went fifty ships... 

The italicizing points to the salient fact, that most of the epithets come in 
the second half of the verse; that is so with descriptive epithets in the oral 
hexameter style in general and has functional causes, but here in the 
catalogue it also provides a dramatic climax to many of these otherwise 
potentially monotonous verses, especially in the tripartite form ' X and Y 
and (epithet) Z ' (like 497, 498, 502 in the sample). ¿OKTIUCVOV irroXiEOpov, 

'well-built city', is a valuable filler for the second half of the verse, which 
may explain the sublimation of Medeon in 501 and the anachronism in 505 
(for Hupothebai was presumably a relatively humble suburb adjoining 
the Kadmeia, ruined or not). Only six epithets in the whole catalogue 
(sacred, holy, rich, hollow, by-the-sea, grapey), with two or three descrip-
tive phrases like 'Demeter's shrine', are found in the first half of the verse. 
That, as noted, has its reasons, but here it produces the special consequence 
that many place-names are automatically deprived of any possible further 
description - because they fit best, for various other reasons, into the first 
half of the verse. Among these are important places like Argos, Mukenai 
and Pulos which evidently needed to be placed at the beginning of the verse 
for emphatic reasons. 

The upshot of this is that the catalogue's place-name epithets, already 
seen to be for the most part very general in meaning, are also usually 
arbitrary in distribution, depending as they do to some considerable extent 
on the rigid and conventionalized arrangement of these particular verses. 
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Special problems of the Achaean catalogue 
Consideration of leaders, places mentioned and the order in which they are 
named is best remitted to the comments on individual contingents, but 
meanwhile these special topics deserve preliminary attention: 

(i) the special prominence given to the Boeotians and their neighbours 
(ii) the status of the Athenians and their relation to Salaminian Aias 

(iii) the kingdoms of Diomedcs and Agamemnon 
(iv) the extent of Nestor's domain 
(v) the relation of Meges' kingdom to that of Odysseus 

(vi) the switches, first to Crete and the south-eastern islands, then to 
central and northern Greece 

(vii) the kingdom of Akhilleus and the plausibility or otherwise of the other 
northern contingents. 

(i) That the BOEOTIANS should be placed at the head of the list, and be 
given the highest number of leaders, places and troops, is remarkable in view 
of their minor role in the rest of the poem. The usual explanation, which 
clearly deserves serious consideration, is that this is somehow connected 
with the expedition having been assembled at Aulis in Boeotia before cross-
ing the Aegean sea to Troy. The emphasis on the ships, the verbs applied 
to them (for example they 'followed', ITTOVTO, the leader or leaders in the 
commonest, 40-ship formulation), and the initial description of the contin-
gents of Protesilaos and Philoktetes as though they were still present, all 
make it probable that the catalogue at some earlier stage was conceived as 
a list of ships and battalions as they assembled at Aulis, and was then lightly 
adapted to make a list of contingents in the tenth year at Troy. In that case 
the Boeotian prominence must be the result either of Boeotian patriotism - or 
of non-Boeotian tact toward a temporary host, which seems rather far-
fetched. The Boeotian colouring extends to surrounding contingents, too, 
in successive entries; for the Phocians, Locrians and Abantes (Euboeans) 
are all assigned numbers of ships and places that greatly exceed their minor 
importance in the Iliad as a whole; so e.g. Page, HHI125. At the same time 
the list's systematic regional basis makes it natural that, once the Boeotians 
had been named at the beginning, their immediate neighbours (including 
of course Orkhomenos) should be mentioned next and perhaps in propor-
tionate strength. 

Modern scholars have been tempted to assign the unadjusted form of the 
catalogue to a supposed Boeotian 'school' of catalogue-poetry, and they 
rely on two supporting factors: the catalogue-oriented work of Boeotian 
Hesiod shortly after Homer (especially in his Ehoiai or Catalogue of Women, 
but also, to a considerable extent, in the Theogony and Erga), and the marked 
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Thcban and Minyan associations of the list of heroines encountered by 
Odysseus in his descent to the underworld at Od. 11.235-330 (except for 
Lede at 298-304 and Phaidre etc. at 321-5). That might be so, but it would 
not particularly indicate a Mycenaean or near-Mycenaean date for the 
composition of the catalogue - rather a later period, if anything, closer to 
that of Homer and Hesiod themselves. According to Thucydides 1.12.3 the 
Boiotoi entered the region later to be called after them no earlier than sixty 
years after the Trojan war (for his afterthought to the effect that a group 
of them were there earlier is clearly a concession to the Homeric catalogue 
itself) ; but strictly that affects only their initial naming at verse 494, itself 
a rising threefolder and therefore perhaps a product of developed Homeric 
style. Other factors, especially the mention of //u^othebai and the absence 
of the Kadmeioi, might seem to suggest an accurate knowledge of Theban 
affairs in the Late Bronze Age; but the truth is that this knowledge was 
available throughout the whole period of the mythological tradition and 
was not necessarily contemporary, or nearly so, with the geographical and 
political conditions of the Trojan War. The reduction of once-powerful 
Orkhomenos to a minor kingdom (it was subsequently to become part of 
Boeotia itself) again seems to reflect a genuine historical process, but one 
that could be elicited from the oral tradition at almost any time. For further 
conclusions about the twenty-nine recorded Boeotian towns (including one 
sanctuary) see on 494-510 below. 

(ii) The ATHENIAN entry mentions no other place save Athens itself, 
characterized as 'well-built city* (546) and then given further detail 
through the description of Athene's protection of its early king Erekhtheus 
and the cult of him in her temple there - a ritual comment which could 
have been cumulated at almost any date. The failure to mention Marathon, 
Aphidna, Eleusis and Thorikos (for the last cf. HyDem 126) suggests strongly 
that synoecism (the incorporation of other towns and demes under Athens), 
credited in the mythical tradition to Theseus, is envisaged as having already 
taken place. It is doubly surprising in that case that Theseus is not even 
mentioned and that the Athenian commander is the otherwise obscure 
Menestheus son of Peteos. Page, HHl I45f., argues that this is an indication 
of the antiquity of the reference: Ionian poets would have opted for Theseus 
or one of his sons as leader, and Menestheus' very obscurity shows him to 
be a genuine early reminiscence. Giovannini (Étude 26) does not accept this 
reasoning; for him the substantial number, fifty, of Athenian ships and the 
comparatively elaborate Erekhtheus digression show that the composer 
knew Athens to be already important. One has to remember that the 
Mycenaean fortifications of the Acropolis would have continued to look 
imposing even through the Dark Age; even so, the Giovannini argument 
could well point to a date of composition after the city's strong economic 
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recovery in the ninth century B.C. Menestheus remains difficult (his role in 
the rest of the poem is relatively minor), but at least he tends to guarantee 
the genuineness of the Aias entry which followed. This became a cause célèbre 
when the Megarians asserted that the Athenians had added the entry (in 
which Aias is said to have stationed his ships next to the Athenians) in order 
to bolster their claim to Salamis; but if they had interfered with this part 
of the text, they might reasonably have been expected to improve the 
Athenian role in the poem generally, not least through Menestheus. See 
further on 552 -8. 

(iii) The domains of DIOMEDES and AGAMEMNON, especially the exclusion 
of the latter from the Argive plain and the extension of his kingdom 
northward from Mukenai and along the Gulf of Corinth as far west as 
Aigion, are surprising to say the least. Agamemnon's realm appears incom-
patible with 108, where he is said to rule (in succession to Atreus and 
Thuestes) over 'many islands and all A r g o s ' - what are these islands, if 
he is to be deprived of those of the Saronic gulf? Equally difficult is the idea 
that Mukenai and Argos, a mere eight miles apart, are to be treated as 
independent political units, and that Mukenai itself is to be cut off from the 
rich Argive plain which it must have been founded to exploit and protect. 
In the mythical tradition as a whole Mukenai is closely linked with Argos, 
in fact it is often difficult to tell which was the main seat of the family of 
Atreus. O n the other hand the tale of the war between Argos and Thebes 
makes Adrastos king of Argos and treats him as independent of Mukenai; 
a trace of this shows in the Iliad itself, since at 4.376 (as T. W. Allen 
observed, Catalogue 66) Tudeus comes as an envoy to Mukenai from Argos 
as though to a foreign state. That Diomedes' father Tudeus had fled from 
his native Aetolia and joined the expedition of the Seven against Thebes 
is part of this whole tradition; his son Diomedes had been a member of 
the Epigonoi, the successors, who in the next generation captured Thebes 
where their parents had failed. Diomedes had returned to Argos, married 
Adrastos' daughter (cf. 5.412-15; his father had married her elder sister!), 
and evidently inherited the kingdom, so that his place in the catalogue is 
not in itself surprising. In the rest of the poem the question of his contingent, 
exacdy whom he commands, is kept strangely silent (especially so in the fifth 
book which he dominates), except only at 23.471 where he is alluded to by 
Idomeneus as 'Aetolian by race, but he rules among Argives*. 

As for Agamemnon, his separation from the Argive plain is only one of 
the difficulties; it also cuts him off from his brother Menelaos' kingdom of 
Lakedaimon and makes his own possession of seven towns in the south-
western Peloponnese (9.149-56) even more puzzling. Page (HHI 130-2) 
avoids the whole problem by concluding that Diomedes must have been a 
subordinate ally of Agamemnon, who chose to live in Mukenai rather than 
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Argos because o f ' precedent and prestige'; but that is not what the separate 
catalogue entries suggest. Moreover there is one passage in the remainder 
of the poem which may show Sikuon as coming under Agamemnon's control, 
and therefore confirm the catalogue's version of his sphere of authority; that 
is 23.296-9, where we are told that Ekhepolos of Sikuon had given a 
mare to Agamemnon in order not to have to accompany him to Troy. That 
is not absolutely watertight, for others, not direct subjects, tried to buy 
themselves out of joining the expedition; but it slightly strengthens the 
possibility that the catalogue is here reflecting a real state of affairs 
(incidentally Adrastos of Argos had himself been a refugee at Sikuon, 
where he also had a cult: Herodotus 5.67.1). That implies a different period 
from that of the poem at large, and one in which Mukenai had been forced 
to look northward to maintain its wealth. In fact the Corinthian plain is 
almost as rich as the Argive, and Mukenai's position gave it access across 
the low range of hills it controlled. If such a shift in the politics and 
economics of the north-eastern Peloponnese ever occurred it is likely to have 
been in the period of decline at the very end of the Bronze Age and not 
before, when Mukenai's political and cultural supremacy seems to have been 
unshaken. 

(iv) All the earlier groups of contingents in the catalogue have had their 
problems (Boeotians and their neighbours; Athens and Aias; Argos and 
Mukenai); the next group, at 581-624, consists of the contingents of 
Mcnclaos, of Nestor, of the Arcadians and of the Epeans, and here it is the 
kingdom of NESTOR that causes certain difficulties. Menclaos' towns are 
obviously set in the Eurotas valley and the Tainaron peninsula - it is a 
narrow Lakedaimon, but a geographically possible one either for the 
Mycenaean period or for somewhat later. On the other hand Nestor's realm 
(on which see 591-4^) does not really correspond, except for Pulos itself 
and perhaps Kuparisseis and (unknown) Aipu, with that of the Linear B 
tablets from Pulos; indeed only Pulos and probably Arene « classical 
Samikon can be given a definite location. Dorion Malthi is usually 
accepted but is far from certain. At least Pulos receives some confirmation 
from the tablets as being the Messenian one, since the palace at Ano 
Englianos is almost certainly' Nestor's'. Otherwise Nestor's contingent does 
not look strongly Mycenaean in character, so far at least. Moreover the seven 
cities offered by Agamemnon to Akhilleus in book 9 (149-56 =» 291-8) lie 
vfcrrai TTuAou f)U<x86€VTos (153 « 295) - strictly this means 'at the lowest 
part of sandy Pulos' (cf. Chantraine, Diet. s.v. vci6$), but 'below Pulos', i.e. 
just outside its borders, is a permissible extension of meaning. They are 
dotted round the Messenian Gulf on either side of Pherai « modern 
Kalamata; this is a region that falls between Nestor's kingdom and that of 
Menelaos, in a reference that isjust as likely to be a Mycenaean reminiscence 
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as anything in the catalogue itself. Therefore the omission of these seven 
towns, at least most of which were on Mycenaean sites, does nothing to 
support the idea of the catalogue as in essence a Mycenaean document. 
Finally there is a marked overlap of place-names between Nestor's remin-
iscences of local wars with northern and north-eastern neighbours, at 
7.i32ff. and I i.67off., and the catalogue entries for Pulos, Arcadians and 
Epeans - the latter group being slightly the fuller. Imitation one way or the 
other is improbable, and a common tradition must be assumed. Page (HHI 
254f., supported with greater caution by Hope Simpson and Lazenby 
(henceforth HSL) 87) is confident that this tradition goes back to two 
generations before the Trojan War (because Nestor is a very old man then); 
but there is no hard evidence to suggest this rather than the possibility of 
development in the early Dark Age - as other scholars (references in Page, 
n. 116 on p. 295) have urged. 

(v) T w o contingents from the North-West of Greece, particularly its 
offshore islands, arc puzzling. At 631-7 ODYSSEUS leads the Kephallenes, who 
are said to possess Ithake, Neritos with shaking leaves, Krokuleia and rough 
Aigilips, Zakunthos and Samos, and 'the mainland and parts across the 
water'. Neritos is suggested to be a mountain by its epithet, and indeed Od. 
9.2if. and 13.351 show it to be in Ithake: I agree with HSL i03f. that 
Krokuleia and Aigilips arc likely to be other Ithacan natural features, 
although they arc not mentioned in the Odyssey. Zakunthos is indubitably 
the island of that name, and the facing part of the mainland is either part 
of Elis (the Ithacan Noemon keeps horses there according to Od. 4.634-7) 
or part of Acarnania. Samos must be either the whole of the island later 
known as Kcphallenia, or the northern part of it; at Od. 4.671 the suitors 
arc to lie in wait for Tclcmakhos 'in the strait between Ithake and rugged 
Samos', and it is highly probable that the whole island was originally called 
Samos (or Same), and was later known as Kcphallenia after its inhabitants 
the Kephallenes. 

That is Odysseus' kingdom, logical so far as it goes although surprisingly 
small for one who is a major commander in the rest of the poem. The surprise 
is greater because of the immediately preceding contingent, that of MEGES 

at 625-30. He leads forty ships 'from Doulikhion and the holy Ekhinaes 
islands which are dwelt in across the sea facing Elis'. He himself had come 
to Doulikhion as a refugee, presumably from Elis (since he is counted as an 
Epean leader at //. 13.69if.). In classical times the Ekhinades islands were 
the small group in the northern approaches to the Corinthian Gulf, and they 
included a long narrow island called Doulikhion, which means ' long'; 
Strabo 10.458 identifies it with the one mentioned here in the catalogue. 
The trouble is that the Ekhinades group and its Doulikhion are virtually 
barren ('rough living for a goat', Page commented of the latter, HHI 163), 
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whereas Mcges leads 40 ships against Odysseus' mere 12. It is not as though 
Meges were a well-known character who has to be provided with a home 
somehow; rather Doulikhion seems to have been a place that deserved to 
be mentioned, and the somewhat obscure Meges is found to command 
it - although that leaves the problem of why it was not simply assigned to 
Odysseus. Where is the Homeric Doulikhion? Leukas is one possibility, 
favoured by HSL 1 o 1 after T. W. Allen (whether or not it could be regarded 
as an island is irrelevant here, since 625 does not necessarily categorize 
Doulikhion as such). Admittedly it is longer than it is broad, fertile in parts 
and close to Ithake; on the other hand Kerkura-Corfu, though further to 
the north and identified from at least the time of Thucydides with the 
Odyssean Skherie, is quite notably long and narrow and exceptionally 
fertile; it is relevant that according to Od. 16.247-51 Doulikhion supplied 
52 suitors, Same 24, Zakunthos 20 and Ithake 12. Yet too much weight 
should not, perhaps, be attached to these considerations; the probability 
is that Odysseus was a folk-hero of western Greece who was drawn into the 
Ionian heroic tradition somewhat erratically. That accounts both for the 
Homeric vagueness and inconsistencies over geography in that relatively 
distant part of the world, and for the discrepancy between Odysseus as a 
minor leader in the catalogue and as one of the most important of all 
(although still with certain limitations) in the rest of the poem. 

(vi) Although the places named for each contingent are usually in no 
particular logical order, the contingents themselves are presented, for the 
most part, in a conspicuous geographical sequence. Page (HHl i34f.) was 
emphatic that the catalogue is' a list of participants in a military campaign* 
and not ' a sort of topographical survey'; but one cannot overlook the 
careful geographical progress that is maintained, with two breaks, in the 
order of contingents; G.Jachmann, Schiffskatalog 183, is right about that. 
The catalogue is based neither on a periplous (since it describes regions in 
the interior as well as round the coast) nor on a periegesis (since that kind 
of literary tour is hardly known before the second century B .C.) : so 
Giovannini, Elude 52. Yet it reveals a distinct interest in the political 
geography of Greece and is quite certainly not a direct relic of a muster-list 
at Aulis - unless the contingents are supposed to have arrived there, and 
to have stationed themselves on arrival, in the exact order of their regions 
of origin! What seems to have happened is that the compiler or composer 
of the catalogue (whoever that was), having decided to start from Boeotia 
and indeed from Aulis, moved round the borders of Boeotia so as to take 
in (and give special prominence to, in most cases) its immediate neighbours: 
Orkhomenos, the Phocians, the (eastern) Locrians, the Abantes in Euboea, 
finally the Athenians with Salamis appended. From Salamis the list moves 
onward, skipping Megara and the Megarid, into the north-eastern Pelop-
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onncsc. Now starts another, clockwise sweep from the Argolid and Mukenai 
(with Corinthia, Sikuon and eastern Achaea intervening) down to Lake-
daimon, Pulos, the Arcadians and finally the Epeans in the later Elis. From 
there in the north-west Peloponnese we move to the realms of \legcs and 
Odysseus (see (v) above), then back across to the Aetolians on the facing 
mainland. There the circuit abruptly stops and a new start is made with 
the central Cretans a couple of hundred miles to the south. The second' tour* 
moves from Crete to Rhodes and then to the small and unimportant island 
kingdoms of Sume and Kos (the latter including Kasos and Karpathos 
which actually lie on the route from eastern Crete to Rhodes). Here, once 
again, the geographical progress is interrupted; an even more abrupt switch 
is made back across the Aegean and up to Akhilleus' Myrmidon contingent 
from the Sperkheios valley on the southern borders of the later Thessaly. 
The third and final 'tour' now moves round the edge of Thessaly (as we 
call it; the Thessaloi, who entered the area after the Trojan War, are 
ignored by Homer), more or less anti-clockwise this time, making a brief 
excursion across the Pindus to Dodone and ending with the Magnetes back 
in the east. 

The question arises why the catalogue does not maintain its progress 
through Greece continuously, or nearly so, and without the two major 
interruptions and restarts. T w o possible explanations, not necessarily 
mutually exclusive, seem to me worth considering, (i) Giovannini (Etude 
53ff.) has made the valuable observation that various lists of political units 
were made in geographical order and recorded in inscriptions of the classical 
and Hellenistic periods. The Athenian tribute-list is an obvious example, 
and it may have had earlier precedents. But there was another well-known 
genre of inscriptions, whose origins might be traced up to the early years 
of the Olympic games at least, which could be more significant. That is the 
list of 8£Gopo66»coi or 'receivers of sacred envoys'; cities responsible for the 
administration of international religious festivals would record the names 
of officials in other cities throughout Greece with whom their envoys had 
made contact and who would ensure that the sacred truce was observed and 
the proper delegations sent. The fullest evidence comes from a Delphic 
inscription of around 200 B.C. (BCH 45 (1921) 4-31; further references in 
Giovannini, 55 n. 6). As it happens this records five or six itineraries 
followed by the 0£copoi or sacred envoys, of which three are remarkably 
similar to, although more extensive than, the three' tours' of the catalogue; 
for one is to 'Boeotia and the Peloponnese', another to 'Thessaly and 
Macedonia' and a third 'to Crete'. It is clear that envoys were despatched 
simultaneously in different directions, along different traditional routes 
which would also, no doubt, be practical ones in geographical terms. This 
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is interesting, for it offers a possible kind of explanation for why the 
catalogue falls into three separate 'tours'; but I find it hard to accept 
Giovannini's further conclusion that it must be specifically based on a 
seventh-century B.C. predecessor of the surviving Delphic list. I continue, 
for example, to believe that the Boeotian focus of our catalogue is probably 
due to the tradition of the expedition's assembly at Aulis (and not to the 
proximity of Boeotia to Delphi). Yet Giovannini deserves great credit for 
drawing attention to an important possibility: that there was a long-standing 
tradition of the simultaneous despatch of sacred envoys along traditional 
routes covering all the Greek cities, and that the structure of the catalogue, 
whatever special information may be derived from Mycenaean times, is 
modelled on such a tradition. 

There is, however (2), a second kind of consideration which is relevant 
to the first, and might complement, amend or even possibly replace it as 
an explanation of the form of the Homeric list. It is quite simply that the 
three routes of the catalogue, once it chose to start from Boeotia, are natural 
ones in terms of the political and physical geography of Greece, whether 
in the Late Bronze Age or in the Dark Age or indeed in Homer's own period. 
(It is worth noting, in passing, that Pausanias, too, made a clockwise tour 
through Greece, starting from Athens.) Given that the survey of the 
Peloponnese starts from the Isthmus of Corinth and takes in part of Achaea 
in its first stage, it will then either have to stop there, or continue across 
the Corinthian gulf to Aetolia and western Locris, or move to the offshore 
islands. The need to mention Odysseus, if nothing else, ensures that it will 
do the last of these three. After Ithake and thereabouts it has no alternative 
to moving across to Aetolia, given that Thesprotia and Acarnania are 
relatively unimportant, that the Pindos mountains block any move to the 
north-east, and that Aetolia must be included if only for the legendary 
importance of Kaludon. Having reached Aetolia this particular circuit has 
to be interrupted, otherwise it would complete itself by reaching Phocis 
again (and thus bring a false conclusion to the catalogue as a whole) - it 
would also entail traversing the unimportant western Locris, which as things 
are is omitted both from the catalogue and from the rest of the poem. The 
result is that the compiler started on a wholly new area. Central Crete and 
Rhodes (at least) had to be covered, the former because of Idomeneus quite 
apart from political geography; the movement is now from Crete to Rhodes 
(via Kasos and Karpathos, although these are slightly displaced) and ends 
with Kos and Kalumnos. What is also surprising here is that the route is 
not extended either northward to Samos and Khios, or westward to take 
in the Cyclades at least. Such omissions constitute an independent puzzle, 
and one that cannot be solved in the present instance by postulating the 
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loss of a complete itinerary. In any event the progress simply stops once 
again, and the catalogue continues directly with its third and final area. 
Beginning with Akhilleus' contingent from around the Sperkheios valley, 
it proceeds up to the north side of Mt Othrus (Protesilaos' contingent), then 
to Pherai and Iolkos (Eumelos' contingent, with Philoktetes' somewhere 
beyond), then to three realms in the northern and central reaches of the 
Thessalian plain, finally across to the Pindus again and then back to the 
Magnetes. That makes a slightly erratic but at least reasonably complete 
tour of most parts of north-central Greece as far up as Mt Olumpos; a tour 
that could have started from eastern Locris had the composer or compiler 
not been deflected southward by the need to complete the inner circle of 
Boeotia's immediate neighbours. 

The above general consideration shows that the arrangement of the 
catalogue and its two major changes of direction could be the result, not 
of particular precedents in the routes taken by e.g. religious ambassadors, 
but of inevitable facts in the geography of Greece itself, and the way that 
anyone, particularly without modern maps, might respond to them. More 
could be made of such an argument - which for present purposes, however, 
may help to remove one of the catalogue's many complications. 

(vii) Page, ///// 126. makes two points very emphatically: (1) that 
AKHILLEUS, the greatest hero in the Iliad, 'is being confined to a relatively 
obscure and insignificant territory'; (2) that in the rest of the Iliad 'the 
dominions of his father Peleus.. .extend to Iolkos and Mount Pelion'. Hope 
Simpson and Lazenby (HSL 129) have dealt very neatly with both of these 
assertions. (1) is correct as far as it goes, but there is nothing to show that 
Akhilleus' homeland was, or even should be, of great political or military 
importance. He was a well-known individual fighter in the poetical 
tradition, but that does not mean that like Agamemnon he had to be a great 
ruler back on the Greek mainland. (2) is incorrect; both Page and Leaf, 
whom Page cites on this point, had falsely assumed that dealings between 
Akhilleus' father Peleus and the Centaur Kheiron (cf. II. 16.143^) showed 
Peleus' kingdom to extend to the Pelion area. That Peleus had some 
historical associations with Pelion is shown by his name, but there is nothing 
in ihe Iliad as a whole to suggest anything more than that; rather the poem 
confirms the catalogue at this point by emphasizing Akhilleus' connexions 
with the river Sperkheios (e.g. 23.14if.). 

The kingdoms to the north of Mt Othrus, those which roughly surround 
the plain of the later Thessaly, vary greatly in their inherent plausibility, 
(a) The kingdom of Protesilaos (its contingent commanded by Podarkes 
after Protesilaos' death on arrival at Troy) extended inland from the whole 
western shore of the Pagasitic Gulf; only Pteleon in the south and Purasos 
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in the north can be located with virtual certainty, although Strabo (9.435) 
was sure that Antron lay close to the south of Pteleon, also on the coast, 
(b) Eumelos was the legendary ruler of Pherai, which like Iaolkos (Iolkos) 
became an important city and can be securely located (although see on 
711-12); presumably his kingdom included the whole of Lake Boibe. (c) 
Philoktetes' kingdom, which comes next at 7i6ff., is harder. It is marked 
by four place-names, of which two can only be set somewhere on the coast 
and neither Olizon nor Meliboia are 'established* as HSL indicate on their 
map 7. The contingent of Magnetes under Prothoos came from 'around 
Peneios and Pelion with shaking leaves' according to 757; the only way to 
allow that is to give them the region north of Mt Pelion, and confine 
Philoktetes to a small kingdom south of it, albeit one containing the eastern 
shore of the Pagasitic Gulf. The whole peninsula was of course part of 
Magnesia by historical times, (d) The sons of Asklepios ruled those from 
Trikke, Ithomc and Oikhalie (729^.); at least the first of these can be fixed, 
in the modern Trikala, and the kingdom seems to have occupied the 
north-western corner of the Thessalian plain. Eurupulos' kingdom (734ff.) 
is harder; neither Ormenion nor Asterion can be securely located, and 
Titanos may be a mountain, a town, or the acropolis of Asterion. HSL 143 
conclude that it lies 'in the south-eastern part of the western plain of 
Thessaly*. (e) The Lapith kingdom ofPolupoites (738ff.) has one reasonably 
identified place, Argissa = historic Argura (so Strabo 9.440, who is probably 
correct here although erratic in several of his other identifications around 
Thessaly); Oloosson = historic Elasson is more speculative. That places it 
in the northern part of the Thessalian plain and the southern foothills of 
Mt Olumpos. Gouneus' kingdom (748ff.) is a far more tenuous affair, but 
Dodone brings it into Epirus (which did indeed have its Mycenaean 
settlements), unless like Strabo we discover a Thessalian place of that name 
(cf. HSL 149). Finally Prothoos* Magnetes have been discussed under (c) 
above. Further discussion of locations will be found under each contingent. 

There is a degree of vagueness over some, at least, of these northern 
contingents. That is not surprising, perhaps, considering that the Thessalian 
region lacked the strong natural boundaries, on all sides, of many Greek 
states, apart from the plain itself in the centre and the mountains surrounding 
it. Parts of the region were, nevertheless, quite fully settled during the Late 
Bronze Age, and some of this settlement is ignored by the catalogue. During 
the subsequent' Dark Age' there was a drastic regrouping of political units, 
initiated no doubt by the incursion of the Thessaloi (ignored, as already 
noted, by Homer) some two generations after the end of the Trojan War: 
cf. Thucydides 1.12.3. Any lacunae in this part of the catalogue are as likely 
to emerge from that period or its immediate successor as from any other. 

Now, after two pages of maps, the detailed Commentary can continue. 
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4 9 4 — 5 1 0 THE BOEOTIAN CONTINGENT. (See also pp. 178f. and 194^ for 
general discussions of the problems raised by this untypical entry.) As well 
as being first to be listed, this is also by far the largest in the number of places 
named, largest in number of leaders and presumably second largest after 
Agamemnon's contingent (cf. 580) in number of troops (only fifty ships, not 
exceptional, but with the unique detail that 120 went in each ship; the 
complement is specified in only one other entry, at 719, where Philoktetes' 
seven ships each had 50 rowers; see also on 491-3 and 509-10). Introductory 
syntax is mode A (see p. 170 above: 'of the X ' s . . . Y and Z . . . w e r e 
leaders. . . (of those) who dwelt in A , B, C . . .*). Ship-number expression at 
509f. is unique in the verb used (KÍOV for ÉTTOVTO or ÉOTIXÓOOVTO), and 
paralleled only by the equally untypical Myrmidon entry at 685, TCOV au 
7TevTi5|KovTa vfóóv fjv ápx¿>S *AX»AA£ÚS; >t is nevertheless traditional in some 
of its components (e.g. KÍOV ÉXÁCNT|(-I3) etc. at the verse-end). 

The departure from the usual modes D, E, F and G (pp. 17 if.) must be in 
order to compress the statement of actual ship-numbers so as to accom-
modate the relatively complex detail about 120 men in each into little more 
than a single verse. If so, that is a very deliberate appendage. 

494—5 Three of the five commanders are obscure: Klonios and Arkesi-
laos occur only once in the main body of the poem, when they are killed 
by Hektor in the same group of victims at 15.329-42; Prothoenor is killed 
at 14.450 (where his father is said to be Areilukos, likely to be a cardboard 
figure since another Areilukos is killed at 16.308). T h e two main leaders are 
obviously mentioned first; they are somewhat more prominent, although 
by no means conspicuous, in the rest of the poem. There they are mentioned 
together on two separate occasions, and that is important - it means that 
the catalogue and the Iliad at large are not entirely independent creations. 
Page (HHI136) thought that this and similar associations prove 'that both 
have ultimately a common origin in poetry about the Trojan W a r ' , but that 
does not follow. It is quite possible, for example, that the Boeotian 
entry - which certainly contains much non-Iliadic detail - was elaborated 
by the main composer, Homer, to fit in with, and make use of, details from 
the rest of the poem; and it is interesting that Peneleos and Leitos are named 
in the rising threefold type of verse of which the monumental composer was 
evidently a master. Both these heroes are exhorted by Poseidon at 13.9if., 
both are wounded at 17.597-604; otherwise Peneleos is mentioned inde-
pendently twice, Leitos once. The Boiotoi as a fighting group make one 
further appearance in the unusual small catalogue (together with lonians 
and Phthians) at 13.685-700. 

4 9 6 - 5 0 8 The 29 places named are as follows (with brief notes on 
location and finds, in which H S L refers to Hope Simpson Lazenby, Giov 
to Giovannini, B to Buck): 
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H U R I E (496) Close to Aulis according to Strabo 9.404; usually identified 
with the Mycenaean mound-site at Dramesi, where a prehistoric stele with 
engravings of ships was found (cf. C. YV. Blegen, Hesperia Suppl. 8 ( 1 9 4 9 ) 

39-42), but B prefers another site closer to Khalkis. HSL 19 note that no 
Protogeometric (hereafter PG) or Geometric (hereafter G) pottery has been 
found at Dramesi, and imply that this supports a Mycenaean origin for the 
reference to Hurie; but Hesiod refers to it in a context quite independent 
of Homer's catalogue, and that proves that it was known in the mythological 
tradition and available to a catalogist at any time (frags. 181 and 253 M- YV). 

A U L I S (496) Location not in doubt; continuously occupied into the early 
Iron Age, and politically independent until the fifth century B.C. (Giov 24). 
Epithet TTETprjeaaav,4 rocky', is suitable for the Aulis site - and many others, 
of course. 

S K H O I N O S (497) Likewise independent until the fifth century B.C. (Giov 
24); Strabo 9.408 placed it a few miles out of Thebes on the Anthedon road 
(and so perhaps near Lake Hulike/Likeri, HSL 21). 

S K O L O S (497) Its ruins were placed by Pausanias, 9.4.4, in the territory 
of Plataia, but cannot be securely identified with any particular Mycenaean 
or other ancient sites, although there are several small ones in the area. 

E T E O N O S (497) Position unknown; in the Parasopia according to Strabo 
9.408, though he assumed it had changed its name to Skarphe. Epithet 
TTOAUKVTIHOV, 'many-spurred', suits many sites in Boeotia, but not for 
example those round Lake Kopais. 

T H E S P E I A (498) Presumably at or near the site of classical Thespiai, 
where some Mycenean pottery has been found (HSL 22). 

G R A 1 A (498) Probably a komt ofOropos in the fifth century (cf. Thucydides 
2.23.3; Giov 25); a possible Mycenaean site is mentioned by HSL 22, but 
B prefers the Dramesi site usually allotted to Hurie. According to Pausanias 
9.20.2 the inhabitants of Tanagra (omitted by the catalogue) claimed that 
its early name was Graia; there is at least some phonetic similarity. See also 
J. M. Fossey in Euphrosyne 4 (1970) 3-22. 

M U K A L E S S O S (498) Its ruins were known to Pausanias (9.19.4) and are 
probably to be identified with an ancient site near the modern village of 
Rhitsona; a little Mycenaean pottery has been found there, but the 
cemetery dates back to the mid-eighth century B.C. (HSL 22f.); it is also 
mentioned in HyAp 224. Epithet evpuxopov, 'with broad dancing-floor(s)', 
which does not necessarily have a geographical implication. 

H A R M A ( 4 9 9 ) Was near Mukalessos, and its ruins were seen by Pausanias 
(9.19.4) and Strabo (9.404), who connect its name with Amphiaraos being 
engulfed by the earth with his chariot, &pi*a, as he fled from Thebes. It is 
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usually located at an ancient site (with Mycenaean and classical sherds, but 
no PG or G so far) commanding the pass on the road from Thebes to 
Khalkis. The lack of Dark Age and ninth-/eighth-century pottery does not 
mean that knowledge of Harma must be Mycenaean in immediate origin, 
since the Amphiaraos connexion might have been a long-standing one (and 
enabled an otherwise inconspicuous place called 'Harma' to have survived 
in the legendary tradition). 

E I L E S I O N (499) Location 'quite uncertain', HSL 23. 

E R U T H R A I (499) The classical town was absorbed by Thebes in the fifth 
century (Giov 24); it was in the region of Plataia but its exact location is 
unknown, and there is little point in trying to choose between various 
Mycenaean hill-tops in the neighbourhood, if only because that assumes that 
it (and the catalogue's reference to it) must have originated in the Late 
Bronze Age. 

EL EON (500) Was a political unit, and shared a border with Tanagra, in 
the fifth century according to Pausanias 1.29.6; it is usually identified with 
an extensive Mycenaean site (also classical, but no PG or G so far) near 
the modern village which has been so renamed, 'overlooking the eastern 
part of the Theban plain. . .a settlement second only to Thebes in the 
Theban plain' (HSL 24f.). 

H U L E (500) Is mentioned elsewhere in the Iliad (at 5.708C) as bordering 
the 'Kephisian lake', i.e. Lake Kopais, but nothing else is known. 

P E T E O N (500) In Theban territory and near the road to Anthedon 
according to Strabo 9.410, but nothing else is known and there is no 
obviously suitable site. 

OK A LEE (501) At HyAp 239-43 the god crosses the Kephisos river and 
passes *QKOA£TIV TroXCrrrvpyov ('with many towers') before reaching Hali-
artos, but no suitable site is known. The information in the Hymn seems 
independent of the catalogue. 

M E D E O N (501) Near Onkhestos according to Strabo 9.410; it is usually 
identified with a small Mycenaean acropolis at Kastraki west of Davlosis 
on the south-eastern shore of Lake Kopais (HSL 26; they say that no PG 
or G has been found there, but B 12 mentions Dark Age remains). The 
conventional description ¿OKTIHEVOVTrroAfEOpov, 'well-built town', does not 
suit this small site well. 

K O P A I (502) Was on Lake Kopais (Pausanias 9.24.1) and can be 
identified by inscriptions with a site at modern Topolia (B8); some PG 
sherds have now been found, as well as sparse Mycenaean. 

E U T R E S I S (502) Is firmly identified by an inscription with a site at the 
north end of the Leuktra plain, some 8 miles south-west of Thebes. There 
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are traces of Mycenaean circuit-wails; it seems to have been abandoned at 
the end of the Bronze Age and not properly resettled until the sixth century 
B.C. This is important, since Eutresis has no strong legendary associations 
to guarantee it a place in the oral tradition (in contrast with e.g. Harma). 
It is also unusual in having been scientifically excavated and published 
(H. Goldman, Excavations at Eutresis in Boeotia (Cambridge, Mass. 1931)). 
That gives special significance to the evidence of desertion, although even 
that is uncertain since' two small fragments of geometric pottery were picked 
up on the site' (p. 8), and the sixth-century town was not built precisely 
over the prehistoric one. Yet the absence of PG and G is still striking in 
the new ploughing around the low hill-top, as I noticed in January 1984. 

T H 1 s B E (502) Location is confirmed by inscriptions near the modern town 
so named, 'about four kilometres from the sea in the Permessus valley' 
(B 11). The Mycenaean and the classical (and possibly earlier) towns 
occupied different hills, so the absence of PG and G sherds so far is not 
necessarily significant. Epithet TroXuTpfyxova,4 with many doves'; modern 
pigeons have been observed in profusion in the neighbourhood, see p. 175. 

K O R O N E I A (503) The location on a hill overlooking the south-western 
part of Lake Kopais is certain, and there was a polis there by the end of 
the ninth century at least (B gof.). PG and G are still missing from the long 
record of habitation (B 6, based on more recent information than HSL 28). 
According to Strabo 9.411 Koroneia was taken by the Boiotoi after the 
Trojan War - in other words he connected it especially with the tradition 
recorded by Thucydides (1.12.3) *fiat Boiotoi entered Boeotia only sixty 
years after Troy fell. 

H A L I A R T O S (503) Mentioned in HyAp 243, it was a large settlement on 
the southern shore of Lake Kopais from Mycenaean times on (PG is lacking 
so far, but G has been found). Its epithet Troî evO', 'grassy', is not really 
appropriate to its location. 

P L A T A I A (504) The classical city is identified, and the early habitation 
area seems to have been north-west of it, where Mycenaean, Geometric and 
Early Corinthian sherds provide 'some evidence of continuity at the site' 
(HSL 29). 

G L I S A S (504) Was probably a polis in the fifth century, and is mentioned 
by Herodotus at 9.43.2; Strabo 9.412 described it as on Mt Hupatos, 
modern Sagmatas, and it is usually placed at a small acropolis (Mycenaean 
and classical sherds) near Syrtzi. Teumessos, which is mentioned in HyAp 
at 224, was only a mile away according to Pausanias 9.19.1, but is ignored 
by the catalogue. 

H U P O T H E B A I (505) Excavation has shown that the fortified Mycenaean 
palace, the Kadmeia, was destroyed before the burning of Troy vna, which 
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accords with the Homeric tradition (4.406) for what that is worth. The name 
i/mfcr-Thebes was presumably given to the surviving settlement round the 
acropolis; how long can it have retained that name before 'Thebes' was 
restored? Not very long, one might imagine, which would confirm a late-
or Sub-Mycenaean origin for this detail. The descriptive formula 'well-built 
town' does not accord with a particularly lowly status for Hupothebai, but 
seems to be applied somewhat arbitrarily (see on Medeon, for example). 

ONKHF.STOS (506) Is specified here as the sanctuary, not the nearby town; 
its probable site is known (HSL 3of.), but the absence of PG or G sherds 
is probably accidental, since the description of the curious ritual there at 
HyAp 230-8 shows that the sanctuary was well established (and presumably 
ancient) in the late seventh or early sixth century B.C. That is confirmed 
by Hesiod frag. 219 M-W. 

A R N E (507) Its location was and is unknown; Strabo 9.413 asserted that, 
like Mideia, it had been swallowed by Lake Kopais, whereas Pausanias 
9.40.5f. said that it was the old name of Khaironeia (a conspicuous omission 
from the catalogue) - a claim which has less plausibility than that Graia 
(q.v.) was Tanagra. Attempts to connect it with the huge Mycenaean 
enceinte at Gla have little to be said for them. Its epithet TToAuoTcupvAov, 'of 
many vines', is conventional and probably unspecific. 

MIDEIA (507) Was treated very much like Arne; Strabo said it had been 
engulfed, Pausanias (9.39.1) claimed it as the ancient name of Lebadeia, 
another conspicuous absentee. It is utterly unknown. 

NISA (508) Strabo, citing Apoilodorus, who wrote a treatise on the places 
in the catalogue, said that no sign of it was to be found in Boeotia (9.405). 
Some in antiquity tried to identify it with Nisaia in the Megarid, a region 
otherwise ignored in the catalogue, but this looks like a counsel of despair. 
Its epithet is jaQ^v, 'holy', which, if it is not just a metrical convenience, 
might tend to associate it with the ubiquitous Nusa that was claimed as a 
haunt of Dionusos. 

A N T H E D O N (508) A certainly identified site (through inscriptions) at 
modern Mandraki on the coast north of the Euripos. Mycenaean and 
Geometric (down to Hellenistic) sherds were found on the acropolis 
overlooking the harbour, the only one apart from Aulis and probably Hurie 
to be mentioned. Its epithet krxorrdoooav presumably means 'on the 
borders', which is true; see on 507-8. 

The places omitted are important, in a survey which obviously set out 
to be comprehensive and included several which must have been relatively 
minor at any period. Apart from the huge fortress-site at Gla in Lake Kopais 
(unless that was Arne, Mideia or Nisa, which is unlikely), they are above 
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all Tanagra, Khaironeia and Lebadeia - important cities in the Archaic and 
classical periods, and with a proved Mycenaean background in the first two 
cases at least. Teumessos and Alalkomenai should probably also be added; 
for the former see under Glisas above, while Alalkomeneis is an epithet of 
Athena at //. 4.8 and 5.908 - both were known in the legendary and/or 
cultic tradition. Finally one would expect Kreusis, the port of Thebes on 
the Corinthian Gulf (at modern Livadhostro) and with Mycenaean and 
Archaic remains, to have been included. Khaironeia and Lebadeia are in 
western Boeotia close to the border with Phocis, but should that excuse their 
omission? Tanagra, on the other hand, was in the important eastern region 
not far from Aulis, and its absence is a major anomaly. As with Khaironeia 
(and Kreusis) there is a gap in the evidence of settlement, covering PG 
and G ; are we therefore to use the Burr/Page/Hope Simpson-Lazenby 
argument in reverse and say that any ignoring of Tanagra must have been 
done not in the Mycenaean period but in the Dark Age? A more sensible 
conclusion might be that the list of Boeotian towns is a somewhat hit-or-miss 
affair, the product not of any single and systematic listing (such as the 
imagined Mycenaean muster-list) but of various pieces of information culled 
from the diverse oral tradition, whether cultic, mythological, political or 
genealogical in character. There may be a degree of misunderstanding or 
even sheer fiction, too; I am suspicious of the trio Arne, Mideia and Nisa 
in particular, the first being the place in Thessaly from which the Boiotoi 
left for Boeotia according to Thucydides 1.12.3 (there is an Arne mentioned 
elsewhere in the Iliad (at 7.9) as home of one Menesthios son of Areithoos, 
but where it was is uncertain); for the other two see under their entries on 
p. 194, as well as on 507-8. 

The absence of Protogeometric (in particular) pottery from several of the 
probable sites is not altogether unexpected, since the serious depopulation 
and reduction of town-sites that is characteristic of the Dark Age in Greece, 
especially the later eleventh and early tenth century B.C., obviously applied 
to Boeotia too. At the same time the absence of PG and G sherds should 
not be taken as hard evidence of total abandonment during this period; 
HSL are suitably cautious over this, unlike Page. For many of these sites 
the Mycenaean evidence is very sparse - many are weather-beaten hill-tops, 
where surface material is swept away or too badly worn to be identifiable, 
and almost none of them have been systematically explored let alone 
scientifically excavated. It is highly probable that further excavation would 
show total depopulation to be very rare; in any case nearly all these places 
were resuscitated by the classical period, which (except with a natural 
all-purpose settlement-site, which would in any event be unlikely to be 
abandoned) presupposes either some form of physical survival or retention 
in the oral tradition. One or the other may well have happened even in the 
case of Eu tresis. 
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496 Despite the initial rising threefolder of 494, the catalogue now estab-
lishes its predominant pattern of strongly two/fourfold verses, into which 
the place-names most conveniently fit. Exceptions are 558, 572, 592, 609, 
653» 673, 677, 685, 691, 703 = 726, 714, and perhaps 542, 618, 654, 671. 

Incidentally the scholia for both the catalogues are relatively unhelpful, 
often giving no more than the fictitious name of a place's founder; yet 
Aristarchus and the other ancient critics evidently accepted both the 
Achaean and the Trojan catalogues as substantially authentic, and admired 
their thoroughness, variety and ingenuity (cf. e.g. b on 494-877, Arn/A on 
681 and 718). A small minority of MSS (but including T , with scholia, and 
its relative Ge) and at least one papyrus omitted them, and three MSS placed 
them after the end of book 24; cf. O C T and Erbse 1, 288. 

¿VEPOVTO is one of three verbs used to express the concept of'dwelling 
in', the others being tlxov (e.g. 500) and Ivatov (e.g. 522). This was not 
only for variety and decoration (as b on 494-877 suggests) but also for 
metrical flexibility. The basic connotation of v£pco -open is of habitual use, 
and 'inhabit' is one of its specific applications (Chantraine, Diet, s.v.); 
another is 'cultivate' as at 751. 

497-8 Each of these verses names three places, the last of which is given 
an epithet; the two bare names fill the first half of the verse, the third with 
its epithet fills the last half. The effect is pleasing, but we should not expect 
the epithet to be particularly informative or necessarily appropriate. 

499-500 Again there are three places in each verse, but with construction 
and arrangement varied from the preceding couplet so as to avoid 
monotony. Aristarchus (Arn/A) maintained that the upsilon in Hule is 
metrically lengthened (as compared with 7.221 or, more to the point - since 
this is definitely the Boeotian Hule - 5.708^; but the common noun uXti 
(etc.) is regularly spondaic in Homer and later Greek (e.g. 30X It.). 

501 As a fresh variation a formular phrase, ¿OKTIPCVOV TTToXIrfJpov, fills 
the second half of the verse. It is not particularly appropriate to what looks 
like a relatively confined site (see under Medeon on p. 192). 

502 Back to the pattern of 497-8. Zenodotus (Arn/A) evidently read 
Messe for Thisbe by confusion with 582, where TToXvTpVjpcova occurs for a 
second time. Thisbe is of course a good Boeotian site, and Messe a relatively 
unknown Lacedaemonian one. 

504 Two different 'dwelling in' verbs, typv and h^povro, occur here 
in the same verse. 

505 Another 'well-built town', no more appropriate than in the case 
of Medeon in 501; for Hupothebai must refer to the settlement below the 
Kadmeia, and which must have survived the destruction by the Epigonoi 
(successors to the Seven against Thebes); see also pp. i93f. It suggests a 
suburb, or the relic of a ravaged city, not an especially well-built one; 
b recognized the difficulty but offers no real help. 
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506 The sanctuary of Poseidon at Onkhestos was famous for a curious 
ritual described in the (Homeric) Hymn to Apollo (where the same formula 
occurs at 230, TToai6iYiov <5ryAa6v AAaos). Newly-trained foals had to draw 
empty chariots through the sacred grove; if one crashed, the chariot was 
left there and dedicated to the god. The form fTooi5r)Iov with an TJ is an 
Ionic adaptation of the Aeolic possessive adjective (Shipp, Studies 17; it is 
hard to see why he classes this on p. 235 as a possibly 'late* feature). 

5 0 7 - 8 Zenodotus read Askre for Arne, presumably because of the 
difficulty of precisely locating the latter; see also p. 194. Aristarchus 
(Am/A) dismissed this on the ground that Hesiod's miserable home-town 
(Erga 640) is hardly a likely candidate, cf. M. L. West ad loc. This may be 
right, although Erga 609-14 suggests that vines were grown at Askre, cf. 507 
-TToAucrT&tpuAov; moreover the 1982 survey of the Cambridge-Bradford 
Boeotian Expedition has revealed a 'huge* Archaic and classical site, at 
least; anything seems possible! As for Mideia and Nisa, I have expressed 
my suspicions about these particular places on p. 195. There was a Nisaia 
in the Megarid, an area otherwise apparently deliberately neglected in the 
catalogue; it is unlikely to be referred to by Nisa here, a place on which 
Strabo 9.405 quoted Apollodorus (in his treatise TTepl Necbv, ' O n the Ships') 
as saying that it oOSapoO <pa(vrrai Tfjs Botarrias. Anthedon, by contrast, 
certainly existed; it was a harbour-town a few miles north of the Euripos. 
Its epithet Ioxcrr6cooav, literally 'being last' (as at 10.206, as well as of 
Epean Mursinos at 616), is a typical example of epic diectasis; the verbal 
form based on layon-os is also artificial, but that does not make it a new 
formation (Shipp, Studies 97) in the sense of being post-Homeric. Its 
meaning is probably specific, since Anthedon lay on the borders with Locris 
(i.e. it was 'last' in Boeotia, e.g. for a ship proceeding up the coast). 

5 0 9 - X 0 The Boeotians had 50 ships, a standard number (see p. 171) 
surpassed by Argos, Mukenai, Lakedaimon, Pulos, the Arcadians even (note 
that these are successive entries) and the Cretans. What distinguishes them 
in this respect is that each of their ships carried no less than 120 men; only 
one other such statistic is mentioned in the catalogue, that Philoktetes' ships 
carried 50 men each (Akhilleus' ships are also said to have a complement 
of 50 at i6.i6gf.). Thucydides 1.10.4 suggested that the intention was to 
indicate the maximum and minimum complement; admittedly Philokceccs 
had one of the smallest numbers of actual ships (only seven), but it seems 
far more likely that 50 was a standard complement (compare the ubiquitous 
later penteconter or 50-oared ship), with 120 as yet another honorific 
exaggeration on behalf of the Boeotians. Ancient commentators confined 
themselves to citing Thucydides' guess or to a brief reference to the 
Boeotians' Phoenician ancestry, since the Phoenicians were famous for their 
seamanship. Even so, total Boeotian numbers (50x120 = 6,000) were 
evidently exceeded by Agamemnon's contingent at least. His men at 577f. 
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arc 'much the most numerous*; he had 100 ships, so each of them must 
have held 'much more' than sixty men. Such calculations are, needless to 
say, of very little relevance. 

5II-16 THE ORKHOMENOS CONTINGENT. 

511 ORKHOMENOS was one of the most powerful of all Achaean cities at 
the height of the Mycenaean age in the early thirteenth century B.C., with 
a royal tholos-tomb as splendid as (although now less well preserved than) 
the 'Treasury of Atreus' at Mukenai. It was cited for its wealth along with 
Egyptian Thebes by Akhilleus at 9.381, and its legendary status is stressed 
by its epithet MtvOaov here - the tribe of Minyans being descended from 
the eponymous king Minuas and also prominent in the Argonautic 
expedition from Iolkos. Here in the catalogue its territory is drastically 
reduced; even Kopai along the north shore of Lake Kopais, once controlled 
by Orkhomenos, has come into the Boeotian sphere. That proves an origin 
for this reference not earlier than the L H I I I C (Late Helladic III c) period, 
when the political geography of the Mycenaean world was falling apart - at 
a time, indeed, after the Boiotoi had entered Boeotia from Thessaly. Since 
there may have been continuous habitation at Orkhomenos, however much 
reduced, into the Early Iron Age (HSL 38f.), the information implicit in 
this entry could belong to the Dark Age, rather, ASPUF.DON was probably 
but not certainly at modern Pyrgos, between Orkhomenos and Kopai 
overlooking the north shore of the lake; there was a Mycenaean settlement 
there, with no indication so far of later occupation. 

512 Ialmenos is only mentioned once in the whole of the rest of the Iliad, 
at 9.82 where he goes on guard-duty with his twin brother Askalaphos 
among others. The latter is somewhat more prominent; he meets a heroic 
death at 13.518-26 and is mourned by his father Ares at 15.111-16. That 
the two leaders should be associated in the rest of the poem, also, is perhaps 
significant as Page noted at HHI136; even more important, however (and 
not mentioned by Page), is that the two verses in question, one in the 
catalogue and one in book 9, are almost identical: | — 'AoxdAcwpos -v xai 
'laAnsvos -v UTES -as "Aprjos. This constitutes a quite elaborate formula, 
therefore, common to the final composer of the catalogue and to Homer in 
book 9. Obviously that formula has not descended in two separate streams 
of tradition about the Trojan War, as Page thought; rather Homer (or a 
close predecessor in the central heroic tradition) either copied from the 
catalogue or, more probably, expanded an earlier form of catalogue in his 
own (traditional) language. Adaptation can be proved in the cases of 
Philoktetes and Protesilaos (see below); here it is not essential, and suggests 
a considerable degree of Homeric influence on this supposedly authentic 
earlier list. 

513-15 The birth of the twin commanders as the result of Ares* secret 
union with Astuokhe, the daughter (rather than wife) of Aktor (son of Azeus, 
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of whom nothing is heard elsewhere), is elaborated in a typically Homeric 
manner. Another Aktor was father of Menoitios and grandfather of 
Patroklos (11.785 and 16.14, Menoitios being a Locrian by origin, cf. 
18.324-7); a third was father of the Molione (who were probably envisaged 
as Siamese twins, see on 620-1), and a fourth, father of the Myrmidon 
leader Ekhekles according to 16.189. The repeated use of the same name 
for a stock paternal figure is eased by the different forms of patronymic: 
"AxTopos ulos, * Aicropiwvc, 'AnTopiSao. 

514—15 irap&vos alSoiT) looks like a common formula, but the two 
component terms arc not found conjoined elsewhere (as it happens?). 
CrrrtpcoVov eloava^aaa is a formula, but primarily in the Odyssey, where it 
bears an innocent sense (2X, of Penelope going upstairs to her chamber; so 
too with 14 other variations, with Avapaoa, Crn-Epco*, CruEpcbVa aiyaAoevTa 
etc.). Something similar is found in the Iliad only at 16.184, a description 
very reminiscent of the present one (by which I do not mean that it is copied 
from it); Hermes had fallen for Polumele at a dance, taken her upstairs and 
impregnated her with the Myrmidon leader Eudoros (Polumele then 
married Ekheklos son of Aktor, see the preceding comment): aurixa 6* 
UTTEpcp* Avapas TrapiM^aro AaOpq. The last two words constitute another 
formula, which recurs here in 515; there are two not dissimilar expressions 
in the Odyssey. This brief vignette describing the birth of the twins is a 
charming and typically Homeric one, which also serves the purpose of 
stressing their close connexion with the Minyan tribal deity. 

517-26 THE PHOCIAN CONTINGENT. This entry is weak on personnel but 
strong on political geography - the eight places and one district named are 
for the most part clearly identifiable, and cover most of the main towns of 
the region in historical times (but not Amphissa and Elateia). 

517 The Phokees, Phocians, are described by an ethnic name as are e.g. 
the Boiotoi at 494 and the Lokroi at 527, and not simply as inhabitants of 
a group of towns like the Orkhomenos-Aspledon contingent at 511 ; Phokis 
was a clear geographical and political unit. The leaders are Skhedios and 
Epistrophos. The latter is not mentioned elsewhere in the poem and is 
presumably a fiction, since two other men of the same name are briefly 
mentioned on the Trojan side later in this same Book, at 692 and 856. 
Skhedios is also confusing; he will be killed by Hektor in the struggle for 
Patroklos' body, at 17.306-11, with the added details that he was 4far the 
best' of the Phocians, lived in famous Panopeus and ruled over many men: 
but at 15.515 Hektor had killed another Skhedios, also a Phocian commander 
but 'son of Perimedes*. This was of course noted by Aristarchus (Arn/A), 
who could not explain the anomaly. A possible conclusion is that the oral 
tradition knew vaguely of a Phocian king called Skhedios in the past but 
was uncertain about his parentage. 

518 An earlier form of this verse must have been VTES (or UI£ES) M^ITOO 
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UcyaOuyoo NavpoM6ao. It is one of the few eases in which an uncontracted 
genitive singular in -oo can be guaranteed in Homer, since the second iota 
of Iphitos is naturally short as at 1 7 . 3 0 6 and Od. 2 1 . 1 4 . Aristarchus (Hdn/A) 
judged this to be a case of artificial metrical lengthening, i.e. as 'fyf-rov, but 
that is surely wrong; see Chantraine, GH 1, 44f. (and for lengthening of 
omicron before (o)nrya-, 1, 176F.). Either ulks (Aristarchus) or UTES (the 
medieval vulgate) is possible, the lauer being technically correct since 
' I 91T00 originally began with a digamma, consciousness of which would 
lengthen the preceding short syllable. 

5x9-23 KUPARISSOS may have been the earlier name of Antikura, at the 
head of the gulf of that name to the east of the gulf of Itea; at least Pausanias 
( 1 0 . 3 6 . 5 ) thought so. PUTHON is certainly the later Delphi, and is indeed 
* rocky * (or perhaps * cliffy' because of the Phaidriades). There was continuity 
of setdement there, in all probability, from the Late Bronze Age on; the 
evidence presented in Desborough, Last Mycenaeans 1 2 3 - 5 , requires very 
careful consideration, and even he (who was exceptionally cautious) 
accepted that 'we have continuity of memory' of a cult near the site of the 
later great altar of Apollo; moreover PG sherds as well as the latest IIIC 
have been found (pp. 1 2 4 and 1 2 5 n. 2 ) . KRISA is confused with Puthon itself 
at HyAp 282 - 5 ; " 1 S usually identified with the strongly fortified Mycenaean 
acropolis at Agios Giorgios below Delphi on a spur commanding the Pleistos 
valley just south of the modern village of Khryso, but that is unconfirmed. 
Its description as ¿a&nv, 'holy', is uninformative and may be simply 
conventional. There may also have been confusion between Krisa and 
Kirrha, the harbour-settlement near the modern Itea. DAULIS and PANOPEUS 

are close to each other near the Boeotian border among the eastern foothills 
of Parnassos, each of them a Hellenic city with Mycenaean traces on the 
acropolis but no Protogeometric or Geometric so far. Panopeus is Skhedios' 
home at i7.307f. (cf. 517^); that being so, its fifth position in the list of 
Phocian towns confirms the often arbitrary order of places named in the 
catalogue. It is described as xaXXixopov (compare eOpvxopov of Mukalessos 
in 4 9 8 ) at Od. 1 1 . 5 8 1 . ANEMOREIA, probably implying 'windy', is of 
uncertain location; HSL 43 favour the site of modern Arakhova above and 
to the east of Delphi. Classical HUAMPOLIS lies across the river Kephisos from 
Daulis and Panopeus; a few Late Bronze Age fragments have been noticed 
there, and its strategic position is likely to have been continuously occupied. 
Hellenic U L A I A lay on the north side of Mt Parnassos and just south of the 
Kephisos river, near one of its sources as 523 suggests. HSL 44 are probably 
right in taking 522 to refer to several different places along the river and 
not specifically to Parapotamioi as Pausanias claimed at 10.33.7f. 

5 2 5 - 6 Only here and with Salamis ( 558 ) and Lakedaimon ( 587 ) is 
anything said about where a contingent stationed itself. The intention is 
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presumably to stress the Phocian connexion with the Boiotoi as neighbours; 
otherwise the Phocians are wholly unimportant in the rest of the poem. 

527-35 THE LOCRIAN CONTINGENT. A concise and symmetrical entry for 
an unusual contingent of light-armed troops, with three verses (or possibly 
only two or one, see on 529-30) describing Aias as commander, then three 
listing eight places, most of them obscure, then a standard ship-number 
verse, finally a resumptive verse which in describing the position of Locris 
also leads on to the next, Euboean entry. 

527 Locrian Aias, 'the lesser* (so 528, by comparison with the 'great' 
Aias, |i£yas TeXapcovtos Aias), is named as sole commander; he is a 
prominent figure in the Iliad at large. His father Oi'leus (later misspelt Ileus 
according to Aristarchus, so A m / A ) is irroXiTropOos, 'sacker of towns', at 
727C, where a bastard son Medon is mentioned; according to 13.694-7 
Medon had escaped to Phulake after killing a male relative of Aias' mother 
Eriopis. The Locrian contingent is unique according to 13.712-22 (following 
on from the peculiar 'little catalogue' of Boeotians, Ionians, Locrians, 
Phthians and Epeans at 13.685-700): their general has taken his stand close 
to his greater namesake at 701-8; the latter's troops are in close support, 
but the Locrians, by contrast, have no heavy armour but have come to Troy 
equipped only with bows and slings, which they now discharge from the 
rear. Aias himself is a swift runner (his commonest formular description is 
'OiAfps TOXUS Alas, gx //.), and he is especially devastating in pursuit of 
the fleeing enemy, 14.520-2. According to 529f. he wore special armour, 
but usually in the Iliad he fights in the conventional way. That is almost 
certainly because he is closely associated with the greater Aias, as for 
example at 13.46-75 where they are filled with might by Poseidon and the 
Oilean Aias comments on the fact; here and often they are described as 
A T O V T E , the two Aias's - a term which had earlier referred to the great Aias 
and his brother Teukros but was applied later, and evidently by the 
monumental composer himself, to the Telamonian and Oilean Aias 
together: see 4o6n. and Page, HHI 235-8. Despite that association, the 
Locrian Aias was not greatly admired in the heroic tradition, a reflection 
perhaps of his light-armed, unheroic and provincial (rather than 'semi-
savage', Page 237) side. Thus in the funeral games for Patroklos he will pick 
a stupid quarrel with the respected Idomeneus (23.473-98) and then fall 
down in a patch of dung, to everyone's amusement, in the foot-race he 
should have won (23.773-84). When Troy is finally sacked he drags 
Kassandra with Athene's sacred image away from the altar - that was 
described in the Cyclic Iliou Persis, but was known to Homer and his 
audience; even so he might have escaped from shipwreck on the way home, 
but a stupid boast put an end to him (Od. 4.499-511). 

528 Was athetized by Zenodotus (who must also therefore have athe-
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tized the following two verses, although that is not specifically said) but 
defended by Aristarchus (Arn/A) a s ' necessary '. That is correct, since some 
distinction between this Aias and his namesake would be expected; the 
difference here is merely in height and may depend primarily on the formula 
uiyas TeAauwvios Aias (12X //.). 

5 2 9 - 3 0 Aristarchus (Arn/A) athetized these verses for three reasons: as 
a redundant expansion, especially in the repetition ¿ A A I TTOAU pdoov in 5 2 9 ; 

because of the oddity of his linen corslet; and because of the misapplication 
of iTavlAA-nvas. (1) Actually the cumulative development is quite Homeric, 
and 6X\& TTOAO pdcov effectively emphatic: he was not only 'lesser', he was 
much less, a slight man (6Aiyos), different also in his lighter equipment. 
(2) Aivo6cbpT)£ equates him with his light-armed Locrian troops; the same 
epithet is applied to one Amphios in the Trojan catalogue at 830, but 
otherwise such corslets are not mentioned elsewhere in Homer - heavy 
bronze armour is proper for heroes, and the Achaeans in particular are 
'Axaiobv xoAkoxitcovgov (24X II.). Yet Alcaeus (frag. 357.6 L - P ) grouped 
linen corslets with other (bronze) armour, and they are not unexpected for 
mobile troops like the Locrians, on which see 527n. Usually, however, their 
commander Aias behaves as though he were regularly armoured, and even 
here in 530 his skill with the spear (although consonant with his performance 
at 14.520-2) does not completely accord with Locrian slings and arrows. 
(3) Moreover riav£AAT)vas does constitute a difficulty, as Aristarchus noted: 
it is not used elsewhere in Homer (although cf. fTavaxaioi, especially in 
the verse-end formula ¿picrTfjES -as TTctvaxatciv, 8x 11.), and, still more 
important, "EAATJVCS itself occurs only once (in the Myrmidon entry at 684) 

and then in the special sense of inhabitants of the region of Hellas close to 
Phthie, a sense present in all the five uses of Hellas in the Iliad. O n four 
occasions the Odyssey extends this use somewhat in the formula ko8'/6cv' 
"EAA66a xal \i£aov "Apyos, in which Hellas probably represents central and 
northern Greece as distinct from the Peloponnese. Here the form nav4AAT]vas 
shows that the meaning has been extended still further to cover the Greeks 
at large, much as 'Apycloi and Aavaoi did; this is certainly a ' late ' de-
velopment - the question is whether it is a post-Homeric one. O n the whole 
I am inclined to conjecture that it is, and that this verse is due to a rhapsode; 
529, of course, could still be Homeric. 

5 3 1 - 3 OPOEIS is the most important place in this Locrian list; it was 
Patroklos' birthplace according to 23.85C (and Akhilleus expected him to 
return there, 18.326) and, asOpous, the chief city of the region in historical 
times. It was either at modern Kyparissi or at Atalanti; its port according 
to Strabo 9.425 was KUNOS, for which there is a possible site north of modern 
Livanates, with M y c ( = Mycenaean), G , Archaic and classical sherds 
(HSL 47), but this is really quite uncertain, KALUAROS and BESSA were a 
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mystery to Strabo; SKARPHE was presumably at the site of the later 
Skarpheia somewhere near the southern shore of the Malian gulf. No 
Locrian AUCEIAI is known, but the recurrence of another ' lovely Augeiai ' 
in Lakedaimon at 583 does not make it any more or less probably fictitious 
than Kalliaros and Bessa, at least, TARPHE was located by Strabo 9.426 at 
the classical Pharugai, which may be the medieval Boudonitsa (HSL 49). 
With THRONION we are on stronger ground; the catalogist allows himself 
a definite local indication, 'around the streams of Boagrios', and an 
inscription shows that the later city at least was just south of its mouth near 
the modern Pikraki. N o pre-classical sherds seem to have been found there 
so far, and H S L 49 are properly cautious, but in view of the Boagrios detail 
I think it unlikely that the Homeric Thronion should be sought elsewhere. 

Eastern Locris was always a backwater (and western Locris, ignored in 
the Iliad, even more so); it has been relatively little explored, and 
consequently the accuracy or otherwise of this entry is impossible to assess. 
T h e omission of the port of Larumna is odd, and Alos and Alope seems to 
have been pushed into Akhilleus' territory, see on 682. T h e evident 
obscurity of at least half the places listed suggests that the catalogist is doing 
his best to magnify a small and peculiar contingent. 

534-5 A standard ship-number verse, with 40 ships assigned to the 
Locrians as likewise to their neighbours the Phocians and Abantes/ 
Euboeans, leads by an easy cumulation to a summary of their general 
position opposite 'ho ly ' (for no special reason?) Euboea. 

536-45 THE EUBOEAN CONTINGENT (THE ABANTES). 

536 This is the second mode B entry (see p. 170), and the first in which, 
now the pattern has been established by 511 , the leaders are postponed for 
some verses. As in the case of e.g. Lakedaimon (see on 581), the entry begins 
with the name of the general region, in this case of the whole island, then 
lists the towns within it. T h e inhabitants of Euboea are called Abantes, a 
tribal name (cf. Epeioi, Kephallenes, Murmidones, Enienes), supposedly 
after a mythical ancestor Abas. They 'breathe might' , a formula applied 
twice to the Achaeans but which may have special relevance here in the 
light of 542-4, where they are swift, long-haired behind (6TTI6£V KOI*6COVT€$, 

see on 542), spearmen eager to pierce their enemies' corslets. During the 
Lelantine war Khalkis and Eretria (see the next comment) made an 
agreement to ban long-distance weapons and fight only at close range (cf. 
Strabo 10.449), a n d that might reflect a martial tradition also referred to 
here. 

537-9 T h e variety of arrangement in listing the seven towns deserves 
notice: 537 has ' D and E and epithet+ F ' (like 497, 498 and 502 in the 
Boeotian entry); 538 has *D + epithet and E + descriptive phrase', and 539 
' w h o possessed D and dwelt in E \ T h e two most important towns in the 
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island are placed first, KHALKIS, at the northern end of the Euripos narrows, 
has been continuously inhabited from Neolithic times to the present day. 
Around 700 B.C. it became locked in struggle with EIRETRIA (Eretria), 
ostensibly for possession of the fertile Lelantine plain. Strabo (9.403; 10.448) 
referred to an old and a new Eretria, which has caused much confusion, 
not resolved so far by the important discoveries at Xeropolis/Lefkandi; the 
excavators are no longer convinced this was the old site (cf. Popham, Sackett 
and Themelis, Levkandi 1 (London 1979), 423f.), and there is still much to 
be said for the view of e.g. HSL 5 if. that the general position of the classical 
city near Nea Psara was also that of its predecessors, although Mycenaean 
and PG traces are slight so far. HISTIAIA (in which -101- is scanned as one 
long syllable by synizesis) was presumably at Oreos (so b; the ancient 
commentators are not usually much help over these identifications), where 
PG is lacking so far. KERINTHOS is lipaAov, 'by the sea', and Strabo 10.446 
placed it by the river Boudoros on the eastern shore; different parts of a 
curving low hill just south of the river-mouth were inhabited from the 
Neolithic period onward, with many PG sherds and some Mycenaean, DION 

was near Hisuaia according to Strabo 10.446, and is usually placed at Kastri 
near modern Likhas, close to Cape Kenaion in the north-west corner of the 
island. Sherds indicate continuous settlement there from the Middle Bronze 
Age on; it is a 'flat-topped hill' (HSL 53), 'about 60 metres above the sea* 
(BSA 61 (1966) 37), in a position which suggests that aim!/ TrroAleSpov 
should not be taken too literally, KARUSTOS and the whole of the southern 
part of the island are remarkably lacking in signs of prehistoric or Early Iron 
Age habitation (BSA 61 (1966) 83), which is surprising in view of Karustos' 
fertile plain. That may reflect heavier connexions with Boeotia from the 
centre and north of the island; but there must have been a considerable 
settlement at or near the modern Karustos, even before the Archaic and 
classical age. STURA must have been at the site of the classical town on the 
coast some 15 miles north-west of Karustos; neither Late Helladic nor Early 
Iron Age pottery has yet been found there, but the Styrans were said to have 
been Druopes (cf. Pausanias 4.34.11) and so had ancient mythological 
connexions. 

540-1 Elephenor is described as 630s "Ap^os, a relatively common 
formula (iox //.) which seems to mean 'companion' rather than 'offshoot' 
of Arcs: see Chantraine, Diet. s.v. 2. 630s. He and his father Khalkodon are 
known to the rest of the Iliad, although only by a single mention since he 
succumbs to Agenor at 4.463-9, where 464 = 541 here; he is described there 
as 'leader of the great-hearted Abantes', cf. 15.519 uryafK/uoov dpyov 
' E T C I & V , and is a surprisingly early casualty (see on 4.464). 

542 According to Strabo 10.445, Aristotle had said that the Abantes had 
originally come from Thrace; and at II. 4.533 the Thracians are described 
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as dcKp&oiioi,' top-knotted\ Since the Achaeans as a whole grew their hair 
long (xdpr) KOP6COVTE$ -as, 26X //.; see on 3 . 4 3 ) , this suggests that 6TTI0EV 

Kop6covrcs distinguishes the Abantes as leaving their hair long at the back 
and cutting or shaving it in front - in order to stop the enemy grabbing it, 
according to Arkhemakhos, a local historian cited by Strabo 1 0 . 4 6 5 ! 

543-4 See also on 536. atxi")TT)s by itself is an honorific term, also at 
7.281, and for 6119*1 OT̂ OEOOI cf. 2.388; but in general the phraseology here 
is not formular, although the individual words are familiar enough. 

545 Again the 40-ship verse, cf. 534. The Abantes entry as a whole has 
been elegantly executed. The places listed suggest an Iron-Age as much as 
a Mycenaean original, and the omission of Amarunthos and the conspicuous 
Dustos is surprising in any event; the interest in the martial habits of the 
Abantes could reflect the impending conflict between Khalkis and Eretria 
in Homer's own time. 

5 4 6 - 5 6 THE ATHENIAN CONTINGENT. 

546 The form of this entry is similar to that of the Euboean one (see 
on 536), i.e. mode B with postponement of the leader. Here there is only 
one city to be named, Athens itself, although with much elaborative detail; 
on the omission of other towns in Attica, and whether or not this reflects 
synoecism under Theseus, see also pp. 179C Here the conventional descrip-
tion ¿OKTIPEVOV -rrroXiEOpov is appropriate (cf. 501 and 505 with notes) since 
the fortified Acropolis must always have been conspicuous from Mycenaean 
times on. 

547-51 Athens is the Bt̂ pos o r ' community' of Erekhtheus, its mythical 
early king who according to this passage was born from the soil itself, 
nurtured by Athene and established in her own temple. This account of his 
birth (which is hardly mentioned in later mythographers) symbolized the 
Athenians* claim to be autochthonous, not to have entered their land from 
elsewhere like the Boiotoi or Abantes or to have been displaced by people 
like the Dorians. At Od. 7.8of. Athene came to Marathon and Athens and 
entered 'the compact house of Erekhtheus'; that is a rather different 
conception from the catalogist's, both in the mention of Marathon alongside 
Athens and in the implication that the building she and the king shared 
was his palace rather than her temple. The palace idea stems from an earlier 
stage, since shrines in the Late Bronze Age were in, or closely associated with, 
the royal house. The king dwelling in some precursor of the classical 
Erechtheum represents a later development of that symbiosis, but it is, of 
course, the heroized king that dwells there, not the living one, and that is 
confirmed by 550 (see on 549-51). 

548 ¿EiScopos -v firpoupa -v, 3X //., 9X Od.,* the ploughland with its gift 
of wheat', is a general formula for earth or soil, although the exegetical 
scholiast in A maintained that it was especially appropriate to Attica 
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where, in the Rarian plain near Eleusis, crops were supposed to have first 
emerged. 

5 4 9 - 5 1 ¿v TT(OVI VT)£>, ' in her own rich temple*, iricov is connected 
with map, 'richness' or 'fat* even, and is a favourite epic term with a varied 
formular system at the verse-end, e.g. triova pf|Aa ( ix //., 5X Od.), iriovas 
aTyas (5X Od.). For tv -rrlovi \rr)cp| cf. especially §v TTIOVI Srjuco ' in the rich 
community' (5X //.), which has a typical oral echo in TTIOVO -1 Srjpov -CO, 
' richfat* (2X //., 3X Od.). Athene's temple is fat because of the offerings made 
there - to Erekhtheus not herself in this instance, since inv in 550 must refer 
to him, not only because of the run of the sentence but also because (as b 
noted) victims sacrificed to her were properly female, whereas these are bulls 
and rams. It was in Erekhtheus* reign, according to a tale reported in 
Pausanias 1.28.1 of., that animal sacrifices were initiated at the Bouphonia. 
The 'revolving year (or seasons)' of 551 suggests an annual festival; there 
may or may not be some idea of an early form of the Panathenaia, which 
was held in the month of Hekatombaion. 

552 O n Menestheus son of Peteos see also pp. 179C; references to him in 
the post-Homeric tradition, which strove to justify his somewhat mysterious 
appearance here, are well summarized by Page, HHI 145-7 and n. 79 on 
pp. 173-5. His role in the Iliad is inconspicuous, even undistinguished; and 
nothing else about him that was not obviously invented was known in the 
historical period. In company with Odysseus he is reproved by Agamemnon 
in the inspection of troops at 4.327-48 (but then even Diomedes will be 
reproved, and keeps silence as Menestheus does here); he becomes isolated 
in the fighting (a typical motif) and sends for Aias to help him at 12.331-77; 
at 13.190-7 they are fighting in close proximity, obviously with Aias in the 
more prominent role; in the 'little catalogue' at 13.689-91 he appears with 
some otherwise unknown lieutenants, of which one is killed at Menestheus' 
last mention at 15.329-31. T o describe this as a 'dismal record* (Page, 
op. cil. 145) is perhaps to exaggerate - at the same time it is not what one 
would expect of the leader of an Athenian contingent, given that Athens 
was of some importance in the Mycenaean world and came through the 
Dark Age relatively well, to recover strongly by Homer's time. Yet the fact 
remains that Menestheus does appear in the rest of the Iliad, and the 
association with the greater Aias in books 12 and 13 is apparently organic. 
He also appears, almost certainly, as Helen's Athenian suitor in Hesiod's 
Ehoiai or Catalogue of Women (frag. 200.3 M - W ) . He must have been known 
to the general heroic tradition, as well as to any special tradition of cata-
logue poetry, for generations. That does not necessarily make him, as Page 
argued, a specifically Mycenaean relic, although he may have been one. 
The temptation to oust him in favour of one of Theseus' sons, as happened 
in the Cyclic tradition, was evidently resisted even when the text was under 
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strong Athenian control during the sixth century B.C. through rhapsodic 
contests at the Panathenaia (see p. 12 and Shipp, Studies 56). 

553"~5 These verses were athetized by Zcnodotus (Arn/A), presumably 
because nothing is said later of Menestheus' skill at marshalling troops and 
chariots; as the exegetical scholiast comments in b, Homer 'grants him this 
since he will not distinguish himself in the fighting'. Aristarchus evidently 
replied to Zenodotus, correctly, that Homer often does not follow up such 
general characterizations; and he took the verses to be authentic. But they 
are, nevertheless, open to some doubt. The praise is overdone even granted 
that some elaboration is in order, and the apparent afterthought about 
Nestor, although it follows a Homeric pattern (cf. e.g. Nireus of Sume at 

>s a i i ^ c crude, not least in adducing his age as the reason. The 
expression throughout is unremarkable (except that ¿TTIXOOVIOS. . .dvrjp in 
553 *s again over-emphatic) and uses some typical formular elements. 
Kocrtiî aat is a favourite catalogue verb for obvious reasons, but it is more 
significant that, although &<rm6tcbTa$ (etc.) appears nowhere else in Homer, 
verse 554 (with ¿TpOvcov not Koapfjaai) occurs at 16.107 of Akhilleus and 
the Myrmidons - that is, in a key Iliadic context. I draw the conclusion that 
these verses are not pre-Homeric or dependent on some special catalogue-
tradition; they are the work either of the monumental composer or of a 
relatively skilled rhapsodic elaborator, even conceivably a Panathenaic 
competitor. Verse 555 could be an independent addition, but seems to 
belong stylistically with the others. 

556 The common 40-ship verse (the D-mode, see p. 171) has been 
amended by substituting the metrically equivalent ITEVTF|KO\rra for Ttooa-
pdxovTa. That this could be so easily done, yet was not done elsewhere, 
implies some special motive - perhaps Athenian pride - rather than any 
desire for variation. The Boeotians and Myrmidons also had fifty ships (some 
contingents had more), yet not in this formular verse-type. 

557-8 THE SALAMIS CONTINGENT. See pp. 170 and 171 for the leader and 
ship-number modes (C and F), used also for three other small contingents. 
The other 12-ship fleet is Odysseus* at 637. 

558 This positioning detail finds some parallel at 526 and 587; the 
motive was obviously to associate the Salaminians closely with the Athenians, 
much as the Phocians are implied to be closely allied with the Boeotians 
at 526. Why? This became a matter for warm debate in antiquity and is 
still puzzling. Aristarchus is known to have athetized the verse (through the 
Aristonicus-based comments in A on 3.230 and 4.273), on the strong ground 
that in the rest of the poem the Salaminian contingent was not closely 
associated with the Athenians: cf. 3.225 and 22gf., where Aias stands 
between Odysseus and Idomeneus, and 4.273 and 327 (which admittedly 
contradicts 8.224-6 « 11.7-9, where Aias* ships are at one end of the line), 
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where he and Athenian Menestheus are quite separate from each other when 
Agamemnon inspects the troops. Another reason for suspicion is that it is 
extraordinary for so important a warrior (however small his homeland and 
contingent — compare Odysseus) to be dismissed so summarily; as Willcock 
comments on this verse, he is not even given his usual epithet TtAapcbvios 
or TCAOJJI<OVI66T]S to distinguish him from his lesser namesake. Admittedly 
something not dissimilar happens to him even outside the catalogue, in book 
3, where Helen as she identifies the Achaean leaders for Priam dismisses him 
in a single verse, 229, before passing on to a more elaborate four-verse 
description of Idomeneus. It is possible that this is a piece of psychological 
subtlety (see on 3.229 and 230-3) - or is the explanation a different one 
which applies in both cases, namely that (as Page declared, HHI147 and 
233-5) & r c a l Aias belongs to a generation of heroes earlier than the 
Trojan War, and is only inserted into the late-Mycenaean original of the 
catalogue, at 557, at some subsequent stage, with 558 being added later still? 
Page's evidence is mainly Aias' great tower-like shield with its seven ox-hides, 
which he constantly uses and is virtually absent elsewhere - a type known 
from artefacts of the Shaft-grave period and a little later but not from 
LHIIIB, which covered much of the thirteenth century B.C. and included 
the fall of Troy vna (see H. Borchhardt, Arch. Horn, E iof. and 46-8; 
A. M. Snodgrass, Arms and Armour of the Greeks (London 1967) 19C). In 
assessing this suggestion it is important to remember that Aias is a major 
force in the poem as a whole and therefore well rooted in the heroic 
tradition; it is conceivable that Patroklos, say, or even Nestor, was heavily 
developed by the monumental composer for the special purposes of a 
monumental Iliad, but Aias is so ubiquitous that this can hardly be so 
in his case. Therefore if he belonged originally to a pre-Trojan heroic 
ambience, he must at least have passed down through later Mycenaean 
memory so as to enter the developing Early Iron Age tradition along with 
the rest - and so might well have been amalgamated with the Achaeans 
against Troy even in an early catalogue-tradition. 

That leaves the well-known story referred to by Aristotle (Rhet. A 15.1375 
b 30), that in the quarrel between Athens and Megara over possession of 
Salamis in the sixth century B.C. the Megarians claimed that the Athenians 
had inserted this couplet in their own interest into the text of Homer, and 
proposed another version: 

Alas 8' be ZaXapitvos &ycv vias fee T£ fToXixv^s 
£K T ' ATYETPOOAATK Niaalt^s T« Tpm66oov TC 

- these obviously being places in the Megarid. The substituted couplet is 
clearly inauthentic if only because it records no specific number of ships, 
and the whole story, although interesting for the light it sheds on the status 
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of the Iliad and its supposed historicity at that time, suggests rather (and 
despite 553-511. Jin.) that Athenian interference at this point is unlikely. 

Verse 558 is a rising threefolder very much in the Homeric style, and its 
relaxed use of the verse-end formula-type TCTTOVTO 96Aayy6$ (so also at 
13.126; 14X with other verbs ending -VTO) slightly supports its pre-rhapsodic 
status. That still leaves a problem about why Homer might have dealt with 
Aias in this abrupt and peculiar way; one suspects that it may be because 
his Aeacid genealogy - so prominent in Pindar, for example, but ignored 
by Homer - was still under dispute that further details about his family 
and background were suppressed. The epithet AtcxK(6rjs is reserved in the 
Iliad (24X) for Akhilleus; Peleus and Telamon were both, of course, son* 
of Aiakos. 

559-68 THE ARGOS CONTINGENT. This B-mode entry is also discussed 
under 'Special Problems', pp. i8off. Diomedes is found ruling cities in 
the Argolid which might be expected to fall within the realm of Agamemnon 
and Mukenai; but he is well established in Argos itself, as indeed his father 
Tudeus had been since leaving Aetolia, and had fought for Adrastos against 
Thebes and married his daughter. He is now king of Argos, and therefore 
of other places in the southern Argive plain and the Akte peninsula which 
stretches away to the south-east. 

559-62 The position of ARGOS itself is in no doubt. T h e Larisa hill 
dominated the rich plain below, and the city at its foot was continuously 
inhabited from the Bronze Age onward; unlike Mukenai and Tiruns it 
suffered no detectable damage at the end of LHIIIB, i.e. soon after the 
presumed date of the Trojan expedition, TIRUNS (Tiryns) was built on and 
around a low, strongly fortified rock a few miles to the south-east and on 
the (ancient) coast near Nauplion. Its massive Cyclopean walls, noted in 
the epithet T«XI6«JROAV, were first built around 1400 B . C . ; the citadel was 
burnt around 1200, but reoccupied and then inhabited more or less 
continuously until its decline in the historical period. Herakles, Proitos and 
Perseus were all legendary kings of Tiruns (with Proitos' brother Akrisios 
remaining as king of Argos). HERMIONE is connected with ASINE as ' possessing 
(or controlling) a deep g u l f ; the latter lies near the head of the Argolic gulf 

just south of Nauplion, but the site of Hermione is on the south coast of the 
Akte peninsula facing Hudrea. Their gulfs are different ones, therefore; any 
impression to the contrary is probably due to the gulf-possessing formula 
having been loosely converted to the plural. Both places had flourishing 
Mycenaean settlements and with good natural positions were probably 
never completely depopulated; Hermione was known as a small harbour-
town in the classical era. TROIZEN lay across the hills to the north of 
Hermione, overlooking a small but fertile plain which ran down towards 
Kalaureia (modern Poros) and Methana. It was settled both in Mycenaean 
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and in classical times, and probably in between, but in any event its 
mythological connexions, especially with Theseus and Athens, would ensure 
its retention in the heroic tradition even during the Dark Age. The location 
of cioNES, on the other hand, is unknown, although an ancient conjecture 
identified it with Methana. EPIDAUROS was presumably at the Mycenaean 
and later site near the modern small harbour of Palaia Epidauros, with the 
sanctuary a few miles inland; the cult of Apollo Maleatas near the sanctu-
ary there was early, even if Asklepios was a relative late-comer, AIGINA was 
obviously the island, continuously inhabited from the Neolithic age onward, 
and not a place of the same name mentioned by Strabo (8.375) in the 
territory of Epidauros. MASES, finally, was a little port used by the people 
of Hermione in Pausanias' day (2.36.2); a possible LHIIIB site has been 
found for it (HSL 63). All these places (except for the unknown Ei'ones) 
could have figured as elements of an Argive kingdom at almost any period. 
Geographically there is a certain logic to them, confined as they are to the 
southern part of the Argive plain and to the Akte peninsula (to which access 
is conveniently gained from Tiruns, and of which Aigina is evidently 
regarded as an appendage). Apparent omissions round the plain are Lerna 
and the great fortress of Mideia; the former was known in myths because 
of the Hudra and Herakles, but was not an important settlement after the 
Early Bronze Age, whereas Mideia (whose importance is confirmed by the 
rich and extensive cemetery at Dendra) does not seem to have survived the 
Mycenaean era. See also on Agamemnon's kingdom, 569-80. 

563 The catalogue creates a little formula-system around f|yeuóvEV£(v): 
|TO>V (6") a06* T^yc|ióva/'(C), as here, 6x; |TCOV au (pev) . . .f|yeyóveve| 2x; 
ITpaxri iilv fiyciióvcuE, | AoKpcóv 6* ^ycMÓvcvcv and 3 other variants. 

564 Sthenelos like Diomedes was one of the Epigonoi, the Successors of 
the Seven against Thebes; his father Kapaneus had been one of the Seven, 
as Tudeus had. He often accompanies Diomedes in the rest of the poem. 

565-6 Mekisteus had been another of the Seven, and his son Eurualos 
was the third Argive Epigonos (cf. e.g. Apollodorus 3.7.2); he naturally joins 
Diomedes and Sthenelos as a commander of the Argive contingent against 
Troy. He plays some part in the rest of the poem, killing four Trojans 
at 6.20-8, perhaps in close company with Diomedes (6.12-19), and un-
successfully opposing Epeios, with Diomedes as his second, in the boxing-
match at 23.677-99. His father Mekisteus is said there (at 679^) to have 
beaten all the Cadmeans in the funeral games for Oidipous - suspiciously 
like Tudeus at 4.385-90. His grandfather Talaos (who is here given the 
double form of patronymic, TaAai'cóv becoming TaAaiovlBrjs, cf. rir|Ar)íá5r)s 
and the Hesiodic 'lorrrmovlStis) was son of Pero and Bias (who had become 
joint king of Argos) according to the Hesiodic Ehoiai, frag. 37-8ff. M - W ; 
it is clear that this whole complicated Argive genealogy was established 
long before Homer's time. 
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The medieval vulgate had MrjKicrrEos 016s, with synizesis, but it is clear 
that MT)KIOTT|OS ul6s, with the latter word, as often, scanned as an iamb, is 
correct, cf. Chantraine, GH I, 223f. and Leaf on I .489. 

568 TOTOI 8' ap* 6y8d)KovTa is substituted for TOTS 8' &pa TECTCTapcncovra 
in the common 40-ship formular verse; the Argos contingent has to be given 
exceptional importance, although less than Agamemnon's. 

569-80 THE MUKENAI CONTINGENT is introduced in the common B-mode 
in a verse exactly matching 546, of Athens, including 'well-built city*. For 
the surprising diversion of Agamemnon's direct political power away from 
the Argive plain and into Corinthia and Achaea to the north, see 'Special 
Problems* (iii) on pp. i8of., as well as the Argos entry above. That was just 
possible, in political and geographical terms, at the very end of the Bronze 
Age or in the early Dark Age - that is, it must reflect a radical development 
in the power-structure of the Argolid and its encircling fortresses, one that 
can only have been produced by the revolutionary changes that led to the 
burning of Mukenai and Tiruns at the end of LHIIIB and of Mukenai again 
in IIIC. Mukenai was far enough up in the northern corner of the Argive 
plain, and in control of the pass that led over toward Corinth, to be able 
to isolate itself from the south and concentrate on the different sources of 
agricultural wealth that lay toward the Isthmus and the north-west. The 
immediate causes of this radical realignment (which is suggested here and 
there in the rest of the poem) are unknown. 

570-5 KORINTHOS (in which by the accidents of excavation substantial, 
although still not prolific, Mycenaean relics have only been found fairly 
recently) must always have been' prosperous', commanding as it does, from 
its site at the foot of Acrocorinth, the fertile plain toward the Isthmus and 
running in a narrow band westward along the coast, KLEONAI (whose epithet 
toKTipcvov is surprising immediately after IVKTIUEVOV TrroXieflpov in the 
preceding verse) had a strategic position linking Mukenai with Korinthos, 
on the northern side of the low hills separ«*ung the two. It was' an imp*,, lant 
Mycenaean settlement' (HSL 66), as well as a classical polis. ORNEAI cannot 
be firmly located, although Pausanias (2.25.5^) provides some support for 
placing it in the Leondi valley near modern Gymno (HSL 66f.); if so, its 
position corresponds in a way with that of Mukenai itself, since it would 
lie on the Argolid side of the passes into Phliasia and Corinthia. ARAITHURIE 

(which is 'lovely * like Arene and the two Augeiai elsewhere) was the earlier 
name of Phlious according to Strabo 8.782 and Pausanias 2.12.4C SIKUON 

lay some 4 miles back from the Gulf shore near modern Vasiliko, with a 
harbour-town below. Adrastos * first ruled there' because he came as an exile 
from Argos, married king Polybos* daughter, and later returned to Argos 
after the attack on Thebes; Herodotus (5.67.1) mentions his hero-shrine at 
Sikuon in the time of Kleisthenes. KUPERESIA was the earlier name of 
historical Aigeira (overlooking the Corinthian gulf roughly half-way 
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between Sikuon and Aigion) according to Pausanias 7.26.2.' Steep' GONOESSA 

is unknown. Historical PELLENE lay up in the hills between Sikuon and 
Aigeira, overlooking the gulf; no Mycenaean relics have been detected there 
so far (HSL 69). AIGION lies under the modern town on the plateau above 
the sea; it is the furthest westward point of Agamemnon's domain, unless 
AIGIALON (AlyiaA6v T" dtvd TTAVTCX), which surely refers to this whole coast, 
extends further westward as Pausanias ( 7 . 1 . 1 ) says. Finally classical HELIKE 

was destroyed by earthquake in 373 B.C., and its flat surrounding lands (it 
is described as * broad' here) were engulfed by the sea, as Pausanias (7 .24^. 
and 12f.) vividly describes; its earlier site (notice here that they live4 around * 
it, &U9') must have been nearby, a few miles to the south-east of Aigion. 
Both cities had famous shrines of Poseidon; at 8.203 Here reminds the god 
of how the Achaeans 'bring him gifts to Helike and Aigion'. 

This entry leaves no doubt about Agamemnon's surprising realm; it 
unambiguously extends right along the fertile coastal strip bordering the 
south shore of the Corinthian gulf, at least as far as Aigion, and 8 out of 
the 12 places mentioned belong to that region. It may be significant that 
Achaea (especially its western end around Patrai) appears to have remained 
unscathed in the latest Mycenaean era, L H I I I C , and to have received 
refugees from other parts, especially perhaps the heavily disrupted Argolid; 
see A. M . Snodgrass, The Dark Age of Greece (Edinburgh 1971), especially 
29, 86f., i7of. Protogeometric relics, by contrast, are very thin there so far; 
there must have been a steep decline in population after c. 1100 B.C., but 
tradition would survive - including perhaps that of some kind of influx from 
the direction of Mukenai! 

576-8 The ship-entry is in the G mode, see pp. 171 f.; Agamemnon's 100 
ships constitute the largest fleet of all (and if their numbers were to be taken 
very strictly, which they should not be, there would have to be more than 
60 men to a ship in order to exceed the Boiotoi at 509f.). That suits his 
position as supreme commander, whatever might have happened to his 
special domain, and accords with the rest of the Iliad (see on 100-8). 

577-80 'ATPEISTIS makes a convenient runover-word, and these verses 
could have been cumulated by the monumental composer as part of the 
adjustment most clearly exemplified (although for slightly different reasons) 
at 699-709 and 721-8. 

578 vwpoTTa, only of bronze and in this formula (6x //., 2X Od. in either 
accusative or dative), is of unknown derivation, although probably ' bright' 
or 'blinding' rather than 'resounding' (of Hesychius' three glosses), cf. the 
gleam of bronze as e.g. in the simile at 455-8. 

579-80 Athetized by Zenodotus (Arn/A) because at 768 Aias is said to 
be 'best ' , fipicrros, after Akhilleus. That is wrong, as Aristarchus evidently 
observed, because they were best in different respects: Agamemnon in 
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wealth and position, Aias in martial skill and courage. Didymus in A noted 
that in his second edition Aristarchus (like Zenodotus, indeed) read TTOCCTIV 

6£ in 579 instead of 6TI TTCKJI, which nevertheless passed into the medieval 
vulgate; the paratactic construction of the former is indeed preferable. 
Agamemnon's 'standing out ' among the heroes is a more elegant use of the 
kind of language applied to him at 483, q.v. with comment. 

5 8 1 - 9 0 THE LAKEDAIMON CONTINGENT follows naturally upon that led 
by Agamemnon, for family reasons if not for geographical ones (given that 
Agamemnon has been cut off from the Argive plain); that is emphasized 
by calling Menelaos 'his brother' at 586. T h e run of B-mode entries 
continues. 

581 LAKEDAIMON is the whole region, KolXr|v, * hollow', because enclosed 
by the high ranges of Parnon and Taiigetos. KTJTCOEOCTOCV occurs only here 
and in the same phrase at Od. 4.1, where the scholiast states that Zenodotus 
read Kairr&tcrcrav, a word applied by Callimachus to the Eurotas river in 
frag. 224; see Stephanie West on Od. 3.158 and 4.1. Either reading could 
be right; the choice of meaning lies between an ancestor of KTJTOS = marine 
monster, implying perhaps 'gulf 1 or 'bel ly ' , and KCUHCCS or KatdSas = 
'fissure' (being the later name of the underground prison in Sparta, cf. 
Thucydides 1.134.4) o r *aifrra = 'catmint' in Hesychius. 

582-5 PHARIS was on the route past Amuklai straight to the sea 
according to Pausanias 3.20.3; that is not enough to locate it. SPARTE was 
probably at the site of the historical city, although the later Menelaion at 
Therapnai across the Eurotas river was important in the Mycenaean era 
and early Dark Age and should be considered; it is, however, three miles 
from Archaic and classical Sparte. MESSE 'o f many pigeons' is usually 
identified with Pausanias' Messa i3.25.9f.) on the west coast of the Tainaron 
peninsula, and that with the site of the Frankish Castle of Maina on the 
Tigani promontory, where there are some possibly Mycenaean remains -
and some pigeons nearby (HSL 77), as on many Greek cliffs, BRUSEIAI was 
in the Taiigetos foothills according to Pausanias 3.20.3^ but cannot be 
precisely located, AUGEIAI can hardly have turned into classical Aigiai as 
Strabo 8.364 thought, nor should it be suspected as a doublet of the other, 
Locrian Augeiai, similarly ' lovely ' ; it is simply unknown, unless Stephanus 
of Byzantium was right to equate it (perhaps) with Therapnai: see H S L 78. 
AMUKLAI is some five miles down the Eurotas from Sparte; it was continuously 
setded from the Early Bronze Age to the Hellenistic period (for the absence 
of Sub-Mycenaean sherds is probably without significance), and according 
to Ephorus as reported by Strabo 8.364 it remained in native hands after 
the 'Return of the Herakleidai'. HELOS, 'seaside town', was somewhere 
round the Helos bay or marsh (it is now a fertile plain); there were several 
Mycenaean sites there, most of them apparently abandoned between the 
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Late Bronze Age and classical times, although Asteri (sec R. Hope Simpson, 
Mycenaean Greece E 21 on p. 106) has probable Dark Age pottery, LAAS must 
have been on the site of classical Las, also occupied by the Frankish Castle 
of Passava some five miles towards Areopolis from Gutheion/Yithion. No 
Mycenaean or Dark Age remains have been found there, but Gutheion itself 
claimed the islet of Kranae on which according to //. 3 . 4 4 3 - 5 (q.v. with 
note) Paris made love to Helen when abducting her from Lakedaimon, 
and there is a rich Mycenaean cemetery at Mavrovouni nearby, with some 
PG sherds found there too; see Hope Simpson, op. cii. E 41 and 42 on 
p. 109. Classical OITULOS lay beyond Las overlooking the small harbour 
now called Limeni on the west coast of the Tainaron peninsula, and the 
catalogue-site must be somewhere nearby. 

The Lacedaemonian towns listed here are confined to the Eurotas valley 
and Helos bay, with a south-western extension to Laas and Oitulos. They 
form a reasonable geographical unit, more restricted than that of historic 
Lakedaimon, and cannot be more probably assigned to one pre-Homeric 
era rather than another - although the omission of places down the west 
coast of the Malea peninsula, certainly connected with the Helos region in 
the Late Bronze Age, is suggestive. Kuthera is not mentioned, although it 
occurs twice in the rest of the poem as a homeland of warriors; but then 
the catalogue ignores many islands. 

586-7 The G-mode ship-entry is similar to that of the Arcadians, 
likewise special allies of Agamemnon, also with 60 ships, at 6o9f. Menelaos* 
close relationship to Agamemnon is stressed here, but his troops are arming 
¿dTOTTEpOc, 'apart', no doubt to emphasize his partial independence (rather 
than the separation of their realms by that of Diomedes). 

588 $01 TrpoOuuiqot irrrroiGcos is a slightly strained application, not 
found elsewhere, of the formula-pattern -Tjoi/-typi TrEiroi6<i>sj (4X //.), itself 
probably developed from the older ¿CAK'I TTETTOIQCOSI (5X //., TX Od.; TTE-TTOIGOOS 

itself only 2X Od. against 15X //., a significant instance of the slight but real 
difference in formular vocabulary between the two poems). 

590 See on 356, where the verse has already occurred; the struggles and 
groans are at least as likely to be those caused by Helen in others (including 
Menelaos) as those undergone by herself. 

5 9 1 - 6 0 2 THE PULOS CONTINGENT; see also 'Special Problems* (iv), 
pp. i8if., and pp. 2i5f. below. 

591—4 PULOS was presumably in Messenia rather than in Triphylia or 
Elis, although that was much disputed in antiquity. The Mycenaean Pulos 
is now known to have been at Ano Englianos, where the 'Palace of Nestor* 
has been unearthed on the edge of the hills overlooking the northern part 
of Navarino bay. Classical Pulos was at Koruphasion down below (cf. Strabo 
8.359), its acropolis later occupied by a Venetian castle, ARENE, described 
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in Nestor's account of a war with the Epeans at 11.722-4, is at classical 
Samikon in Triphylia, where there was a substantial Mycenaean fortified 
settlement (HSL 83). Its epithet, 'lovely*, is given to four other places and 
is clearly conventional, THRUON 'ford of the Alpheios' is clearly identical 
with Nestor's Thruoessa at 11.71 if., described as *a town, a steep hill, far 
off on the Alpheios, on the borders of sandy Pulos' (VEAtt) nOAou fjiia86evTOs). 
Strabo 8.349 placed it at the later Epitalion. AIPU is ¿UXTITOV, which 
like 4VKT{|AEVOV and ¿VKTIHEVOV -rrroXiEOpov seems to be applied where 
convenient for metrical and stylistic reasons. Its position is unknown. 
KUPARISSEEIS, according to Strabo 8.349 (whose identifications in this part 
of the world are for the most part clearly speculative), was north of the river 
Nedon and not the Messenian Kuparissia on the coast, by which he 
probably meant the site of the modern town so renamed, where there was 
some kind of Mycenaean settlement, AMPHICENEIA according to the same 
source lay in the same district (Makistia) as Kuparisseeis. PTELEON is 
unknown and HELOS likewise, DORION has commonly been identified with 
the Mycenaean hill-site at Malthi, and according to Pausanias 4.33.7 is by 
a spring on the road from Megalopolis toward Kuparissia. Some doubt 
remains, although the general region of the Soulima valley is beyond 
dispute; Malthi = Dorion depends on identifying the spring at the modern 
village of Kokla with that called 'Akhaiia' by Pausanias. 

Nestor's realm as indicated here extends northwards from Pulos itself as 
far as the Alpheios river at Thruon, taking in Dorion in the Soulima valley 
which runs eastward into the upper Pamisos valley. This is very different 
from the area controlled from Pu-ro according to the Linear B tablets from 
Ano Englianos. Much of course is obscure there, but the 'hither province' 
and the 'further province' seem to extend from Methone to the Neda river 
up the east coast, and also across from Pulos to the Messenian gulf around 
Kalamata and up the Pamisos valley, which is ignored in the catalogue; 
they certainly do not reach into Triphylia. Names common to the two 
sources are only Pulos/Pu-ro itself and Kuparisseeis/Ku-pa-ri-so, but that 
(as Hope Simpson, Mycenaean Greece 151, points out) is at least partly because 
the tablets were primarily listing districts, whereas the places in the 
catalogue are mostly towns. Yet the two kingdoms obviously do not 
coincide; are we therefore to denounce the Homeric account, here and. 
elsewhere, as mere poetic fiction, as John Chadwick does in the tenth 
chapter of his The Mycenaean World (Cambridge 1976)? Surely not; there 
is enough hard geographical detail in the catalogue at large to show that 
this is an inadequate approach. Rather the two versions are likely to reflect 
two different periods. The tablets were written in the late thirteenth century 
B.C.; the Homeric version probably reflects a state of affairs later than that 
(contra Hope Simpson, op. cit. 151), if only because Nestor's reminiscences 
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of wars against the Epeans and Arcadians, which are generally consistent 
with the catalogue kingdom, are likely to reflect post-Bronze-Age conditions. 
For the towns of the lower Pamisos valley, including Pherai, see also on 
9.149-53, where they lie in Agamemnon's gift; if Pulos somehow lost control 
of this area at the end of the Bronze Age, then it might well have pushed 
up into Triphylia to compensate. 

594-600 Dorion leads to an elaboration by the main composer, which 
raises two separate problems, (i) Where exactly was Oikhalie, city of 
Eurutos and his son Iphitos who was murdered by Herakles? At 730 the 
catalogue places it flrmly in Thessaly, in the realm of the Asklepiadai. That 
implies that the Thracian singer Thamuris (who has something in common 
with Thracian Orpheus) has here wandered down from Thessaly into 
Messenia, where he meets the Muses - rather than meeting them near 
Thessalian Oikhalie itself. Wandering singers are ignored elsewhere in 
Homer, but were a probable fact of life. Yet at Od. 21.15 Iphitos and 
Odysseus met (in Messene', and in the post-Homeric tradition Oikhalia was 
placed as often in Messenia (or Euboea, indeed) as in Thessaly. That may, 
of course, have developed from confusion engendered by this very passage; 
Hesiod at any rate seems to have set Thamuris' encounter 4 in the Dotion 
plain * near the Boebean lake in Thessaly (Ehoiai frags. 65 and 59-2f. M-W), 
and that is a more likely place for bumping into the Muses than the 
south-western Peloponnese. The resemblance between ACOTIOV and Acbptov 
is probably irrelevant, especially since it is visual rather than aural/oral, 
but it may be significant that Nestor himself, as a grandson of Kretheus king 
of Iolkos, had come down into Messenia from close to the Boebean lake, 
which together with Iolkos comes under Eumelos of Pherai later in the 
catalogue at 71 if. 

(ii) But why in any case did Homer choose to introduce this diversion 
here? It serves no purpose beyond that of attaching some elaboration to 
Dorion, which could have been done with a simple epithet. Other expansions 
in the catalogue have some distinct purpose; for example at 699ff. and 721 ff. 
to explain the absence of Protesilaos and Philoktetes. The closest parallel 
is the Tlepolemos story at 658ff., but he at least is an important person in 
the fifth Book, rather than one of a string of places. Pointless challenges to 
deities - this is a particularly foolish one - leading to dire punishment were 
admittedly a favourite folk-tale or mythical motif. The closest Homeric 
parallel is the tale of Niobe at 24.602-9, with Meleagros as another 
improving example at 9.527^; but these and other such allusions had some 
special relevance to their context. Perhaps it was professional singer's pride, 
more conspicuous in the Odyssey than the Iliad, that motivated an otherwise 
rather gratuitous elaboration; Thamuris went too far, but at least an almost 
divine power in song is suggested by his story. 
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597 OTEVTO is an old epic verb meaning 'declared solemnly, promised', 
see Chantraine, Diet. s.v. OTevTai. 

599-600 TTT)p6$ evidently implies 'damaged' or 'mutilated*, with 
respect to speech, hearing, sight perhaps, or other bodily organs or 
functions. It cannot mean 'blind* here, since that was traditionally no 
handicap to a singer; Demodokos in the Odyssey was blind, and Homer 
himself was probably supposed to be so at least as early as HyAp 172. 
' Paralysed' is implied here rather than 'dumb', since the Muses took away 
not only his power of song but also his ability to play the kitharis or lyre. 

601-2 An E-mode ship-entry (see p. 171) with 90 replacing the regular 
30. 

603-14 THE ARCADIAN CONTINGENT is chiefly remarkable for its contrast 
with the rest of the poem, where it is completely ignored. 

603-4 Mt Kullene dominates western Arcadia from the north-east. 
Aiputos is described as son of Elatos by Pausanias 8.16.1-3, who says that 
he was killed by a snake near Kullene. He is not, therefore, the better-known 
Messenian Aiputos who was Hippothoos' son; he is probably mentioned 
precisely because of his tomb, which must have been a landmark in these 
barren uplands - something was still visible in Pausanias' day. The 'close 
fighters' of 604 are either from this region or are the Arcadians in general, 
although nothing is heard about their fighting qualities elsewhere, except 
by implication in Nestor's reminiscences of border-warfare at 7.133flf. 

The conjunction of ahru| and | Almrnov is remarkable, but probably not 
significant; although the singer may have liked it when it occurred to him, 
cf. flp68oos 606s at 758. 6po$ almr| recurs at 829. 

605-8 Classical PHENEOS was in that same region under Mt Kullene (on 
Pyrgos hill near Kalyvia), and Mycenaean sherds were found on the slopes 
of its acropolis (including LHIIIC according to HSL 91 although not Hope 
Simpson, Mycenaean Greece D 20 on p. 89). ORKHOMENOS 'of many flocks' was 
another classical polis and controlled another upland plain to the south, 
overlooking Lake Pedhios Khotoussis. RHIPE, STRATIE and windy ENISPE are 
all unknown, and called forth Strabo's ironic comment that they are ' hard 
to find and no use when found, because abandoned'; in his Augustan era 
even Pheneos, Orkhomenos and Mantinea were non-existent or in ruins 
(8.388). TEGEE must have been on or near the scattered site of the historical 
city a few miles SSE of modern Tripolis; excavation at the temple of Athena 
Alea revealed Mycenaean traces and there may have been continuity of cult. 
' Lovely' (again: see e.g. on Arene, 591—411.) MANTINEE was probably on and 
around the Gourtsouli hill just north of the classical city (HSL 92f.), where 
a few Mycenaean sherds, although not LHIIIC so far, as well as ?PG have 
been noticed, STUMPHELOS was on the north-west side of the Stymphalian 
lake; nothing has been found between LHIIIB and Archaic, but the 
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presumably ancient tale of Herakles and the Stymphalian birds would 
suffice to mark this place at any period, PARRHASIE was the district of western 
Arcadia (all identifiable sites so far have been in the east) to the west and 
north-west of later Megalopolis; a few Mycenaean relics have been found 
in this part, although exploration has been slight. 

609-10 A G - m o d e ship-entry (pp. t7i f . ) ,as with Mukenai, Lakedaimon 
and the Eumelos and Philoktetes contingents; the Lakedaimonian entry at 
586f. is closely similar: TCOV ol 66EA9E6S Tipx*- • -^HKOVTO VECOV, followed by 
further information (the Lacedaemonians armed apart from Agamemnon's 
troops; the Arcadians were many to a ship). For crew-numbers, tv VT̂ I 
¿K&CRNR)..., cf. the Boiotoi at 5ogf. (£v 8£ ¿K<5TCRR̂  | . . . EKOTOV KCU EIKOOI paTvov), 
also the Epeans (619, froAfcs 6' lupaivov 'Eimoi) and Philoktetes (719^, 
fpETOtl 8' ¿V ¿KAcmjl TTEVTrjKOVTa. . . ). 

Agapenor will not be mentioned again in the Iliad \ an Ankaios from 
Pleuron in Aetolia had wrestled with Nestor in his youth according to 23.635 
and could conceivably be Agapenor's father, but the truth is that the 
catalogist knows a certain amount about (eastern) Arcadian towns but 
nothing whatever about Arcadian warriors, of this generation at least. 
Nestor at 7.132-56 (cf. 4.319) recalls a clash between Pylians and Arcadians 
in his youth when he killed their leader Ereuthalion, the huge squire 
(BEpcrrrcov) of Lukoorgos (from A m e according to the implication of 7-8f.), 
who had earlier deprived Areithoos of his famous mace; but these were 
presumably western Arcadians if they extended to Pheia and the Iardanos 
river (see 7.135). 

611 EMCXTAUEVOT TTOAEJJIJEIV does not recur exactly elsewhere, although 
cf. 16.243 bricrrnTai TTOXEUIJEIV and another variant at 13.223. It is a 
weak phrase here, perhaps designed to reinforce the 'close fighters' of 
604 and lend these ghostly Arkades a little substance. 

612-14 Athetized by Zenodotus but* necessary'according to Aristarchus 
(Arn/A) to explain how these inlanders could have ships. Leaf observed that 
no similar explanation would be deemed necessary for the inland Thessalian 
contingents. At all events the supplement is neatly executed in typically 
formular language (even 6aA6aaia Epya peprjAei -EV recurs, although of 
sea-birds, at Od 5.67, although that could be the model of the present use 
rather tha an independent proof of formularity). Its content is not as 
realistic as it pretends to be, since the Arcadians would need special crews, 
apart from the ships themselves, who did know about seafaring; as for 
explaining the Arcadians' absence from the rest of the poem, that was 
perhaps beyond human ingenuity. 

6 1 5 — 3 4 THE EPEAN CONTINGENT. 

615—17 BOUPRASION was the name of the region between Capes Araxos 
and Khelonatas (cf. Strabo 8.340), and there may also have been a town 
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of that name as 23.631 suggests (the Epeans buried Amarunkeus Bovrrpaafco, 
'at Bouprasion' simply). At 11.756^ Nestor reminisces about bringing 
chariots trrl Bourrpaalou -rroAvm/pou (also to iT^Tpris... 'nAtviris and 
'where it is called the hill of Alesion'), which is compatible with either town 
or region, ELIS (it is 'noble', STav, like Arisbe, dawn, the sea, and 
Lakedaimon in II. but not Od.) could also be either a region (that one later 
known as 'hollow Elis') or the city, inhabited in Mycenaean times and, with 
short interruptions, probably continuously thereafter. That both Elis and 
Bouprasion here are meant as regions, comprising between them the whole 
territory occupied by Epeans, is suggested by the four names that follow, 
which are said to enclose them. Of these HURMINE is almost certainly the 
site later occupied by the conspicuous medieval castle of Khlemoutsi on the 
Khelonatas promontory, with LHIIIB-C and Geometric found so far: see 
HSL 97-9, who have a particularly good discussion of these Epean sites. 
MURSINOS ('last' or 'furthest', see on 507-8) is likely to be the stronghold 
at Kastro tis Kalogrias on the Araxos promontory, settled from Neolithic 
times more or less continuously and matching Hurmine to its south-west. 
Classical Olenos lay on the north-facing coast some twenty miles eastward, 
and the OLENIAN ROCK, whether town or just natural feature, must be 
thereabouts. Three corners of a rough rectangle enclosing western Elis have 
now been defined, and the fourth, ALESION, would be expected to be 
somewhere east of Hurmine and south of Petre Olenie - although not so far 
south, perhaps, as the Alpheios river. 

6 1 8 - 1 9 The Epeans have the largest number of leaders, four, after the 
Boeotians' five; each of them has ten ships, a unique arrangement suggest-
ing that the country was divided into four regions; but that can hardly 
depend on the four places just named, which seem to mark the corners of 
the whole territory; see the previous comment. This leadership arrange-
ment is in any case not maintained in the rest of the Iliad, from which 
Thalpios and Poluxeinos are absent and which has Cyllenian Otos, a 
companion of Meges, as leader of the great-hearted Epeans at 15.518^, 
not to mention the ambivalent Meges himself, for whom see on 627-30. 

620-1 O f the four leaders Amphimakhos and Thalpios are called 
'Airroplcovs (the improbable vulgate reading is ' A K T O P ( C O V O S ) , which must 
imply grandsons of Aktor as e.g. Akhilleus is AlcodSris, grandson of Aiakos. 
Their more famous fathers were the Aktorione or sons of Aktor (621), 
Kteatos and Eurutos (nothing to do with the Eurutos of 596), also called 
Aktorione Molione (11.750) or just Molione, presumably a metronymic, at 
11.709. These were eventually killed by Herakles while they were helping 
Augeias (Pindar, 01. 10. 26f.), but had come up against Nestor in his youth 
on two occasions: at 11.750 (cf. 11.709^) he says he would have killed them 
in the Pylian-Epean border war had not their father Poseidon saved them, 
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and at 23.638-42 he was beaten only in the chariot-race, in the funeral 
games for Amarunkeus at Bouprasion, because the Aktorione were twins, 
and that helped their management of their chariot. It cannot only be for 
this reason that they were regarded in the post-Homeric tradition, at least, 
as Siamese twins, cf. e.g. Ibycus, frag. 285 Page; conjoined warriors appear 
in at least three warrior-scenes on Attic Geometric pots - see further on 
23.638ff. O f their sons, Amphimakhos will be slain by Hektor, and his body 
retrieved by the Athenian leaders, at 13.185-96; Thalpios does not recur. 
The former is son of Kteatos, the latter of Eurutos, in the reverse of the usual 
epic and later practice whereby 6 refers to the last of a preceding pair, 
6 6£ to the first. 

622-3 Diores, son of the famous Amarunkeus whose funeral games were 
recalled by Nestor at 23.63iff., meets a dramatic and painful death at 
4.517-26. Poluxeinos, the fourth leader, is son of Agasthenes and grandson 
of Augeias; he is not mentioned again in the poem. Eustathius 303.5 
(reproduced at Erbse 1,314) gives an impressive-looking genealogy whereby 
Epeios of Elis and Phorbas ofOlenos united against Pelops; each married 
the other's sister (Epeios' was called Hurmine!). Epeios' son was Alektor, 
his grandson Amarunkeus, his great-grandson Diores. Phorbas had Augeias 
and Aktor as sons; the former had Agasthenes (and a selfless brother, 
Phuleus, on whom see 627-3on.), and Poluxeinos as grandson; the latter 
had Kteatos and Eurutos, and Amphimakhos and Thalpios as grandsons. 
Very neat, but it says nothing about Poseidon's paternity of the 
Aktorione-Molione. 

625-30 THE DOULIKHION CONTINGENT. 

625-6 Aristarchus commented (Arn/A) that the form of words does not 
necessarily distinguish DOULIKHION from the Ekhinaes islands - it could be 
one of them, or it could be separate. Its identity, discussed under 'Special 
Problems' (v) 011 pp. i82f., is uncertain. The EKHINAES themselves (they are 
'holy' for unknown, or probably no particular, reason) are 'across the sea 
from Elis' and are presumably the small group of barren islands off the 
mouth of the Akheloos river. One was called Doulikhion according to 
Strabo 10.458, but could hardly be the centre of a kingdom as suggested 
here. Still less could it have supplied almost half the total number of suitors 
in the Odyssey (16.247-51), where it is named with Same (probably all or 
part of Kephallenia) and Zakunthos as grouped round Ithake (Od. 9.22-4). 
This contingent is an artificial one, its geography as confused as much of 
that of western Greece in both poems, and its leader's affinities are 
themselves in doubt: see the next comment. 

627-30 Meges is leader in this B-mode entry, with (at 630) the common 
40-ship contingent - as against Odysseus' mere 12! He plays a moderate role 
in the rest of the poem, certainly not an insignificant one as Page, HHI163 
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claimed (quoted with approval by HSL 102, who overlook many of Meges' 
appearances). He appears briefly at 5.69-75; he is described as an Epean 
at 13.69if.; at 15.302 (where the ¿CTAACXVTOS "Aprji formula of 627 is 
repeated) he is grouped with Aias and Teukros, Idomeneus and Meriones; 
at I5.5i8ff. he attacks the slayer of his Epean comrade Otos of Kullene, and 
his corslet (brought by his father Phuleus from Ephure) saves him in further 
fighting (i5-529ff.). As 'son of Phuleus' simply he appears at IO.I 10 and 
175 and 16.313; his final appearance is at 19.239. There is thus some doubt 
over whether Meges is an Epean or not. On this point the catalogist, at least, 
is consistent enough; Meges' father Phuleus had moved to Doulikhion 
because of a quarrel with his father (629), and we know from later sources 
(e.g. Strabo 10.459; s e c on 622-3) l^at this was the Epean Augeias, 
whom Phuleus blamed for cheating Herakles. 

6 3 1 - 7 THE KEPHALLENES CONTINGENT. 

631 A C-mode entry (p. 170), emphasizing the leader's name by placing 
it at or near the start of the opening verse. Odysseus' troops bear their tribal 
name of Kephallenes; for the form cf. the Enienes at 749. They evidently 
gave their name to the island here called Samos (634), later Kephallenia. 

632-4 ITHAKE is Odysseus' own island, the modern Ithaca. For NERITOS 

'with quivering leaves', one of its mountains (contra Strabo 10.452), KRO-
KULEIA and 'rough' AICILIPS (probably other parts or natural features of 
Ithake), see also under 'Special Problems' (v) on pp. i82f. ZAKUNTHOS and 
SAMOS (Kephallenia, perhaps primarily its northern part), like Ithake itself, 
were settled in the Mycenaean period, Kephallenia quite extensively so, 
down into the twelfth century B.C. Continuity into the Early Iron Age is 
probable here and there in Ithake and western Kephallenia at least -
Zakunthos has been little explored. The date of origin of such a description 
of islands and places is impossible to determine, especially since there was 
some obvious confusion, so far as Ionian singers on the other side of Greece 
were concerned, about these distant western and north-western regions. 

635 ' T h e mainland and the facing parts' could be either Acarnania or 
Elis. At Od. 4.634-7 Noemon of Ithake wants to fetch his mules and twelve 
mares from Elis, where he seems to have been grazing them; that is firmly 
in favour of the latter. On the other hand that north-west facing coastal strip 
is precisely the part occupied by the Epeans, with whom Meges but not' 
Odysseus has special connexions. Acarnania is quite feasible; the description 
is intentionally, perhaps, vague (fiwepos and AvTmipaia are from different 
roots but amount to the same thing here). 

637 Odysseus' 12 ships (the same number as Aias' from Salami?, 
incidentally) are described in an adaptation of the D mode (p. 171). They 
alone of all the ships are piATomipijoi, 'scarlet-cheeked' (not elsewhere *n 
//., ix 0d.)y M(XTO$ being red ochre. The cheeks may simply be a metaphor 
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for the curving bows, and not imply that a face was represented or even 
that eyes were suggested, as often in Geometric and later vase-paintings. 
According to Herodotus 3 . 5 8 . 2 , 'in the old days all ships were coated with 
red'. 

6 3 8 - 4 4 THE AETOLIAN CONTINGENT (AITOLOL). 

638 The A-mode introduction is expanded at 64if., after the list of 
places, by further explanation of why Thoas is leader. He is moderately 
prominent in the rest of the poem, occurring in six different episodes. At 
13.216-18 Poseidon disguised himself as 'Andraimon's son Thoas | who in 
all Pleuron and steep Kaludon | ruled over the Aitoloi and was honoured 
like a god by the p e o p l e a n d at 15.282-4 he is' by far the best of the Aitoloi, 
skilled with the throwing-spear,|good in the standing fight, and in assembly 
few of the Akhaioijexcelled him', as he rallied the Greek forces. 

6 3 9 - 4 0 The site of Hellenistic PLEURON is known, some ten miles west 
of ancient Kaludon; the Archaic and classical town lay nearby, and there 
were probably earlier settlements in the near neighbourhood, OLENOS is 
unknown, but was placed by Strabo 10 .451 near Pleuron; PULENE was 
probably in the same general region, KHALKIS 'next the sea* was probably 
at modern Kruoneri at the foot of Mt Varassova, which dominates the north 
shore of the entrance to the Corinthian Gulf; once again Mycenaean and 
later settlements seem to have been on distinct although neighbouring sites. 
'Rocky' KALUDON (also 'steep* and 'lovely*, twice each in other parts of 
the Iliad) is firmly located, with a conspicuous acropolis used in the 
Mycenaean period and the later town and sanctuary below. It was famous 
in myth and legend, not least for the Calydonian boar and the war of the 
Aitoloi and Kouretes alluded to in the tale of Meleagros at 9.529^".; for 
this reason if for no other it could never have been forgotten, but in fact 
the remains suggest that it was continuously inhabited. So too, probably, 
was ancient Thermon, just north of Lake Trikhonis, whose omission from 
this list of Aetolian towns is surprising; in fact Thoas' contingent is confined 
to a relatively small part of south-western Aetolia. 

641-2 These verses explain why the best-known Aetolian royal family 
does not provide the leader at Troy: Oineus* sons no longer live, nor does 
he himself, and Meleagros (in particular) is dead. The tale of Meleagros' 
wrath is told by Phoinix as an example to Akhilleus at 9.529ff., but that 
says nothing about his death, which is perhaps why it has to be specially 
mentioned here. Hesiod, Ehoiai, frag. 25-i2f. M - W , says that he was killed 
near Pleuron in the fighting against the Kouretes; that must be after he 
had ended his wrath and saved Kaludon from siege in Homer's version, and 
is perfectly plausible. Oineus had presumably died in Kaludon from old age, 
despite his offence to Artemis which had started the trouble with the boar 
(9-534"€)• He is specifically said to have remained at home when Tudeus 
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went to live in Argos (14.1191*.); the latter, of course, joined the Seven 
against Thebes and was killed and buried there (14.114). Nothing is said 
here about the descendants of Oineus' brothers Agrios and Melas (14.117), 
and Thoas' father Andraimon must have belonged to a different family. 

The two verses were athetized by Zenodotus (Arn/A), perhaps as a result 
of their slightly awkward expression - it is not at first sight clear that 
Meleagros was one of the sons, and one might have expected a specific 
mention of his brother Tudeus. Aristarchus also commented (Nic/A) that 
aCrr6s in 642 refers to Meleagros and not Oineus if there is no strong pause 
before 06VE SE: 'nor was brown-haired Meleagros himself still alive, but he 
had died*. That might seem more natural in content, since Oineus would 
in any case be old to go to Troy; but it is less natural in expression, despite 
ap* (in its primary use 'expressing a lively feeling of interest', Denniston, 
Particles 33f.), and there is no good parallel in Homer to 6&VE used in just 
that way. 

644 The standard 40-ship verse ends this first ' tour' (see 'Special 
Problems' (vi), pp. i83ff.), in which there is nowhere left to go except across 
the Pindus or into unimportant western Locris, which would lead back into 
Phocis and necessitate a new start in any case. 

645-52 THE CRETAN CONTINGENT (KRETES) I a fresh start is made for a 
brief and selective island tour of the southern and south-eastern Aegean. 

645 An A-mode entry (p. 170); Idomeneus, together with his second-
in-command Meriones (to be described in the resumptive verses 65of.) are 
of course major figures in the rest of the poem. 

646-8 All seven cities named seem to be located in central Crete, KNOSOS 

(Knossos) is Idomeneus' own town (and that of his father Deukalion and 
his grandfather Minos) according to Odysseus' false tale to Penelope at Od. 
19.172-81, which gives a more detailed description of Crete than this one. 
The 'palace of Minos' was destroyed around 1400 B.C. but reoccupied, and 
Knossos and its region probably continued to be inhabited into the Iron 
Age. There is evidence of continuity at GORTUS too (HSL 111 f.); its acropolis 
was fortified in late Minoan times, and the powerful walls reflected in its 
epithet TEIXI6ECTCTCCV (as of Tiruns at 559) and still visible in places probably 
belong to the later part of L M I I I C (and can even be described as 
Sub-Minoan). From there one might expect to move to Phaistos, but, as 
often, some of the places are taken out of any logical order and we move 
back across the mountains to LUKTOS and MILETOS near the northern 
coast - that is, if the former is equivalent to the later Luttos and the latter 
to the later Milatos, which seems especially probable (despite Strabo 
10.479; has also been identified with Minoan Mallia). LUKASTOS is hard 
to locate; Sir Arthur Evans placed it not very persuasively at the Minoan 
site of Visala (HSL 1 i3f.). Its epithet Apytvocvrra, 'gleaming', may refer to 
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whitish soil or cliffs and is not entirely inappropriate to Kameiros, at least, 
to which it is also applied in a rhythmically almost identical 3-place verse 
at 656. PHAISTOS is certainly known, being one of the most important Minoan 
palaces and towns and 'clearly also an important place in the Early Iron 
Age' (HSL 114, who have a not very convincing argument, partly based 
on Od. 3.293-6, about its relations with Knossos and Gortus). RHUTIOS has 
been associated with the Late Minoan and Archaic and classical remains 
(Early Iron Age relics seem lacking, HSL 115) on the Kephala ridge above 
Rotasi. at the eastern end of the Mesara plain and some to miles east of 
Gortus. 

According to Desborough, Last Mycenaeans 229 and 236, Crete suffered 
stagnation after the destruction of the palaces and during the fourteenth 
and thirteenth centuries B.C.; links were maintained after 1200 with the 
Dodecanese, Melos and perhaps Argos; there were further disturbances a 
generation or so later, when some of the population took to the hills and 
the east of Crete became isolated from the centre, which' remained in touch 
with the Aegean, and adopted certain features of the Protogeometric style' 
(236). These conclusions, based on the evidence of pottery, have some 
weight. Their relevance to the catalogue is that its concentration on central 
Crete could well derive from that period in the Early Iron Age when the 
east, at least, was out of touch and could be neglected. For the evidence 
of the Odyssey see the next comment. 

649 Crete has 90 towns, not too, at Od. 19.174-7, where it is also said 
to contain Akhaioi, Eteokretes ('genuine Cretans') and Kudones, agreed 
to be from central, eastern and western Crete respectively, as well as more 
mysterious Dorians and Pelasgians. The present verse need not imply that 
Idomeneus* troops came from all over Crete - rather than, like the others, 
its central part. 

65a The standard 40-ship verse is converted to 80 ships, one of the 
largest contingents, probably in view of Crete's reputedly large number of 
towns. 

6 5 3 - 7 0 THE RHODIAN CONTINGENT. 

653 Tlepolemos is a son, not just a descendant, of Herakles, see 658-9 
below and 5.638^ the rising threefolder, due to the heavy patronymic 
though it may be, gives him a touch of class. 

654 His small number of ships, according to this F-mode entry (pp. 
171 f.), might seem to be explained by the haste with which he had to prepare 
for his escape according to 664^ - but since then Zeus had poured wealth 
on him and his people, 670. At least the number is divisible by three to match 
the three cities, but then the common 30-ship number would serve just as 
well (although its whole-verse format would have to be changed from the 
F-mode entry). Yet he himself only reappears - conspicuously, it is true - in 
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his fatal encounter with Sarpedon in book 5. where Rhodes is not 
mentioned; and the Rhodians in general (their epithet &ytpo>xcov, of 
uncertain derivation, is usually applied to the Trojans, 5X//.) do not appear 
in the rest of the poem. 

655-6 RHODOS here and elsewhere is the island, the town of that name 
not being founded until 408 B.C. The Rhodians are 'triple-arranged', and 
the addition of 656 strongly suggests that this is because they are in three 
groups, each from one of these cities; although see 668 with comment for 
another possibility, LINDOS, IELUSOS (Ialusos) and KAMEIROS are the three 
independent poleis of the island, at least after the Dorians arrived probably 
in the tenth or early ninth century B.C.; they became members of the 
* Dorian Hexapolis' together with Kos, Knidos and Halikarnassos. But were 
these towns, as e.g. Willcock says ad loc., 'already there in Mycenaean 
times'? There is no doubt that the island was quite extensively settled in 
the Late Bronze Age, but the question is whether these three places were 
the inevitable foci of such settlement. Few Mycenaean sherds have been 
found at Lindos itself, and none on the acropolis at Ialusos; although an 
extensive Mycenaean cemetery on two hills just to the east of it contained 
around 150 chamber tombs, at least 17 of them from L H I I I C (Des-
borough, Last Mycenaeans I52f.). There is also a Myc cemetery a few miles 
west of Lindos. At Kameiros, again, there are 5 Myc chamber-tombs a 
couple of miles to the east, but nothing certain from the site itself; on these 
data, but not the conclusions drawn from them, see Hope Simpson, 
Mycenaean Greece 192-8. Lindos and Ialusos, at least, are natural sites, but 
Siana/Agios Phokas (Hope Simpson, op. cit. 197, with references), some 15 
miles down the coast from Kameiros, has at least as strong a claim to be 
an important Mycenaean settlement; on the other hand, after the Dorian 
immigration there were three political units and three only, precisely those 
named here. Even apart from Tlepolemos being a Heraclid (and the Dorian 
'invasion' being called the 'Return of the Herakleidai' in historical times), 
and from theTpix&x.. .xcrra9uAa86vof668 (q.v.), the prima-facie evidence 
of the places named and the historical and archaeological facts at our 
disposal point to the Iron Age and not the Late Bronze Age as the 
background of this entry. Incidentally according to Desborough (op. cit. 
157f.; his sensible comment is that ' I t can hardly be supposed that there' 
was a complete depopulation'), there seems to have been a gap in the 
archaeological record of Kos after the end of L H I I I C (perhaps as late as 
1050 B .C. ) , whereas at Rhodes 'the next available material is Late 
Protogeometric', i.e. from around 900 B.C., suggesting some discontinuity. 

658-60 About Astuokheia (Pindar, 01. 7.23 calls her Astudameia) little 
is known; the Ephura from which she was taken as a war-captive was in 
Thesprotia according to Aristarchus (Arn/A), the river Selleeis being 
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connected with the Selloi who dwelt around Dodone according to 16.2341*. 

Eustathius 315.44 (perhaps following a lost scholium as Erbse suggests, 1, 
318f.) added that Herakles was helping the Aitoloi and killed Astuokheia's 
husband Phulas. 

{Mr) 'HpotKArjeirj (etc.) occurs six times in the Iliad; in five of those it 
makes a convenient formula to fill the second half of the verse, pirj with the 
genitive of the name, e.g. ncnrpdicAoio pit), is also a well-established locution 
meaning 'strong Patroklos' and so on; it is used of Helenos (three times), 
Huperenor, Herakles himself, Teukros, Priam and Diomedes as well as 
Patroklos (twice). This degree of development suggests that the idiom is an 
ancient one, which its naive quality may confirm. 

661-6 It was in Tiruns that TIepolemos killed his grandfather Likum-
nios, Alkmene's bastard brother, according to Pindar, 01. 7 . 2 7 - 9 - un-
intentionally as is usually the case in this standard folk-tale motif. That 
he built ships (literally 'fastened* them, frrT^e) is mildly surprising since a 
hurried retreat is implied. In 665 Aristarchus (Hdn/A) took ol as pronoun 
and not definite article, and that is accepted in e.g. O C T ; but Leaf points 
out that ol aXAoi, TCOV aXAcov is common in Homer. 

667 fiXyta tr6axwv (etc.), 4X //., 9X Od., cf. other verse-end formulas 
with aAyca, e.g. aXyta 6vii&> ( 5 X //., 5X Od.). That the journey should be 
a difficult one is again typical of this standard narrative theme, embodied 
in a sense even in Odysseus' return in the Odyssey. 

6 6 8 - 7 0 TpixOa 8e WKTJGEV Kcrra<puAa66v recalls 6»a tpixa KoaprjSev-res in 
655. That clearly refers to their division among the three cities of 656, and 
the present phrase would do the same were it not for KaTCt<pvAa86v. Tribes, 
tpuXa in a technical sense, are rarely considered in Homer, see on 3 6 2 - 3 , 

and the division into three tribes inevitably raises the question whether these 
might be the three Dorian tribes, especially in view of TIepolemos as 
Heraclid and the three cities* later Dorian status. In Odysseus' description 
of Crete (see on 649) the Acopi&s tc Tpix6»K£s are mentioned at Od. 19.177 -
a puzzling reference in itself, but one which would prove that the epic 
tradition took cognizance of the three Dorian tribes if Tpix&iKES were 
certainly a compound of Tpix& = 'threefold*. However, a formidable 
battery of philologists including Leumann, Frisk, Risch and Chantraine 
(Diet, s.v.) opt for a different meaning, 'with waving horsehair plumes', cf. 
Kopu66iKi etc., derived from 8pi£ and AICJCJCO. O n the other hand Bechtel, 
Meillet, Schwyzer and Benveniste had supported the Tpix& derivation; 
some reserve on the matter is still permissible, especially since Hesiod, frag. 
233 M - W supports the second interpretation. 

Page, HHI n. 86 on p. 176, conceded that ' No doubt the Dorian tribes 
are meant by KcrrcupvAa66v in 6 6 8 ' , but then claimed that 6 6 8 - 7 0 'are a 
later addition'. This is because Aristarchus (Arn/A) athetized 669 on the 
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ground that it represents an unnecessary gloss on ¿<piAT)6Ev by someone who 
did not see that 668 is self-contained: 'they dwelt in three divisions by 
tribes, but in amity with each other' - surely an impossible interpretation. Page 
also objects that ¿«piArjfcvl £K Au5$ is not 4an old Epic combination' and 
that TTAOOTOV is Ionian and 'not included in the traditional formular 
vocabulary*, neither point being convincing once one sees that these diver-
sions or expansions in the catalogue are unlikely to be much if at all older 
in their expression than Homer. Page in short makes the common confusion 
between 'relatively late in the oral tradition' and 'post-Homeric' or 
'interpolated*. In fact TTXOOTOS (etc.) is found five times elsewhere in the 
Iliad and is certainly not post-Homeric; it is incorporated quite naturally 
in the formula OEOTTECTIOV -TJV. . .KCcrtyejt -EV, cf. e.g. Od. 8.19. 

T h e matter is a complicated one and has been much discussed, and there 
are other possible factors in the argument: for example that Tlepolemos is 
in any case not said to have been the first Achaean to settle in Rhodes, and 
that his conflict with Lycian Sarpedon in book 5 might be a reflection of 
actual warfare with the mainland in the Late Bronze Age. Nevertheless 
KcnrcnpuAa&Sv in particular is difficult to ignore, and my provisional 
conclusion is that some reference is intended to the notion, surely widely 
diffused by Homer's time, that the Dorians were somehow descended from 
Herakles and were divided into three tribes. Be that as it may, the 
introduction ofTlepolemos makes a pleasant and relaxed narrative diversion 
from the severer lists that surround it. 

6 7 1 - 5 THE SUME CONTINGENT. It is hard to imagine this small and poor 
island, between Rhodes and the Knidos peninsula, as having ever been an 
independent state, even to the extent of providing three ships. Nor would 
sheer good looks, in a heroic society, make up for a man being ' w e a k . . .and 
with few troops* (675). Neither Nireus nor his troops are heard of again, 
nor of course are his parents; his mother Aglaie has the same name as one 
of the Graces. Verse 674 recurs as 17.280, where it is used of the greater 
Aias who was second only to Akhilleus in appearance and deeds, ET5O$ and 
f p y a . T h e triple epanaphora of Nireus' name is remarkably effective 
(although Zenodotus evidently did not think so, since he athetized 673 and 
675 and omitted 674 altogether, Arn/A). Indeed this brief C-mode entry 
is well composed and quietly memorable; it is unlikely to be pure invention, 
although the obscure person who nevertheless has some special gift or skill 
is a typical narrative motif. 

6 7 6 - 8 0 THE KOS CONTINGENT. 

6 7 6 - 7 T h e placing of the small and obscure NISUROS at the head of this 
island group is perhaps fortuitous, or perhaps determined by metre or even 
alliteration (to keep the four places with initial kappa together). As at Sume, 
the Kastro above the main harbour has signs of ancient settlement. 
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KRAPATHOS and KASOS arc more important; they form an island bridge 
between the southern tip of Rhodes and the eastern tip of Crete. The former 
was quite heavily settled in the Mycenaean period, especially around 
the classical town of Potidaion, modern Pighadia, in the south-east. 
KOS is altogether more fertile, in its north-eastern half at least, and 
important Mycenaean (LHIIIA-C) and PG and G remains have been 
found in excavations at the Seraglio hill just outside the modern 
(and Hellenistic/Roman) town; occupation was perhaps continuous 
(HSL 123f.), although see on 655-6 fin. Kos was probably the leader of this 
island group - for king Eurupulos see the next comment. The KALUDNAI 

islands are presumably Kalumnos (where the Perakastro hill above the 
harbour of modern Pothia was occupied down to the end of the Mycenaean 
period and then has PG and G as in Kos) together with Pserimos and 
conceivably Leros. 

678-9 About Pheidippos and Antiphos nothing more will be heard; as 
sons of the Heraclid Thessalos they are likely to be kings of Kos and 
descendants of Eurupulos, said to have possessed Kos at 677. Kos maintained 
the tradition that it was founded in some way by Thessalos and from 
Thessaly (indeed the elder son of its most famous citizen in later times, 
Hippocrates, was also called Thessalos). Eurupulos was grandfather of the 
Heraclid Thessalos according to some sources; a different version is given 
by b on 677, that Herakles captured Kos and became father of Thessalos 
by Eurupulos* wife Khalkiope. Herakles' connexion with the island is borne 
out by Homeric references at 14.254c and 15.24-30, as well as by later 
ritual; other genealogical speculations are relatively worthless. The Heraclid 
connexion parallels that of Tiepolemos of Rhodes and can hardly be 
accidental; it confirms the faintly Dorian colouring of these island entries, 
which are likely to have originated no earlier than the end of the Dark Age. 
The brief island ' tour' ends at this point, and no attempt is made to extend 
beyond the Dorian group either northward to Samos or westward to Naxos 
and the Cyclades. 

680 An E-mode ship-entry after the B-mode introduction at 676. 
681-94 THE MURMIDONES CONTINGENT. 

681 A fresh start is made, for the last time (see pp. 184-6), with the 
contingents from around the later Thessaly; that is emphasized by vOv av. 
The following word, T O U $ , suggests that a different type of entry with a verb 
like fjy£, ' led' or 'brought', was envisaged (rather than IOTTETE or tp&o, cf. 
484 and 493, as Aristarchus (Nic/A) supposed); the construction in fact 
reverts to the ordinary B-mode with TCOV aO at 685. 

' Pelasgic' Argos must be the region of the Sperkheios river and the Malian 
plain. The Pelasgoi were thought of as prehistoric inhabitants of Greece; 
Akhilleus addresses Zeus as AGJECOVCCTE, ILEAAOYIKT at 16.233 there were 
flEXaoyol in Crete according to Od. 19.177; there were Pelasgoi in Asia 
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Minor too (see 2.840). Pelasgiotis in historical times was the whole of the 
east-central Thessalian plain around Larisa, some way north of here beyond 
Mt Othrus. 

6 8 2 Only TREKHIS can be identified - it is presumably close to historical 
Trakhis, renamed Herakleia, south of the Sperkheios delta. A few Mycen-
aean sherds, but nothing then until classical, have been found there; Dark 
Age occupation in this whole region looks very thin, ALOS is quite unknown, 
and ALOPE was placed by Stephanus of Byzantium on the north shore of 
the Malian gulf; but there were towns of those names in (eastern) Locris, 
not mentioned in the Locrian catalogue-entry, and some confusion is 
possible. 

6 8 3 - 4 Akhilleus claims Phthie and Hellas as his home elsewhere also 
(9.395, which also does something to substantiate the 'fair women' epithet 
here; cf. Od. 11.495c, also 16.595c for Hellas and 1.155 and 9.363 for 
Phthie). The tribal name "EAAT)V€S was extended to the Greeks in general 
(although not by Homer, as Aristarchus remarked, Arn/A), for reasons we 
do not understand. The addition of xai "Axctioi in 684 is surprising; it may 
be based on misunderstanding of 530 flavlAATjvas xai 'Axaious vel sim., 
although that verse itself is under suspicion, see on 529-30. Phthie is implied 
to have extended beyond the Sperkheios region by 13.693, where Phthians 
are led (in that admittedly eccentric list) by leaders of the Protesilaos and 
Philoktetes contingents, which came from further north and as'far as 
Magnesia. 

685 A variant of a G-mode ship-entry, see p. 172; it has the ad-
vantage of placing the emphasis heavily on the leader's name, fjv &px&S 
'AxiAAeOs|. 

6 8 6 - 9 4 Now comes the explanation that the Myrmidons were not at 
present involved in the war, which means, in effect, in the march-out (686). 
It is less essential than the similarly appended explanations about Protesilaos 
(69gff.) and Philoktetes (72iff.), since Akhilleus was there at Troy, whereas 
they were not. Perhaps that is why Zcnodotus athetized them (Arn/A), to 
which Aristarchus replied that they were 'necessary'. The poet (and that 
means the monumental poet) intends by this device to emphasize still 
further Akhilleus' withdrawal from active participation on behalf of the 
Achaeans, and to remind the audience yet again (after all the detail about 
other contingents which must, to an extent at least, have been distracting! 
of the great quarrel that is to determine future events. 

686 TToXluoio SvKrnx^os, 7* it is uncertain whether the epithet is 
formed from &X°S> 'pain', with metrical lengthening of the alpha, or from 
^X^» 'sound', 'reputation', with suppression of its original initial digamma. 
tlxvcbovTO from pvdopai is found only here and 2X Od. meaning 
* remembered \ 

687 Patroklos is ignored here (largely for dramatic reasons, no doubt) 
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as a possible substitute for Akhitleus, which he is to become in book 16. It 
is Akhilleus himself that counts. 

6 8 9 - 9 0 Now Akhilleus' wrath is recalled, but Agamemnon is not 
directly mentioned; rather attention is focused on Briseis and his winning 
of her at Lurnessos. The toils he underwent, TTOXA6 poyTjoas, reflect his 
words to Agamemnon in the quarrel-scene and the prize co frn iroXAA 
laoyrjoa (1.162); he will develop the idea at greater length in his indignant 
speech to the embassy in book 9 - the sleepless nights and bloody days in 
which he captured twenty-three cities and gave the spoils to Agamemnon 
(9.325-32), who then took away the woman he cared for, captive though 
she was (9.341-4). 

690-1 At 19.59^ Akhilleus will tell Agamemnon that he wished Briseis 
had dropped dead on the day he captured Lurnessos. This town lay below 
Mt Ida, and Aineias had nearly been caught when herding cattle there 
before the attack (20.90-2 and 188-90). At 1.3660*. Akhilleus recalled the 
attack on Thebe (described as 'YiroTrAaKiTi at 6.397), the city of Eetion from 
which Khruseis was captured in the same raid as Briseis. 

The formula Ttix«* is applied to Boeotian Thebes (before it was 
destroyed by the Successors) at 4.378; 8icrrrop6r)aas is not found elsewhere 
as a compound in Homer, and the simple form nopOew 4 replaces n4p6co in 
Attic and Ionic' (Shipp, Studies 199) and occurs ix //., 2X Od. It belongs 
to the latest stage of the oral vocabulary, no doubt, but cannot confidently 
be said to be post-Homeric. The verse (691) is a rising threefolder. 

692-3 Munes was king of Lurnessos, cf. 19.296, Epistrophos evidently 
his younger brother. The latter name, together with that of his father and 
grandfather in 693, goes beyond information supplied elsewhere in the poem 
and confirms that the expansion is not merely rhapsodic. 

694 KETT' takes up the KETTO of 688 by ring-composition, a potentially 
insipid formal device which here serves to sharpen the contrast with the 
powerful and ironical T&xa 6' 6v<rrf)OECT6ai UPEAACV, 4 but he was soon about 
to rise up' (*not in the Homeric style', Leaf!), which plays on the literal 
meaning, *Iie down', of KETTO. 

6 9 5 - 7 I O THE PHULAKE CONTINGENT. 

695-7 PHULAKE is shown by 700 (as well as by 13.696 = 15.335) to have 
been Protesilaos' home and therefore the capital. Its exact location is 
nevertheless unknown; Strabo 9.435 says it was near (Phthiotic) Thebes, 
and so in the north-west corner of the Pagasitic gulf. 'Flowering' PURASOS 

was the later Demetrion, according to the same source, and is probably the 
mound-site above the harbour at Nea Ankhialos, where Myc and G sherds 
have been found (HSL 132). Strabo also says there was a grove of Demeter 
close by, which must be the Arjinyrpos T£UEVOS of 696. ITON ' mother of flocks' 
has been provisionally placed 'in the foothills to the south-west of the 
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Krokian plain' (HSL 1 3 3 ) . ANTRON 'next the sea' was south of Pteleon and 
had an off-lying submarine reef known as ' Antron's donkey' according to 
Strabo 9 . 4 3 5 ; it is probably directly across the strait from Histiaia. 'Grassy* 
PTELEON - epithets come thick and fast here, and this one at least does not 
look particularly appropriate for another harbour site - lies on the hill called 
Gritsa at the head of Pteleon bay; the contents of tholos tombs there suggest 
continuous habitation from the Late Bronze into the Dark Age (HSL 133). 
Thus Protesilaos' kingdom runs down the west side of the Pagasitic gulf to 
meet Akhilleus' along the north shore of the Malian gulf to the south, and 
abuts Eumelos' kingdom centred on Pherai to the north. No particular date 
can be conjectured for the original source of the entry. 

698-709 The statement that Protesilaos was leader is in the standard 
form of a B-mode entry and, like other expressions for leaders and 
ship-numbers, has no especially archaic characteristics. Consideration has 
now to be given to whether such forms of expression might not have 
originated before the time of monumental composition - otherwise, it might 
be asked, what is the point of creating something that has to be immediately 
corrected in the case of Protesilaos and (shortly) Philoktetes? Probably there 
is point and purpose enough, in both historical and dramatic terms: 
Protesilaos and Philoktetes were well-known figures, their substitutes 
Podarkes and Medon were not; they were remembered to have no part in 
the developed fighting before Troy, but yet to have been members of the 
expedition when it first left Greece. It is rhetorically effective, therefore, to 
name them as leaders, especially since the catalogue is allowed to maintain 
its archaic naval format, and only then to amend the picture. Both entries 
look homogeneous, afterthoughts and ail. 

699-702 This amendment begins emotionally: the black earth already 
held him, his wife was left with cheeks lacerated (¿iwptSpu^s) by mourning 
and with the house in Phulake half-finished, a unique detail in which 66pos 
must have a concrete sense. It was a ' Dardanian man' who slew him - that 
has a timeless ring - as he leapt ashore by far the first of the Achaeans. 

703 This verse, to be repeated at 726, is in strong stylistic contrast; the 
rising threefolder provides an epigrammatic summary of their pathetic 
longing as well as neatly leading on to present realities. 

704-9 The sequence of cumulated twofold verses, the first three of them 
quite strongly spondaic, introduces yet another tone, of deliberateness and 
order; but with rising emotion again, to round off the passage, in the 
interrupted and integrally enjambed couplet 7o8f. Podarkes is the younger 
brother, a lesser man than Protesilaos; accepted as leader all the same, but 
they still missed Protesilao« (in a neat reversion to the TT66COV of 703). He 
will recur only once in the poem, when like Medon (another replacement, 
see on 726) he appears surprisingly as a Phthian leader at 13.693 (and at 
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13.698 will be remembered tQ be son of Iphiklos son of Phulakos, as at 705 
here). 

Apdcov... &pr|'ios in 707^ is perhaps rather weak, especially with f|pcos 
intervening. 

710 The conventional ship-number verse helps to emphasize the restored 
regularity of the contingent. 

7 1 1 — 1 5 THE PHERAI CONTINGENT. 

71 x—12 Can PHERAI be at the site of the classical polis, some seven miles 
from Lake Boibeis, and still be described as irapai, ' b y ' , the lake? Yet this 
high mound-site near modem Velestino was part of an extensive settlement 
from Mycenaean times, at le^st, to Hellenistic and beyond, BOIBE is usually 
identified with the remarkable site at Petra on the lake's western shore (with 
an outer circuit of Cyclopean walls almost 5 kilometres long) - unless it was 
Mycenaean Pherai itself. No Iron-Age pottery earlier than classical has been 
found there, GLAPHURAI is quite unknown and its name {pace HSL 136) does 
nothing to suggest a sea-port, IAOLKOS (Iolkos) is firmly located on the edge 
of modern Volos; it was the home of king Pelias in the Argonaut myth, and 
its Mycenaean palace, burned during L H I I I C , was soon reoccupied. If 
there was a gap in occupation outside the palace it 'cannot have been much 
more than a generation' (Desborough, Last Mycenaeans 234), and the new 
stone buildings in PG, which might of themselves justify the epithet 
'well-built', were a rarity at that time (Desborough, op. cit. 3if.). 

712-15 Eumelos' father Admetos, son of Pheres according to 763, was 
most famous for having employed Apollo for a year - it was this that led 
to his possession of marvellous horses, 763!^. - and, later at least, for his 
shabby treatment of his wife Alkestis, daughter of King Pelias of Iolkos. His 
is an ancient and well-known kingdom containing, in Pherai and Iolkos, 
two of the most important cities in Thessaly; even so, Eumelos himself will 
be completely neglected after this Book until the chariot-race in book 23, 
and is only given eleven ships. 

716-28 PHILOKTETES' CONTINGENT. 

716-17 None of the four places can be identified with any confidence, 
and that makes understanding this contingent particularly hard; see also 
p. 187. HSL 138 place METHONE on a hill at the edge of the Lechonian plain 
overlooking the bay of Volos. Strabo's account (9.436) of THAUMAKIE, 

OLIZON and MELIBOIA has a gap in it, but probably said litde more than that 
they lay on the coast. An inscription may suggest that Meliboia (Philoktetes' 
home according to a later tradition) lay near Thanatou (or Athanati) 
north-east of modern Ayia and on the south-east flank of Mt Ossa. * Rough' 
OLIZON could be anywhere on the coast, and it is hard to see why people 
have been so ready to identify it with a little acropolis-site at Palaiokastro 
on the neck of the Trikeri peninsula. 
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718-20 Philoktctes was an archer, and so were his men; it may be to 
accommodate this description of them that the unusual detail is added (in 
this G-mode ship-entry, cf. pp. 171 f.) that they went fifty to a ship; of course 
they acted as oarsmen, épérai, as the troops in other contingents must have 
done. It is a small contingent in any case, with only seven ships, and perhaps 
suggests a narrow territory. 

721-3 The story of Philoktetes' snake-bite and his sojourn on Lemnos 
(the version by which it was on some other, barren island was later, 
according to Aristarchus, Arn/A) is obviously well known to the epic 
audience. This brief summary is fluently composed for the occasion rather 
than being an extract from, or condensation of, a longer account, as on a 
larger scale Nestor's reminiscences or the tales of Bellerophon in book 6 and 
Meleagros in book 9 give the impression of being. Verse 723 is a powerful 
one, a rising threefolder in effect, with KOK£> (rarely a weak term in Homer) 
emphasizing, as b remarks, the hero's sufferings, and 08pou - strictly a 
water-snake - ' baleful' like the lion at 15.630 (a simile) or the boar at 17.21 
(simile-like). 

724-5 £v6* 6 ye KHT' ÓCX¿<OV echoes TTÍS 6 y« KÉ!T* ¿(/¿GOV of Akhilleus at 
694. Both phrases pick up an earlier KEITO (at 688 and 721) ; the meaning 
of the verb is metaphorical in Akhilleus' case, literal in Philoktetes' - the 
former was just sitting around, the latter is lying in agony, but the 
adaptation is typical of the formular style. The direct echo, again with 
ingenious adaptation one way or the other, is continued in the second part 
of each verse: 

6 9 4 T?)s 6 y e KCTT* &xécov, TÁXA 6* ¿rvarVjaEaflai UPEAAEV 

7 2 4 c Év6* 6 y e KETT* &xécov, TÁXA pvT|AEO8AI ÜPEAAOV 

"ApyEloi 

Zenodotus athetized 724-5 (Arn/A) and probably 726 as well, as Leaf 
suggested in his apparatus, since he also adjusted 727 to begin TOVS 81 

MESCOV. Aristarchus countered this with his 'argument from necessity': 'it 
is necessary to know that Philoktetes was afterwards brought back from 
Lemnos'. But that is simply incorrect; the audience must have known that 
in any case, and it is a matter for the composer's taste and judgement how 
much of the story he includes here. What shows the verses to be authentic 
is precisely their ingenious overlap with the Akhilleus passage, which would 
be beyond the capacity, or indeed the intentions, of any rhapsodic or later 
developer. The elaborations of Akhilleus, Protesilaos and Philoktetes have 
much in common stylistically, and many points of contact with the rest of 
the poem; they are in all probability by the monumental composer, 
Homer himself. 

726 = 703 (of Protesilaos' contingent), followed in each case by 
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J&AA6.. .K6apTioe(v). Here the substitute commander is Medon, a more 
interesting figure than Podarkes; he is bastard son of Oileus of Locris, and 
therefore half-brother of the lesser Aias. At 13.694-7 - 15.333-6 we learn 
that he had fled to Phulake from his native land, where he had killed an 
older relative (just as Tlepolemos had, cf. 661-6), a male relation of his 
step-mother Eriopis, Oileus' wife. It is strange, none the less, that he should 
inherit the command of his adopted country's contingent, and no less so that 
with Podarkes he should be found leading Epeans at 13.693. He will be slain 
by Aineias at 15.332. 

7 2 9 - 3 3 THE CONTINGENT OF THE ASKLEPIADAI. 

729—30 TRIKKE is presumably the modern Trikala, where there are signs 
of continuity of settlement from the Mycenaean into the Early Iron Age. 
ITHOME is KACOIXCCK&aoav, a word understood as meaning 'rocky' by 
Lycophron 653; Strabo (9.437) placed this Ithome in the territory of 
Metropolis, at the foot of the Pindos mountains and overlooking the 
south-western edge of the western Thessalian plain. Mycenaean and later 
relics are sparse in this region. The OIKHALIE of king Eurutos cannot be 
specifically located in these parts; for the confusion over this place see also 
on 594-600. At least it can be deduced that the contingent comes from the 
later Histiaiotis. 

731—2 The leaders are the 'good healers* Podaleirios and Makhaon, 
Asklepios' sons. The former is only mentioned once in the rest of the poem, 
fighting at 11.833; latter several times, when he treats the wounded 
Menelaos in book 4 and especially when his own wound (n.5o6f.) is a 
matter for concern - Akhilles sees him being brought back to the camp and 
sends Patroklos to confirm who it is (11 -599ff.). It is as an army doctor that 
he is most important - the contingent as a whole is not otherwise mentioned; 
Trikke was the centre of the earliest cult of Asklepios, who is, however, 
described simply as ' blameless healer', and probably as an ordinary mortal 
therefore, at 11.518. See also on 4.193-4. 

733 . Four out of five of these last contingents have standard ship-
numbers, with either 40 or (as here) 30 ships. The poet does not worry 
about how these inlanders obtained their ships, as he had done with the 
Arcadians (612-4). 

7 3 4 - 7 THE CONTINGENT OF EURUPULOS. 

734-5 ORMENION cannot be precisely located, neither can the spring 
HUPEREIA (whether it is at Ormenion or a separate place). Strabo (9.438) 
knew an Ormenion over near Mt Pelion and a Hupereia spring in Pherai, 
but admits that this is strange, ASTERION and the 'white summits' (which 
could refer to a town, cf. 117, or a mountain) of TITANOS are equally 
obscure, although the Argonaut Asterion according to Apollonius, Argon-
autica 1.35-9 came from Peiresiai at the confluence of the Apidanos and 
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Enipeus rivers, that is, in the north-eastern part of the western Thessalian 
plain. Strabo placed Titanos near Arne, the later Kierion, some 15 miles 
to the south. TITOCVOS, 'white earth', is probably named after the place. 

736 However vague his realm, Eurupulos occurs frequently in the rest 
of the poem, and seems to be a well-known figure in the epic tradition. 

7 3 8 - 4 7 THE CONTINGENT OF POI.UPOITES AND LEONTEUS. 

738-9 Strabo (9.440) equated ARGISSA with the later Argura on the 
river Peneios just west of Larisa; much Myc and some PG pottery was 
found in the Gremnos mound there (HSL 145). GURTONE lies further down 
the Peneios, but ORTHE is unknown, ELONE according to Strabo (9.441) was 
near the Europos river which he took to be the Homeric Titaressos (751 n.); 
HSL identify it with an important Mycenaean site at Karatsoli, with no 
PG or G observed; this is possible but quite speculative, OLOOSSON is usually 
identified with classical Elasson (complete with 'white' cliffs) in the foothills 
of Ml Olumpos up the Meluna pass; but the similarity of name is superficial 
and this again is speculative. Nevertheless Polupoites' realm can be fairly 
securely placed in the northern part of the eastern Thessalian plain. 

741 &66varos is only rarely applied as an attribute of a god, for obvious 
reasons; nevertheless the formula &6dvcrros T£KETO ZEUS occurs 4X II. 

Zenodotus had the brilliant idea of reading 666vcrrov in each case: 'false!* 
as Aristarchus remarked (Arn/A), since most of Zeus* children by mortal 
women, including Peirithoos, were of course mortal. 

742-4 The fight of the Lapiths and Centaurs is alluded to at 1.262-8 
and Od. 21.295-304. Here the tribal name Acrrrl8ai is not mentioned 
(although Polupoites and Leonteus are so described at 12.181 f.), presumably 
because the audience knew the story so well. Again, 'Centaurs' is not used; 
they are 9fjpes, 'beasts' (on which see 1.268, where they arc 'mountain-
dwelling', and comment). For KXUT6S with a feminine noun in 742 compare 
Od. 5.422, KAUT6S 'Ampnrpi-n); also, more generally, 19.88, ¿rypiov firrnv; 
20.229, iroAioio; Od. 4.406, TriKpdv.. .66irf)v - rare cases which arc 
presumably a concession to the pressure of metre. In 743 fjporri TO> is a 
usefully expanded phrase (21X //., usually followed by 6TE, 4X Od.- a 
significant difference) for the general idea o f ' w h e n ' ; sometimes, as here, 
it imports a kind of fairy-tale precision. TcxioBoi usually means 'engender' 
of the father, as in 741, but 'gave birth to' of the mother; in 742, however, 
the day meant is probably Hippodameia's wedding-day; Peirithoos is 
envisaged as taking immediate vengeance on the Centaurs, whom he drove 
back to their haunts on Pelion and then across to the Pindos mountains 
(which is where the Aithikes lived according to Strabo 9.430). 

745-6 OUK oTos, as Aristarchus noted (Arn/A), refers back to 740; for 
the &pa TO) yE locution see on 822-3. Leonteus was probably younger than 
Polupoites, since his grandfather Kaineus had been Peirithoos' contem-
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porary (1.263c) and was killed in the brawl at the wedding (being invul-
nerable, he was driven into the ground by the Centaurs' branches): see 
Apollonius, Argonautica 1.57-64, who adds that his father Koronos was from 
Gurtone. Both leaders will recur later in the poem, bearing the same 
formular descriptions as they have here (that is, Polupoites will be 
HEV£TTTOAEUOS twice, and Leonteus 030s "Ap^os twice). Their most pro-
minent action is their heroic defence of the gate attacked by Asios, in an 
extensive and effective episode at 12.127-94; a ' s o t a ^ e P a r t ' n 

weight-put at 23-836ff., which Polupoites wins. 
7 4 8 - 5 5 GOUNEUS* CONTINGENT. 

748 Gouneus brings 22 ships in this C-mode entry (p. 173), an eccentric 
number perhaps designed to give him some individuality. This contingent 
and the next (and final one) make an odd conclusion to a list which, even 
in some of its Thessalian coverage, is impressive for its sheer information. 
Not only is KUPHOS unknown, but so is Gouneus too; he has no patronymic, 
unusually, and will not recur in the poem. 

749-51 The use of tribal names reflects the remote and lightly-settled 
terrain; there is no need to go so far as b, who concludes that these are 
pAp^opoi, non-Greeks (see N. G. L. Hammond, Epirus (Oxford 1967) 395). 
The Enienes and to a lesser extent the Peraiboi were tribes associated, at 
different periods, with many parts of Thessaly and its surrounding moun-
tains; see HSL 149. DODONE must surely be the famous seat of the oracle 
of Zeus on the far (western) side of the Pindus; although Strabo (7, frag. 
1 Meineke, cf. 9.441 Jin.) claimed after Kineas that it was originally in 
Thessaly near Skotoussa. The TITARESSOS river is here said to join the Peneios 
(752), which runs right across northern Thessaly after rising in the Pindus. 
Strabo (9.441) must be wrong in equating the Titaressos with the Europos, 
which joins the Peneios (with a mild demonstration of non-mingling waters 
over a short stretch, cf. 753-4) right over in the east, near the entrance to 
the vale of Tempe; he is probably taking into account the proximity of 
Gonnos, the classical city to which Gouneus' name may be related (cf. H. 
von Kamptz, Personennamen, 289). Hammond, op. cil. 393, concludes that the 
Enienes (Ainianes) were 'washed up on the side of the upper Spercheius 
valley' by the invasion from north-western Greece which brought the 
Thessaloi into Thessaly at the end of the Bronze Age. If it is implied by 750 
that the Enienes, rather than the Peraiboi alone, came from around 
Dodone, then that may be evidence for a Late-Bronze-Age, rather than a 
Dark-Age, origin for some of the information in this entry. 

755 According to 15.37f. the Stux is' the greatest and most terrible oath 
[jr. to swear by] for the immortal gods'; cf. Hesiod, Theog. 775, where it 
is trrvyepf) (Wavdrroioi. Another infernal river, the Kokutos, is said to 
be an offshoot of the Stux at Od. 10.514, in the same words Ztvy6$ 08orr6s 
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imtv drrroppcb ;̂ that may be the source and inspiration of the present verse, 
which looks like a learned afterthought on the incompatible waters of the 
two rivers. A third infernal river, the Akheron, rose on the west side of the 
Pindus and was associated with the Thesprotian entrance to the underworld; 
it looks as though the Stux also, although usually located in Arcadia, had 
connexions with this part of the world and so with the Peneios which also 
rose in the Pindus, although on its eastern side. 

7 5 6 - 9 THE MAGNETES CONTINGENT. 

756-8 Nothing further will be heard of Prothoos (or his unusually-
named father); on -8005606$ cf. 6 0 3 - 4 ^ ^ . As for the Magnetes themselves, 
they were a tribe which eventually gave its name to the whole mountainous 
coast from the mouth of the Peneios down to Pelion and the rugged 
peninsula to the south of it. This is compatible with 757 but not with the 
apparent realm of Philoktetes, on which see 716-17^ The least doubtful 
of the fixed points in his realm is Meliboia, which seems to lie on or near 
the coast on the southern slopes of Mt Ossa; that would cut right into a 
people who dwell 'around Peneios and Pelion with quivering leaves*. It is 
tempting to solve the problem by assuming that Pelion here really refers 
to Ossa, considering these as two parts of a continuous mountain chain; 
modern maps have even been adjusted in favour of that interpretation (as 
HSL 151 observe). But the mountains are quite distinct, and were always 
so regarded by the Greeks; the solution must lie elsewhere, perhaps in a 
genuine confusion on the part of the composer at this point. But why in any 
case does he name a separate contingent of Magnetes? That is a question 
we may never be able to answer, except perhaps by the general observation 
that documents, including oral ones, are prone to corruption in their final 
sections. 

760 This verse rounds off the Achaean catalogue by repeating 487 with 
minor adaptation. 44 (living) leaders have been named, of whom 10 will 
be killed later in the poem; the ships number 1,186 in all, which at an 
average complement of roughly 50 gives a force of some 60,000 - hardly 
what the later descriptions of fighting (not to mention supplies) suggest! It 
is, of course, legitimate poetical exaggeration, and it has been noted (p. 173) 
how arbitrary the ship-numbers are. 

Conclusions on the Achaean catalogue 

The commentary on the detailed catalogue-entries has been written as far 
as possible without prejudice, except perhaps against the extreme forms of 
the'Mycenaean origin' theory (as exemplified in places by V. Burr and by 
D. L. Page in the works cited on p. 169). It has also tried to avoid the 
temptation, exemplified here and there in HSL, of looking round for 
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Mycenaean sites (in which Greece was extraordinarily rich) to identify at 
almost all costs with otherwise speculative place-names in the catalogue. It 
has likewise been unsympathetic to the idea (most seriously advanced by 
B. Niese and A. Giovannini) that the main content of the catalogue derives 
from the state of Greece in the eighth or even the seventh century B.C. ; 
although some details from close to Homer's own time arc obviously to be 
expected. A detailed survey of the catalQgue suggests different dates of origin 
for various pieces of information over the long span of the heroic oral 
tradition, from the time of the historical siege of Troy or even earlier down 
to the latest stages of monumental composition. The following, in brief, are 
some of the points which have emerged. It must be stressed that they are 
not adequate in themselves to give a definite and complete picture of the 
nature and origins of the catalogue, on which reserve is still necessary. 

(t) From the form, mainly, of the leadership and ship-number entries 
(on which see pp. 170 to 173) it is clear that the ultimate composer of the 
catalogue consistently followed the developed rules of the Homeric formular 
style, with no trace cither of earlier (or archaic) descriptive technique -
except for what might inhere in the concept of such a long list in the first 
place - or of the survival of especially archaic language. 

(2) The special treatment of the Boeotians may indeed suggest a 
contribution, at some stage in the tradition, by Boeotian singers both expert 
in catalogue-poetry and having access to reminiscences of Aulis as place of 
assembly for the Achaean fleet. The catalogue-elements in the Nekuia in 
book 11 of the Odyssey, as well as in Hesiod, Theogony and Eftoiai, show that 
such Boeotian interests need not have been particularly early in relation to 
Homer. 

(3) The argument which has been so important to proponents of a 
Mycenaean catalogue in some form, that nearly a quarter of the place-names 
were not certainly identifiable in the historical period with specific geo-
graphical locations, and so offer ' proof positive and unrefuted that the 
Catalogue offers a truthful, though selective, description of Mycenaean 
Greece* (D. L. Page, HHI122), is not really tenable. Many or most of these 
names could have been retained in an oral tradition, not necessarily always 
a poetical one, even when the original places to which they had been 
attached had become depopulated. Clearly, of course, the main reason for 
such retention would be association with great historical or mythical events 
in the past, and this is where the Trojan War comes in. 

(4) Details of particular contingents occasionally suggest Mycenaean 
information the transmission of which must depend on some such unknown 
tradition; but many Mycenaean elements derive from places like Argos, 
Mukenai or Tiruns whose connexion with the tale of the Trojan War was 
maintained by monuments like the Lion Gate or Cyclopean walls as well 
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as by continuity of habitation. Even places like Harma in Boeotia or 
Stumphelos in Arcadia might retain a mythical aura capable of surviving 
destruction or abandonment at the end of the Bronze Age. Eutresis presents 
greater difficulties, but even there depopulation may not have been total 
(see p. 195) and the memory of the name could have survived. 

(5) Several striking assertions or omissions are more likely to depend on 
conditions of the Dark Age than of its Mycenaean predecessor: the omission 
of Tanagra, Khaironeia and Mideia (see pp. i94f., 210); the reduced 
importance ofOrkhomenos; the description and distribution of the Abantes 
in Euboea; the separation of Agamemnon's realm from that of Diomedes; 
Nestor's wars against Arcadians and Epeans; the restriction of the Aetolian 
contingent to south-western Aetolia and the omission of Thermon (see 
p. 222); the concentration on central Crete and neglect of the eastern part 
of the island in particular; the account of Rhodes and its three settlements, 
and also of Kos and neighbouring islands. These matters are all discussed 
under the separate entries. 

(6) Careful thought has been applied at a relatively late stage to the 
omission of elements that would be clearly anachronistic, especially Dorian 
regions and places like Messenia, Doris, Acarnania or Megara (so Burr 110). 
Similarly the 'afterthoughts' about Protesilaos and Philoktetes are just as 
likely to be dramatically motivated as to be a clumsy attempt to bring an 
Aulis-bound document up to date. 

(7) There remain many reminiscences of people and places that go back 
ultimately to the state of affairs obtaining in LHIIIC; as well as much that 
reflects the more confused political geography of the Early Iron Age 
(primarily from c. 1025 to 900 or 850 B.C.). But nothing suggests the survival 
of a specific document like an actual Linear B muster-list, or any poeticized 
version of one. That such documents, in a simple form, were possible is 
shown by the clay tablet of the fifteenth or fourteenth century B.C. from Ras 
Shamra (ancient Ugarit), no. 8279, described with justifiable enthusiasm 
by Burr, op. cit. 12iff., on which three ships, with their commanders' names 
and places of origin, are listed as they leave on some naval occasion; or by 
the famous Pylos tablet An 12 with its £p£RAI TTAcupcovdSc I 6 V T E $ , e-re-ta 
pe-re-u-ro-na-de i-jo-le: 30 men in all, probably (as Ventris and Chadwick 
comment, Documents 183) the complement of a single ship. Such lists may 
have acted as a practical stimulus to the composition, at some time in the 
Dark Age most probably, of a proto-catalogue perhaps Boeotian in origin; 
anything more than that seems, at present, implausible. 

(8) Such a conclusion departs significantly from that of e.g. D. L. Page, 
that the Achaean catalogue is 'substantially a Mycenaean composition' 
(///// 124), 'substantially an inheritance from the Mycenaean era.. .rather 
carelessly inserted into the Iliad after the composition of the Iliad in 
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something like its present form' (134); and that 'both Catalogues are, and 
so far as we can tell have always been, Orders of Battle...and their 
connexion with an overseas expedition must have been historically true' 
(154). One can, of course, sec why Page reached his conclusions, which arc 
presented in the most forceful and picturesque of all modern discussions of 
the matter; but the evidence is not so clear and one-sided as he supposed, 
and points to a more gradual and a more complex progression of information 
and memories through a long and diverse oral tradition. 

The Commentary can now continue. 

761-79 A short statement, as some kind of afterthought, about the outstanding 
warrior and horses 

761-« 487 = 760 came in the invocation of the Muses as prelude to the 
catalogue, and this may help the transition to another call upon the Muse 
(in the singular now, as at Od. 1.1 which also has pot Iwerrc MoOcra) to tell 
the poet who was 'by far the best of them', that is, of all the leaders just 
mentioned; to which their horses (of which there was no mention in the 
catalogue) are awkwardly and gratuitously appended. By itself the new 
invocation suggests that a considerable list is to follow; in fact it is hardly 
a list at all, just one person, one set of horses, and an expanded description 
(after 686ff.) of the Myrmidons' enforced leisure. For conclusions about the 
authenticity of this episode see after 779n. 

763-7 By a chiastic arrangement after 762 the horses are specified first: 
by far the best were the two mares belonging to Eumelos of Pherai, son of 
Admetos and grandson of Pheres. They had been bred by Apollo and, we 
may infer, given by Apollo to Admetos at the end of the god's year of 
servitude to the mortal prince, then by Admetos to Eumelos. They are the 
fastest horses in the chariot-race, cf. 23.375^, although Eumelos comes to 
grief with them. 

765 6Tpixas: 'similar (6- as in 6-TTcrrpos, cf. 6po-) in the length of their 
coats'. oltTcots: from *6-fh"eas with metrical lengthening of 6-, i.e. 'similar 
in years', of the same age. <rmyuki\ SO accented (as distinct from orcKpOXr) 
= bunch of grapes) is, as A b reveal, a stonemason's rule: 'equal over their 
backs (when measured) by the rule', i.e. of exactly equal height. 

766 fTicplr) is the medieval vulgate reading, but there was obviously 
argument about this in antiquity - although not, it seems, by Aristarchus, 
since the regular scholia remain silent. A scholium in a first-century B.C. 
papyrus (P. Oxy. 1086) says 'some ignorantly write flicpli]', and nTjpclr) is 
attested in other papyri and in Stephanus of Byzantium, who claimed to 
know of a place of that name in Thessaly. Other minority readings are 
iTipcfq, Or)p(r). The choice seems to lie between accepting Pieria, which 
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although north of Mt Olumpos was a haunt of the Muses and therefore of 
Apollo, and reading OtjpElri, that is, the region of Pherai, Eumelos* capital. 
Admittedly Pherai is spelled with an epsilon in the catalogue-entry at 711, 
but the name of Eumelos' grandfather (cf. <J>T)pr)n66ao at 763) suggests that 
an eta is possible. That would allow the natural inference that Apollo bred 
the mares while serving Admetos at Pherai. 

767 q>6^ov "Aprjos <popEoOoas is an unparalleled and inelegant phrase 
(although 90P&0 of horses carrying a charioteer is found at 770, 8.89 and 
10.323; Shipp, Studies 237 is surely wrong in claiming 770 as 'rather 
unnatural1 on this account). Perhaps Phobos as son of Ares should be 
understood, see on 4.44.0-1; but even that is awkward. 

768-70 O f men, Telamonian Aias was far the best - so long as Akhilleus 
raged (and Akhilleus' horses were likewise best, 770, on which see also the 
previous comment). The choice of Aias might not seem automatic - what 
about Diomedes, for instance? - but Odysseus is of the same opinion at Od. 
11.550C It is fair to assume that Akhilleus' two semi-divine horses at least 
(Xanthos and Balios, children of the Harpy Podarge by the west wind), who 
also4 flew with the winds * (16.149), would outdo even those bred by Apollo. 
Nevertheless there is something to be said for Schulze's idea, approved by 
Leaf and by Boiling, External Evidence 76, (who exaggerate, however, the 
irregularity of privtcv with metrical lengthening of iota), of replacing 
TeXancbvios ATas in 768 by ir66as COKUS 'AxiAtavs and omitting 769-70 as 
a gloss. 

771-2 These verses recur at 7.229^ as part of Aias' boast at the 
beginning of his duel with Hektor, where they are perfectly in place. 

773 The runover-word *ATp«8r| is a little awkward, although more or 
less exactly paralleled at 9.332; it obviously helps the singer to turn to how 
the Myrmidons are engaged. jbiyypTvi 6aA6acrr)S| is found 4X //., IOX Od. 

774 Recurs at Od. 4.626 and 17.168, of the suitors at leisure. 

775 Again the runover-word (see on 773). In the two Odyssey passages 
the runover into the following verse explains that the suitors were playing 
'on a levelled pitch', £v T U K T C O SartiSco, which would presumably be 
inappropriate here. The addition of bows, or bows and arrows, is not 
altogether smooth, since one docs not ' throw' or 'release', 774 U V T C S , an 
arrow quite as one does a discus or a javelin. In general, runover-words 
or phrases are often unnecessary but rarely inconsistent. The second half 
of the verse recurs at 8.544, where oToiv suits the owners better than the 
horses as here; the ancient critics passed over this difficulty, together with 
most others in this whole passage. 

776 AGOTOV IPETRROPFVOI occurs at Od. 9.97 of the companions munching 
lotus among the Lotus-eaters. Lotus is mentioned twice elsewhere in the 
Iliad, not as fodder but as exotic ground-cover; oiAivos, parsley, has that 
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role in its single other Homeric occurrence, growing outside Kalupso's cave 
at Od. 5.72. ' Marsh-reared parsley' here is none the less a wonderful phrase; 
A b explain that it is different from rock-parsley and inhibits strangury in 
horses deprived of exercise - an idea they may well have derived from the 
whole Homeric context. 

777-8 For the chariots closely wrapped and stored in the huts see 
5.193-5, where Pandaros' eleven chariots are said to have been left at home 
indoors, tv pgydpotat, with sheets, TT^TTAOI, thrown over them. TRRNVKACRUH'A 

(etc.), 'closely covered*, isformular (3x//., ix Od.) in this position; at 23.503 
Diomedes' chariot is closely covered with gold and tin. The singer has 
ingeniously rephrased an Iliadic idea, although a certain doubt is left about 
the practicality of storing a whole contingent's chariots under cover, in huts, 
on campaign; although Akhilleus' KAICHT), at least, will be termed an OTKOS 

at 24.471 and thereafter described as a palace or ptyapov rather than a hut. 
ol 6' &px6v • •. Trodiovnres in 778 appears to be modelled on 703 = 726, of 

Protesilaos and Philoktetes, o06£ pev ouB' ot ¿cvapyot iaav, TT68S6V yt pfcv 
&px6v. There is a slight roughness, once again, in the adaptation, since the 
Myrmidons were not 'longing for' Akhilleus, who was still alive and close 
by, in the sense in which the two other leaders, long dead or absent, were 
missed. Another small anomaly is the use of ¿pijiipiAov ^etc.) as attribute 
of a common noun; elsewhere it is predominantly applied to Menelaos 
( igx), then twice to others and 4X to the Akhaioi; it occurs only once in 
the Odyssey. 

779 I90ITWV 2X Od., including to. 119 901TC0V ¡9811*01 Aaiorpvyives 
6AAO0EV &AAo$, cf. Iv6a xal 2v6a here; | 9 o ( T A -9: 5X //. The verse is made up 
of formular components, including also kot& <rrpcrr6v (see on 1.10-11) and 
pAXOVTO "^l (x®x including 14.132 ou8£ paxovrai). There remains 
some slight inconsistency with 774f.; are the Myrmidons enjoying them-
selves with discuses and so on, or arc they wandering around the army at 
large with nothing to do? Presumably they arc doing both at different 
times, and each description brings out another facet of their enforced 
idleness. 

Individually, the main items of this whole passage (from 761 to 779) are 
unobjectionable: Eumelos' horses must have been the best, after Akhilleus' 
indeed, and will be implied to be so in the games for Patroklos. The greater 
Aias may be the next best warrior after Akhilleus, and fulfils that role as 
Achaean champion against Hektor in book 7 (from which 771-2 may well 
be derived, see comment there). The description of how the Myrmidons 
occupied themselves expands the bare statement of 686 and helps to 
emphasize Akhilleus' withdrawal. T w o or three details do not seem quite 
right, especially in 775-9 (the horses' exotic fodder, the storage of the 
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chariots, the longing for Akhilleus). As for the language, it depends to an 
unusual degree on phrases and verses culled from elsewhere, with a few 
strains and infelicities (see especially on 767, 775, 778) but also, in 765, a 
good and unique description of a pair of horses. There is some 'Odyssean* 
language, but then the idle Myrmidons are in something like the position 
of the leisured suitors. The least satisfactory aspect of the whole passage is 
its sheer inappropriateness, its needlessly abrupt change of ethos and its 
effect of anticlimax after the great Achaean catalogue itself. The invocation 
to the Muse at 761 may be designed to reduce that effect, but turns out 
to be inappropriate to what will follow. This is not in any case a rhapsode's 
elaboration - the formular adaptation is too skilful at the technical level 
but it could be a singer's expansion, and not by Homer himself. 

780-815 While the Achaeans advance iris is sent by %eus to the Trojans; she takes 

the form of the look-out Polites and reports the approach of a great army. Hektor 

dismisses the assembly and the Trojan forces issue from the city and form up in the 

plain 

780 ICTOCV of advancing troops is frequent; oi B* 6p' toav, also of the 
Achaeans, recurs at 3.8. The advance is characterized by a pair of similes, 
one very brief, the other somewhat longer, that in a small way balance the 
great sequence before the catalogue begins (sec on 455-83). In fact 780 
would follow well upon 760. There will be further and related similes 
immediately after the Trojan catalogue, that is, at the beginning of 
book 3. 

The fire-simile here ('as if the whole earth were grazed upon by fire') 
is dramatic and rhetorical; it may be based on 455-8, which is in a lower 
key and more exact in its point of reference - the brightness of the gleam 
of a forest fire, whereas here it must be the speed and comprehensiveness 
of a fire's advance that is intended (which is why I feel that 'grazed on* 
rather than 'inhabited' must be the implication ofv£noi"ro, only here in the 
passive). 

781—4 Just as the brief fire-simile may be based on 455-8, so this simile 
seems to be a development of the metaphor at 95f., irrr6 6e otevoxIjcto 
yaTa| Xacov ( ¿ ¿ V T C O V . Here the earth groans as when Zeus lashes it in anger 
around Tuphoeus, which probably implies in an earthquake: so M. L. West 
on Hesiod, Theog. 858. Tuphoeus is the monster created by Gaia as a final 
challenge to Zeus and thunderbolted by him and cast beneath the earth, 
as described at Theog. 820-68 (and with interesting additional details 
provided uniquely by b on 783 here). For civ "Aplnois see West on Theog. 
304; it is clear that ancient critics did not know which particular region 
this signified, and that local claims were made on behalf of several different 
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apparently lightning-blasted or generally volcanic areas. Strabo 13.626 
(perhaps partly from Apollodorus according to Erbse t, 337 who quotes the 
passage) mentions various suggested locations: near Sardis, in Mysia, in 
Cilicia or Syria, or in the west near Mt Etna (where Pindar, Py. 1.1 ¿if. 
placed Tuphos and the Corycian cave) or in Pithekoussai (modern Ischia). 
'They say that Tuphoeus* bed is there' in 783 means that he lies there in 
captivity, weighed down by the earth; West on Theog. 304Jin. is unlikely 
to be right that it also implies 'where he keeps his spouse'. 

785—9 The composer allows, or enjoys, a temporary spate of verbal 
echoes: toKo/coKkt, &yytAos/dryytAi^/6Aeyetvrj, ¿cyop&s/Ayopcvov, 6prj-
ygp&s/y^povTES. 

785 785 will shortly be repeated at 3.14, where it is the dust raised by, 
not the noise of, their feet that will be the point of comparison. 

786-7 An abrupt change of scene: Zeus sends Iris to the Trojans with, 
cruv, a grievous message (Greek is as concrete as English in this construction). 
AAfiyEivrj (etc.) has a strong inclination in the Iliad to be last word in the 
verse ( 1 7 / 2 1 X ) . 

788-9 <5ryop&s <5cy6pEUOV comes only here; see also on 4.1 as well as on 
785-9 above. |TTAVTES ¿prjytpks occurs also at 7.415, preceded by a verse 
of similar general import, ol 8* Icrr' EIV ¿ryoprj Tpotes xai Aap6av(cov£S, 
which would however have omitted the graphic detail 'by Priam's gates'. 
Justice may have been dispensed, as b remarks, outside the palace, but that 
docs not mean that assemblies were held there; in cramped Troy as in most 
ancient Near Eastern cities that would have been impossible. The poet is 
not concerned with such matters, and he needs Priam to be available as well 
as Hektor. vfoi fj8i ylpovTES is a formula (2X elsewhere, in book 9); cf. vioi 

naAaiol, 2X Od. 
791-5 Iris resembles Polites in voice, and also, it goes without saying, 

in appearance; compare 13.216 where Poseidon resembles Thoas in voice, 
EIO6HEVOS <p8oyy^v, and is taken as Thoas by Idomeneus. Willcock ad loc. 
considers what relation Iris might have to the 'real ' Polites, who, after all, 
was posted as look-out and would naturally rush back to report what he 
had seen. It is, he thinks, the real Polites who speaks here, but the vividness 
of his words makes him seem like the divine messenger Iris. Athene taking 
the appearance of a herald at Odysseus* side at 279f. is a close parallel - see 
on 278-82, where it was remarked that Athene 'could have obtained the 
same result by stimulating a mortal herald into action (as Iris could have 
with the Trojan Polites at 791), rather than by disguising herself; but her 
direct action provides an emphatic introduction to an unusually crucial 
speech. . . ' In any case Zeus must be seen to be in control of events since 
he has agreed that the slight on Akhilleus shall be paid for, which requires 
a general battle. But once the poetical tradition had accepted the idea of 
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anthropomorphic gods intervening in person, whether or not in disguise, 
it becomes difficult and largely pointless to seek a specific recipe ('how far 
is it the " r e a l " man?') on any particular occasion. 

Aristarchus (Am/A) athetized these 5 verses on various unconvincing 
grounds arising out of this merging of roles, for example that 802 sounds 
as though it should come directly from the goddess rather than from a 
younger brother of Hektor. 

793 The 'tomb of old man Aisuetes' will not be heard of again, but 
various landmarks were created as required, for example the hill called 
Batieia at 811-14 below. 

796-806 This speech of Iris/Polites is quite brief, persuasive rather than 
urgent in style (except for 797 with its strong internal stop and striking 
uiXcuos.. .6p<opev), and carefully put together. It begins, like e.g. Nestor's 
at 337ff., with a rebuke: Priam is always talking (fixpiToi here implies 
'numberless' words rather than ill-judged ones as in &xpiT6pu6c ofThersites 
at 246), as though it were still peacetime; but now it is war indeed. Next 
comes an emphatic and rhetorical statement (he has been in many battles, 
but never seen so big an army) illustrated at 800 by a somewhat routine 
comparison and culminating, by effective contrast, in what he has actually 
witnessed: they are coming over the plain toward the city. Finally he turns 
to Hektor as army commander, with specific tactical advice very much in 
Nestor's style - see on 336-68 and 802-6. 

797 ¿Xiacrros occurs in its literal meaning, 'from which one cannot 
withdraw' (Xidjopai). For the phrase cf. TrdXtpov 8* AXiaorov lycipt at 
20.31; 6pcopcv (etc.) is formular at the verse-end, 2X //., 5X Od. 

798 Aristarchus (Did/A) read f)6ri p£v for \thr 5r), the latter preferred 
by Herodian and most MSS and almost certainly correct. 

800 jXIrjv ydp: so at 19.226, 21.566. Leaves in Homer are usually a 
symbol of self-renewing rather than of multitude; for sand in this latter sense 
cf. 9-385-

801 ipxovrai TreSioio, 'they are coming across the plain', cf. £px°_ 

M£VOOV... 6ihrpr)ooov ircBioto in 785. Aristarchus (with Zenodotus and 
Aristophanes, so Did/A) read irpoTl ¿torv, not Trcpl &<nrv which became 
the medieval vulgate reading nevertheless. rrpoTl is probably correct, 
maintaining as it does the idea of the army approaching; in this case 
paxnadMCvoi might be taken absolutely, 'they are coming toward the city 
with warlike intent'. 

8 0 2 - 6 The advice concerns an organisational matter which in real terms 
would have been dealt with years ago - if it had ever been necessary; for 
the truth is that the idea of contingents led by officers speaking a different 
language from their own is quite fantastic. Leafs cure for the anomaly was 
to excise 8o3f., but it is probably just due to oral carelessness. The different 
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languages of the Trojan allies is a motif occurring elsewhere, at 4.437^; it 
is used here to give a superficial correspondence with Nestor's advice to 
Agamemnon at 362f. to divide his troops by tribe and phratry. In each case 
the purpose is to motivate a catalogue of the contingents. 

802 An idiomatic verse but not a formular one on Homeric evidence. 
804 TToXucrrrcpccov: literally' much-sown', i.e. scattered. The verse looks 

like a proverb. 
806 TTOAI/|TOS: 'his fellow-citizens', a developed Ionic dialect-form not 

found elsewhere in Homer, who uses TroAlTai etc. (2X //., 2X Od., with of 
course the proper name like Polites here). Again, neither ¿^tiydo6co nor 
Koaixnad|iEVos are exactly paralleled elsewhere. 

807-8 Aristarchus (Arn/A) explained OUK /lyvolrjocv as OUK ¿nri&nartv, 
that is, Hektor 'did not fail to recognize* the message and accordingly 
dissolved the assembly. But there is a hint, too, that he realized that Polites 
was divinely inspired or even a goddess in disguise. For ¿CTCTEVOVTO cf. 150, 
where after the dissolution of their assembly the Achaeans rushed, ¿OOEUOVTO, 

for their ships. 
809 Here Aristarchus (Arn/A) was surely wrong in claiming ircKjai to 

be equivalent to 6Aai, meaning that the (single pair of) gates were opened 
wide, on the ground that only the Scaean gate is specifically mentioned in 
the Hiad (in fact the Dardanian gate should probably be added, see on 
3.145). Normally the poet does not have occasion to refer to other gates; 
but the historical Troy ('like all great towns', Leaf, but that is not entirely 
true, e.g. in the case of Mukenai itself) with its great wails surviving from 
the sixth city did have several gates, and would in any case tend to be classed 
with seven-gated Thebes as object of a famous siege. The purpose is to 
emphasize that they streamed out of the city en masse. 

8x0 This verse recurs at 8.59 and Od. 24.70, with its first half probably 
also at 1 1 . 5 2 9 (where the MSS read IN nfjes "NRJOI TE) and its second, TTOAOS 

6' 6pupcry66s ¿p&pei, an additional 2X II. ( + 3 variations). 
811—15 Earlier, the Achaeans had poured out of their camp (464^), 

stopped in the Scamandrian meadow (467), were marshalled for war (476f.) 
and marched towards Troy (780-5). For the Trojans, a fixed point not far 
from the city is named as the place of marshalling, corresponding roughly 
with the 'Scamandrian meadow'; that gives some emphasis to their 
formation, although nothing to match the simile-sequence which marked 
the Achaean march-out. It also adds to the landmarks round the city which 
the poet seems anxious to develop for the sake of realism, like the tomb of 
Aisuetes at 793. 

811—12 This 'steep hill' is drtrdvcufa, 'apart ' , only to the extent that it 
is trcplSpouos, i.e. with room all round it for the troops to be assembled. 

8x3-14 For human and divine names in the Iliad and Odyssey (there are 
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three other cases in //., 2 in Od. with divine names only), see the first part 
of 1.403-4^, where the conclusion was reached that ' N o principle to 
account for these differences [if. of names] has been satisfactorily proposed '. 
Each instance, therefore, has to be assessed independently. Here, Batieia is 
almost certainly based on fWrros = bramble (Od. 24.230 and later Greek); 
'Bramble Hill1 is the workaday descriptive name of the hill, but it had 
another name also, 'tomb of bounding Murine1, TroAuoxdpOpoio being 
probably related to oxaipco = leap or dance. The scholia offer no help 
except that Murine was an Amazon's name (so D). The main town of the 
nearby island of Lemnos was also called Murine in classical times - perhaps 
that is also related to the supposed Amazon princess; Priam at 3.187-9 
recalls how he helped the Phrygians fight against the Amazons at the river 
Sangarios away to the east. The question of tumuli or tumulus-like hills 
around Troy is a complicated one; there are prominent ones on the skyline 
(looking from near Hissarlik itself) just south of the Sigeion headland, 
modern Kum Kale, and thev were identified from antiquity on with the 
tombs of Akhilleus, Patroklos and Antilokhos; any burials there are almost 
certainly post-Homeric, see Cook, Troad 159-65. The Murine tomb was 
identified by Schliemann with 'the notable mound of Pasa Tepe ' (Cook, 
op. cit. 107) nearly a mile south of Troy; Mme Schliemann found supposedly 
prehistoric as well as Archaic sherds there, but Cook (108) is cautiously 
more inclined to an Archaic date for the mound and its burial. It is quite 
probable, however, that there were prominent tumuli built in the country-
side around Troy in the third and second millennium B.C. (especially 
perhaps in the periods of Troy 11 and Troy vi Besik Tepe at the southern 
end of the Sigeion ridge is the best candidate, cf. Cook 173k, and a cemetery 
of Mycenaean date has recendy been found near there, see vol. n, intro.), 
and that these, sometimes confused no doubt with natural hillocks, could 
be recalled, and perhaps given exotic names, at any period down to that 
of the composition of the Iliad and after. Ancient tombs, especially when 
associated with so exotic a character as 'bounding' Murine (which sounds 
like some ritual action rather than that of a female warrior, as such), would 
be regarded as holy places, and their specific names might well be regarded 
as 'divine' in contrast with their common descriptive ones. 

815 A specially composed verse (for it had to include both the Trojans 
and their allies) corresponding roughly with 474-6, where as goatherds 
SiotKpivcooiv their flocks the Achaean leaders 6tEx6opcov the Achaeans. 
Where exactly the allies emerge from is left vague - they cannot have been 
at the assembly within the city, and formally it is those who were that rushed 
for their armour in 808. 
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Introduction to the Trojan catalogue 

This is a far sketchier list than that of the Achaeans, and displays only an 
erratic knowledge of western Asia Minor beyond the Troad, not only the 
hinterland (which is largely ignored) but even the coast. The sizes of 
contingents are not indicated; there are of course no ships involved, such 
as gave at least arbitrary numbers to the Achaean units. In the 62 verses 
(against 226 for the Achaean catalogue), 16 contingents (against 29) are 
listed. Relatively few towns are mentioned, and most of the entries are 
distinguished by tribal names; a relatively large number of natural features 
(rivers, mountains, a lake) occur, most of them on or near the coast. 
Twenty-six leaders are recorded, of whom most succumb later in the poem 
and as many as 8 are not subsequently mentioned at all. There are also 
specific inconsistencies with the rest of the poem; they will be mentioned 
as they arise, but they exceed those of the Achaean list. 

The question has often been raised, and usually answered rather dog-
matically, whether this cursory and patchy quality is the product of what 
Greeks knew about these parts in the Late Bronze Age, or whether it reflects 
some later era. My own judgement will be given on pp. 262f. after further 
consideration of the facts, but meanwhile it is important to remember that 
deliberate archaizing may have been a contributory factor; thus J. M. Cook 
(cited by HSL 179) was right to stress that Greek settlement in western Asia 
Minor was widely known to have been subsequent to the Trojan War, and 
that may have been taken into account. D. L. Page was less cautious; he 
began by asking whether the Trojan catalogue was 'substantially of 
Mycenaean origin* (HHI 137) and replied that it was, so much so that it 
supported his doubtful case for a similar view about the Achaean list. 

The Achaean catalogue was both extensive and systematic, relying 
heavily on certain typical patterns for the arrangement of each entry. It is 
useful to establish whether the Trojan list adheres to the general economy, 
at least, of the leader(s)/places patterns summarized on pp. i7of. The 
answer is that the three different modes there called A, B and C are alt 
represented, but in markedly different proportions from the Achaean list, 
where B ('those who dwelt in (etc.)...of them Y was leader*) was much 
the commonest (18 of 29 entries); here, on the contrary, it applies to only 
3 of the 16 entries. The A mode ('of the X ' s . . . Y was leader, (of them) who 
dwelt in (etc.).. . ') occurs 4 times, the C mode ( 'Y led (so many ships) 
from.. . ' ) , as many as 6 times here (as opposed to6 and 4 times respectively 
in the longer list), but in impure forms even apart from the necessary 
absence of the ship-element. There are in addition 3 entries which cannot 
be assigned to any of the three modes. Finally it is to be observed that 
f)ycuovcu£(v), a frequent verb for the idea o f ' l ed ' in the Achaean list and 
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especially in the B mode, is here used only once, and then in a peculiar 
way - see on 816. 

On a broader matter of organisation there is some similarity between the 
two lists; for the three 'routes' of the Achaean one (pp. i83ff.) find a pale 
analogue in the Trojan one, which, once the contingents from around the 
Troad have been described, appear to follow four radii (Thracians, Kikones, 
Paeonians; Paphlagones, Halizones; Mysians, Phrygians; Maeonians, 
Carians, Lycians), the last place along each radius being described as 'far 
off'. 

So far it seems that the composer of the Trojan list, although obviously 
following the general pattern of the Achaean one, departed from it in syntax 
and structure. That is consistent with his use of conventional phrases and 
epithets for places and natural features; they were a marked characteristic of 
the Achaean list (pp. i73ff.), but are far less noticeable, and mainly differ-
ent where they do occur, here (where admittedly place-names are in short 
supply). Thus the only place-name epithets in common are 836 6Tav 
' A p i a r y and 841 A&piaav ¿pi|3cbAaKa; 855 O^Aovs "EpuOivous is a 
probable interpolation. O f mountains, 824, 829, 868 and 869 provide two 
or three loose parallels, but as with rivers (849, 869. 877) the rest of the Iliad 
provides the main model. 

816-77 The catalogue of Trojan contingents and those of their allies 

8L6-L8 THE TROY CONTINGENT. 

The Trojan catalogue starts logically enough from the main city involved; 
it then passes to other contingents from the Troad, then radiates outwards 
in four different directions to take in the allies. As a result Hcktor, the Trojan 
military leader, is named first - a less puzzling beginning that that provided 
for the \chaean list by the numerous but unimportant Boeotians. 

816 This is the first occurrence in the poem of KopuOaioXos "ExTcopI, 
which occurs no less than 38 times. It is likely to be an ancient formula, 
long established in the heroic tradition; both elements of KopuOaioXos are 
found in Mycenaean Greek, xopus e.g. in the genitive singular as koruto and 
al6Aos probably as an ox's name, aiworo (Chantraine, Diet. svv.). The former 
means 'helmet', the latter implies cither 'quick-moving' or ' g l e a m i n g ' -
Page, HHI 249ff. has little difficulty in disposing of 'shaking the helmet' 
and the like and showing that the meaning must be 'with gleaming helmet'. 
That means a bronze helmet; Page thinks that since the epithet is virtually 
conlincd to Hektor, and other helmet-epithets do not imply metallic 
qualities, that entails actual Late Bronze-Age information about special 
Trojan armour. Obviously this over-simplifies the issue, in which Hektor's 
scansion as well as the need for differentiation are factors. Admittedly 
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neither Aias, for example (to take a metrically similar name) is 'gleaming-
helmeted', but that is because they have other special qualities to be 
remarked. 

Hektor commands the Tpa>E$, here the inhabitants of Tpoirj/'IAios 
itself (see 8ig-2on.) , but used also of those of Zeleia in the Troad at 826, 
see also on 826-7. f|yeu6v€VE is a common 'leadership* verb in the Achaean 
list but occurs only here in the Trojan one, and then followed by the dative 
Tpcoai and not the normal genitive. This is an Odyssean usage, rather, and 
means 'acted as guide (for them)' rather than 'was their commander*. Its 
irregular adoption here seems to be determined by the need for (cf. 494 
BOKOT&V \xiv at the start of the Achaean list); otherwise we should find 
Tpcixov 8' (as at 527 Aoxpcbv 6' f)yEp6v£VE...), quite regularly. T h e use of 
a different leadership verb, e.g. fipxc. could have avoided this, and with a 
certain recasting the verse could have retained both Tpcocov as emphatic 
first word and |i£v; the composer of the Achaean list, at least, would surely 
have acted accordingly. 

8 1 7 - 1 8 Another example of the present composer*s less than meticulous 
adaptation of locutions derived from the Achaean catalogue; Hektor*s 
Achaean counterpart Agamemnon seems to provide the model for these 
verses at 577C, 'ArpciBTis' TO> y t TTOAU TTAETCTTOI kcA &picrroi | Aaol 
ITTOVT'. T h e continuation, which glorified Agamemnon, is dropped as 
perhaps being excessive for Hektor, and is replaced (after OcoprjaaovT* 
for ETTOVT') with the unparalleled and unsatisfactory half-verse pepadTES 
¿yXEirjai. T h e use of nEpacbs, -wtes, -uia (etc.) is extremely frequent and 
generated many formular sub-systems, but nowhere among its 87 Iliadic 
and 14 Odyssean instances is it accompanied by a dative as here, 'eager with 
spears*; it is either absolute or followed by an infinitive ( 'eager t o . . . ' ) 
(except only for 13.197 where it takes a surprising genitive). Could the 
reason for this aberration be found in the Achaean list, once again, where 
at 543 the Abantes are described as alxPTlTai UEpacbTES ¿pEKTTjaiv heM^cn, 
'eager with forward-thrust ash-spears'? But the usage there turns out to be 
absolutely regular, since the following verse supplies the infinitive, 6copr)Kocs 
¿>t)£eiv 6r)icov * (eager w i t h . . . ash-spears) to break the corslets of the enemy'. 
This is the kind of misunderstanding that was extensively considered by 
Leumann in HW, although this passage is not included by him. 

8 1 9 - 2 3 THE DARDANIAN CONTINGENT. 

819-20 T h e second contingent is led by Aineias (and two others, 822f.), 
representing the junior branch of the house of Dardanos. T h e history of the 
royal family is given by Aineias himself at 20.215ff.: Dardanos, son of Zeus, 
founded Dardanie on the slopes of M t Ida before Ilios had been established 
in the plain (2i6f.). His son was Erikhthonios, and his son Tros, who had 
three sons (23if.), Ilos, Assarakos and Ganumedes (Ganymede, who was 
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abducted by Zeus, see on 4.2-3). Ilos' son was Laomedon who fathered 
Tithonos and Priamos (Priam), the father of Hektor and others; Assarakos' 
son was Kapus who fathered Ankhises the father of Aineias (by Aphrodite, 
82of.). It was obviously Ilos that founded the city in the plain, named Ilios 
after him but also called Troie after the Troes, the descendants of Tros in 
general. Assarakos and his descendants must have stayed on in Dardanie, 
probably a rural area or group of villages rather than a town - in 
' the middle valley of the Scamander' according to H. Thomas and 
F. H. Stubbings in their valuable short survey, Companion 30x. Thus the 
Dardanioi of 819 are from the foothills of Ida, where indeed Aineias was 
herding catde when he was nearly caught by Akhilleus in the course of his 
raids on Lurnessos and Pedasos at 20.89-92. T h e form Dardanoi is also 
used, in the formular verses of address KEKAUTE IOEV Tpcxs Kcri AApSavoi 
BRIKOVPOI (4X //.) and Tpcoes KCCI ACTKIOI KOD Adp5avoi Ayxipaxt)Tai (6x II.). 
Thus the poetical tradition remained conscious that the whole Trojan force 
consisted of three elements: (i) the Troes proper, from the city of Ilios and 
perhaps a few other places in the vicinity; (ii) the Dardanoi or Dardanioi, 
from the foothills of Ida; (iii) the allies, ¿rritcoupoi, from farther afield. 
Occasionally Adp5avo$ -01 can be applied to the Trojans in general (as in 
the two uses of Adp&xvos ¿vr'jp; at 701 the man who killed Protesilaos as 
he leapt ashore was probably a Trojan in the general sense rather than 
specifically a Dardanian; on Euphorbos see 8720.), cf. also n.285f. (in 
which Tpco€S* • -Kal A6p6avoi in 286 are subsumed under Tpcoal in 285). 

820-1 T h e tale of the love of Aphrodite and Ankhises and of Aineias' 
birth is developed in the pseudo-Homeric Hymn to Aphrodite, whose com-
position is placed by R.Janko, HHH 180, before 650 B.C., although a 
slightly later date may be preferable in certain respects. 

822-3 OOK oIos/-ri/-T)v, &ua TCO/T^ ys is a cumulative formula which 
occurs 4X //., 6x Od.; see on 3.143- T h e pattern for the present use could 
be set by the Lapith entry in the Achaean list, where Polupoites is named 
as leader at 740 but then Leonteus is added at 745, OOK oTo$, &na T<$> yc 
AEOVTEU$. . .Aineias is joined as leader of the Dardanians by two sons of 
Antenor, Priam's chief counsellor at Troy. W h y ? Because Priam did not 
trust Aineias, as b suggests? O r because the two branches of the family 
remained to some extent intermingled (cf. 819-2on.) ? O r is it rather because-
this pair of verses is borrowed from 12.99^ where they exactly recur in a 
short and compressed list of Trojan and allied units? Arkhelokhos will be 
killed by Aias at 14.463-74, where his physical resemblance to Antenor is 
mockingly remarked; his death is avenged by Akamas (14.475-85), who 
himself dies at i6.342f. 

8 2 4 - 7 T H E ZELEIA CONTINGENT. 

824 T h e people of Zeleia are called Tp&ES in 826, yet their town is ' under 
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the furthest foot of Ida ' on the river AISEPOS, which runs into the Propontis 
some miles to the west of the later Kuzikos (Cyzicus); that they came from 
by the Aisepos is also stated in the main body of the poem, at 4.91. This 
puts ZELEIA some 70 miles ENE of Troy as the crow flies, on the edge 
of foothills which can only be called those of Mt Ida in a fairly loose sense. 

825 They are prosperous, &9V€ioi, perhaps because they 'drink the black 
water of Aisepos', for that implies that they live in its relatively fertile valley, 
rrivovrts... Alo^iroio is a delightful description which finds no exact 
counterpart in Homer; ptAav 06cop| (in which 'black* implies 'dark') is a 
formula (2X //., 4X Od.), not so common as itfAav oTpo|; here the order is 
reversed and u6cop assumes its naturally short upsilon as elsewhere within 
the verse. The Aisepos is one of the eight rivers listed at 12.20-2 as flowing 
into the sea from the Idaean hills. 

826-7 They are Trojans in a sense, just as Aineias' Dardanians were. 
T h e Dardanians belonged to the junior branch of the royal family, these 
do not; yet these first contingents from around the Troad have close 
associations with the Trojans in Troy (see on 819-20). Their leader is 
Pandaros, the famous archer who is to wound Menelaos in book 4 and be 
killed by Diomedes in book 5, where he is said to come from Lukie (5.105 
and 173) - although his troops are still called Troes there, most plainly at 
200. It is clear that this is not the historical Lycia, from which indeed, from 
the region round the Xanthos river, Sarpedon and Glaukos led the Lycian 
contingent at 876f.; Pandaros is never closely associated with them. It is 
sometimes assumed that he was originally Lycian and was transferred to 
the region of Troy by a confusion in the tradition (as e.g. by M . P. Nilsson, 
The Mycenaean Origin of Greek Mythology (Berkeley 1932) 57f.), but there is 
no other evidence to support such an assumption; if there was confusion, 
it was more probably caused by his connexion with Apollo AuKrjycWjs 
(4.101) as archer-god. And as T . W. Allen observed (Catalogue 151 n. 1), 
Lukos is a common Asiatic river-name, at least. 

827 Apollo's giving Pandaros his bow in person implies little or nothing 
more than that he was a famous archer; see the preceding note. 

828-34 THE ADRESTEIA CONTINGENT. 

828-9 Strabo's geography of the Troad was sometimes erratic, but he 
is the best guide we have (at 13.587-9) to the location of these places 
overlooking the upper Hellespont and south-western shore of the Propontis 
(Sea of Marmara). Taking them from west to east, PITUEIE was the 
predecessor of the later Lampsakos, near the point where the Hellespont 
broadens out; and MT TEREIA was probably close by (although it could have 
been near Zeleia). APAISOS (which is called Paisos when an Amphios 
succumbs at 5.612) was between Pitueie and the later Parion, which lay 
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some 20 miles east of Lampsakos. ADRESTEIA was the easternmost of the 
group, between Parion and the later Priapos (which lay some 12 miles east 
of Parion, still to the west of the river Granikos). 

TripciTis 6pos aliru corresponds with 603 KuAA/jvris 6pos aim/, and for 

6f)uov 'Amxicroul cf. 5 4 7 18f)pov 'Epex^nos. 

830 Ad rest os (presumably of Adresteia and a descendant of the epony-
mous founder) and Amphios are the two leaders; an Adrestos is captured, 
then killed, by Menelaos at 6-37ff., and yet another is killed by Patroklos 
at 16.694. Amphios has a linen tunic, he is Aivo6cbpT)£, like the Locrian Aias 
at 529; but when someone called Amphios who dwelt in Paisos but was son 
of Selagos is killed by the greater Aias at 5.612f. he obviously has normal 
armour - he is struck in the ¿oooTiFip at 615, and then at 62if. Aias is 
prevented by enemy pressure from 'removing his fine armour from his 
shoulders*. Aristarchus (Arn/A) dealt summarily with any possible con-
fusion by asserting that there was another Amphios, of Perkote, son of 
Elatos (which is probably a MS error for Selagos). The reference must be 
to the passage in book 5, which does not in fact call that Amphios a Per-
cosian (although Merops, the father of this one, is). 5.613f. adds that 
Amphios was rich in possessions and harvests, but that destiny led him to 
help the Trojans - a phrase which corresponds strikingly with 834, Kfjpes 
y 6 p firyov pcAavos 6avc5rroio. This recurs at 11.332; in fact the entire four 
verses 831-4 recur as 11.329-32, where Merops' two sons are killed in their 
chariot by Diomedes and Odysseus. This, then, is where the two sons of 
Merops as described in the catalogue are unambiguously killed (and that 
one of them is AivoScbpT^ and yet in a chariot can just be accepted); but 
there seems to be some confusion, nevertheless. My own conjecture is that 
it lies in the catalogue and not in the rest of the poem; the catalogue entry 
looks unimpeachable in itself, of quite high quality - but probably because 
much of it is derived from the encounter in book 11. That part, 2.831-4, 
could have been brought in to replace some simpler statement about Merops 
and his sons; but this would not remove the other problems. One would 
really like to put Merops where in an obvious sense he belongs, that is, with 
the Perkote contingent; but then the two sons killed at 11.328^ would be 
nameless, which is not Homeric. 

8 3 5 - 9 T H E PERKOTE CONTINGENT. 

8 3 5 - 6 ABUDOS and SESTOS controlled the Hellespont at its narrowest 
point, the former on its southern, the latter on its northern shore. The site 
of historical Abudos, a Milesian colony, lies just north-east of modern 
Kanakkale, with Sestos, always closely associated with it, opposite, PERKOTE, 

PRAKTIOS (also a river) and ARISBE had disappeared by Strabo*s time 
(13.590), but he reasonably placed them between Abudos and Lampsakos; 
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thus Merops* affiliation with Perkote at 831 is helped by physical proximity 
(though see the preceding note). These places therefore lie along the 
Hellespont, closer to Troy than those of the previous contingent. 

8 3 7 - 9 Their leader is Asios son of Hurtakos. His son Phainops was 
Hektor's dearest guest-friend and lived in Abudos according to 17.583^ but 
Asios himself comes from Arisbe and the river SELLEEIS, a relatively common 
river-name; he is to be distinguished from Hekabe's brother Asios who lived 
in Phrygia (16.717-19). It was suggested by b on 838 (perhaps after 
Aristonicus according to Erbse) that his horses are mentioned because they 
were concerned with his death at 13-384-93, where he comes to a painful 
end when attacking idomencus on foot, with his horses and chariot close 
behind him. That is made more likely when one observes that 838f., 
describing the horses, are identical with 12.96^, the beginning of Asios* 
imprudent venture in which he disobeys Poludamas' advice and takes his 
chariot into the thick of the fighting; in short, his chariot and horses are 
very much part of his quite considerable role in the central part of the Iliad. 
The author of this entry seems to know this. 

Perkote and Abudos were evidently in especially close touch with Hektor 
and the Trojans, judging by this and other references. Thus Melanippos was 
a cousin who herded his cattle at Perkote and came to help defend Troy, 
living in Priam's palace there (15-546-51); Iphidamas son of Antenor was 
raised by his grandfather in Thrace and came with twelve ships, which he 
left at Perkote, to fight at Troy (11.221-30); a half-brother of Hektor (one 
of Priam's illegitimate sons), Demokoon, came from Abudos for the same 
purpose (4.499f.). 

The repetition of Asios' name and patronymic, with reversal of their 
order, is elegantly done, although the composer of book 12 (from which 838f. 
are probably derived, see above) deserves most of the credit, just as he does 
for 837 (with its rare but effective formula opxapos <5cv5pcov) which is 
evidently derived from 12.110. Yet similar epanalepsis is found later in this 
Trojan list at 849f. and especially 87of. For the former, again, there is a 
model elsewhere: 849^ of the river Axios, is closely similar to 21.157C 
(although with oO... tmiciSvonrcn aTav for 6s...£rrl yoriav Trjcriv). But the 
latter is unparalleled: 'Apcptpaxos Kai Nacrrrjs f)yTiffdo0Tjv, | N6OTTIS 
'Ap9ipax6s T£. . .The virtuosity of these repetitions and reversals should not 
be exaggerated, but it remains clear, nevertheless, both that the composer 
of the Trojan list knew the rest of the poem very well indeed (including the 
Achaean list) and that he was in addition a reasonably accomplished poet. 

8 4 O - 3 THE CONTINGENT OF PELASGOI. 

840—1 <pOAa of a particular tribe or people is not so used elsewhere in 
the Iliad (see also on 362-3). The Pelasgoi are fcyxeaiVcopot, an epithet 
which recurs twice in the Iliad and once in the Odyssey, and the second 
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element of which (etymology unknown, probably meaning something like 
'glorying in', cf. Chantraine, Diet. s.v. iyx°S) is found in lopcopoi, 2X //.; 
see on 4.242. LARISA was a place-name particularly associated with the 
Pelasgoi, ancient inhabitants of Greece (cf. fltAaoytKiv "Apyos, the home-
land of Akhilleus, at 681, also Apollodorus 11.4.4). Strabo (9.440) mentions 
no less than eleven Larisas; one was north of the later Hamaxitos on the 
west coast of the Troad (Strabo 13.620; Cook, Troad 219-21), which would 
suit the proximity of this contingent to the preceding ones from in and 
around the Troad - although when Hippothoos dies before Troy at 17.301 
it is said to be 'far from Larisa'. That caused Strabo to opt for the Larisa 
near Kume, further south, but he was probably wrong. The Pelasgoi are 
stationed near the Leleges at 10.429, and the Leleges lived in Pedasos in 
the Troad according to 21.86f. 

842-3 For the naming of one leader first, as though he were the only 
one, then adding another (or others), cf. 822f., 870 (after 867), and, in the 
Achaean list, 651. Pulaios is a nobody, but Hippothoos was unwise enough 
to grab the foot of the dead Patroklos at 17.288ff. and be slain on top of 
him by Aias at 298-303. His grandfather Teutamos has a name which is 
Illyrian rather than Asiatic (von Kamptz, Personennamen 345f.), although a 
Teutamos was king of Assyria at this time according to an extravagant 
account in Diodorus 2.22.1. Allen noted (Catalogue 153) that the Iliad gives 
some Trojans or allies, usually minor ones, Greek names, as with 
Hippothoos; others have clearly Asiatic names like Priamos himself; others 
have probably Asiatic names disguised as Greek, like Astuanax and 
Kassandra. In the present Trojan list nearly all the personal names are 
Greek, which emphasizes their fictitious origins. 

8 4 4 — 5 0 T H E CONTINGENTS OF T H R A C I A N S , KIKONES A N D PAEONIANS. 

844-5 The THREIKES are the first of the three contingents of European 
allies, moving from east to west; the Hellespont'fences them in* in the sense 
of providing a southern boundary for them, as it also provides a northern 
one, in the same phrase (used also at 617 in the Achaean list), for Priam's 
kingdom at 24-544f. Akamas is no more conspicuous than his Dardanian 
homonym (there are others, too) of 823 - Ares takes his likeness at 5.462, 
then he is killed at 6.7f., where his father is given as Eussoros. His colleague 
Peiroos is successful against Diores at 4.517-20, where his name is contracted 
as Peiros, his father is Imbrasos and he comes from Ainos; his son Rhigmos 
is killed by Akhilleus in the river, but he himself appears to have survived. 

846-7 The KIKONES have another leader, Mentes, at 17.73, Euphemos 
here being distinguished by nothing except his unusually-named father and 
grandfather. They are more conspicuous in the Odyssey, where their town 
Ismaros was attacked by Odysseus and his companions according to Od. 
9-39ff-
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8 4 8 - 5 0 The PAIONES come TT)A6&£V, 'from afar* (as similarly for the last 
of each of the following main groups of allies), from AMUDON on the river 
AXIOS (modern Vardar) which flows into the Thermaic gulf right across in 
Macedonia. The Paeonians are archers here but spearmen at 21.155; their 
leader Puraikhmes is killed by Patroklos in book 16, where 288 is closely 
similar to 849 here. The most distinguished Paeonian is Asteropaios, not 
mentioned here since at 21.155f. he says that he has only been at Troy for 
ten days. He claims the river Axios as his grandfather and describes it in 
similar terms to 849ft cf. 21.158 65 KAAAIOTOV OScop ITT\ yaiav ITJCTIV - this 
being part of a complex of overlapping fonnular systems, e.g. dawn bdBvorro 
Tra<7crv £IT* aTav etc., Nireus is 6S wiAAicrros &vf)p Crrr6 "lAiov fiAOs, 673. The 
Axios was well known to be muddy, in fact (Strabo 7, frag. 23 quoted by 
Erbse 1, 346), and Paeonian devotion to it may have come into the tradition 
from some patriotic source. 

8 5 1 - 7 THE CONTINGENTS OF PAPHLAGONES AND HALIZONES. 

8 5 1 The leader of the PAPHLAGONES is Pulaimenes, who became 
notorious in the critical tradition for being killed at 5.576 and still alive at 
13.658. The 'shaggy heart of so-and-so* (on the lines of {MTI 'HPOKATJEIT] 
and so on) is used only once else in the Iliad, of Patroklos at 16.554. 

852 This verse is a not very elegant rising threefolder. The Enetoi in 
historical times were settled in Illyria and famous for horses; nothing else 
(cf. Strabo 12.543) is known about these supposed Asiatic forebears. The 
'wild mules' have caused much zoological dismay (cf. e.g. G. Devereux, 
JHS 85 (1965) 29-32, who excludes the possibility of wild asses from this 
region), since mules cannot propagate themselves; but Priam's at 24.278 
were a gift from the Mysians, who came from the same general area (see 
858-61, where nothing is said about mules). Probably ¿rypoTep&oov is used 
loosely, meaning that these mules were allowed to run wild after they had 
been bred, or (as A b suggested) that they were suitable for work in the fields. 

8 5 3 - 5 These verses were perhaps not read by Apollodorus in the second 
book of his treatise on the catalogues, ilcpl vrjcov; nor by Eratosthenes who 
was his main source there. The matter is not so clear as the apparatus criticus 
of O C T ad toe. suggests; the argument depends solely on Strabo (7.298 and 
12.553), n o t accept their criticisms of Homer's Asiatic geography, 
in particular that Homer 'did not know the coastline' of Paphlagonia (since 
KUTOROS, SESAMOS, KROMNA, AIGIALOS and ERUTHINOI were agreed by Strabo 
himself to be ranged along the southern shore of the Black Sea; e.g. Kutoros 
was an emporium of Sinope according to Strabo 12.544, and Aigialos reveals 
its position by its name). Nevertheless Apollodorus' criticism of 'not 
knowing the coastline' probably does imply a text which lacked Kutoros 
and the rest, although that is not absolutely certain. That would accord with 
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Pompey later placing the inland Paphlagonians under the rule of 
Pulaimenes' descendants (Strabo 12.541), suggesting an inland origin for 
the family. Finally Callisthenes, according to Strabo 12.542, added an 
implausible verse about the Kaukones (not otherwise located despite a 
couple of mentions in the rest of the poem) after 855, and transposed 854 
to apply to them; that is, he did not read 854 (which there carries 853 and 
855 with it) under the Paphlagonian entry. In any case the listing of so many 
as five towns is unparalleled for a single contingent in this Trojan list; taking 
all things together these verses do look like a learned interpolation of the 
post-Homeric era of Black-Sea colonization. Allen, Catalogue 157, suggested 
that they might have come from a Trojan catalogue which is known to have 
been included in the Cypria. 

8 5 6 - 7 The HALIZONES are briefly mentioned again only when their 
leader Odios is killed by Agamemnon at 5.39; his colleague Epistrophos does 
not even achieve that (he has namesakes at 2.517 and 692). This whole 
contingent seems unreal; TT^AE merely makes it furthest from Troy in its 
group, but 'ALUBE where is the birth of silver' (ycv&At) only here in Homer) 
cannot be located, although Strabo 12.549 followed others in connecting 
it with Khalube home of the Khalubes, famous miners of iron. Similar and 
equally specious attempts were made to connect the Halizones themselves 
with the Amazones. There is more to be said for the suggestion that Alube 
recalls the Halus river, which runs mainly through Paphlagonian territory; 
Halus was a Hittite name and the Hittites were major suppliers of silver to 
the Greek world in the 2nd millennium B.C. 

8 5 8 - 6 3 THE MYSIAN AND PHRYGIAN CONTINGENTS. 

858 T . W. Allen was too severe when he wrote that ' T h e Musoi might 
be in the moon' (Catalogue 161); the historical MUSOI are firmly located to 
the south-east of the Troad, with Phrygia further away in the same 
direction, which perfectly suits this new radius; see also Strabo 12.564. The 
Musoi who are linked with the Thracians at 13.4-6 must be a different 
branch. Ennomos and Khromis took part in the fight for Patroklos' body 
(17.218, where Khromis becomes Khromios); the former is said at 86of. to 
have succumbed to Akhilleus in the fight in the river, but is not specifically 
mentioned in book 21. 

8 5 9 - 6 1 Aristarchus (Am/A) athetized 86of. on that ground, without-
clear justification. For the motif of the seer who tries to prevent his sons' 
death, or fails to foresee his own, cf., most immediately, Merops at 831-4. 

862-3 We learn more about the PHRUGES from the rest of the poem than 
we do here: that Priam served with their huge army under Otreus and 
Mugdon against the Amazons, close to the Sangarios river (3.184-90); and 
that Hekabe's brother Asios came from Phrygia (i6.7i8f.). Here they are 
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led by Phorkus and Askanios (who at 13.792^., however, is said to be a 
recent replacement at that point); they come from ASKANIE, hardly a lake 
since it would typically be identified as such in Homer, but a region which 
gave its name to the large lake near the later Nicaea, some 20 miles south 
of the extreme eastern arm of Propontis. 

8 6 4 — 7 7 THE MAEONIAN, CARIAN AND LYCIAN CONTINGENTS. 

8 6 4 - 6 The leaders of the MEIONES, Mesthles and Antiphos, are sons of 
Talaimenes and the 'GYGAEAN L A K E ' under Mt Tmolos. Nymphs give birth 
to mortals in the epic tradition, usually Naiads of river rather than lake as 
here; indeed at 20.384f. a Naiad gave birth to Iphition, whose father was 
Otrunteus, in this very region,' under snowy Tmolos in the rich community 
of Hude'. The Gygaean lake, said to be near the tomb of Aluattes (north 
of Sardis) by Herodotus, 1.93.5, w a s presumably named after an ancestor 
of the famous Guges. Mesthles makes one other brief appearance; Antiphos 
(who has an Achaean homonym at 678 and a Trojan one at 4.489) does 
not even do that. At 5.43c. another Maeonian, Phaistos, comes from T a m e 
(which it is probably wrong to identify with Atarneus facing Lesbos); at 
20.390-2 Iphition (mentioned just above) is further said to have been born 
fcrri Muvti I rvyai-q by the Hullos and Hermos rivers. One cannot help 
wondering whether this assertion is not the source of the somewhat stark 
and surprising statement of the catalogue here, that the Gygaean lake gave 
birth to the two (other) leaders. The rest of the poem adds the river 
Kaustrios and Mt Sipulos (2.461 and 24.615) to the description of this 
Maeonian region, which is surprisingly detailed considering that it lies -
exceptionally for this whole list — some way inland. Was this why some 
people named Homer's father as Maion at least as early as Hellanicus in 
the fifth century B.C., according to C.ertamen 20? 

867-9 The KARES (who according to io.428f. were stationed close to the 
Paiones, Pelasgoi, Leleges and Kaukones) are pappapoqxbvoov, which 
means on any interpretation of f&pftapos that they do not speak Greek — 
which is surprising since MILETOS was a Minoan foundation certainly inhab-
ited by Mycenaean Greeks toward the end of the Bronze Age. Their home-
land is further identified here by the river MAIANDROS and MT MUKALE, 

well-known landmarks at any period, but also by MT PHTHIRES which be-
came a source of controversy in the later scholarly tradition. Too much can 
perhaps be made of this; Hecataeus of Miletos, the first great geographer, 
according to Strabo 14.635 identified it with Mt Latmos, which directly 
overlooks Miletos and is the third conspicuous natural feature of this whole 
region. Others disagreed, but Hecataeus was after all a native Milesian who 
worked no more than a couple of centuries or so after Homer; he was in 
a good position to identify an archaic local name correctly. Page, HHI I42f., 
made much of the difficulty, and assumed that because in Strabo's words 
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Hecataeus thought Latmos was Homer's Phthires, this was a mere conjecture 
on his part. That does not follow - Strabo simply gives Hecataeus' opinion. 
We cannot safely conclude, as Page does, that Phthires was a prehistoric 
name, and therefore the Trojan catalogue a prehistoric document. According 
to the b scholiast, OfoTpes (sic) got its name from small pine-cones being 
called Mice', which is not impossible; other less probable solutions are 
recorded by Eustathius, 368.13. That the mountain was closely forested is 
suggested by its epithet dcxpiTdxpuAAov, a term unique in Homer (although 
cf. &KptT6jiu6c ofThersites at 246) but which must mean4 with dense leaves* 
(so that you could not distinguish them). 

870-1 For the repetition with reversal of word-order cf. 837f. 
('YpTcndBTis fjpX* "ACTIOS • • • I "Acnos 'YpTcwiBrjs) and 84gf.; for the mention 
of one leader alone (Nastes at 867), then with another, a brother, added, 
cf. 840-2. The present instance is discussed, and its considerable skill noted, 
in the last paragraph of the comment on 837-9. 

Neither Nastes nor this Amphimakhos (there is another one, a leader of 
the Epeans, at 620 and elsewhere) will be mentioned outside this passage; 
in particular the latter is not named as a victim of Akhilleus in the river, 
as 874?. suggests he will be; but the same is so with the Mysian Ennomos, 
see on 858. 

872 One of the brothers has golden ornaments like a girl; according to 
Aristarchus (Arn/A) it is Amphimakhos, which is grammatically more likely 
since his was the last name to be mentioned. Simonides had evidently taken 
it to be Nastes, but also mistook the gold for golden armour - it is hard to 
credit that he made this mistake in view of ĴUTE xouprj, and Aristarchus was 
certainly right that the gold must have been in the form of brooches in the 
hair, if wrong to characterize this as a non-Greek custom. Indeed he 
correctly compared Amphimakhos with Euphorbos at 17.5if., whose 4hair 
like the Graces' was wet with blood]and his locks which were fastened in 
wasp-brooches [ I C T ^ K C O V T O ] with silver and gold'. But Euphorbos, who is 
probably the model here, was not a barbarian in any sense (nor are his 
girlish tastes exactly a 'mark ofoutlandishness' as stated in Companion 305^); 
he is a A<5rp6orvos Avrjp at i6.8o7f., and that means a real Trojan since his 
father Panthoos is one of Priam's trusted senior councillors, Bnuoyipovrcs, 
at 3.146-9. 

873 This verse is close to 20.296, VI^TTIOS' oiibi T I ol x p c ^ C P 1 * ) ^ 1 Auypov 
fcAsBpov (in which the last noun-epithet phrase occurs 6x //.). brtjpKEcrE is 
paralleled in Homer only at Od. 17.568, so the substitution is quite a 
sophisticated one. 

874-5 Down to kv TTOTcrucp repeats 86of., with the rest of 875 describing 
quite effectively what happened to the gold. 5ai9pcov is used of Akhilleus 
several times, and is perhaps especially appropriate to his sharpness here 
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in detecting and stripping off the unusual articles of value; but see on 5.181. 
In short the whole description of the Carian leaders is well composed, 
making use of motifs and turns of phrase from elsewhere, but with a 
difference. 

876-7 THE LYCIAN CONTINGENT. 

876-7 It is remarkable that the Lukioi, Lycians, who are the most 
important allies in the rest of the poem, are confined to these two closing 
verses, which sound almost like an afterthought. Yet their position is logical 
enough, depending on their being at the end (as 877 TT}A68EV confirms) of 
this final chain of allies. One might, nevertheless, have expected some 
further development and detail to round off the whole list and give weight 
to this important contingent; in addition, a resumptive verse (at least), like 
760 for the Achaean list, has probably been lost. Sarpedon and Glaukos are 
the most prominent individuals after Hektor himself to be mentioned in the 
whole Trojan list, the latter especially in his encounter with Diomedes in 
book 6 (in which the migration to Lycia of his grandfather Bellerophon is 
recounted), the former at many points until his death at Patroklos' hands 
in book 16; moreover Lukie and the Lukioi are mentioned independently 
on several occasions. Lycia, in the south-western corner of Asia Minor, was 
indeed remote and relatively inaccessible even in historical times; but the 
Xanthos river valley was its most fertile stretch, and it is a mistake to be 
concerned (like HSL 179) because no pottery earlier than Late Geometric 
has been found from the historical city-site there. That reveals nothing 
whatever about the probable date of this entry, since this historical site is 
not a typical Mycenaean one, and little exploration for early settlement-sites 
in other parts of the valley has been carried out so far. 

Conclusions on the Trojan catalogue 

The following factors are relevant. 
(1) The scantiness of the Trojan catalogue compared with the Achaean 

might make it look like an afterthought, but it has quite an elaborate and 
well-composed introductory scene, 780-815. Moreover its brevity may be 
deliberate, so as to throw more emphasis on the Achaeans. 

(2) The three features often said to indicate an origin in the Late Bronze 
Age (and certainly before the Ionian migration to the Asia Minor coast), 
namely the references to Alube, Mt Phthires and the barbarophone Carians 
of Miletos, actually do nothing of the sort. The first is semi-mythical in any 
event, and, if it is a memory of Hittites, that could have survived for centur-
ies into the Iron Age. That Phthires was so ancient a name that it could not 
be identified later is disproved by Hecataeus. Miletos had been inhabited 
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by Greek-speakers since at least the fourteenth century B.C., and the 
reference to non-Greek-speaking Carians must be deliberately archaizing. 

(3) The list is relatively detailed for the northern Troad, the Hellespont 
and southern Propontis, and reveals more than one might expect about 
Maeonia (around Sardis) and Caria. The gaps are primarily the western 
Black Sea and Bosporos, and the central Aegean coast. Knowledge of the 
Troad and Hellespont was available quite early through sporadic trade, but 
the Black Sea was not fully penetrated until after 900. The southern Troad 
was perhaps omitted because of Akhilleus' attacks there in the rest of the 
poem; the omission of the whole coast (including Ephesos and Smurne) 
down to Miletos must be due to archaizing, and Maeonian knowledge may 
be the result of personal interest in the region by a member of the poetical 
tradition. Smurne was, of course, one of the strongest contenders to be the 
birthplace of Homer himself. 

(4) There are obvious differences from the Achaean catalogue (especially 
in the leader-modes, the number of towns, the epithets), but also similarities: 
common motifs or manners of speaking, e.g. the seer who mistakes the 
future; the 'not alone b u t . . . ' addition; carefully developed epanalepsis; 
the idea of'routes* or 'radii' as organizing principle (see p. 250 above). 

(5) The list contains important passages and details apparently derived 
from other parts of the Iliad: 831 the sons of Merops, 865 the Gygaean lake, 
872 golden ornaments. The first two of these may show some distortion or 
misunderstanding in the process. 

(6) But the rest of the poem has additional information about some 
regions and contingents which could have been borrowed, but is not; e.g. 
about Paiones, Phruges, Kaukones. There is no such careful process of 
up-dating as there was in the Achaean list, e.g. over Protesilaos, to account 
for late arrivals like Asteropaios. 

(7) The list contains a few felicitous ideas or expressions which are not 
exactly paralleled elsewhere, including 825 'drinking the black water', 
87off. the Carian leaders. 

These factors do not lead to a firm conclusion, and it would be foolish 
to press for one on the present state of the evidence. But they seem to me to 
suggest that the Trojan list is not, and is not strictly based on, a pre-
historic document; that the omission of facts known to Ionian settlers is 
more probably the result of conscious archaizing than of temporal priority; 
that composition was the work of a singer, perhaps indeed Homer himself, 
who knew both the Achaean catalogue and the details of the whole poem, 
but selected from them erratically at times, and perhaps at a relatively 
late stage of adjustment and refinement. 
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j-14 The two armies advance against each other across the plain 

x T h e forces on each side have been described, together with their leaders, 
in book 2; this verse provides a brief resumption and leads to further images 
of the armies as they advance. f|ycu6v£aaiv ^ - o | is a formula, 4X //., 
and the whole verse has much in common with 12.87 TrevTocxa Koapr)8£vTes 

F|YETI6V£AAIV ITTOVTO. 

2 - 1 4 T h e language and ideas of the assembling of the two armies in the 
previous Book are repeatedly evoked: the noise of the Trojans (2.803c and 
810), the comparison with clangorous birds (2.459ff.), ol 8' ftp* Tctov of the 
Achaeans (at 8 and 2.780), the mountain peaks which blaze with fire at 
2.456 but are shrouded in mist at 10, in both cases to illustrate an aspect 
of a marching army, with the same final verse £px6uevov.. .TTESIOIO 

(14 = 2.785). T h e repetitions and overlapping imagery serve to link the 
elaborate scenes of preparation with the actual advance of each army, and 
further to integrate the catalogues into the whole scene. 

3—5 T h e simile is closely related to 2.459-65, one of the set introducing 
the Achaean catalogue. There the birds w e e geese, cranes or swans in the 
Asian meadow by the river Kaustrios, settling in front of each other with 
loud cries, 463 KAayyrj86v TrpoKcrfhjdvTcov. Here, they arc cranes taking off 
for their migration from the darkness of winter to the streams of Okeanos 
(which indicates the ends of the earth rather than specifically the south). 
T h e common elements are the cranes, their noise (xAayy/), KXcxyyi^86v), and 
more loosely their landing or taking off and their association with rivers. 
For the noise made by the Trojans cf. 2. 8o3f. and 810, and for an explicit 
contrast with the silent Achaeans cf. 4.428-36, where they are compared 
with bleating sheep. KAayyrj, 'strident noise' (of birds, warriors, a bow-
string), is from KXAJCO, from which KtKXnyws -ovnres (tox //.), also exAay^av 
at 1.46 of Apollo's arrows. T h e noun is emphatically repeated twice within 
the simile; of the Trojans it is reinforced by tvo-m5), a more general term 
for 'voice ' or 'shout' , especially of the battle-cry but also of birds. With 
ovpav68i irp6| compare *IAi60i up6| (3X //., ix Od.) and f)co9i Trp6| ( i x //., 
2X Od.); the adverbial locative suffix -81 (cf. Chantraine, GH 1, 244-6) is 
used in a special way mainly for metrical convenience, although oupcxv6o 
Trp6 is possible. T h e meaning is ' in front of heaven', that is, up in the air, 
with the vault of sky as background. 

4 ' A n d they when they come to flee from winter and boundless rain', 
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a brilliant and unusual description (with formular elements, e.g. ôpPpoç| 
etc. 4X //., 3X Od., àOéoqxrroç oTvo$| Od. 11.61 ), in which àOéo^ccTos as well 
as the hendiadys seems to convey something of the birds' horror of winter. 
11 means4 immense ',4 unnatural ' almost, because4 not decreed by the gods ', 
à-Bta-çcrTos (unless the à- is not strictly privative, a possibility considered 
by Chantraine, Did. s.v. Oéaçcrros). 

5-6 The war of the cranes and Pygmies (4fist-like men', from m/y-
|it| = fist) is not elsewhere referred to by Homer, but was a popular theme 
later, first on the foot of the Attic black-figure François vase painted by 
Kleitias of about 570 B.C. (and on at least three other black-figure pots), 
then in Hecataeus (AbT on 6). Herodotus 3.37.2 alludes to a pygmy-like 
cult-statue in upper Egypt, and at 2.32.6 had heard of little men in the heart 
of Africa; the idea of pygmies may have been based on fact - Aristotle 
thought so too, and that they lived in caves (Hist. An. 8.597a6). The strange 
idea of their war with cranes was perhaps derived from a lost Egyptian 
folk-tale, although Willcock ad loc. could be right that the birds' flying in 
formation may have something to do with envisaging them as an army, 
çôvov xai KT)pa çépovTEç recurs at 2.352 (and çôvov KOCI Krjpa 2X It. 
elsewhere) ; on the language see also the next comment. 

7 pépiai,4 through the air' here (cf. i.497n. and Vergil, Ceorgics 1.375). 
For the second half of the verse compare 11.529 KCTKÎJV !pi6a TTPO^OCAÔVTEÇ, 

Od. 6.92 6ocôç épi8a -TTpoçcpouaai and (in the middle voice) Od. 8.210 IpiSa 
Trpoçéprprai àéOXcov. The whole 3-verse addition about the cranes and 
Pygmies is heavily formular but has a naive tone (e.g. in the repetition of 
KAayyrj and çépouaai), Trpcxpépovrai |) appropriate to its probable folk-tale 
origin. 

8-9 For Achaean silence as opposed to Trojan and allied clamour see 
also 4.428-36, where the Achaean commanders give their essential orders 
but the rest advance in utter silence. Here, the silence indicates discipline 
and resolve (as well as unity of language in contrast with the Trojans), 
emphasized by uivca TTVEIOVTES and êv ncpaoms. The Trojans have 
had the hostile cranes to symbolize their martial spirit (and their foreignness, 
too) ; the Achaeans simply have this plain and factual statement of their 
calm determination. 

ÀAcÇéuev &XAf)Xoici,4to come to each other's help'; the verb is common 
(most often meaning 4ward o f f ) , the phrase not exactly paralleled in 
Homer. It does not imply so much as êv TCN$ çàAayÇi, as b writes. 

10-14 Now comes a fresh simile that applies to both armies together; 
for the juxtaposition of similes, especially to illustrate general movement, 
cf. 2.144-6 and 147C, and exceptionally the sequence at 2.455!^ Formally 
this one illustrates the clouds of dust as they march, which restricts visibility 
to a stone's throw; but the shepherds high up in the mountains are one of 
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Homer's symbols of isolation and potential menace, and here everything is 
shrouded in mist and they are at the mercy, of sheep-rustlers. 

xo Aristarchus (Did/A) accepted EOT'(E) in the sense of/jim, 'as when', 
although the Chian and Massiliote texts had kept F|VT* itself at the cost of 
following it with the post-Homeric contracted form 6pevs. 19.386 is the only 
other similar use of ECHTE, which normally in Homer means simply 
'when'. 

x 1—1 a The epigrammatic concision is typical of the simile-style, as is the 
inclusion of other minor comparisons (night, stone's-throw) and more 
broadly the sharp visual observation of details that are typical in a sense 
and yet moving and suggestive in themselves. That typical aspect is 
inconspicuously brought out by generalizing TE in 11 (as it also was in 4; 
both T'S in 12 are part of the T6<XCTOV. . .5ooov construction). 

13 AcAA/js is nothing to do with &AAt) = storm, as Aristophanes 
(Did/bT) had thought; Aristarchus (Am/A) corrected him on this and saw 
that &EAAT*IS is a different word, unique here in Homer, a form of (prob-
ably Aeolic) AoAM)s (&oAA&s -a$ i8x //.), 'compact', cf. Ionic &Af|S 
and Chantraine, Diet, under that word (untypically, he misrepresents 
Aristarchus here). 

14 = 2.785; see on 2-14. 

15-120 Paris-Alexandros is shamed by Hektor into agreeing to fight a duel with 

Menelaos to resolve the issue. The two armies are overjoyed, and heralds are despatched 

to fetch king Priam, and also animals, for an oath-sacrifice 

15 The first use of a formular verse that will appear 12X II. in all. 
16 Trpopdxi^Ev: this means something more than merely to be TTp6paxos 

(38X II.), a 'front fighter' in the usual sense of one of the front rank closest to 
the enemy. Like TTpopAxeoOat the verb implies going out as a fighter by 
oneself- so Aias at 17.358^ tells the Achaeans that none of them should go 
out in front, Trpou&xEo6ai, above the others, ££oxov &AAcov, but should 
remain in close formation; and at 20.376 Apollo tells Hektor not to 
challenge Akhilleus by going out ahead, IITJKITI TRDPTTAV' Ax»AAfj'i TTPOPDYI^E. 

So Alexandros was behaving here like a challenger on behalf of the Trojans 
by constantly going out ahead of the rest as the armies approached each 
other. This was boastful and imprudent behaviour, typical of the man no 
doubt, and skilfully introduced as a credible piece of behaviour which 
diverts the expected clash of armies into an individual duel - and thus helps 
to fulfil the composer's evident purpose, partly exemplified in the catalogues 
of the preceding Book, of delaying the beginning of mass fighting for as long 
as possible. 

Paris (as we tend to call him) is mentioned here for the first time in the 
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poem and is named no! París but Alexandras. This is by far his commonest 
appellation (45X //., including 2ix in this Book, against 13X (including 
Dusparis) and only 3X in this Book for Paris). There is no difference in the 
nuance of the two names, and when Paris is used for the first time at 325 
it is without any special comment or implication. The poet must, of course, 
have found it useful to have two such metrical alternatives at his disposal. 
Usually but not invariably he uses the longer form in the second part of 
the verse, the shorter in the first part; 'AAé^crvSpos -v 6EO«6f|s -éa is his 
regular description at the verse-end (12X), and it must have been sometimes 
useful, as here, to mention his god-like beauty and consequent vanity. Yet 
it would have been no insuperable hardship to make do without using the 
name Paris at all. But it is clear that Priam's beautiful son had, and was 
known by, both names; they are fixed in the tradition. Nilsson (GgrR 476 
n.t) suggested not very plausibly (after P. Kretschmer, Glotta 13, (1924) 
211) that he was a combination of two separate legendary or mythical 
figures; it is probably more to the point that Paris is clearly a non-Greek 
name - Illyrian according to von Kamptz, Personermamen 340f.; comparisons 
with Thracian TTópis = 'fighter' and Sanskrit para = 'best one' have also 
been made - whereas Alexandras is Greek. Yet the status even of Alexandros 
itself is disputed, since there was a Hittitc name, AlaküanduS, of which it 
might be a Greek form. This was F. Sommer's view, and is accepted by von 
Kamptz, op. cit. 94f. Kretschmer on the other hand considered the name 
to be unambiguously Greek (Glotta 24 (1935) 242ff.), and this is now 
supported by the female name Alexandra on a Mycenae tablet (cf. 
J. Chadwick, The Mycenaean World (Cambridge 1976) 61 and 66f.). Un-
doubted Greek compounds in -av6po$, including names, are especially 
frequent in the Asia Minor colonial foundations; cf. Chantraine, Diet. s.v. 

4 

ócWjp, and for further references LfgrE s.v. *AA££av8pos. 
17—20 Paris' costume and equipment are a surprise. He was admittedly 

renowned as an archer (and shot Akhilleus with the fatal arrow according 
to the post-Homeric tradition), and there was nothing to prevent him 
equipping himself as such for the Trojan march-out; but in that case he 
would not be prancing ahead of the rest, for archers operated from cover 
(and certainly did not issue challenges implicit or otherwise). Nor did they 
normally wear leopard-skins as here (17 irapSocAéiiv); Dolon wore a wolf-skin 
for night work at 10.334, but that is different. Nor, above all, did they clutter 
themselves with pain of spears as at 18. Either the poet is making him out 
to be quite eccentric, which is unlikely; or the poet is being a little 
careless - carried away, perhaps, by the convenient and progressive cumu-
lation of the harmless £190$ into adding items which go with a sword but 
not with the bow; or there has been subsequent elaboration. Both Zenodotus 
and Aristarchus thought so; the former athetized 18-20 (Arn/A on 18), the 
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latter only 19-20 (Am/A), which does not, of course, help the dilemma over 
equipment but is directed against the improbability of anyone so equipped 
issuing a challenge. Zenodotus' broader athetesis deals with the whole 
problem and should be taken seriously; 15-17 can be directly followed by 
21 with no real loss, and with a certain gain not only over the mixed 
equipment but also over the interpretation of 16 Trpopaxijev which is 
implicit in 7Tp0KaA(3€T0 in 19 - see on 19 -20 below. 

18 The two spears are especially strange equipment for one also 
carrying a bow, but they are also unusual for a spearman. The regular spear 
is a heavy thrusting spear, and only one of these is carried; that is what 
Paris will arm himself with when he comes to prepare for the duel at 338. 
On six other occasions in the Iliad a single warrior is specifically said to be 
armed with a pair of spears; these must have been light javelins, primarily 
for throwing rather than thrusting. Sometimes a description of combat 
becomes confused and conflates elements of both styles of armament, so that 
a thrusting spear is thrown like a javelin (which must have been difficult), 
or a warrior begins with a single spear and then is assumed to have a second 
one in reserve; such cases will be noted as they arise. The specific instances 
of ETAETO Soups etc. (i.e. a singular verb with the dual form of 86pu, spear, 
as object) are interesting, since they show signs of a formular system 
concerning this dual-spear armament, which was therefore traditional -
although not nearly so broadly established as the systems built round e.g. 
Soupi and eyxos, each used over IOOX in the poem. The elements of the 
8oupe-system are illustrated by these three verses (including the present 
one): 

3.18 KCU £(90$' aOrap 6 SoOpe Suco KEKopu6p£va XCXAKCO 

11.43 eTArro 6* AAxipa SoCpe 8vto KExopuOiitva xaAxw 
16.139 ETAETO 6 ' 6AKIMC( Soupe T 6 ol TTOAAHT^LV &p/)pEi. 

Note that a dual noun can be qualified by a plural epithet, e.g. 
KEKopuOiiiva. 

1 9 - 2 0 He is actually wielding, TTAAACOV, these spears, presumably one 
in each hand. Moreover, either by this action or by words that are not 
reproduced, he is specifically challenging the Achaean champions to fight 
(•irpoKaAljETO, imperfect, 'was continuously challenging1). Whether that 
means in single combat or not is doubtful; Leaf has drawn attention to the 
implications of 20 tv alvfj 8T]YOTT)TI, which suggests a general encounter. 
That would accord with Trpou<&xijEV in 16, perhaps; it was noted there that 
Paris' behaviour was provocative, and could lead on to the concept of an 
individual duel; and yet it could also lead simply to engagement between 
the TTp6pccxoi, that is, to fighting on the usual Homeric model. The 
uncertainty over the implications of TrpoKaAljrro is not incompatible with 
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the idea that 18-20 may be an addition to the strict Homeric conception 
at this point. 

21-37 There follows a carefully opposed pair of descriptions of Menelaos 
and Paris, introduced in each case by the formular phrase TÓV 6* cos ouv 
¿VÓT)OEV and followed by an extended simile to illustrate the hero's particular 
emotions and reactions. The Menelaos passage consists of 9 verses, the 
balancing Paris one of 8, and they are followed by an exchange between 
Hektor and Paris, from 38 to 75, of equally symmetrical construction. 

21—2 Menelaos can hardly fail to sec Paris, as he' comes with long strides 
in front of the throng'; iioncpá fhpás -ácr6cov is used six times elsewhere of 
powerful movement, and is echoed by ú\fi P»pávTa which implies an excess 
of confidence at 13.371. 

23-7 His immediate reaction is of delight, as a lion is delighted when 
he comes on a dead stag or wild goat when he is hungry. He devours it avidly, 
liáAa yáp T E K O T E O O Í E I , even if the hunters with their hounds try to drive 
him off: this is the added detail that goes beyond the stated point of 
comparison (here, delight) and is typical of the developed Homeric simile. 
Sometimes, however, the addition creates a resonance with the main 
situation, and that may be so here; for Menelaos' delight is associated with 
determination to take his revenge, as will be implied in 28. The simile-action 
is set out with greater rhetoric than precision. Presumably the hunters have 
killed the dead animal, and the lion's determination is justified by his 
hunger, mivácov; but one might have expected him to be able to make a 
kill, in this hunting country, by himself; also, as Aristarchus observed (cf. 
Ap. Soph. 148.23, quoted by Erbse 1, 360), owvia (etc.) in Homer seems 
to apply only to dead bodies (5X //., 3X Od.), and lions generally do not eat 
corpses - although they might eat an animal just killed. In any case the same 
problem arises in two other lion-similes, at 11.479IT. and 13.198fT. That may 
be an excess of criticism, and the fact is that iion-similes, in particular, tend 
to be somewhat vague. Lions were no doubt known, in northern Greece and 
parts of Asia Minor at least, but even so description of their habits would 
be prone to distortion by hearsay and imagination. 

27-8 The poet's tableau of the two contrasting enemies is made even 
sharper by the juxtaposition of their names in 27; then the cumulative 
phrase which follows in 28, otiose in itself, renders the second half of the 
verse all the more striking: 'he believed he would (be able to) take 
vengeance on the transgressor', the man who had stolen his wife. 9<5rro in 
contexts like this, literally 'said' (i.e. to himself), often means little more 
than 'thought'. 

30-« In the preceding verse Menelaos has leapt down from his chariot 
(which in realistic terms should hardly be in the front line at thisjuncture - on 
chariots in front see on 4.297-300) and evidently means business; Paris sees 
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him (in the same phrase as was used of Menelaos in the corresponding verse 
21) and is shaken to the core, 31 KcrrrrrX^yTi 9lXov ?)Top, 'was smitten in 
his dear heart' - 9iAov in the formula 9IA0V fjTop is always hard to trans-
late, since it means more than 'own' and yet not exactly 'dear*: it was his 
heart, and these were his own vital concerns to which he was strongly 
attached. 

32 A formular verse (7X //. + 2 variants) which does not usually imply 
any cowardice, but rather a sensible response to overwhelming odds. 
Menelaos is not one of the most powerful Achaean princes, but the mere 
sight of him puts an end to the Trojan's pretensions. 

33—7 A concisely expressed and keenly observed simile: the subject is 
an anonymous person, a shepherd perhaps (33 TIS, followed by the 
generalizing re), 'who recoils when he sees a snake in the mountain glens, 
and trembling seizes his limbs beneath, and he moves backwards [35 a y 
8* dtvtxebpTjffev, less dramatic than 33 traAlvopcos <5rnr£<rni but emphatic by 
sheer repetition], and paleness takes his cheeks - so once again did he slip 
into the throng of proud Trojans, Stioas, in fear of Atreus' son'. The 
parataxis, once the comparison is established, is remarkable and effective; 
so are the 'gnomic' aorists. G. P. Shipp finds various 'late features' in this 
and other of these similes, including &XP°S a s a n ° u n ; 'The narrative*, he 
adds (Studies 238), 'does not get clear of similes till 38*! 

33 The rising threefold verse, with its emphasis on the culminating 
TraXivopaos ATTEOTT), suits the action. TrcxXlvopcros occurs only here in Homer 
and has been diversely explained; Chantraine, Diet. s.v. ¿ppo$ goes so far 
as to connect it with that word, meaning' rump' or ' bottom' (' a vulgarism', 
Shipp, loc. eit.)\ that is because the sigma is unexpected if the source is 
6pwpt, but nevertheless I am sure J. Bollack is right in so deriving it in its 
Empedoclean occurrences (frags. 35.1 and 100.23 Diels-Kranz), where the 
meaning, as here, is something like' moving rapidly in the reverse direction'. 

38-75 Paris' hasty withdrawal brings an immediate and severe rebuke 
from his elder brother, leading to a reply from himself of roughly equal 
length in which he proposes a duel with Menelaos. The first speech is full 
of impassioned rhetoric, the second by contrast is calm and ingratiating. 
Supervening as they do on the formally opposed pair of similes of 21-37, 
these speeches maintain the impression of exceptionally careful composition 
as the whole episode develops. 

38 TSov and tiros both originally began with digammas; the effect of 
the obsolete semi-vowel is more often observed than neglected in Homer, 
and there is little doubt that an earlier form of the text would have read 
VEIKEOOS I8<bv aloxpoTot hrtaaiv (rather than e.g. OCT's VCIKECTCTEV I6d>v 
oloxpots trr&ocrtv). VCIKECOC and I6cbv are in any event closely connected in 
sense ('rebuked him when he saw), so the verse should be articulated as a 
rising threefolder, with some resemblance to 33. 
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3 9 - 4 2 Hektor's first sentence consists of four verses whose colon-patterns 
are in strong contrast: 39 is broken by internal punctuation into four regular 
but exaggerated cola; 40 is a rising threefolder; 41 is a two/fourfolder with 
strong central caesura; 42 in conclusion is another rising threefolder, 
cumulated on to its predecessor in progressive enjambment. 

39 Recurs at 13.769. AOcrrrapi is the same kind of ironical invention as 
18.54 8vaapiaTOT6K£ia, and may provide support for the idea that the name 
Paris implied 'good* in some respect, see on 16fin. The terms which follow 
represent three carefully selected and of course insulting characteristics of 
Paris as a person, in which as a matter of human nature the first tends 
to lead to the second and the second to the third; for he is (1) beautiful, 
(2) keen on women, and (3) a deceiver. 

40 The last syllable of 69cXes is artificially lengthened, as happens most 
easily at the regular colon-breaks; on the CXTOE construction see on 1.415-6. 
Ayovos could be taken either in a passive sense ('unborn') or in an active 
one, not so much* childless' (as the emperor Augustus evidently meant when 
he used the verse against his daughter) as * unable to produce children' - and 
then not because sterile but because impotent. There is no particular 
meaning of &yovos which makes Hektor's wish absolutely logical and 
self-consistent - it is, after all, a highly rhetorical formulation; but what he 
wishes is that Paris had not been able to be ywaipov/js (as in 39) and so 
become involved in disastrous sexual unions (for that, rather than legal 
marriage, is the implication of Ayapos here). Nearly all editors understand 
'unborn 1 , nevertheless. 

42 b T are probably right that AAAoov goes only with Cnr6vyiov: *a cause 
of insult, and an object of contempt by others'; they also report that 
Aristophanes read ¿irdyiov, 'conspicuous (among others)*, which is rather 
feeble. 

43 xocyxaA6co<ri means' laugh out loud ' , ' cackle' almost, and the choice 
of the formular description xApt) KO|J6COVTE$ for the Achaeans (7X //., 4X Od.), 
with its repetition of k-sounds, is probably deliberately onomatopoeic. That 
is uncommon in Homeric style, where alliteration, although not infrequent, 
is usually unconnected with special semantic effects (as also in 4 6 - 5 1 , on 
which see the comment below), KOPACOVTES is from xopAco (by epic diectasis, 
as indeed in xayxaXdcoai), itself from KAPH «• hair: 'letting the hair grow', 
KAprj, on their heads. At 2 . 5 4 2 the Abantes were described as &M8CV 

KOPACOVTES, which must mean with the hair long at the back, short on top 
(see comment there); the Achaeans generally, in contrast, must have had 
their hair long all over. Akhilleus at 2 3 . 1 4 1 cuts off the hair he had dedicated 
to the river Sperkheios on his departure ten years ago, but that was perhaps 
only a single lock. Long hair must have been inconvenient in some ways 
for warriors; presumably it was a distinguishing mark for the Achaeans in 
particular. Stephanie West, commenting on the expression's occurrence at 
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Od. 1.90, notes that long hair stayed in fashion among rich Athenians until 
the fifth century B.C. (cf. S. Marinatos, Arch. Horn, B iff.). She also observes 
that gods have long hair; but strictly it is only Zeus (whose locks fall forward 
in his great oath at 1 . 5 2 9 ) and Apollo (described as 6KEPCTOK6MTIS at 2 0 . 3 9 ) 

who do so. 
44-5 'Saying that a chieftain is (chosen as} their champion because 

of his beautiful appearance!'. 7rp6pos is a syncopated form of 7rp6uaxos: so 
Aristarchus (Arn/A). ou8£ (ovrn) T15 6Ak^ is found 3X elsewhere in 11. (&Ak^| 
in all its cases being strongly disposed to the verse-end, 43/57X11.), and &AK^ 
-tjv is associated with tpptoiv on three other occasions. 

46-51 Another complicated and closely-constructed sentence, twice the 
length of its two predecessors; it has the form of a rhetorical question ('was it 
as such a man that you did all that?'), in which alliteration is conspicuous, 
the p's in 46 and 47 being in subtle contrast with the r's, a's and e-sounds 
of fc*r<5tpovs ¿plripas &ycipa$. In 48f. 'mingling' and 'beautiful woman' are 
contemptuously associated in sound if not in grammar; then 'you carried 
her off to sea (¿rvfjyEs) from distant land, kin of spearmen though she 
w a s ' - w 6 s is strictly 'daughter-in-law', more generally member of the 
household. The sentence ends in the leisurely but strongly alliterative .50, 
'a perfect pain to your sire, the city and all its citizens', followed by the 
antithetical and apophthegmatic 51. 

4 6 Hiatus after the second-foot trochee, TOI6O6E kov, is usually avoided 
but is found at 2 . 8 , 1 9 . 2 8 8 , 2 3 . 2 6 3 ; cf. Chantraine, GH1, 9 1 (where 5 . 1 1 8 

can be omitted from the list of parallels), also on 1 . 5 3 2 - 3 . Emendation would 
in any event be easy, e.g. TOT6$ Trtp low (Bentley, van Leeuwen). 

5 0 Compare 2 4 . 7 0 6 , N£ya X & P U A TT6AEI T* fjv TToevri TE 8/)PA>: Hoekstra, 
Modifications 116, is surely right that the present verse gives the purer form 
of what was evidently a formula, p§ya Trfjpa/x<5tpMa TT6ATII TE TTOVTI TE Si^PCO 

(which justifies TT6ATJ», TT6AT|£S against Shipp's suggestion, Studies 2 4 2 , cf. 6 4 , 

that their stem (with -TJ-) 'is likely to be late in Homer'). 
51 Kcrrr)9E{T)V: so Aristarchus (Did/A), also Aristophanes, Sosigenes, the 

Argolic text and 'in nearly all the high-class ones', KOA oyeSbv tv Tats 
XapiE0T<5rrais. Zenodotus and a small number of MSS nevertheless preferred 
the nominative, but the accusative is clearly right; it is probably, like the 
accusatives in the previous verse (for Helen as "rrfjpa cf. 160), in apposition 
to 48 ywalK*, although Leaf could be right that 'The acc. vaguely expresses 
the result of the preceding actions.* 

53-3 The new question in 52 leads on to 53 (rather than following on 
from 5 1 ) : ' Why don't you stand up to Menelaos? Then you would learn.. . ' 

54-5 The subjunctive with &v (oCnc &v TOI xpafouT)) expresses a more 
confident view of a future result than the optative of the limiting clause, 
6T" tv Kovirjai piyEl^s, which is partly determined by the temporal 
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indefiniteness. The harsh climax of 'mingling in the dust' is carefully 
prepared by the soft erotic terminology of luscious wife, lyre, and Aphrodite's 
gifts of beauty. 

Aristarchus(Arn/A) had to correct unnamed critics for substituting 
KtSapis, a kind of hat, for id6apts, on the grounds that Paris is nowhere 
described as actually playing one; that is amusing in its way, but reminds 
us of how much Aristarchus had to defend Homer against. 

56-7 The previous nine verses have been end-stopped or at most 
progressively enjambed; now the rhythmical pattern is varied (as often) in 
the concluding words, with a strong stop at the bucolic diaeresis in 56 
followed by integral enjambment. The culmination of Hektor's address is 
also marked by abandoning its generally involuted syntax in favour of 
comparatively direct statement: 'The Trojans are very timid - otherwise 
you would long since have donned a stone tunic. . . ' , in which a final 
rhetorical flourish is provided by that unusual metaphor. Stoning to death 
is meant, despite * being clothed in earth' implying burial in classical Greek. 

59 Paris does not attempt to deny the charges outright, but will have 
excuses to offer. 

60-3 His style will be less rhetorical than Hektor's but he begins, as a 
parenthesis, with a simile, not an especially elaborate one but developed 
beyond the main point of comparison nevertheless; and similes are rare in 
speeches and practically confined to narrative. The purpose of this simile 
is indeed rhetorical - in this case, to flatter, but also to delay a disingenuous 
and somewhat waspish conclusion - and not diversionary, or offering the 
contrast of a different scene, as so often in narrative. Hektor's heart (his 
nature, that is) resembles an unwearying axe which a man uses to shape 
a ship's timber, and which increases his power; he has his own skill, but 
the axe's potent indestructibility enables him to finish the task. The ship's 
timber, vrjiov, is a formular motif, 4.x //. elsewhere. 

64—6 The parenthesis over, the sentence can be completed in a way that 
is not so mild after all: 'you are right to rebuke me, and relentless as ever, 
but do not throw a god's gifts in my face' - literally 'bring before me', 
'confront me with', TTpo9€p€. The vocabulary of love was to be developed 
by later poets like Anacreon and Mimnermus, but some of it is found here 
already - the lovely gifts of golden Aphrodite which are not to be cast away. 

65-6 'The glorious gifts of the gods are not to be rejected', he says, 
sliding cunningly from the particular to the general; 'one would not 
willingly choose them', he adds in a cumulated verse which makes his 
defence even more specious - for Paris did choose them, by awarding the 
prize to Aphrodite in exchange for pctxAoovvrj (24.30) and the most 
beautiful of women. 

67-70 Now comes another surprise as he offers to fight Menelaos in a 
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duel; in effect, to make good his previous behaviour as false irpApaxos. The 
poet has no intention of making Paris out to be utterly contemptible - he 
has to be shamed into making this offer, but he has a sense of shame, of 
ocI5cb$, nevertheless, and of the heroic concept of honour, Ti^r), that goes with 
it. He will behave badly again, but then he can be truly heroic on occasions, 
also. 

J. T . Hooker (Iliad III) observes that Hektor is addressed in the singular 
at 68, KA6ICTOV, and in the plural at 70, OVP0CCAET* ; the latter recognizes that 
both sides are involved. 

71-2 Both these verses sweep on to their different main caesuras without 
strong semantic pause: 71 to vtKTjcr̂  (i.e. it is a two/threefolder), 72 to 
TravTcx (i.e. it is a two/fourfolder). The observation has a practical use as 
well as drawing attention to a minor stylistic detail, since the superficially 
'regular* colometry of 72 might at first suggest that EO should be taken with 
TrdvTa rather than £Acbv, whereas in fact it belongs with the whole phrase, 
' taking all the property without omissionThese KTî MCCTCt (also in 70) must 
be the possessions, including some that were strictly perhaps Menelaos' 
rather than hers, which Helen and Paris took with them from Lakedaimon. 
When the oath is taken before the duel it includes the provision that if Paris 
succumbs then the Trojans are to give back, ¿rrroBoOvat, all the possessions as 
well as Helen herself (285). There is also to be additional recompense, Tiprj 
(286), which would hardly be envisaged here by a Trojan but which 
Agamemnon will naturally mention. 

73-5 6piaa 7Ticrr<ir TCXMOVTES -topev -rjai is a traditional phrase (6x //., 
ix Od.) for oath-taking, in the most solemn form of which a victim or victims 
are slaughtered. 'Cutting' applies to them, moreover they themselves 
embody the oath and can be called ¿pxia TTICTTA, as at 245 and 269. At the 
oath-ceremony which precedes the duel itself (not the oath referred to here) 
two separate acts of cutting are performed: first, hair is cut from the animals' 
heads and distributed to the participants (273^); then, after the enunciation 
of the oath, their throats are cut (292). The almost metaphorical use of the 
' cutting oaths' phraseology allows the addition of (piAATryra as object of 
Ta|i6vT€S by a form of hendiadys, 'swearing oaths of friendship'; the whole 
verse is repeated twice in this Book at 94 and 256, cf. also 323. 

The various parties are loosely but effectively distinguished by Paris: the 
rest (that is, aside from Helen, Menelaos and Paris himself) are to take an 
oath of friendship; and (of them) you, the Trojans, may continue to dwell 
(vaiom, concessive) in fertile Troy, and let the Achaeans return (TOI 
vekrikov) to the Achaean land. 

The final verse recurs at 258; xaAAiyuvaiKa is applied twice to Hellas 
elsewhere (that is, to Akhilleus' homeland), and may have a special 
resonance here because of Helen's beauty. 
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76-8 These three verses recur as 7.54-6, at the beginning of the second 
great duel-episode of the Iliad. They do not recur elsewhere, neither does 
the motif of a leader signalling by holding up his spear in this manner, nor 
does that of an army sitting down in response. Nothing closely similar is 
likely to happen in the ordinary circumstances of battle, so the unique idea 
and its expression are hardly surprising. The verses naturally contain certain 
basic formular elements, for example COS £906', pO0ov AKOVCCXS, is u&raov, 
9<5cAayyas and finravres at the verse-end; but x<*PH U^ya (the latter being 
adverbial) does not occur elsewhere, nor do dv&pye and I5puv6r)aav exactly, 
both verbs being rarely used in the Iliad. In its present form this three-verse 
passage is specific to the two formal duel-scenes and was probably composed 
for one or both of them, or for a close archetype. Further similarities and 
differences will suggest that this duel cannot be taken simply as the model 
for that in book 7, or indeed vice versa; but in the present case 3 (or its 
archetype) may be prior in some sense, since Hektor's 'great joy ' is more 
naturally engendered by Paris' offer to fight than by Helenos* cursory 
suggestion in 7. Moreover here the Achaeans will at first fail to respect 
Hektor's signal, whereas at 7.57 they respond immediately as though by then 
familiar with it. For full discussion of relations between the two duels see 
my 'The formal duels in Books 3 and 7 of the Iliad\ in B. C. Fenik (ed.), 
Homer, Tradition and Invention (Leiden 1978) 19-40. 

77 !He was holding back, &v£(f)€py€, the ranks of Trojans': yaXayyes 
(etc.), 35X //., implies nothing different from artyes (etc.), 42X, 'rows' or 
' ranks'; the choice between the two is determined by metrical requirements. 
Each has its own particular formulas, e.g. <p<iXayy6S -as|, as here, 
or orixas <5cv8ptbv|, trri (xcrri) crrlxas 

78 Like tragedy later, epic was not particularly sensitive to accidental 
repetitions as of pcaaou here after p&rorov in the previous verse. 

79-80 Hooker (Iliad III) clearly brings out both the syntax and the 
different implications of the imperfect tenses here: 'And the long-haired 
Achaeans began to shoot at him; aiming with arrows and stones, they tried 
to hit him.' 

82-3 Agamemnon calls in urgent tones for the bombardment of Hektor 
to cease, repeating and rephrasing both the word of command and the 
vocative for greater emphasis; then in contrast with these four strongly 
segmented cola comes the fluent and explanatory rising threefolder of 83. 
ortuTCii is an old epic verb apparently meaning 'promise', 'threaten* or 
'indicate' (rather than being connected with larr^pi as used to be thought); 
ITTOS is lengthened before the felt digamma of (f )cpieiv. 

84 6VEO> T' ¿YCVOVTOL, compare 6VECO ¿yevcofc at 2 .323; but Aristarchus 
(cited by Ap. Soph., Erbse 1, 254) was probably right in seeing avcoo there 
as an adverb,' in silence', without an iota (which was added by the majority 
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who took it to be a plural); see Chantraine, Diet. s.v. and GH i, 249, who 
classes it as adverbial instrumental. 

8 6 - 9 4 Hektor reports Paris' proposal in his words as far as possible, as 
is the rule in oral poetry, adapting only where necessary; thus 69 aCrr&p 

becomes CCUT6V 8' in 90, ouppAXer' in 70 becomes oTous in 91. T h e 
concise K66»CXOV of 68 has to be expanded when it is reported; it is replaced 
by xiArrai and a fresh verse, 89, is added - a rather flowery verse, perhaps, 
showing some signs of inventive strain (reu\ta are sometimes KaAd, but 
<5cTTo6kr8ai only appears once else in Homer, and then in a different sense, 
at 5.492, cf. 18.409). T h e last two verses of Paris' offer, 74f., are dropped 
entirely, perhaps because Hektor does not feel it necessary or diplomatic to 
elaborate on terms of departure at this stage. 

86-7 |K£KAVT£ pcu is a formula meaning 'listen to me' (KAUW regularly 
taking the genitive of the person heard, the accusative of the thing heard): 
9XII., 1 ox Od. Here that is altered in retrospect by the addition of 87 |n08ov 
'AAi^AvBpoio, so that the sense becomes 'hear from m e . . . t h e word of 
Alexandras'. In one way that is legitimate oral extension of a formula's 
normal use, especially perhaps in view of the Odyssean (not Iliadic) 
formulas K£KAUT£ JAEV puOcov and K£KAUTE 8t) VOV UEU, 'IBaxfiaioi, 6TTI KEV ETTTW. 

But it is also relevant that 85f. recur (except for the first word of85) as 7-66f., 
at the beginning of the second formal duel, where no similar difficulty arises; 
for the continuation there is ' that I may tell you what my heart bids me'. 
Even more remarkable is that 87 here (pOOov 'AAE£<5cv6poio...) recurs only 
twice in the poem, and then precisely in book 7 and in reference to Paris' 
offer when the duel is over (at 374 = 388). It is clear that neither duel is 
simply based upon, let alone copied from, the other; there will be places 
where book 7 seems to be the borrower, but here it is clear that Homer has 
elements of the language he is to use in book 7 (and which will be more 
appropriate there) already in mind. T h e opposite was found to be probably 
the case with 76-8 - see the comment there. 

95 A formular verse, iox II., 5X Od. &KT| is an old noun implying lack 
of agitation ('douceur*) rather than strict silence; it perhaps comes from the 
same root as the Homeric fjxa, 'gently ' , cf. Chantraine, Diet. s.v. Axfj. In 
Homer it is used only in the accusative, adverbially. In the form AKECOV 

(apparently a verbal derivative then also used adverbially), 5X II., 8x Od., 
it certainly does imply silence, and even in ¿CKF)v £y£voirro CTICOTTT) the first 
word probably reinforces, rather than adding a new idea to, CTICOTTT). 

Compare AVECP T* tykvovro at 84, a separate formula, with a different 
metrical value, for the same idea. 

9 7 - 1 1 0 Hektor's proposal was expressed in straightforward language 
(for example, it lacks virtually any internal punctuation); Menelaos' reply, 
by contrast, is more impassioned, as not only its content but also the short 
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sentences and internal interruptions, down to 105 at least, reveal. His 
reaction, which is subtly imagined by the poet, is no longer the fierce delight 
of 23 ('he rejoiced like a l ion. . . ' ) , and for a good reason: there, he thought 
he was on the point of taking immediate revenge on his enemy; now the 
outcome is hedged around with conditions, and even if Paris dies the 
Achaeans will leave Troy intact. Moreover he and Paris are being treated 
as equals, which is no help to Menelaos* affronted sense of Tiirf); that is why 
he feels not joy but grief, &Ayos (97), and why he claims to be acceding to 
the proposal for the sake of his comrades rather than himself. 

98-9 9pov&).. .f|8i) is a difficult construction to determine; either ' I 
think they have already been separated' (i.e. are as good as separated) or 
' I think they will soon be separated' is the usual choice of interpretation, 
with e.g. Hooker supporting the latter. But neither gives a satisfactory sense, 
and I prefer with Leaf to take ^povfo) as meaning 'my thought is', i.e. 
' I intend* (as at 5.564 and 17.286), followed by 'that they be separated 
now'. He has made up his mind to accept the challenge and put an end 
to hostilities. 

99 TrfrraoCc is from Trdax<*>; the medieval MSS opted for T̂ TTOOO* (cf. 
irfrrovOa in the singular), wrongly for the plural form as Aristarchus saw 
(Did/A). 

100 i|ifjs lp»5os, 'my quarre l ' -not his fault, of course, but directly 
involving him and not the troops on either side. As last word of the verse 
the MSS read &PX*is with Aristarchus against Zenodotus' frrqs (Arn/A); 
but Zenodotus' version is not to be despised, since it is undoubtedly correct 
in two other passages with 'AAe^&vBpou £VEK' - at 6.356 and 24.28. 
There, Alexandres' behaviour is seen (by Helen and the gods respectively) 
to involve a kind of delusion, but in the present passage Aristarchus argued 
that Menelaos would not use this term and so concede diminished 
responsibility to his enemy; &PXTC would avoid that by meaning simply that 
Alexandros had initiated the crime and the quarrel. Such adaptations of 
an established phrase to special circumstances are not unknown, but other 
things being equal one would expect the wording of the other passages to 
be maintained. The point about ¿hrrj implying a kind of sympathy by 
Menelaos for Paris is a fine one, and I suspect that &TT)S is indeed the earlier 
reading; but with Aristarchus and the medieval tradition on the other side, 
one would not choose to alter the text. 

103-4 Speed, xAxiora, was the final thought of 102, so Menelaos 
proceeds urgently (and without connecting particle) to the practical details. 
He tells the Trojans directly here (oiarrc, future imperative) to bring a white 
lamb and a black one, for Sun and Earth respectively (the order is reversed 
in the chiastic Greek construction), while the Achaeans will produce a third, 
of unspecified colour, for Zeus. bT ingeniously but erroneously explained 
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that the sun symbolizes life, which the Trojans were lighting for, and the 
earth their land, whereas the Achaeans as foreigners sacrifice to Zeus Xenios. 
But Sun and Earth were regularly invoked to witness oaths, as was Zeus 
Horkios; perhaps Menelaos is being deliberately derogatory in suggesting 
that the two lesser and non-Olympian deities are more the concern of the 
Trojans, while the highest god is the responsibility of the civilized Achaeans 
(who in addition felt themselves to be under the protection of Zeus Xenios 
because of Paris* infringement of the laws of hospitality and marriage; to 
that extent bT were correct). See also on 276-8. 

1 0 5 For 6pKia T&UVIJ see on 73-5; in the event Agamemnon will 
perform the literal cutting, but Priam is there as chief Trojan representative 
and is 'cutting the oaths* in the metaphorical sense. For the idiom of 
nptd»oio fMr)v see on 2.658-60. 

106 The insulting reference is inorganic, but is justified by Paris' proved 
untrustworthiness. 

1 0 8 - 1 0 Aristarchus (Arn/A) athetized these three verses because they 
provide a kind of excuse for Priam's sons, who have been so strongly 
criticized in 106-grounds analogous to those applied to frrns in 100. 
Proverbial material is quite often worked into Homeric speeches, not always 
with complete appropriateness, when a sententious effect seems justified, so 
that Aristarchus' objection is clearly overdone. At the same time the implied 
praise of Priam seems excessive in the circumstances, and is the sort of 
thing that would be more fittingly directed to Nestor elsewhere. 

108 f)cp&ovTai, 'float in the air', cf. 2.448, an epic development of 
fofpco •» 'raise*, used three times in the Iliad (cf. Chantraine, G7/i, 327) and 
here applied to <pp£vss in a brilliant metaphor. Shipp, Studies 90 (cf. 238), 
shows convincingly that most such present forms in -0co (but not 231 
fjyep£0ovTai as it happens) are found in similes and digressions and are not 
what he considers 'old' . That can be accepted so long as 'old * is understood 
to mean 'relatively old in the development of the epic language', and so 
long as 'not old' is not classified (as it is by Shipp) as 'abnormal* and 
therefore by implication post-Homeric. 

109 Shipp objects to 0T5, also, as abnormal (Studies 238), without good 
reason. 6 yipcov is generic, and no more abnormal (or Attic, as Leaf 
claimed) than several other relatively developed Homeric uses of 6 on its 
way to becoming the definite article. For irp6ooco xal ¿TTICTCTCO compare 
1.343, 18.250, with comment on the former, in which some awkward 
cumulation suggested the possibility of rhapsodic expansion. Here the 
phrase with its following ATnrcos-clause is used more naturally, and there 
is nothing in the language or style of these verses to make them definitely 
suspect; although the difficulty noted at the end of 108-ion. remains. 

111—20 Both sides are delighted at the prospect of an early end of the 
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fighting; they dispose themselves for the duel, and heralds are sent back for 
the oath-victims. 

113 nrrrous refers not just to the horses but to the whole equipage or 
equipages, as often in Iliadic battle-scenes. Both sides drew up horses and 
chariots into ranks, and then dismounted; they are all envisaged as being 
chariot-borne at this point, although that can only have been so with the 
leaders and there must have been infantry, TTĈ OI, too. 

114—5 They take off their armour and put it on the ground - a 
surprising detail, perhaps a token of their accepting the truce. It is a moot 
question whether 115 means that the sets of armour were close to each other, 
with little distance (¿kpoupa, literally 'plough-land') on each side, or that 
as the armies stacked their arms they themselves were close to each other 
with little space between them. T thought the latter, and I tend to agree; 
Leaf (for example) favoured the former, but on too literal an understanding 
of 6p9fs. 

116-20 Each act of despatch is closed off by a rising threefolder (117 
and 120). 

1 1 9 Most of the MSS have &pv* ¿xeAewev, the remainder 6pv' £K£XEUEV. 

Patently 6pv* represents 6pva, accusative singular, to accord with the single 
lamb mentioned as the Achaean contribution in 104, and it is a mystery why 
Monro-Allen printed the dual form &pvE in O C T . The correct reading is 
presumably &pva K&EUEV (imperfect, to match 1 1 6 ETTEICTE and 118 Trpoici). 

121-60 Iris, disguised, tells Helen of the impending duel, and Helen hastens from 

home to the Scaean gate, where she finds Priam and his counsellors surveying the scene 

121 There is no special reason why Iris should summon Helen - it is not 
in accordance with a decision of Zeus or any other god, as is regularly the 
case elsewhere (e.g. 2.786f; only at 23.i98f. does she act on her own 
initiative, and then in a completely different way). Presumably some or-
dinary mortal, perhaps even Laodike herself, would in any event have told 
Helen what was happening. The scholia were aware of the difficulty but 
offered only superficial palliatives (6T)AOV6TI irapd T O U AI6$. . .IpcoTixtj TE 

8EOS ^ 'IptS. bT). One might feel that the meaning is no more than that 
Laodike was acting in accordance with the divine disposition of events in" 
general, until one recalls that this duel is a purely human arrangement 
arising out of Paris* irresponsibility and Hektor's rebuke; the only specific 
divine plan in operation at present is Zeus's undertaking to Thetis, which 
is being delayed and even jeopardized by the duel. But presumably the poet 
wishes, nevertheless, to show the divine involvement even in these human 
proceedings; Helen in particular (who is in addition a daughter of Zeus) 
is almost a divine pawn after the Judgement of Paris, and her feelings about 
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Paris, Menelaos and her home (139f.) are a moving reminder of the confused 
moral and human issues of the war. In addition, the summoning by Iris 
prepares the way for that by Aphrodite which she tries to resist later in the 
Book. 

122-4 Laodike is one of Priam's legitimate children (cf. 6.252), full sister 
of Hektor and Paris and sister-in-law, yaX6o>s, of Helen. She is married to 
one of Antenor's sons, Helikaon who does not recur elsewhere; five other 
of his sons are mentioned at 1 i.5gf., 221 and 248^, the most prominent of 
them being Agenor; there is a seventh called Laodokos, indeed, and Athene 
will take his appearance at 4.86f. That repetition of disguise-motif and simi-
lar name can hardly be accidental, and Laodokos, and perhaps Helikaon 
too, look like ad hoc inventions by the poet. Laodike herself is shown by 6.252 
to be more deeply rooted in the tradition, although the fairest of Priam's 
daughters according to 13.365C is not she but Kassandra. 

125-7 Compare 22.44of., where while Hektor is being pursued and slain 
his wife Andromakhe is weaving in ignorance at home, again a purple cloth 
and a double one ('large enough to be worn double', Leaf, cf. 10.134, a n d 
contrast 'single* cloaks, 24.230 «= Od. 24.276). The pairs of verses are quite 
similar, especially 126 and 22.441: 

3.126 BiirActKa TTop<pup£riv, iroAlas 8' Ivfrrraoofv ov$ 
22.441 BiTrAcnca irop^up^v, 6e 6p6va iroiKiV iTraaae. 

fimaooco literally means 'sprinkle into', and there is no doubt that the 
patterns are woven into the cloth and not embroidered on afterwards; see 
A.J . B. Wace, AJA 52 (1948) 54ff. and H. L. Lorimer, HM 397f., who 
notes that figure-weaving was an Oriental import into Greece. Andro-
makhe's pattern of flowers (for that is what 6p6va probably means) in 
various colours is a purely formal one; it is tempting at first to wonder 
whether Helen's &£9Aovs might not be equally formal 'combats' of pairs of 
warriors disposed along the edges of the cloth, but the addition of 128 
shows that something more elaborate was meant; also that &£6Aou$ must 
mean not specific combats but trials or sufferings (at least gx so in Od., also 
3X II. in the formula Car' EupuoOfjos ¿ceflAoov). Helen's weaving of these 
sufferings while the duel is being prepared outside is a pathetic symbol of 
the omnipresence of war (and would be even more effective in the 
Andromakhe context). 

128 The sufferings of Trojans and Achaeans are because of Helen 
herself, which makes her weaving of them even more poignant, uir* 'Aprjos 
TraXapdcovj is a unique and not completely successful phrase; the closest 
parallel is | "Eicropos kv TraXauTjoiv at 7.105 and 24.738, where victims fall 
'in the palms o f , i.e. at the hands of, Hektor; cf. also 21.469. 

130-8 Why does the poet choose to develop this scene by reporting the 
preparations outside the city in the words of a third party? Partly, no doubt, 
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because the speech gives a different and even more dramatic picture of the 
seated armies, and in addition because it helps to emphasize, in an almost 
visual way, Helen's direct involvement in the affair. 

130 vuu<pa is an Old Indo-European vocative preserved in a few 
feminine nouns in -a/T) (Chantraine, GH 1, 200) and retained in Aeolic; 
vup9T| means 'young married woman', 'bride' , and Leaf noted that it is still 
used to address a sister-in-law in modern Greek. OeoxcXa Ipya is also found 
2X 0d. \ 8£OXEAos means 'marvellous', its first element being connected with 
8E6S as in Okrms, SEOTT^CTIOS, Qta^arros. 

131 This occurred only four verses earlier at 127 (as well as 2X else-
where in //.); it is the obvious way of including Trojans and Achaeans in 
the same verse, in the genitive, since |Tpcocov (0*) ITTTTOBAPCOV by itself 
occurs 8x //.,'Axou£>V X<^*OXitc*>vcovI 2 2 X T h e mention of both sides 
together is independently required both here and at 127; moreover the 
repetition may be deliberate, to underline the correspondence between 
Helen's work and the world outside ( 1 2 5 - 7 ^ ) . 

132—5 ' T h e y who previously made w a r . . .those very ones are sitting.. 
onto each of these contrasting verses is cumulated a further description (133 
and 135), making a balanced quartet. Both cumulations have striking 
features: the former, its emphatic rhyme 6AooTo...rroA^oio (cf. 
6XooTo.. .y6oio, similarly disposed, 2X //.); the latter, that they are leaning 
against their shields, a unique posture in Homer ¿partly echoed by 
Archilochus, frag. 2 . 2 West £v 6opi KEKAI|J£VOS) which goes beyond the de-
scription at 114 where they simply placed their armour on the ground. 

136-8 After the dramatic and quite full description of the scene, its 
purpose is stated with a conciseness that seeks to be naive rather than 
brutal: ' they will fight for you, and for the winner you will be called his own 
dear wife'. Aristarchus (Arn/A) declared KE in 138 to be otiose, but it marks 
the indefiniteness of the future KEKX̂ OÎ  (whose short final syllable, 
shortened by regular correption before the following initial vowel, is 
unpersuasively claimed as an 'abnormal feature' bv Shipp, Studies 238, cf. 
1 6 4 ) . 

139-40 T h e words of Iris-Laodike filled her heart with longing for her 
former husband and her home town and her parents (who must be Lede 
and Tundareos, although her actual father was Zeus as is explicitly stated 
at 199, At6s bcyryauTa, and 426). No more than that is meant, and there 
is no intention of casting Iris in an Aphrodite-like role. 

142 KOCT& S&xpu x£ouoa| (etc.), 4X //., 9X Od. ( + variants); the formula 
can be made more pathetic by adding 6aXtp6v or, as here, lipev (cf. also 
0aA€p6v/-r£p€v Karri SAxpuov cT êisJ (etc.), 3X //., 2X Od. + variants). Tiprjv 
means ' tender' or 'soft ' , and Helen is shedding a charming tear for past 
as well as present as she veils herself and rushes out of her chamber. 

143 This formular verse recurs 2X Od., of Penelope (cf. also Od. 1 9 . 6 0 1 ) ; 
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OVKOTOS- AUATQJYT is found 3X //. (including 2.745 and 822; sec on 2.822-3), 
2X Od. Stephanie West comments on Od. 1.331-5 that a woman would 
usually be accompanied by (two) maidservants when she went among men, 
and a d d s //. 22.450 and Od. 18.182-4 a s ev idence . 

144 In the O d y s s e a n occurrences o f 143 (at 1.331, 18.207) n o n a m e s 

are attached to the maidservants in a following verse, as here, which adds 
some support to Aristarchus* (Arn/A> provisional athetesis of the present 
verse: if this Aithre is Theseus' mother, he maintained, then it should go, 
but if she is merely an accidental homonym, then it can stay. But the 
coincidence not only of Aithre but also of Pittheus (who was Theseus* 
grandfather and king of Troizen) is too much to swallow, and the verse is 
almost without doubt an Athenian interpolation. The story that Aithre was 
removed to be Helen's slave, when her brothers the Dioskouroi released her 
after her abduction by Theseus, was illustrated on the Chest of Cypselus 
according to Pausanias 5.19.3, which makes it no later than the sixth 
century B.C.; it was also mentioned in the Iliou Persis according to Pausanias 
10.25.5, a , K* ^ a t suggests that it was known somewhat earlier. Yet Theseus 
and his sons are foreign to the Iliad (see also 011 2.552 Jin.); it is strange that 
this interpolation made its way into the ancient vulgate, where so much else 
the Athenians might have been tempted to add did not. 

PocbTTisis regularly restricted to Here, but its application to Klumene here 
cannot in itself be said to be a mark of post-Homeric composition, since it 
is applied to another mortal woman at 7.10. There is a Nereid called 
Klumene at 18.47, and it is suggestive that another Nereid in the same list, 
Halie at 18.40, is the other non-Olympian recipient of the epithet Pocoms. 

145 The Scaean gate (always plural in Greek, with M/AAI signifying 
double doors) is the main gate of Troy in the direction of the battlefield - its 
name presumably meant 'on the left* but reveals nothing further. It is 
mentioned 12X in the poem (3X in connexion with the 'oak tree', <PNY6S)> 

whereas the Dardanian gate, TTVAOCCOV Aap8aviacov|, is referred to 3X. If this 
is a separate gate, it might be expected to be on the eastern side of the walls, 
in the general direction of Dardanie (see on 2.819-20), with the Scaean gate 
to the north or north-west. There were probably other gates, too, since at 
2.809 ~ 8.58 * all the gates' were opened for the army to march out - perhaps 
Trov was sometimes envisaged as having as manv as seven, like Thebes (see 
on 2.809). Ar istarchus, h o w e v e r (e.g. o n 2.809 a n d 5-789 a c c o r d i n g to 

A m / A and b T respectively), thought there was only one gate mentioned, 
the Scaean, for which Dardanian was another name. The latter scholium 
makes the good point that at 5.789 the Trojans are said not to have gone 
out in front of the Dardanian gate while Akhilleus was still in action, 
whereas at 9.353C Hektor is said to have been unwilling to leave the 
protection of the Scaean gate in those conditions. Moreover of the three 
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mentions of the Dardanian gate only one (5.789) indicates any particular 
locality, and that in the direction of the fighting; and in the other two cases, 
22.194 anc* 413» m/Acicov Aap5avt6cov| meets a metrical requirement, i.e. 
after ¿ppr)cr£iE and pEpaobTa, which the Scaean gate in the genitive case would 
not fill. The conclusion is that Aristarchus' opinion could very well be right. 

146-8 'Those around Priam and Panthoos... as well as Oukalegon and 
Antenor*, i.e. Priam and his companions Panthoos and so on; for the idea 
of including a person as among those who are 'around* him compare e.g. 
2.445, 6.435-7. These are the Trojan elders and Priam's contemporaries, 
BrjpoyfcpovTEs in 149. Of them, Panthoos is father of Pouludamas, prominent 
warrior and Hektor's adviser; Thumoites docs not recur; 147 names three 
of Priam's four brothers, sons of Laomedon, according to 20.237f. (in fact 
147 = 20.238; Tithonos of course went off with Dawn). Antenor in 148 is 
the best-known of the group, husband of Theano and father of Agenor and 
several other and lesser warriors, see on 122-4 (including two Dardanian 
leaders at 2.822f.); he will describe Odysseus' and Menelaos' visit to Troy 
at 203-24 below. He is paired here, in a rising threefolder, with OuxaA£ycov, 

'Not-caring', who fails to find a mention elsewhere in Homer but is 
unforgettable (as by Vergil, Aeneid 2.31 if.) because of his extraordinary 
name. Most Greek names, whether they belong to Achaeans or Trojans, are 
'speaking names' in a sense, but their meaning is invariably heroic or at 
least tolerably complimentary, like all the others in the list. Oukalegon's 
name (he was son of Aisuetes and brother of Antenor, and therefore 
probably Dardanian, cf. 13.427^ according to T) is certainly not, but is 
hardly the sort of thing a poet would invent for a counsellor. 

149 The 'community elders' were sitting on, or over, the Scaean gate, 
i.e. on a tower to one side of it as explained in 153, fyrr* ITT! -rrupycp. 

150-3 They are beyond the age for fighting but valiant, fcr6Xoi, talkers; 
for the two complementary activities bT refer to 2.273. They are like 
grasshoppers who 'send forth a lily-like voice* as they sit in a tree. 

152 A€ipi6€aoav is formed from Atlpiov, 'lily' (or, sometimes, 'nar-
cissus'): an opponent has 'lily skin', XP&x fciptosvra, at 13.830; here the 
grasshoppers (cicadas) utter a 'lily voice', as do the Muses on Mt Olumpos 
according to Hesiod, Theog. 41; and a boy has 'lily eyes', Xiipicov ¿ppdrrcov, 

at Bacchylides 17.95. Presumably therefore the comparison with a lily 
implies delicacy - a delicate voice, delicate skin and eyes; M. L. West on 
the Hesiod passage compares XETrraAfcr) 900 vfj at 18.571. That seems fairly 
straightforward, although the term has given rise to much argument and 
discussion from antiquity on. But can the chatter or clatter of cicadas really 
be 'delicate' or the like? Perhaps that is unfair, and 'chirruping* would 
be a better description of the noise, which the Greeks evidently enjoyed; 
in a probable development of this passage (or a common archetype) at 
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Hesiod, Erga 582-4, the cicada is said to pour out his voice in song 
as a harbinger of summer. There may, too, be an element of humour in the 
comparison; the cicadas certainly represent the ceaselessness of these old 
men's talk, for they are * fine talkers' or * noble orators' in i5of., and perhaps 
the 'lily voice' contains a similar touch of affectionate irony. 

6?v6p£co is the reading defended by Aristarchus (Arn/A) against Zenod-
otus* 6£v5pei. The difficulties of the former can be exaggerated; YVacker-
nagel's view that it is an Atticism is not now often accepted, and S£v8pcov 
OyiTTtTTiAov, evidently a formula, is found at 13.437 and Od. 4.458. Once 
the synizesis of 6cv6pE(f)cp across the lost digamma is accepted, there is 
surely no difficulty in the shortening (correption) of the resulting long 
syllable, although Leaf found it 'intolerable*. According to Chantraine, 
67/ 1, 37 this type of synizesis is rare in Homer, and he classes SEvBpko as 
'linguistically late* (by which he does not mean necessarily post-Homeric), 
referring also to 153 fjirro which is part of the same simile; but he also 
observes that without synizesis this form could not be used in hexameters. 
What all this amounts to is that this brilliant simile belongs to the most 
developed phase of the language of oral epic; that is, it is likely to be by 
Homer himself. 

Synizesis and correption bind 6£v5p€co closely to ¿^¿¿liEvot, so that the 
first part of the verse flows on almost without break, as indeed does the 
second part with its overrunning both of fourth-foot word-break and of the 
* bucolic' one before the fifth foot. This creates a fluent contrast, and a sense 
of completion, after its two three/four-colon predecessors. 

'53 "̂ vt* : Chantraine, GH1,476, disputes Wackernagel's view that this 
is an Atticism. The old form is EICCTO (TJOTO in 149), of which FJVTO is a 
relatively late artificial development; but he suggests ETGTO mrpycjj here 
(without ETriĵ as a possible emendation, or that fjirr' replaced an old 
monosyllable lorr'. 

155 Both Crates, the leader of the Pergamene school of critics (Nic/A), 
and Zenodotus according to Aristarchus (Arn/A) read ¿»ca, 'swiftly', not 
fjica, * softly', which is rightly defended by Aristarchus and accepted in the 
vulgate. As Helen approaches, the old men whisper their * winged * comments 
to each other; for irrEpoEVTa see on 1.201. 

156-60 This famous comment is constructed with extreme care. Its 
components are strongly formular, but are combined to form a sympathetic 
and quite subtle judgement ('no wonder they are fighting over her; for she 
is so beautiful; but, even so, let her return home and leave us in peace') 
which owes much to the type and arrangement of verses. Two contrasting 
pairs of enjambed verses are set around the simple and expressive whole-verse 
statement of 158; moreover there is an unmistakable modulation of the 
verse-pattern, from twofold 156 (in which the semantic division follows 
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vcpcais), to the technically fourfold but in effect threefold 157, to 158 which 
has an ambiguous three/twofold structure, to 159, almost paradoxical in 
content, which is an undeniable rising threefoldcr, to the cumulated 
concluding verse, 160, which re-establishes the regular fourfold pattern in 
accordance with its more logical statement of reasons arid consequences: 

156 ou viviECTis Tpcoas Kal iuKvi'ipiBas 'AyajoO? 
157 Toifj8* &M<pl ywaiKl TTOXOV xpovov fiAyea trdoytiv 
1 5 8 alva>$ AGavATijat 8CRJS obira EOIKEV* 

159 ¿AAA Kai cos TOIT) m p 4o0a" 4v vrjuai VE£CT6OO 
160 PRJB' FJIILV TEK£ECTOI T* 6TUCCTCO "IRIJUA AITTOITO. 

156 viuEois in Homer implies righteous indignation by gods or men at 
an improper act. The noun is found 4X //., 4X Od., without strong formular 
development (although ou v£p£oi$ itself is clearly traditional, possibly 
slightly colloquial); on the other hand the verbal forms VEUEO&OJ -dopai 
-OTJTOV -^opai are common (33X //., 24X Od.). All derive from the root 
meaning of vcyco, namely 'assign something to its proper place, or in a 
regular way*. 

157 Each of the three rhythmical elements of the verse is replete with 
significance: '(no one could think it wrong for Trojans and Achaeans) for 
such a woman, so long a time, to suffer griefs'. 

158 The conventional comparison with a god or goddess (here, even 
more abstract, with goddesses) is as far as the poet chooses to go in describing 
Helen's famous beauty; his restraint, and his avoidance of perilous 
specifications of cheeks, lips and so on, have been much admired from 
antiquity on. There is something apophthegmatic about the verse, which 
gains much of its effect from the lingering introductory alvoos,' terribly * - the 
English idiom is the same, but one should remain aware that the Greek usage 
belongs to the latest phase of the oral language (although Shipp failed to 
comment on it), alvcos occurs 20X //., 13X Od., but 17 of the Iliadic uses are 
with verbs of fearing (especially), being angry or ashamed, or being worn 
down; in other words 'terribly' or 'dreadfully* has its literal sense. Only 
1 0 . 5 4 7 (aga 'n» something is 'terribly like' something else) and perhaps 
2 4 . 1 9 8 , as well as the present verse, have the metaphorical use. The pro-
portions in the Odyssey are notably different: only 6 of the 13 occurrences 
are with verbs of fearing and so on, and of the remaining 7 no less than 4 
give atv&$ a definitely pleasant meaning (including 1.208, another 
alvtos.. Jotxas). That suggests that the idiom of this famous verse is 
Odyssean rather than Iliadic in character (especially since its other Iliadic 
uses are in the 'Odyssean' books 10 and 24). 

159-60 |&AA& xal (9X //., yx Od.) is a functional formula with an 
emotional ring, reinforced here by TOITJ m p louo'. Moreover the alliteration 
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of ÉV vrjuol veécr&o in this rising threefold verse is clearly deliberate, a 
rhetorical touch heightened by the plural VTIVCTÍ and confirmed by ótriaoxo 
TRFÍNA XITTOITO, with its mixture of plosive and liquid sounds (for ur^UA 

cf. 50). 

161-244 Priam seats Helen beside him and asks her to identify for him some of the 
ichaean leaders in the plain below; she does sot but ends in distress because she cannot 

see her brothers among them 

161—246 The TeixoaKOTria or Viewing from the Walls (as it was known 
from the Alexandrian period on) is not so much a special kind of catalogue 
of Achaean leaders as a laudatory description and discussion of Agamemnon 
and Odysseus, followed by cursory references to Aias and Idomeneus and 
then brought to a close by Helen's growing concern about her brothers. 
Priam is depicted as not having set eyes on the enemy leaders before; after 
nearly ten years of siege (most of it close to the walls, as is shown by 
references elsewhere, e.g. 9.352-4) that is impossible in realistic terms; and 
it is generally considered that the episode, in an altered form, originally 
belonged to an early stage of the war and has been transposed to its present 
place for the purposes of the monumental Iliad. The way in which Priam's 
questions are introduced (especially 191 BtÚTepov cxirr* 'OBuaorja I6cóv, 225 
T Ó TpÍTOV OUT* A í a v T a IBcóv) does indeed suggest that a systematic list of 
opponents lies behind the present attenuated survey; after the Catalogue of 
Ships it would, of course, be inappropriate to run through all the Achaean 
princes, even in somewhat greater detail. Our poet has evidently decided 
to use the traditional format of a Viewing in order to give an imposing 
description of Agamemnon and Odysseus, and from the enemy (or an 
objective) point of view - especially perhaps, in the first case, in order to 
counterbalance the king's ambivalent role so far. At the same time the 
identification-motif allows him to develop a sympathetic account of Priam 
and Helen and the relations between them. In a way it can be said that 
this peaceful scene (the two armies are, after all, seated and waiting for what 
they mistakenly believe to be the final act of the war) both introduces the 
second dimension of life within Troy and brings Helen, for whom the war 
and the duel are being fought, entirely to life as a creature both gentle and 
unhappy - something much more than the abstract and amoral pawn of 
ancient legend. The comments on Aias and Idomeneus, on the other hand, 
are meagre and uninteresting in themselves, and (as will be seen) are likely 
to be primarily a transition to Helen's search for her brothers, and so to 
a moving and disquieting end to the episode. 

If the composer had been interested in making any kind of representative 
list, he would surely have included Diomedes and Nestor as well as Menelaos 
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(who gees a brief mention in Antenor's speech about Odysseus, at 205ff.), 
-and even perhaps the lesser Aias and the Asklepiadai; and Akhilleus would 
have been mentioned even in his absence. The presumed archetype might 
have been different, since Diomedes and Nestor, at least, could well have 
been made far more prominent in our Iliad than they had been in the earlier 
tradition about Troy - it is notable, for example, that the former is 
substantially confined to books 5, 6 and 10. The choice of Odysseus for 
description in detail is not surprising in view ofhis complex and contradictory 
character and his role both in the preparation for war and in the ultimate 
fall of the city. 

Why did the monumental composer not take pains to remove the 
anachronism of Priam requiring this kind of information after so many 
years? It would, after all, have been a simple matter to have retained the 
outlines of the scene as a whole yet abandoned the device ofhis ignorance; 
he could, for example, have simply expressed surprise at Agamemnon's 
commanding presence, and so elicited Helen's comment at 172-80 much as 
it stands. Similarly he could have commented on Odysseus' relative lack of 
stature without suggesting that he had never seen him before, adding merely 
something like 'that is Odysseus, is it not?'; and Antenor's reminiscence 
could have followed virtually without change. A Homer who had been 
writing out his poem would probably have made such adjustments; but 
somehow the oral tradition of a Teikhoskopia must have persuaded the 
actual Homer, and his audiences, that this was not necessary, that the 
apparent anomaly could be overlooked or tolerated in the name of tradition. 

The arrangement of the whole episode as it stands, and the relative length 
of the speeches of which it consists (except for 8 single verses of speaking, 
answering etc.), are significant both of careful construction and of the 
emphasis on the different persons under description. Of the 76 verses of 
speech, 9 arc concerned with Helen (and Priam), 11 with Agamemnon, 6 
with Priam's Phrygian reminiscences, 26 with Odysseus (and a further 4 
with the Menelaos comparison), 3 with Aias, 4 with Idomeneus, 9 with the 
missing Dioskouroi; the rest are transitional verses. Thus Odysseus receives 
the greatest attention in quantitative terms, mainly indeed through Antenor's 
account of a particular occasion. The first three speeches, between Priam 
and Helen, are of exactly the same length, 9 verses each; Priam's second 
enquiry, about Odysseus, is slightly shorter (7 verses) and is followed by a 
very brief reply from Helen (3 verses) which leads to Antenor's long 
inteijection (21 verses). Then a further brief 2-verse question from Priam 
about Aias stimulates Helen's final reply, of which a single verse deals with 
Aias, then 4 on Idomeneus lead to the 9 about her brothers. Thus the episode 
begins with a series of four quite leisurely exchanges of more or less equal 
length between Priam and Helen, then turns into quite abrupt questions 
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and answers, except for Antenor's contribution and, at the end, Helen's 
disquiet addressed to herself rather than to Priam. 

161 The other use of (iaJfraMaoaro in the Iliad is at 24.193, fcs 8* aXoyov 
*EK<5C£TJV ¿xaXEaaorro, 9CBVR)A£V T E , and is less obtrusively tautologous than 
IxaXiooorro 9a>vrj here - which is paralleled, however, by 171 pOOoiaiv 
¿HERETO, in the very next verse of address, on which see 437n. The oral 
style was not antipathetic to the 'went with his feet' kind of locution, and 
there are many formulas of this kind, cf. e.g. on 169-70. 

162-5 Priam's kindly address is in superficial contrast with what his 
companions were saying to each other just before; they did not assign blame, 
but they very naturally wished to be rid of Helen. Perhaps Priam did also, 
but he would hardly mention that to Helen herself, whom he clearly likes. 
He asks her to sit by him so that she can see her old friends and relatives 
by marriage, TTTJOUS, and her former husband; does he understand her 
ambivalent feelings toward Menelaos - after all, she might be resentful and 
frightened? Questions like that are frustrated by the consideration that 
Priam is envisaged, here and there at least, as not yet realizing what is 
happening; for at 25off. Idaios reports the situation to him as though he 
were ignorant of it, and at 259 Priam shudders, f>iyno£v, at the news. And 
yet both armies are sitting down; he and the others must know that 
something unusual, probably a formal duel, is afoot, and that seems to be 
recognized at 195. Again the difficulty is presumably due to incomplete 
integration of the Viewing theme into its specific Iliadic context. 

164 After the rising threefolder of 163, this verse with its repetition pot 
AH-it) I A A I . . .pot CCTTIOI EIOIV has an abrupt and almost dismissive quality; 
he clearly wishes to proceed to his questioning. Meanwhile he blames the 
gods in a truly heroic manner, when he might sooner (as bT hinted) have 
blamed his son Paris. 

>66 bT attempted to explain the apparent anachronism of Priam's 
enquiries by saying that on previous occasions the enemy would have been 
fighting, and in armour, which would have concealed their identity (they 
refer to Patroklos in Akhilleus' armour, cf. especially 11.798^). This is a good 
try but far from convincing; for example 'this huge man' would have 
elicited a similar interest in the past even if he had been armed. His sheer 
size may be exaggerated here in view of 168, but Agamemnon was highly 
conspicuous according to the similes of 2.477-83. 

167 An almost identical enquiry is made about Aias at 226. TJVS -v T E 

H E Y A S -v T E is used 8x II. of 7 different warriors; rjvs is metrically lengthened 
from £us (Chantraine, Diet, s.v.), of which the adverbial form EO is better 
known; it is an old, assuredly Indo-European term meaning 'good' in 
a heroic sense, i.e. powerful, brave, noble. 

168 KE9OAT) here probably means 'in height', i.e. judged by the head 
(or as a dative of respect) and not, as Leaf and most commentators have 
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thought, 'by a head', which seems excessive, especially after TrtXcopiov in 
166. At ig3 Odysseus will be declared by Priam to be shorter K£<paXrj than 
Agamemnon; if Odysseus were accordingly to be two head-heights shorter 
than several others ( 1 6 8 ) , he would be practically a dwarf. A t 2 2 7 Aias is 
outstanding KE<paXf)v, with respect to his head (and broad shoulders); 
probably once again height is meant. 

169-70 T h e extravagant praise is better paralleled in the Odyssey than 
the Iliad, mainly because the former has more meetings between strangers; 
see especially Odysseus to Nausikaa at 6 . 1 6 0 ou yAp TTGO T O I O O T O V ¿ycbv ISov 
¿98aApoToiv, and similarly of Odysseus himself at 4 . 2 6 9 . T6ov 6<p6aAnoTaiv| 
is a common formula, 9X //., 14X Od. \ for the redundant expression see on 
161. With ycpapdv in 170 compare y€papcoT£pos of Odysseus at 211 - this 
adjective, based on *y£pap as equivalent to yepas, privilege or honour 
(originally of age, cf. yipcov), does not recur in Homer. Odysseus will 
address his father Laertes with the same words, paatAfji y d p 6rv6pi ioixas, 
at Od. 2 4 . 2 5 3 ; EOIKE (etc.) occurs frequently at the verse-end in both poems, 
but this particular locution (to say of someone unknown that he is like a 
certain kind of person) is commoner in the Odyssey. T h e phrase also 
exemplifies a common idiomatic use of dvfip (or <pcbs) as appended to a noun 
expressing peoples, ranks or professions, e.g. ©pfj'iKccs &v6pas, ^y^Topcs 

&v6pes, TiKTovcs ficvSpes-
171 O n puOoiatv ¿iicff&TO see i6 in . and especially 437n. 
172-80 T h e arrangement of Helen's reply corresponds with Priam's 

preceding comment and question: it is of the same length; it has a rising 
threefolder as its second verse; the first 5 verses (against Priam's first 4) 
concern her own position and emotions, the last 4 (against Priam's 5) the 
identity of Agamemnon. More generally, the first part of each speech 
includes the motifs of mutual respect, of Helen's friends and relatives, and 
of her feelings about having left home. T h e transition from sympathy and 
sorrow to the practical matter of identification is abrupt in each case; both 
speeches end in praise for the Achaean leader, although Helen's does so with 
a second rising threefolder and then reverts briefly to her own feelings of 
regret and self-blame. As a whole her words are more intense than Priam's, 
and the almost harsh enjambment of 173/4 contributes to that effect. 

172 Hephaistos will refer to Thetis at 18.394 as 6eivf) TC KCCI cctBolr) 8E6$ ; 
in both cases 5civ6$ simply reinforces alSoios, 'revered' , without implying 
anything more frightening. Helen's affection is suggested both by the 
intimate revelation of her feelings and by (plAc ixupi, 'dear father-in-law'. 
T h e aspiration of txvpi represents a lost (geminated) digamma, itself 
including the sigmatic element of *crf€Kvp6s; cf. Chantraine, GH 1, 146. 
It was because of those lost consonants that the final short syllable of 9IAE 
could be treated as long. 

173 'Would that evil death had pleased me' , cf. cos &9£Acs in 428, and, 
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more particularly, Helen's similar wish expressed to Hektor at 6.345-51. 
&v5&veiv implies definite pleasure, something more than ' be satisfied with', 
so there is an intended paradox, especially since death is KOKOS; indeed that 
is the main justification for an epithet which is otherwise weak here. The 
verse is evidently composed for its context; it is not especially formular, and 
5e0po occurs only here at the verse-end out of 22 Iliadic uses (and only 1 /21 x 
Od.). 

174-5 OAAaiJOS is specifically the marital bedchamber at 423-5, and T 
is right to say that Helen is cryptically referring to Menelaos. She has left 
husband, relatives and friends of her own age (corresponding with those 
listed by Priam at 163); she now adds her only child (Hermione according 
to Od. 4.14), who is TT)Avy£TT| (6x //., 2X Od.y only here feminine), a word 
for which 'born late', and therefore especially cherished, would be a 
meaning that suits all its Homeric uses; the etymologies of Hesychius and 
of b T on 9.482, from TTJAOO or T&OS and yiyvopai, are nevertheless suspect. 

1 7 6 TO is accusative,' with respect to that ' , ' therefore*. xAalovaa T£TT)KC( 
is a vivid phrase, 'melt away in weeping', only here in Homer. 

179 |&P90Tcpov is formular, 6x //. For the combination of qualities see 
on 2.201-2, and for the verse-end phrase cf. 4.87. 

180 6ctfjp is husband's brother; Helen addresses herself with equal 
savagery when talking to her other Scrfjp, Hektor, at 6.344: 6acp EueTo 
KUVO$ . . . Kinship terms are frequent hereabouts, TTCSCTIS, TTT)6S, bofp6$, Barjp. 
'Dog-faced* is a violent term, one flung at Agamemnon by Akhilleus at 
I.159, but also used of his mother Here by Hephaistos at 18.396 - perhaps 
it was not quite so bad, for the Greeks, when applied to a woman as when 
applied to a man. See also on 1.225. 

€t TTOT* 2TJV yc is a formula, 2X //., 2X Od. ( + ix, IX similar). The Odysscan 
uses are fairly straightforward, since they all refer to Odysseus, who has 
disappeared and whose very existence, even in the past, seems remote; so 
Od. 19.315, oTos 'OSVOCTEVS £crx£ PET* ¿vGpdoiv, ET TTOT* ITJV yc. The Iliadic 
applications are more oblique and consequently even more pathetic: at 
I I . 7 6 2 Nestor says lov, ET TTOT* ITIV YE (so the vulgate - editors usually 
print iov ys), looking back to his youthful exploits; at 24.426 Priam says 
of the dead Hektor 'my son, ET TTOT* I-T]V ye ' (never forgot to sacrifice). 
Obviously the phrase expresses nostalgia and regret at how things have 
changed; it is ' a pathetic turn of phrase apparently peculiar to Homer' 
(C. VV. Macleod on 24.426). Here it presumably refers to Agamemnon: 'he 
was my brother-in-law, if that relationship ever existed', i.e. if ever I lived 
in Lakedaimon and was married to Menelaos - it all seems so far off now. 
There is a bare possibility that ETJV here is first person and not third, and 
refers to Helen herself (she has just addressed herself as KV/VCOTTI6OS) ; at 
11 .762, as already noted, the vulgate reading is ¿05 Iov, EI TTOT' ITJV YE (but 
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cf. 23.643, <î>s TTOT* îov, where IR̂ v would be metrically possible; there is 
no certain Homeric use of ITJV as 1st person singular imperfect of elul). In 
any event it is unnecessary to suppose with Leaf, Hooker and others that 
el in this phrase has a special and unconditional force. 

182-3 PoipTjycvéç, hapax legomenon in Homer, must mean 'born with 
(favourable) destiny* and comes to much the same as 6Api66aipov. Priam's 
almost excessive admiration of Agamemnon is based now purely on the 
number of troops he commands. That this is an important index of power 
and prestige is clearly shown by Agamemnon's catalogue-entry, especially 
2.580: (he stands out above the other leaders) OOVEK' fipioros §T|V, TTOXÙ 6£ 
TrÂElcrrovs ôye AaoOs- In 183 £x5t vu TO« TTOAAOÎ continues to express 
amazement: 'Many indeed (fj), then (£â v u ) , . . . ' 

184-9 Priam's Phrygian reference is verv much in the style of Nestor's 
reminiscences, although far briefer; the breathless admiration continues, 
and he reveals none of the perturbation that the sight of so large a force 
might be expected to arouse in one still under siege. That is probably a 
further result of adapted materials at this point, although he might also 
have been anxious to impress Helen. 

185 The Phrygians are likewise aioÂOTrcbÂouç at HAphr 137, perhaps 
after this passage; otherwise the compound is unique in the epic, although 
cf. aloÀoOcbpîiÇ (2X //.), aloAouÎTpTiv (ix //.) where alôAos presumably 
implies 'shimmering' rather than its basic sense 'rapid*. The latter is the 
probable meaning with horses (contra £. Delebecque, Le Cheval dans f Iliade 
(Paris 1951) 167, who translates as 'aux coursiers frémissants (?)*); cf. 
19.404, TTÔÔOS alôXos hmros. At 10.431 the Phrygians are hrmSpaxoi (and 
the Maeonians ItirroKopuorai) ; but nothing is said of their horses in the 
brief entry in the Trojan catalogue at 2.862f. 

186 Otreus and Mugdon are otherwise unknown ; the latter's non-Greek 
name suggests that he may not be entirely fictitious. 

187-9 The Phruges lived around the Sangarios river, which they are 
now defending, according to 16.717-19 where Hekabe's brother Asios is said 
to have 'dwelt in Phrugie by the streams of Sangarios'. They are a different 
people from those later called Phruges who swept down into Asia Minor 
from Thrace (cf. Herodotus 7.73) some time after the fall of Troy. Here the 
Trojans are their allies in keeping the Amazones at bay - Bellerophon had 
also fought against them down in Lycia according to 6.186. érvriàveipa» -os 
in both passages shows the Amazons as already envisaged as women; in 
the Cyclic epic Aithiopis, ascribed to Arktinos and in some texts made to run 
on continuously from the end of the Iliad, they came to Troy to help Priam 
after Hektor's death, led by Penthesileia who was killed by Akhilleus. There 
is no detectable logic in all this: why should they be first the enemies of the 
Phrygians who were allied with Troy (naturally, since Priam's brother-in-law 
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lived there), then come to help the Trojans? And what is this idea of a race 
of women based on? All the old matriarchal theories have collapsed. They 
were an ancient concept, affected no doubt by popular etymology (* breasi-
less'), integrated into the myths about Herakles for instance, and seem to 
have become a standard mythical symbol for exotic foreign raiders. 

188 ¿AEXGTJV, ' I was counted with them', from A^yopcu. 
189 Hooker comments on OTE T\ where T* cannot be the generalizing 

particle, * It seems that TE became so common with relative words in general 
expressions that it spread to other types of relative clause.' 

192-202 Once again the poet lets Priam himself describe in some detail 
the physical appearance of the person he is asking about, and confines 
Helen's reply to a brief and traditional identification (almost epigrammatic 
in kind in the case of Odysseus, as AbT observe on 200-2); then comes 
further development, by Priam himself of Agamemnon and by Antenor (at 
24off.) of Odysseus. 

193-4 On KE<paAfj see i68n.; Aristarchus (Did/A) read KE9aAr)v as at 
227, and thiscould be right. Broad shoulders as a distinguishing characteristic, 
in addition to height, will recur at 210, where rather surprisingly Menelaos 
is said to surpass Odysseus in this respect, just as the latter here surpasses 
Agamemnon. 

195—6 For the first time Priam refers to the unusual circumstance of the 
armies having taken off their armour; TEVX«* (literally 'things made') 
primarily describes defensive armour, and at 114 they ^EBUOVTO, 'took it 
off', although swords and spears are doubtless included on the present 
occasion. 

No strong contrast can be intended between the HEV and 6i clauses; or 
rather the particles provide a kind of pseudo-contrast to disguise the 
incongruity between the unarmed Odysseus and his parading around as 
though he were inspecting fully armed (and unseated!) troops. That 
incongruity arises from the inappropriate use of the formular half-verse 
frrrniwAEiTai arrets ¿rvBpcov, suitable as it is to Agamemnon's inspection at 
4.250. 

197-8 The brief KTIAOS comparison of 196 recurs in a more elaborate 
form at 13.492c There is nothing surprising in the immediate repetition of 
a simile-motif; compare the Ares-comparisons at 13.295 and 298-305, with 
the comments of Moulton, Similes 2if. Here, however, there is special 
subtlety in the suggestion of how Priam thinks. It is as though he was pleased 
with the initial comparison and decided to develop it: 'he strides like a 
bell-wether - yes, I liken him to a thick-fleeced ram who moves through a 
great flock of gleaming sheep', in which the progressive element represented 
by 'yes' is to be found in the y£ of lycoyE. For the use of fcioxoo cf. Od. 6.152, 
where Odysseus likens Nausikaa to Artemis; TrqyEoi- must derive from 
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•nYjywpi, "with compact fleece'. Moulton, Similes 92f., stresses the parallel 
with Agamemnon as a bull among cattle at 2.4801*., and at 93 n. 14 develops 
an interesting argument about the ways in which one character may be used 
as a foil for another, as both Agamemnon and, later, Menelaos are for 
Odysseus. 

199 M. W. Edwards, Classical Philology 64 (1969) 81-7, has observed 
that this formula of reply, together with those at 171 and 228, displays 
uneconomical variation (these being the only three verses of reply, as 
distinct from saying, connected with Helen): 

1 7 1 TOV 8 ' 'EAEVT} iiuOoiotv ¿HEI^ETO, 5Ta ywaiK&v 
199 T O V 8* fjixcipET* ITTEIO* *EX£VTI AI6S ¿Kyeyavla 
228 T6V 8* 'EAIVRI TavvnrrrnrAos ¿HERETO, 5i a ywaiKoov 

Verses of address in general constitute a complex formular system, with some 
variation even for subjects (i.e. name-epithet groups) of the same metrical 
value; cf. e.g. M. Parry in Parry, MHV 1 0 - 1 6 . That provides a certain 
justification for Edwards' conclusion that Homer may simply have preferred 
to have some variation of expression within a short scene; although 
variation for its own sake is rarely sought in the oral style. Yet there are 
other considerations. Thus the commonest of all reply-verses is T O V / T ^ V 6* 

<5rrrauEi(3ouEvos/-Ti TrpoaapTj w w - w w - o; but this will not fit with Helene, 
however positioned, mainly because of her initial vowel. Then no less than 
28 different Homeric name-epithet groups follow the formular first half of 
e.g. 199, and Helen's is the only one beginning with a vowel - that is, the 
other 27 begin with a consonant and follow an unelided ITTEITO. AS a result, 
199 becomes a slight but rather tiresome departure, not perhaps to be 
imitated or repeated, from an established formular rhythm. The poet is 
therefore pushed in the direction of simple ¿PEÎ ETO, only 5X II. but 14X Od., 
of which ¿PEÎ ETO pudcpl occurs 5X in all. It is presumably that formula which 
gave rise to 11O80101V ¿PEI^ETO in 171 (although cf. also 6 . 3 4 3 'EA£VT) 

pOOoioi Trpocrnu5a pEiAixloioi). Thus both 171 and 199 are exceptional 
adaptations, and as such not particularly satisfactory; perhaps that is why 
the singer chooses to replace UOOOICTIV with TOVU-TTETTAOS (only here of Helen 
in //., but 2X Od.) when he comes to 228, since that does least violence to 
established formular systems. 

200-« Helen identifies Odysseus with an easy adaptation (using the 
epithet of IROAOPRITIS 'OSUOCEUSI) of the common address-formula SIOYEVEQ 

AaEpTi66r) iroAuufixav* "OSUCTCTEO (7X //., 13X Od.; it is of course a rising 
threefolder with its heavy patronymic bridging the central caesura). She 
then adds two further verses of compressed biography and characterization, 
nothing new but developing familiar information about him. The language 
of 201 is primarily paralleled in the Odyssey, as one might expect (£v 8r)iicp 
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'l6<StKr|s 3X, Kpavor^v 'I0AXT]V 4X); for the sentiment of Kpavaift m p £ouar)$ 
compare Od. g.zjf., where Odysseus says that Ithake is rough, Tp^x«', but 
a good nurturcr of young men, than which he knows no sweeter sight. Verse 
202 is an ad hoc amalgam of formular elements elaborating his traditional 
description as TToXvpiyns; Antenor will reuse i^Sca TTVKV6| six verses later, 
and irf)&£ct c(5cbsI occurs 3X //., 2X (+ 2 similar) Od. 

203 Avrlov T)u5a (17X //., 54X Od.) is a simple formula either of initial 
address, or of reply; Antenor enters the conversation with no special 
introduction - he is, of course, one of the elders among whom Priam and 
Helen are sitting (146^".). 

206-24 Antenor's description is introduced quite naturally as a personal 
confirmation of Helen's identification. It complements Priam's initial 
comments, at 193-8, on Odysseus' appearance (slightly confusing the issue 
at 209-11), then brings out his power as persuasive speaker - rather than 
the TroX0pr)TiS quality Helen had just stressed at 202. 

203-8 Antenor's confirmation is useful (since Helen might not have 
known Odysseus well), but is further motivated by his obvious excitement 
as conveyed by ^ pdAa TOGTO. . .The theme of his entertaining Odysseus 
and Menelaos when they came to Troy before the war began was developed 
in the post-Homeric Cypria, but was certainly known to Homer since it is 
referred to again at 11.138-42, where the detail is added that Antimakhos 
had urged the Trojans to kill Menelaos there. 

206 ctu 2VEK* ¿ryyeAiris is a famous if overrated problem: does it mean 
'for the sake of (bringing) a message concerning you* or 'as a messenger 
[dyyeAiTft, masc. nom.) on your behalf [OEO EVEK']'? Aristarchus (Am/A) 
supported the latter against Zenodotus, who in spite of his unnecessary offt 
for acO is probably right on this occasion. 6 ¿cyycAiTjs is in itself a doubtful 
form (despite vcTjvirjs, Tapirs etc., none of them from an abstract noun) 
accordingtoM. L. Weston Hesiod, Theog. 781 - animpossibleoneaccording 
to M. Leumann, who went on to argue, however (//II" 168-72, also LJgrE 
s.v.), that this passage was misunderstood by other singers and then became 
the source of masculine dyyeAirjs at 11.140, 13.252, 15.640. Of these, 11.140 
and 13.252 can be interpreted differently; only 15.640 favours Leumann's 
argument, and Zenodotus' ¿tyysXiriv would avoid the difficulty by making 
the construction similar to that of 11.140, where AyyEXIrjv £X6ovTa (of 
Menelaos coming to Troy) most probably means 'coming (for) a message-
bearing', that is, coming on a mission, cf. 24.235 ¿^EO(T)V ¿X86VTI. 

208 The reuse of P/J8EA TTVKV6 after 202 is somewhat prosaic, especially 
since the earlier application to Odysseus was connected with his 60X01 and 
a development of his character as TTOXUPTJTIS; Menelaos did not possess these 
traits. 

209-11 ¿XX' OTE 6F) (38X //., 49X Od.) begins no less than 4 of the 21 
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verses of Antenor's speech; here and at 212 it lacks its usual adversative 
force. 'When they mingled with the assembling Trojans* in 209 probably 
means 'when they appeared in the Trojan assembly*, as Leaf remarked, 
and does not therefore suggest that ordvTcov in 210 applies also to the 
Trojans. When the two of them were standing, Menelaos surpassed 
Odysseus ' in respect of broad shoulders'; Leaf is wrong on two scores in 
his comment that his 'shoulders stood out not only above his, but above 
all the Trojans', for if one wishes to say that a man is taller than another 
it is natural to mention the head (as at 168 and 193) and not the shoulders. 
Indeed the phrase (a formular one, 3X //., ix Od. + 1 similar) looks like a 
misapplication of i93f., where Odysseus was said by Priam to be less tall 
than Agamemnon but broader in shoulders and chest, tupCrrcpos 5* topoicnv 

orepvoioiv I6£CT6cci. That makes sense: Odysseus is not especially tall but 
is powerfully built. His broad shoulders make him look especially impressive 
when he is seated (and his lack of commanding height does not show): that 
is the implication of 211, in which yEpapcbxepos probably takes up yepap6v 
in 170. These three verses are interesting but expressed with less than the 
usual Homeric clarity and ease; that does not apply to the change of 
construction between crrdvTcov and fjopEvco, which is nothing unusual, 
while for a nominative dual participle then distributed into 6. - .6 see 
especially 10.224. 

212 AAA' OT€ 8rj is slightlv more pointed than in 209: '(there was this 
physical difference between them), but when it came to words, then 
Menelaos was brief but fluent.. .* 

uf|6ea takes up the priSea TTVKV6 of 208, although in a rather sterile way 
(see on 208). T h e combination puOous «al pf)8ea has no exact parallel in 
Homer; there is nothing specific against it, but it is typical, nevertheless, 
of the strained diction of this part of Antenor's speech. 

213-4 ¿TnTpox<5t8r)v,' fluently', literally' running on* in a good sense (as 
the context requires), as opposed to 'gl ibly ' as Iros says of the disguised 
Odysseus at Od. 18.26. T h e tern) became part of the technical vocabulary 
of rhetoric, much later, and primarily implied 'cursorily* or'passing rapidly 
from one point to another'. O u r poet needs to say that Menelaos is a clear 
and fluent speaker, but a somewhat laconic one; even his fluency must be 
in a lower class than Odysseus' 'snowflake' delivery which he is about to 
describe. Therefore the two aspects — clearness and brevity — arc listed 
alternately, twice over: he was fluent (tnrrpox<i5Tjv), with few words 
(•nraupa), but very clear ones (p&Aa Aiylcos), because he was not a man of 
many words (TTOAUUUQOS) . 

215 o06* topauapTonrfjc adds a third characteristic: his few, clearly-
delivered words were to the point, did not miss their target. So far this 
cumulated verse is successful, even necessary; its second half is more 
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difficult. Ancicnt doubts were concerned with whether fj, f| or fi should 
be read; Nicanor and Herodian (whose comments are reflected in A) were 
probably dependent on Aristarchus in rejecting the third, but this is 
probably right none the less; most of the MSS thought so, mainly no doubt 
because it is intelligible while the others are not': Menelaos did not miss the 
target with his'words, even if (RI KOC() he was the younger (that is, 
presumably, than his brother Agamemnon). But even that does not make 
very good sense; Menelaos is not envisaged, after all, as a very young man, 
and it would only be in such a person that the power of sensible speaking 
would, according to the Greek view, be surprising enough to deserve 
comment. Incidentally y£vos is not used exactly so elsewhere in Homer, to 
mean 'age* (Shipp, Studies 238); it is an understandable extension, but even 
so it adds a little more substance to the feeling that this central part of 
Antenor's speech was composed with some haste, or under some strain, or 
was perhaps so often cited in the post-Homeric period that it suffered minor 
rephrasing. 

2 1 6 — 2 3 Now comes the most dramatic and effective part of Antenor's 
speech, to which the rest is preliminary in a sense: whenever Odysseus leapt 
to his feet he would just stand there with his eyes fixed on the ground (see 
the next comment), his staff held motionless as though he were a fool; but 
when he began to speak, he was beyond compare. 

217 The language is a little imprecise, for Crrrorf means' from underneath' 
as in Cnrr68pa I6cbv (see on 1.148 -71), and, if he was looking up from under 
lowered brow, then his gaze can hardly have been 'fixed on the ground'. 
Taking Spucrr* to mean 'face' not 'eyes', which is Leaf's solution, is out of 
the question - the term always refers to eyes elsewhere in Homer. Presum-
ably we should understand that Odysseus first fixed his gaze on the ground, 
then looked up, or repeatedly looked up, without raising his head. 

2 1 8 - 1 9 Holding one's staff quite still (it is the herald's staff, strictly, 
which is handed over as token of the right to speak, see on 2.109) is evidently 
the sign of a foolish or surly speaker. A good speaker, by contrast - except 
for Odysseus - moves it to and fro to emphasize the points he is making. 

22X—2 ' But whenever he released his great voice from his chest . . . ' : the 
final AAA* 6TE 6I*) (cf. 209-1 in. init.) introduces an expression of great power 
and simplicity, followed by the comparison of his words to snowflakes in 
winter. They come thick and fast, perhaps; or is Willcock correct in thinking 
rather of their 'slow inevitability and cumulative effect'? The answer is that 
one cannot be certain - it depends what kind of snowflakes they are. Are 
they driven by strong winds as in the snow-similes at 12.156-8 and 19.357^ 
or do they fall on a windless day as in a fourth snow-simile at 12.278-86? 

C. Moulton, Similes 93, argues that there is a significant contrast between 
appearance and reality in this whole description of Odysseus, as earlier with 
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'Paris' exterior image and his true worth'; so that Odysseus here is a foil 
for Paris. That is probably going too far, but the contrast between a man's 
outward appearance and his true nature and capacities clearly fascinated 
Homer, most obviously in the Odyssey and with Odysseus in general, but 
also, for instance, with Akhilleus himself. 

224 ¿cyocaoduEO*: <Jry6aa6ai, to rate something as substantial or exces-
sive, can come to mean either' admire' or ' be surprised or annoyed at *. Here 
it probably bears the latter sense, although Aristarchus (Arn/A) took the 
verse to mean 'we did not then admire his appearance as much' (as his 
power of speech). Bentley judged the verse un-Homeric because of its 
double ignoring of digamma in Ayaaadpri)' (f)cT5o$ (f)I56vTES, and Leaf 
characterized it as awkward and tautological. It is, however, a typically oral 
summation, not even really repetitive since Antenor has turned from a 
general judgement about Odysseus' incomparable oratory to a particular 
statement, and a telling reversion to the beginning of his speech, about how 
they felt in the Trojan assembly. 

225 This closely follows the form of 191, which introduced Priam's 
previous question. 

226-7 The question itself is much briefer than its predecessors, in fact 
the three questions become progressively shorter. It still includes the bare 
physical description that is required to supplement Priam's presumed act 
of pointing; again the criteria are height (cf. 168 of Agamemnon, 193 of 
Odysseus) and broadness of shoulders (cf. 194 of Odysseus). Verse 226 more 
or less repeats 167, applied there to Agamemnon; 227 makes Aias l£oxos, 
outstanding, in both respects, which means that he is one of those who outdo 
Agamemnon in the former (168) and that he surpasses even Odysseus in 
the latter (cf. 194). The tradition constantly remarked on Aias' great 
physique; Helen repeats ireAobpios, 'huge' , at 229-that is an epithet 
otherwise applied only to Hektor, Agamemnon, Akhilleus and Ares (apart 
from, at 5.842 and 847, the exotic Periphas). Aias is often p£yas in the 
formula i*£yas TeAapcbvios Alas, and this corresponds with |j£yas Kopv©-

aioAos "Eicrcop, partly because of their metrically similar names no doubt 
(thus 9oi6t|ios is also shared between him (6x) and Hektor (29X)); but he 
alone is Eptcos 'Axonoov (at 229 and 2X elsewhere), and he alone wields the 
great tower-like shield, adexos /JUTE mrpyov, see on 2.558. Finally he is ' far 
the best' and 'much the strongest' after Akhilleus at 2.768 70 (see note 
there), and is the favoured choice as Achaean champion in the duel against 
Hektor in book 7. 

228 For the reply-formula see on 199. 
229-42 Helen's reply is astonishing, and brings the identification of 

Achaean heroes (which could have become monotonous if carried on for 
too long, especially after the great Achaean catalogue of book 2) to an 
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unexpectedly early conclusion. She begins by naming Aias in a single verse, 
then passes on, unasked, to identify Idomeneus (who is next to him) and 
explains that she knows him well. This takes a further four verses, and allows 
her meanwhile to scan the whole army, as she says at 234, without being 
able to see her brothers Kastor and Poiudeukes (the Dioskouroi). Her 
address ends with four verses in which she speculates, ironically and 
pathetically as it transpires, on why they are not present (239-42). 

229 Aias is identified in almost the briefest possible way. That is 
remarkable in itself, especially after the relatively long descriptions of 
Agamemnon and Odysseus; but we should not conclude too hastily that 
interference with the text is the reason (see the next comment); on the 
contrary, the brevity is almost certainly intentional; and neither it nor the 
omission of Diomedes and Nestor, for example, are likely to be accidental 
in any sense. 

230-3 That is virtually proved by the careful transition to Idomeneus, 
who is £rip<o0EV, to one side of, Odysseus (the term being metrically more 
convenient than the more exact ¿ripcoQi). Adam Parry correctly observed 
(in 'Have we Homer's Iliad?', YCS 20 (1966) 198) that 'the strongly for-
mulary responses oCnr6s y* "ATpi'iS^s (178), oCrros 8* au AcrepTi68r)s (200), 
oCrros 6* Alas Icrri (229) here give way to the more abrupt 'ISOHEVEVS 8' 
trcpco&v (230)'. The new emphasis on physical proximity - which, as 
Aristarchus (Am/A) noted, accords with the position of Aias and Idomen-
eus at 4.251-74 - offers an adequate ostensible motive for Helen turning 
her attention to Idomeneus here rather than, say, to Diomedes. Equally 
important is the connexion he provides with her old life in Lakedaimon, 
where she often saw him; this begins to focus her interest in a more personal 
way, and also leads naturally enough through the thought of her old home 
to concern for her brothers. Idomeneus is, of course, quite an important 
person in his own right; with Meriones he is conspicuous at several points, 
especially in book 13, and there are signs in that Book of a special effort 
to emphasize the contribution of the Cretan contingent, on which see on 
13.650-2; incidentally Cretans and Crete are mentioned no less than three 
times in the present four verses. 

Shipp, Studies 239, remarks that 'the description of Idomeneus.. .is 
commonly considered to have been inserted, truncating the description of 
Ajax ' ; this is in relation to his classification of 231 f)yep£0ovrai as an 
'abnormal feature' (which is not justified by Chantraine, GH1, 327f; forms 
in -¿600 are secondary developments for metrical reasons, cf. fiEpiOovrai, 3X 
//., and comment on 108). It is, indeed, tempting at first to think that the 
cursory nature of the description of Aias must be due to mechanical 
interference with the text, especially since the whole Viewing episode must 
have been developed from a different version set earlier in the war; but 
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further reflection shows it to be brilliantly motivated in psychological terms 
and to form part of a description of Helen and her thoughts that is carefully 
worked out and extraordinarily subtle; see further Adam Parry, TCS 20 
(1966) 197-200. 

234-5 Helen continues in a style that in itself reveals little of her growing 
anxiety; indeed her whole speech is cast in a plain cumulative style (except 
for the integral enjambment of 23of. at its beginning) with uninterrupted 
verses and frequent progressive enjambment. Her manner, if we are to gauge 
it by her words, is melancholy rather than agitated, and 235, which is not 
strictly necessary, adds to the impression that she is making herself keep 
calm. 

yvolfjv is assimilated to the potential construction of (KEV) III/6T)OA(IIF]V: 

she does not actually recognize them now, but she means that she could 
show that she recognized them, and name them, if necessary. 

236-44 The description of her brothers as KOCTp̂ Tope Aaoov, then as 
respectively hnrABapov and ttv£ &ya66v (237 = Od. 11.300), adds weight 
to her concern but may also suggest an almost dirge-like formality. Her 
closeness to them is brought out by the repeated emphasis in 238 that they 
are her full brothers, although this raises several questions about which 
version of the myth Homer primarily depends on. The development of the 
tale of the children of Lede and Tundareos is complex. The two brothers 
among them were known as the Diosko(u)roi only from the later fifth 
century B.C. on, or so it seems from surviving evidence. In Pindar, Nem. 
10.49-90 Poludeukes and Helen are the children of Lede by Zeus, Kastor 
(together with Klutaimestre according to the common account) is her child 
by her mortal husband Tundareos. Zeus visiting Lede in the form of a swan 
is a commonplace of classical art, but Pindar stresses rather the different 
motif by which Zeus sleeps with a mortal woman on the same night as her 
husband does, and the consequence is twins, one of which is mortal, the 
other immortal or partly so - cf. Herakles and Iphiklos. Pindar also relates 
how when Kastor was killed by Idas, his brother Poludeukes surrendered 
half of his immortality to him, so that each spent alternate days on Olumpos 
and in the underworld. That is ignored here, but alluded to at Od. 11.301-4, 
where as sons of Lede (whom Odysseus sees in his visit to the underworld) 
they are 'possessed by the life-generating earth* in the same words as those 
of 243 here (on which see 243-4n.Jin.)y and 'now alive.. .now dead* (Od. 
11-3(>3f.). The Homeric tradition certainly knew that Helen herself had 
divine blood, since she is termed 'offspring of Zeus', Ai6s bcytyavna, three 
times (including at 199 and 418 in the present Book), and since at Od. 4.563-9 
Menelaos is said to be destined for the Elysian plain because he is married 
to her. Is 238 perhaps carefully phrased to avoid this kind of issue by 
concentrating on Lede, who was certainly the mother of all three siblings, 
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no matter who their father was? Whatever the possible relation of the 
Odyssean underworld passage, it is clear that 243 here implies that both 
brothers were dead in the normal sense - the verse would indeed lose much 
of its carefully prepared pathos if that were not so. Different versions of their 
birth, life and death certainly existed already in Homer's time (they had, 
of course, special characteristics as horsemen and as protectors of seamen), 
and he probably chose to draw here on a simple form which would not 
complicate the pathos and irony of Helen's reflection. In the Odyssey the 
main composer, or perhaps an elaborator, adds a gloss from a more 
sophisticated version, as also with Herakles at Od. 11.602-4. 

239-42 Nicanor and Herodian in AbTdisagreed about the accentuation 
of . .fi in 239f., Herodian preferring f j for the latter, i.e. as interrogative; 
but Nicanor is probably correct: either they did not accompany (Menelaos) 
from Lakedaimon, or they did so, but now (OVT* being equivalent to 6E after 
l*£v in 240) are unwilling to fight. The 'many shameful things and insults 
attaching to me, & poi fccrriv*, 242, would inevitably be directed also against 
her brothers, if they were there; but it is also true, as J. T . Hooker puts it, 
that' Helen's self-disgust, already expressed at 180, comes to the fore again'. 

Whether we should read Bevpco in 240 (not elsewhere in Homer), with 
Herodian in A and a few MSS, or the regular StOpo with metrical lengthening, 
remains doubtful - probably the latter. 

243-4 11 is unlikely, in view of the careful construction of Helen's whole 
speech and the pathetic tone of these two verses in themselves (especially 
in f^Sii, av6i and ^{Xrj [fcrj Zenodotus (Arn/A)] TrorrplSj yalq), that 
'life-generating earth', 900(300$ ala, is to be taken just as a standard 
formular phrase, used at this juncture without special significance. Even if 
the idea of the fertile earth being also the repository of the dead has its own 
ironical or even hopeful paradoxicality, it still acquires additional meaning 
in relation to Helen's assumption that, whatever the reason for her brothers' 
absence, they are at any rate alive, when in fact they are dead. Milman Parry 
(MHV 125C) argued that this like other standard epithets has no specific 
value; others have disagreed. In general it is true that formular epithets are 
not specially selected for their appropriateness to a particular occasion; but 
nevertheless the singer does from time to time choose language, including 
formular language, that takes on special significance or irony in an 
individual context. The matter is not seriously complicated by questions 
over the meaning of 900(300$; Chantraine, Diet. s.v. jEiai confirms the view 
of e.g. LSJ that the -300$ element is formed from 3E16, 'barley', much as 
in the formula 3ci6copo$ -v ftpoupa -v (3X //., 3X Od.). Yet he accepts that 
popular etymology connected both 3E1- and -300$ with 3001*1, 'life', by the 
time of Empedocles and Aeschylus in the middle of the fifth century. In 
fact it is clear that the epic tradition already made this association, since the 
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third Homeric instance of 900(300$ (apart from the present passage and the 
possibly etymological development at Od. 11.301, on which see 236-44^1.) 
similarly refers to yií 9V0Í3OOS as the place which holds (back) the dead: 
//. 21.63. 

245-313 The heralds, accompanied by Priam and Anterior, arrive on the battlefield 
from Troy bringing sacrificial victims and wine. The oath-sacrifice, preliminary to the 
duely is carried out by Agamemnon, after which the Trojan elders return to the city 

245-8 After the distinctive conclusion of the Viewing episode that is 
implied by 243^, the poet reverts to the heralds who were despatched by 
Hektor back to Troy at 1 i6f. in accordance with Menelaos* proposal at 
103-5. f a c l 245 could follow directly on from 120, immediately before 
the Viewing episode begins; that does not mean that the whole episode is 
any kind of later intrusion, but rather illustrates the simple way in which 
the monumental composer could amalgamate independent themes or songs, 
as well as the very direct transitions from one scene to another - in this case, 
from the battlefield to Troy and back. 

The two Trojan heralds have by now (that is, we are to understand, 
during the conversation between Helen and Priam) got the two lambs 
specified by Menelaos at 103, as well as the wine which is an essential part 
of most sacrifices (cf. 26gf., 295^); Idaios in addition carries a mixing-bowl 
(247c) and cups. 

2 4 5 For t h e SpKia Triará s e e on 7 3 - 5 . 

246 There is a developed formular system for wine, olvos, in which 
Éu9pova here is a unique epithet, but as D. L. Page noted (HHI268 n. 32), 
in this position in the verse it 'fulfils a need and has no duplicate'. 

The primary application of Kapiróv ápoúpr)S is clearly to cereal foods, as 
in ápoúprjs KapiTÓv ?6OUCTIV -ovrts, 2X II.; but the extension, through vines, 
to wine is occasionally paralleled in post-Homeric Greek. 

250-8 Idaios now prepares for the second part of Menelaos' instructions 
at 105 by telling Priam about the proposed duel, and that he must take part 
in the preliminary oath-sacrifice. His words are at first formal (especially 
in the initial imperative, 250-2, with its rising threefolder at 250) and then 
practical, with mainly progressive enjambment. 

255-8 His report of the terms on which the duel is to be fought and the 
oath taken uses preceding phraseology, as usual; especially in condensing 
Paris' initial proposition, 7if. •• g2f., into 255, and in repeating 73-5 as 
256-8 with minor adjustments. 

259 6 yépcov comes very close to the developed use of the definite article, 
and interpretations like that of J. T . Hooker, 'he (6) shuddered, old man 
as he was', seem strained. 
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At the end of the verse both Aristarchus and Zenodotus (Did/A) read 
¿Tatpots. The dative is perfectly possible after KEAEUGJ, cf. e.g. 2.50, and may 
have a slight difference of nuance as compared with the accusative, 'give 
formal orders' (to perform a relatively complex task) rather than simply 
'tell '; that could suit the situation here. Moreover the short dative plural 
in -ots is regular in this instance, as Shipp effectively demonstrated (Studies 
5of). Most modern editors, like Monro-Allen in O C T , print ¿Taipous with 
the great majority of MSS. 

261 Priam takes the reins with Antenor standing beside him; as bT 
point out, the former will have to drive his own chariot at 24.326. Antenor 
has not been specifically summoned, but a further Trojan presence at the 
oath is all to the good, he is Priam's chief counsellor and was with him on 
the walls, and he is known to Menelaos and Odysseus (cf. 207). 

263 ZKOIGJV occurs only here without TTUA&COV (etc.); Aristarchus 
(Arn/A) noted the anomaly, also the unusual contraction as compared with 
22.6 TTVX6COV TE Zxaidcov, where, as Shipp (Studies 239) commented, * the 
monosyllable [i.e. TE] allows its use'; Shipp also added that 'One must allow 
for the difficulty of combining 616 with Zxaidccov, with or without TTVA6COV.' 

Even so, Homer could surely have recast the verse - tha*. would probably 
have meant adding a second verse - so as to include 'gates', had he wished 
to do so, and one can only conclude that' the Scaean(s)' was an idiomatic 
abbreviation which happens not to be required elsewhere. See on 145 for 
the Scaean gate in general. 

265 They descend from the chariot, not from the horses as ££ rrrrrGov 
might suggest; ITTTTOI in epic language often refers to the actual chariot, and 
can even do so when associated with an epithet peculiar to horses (as Leaf 
observed), as at 17.504 KaAAhpiXE {W)iAEvai nnrco. 

267-6 Agamemnon has played his kingly role in arranging for the oath 
demanded by Menelaos at i03ff., so as Priam approaches he rises to his feet; 
Odysseus, presumably to balance Antenor, follows suit. 

269-70 The heralds assemble the 6pxia, that is, the materials for the 
oath-sacrifice: the two lambs from the Trojans and the single one from the 
Achaeans (cf. io3f.), also the wine which they mix in the mixing-bowl 
carried at 247f. by Idaios. Aristarchus (Arn/A) correctly observed that this 
was not in order to mix wine with water (which is the regular function of 
the KPIYR^ip), but to mix the offerings of both sides: oux u6cm Ipioyov T 6 V 

olvov, &AA& TOV TWV Tpcbcov teal *Axaid>v. Admittedly there is no specific 
mention of the Achaeans providing wine, but neither is there of their pro-
ducing the single lamb they had offered (the origin of the water in 270 is 
likewise not specified). The Trojan contributions, on the other hand, are 
detailed as part of the close description of movements within the city. The 
real support for Aristarchus' interpretation comes from 4.159=2.341 
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(which he cites), which mentions a7tov6a( T * & K P T J T O T , 'unmixed libations', 
as part of the oath. The wine will be drawn from the mixing-bowl, then 
poured on to the ground from cups after Agamemnon has completed his 
prayer and oath, at 295c As they do so, the participants on each side pray 
that whoever transgress the oath shall have their brains, and those of their 
children, flow onto the ground like the wine (298-301). 

There is no similar mention of wine in the corresponding oath-sacrifice 
at 19.2500"., which is less detailed. Here the wine probably has two distinct 
functions: (i) the first, which is not specifically described but is suggested 
by the prominence accorded to mixing the wine as part of the preliminaries, 
resembles that of wine at ordinary sacrifices, as for example at 1.462f. = Od. 
3.459C where the sacrificer roasts the divine portion on wooden spits and 
then pours a libation of wine, presumably on the fire, (ii) In its second 
function the wine enacts a curse against anyone who breaks the oath - it 
is an appendage to the oath-sacrifice itself, not part of it; similar symbolic 
acts are envisaged outside Homer, for example the shaking of priestly robes 
after the profanation of the mysteries in 415 B.C. (Parker, Miasma 191 f.); 
see also on 300. The first function treats the wine as a regular libation; that 
is, as a shared offering to the gods which implicitly invokes their approval 
(in the case of burnt offerings it probably has additional implications which 
are irrelevant here). The second adapts the idea of libation to a specific 
symbolism; by pouring the wine, and praying that his own brain should 
be poured out similarly if he breaks the main oath, the participant is no 
longer involved in any kind of offering but is initiating a conditional form 
of sympathetic magic. Historians of religion and ritual have been inclined 
to call this 'pre-deistic': so Burkert, Criechische Religion 379; Nilsson, 
GgrR 129. 

The water must have been brought by one side or the other in a special 
ewer; washing hands before sacrifice was a regular and obvious part of the 
preliminaries to ritual slaughter of any kind, as e.g. at 1.449 (XEPvW'aVTO)> 
Od. 3.440^ and 445. 

271-2 These verses recur as 19.252^, of the oath-sacrifice performed by 
Agamemnon as part of his reconciliation with Akhilleus. The ii&xaipa, 
which hangs down by the sword, is never mentioned as a weapon of war 
but was an all-purpose tool, for a ritual purpose as here or a surgical one 
at 11.844. 

273-4 Agamemnon cuts off hairs from the animal victims' heads, and 
they are distributed by the heralds to the chieftains of both sides. In an 
ordinary sacrifice there would be a fire into which the hairs would be thrown 
as at Od. 3.446, 14.422; for oath-sacrifices no fire is needed and the hairs 
must have been simply discarded, thrown onto the ground, as casually no 
doubt as at i9.267f. the victim's body is thrown into the sea. The act of 
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&TT6px£<y6o« (the term does not appear in the present description, but see 
e.g. 19.254, Arr6 Tplxots ¿cp^ducvos), or '.making a beginning or first 
offering', evidently consists in handing out the hairs rather than burning 
them - it is the action of receiving them that joins the participants with the 
victim, with each other and (in the present case) with the oath in which 
they are jointly partaking. If there is a fire, then burning the ritual hairs 
is an obvious means of disposing of them, and that might sometimes have 
been regarded as an additional symbolic offering to the gods. Much has been 
written (often in a highly speculative but at the same time rather dogmatic 
way) about the identification of sacrificer with victim in such rituals, for 
example among the Nuer by rubbing ashes on the animal before it is 
slaughtered; see E. E. Evans-Pritchard, Nuer Religion (Oxford 1956) 279ff., 
with my remarks in Entretiens Hordl XXVII (Vandoeuvres 1981) 4 8 - 5 3 . 

The short dative of Ap'crroisl in 274 is no more objectionable than 259 
¿Taipoisl, see comment there. 

275 Toicnv, 'on their behalf. Agamemnon holds up his arms and prays 
loudly, cf. 1 9 . 2 5 4 ^ where it is added that the rest of them listen in silence; 
in each case the words of the prayer follow immediately. 

276-91 The prayer is implicitly an oath, since the gods are asked to 
be witnesses and guardians (280 p d p T u p o i . . . «puAdcrcrrrc) of the ¿pxia TTICTTA. 

It is symmetrically constructed and has the legalistic flavour proper to oaths, 
although it lacks any explicit statement that both sides swear to abide by 
such-and-such. Beginning with a five-verse invocation of the special gods 
and powers invoked (276-80), it proceeds to a balanced pair of three-verse 
'clauses* with and ' I f on the one hand Alexandros kills Menelaos, 
t h e n . . . ; but if on the other hand Menelaos kills Alexandros, then. . . ' 
( 2 8 1 - 6 ) . The second of these is elaborated by a fourth, cumulated verse 
(287), which serves the purpose, among others, of leading into a four-verse 
appendix (288-91) threatening what will happen if the Trojans fail to pay 
adequate recompense as specified in the second 'clause' at 286. 

276-8 The deities addressed are those detailed by Menelaos at 104 (see 
on 1 0 3 - 4 ) , except that earth, Ge or Gaia, is also elaborated by the rivers 
which are part of her, and by the avengers who dwell beneath her surface 
(278 imivcpOE). Zeus is involved in his local form, envisaged as overseeing 
events at Troy from his sanctuary on Mount Ida - not specifically as 6pxto$ 
(the epithet is not used by Homer, although cf. 107 At6s 5pxia), but as 
supreme and highest god. The Sun ("HAios is a vocative here, cf. 21.106 
&AA6, <plAos, Odvc xcrt cru) is concerned with oaths, like the Mesopotamian 
sun-god Shamash, because he sees and hears all and so cannot be deceived. 
Rivers are revered even more than springs (cf. Burkert, Griechische Religion 
27if.); for example the Sperkheios, to which Akhilleus has promised 
offerings, is envisaged as having both sanctuary and altar in his waters at 
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23.148; coming from under the earth, they are also connected with the 
chthonic powers there - and perhaps too with the waters of Stux. Burkert 
also points out (at 377f.) the oriental and later Greek parallels for the 
conjunction in oath-invocations of sun, earth with its rivers, and underworld 
deities. At 15.36AT. Here herself swears by Gaia and Ouranos (which has 
a different value, however, from Helios) and the river Stux, as well as by 
Zeus's 'holy head* and their marriage-bed. 

278-9 Those who 'take vengeance on men* for false oaths present 
certain problems. The ancient vulgate reading in 279 is T I W O B O V , a dual 
form which Aristarchus (Am/A) referred to Plouton and Persephone, king 
and queen of the underworld who were also judges of the dead (and which 
Zenodotus, as usual, took to be equivalent to a simple plural). At 9.453-7 
Phoinix describes how his father had called upon the Erinues, the Furies, 
to avenge an offence by his son, and how 'Zeus under the earth' (that is, 
Plouton or Hades) and Persephoneia had fulfilled his curses (9.456^). That 
is in favour of Aristarchus; but in the roughly parallel oath-scene in book 
19, it is the Erinues who are the subject of 19.260 ( = 279 here):' the Erinues, 
who under the earth | take vengeance on men, whoever swears a false 
oath' - the text there reads T i v w r a i not T I W O 6 O V . On the whole the 
principle of formular economy makes it probable that the Erinues are 
envisaged here too, despite Aristarchus. What may have happened is that 
T f v u v T a i was adjusted to vocative T I W O O E (for at 19.259 Earth and Sun etc. 
are in the nominative, after 258 TOTCO, and not directly addressed in the 
vocative as here), which was then mistakenly changed to "riwoBov in order 
to avoid an (actually acceptable) hiatus before 6ns. Incidentally one early 
papyrus (P. Hibeh 1, 19) read T I V W T O T here also. 

A further problem relates to the at first sight harmless-looking Kap6vTors, 
meaning 'when dead' (cf. cIScoAa xapivrcov at 23.72 and 2X Od.), and its 
counterpart irrr6 yaiav in the version of ig.25gf. Punishment after death 
for sins committed in life, although illustrated by the great sinners Tituos, 
Tantalos and Sisuphos in the (probably elaborated) underworld-scene in 
the Odyssey (11.576-600), is not otherwise envisaged in the Iliad. In fact 
i9.25gf. does not necessarily imply that; it depends on whether we apply 

UTT6 yaiav there to the Erinues or to their victims, and I agree with Nitzsch 
against Leaf and others that the former is more natural in terms of word-
orderand colon-break. That presentsadifferentand more acceptable picture: 
the Erinues are chthonic deities; in a second mention in Phoinix* speech 
in book 9, at 57if., the Erinus hears Meleagros' mother's curse on her son 
££ *Ep£pEcr<piv - that means, the Furies' dwelling-place is in the depths of the 
earth; but they punish mortals direcdy, on earth and when still alive, just 
as they do Orestes in Aeschylus' Eumenides. Indeed in the present episode 
transgressors against Agamemnon's oath will be envisaged at 299-301 as 
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liable to punishment in life, not after death. The difficulty remains Kau6vTas 
in 278; a few MSS read K A P 6 V T E S , which sees the avengers as spirits of the 
dead - a slightly different conception, possible perhaps were it not for the 
virtual certainty that we are dealing here with the Erinues and not with 
chthonic daimons of the kind intended by e.g. Hesiod at Erga 141. Van 
Leeuwen considered HEVOVTES for K A P 6 V T A S , but if emendation is envisaged 
it would be better to go the whole hog (especially since PEVOVTES gives a 
sense of IAEVEIV not directly paralleled in Homer) and read CRNIVEPGEV ¿6VTES, 

which might then have been assimilated to the more developed Odyssean 
conception relatively early in the process of transmission. 

281-6 The agreement to which the parties are swearing covers two main 
eventualities and one subsidiary one. If Paris kills Menelaos, then he is to 
keep Helen and her possessions (those she brought from Lakedaimon is 
what is meant), and the Achaeans are to go home. If Menelaos kills Paris, 
then they are to take Helen and her possessions, and appropriate recompense, 
TIPI"), in addition. If the recompense is not appropriate (see on 287), then 
Agamemnon will stay and fight until the end: in a sense that is neither 
codicil nor subordinate condition, but a personal gloss on 286 F)v T I V ' IOIKEV 

which he expects the Trojans to accept. What will happen if the duel is 
somehow aborted (as in the event it will be) is simply not considered -
perhaps because the poet needs there to be some confusion over this at a 
later stage. 

286 The idea of compensation is Agamemnon's; nothing has been said 
about it so far by Paris or Hektor (naturally enough), or even by Menelaos 
when he responds in general terms to their proposals, at 97-102 - not, as 
bT suggest, because he is only concerned to regain his wife, but rather 
because he wants to bring an end to the suffering on both sides. 

287 This verse is a cumulated expansion on the concept of appro-
priateness as outlined in 286 IOIKEV. It is no mere decorative elaboration, as 
might first appear, since Agamemnon here gives some indication of what 
'appropriate recompense' might entail: it is to be one which will be 
remembered by future generations. This at the very least implies a 
substantial one, on a different scale from that of conventional penalties of, 
say, double the amount at issue. 

2 8 9 The regular negative after E! & V / K E is P ^ ; OOK here is to be ex-
plained as forming almost a single term with £6&coaiv, much as in English 
'unwilling'. Cf. 4.160 oOx-l-r&ecraEV. 

290-1 The king is in one of his most imperious and impressive moods: 
he will stay and fight (although doubtless he will have to have the Achaeans 
with him, if the outcome is to be a fiXos of warfare, i.e. the fall of Troy). 

292 fj, 'he spoke': 'with these words he cut the throats. . . ' <rr6paxos 
is the throat or gullet, part almost of the mouth, crr6pa; later it was applied 
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to other neck-like openings, into the bladder, womb or stomach - and hence 
to the 'stomach* itself. tn\...T&UE was the reading of most ancient texts 
before Aristarchus, but he opted for ¿OT6...T6PE (Did/A); which is 
interesting not because of the actual change, which is minor, but because 
on this kind of point his text could prevail so completely over al TrXfious. 
'Harsh bronze' (i ix //., 8x Od.) can refer to any sharp bronze implement, 
usually spear-head but also sword, axe or, as here, the knife already used 
at 27if. 

293-4 1 He put them on the ground * is a slighdy awkward way of saying 
that they collapsed, or he let them fall, to the ground; the verse (293) is 
perhaps based, too loosely, on a prototype like 6.473 of Hektor's helmet, 
xal TT)V ph> KCRR&TIK£v FERRL xOovl Trap<pav6coaav. 

The actual death of sacrificial victims is nowhere else in Homer so 
graphically described (although cf. Od. 3.449^ where the axe 'cut the 
neck-tendons and loosed the cow's strength', AOorcv 6fe £065 pivos). Dying 
men are said to 'gasp', e.g. at 10.521, Od. 8.526, and the idea is elaborated 
here in the cumulated verse 294, where 8upo0 5evop£vous is an unusual 
phrase in which OupoO means 'breath* if it is taken as an expansion of 
danrcripovTas, or 'life-spirit' if the following ydp-clause is understood 
strictly. Even this clause, which looks formular and is composed of common 
terms, has no direct parallel in Homer, and it begins to look as if the whole 
verse was constructed for this context, probably in order to increase the 
emphasis on the oath itself by unusual attention to the victims. At the same 
time the idea of animals gasping after their throats are cut is more dramatic 
to most modern readers than it would be to members of an ancient audience, 
to whom the event would be commonplace. 

295-301 For the pouring of the wine and its application in the prayer 
see on 269-70, 2nd para.: this is not a regular libation, but the flowing wine 
becomes part of the oath, i.e. as a symbol of the fate of transgressors. No 
doubt there was a certain flexibility of practice, just as there were variations 
between these Homeric oath-rituals in general and those of later times; for 
example there is no sign in Homer of cutting up the animals and standing 
on parts of them while taking the oath (cf. e.g. Nilsson, CgrR 129, on T6pia), 
or of oaths taken by the crrrAAyxva of ordinary burnt offerings as at e.g. 
Herodotus 6.67-8, cf. Burkert, Griechische Religion 379. 

296 Ekxeov: b T noted that this purely descriptive term is used instead 
of a form of <nr£v8co (e.g. cnrmcrav) because the poet 'knew in advance that 
their prayers would be ineffectual'. This looks Aristarchan in origin, but 
is probably wrong; for if there is any special significance in the choice of 
verb (which happens not to be used elsewhere in the poem in this form) 
and the avoidance of <rniv5co, it is that this is not a typical libation - see 
preceding comment. It is true that what is 'poured' at a sacrifice is usually 
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water, as at 270 here; when wine is poured it is for secular drinking (Iv 8* 
olvov f x ^ V j 3X Od.). 

297—301 All present are evidently happy with the terms of Agamemnon's 
oath and confirm it by praying that whichever side breaks it will be 
drastically punished: their brains and those of their children are to flow like 
the wine which is being poured on the ground - their wives are to avoid 
this fate but are to be 'subdued by others* (301). This might seem to imply 
rape rather than capture and concubinage, but probably both are envisaged, 
since the poet seems to have in mind what actually happened when Troy 
was captured: most of the men and some of the children were murdered, 
some of the women were raped, others taken off to Hellas. The majority 
of MSS (but not including A and B) actually read MYELEV; nothing is recorded 
in the scholia, but the probability is that BapElev was in Aristarchus' text 
and is to be preferred. 

This 4-verse prayer-curse is balanced by another 4-verse prayer at 320-3. 
298 The gods invoked by Agamemnon at 276-9 are now compressed 

into a single verse, with Zeus still predominant and still KUBIOTE plytcrrE. At 
320, another invocation from unnamed people on both sides, the fuller 
form of 276, with "I8t}0£v pcBkov, will be adopted, since this is not formally 
an oath and the 'other gods' do not need to be mentioned. 

299 Whichever side transgresses is to be punished as a whole: nothing 
will happen immediately when Pandaros, spurred on by Athene, breaks the 
truce in the next Book, but the result, in a way, is the fall of Troy. 

TTT|pf)v«av is probably absolute (cf. 4.236 vrnip ¿pxia BriArjaavro): 'do 
harm contrary to the oaths', in which Crrrtp, 'beyond', implies 'against'. 
At 24.781 'doing harm' specifically means recommencing hostilities, and 
that is perhaps the meaning here (so Willcock), although a more general 
sense is also possible. The optative (rather than subjunctive with &v or KE(V), 

as regularly with indefinite clauses in present time) is due to the influence 
of the optative £¿01, even though that expresses a prayer - not by mech-
anical attraction according to Chantraine, GH11, 248, but because the sub-
ordinate clause is 'drawn into the sphere o f the main clause; cf. also 6.59 
and especially Od. 1.47, ¿>s <5rrr6Aorro xal &AAos 6TIS TOIAUTA ye £>£301. 

300 Leaf compared Livy 1.24, where Jupiter is asked to 'strike the 
Roman people as I shall strike this pig' (so too Nilsson, GgrR i28f.); but 
it is to be stressed that it is not implied here that the animals themselves 
serve any such symbolic function - that is reserved for the pouring out of 
the wine. 

302 That the capture of the city is in the poet's mind is confirmed by 
0O8* &pa mb, and this is a subde comment. A pre-Aristarchan papyrus 
(P. Hibeh 19, third century B.C., containing parts of books 2 and 3) contrives 
to suppress this; it alters 302 and adds four verses as follows: 
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302 COS &pcrv] EUROPEvoi, UEYA 8 ' IKTUTTE prjTiira ZEUS 

302a PpOvjTWV, ¿TTl 6e OTEpOTTfjV £<pET|KEV" 
3 0 2 b ©RICEPEVAI] y6p EUEAAEV ET* fitAysa TE orovaxAs TE 

302c Tpcbai TE xal] AavaoTaiv &v6 KportEpas uapfvas. 
302c! aCrrap ITTEI o j p o a i v TE TEAEUTTICTEV TE T6V o p x o v . . . 

Of these 302 = 15.377 with minor adjustment; 302b 2.39; 302c ~ 2.40; 

302d = 14.280. Only 302a cannot be exactly paralleled, but "IBrjs occurs 
3X elsewhere; Ppovrrcbv happens not to recur, but PP6VTTI<JE (etc.) does. 
More seriously, the combination OTEpoirnv E<pEr)KE is not paralleled, and 
¿TTI. . .¿9- is awkward. In any case the expansion is pointless; the thunder 
and lightning pass without comment and seem out of place. Boiling (External 
Evidence 81) justifiably remarks that 'The only value of this longer version... 
is to show the sort of thing that was then being done in the way of 
interpolation.' This is a typical 'wild text' of the sort that was put out of 
business by the critical text and commentaries of Aristarchus. 

304 Priam uses the same verse of address as Hektor at 86 (and also at 
7 . 6 7 ) . Again P. Hibeh 19 offers a different and expanded version: 

304 K£KAUT£ ueu] T p c & s x a i A 6 p 8 a v o i fj8* ¿rriKoupoi 

304a 69p* ETTTCO] T 6 PE 6upos £vi ONRRIBEAOIV &vcoyE[v. 

This makes Priam address just the Trojan side, not both sides as is 
dramatically stronger; this version of 304 occurs at 456 and 3X elsewhere, 
and was easily available to an interpolator. Boiling loc. cit. commented that 
304a was often added to verses of address like 304 (as it is in a minority of 
MSS after 86). It is a probable interpolation, or rhapsodic addition, here, but 
was of course a genuine Homeric verse which could be cumulated or not 
by an oral singer as desired. 

305 This is the first occurrence of fjvEpdEaaav as a standard epithet of 
Ilios at the verse-end (7X II.). It was used of the obscure Enispe in Arcadia 
at 2.606 and is probably to some extent conventional; but the site of Troy 
at Hisarlik is very windy, as has often been observed. 

3 0 6 - 7 bT commented on 305 that if Priam had stayed behind he would 
have respected the oath and agreed to hand over Helen; that is ingenious 
but certainly wrong, since the oath did not take account of what would 
actually happen, namely that neither party would be killed. An adequate 
motive for his departure is ascribed to him by the poet, that he "cannot 
endure' watching his son in the duel; this is noted, among other more fan-
tastic suggestions, in the D-scholium. Thus the present passage foreshadows 
the passionate sensitivity Priam will reveal both before and after Hektor's 
death, in books 22 and 24; but the poet also has a practical motive for 
removing him at this stage - to that extent bT were right - since his 
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presence at the scene of the duel would have been something of an 
embarrassment at its conclusion. 

in 306 is not so much a runover-word in a cumulated elaboration of 
meaning as a metrically convenient way of introducing a necessary 
imf-clause at the beginning of a verse. As for ou TTCO, Leaf and others urged 
that TTOJ stands for TTCOS, as OOTCO for O O T W S ; there is no good evidence for 
this, and the meaning is probably' not yet* as in 302 and elsewhere:11 have 
not yet reached the point of enduring seeing my son.. . ' (in which ¿paoflai 
is middle with active meaning as 4X //. elsewhere). 

308-9 'Zeus. . .and other immortal gods' were called on as witnesses of 
the oath at 298, but that oath has nothing to do with their role here, which 
is as associates of destiny over which of the two is to lose his life. Therefore 
the 'other immortal gods* here are no longer sun, rivers, earth and so on 
(see on 276-8 and 298), that is, the witnesses of oaths, but rather the other 
Olympians apart from Zeus, who support his maintenance of regular 
dealings among mortals. The phrase is very general, in any case, but is 
doubtless partly determined here, without special thought, by 298. 

Priam speaks as though the question of guilt were an open one, as indeed 
the rest of those present will do at 32if.; but of course it is plain on the facts 
that Paris is the offender, see on 321. 

3x0 f j (xx, Ka(: compare e.g. fj, KCX( at 292; f>a is added or not according 
to the metrical shape of what is immediately to follow. 

The carcases of the sacrificed lambs (the two Trojan ones, presumably, 
with the Achaeans disposing of their own one somehow) are loaded on to 
the chariot to be taken back to Troy, and that is the last we hear of them. 
In the roughly parallel oath-sacrifice in book 19 the herald Talthubios flings 
the boar*s carcase into the sea to be eaten by fishes (267^. The conclusion 
from the two scenes taken together is that the victims of oath-sacrifices were 
not eaten by humans as in an ordinary meal-sacrifice; Burkert's assertion 
(Griechische Religion 379) that Priam takes them 'probably for profane use' 
is hard to accept. Pausanias 5.24.10 states that the ancient custom was not 
to eat the flesh of oath-sacrifices, but he seems to be relying on the book 
19 passage; which he cites. It may also be concluded that the victims were 
disposed of by those who had contributed them - Priam does not simply 
leave the Trojan ones for the Achaeans to get rid of, by flinging them into 
the sea or whatever. The victims are themselves the 6pKia, the oaths (see 
on 73-5), and are therefore sacred or even polluted in some way; throwing 
them into the sea is an ideal means of disposal, since the fish annihilate them 
and in any case the sea is a purifier, see on 1.313-4. Here the exegetical 
scholia are of some interest: oath-victims are correctly distinguished from 
T6.. .OeoTs 8u6iicva (AT); they were buried by locals, thrown into the sea 
by strangers (AbT). Obviously this is a mere inference from 19.267C in 
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particular - what would happen if the strangers were inland? (The inferences 
continue (AbT): perhaps Priam took them back to show them to those in 
the city, either to implicate them in the oath or simply to keep them 
informed.) Burying is indeed a probability, if the sea or a large river were 
not available; burning might be avoided as too similar to a divine offering. 
Variations in ritual uses of 09<5cyia (outside Homer) complicate the issue; 
for example the carcase could be cut into pieces which were then used for 
purification or protection (cf. e.g. Nilsson, GgrR 96f.). 

311-12 The imperfects Ißaiv' and TETVEV perhaps reflect a more detailed 
view of Priam's movements compared with those of Antenor in 312, who 
has the aorist ß^orro (a metrical variant, 4X //., for ißt}); but the two tenses 
are sometimes used with little distinction, as is shown by the very similar 
26 1 : Sv 6* 6p' IßT) ilp(apo$t KCTTCC 6* )̂v(a TTIVTV ¿TT(OOCO. It looks as 
though that verse has been adjusted here, because Priam has just been 
referred to (as lo66cos 9cos) and cannot be named again; hence the extended 
phrase, including imperfect ißatv', in place of Ißt]. 

The contrast of &v and Korrd in both 261 and 311 is less artificial than 
it looks, since KaTaT€(v«v means 'stretch light* in post-Homeric Greek, and 
presumably here also. Moreover xerrä.. .ÖTT(CTOCO recurs in 19.394 with a 
different first half of the verse, and thus with no ¿tv<5c in contrast. 

313-82 After further preparations the duel lakes place; Menelaos is victor, but 

Aphrodite snatches Paris away to the safety of his bedchamber 

3 1 3 - 1 7 While Priam and Antenor return to Troy, Hektor and Odysseus 
prepare for the duel; the narrative continues in a straightforward style 
although with some longer sentences. Neither the measuring of the ground 
for the duel nor the drawing of lots for first throw will be exactly paralleled 
in the counterpart duel in book 7 (although lots are drawn there to choose 
the Achaean champion). Neither seems necessary, and their mention shows 
the poet as anxious to introduce some concrete detail at this point. The space 
for the duel was already limited in one direction by the lines of the two facing 
armies (see on 114-15), and in any case there was really no question of one 
contestant or the other trying to move away to gain some unfair advantage 
(let alone to get his bow, as bT suggest in some desperation). The measured 
space is not, however, immediately forgotten, for when the duel begins the 
two contestants stand in it close to each other at 344. As for first throw, in 
none of the hundreds of individual spear-fights in the rest of the poem is 
it suggested that this gave any advantage (if throwing rather than thrusting 
is in question, as here); but that is because the first throw always has to 
miss, for dramatic reasons; moreover further regulation is not unexpected 
in a formal duel. 
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3 1 8 - 2 3 As the lot-motif is repeated in the book 7 duel, but in different 
circumstances, so is this prayer-motif; 318 = 7.177, and the first halves of 
31 g and 7.178 also correspond - their second halves differ because both sides 
are involved here, but in book 7 only the Achaeans are (who pray for a 
favourable choice of champion). 

This prayer by anonymous Achaeans and Trojans resembles that of 
-297-301; it is the second in a series of three 4-verse prayers (see also on 
351-4), and starts out in similar terms to those of Agamemnon's longer 
prayer at 276ff.: 319 = 297, then 302 reverts to 276 (they ignore the 'other 
gods' here and pray to Zeus alone, who can therefore have his full local title; 
sec on 276-8 and 298); 67rrr6TCpos in 321 recalls ¿TrrrdrEpoi in 29g; then 
the prayers diverge. This latest prayer is that whoever of the two contestants 
started the whole affair should perish and go down to Hades, while the rest 
make oaths of friendship - 323 recalls the language of 73, 94 and 256 and 
stresses once again the theme of oath-taking that permeates this Book. 

321 This renews the implication noticed in Priam's comment at 309 that 
the question of blame is an open one. There is no doubt that Paris was the 
sole offender; he had, after all, abducted Menelaos' wife, the most famous 
bride in Greece, and when he was a guest in his house, cf. 353f. The poet 
temporarily suppresses this to heighten the tension of the approaching duel 
by making it an equally-balanced affair. It is also conceivable that some 
prototype existed in which moral responsibility for events was less clear-cut. 

PET* ¿IMPOTEPOIOIV: between both sides, Trojans and Achaeans. 
3 2 4 - 5 The shaking of the lots has already been indicated at 316, but 

that must have been a loose way of saying that Odysseus and Hcktor 
prepared them by placing them in the helmet. (Verse 316 recurs as 23.861, 
cf. Od. 10.206, in both cases of actually drawing lots; at least that tends to 
guarantee the form TTAAAOV, for which 06AAov might otherwise be a 
tempting conjecture.) The lots, xAfipoi, are probably pebbles in this case (the 
term vf/T)<po$ is not found in Homer); they could be differentiated by size 
or colour, and would not need to be otherwise marked since there were only 
two of them. At 7.i82ff., in the choice of Achaean champion, they were 
potsherds rather, since there were several participants each of whom had 
to scratch his mark. On similarities and differences between the lot-drawing 
in the two duel-scenes see G. S. Kirk, op. cit. on 76-8, pp. 30-2. 

Hektor looks away - a neat detail - as he shakes the helmet to make one 
or other lot leap out. Why he rather than Odysseus performs the act is not 
explained, but perhaps the latter, as the more ingenious, had played the 
greater part in the associated preparation of measuring the ground. 

On fldtpios see t6n. 
3 2 6 - 7 For the artyes of chariots and heaped armour sec 113-15. KETTO 

applies only to the and ^aav must be understood with TTTITOI (as 
Leaf remarked). 
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328-9 xaAd is trochaic in Homer, because of the lingering effect of its 
original digamma, KoApd. The final syllable of 'AA££av6pos, on the other 
hand, is metrically lengthened as often at the end of the first dicolon. 

330-8 This is the first of four main arming-scenes in the poem; the 
others concern Agamemnon at 11.17-45, Patroklos at 16.131-44 and 
Akhilleus at 19.369-91 (for a selective description cf. Teukros' arming at 
15.479-82). Basically the armour and weapons are the same in each case 
and are donned in the same order; the descriptions vary mainly in degree of 
elaboration, particularly of special pieces of armour like Agamemnon's 
corslet or Akhilleus* shield; see further Fenik, Typical Battle Scenes 191; 
J. Armstrong, 'The arming-motif in the Iliad', AJP 79 (1958) 337-54. This 
is shown by the following tabulation: 

Paris Agamemnon Patroklos Akhilleus 

bk3 bk n bk 16 bk ig 
330-1 greaves 17-18 greaves 131-2 greaves 369-70 greaves 
332-3 corslet 19-28 corslet ' 3 3 ' 4 corslet 3 7 ' corslet 
334-5 sword, sword > 3 5 ~ 6 sword, 3 7 2 - 3 sword 

shield 3 2 - 4 0 shield shield 373-80 shield 
(adKOS' idtrrns) (CTOXOS) 

336-7 helmet 41-2 helmet « 3 7 - 8 helmet 3 8 0 - 3 helmet 
(KW4T|) (KW^TJ) (TPV^DXEIA) 

338 spear 4 3 5 spears ' 3 9 - 4 4 spears 3 8 7 - 9 « spear 

Important points are as follows, (i) The greaves description and the basic 
corslet verse are the same for all four, (ii) Donning the sword is similar for 
all four (6119! 8' dp* <*>poiaiv pdArro ^905), but then Par/Patr/Akh 
complete the verse with dpyvporjAov, Ag with £v 5E ol fjAoi and two verses 
of development, to make his gold-studded and not silver-studded like the 
rest. Similarly Ag's shield is an dorris and its elaborate decoration is 
described; the rest share the same crdKos-verse. (iii) Par/Patr share the same 
helmet couplet; Ag varies the first verse, making his KVV£T} grander, but 
shares the second one; Akh's helmet is a TpvKpaAEia not a kwetj like the 
others, and is developed by a simile over four verses, (iv) Par takes one spear, 
L Y X O S , in a single verse, ETAETO 6 ' dAxipov Hyxos, 6 TT0tAdnTi9iv dpripEi. Akh 
takes his special Eyx°S out of its spear-case in a unique verse, and it is then 
further described. Ag and Patr both take two spears, ETAETO 8' dAw^a 8o0pE, 
the verses being differently completed in each case (by a variant of the 
Par-formula, Ta ol TraAdnr)9iv dpi'ipst, in that of Patr). It is then explained 
that Patr cannot wield Akh's special spear, which is described much as it 
is in the Akh passage. Thus there was a complex and interlocking 
formula-system for spears, single and double, and the singers combined 
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elements of it as they wished; the same was so, although less markedly in 
these four passages, with shields and helmets - see further D. L. Page, HHI 
270 n. 35. 

In more general terms, the four arming-scenes all start out with the same 
three verses, and then share odd verses further on. They have much in 
common, and the motives for variations and elaborations can be clearly 
seen. T h e Patroklos arming-scene is identical with the Paris one (except for 
different single verses describing their corslet) until the last item, when 
Patroklos takes a pair of spears (unlike Paris' single one) because he cannot 
manage Akhilleus' great Pelian ash-spear. Agamemnon's corslet is a special 
gift from king Kinuras and is described at length; similarly his sword, shield 
and helmet are elaborated to make them superior objects. Akhilleus is 
likewise singled out for special treatment as he dons his divine armour, made 
for him by Hephaistos, and it is his shield (the subject of much of book 18), 
helmet and spear that are more elaborately described. Apart from these 
special items, the poet reverts to the plain descriptions of the Paris and 
Patroklos scenes for the rest. 

With these conclusions in mind one can see one's way more clearly 
through ancient variants on the arming of Paris. Zenodotus athetized 
334f. ( A m / A ) and added a verse (Auwpi 8' fitp* ¿>poioiv (UAAET' <5r<rm8a 
Tepaavoeaaav) after 337. T h e effect is to deprive Paris of a sword, which 
also necessitates recasting the shield verse *by using the first part of the 
discarded sword-verse followed by a noun epithet formula, ¿rcrrriSa accom-
panied not by the common TrdvToa* £ictt}v but by the exotic TtpaavAcaaav 
[or TEppiOEaaav more probably]). Zenodotus has logic on his side in that 
Paris does not keep Menelaos at bay with a sword when Xlenelaos' own 
sword has shattered; but his changes result in the wrong order of arming 
(as Aristarchus objected), with the helmet put on before the shield with its 
strap, which would have fouled the plume. T h e agreement of all four major 
arming-scenes in their six items strongly suggests that the vulgate text is 
correct here. P. Hibeh 19 (see on 302) gave Paris two spears like Agamemnon 
and Patroklos, which is pointless. All these pre-Aristarchan variants, which 
were taken too seriously by Boiling, External Evidence 81-4, show that there 
was much detailed but confused discussion of the duel in antiquity; 
Aristarchus' text, which became the vulgate, is in all probability sound. 

330-1 KVT)|JT) is the 'point between knee and ankle', LSJ, and KVTJMTBES 

are leg-guards or greaves, either of heavy cloth or leather (as with Laertes' 
rustic ones at Od. 24-228f.) or of metal. T h e Achaeans are ' bronze-greaved * 
at 7.41 (the common and slightly shorter term being ¿OKW'JMISES, 'well-
greaved'), Hephaistos makes them of tin at 18.613, many examples of 
Late Bronze-Age metallic greaves have been found (early Iron-Age ones are 
a rarity; they become common again with the development of hoplite 
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armour in the eighth century B . C . ) ; cf. Arch. Horn, E 143-61 (H. W. Catling). 
Heroic greaves are surely envisaged as being of bronze; those in the 
arming-scenes have silver frncNpupia, ankle-guards of some kind to which 
they were Apapi/ias, attached, and therefore most probably to another metal 
object. 

The bare description of a piece of armour in one verse, followed by a 
cumulated elaboration of it in a second, is an arrangement repeated with 
both corslet and helmet at 332f. and 336f., and slightly differently, with 
runover-word, with sword and shield at 334f.; on this cumulative technique 
see also pp. 34f. 

333 Paris was light-armed, as an archer, at i7f., and so has no corslet; 
he borrows that of his brother Lukaon (a pathetic victim of Akhilleus at 
2t.34ff.), which fits him perhaps because kinsmen were assumed to have 
similar physique, as also in tragedy. On Homeric corslets and those of the 
Late Bronze and Early Iron Ages see Arch. Horn, E 74-118 (H. W. Catling), 
and comment on 4.135-6. 

334 On silver-studded swords, a probable Mycenaean memory, see on 
2-45-

335 The shield, cr&xos, is 'great and heavy', although it is not to be 
confused with Aias' exceptional tower-like shield (7.2 igf.). When the 
description is elaborated in the Akhilleus arming-scene, it is the gleam of 
the shield that is emphasized; rarely, a a&xos is 'glittering', cd6Aov or 
TTavaioAov; an ¿orris is 'shining', 9<XEIW|, more frequently; and there can 
be little doubt that the Homeric shield was regarded as being faced with 
bronze - this will be discussed at greater length later (cf. Arch. Horn, E 1-4, 
48-52 (H. Borchhardt)). Like all matters of armament this one is confused 
by the conflation of elements and conventional poetical descriptions from 
different periods. In particular, CTAKOS and doitis were originally different, 
the latter being -irdvToa' liaT)v and therefore circular and the former being 
rectangular or figure-of-eight and made of ox-hides (cf. ¿Trra^eiov etc.); 
it is typical of the loose conventional vocabulary that Paris' OOCKOS has 
turned into an 6crrri6a Trdvroa* fiorjv by 356, cf. Menelaos' at 347. 

336 The KUV£TI, properly a dog-skin cap, became a common term for 
the helmet, including metal ones, in general. It can be made of other skins 
(io.257f., 335) or of bronze; the one used for the lots at 316 was 
' bronze-fitted', xaAWipE'i, and three other helmets are so described in the 
poem. Three more have bronze cheek-pieces (xaXKOtrap^ou), and bronze 
was clearly the standard material for most heroic helmets (Athene's divine 
one at 5-743f. is of gold); the gleam of helmets as well as shields is commonly 
noted. Cf. Arch. Horn, E 5 7 - 7 4 (J. Borchhardt). 

338 The final verse of the list gives contrast by having no cumulated 
sequel, and reinforces its generally workmanlike quality. Again the tradition 
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veers over weapons; the single Mycenaean thrusting-spear is confused with 
the pair of lighter throwing-spears which were adopted in the early Iron 
Age and were the commonest heroic armament. Paris at 18 had had a pair 
of spears; for the duel a single one is taken (Kirk, Songs 191, is confusing 
over this, but the discussion on pp. 190-2 can otherwise be consulted) - but 
it is used for throwing not thrusting (346, cf. 317, 356), much as Akhilleus' 
great Pelian ash-spear, a thrusting-spear if ever there was one, is thrown 
b y h i m a t 2 2 . 2 7 3 . 

339 Menelaos too has to arm, but there is no dramatic point in 
describing this in full; variations from Paris' armour would only show the 
contest as unbalanced. Some pre-Aristarchan texts did not agree: P. Hibeh 
1 9 (see on 302 and 3 3 0 - 8 fin.) added at least three verses naming shield 
(¿ccnTis), helmet (-rrrjAr^), greaves (in a compressed version of 330C) and 
sword - probably all six standard items, in fact, but in an impossible order. 

340 iKdrr£p8cv 6M»Aou is quite general in implication: 'on each side of 
the assembled armies'. 

3 4 1 ¿CTTIXOCOVTO should strictly mean that they advanced together in a 
rank or file, and is correctly so used of Priam and Idaios in the earlier 
occurrence of this verse at 266; here they proceed independently from 
opposite sides. The reason for reusing 266 rather than the harmless standard 
verse i.% peoov 6p<poTtpcov cruvhrnv pfpawTt pax«x6ai ( = e.g. 2 3 . 8 1 4 ) seems 
to be the poet's desire to introduce once again the idea of both Trojans and 
Achaeans as grouped around, and so to sharpen the visual image of the duel 
taking place between the two seated armies: see further pp. 35-7 of the 
article cited at the end of 76-8n. 

342 This verse is closely paralleled, not in book 7, but in the mock-duel 
in the funeral games for Patroklos at 2 3 . 8 1 5 (where also 8 1 3 = 3 4 0 here). 
Both passages seem derived from a similar oral prototype, although with 
individual adaptations; see further the article just cited, pp. 35f. 

345 A unique verse, the hostility being inappropriate to the mock-duel 
of book 23 and being embodied in speeches between the contestants in 
book 7. 

3 4 6 - 7 Pari» exercises his right of first throw (cf. 3 1 7 , 3 2 5 ) ; his 
spear, like Menelaos' at 3 5 5 , is given the formular epithet BOAIXOOKIOV 

^5OAIX6CRKTOV fyxosl 20X //., 4X Od.) which as well as being functional in 
a verse of this metrical shape conveys an imposing impression. Its sense has 
been debated, but there is no real objection to its most obvious meaning, 
'with long shadow', to which no reasonable alternative has been proposed. 

3 4 8 - 9 n o 1 ' s correct (here and at 7 . 2 5 9 , 17 .44, where 3 4 8 

recurs); so Aristarihus (Did/AbT) and a minority of MSS: 'but the bronze 
[i.e. the bronze spear-head] did not break it, but its [ol] point was bent 
back | in the strong shield'. This is not only because XoXk£> undoubtedly 
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refers to spear not shield in the next verse, but also because (etc.) 
frequently denotes a spear-head, and never elsewhere simply a shield (rather 
than a part of it, or its material, as at 7.267). 

351—4 This is the third in a fourfold sequence of short addresses to Zeus, 
each composed of four verses (2g8ff., 32off., 35iff., 365ff.), which are a 
dominant feature of this part of the duel-scene. Menelaos' prayer here, 
despite its reproachful sequel at 365ff., is a powerful reminder of his rectitude 
and in itself gives him the advantage over Paris, who can naturally attempt 
nothing similar. Zeus cannot, of course, respond immediately, because that 
would bring the war to an end (a historical impossibility) and go back on 
his oath to Thetis (a dramatic and theological one). 

Aristarchus (Arn/A) athetized 352 on the wholly inadequate grounds 
that it is * unnecessary' and the prayer should be concise, also that Menelaos 
would not call his enemy STov. In fact the four verses are carefully balanced, 
with marked breaks at alternate main caesuras, 352 and 354, and constitute 
a dignified statement of his moral position. 

353-4 Even men of a later generation1 will shudder at doing ill to a host 
who (literally 'whoever', 6 kev with the subjunctive) shows him friendship': 
this well emphasizes the heinousness of Paris' crime. 

355-60 The counter-throw itself is expressed in almost identical for-
mular language (355f., cf. 347f., of which 355 occurs jx //.); but whereas 
Paris' throw failed to penetrate, Menelaos' goes right through shield and 
corslet. Even though it almost miraculously inflicts no wound, that pene-
tration in itself is a symbol of Menelaos' ultimate superiority - for it is 
one of the rules of Homeric encounters that the warrior whose throw is 
too weak to pierce will lose (that is not so of a complete miss, however), cf. 
Fenik, Typical Battle Scenes 6f. 

The whole of from 355 irpoici to 360 inclusive is exactly reproduced, of 
Aias, in the corresponding duel at 7.249-54. The spear-shot itself is 
conventionally expressed, but its further results are progressively less widely 
paralleled. Verse 357 = 7.251 (in which the metrical lengthening of initial 
6iá in what ancient grammarians called a crrlxos áxé<paAos, a 'headless 
verse', can be matched by other words whose first syllable is naturally short, 
Chantraine, CH 1, 103; see also on 4.155), is also found as 11.435; and 
358 = 7.252, with a weapon which 'pressed through decorated corslet'," 
occurs twice in less formal encounters, for at 4.i36ff. Pandaros' arrow then 
goes through the uh-pri and grazes the skin, and at 11.436c the spear then 
grazes Odysseus' skin forthwith. Yet only in the two formal duels is there 
the remarkable sequel that 'straight onward beside the flank it sheered the 
tunic,I the spear did*, and then that 'he swerved and avoided black 
doom' (359C = 7-253f0-

These two verses have sometimes been suspected in modern times, and 
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it is true that despite formular elements (|óc\rnKpú, x»"roova|, áXcúcrTo Kt)pa 
0¿Aaivav) there are signs of special and untraditional composition: thus 
5tápT]OE does not recur in Homer, although the simple verb, 'reap', does; 
lyxos occurs as runovcr-word in only one other out of over a hundred uses; 
and £KA1V6T) recurs twice elsewhere but in a different part of the verse and 
of a less surprising action. 

Fenik (Typical Battle Scenes 102-4) suspects that 358 has been displaced 
onto the formal duels from it.436, and finds less difficulty in the spear 
piercing a tunic than a corslet; but we do not really know how closely the 
6cópt)£ fitted, or how loosely the x»Tcbv. In any case we should not take too 
literal a view of the sequence of events, a point on which these singers are 
often imprecise: perhaps Paris starts swerving when he sees the spear 
approaching, and does so just enough to make the spear-point miss his flesh 
by a fraction. There is no real problem here, just a singularly vivid and 
instantaneous, and admittedly daring, expansion by the monumental 
composer, for the sake of the two formal duels, of a special form of the 
passage-of-weapon motif which twice elsewhere results in superficial 
wounds; see further G. S. Kirk, op. cit. in 76-8n., pp. 32-4, and the 
comment on 4.135-6. 

358 f)pf)pEicrro: bT comment that 'the force of the blow is shown by 
the roughness of the word' - perhaps the relentless tearing, rather. 

362—4 Atreus' son Menelaos, armed similarlv to Paris according to 
the implication of 339, has a silver-studded sword like that of 334. Paris does 
not use his to defend himself - it simply is not mentioned - and this probably 
accounted for Zenodotus' adjustment of the text, see on 330-8 fin. and 
Aristarchus (Arn/A) on 361. The composer may well not have planned this 
minor apparent inconsequence, but could say (as we might) that Paris is 
obviously so discomposed by the near-miss and his strenuous efforts to avoid 
injury, as well as now by Menelaos' sword breaking into smithereens about 
his head, that he has no opportunity to draw his own sword before Menelaos 
grabs him by the helmet and half-throttles him with its strap at 369 -72. 

362 Menelaos strikes the «páAos, evidently the (or a) ridge or boss of the 
helmet (some had two or four, cf. áiiqriqxxAov, TfTp&paAov, TFrpoKpáXrjpov) -
rather than a horn as some have thought; but the archaeological material 
casts little light, cf. Arch. Horn, E 58f., 72-4 (J. Borchhardt). Some such 
protrusion would make a particularly solid part capable of smashing a thin 
bronze blade in a kind of accident which must have happened often enough 
in real life, too. 

Aristarchus (Did/A) read avrf) not aCrrcp, referring to the helmet (xópu$) 
rather than its ridge (96X05), and this was the reading of the finer, 
XapiéoTepcn, texts as well as the majority of texts according to T ; despite 
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which the medieval and modern vulgates have OUTW. The difference of 
nuance is minimal; probably Aristarchus was right; but his lack of influence 
in some minor textual matters once again deserves note. 

P. Hibeh 19 read ¿Trainees for <5tvaox6uEvos, thus obliterating a vivid detail 
and spoiling the effect of ¿Trai^as in 369; it also added a verse. 

363 StcrrpucpEv from 8ia6pCnrra>, 'shatter', only here in Homer. Tpix©a 
TE Kai TErpaxOa is especially apposite to the noise of a tearing sail at Od. 
9.71, and perhaps that was its favoured use, but it is effective enough here 
too. 

3 6 4 Is closely similar to 21.272, which has T7TIXEI6TIS for 'ATPEISTJS. 

There is a moderately developed formular system for ¿opcô EV (etc.), cf. 
e.g.|&pco£€v T" &p* ETTEITQ 3X //.; groaning and moaning are perfectly 
heroic. 

3 6 5 - 8 For the complaint compare 23.439, 'AvriXox' oO TIS OETO (3poTa>v 
¿AocbTEpos 6XXos; also Akhilleus to Apollo, OEGOV ¿XOWTOTE TTAVTCOV, at 
22.15 ( o n immortal insults to Zeus see on 1.552). Such an expression of 
annoyance did not call down thunderbolts, because despite the heavenward 
reproachful glance of 364 it was more like swearing than serious rebuke. 

3 6 6 F) T ' ¿9<IPR]V TEiaaotiat, ' I thought I had had my revenge on'; 
although possibly T£fo£cr8ai, future, should be read as in 28, see on 27-8. 

3 6 8 TTOX6MT|9IV lfrom my hand', genitive-ablative (Chantraine, GH1, 
234 and 237), probably dependent on £x in 367 (which might, however, be 
in tmesis with tyx®^)- Ammonius according to Aristarchus (Did/A) read 
ou6* E6apaooa in place of o05* ?paA6v piv, since Menelaos did in fact score 
a hit, although not a fatal one. 

3 6 9 - 8 2 The rapid and simple narrative contains much progressive and 
only one integral enjambment, at 377/8. 

3 6 9 - 7 0 Menelaos leapt forward and grasped the 'horse-bushy' helmet, 
perhaps indeed by the thick horse-hair plume itself, cf. Lorimer, HM 238f. 
and fig. 12 on p. 157. Then he began to drag him back, or was in process 
of doing so, toward the Achaeans, whirling him about, trntrrpivyas. 

371-2 Meanwhile Paris was being strangled by the helmet-strap up 
against, Cnr6, his neck (which is 'tender' genetically, not because Paris is 
like a woman as bT suggest). We do not hear of chin-straps elsewhere, which 
is perhaps why 372 is added as a slightly ponderous explanation. Tpu9&X£ia 
is another term for helmet, usually indistinguishable in sense from x6pu$ or 
xvv^n; strictly it probably means 'with four 96X01 ' , (TE)TPV-9OXOS (cf. 
Tpd-Trrja, 'four-foot* or table); see Chantraine, Diet, s.v., and on 362 for 
96X01; also Hoekstra, Modifications 96-9. 

373-5 The motif and its dramatic form of expression are formular: X 
would have done Y . . . unless Z had sharply observed it (E! pi] <5p* 6£0 VDRJAE, 
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6x //., not Od.). Verse 374 = 5-3»2 (where Aineias would have perished 
unless Aphrodite had noticed it and saved him); the intervener can be either 
a god (Zeus, Poseidon as well as Aphrodite) or a man (Hektor, Diomedes). 

Aphrodite thus continues to support her favourite Paris; it is she who 
makes the strap break - such accidents are regularly attributed to a god, 
but Aphrodite's involvement is part of the preparation for her ensuing 
confrontation with Helen. 

The strap was 'much-embroidered' at 371, but is now (at 375) made of 
leather from an ox 'killed with a strong blow'; both epithets are conven-
tional, but their slightly paradoxical succession adds to the bizarre flavour 
of the unusual scene as it develops. 

376 The helmet came along empty, xcivf) (Ionic; Attic KCV )̂, without 
Paris' head inside it, together with (i.e. held by) his thick hand - this last 
being a formula (13X //., 5X Od.) proper to a heroic fist but also used of 
Athene's, twice in the Theomachy, and even of Penelope's in a well-known 
passage of the Odyssey (21.6). 

378 iTri6ivf|aas recurs at 19.268 when the herald throws the body 
of the sacrificed boar into the sea after Agamemnon's oath (see on 310). 

379-80 Aristarchus (Arn/A) rightly noted a difficulty over this (second) 
spear; Paris had armed himself with a single one at.338, and Xlenelaos 
likewise according to the clear implication of 339. Menelaos therefore has 
no second spear with which to pursue his attack; indeed, now his sword 
is broken, he has no offensive weapon at all, while Paris, helmetless and 
probably confused, at least still has his sword. Aristarchus proposed that 
lyXEi XOXKCICO is indirect object of ¿irdpouoc: he leapt upon the spear (the 
one that had pierced shield and corslet) to retrieve it. Word-order is against 
this, and more probably the poet is being slightly lax; 'with brazen spear' 
is a half-verse cumulation intended as an inconspicuous, almost automatic 
elaboration of KaTctx-rduevcn pevtaivoov, in order to lead into the fresh 
action of Aphrodite's intervention. 

381-2 Verse 381 = 20.444, where Apollo snatches Hektor to safety with 
the same divine ease. <W|p, 'mist', confers invisibility; concealing with thick 
mist means here that Paris just disappears, although in the book 20 passage 
Akhilieus thrusts his spear into it four times before accepting that Hektor 
is no longer inside it (445-9). The present verses with their mellifluous ti/n 
and o sounds mark the passage from the rough-and-tumble of the fight to 
the fragrance of the bedchamber. Krjcbtvri -a (3X //. of a OdAopos) evidently 
means much the same as COCOSE'I, like KTICOBCI of Andromakhc's bosom at 
6 . 4 8 3 ; it is probably derived from *Knfos>Kaio}, 'incense' (Leaf) or 
'fragrant wood for burning' (Chantraine, Diet.). 
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383-461 Summoned home to the bedroom by Aphrodite, Helen attempts to resist but 
is frightened into compliance. She rebukes Paris but finally goes to bed with him; 
meanwhile on the battlefield Agamemnon claims victory for Menelaos 

383-4 It was the more neutral Iris who fetched Helen to the Scaean gate 
at 129-45; now, in a repetition of the divine-summons motif, Aphrodite 
herself, as Paris' protector and embodiment of sexual love, impels her back 
home. After the Viewing and Priam's departure for the oath-ceremony she 
had evidently remained on the walls and watched the duel, among the 
Trojan womenfolk. That her movements around the city are on both 
occasions directed by a goddess emphasizes her dilemma and her 
helplessness. 

385-7 Aphrodite disguises herself as an aged spinning woman who had 
accompanied Helen from Lakedaimon. That is consonant with the idea that 
Helen managed to bring many possessions with her (cf. e.g. 70, icTrjpaoi 
TTSOI), but hardly with Paris* own description at 444C of'snatching* her 
away and making love to her on the island of Kranae. The oral tradition 
may have contained both versions; or the idea of a more elaborate removal 
may be the result of typical oral aggrandizement, comparable with the 
description of Akhilleus' hut in book 24 (or Eumaeus' homestead) in almost 
palatial terms. 

385 vsKTapéov:' smelling like nectar *,' fragrant', also of Akhilleus' tunic 
at 18.25; cf- áp^pÓCTios, 2-19 and comment. The action (ypcnpix&s, 'as in 
a picture', T) of twitching the robe to draw Helen's attention (rather than 
to draw her away from the other women as bT say) suggests an old servant's 
obsequiousness, and is in perhaps deliberate contrast with the elevated terms 
used for the robe itself. 

388 Modern commentators have generally accepted T*s assumption 
that the subject of «piXéeaKC is Helen. 

389-94 One might expect to find some flavour in these words of the old 
servant whose appearance the goddess has assumed. That is not necessarily 
so in an oral style, but it is possible that the peremptory 6e0p' I61, the 
assumption that the husband's word is law and the <palTjs locution reveal 
some such intention. The last of these is colloquial in the mouth of Antenor 
at 220, but it is also used thrice elsewhere by the poet himself, in narrative 
not speech; while the expansive description of the bed in 391 and the 
sophisticated oxymoron of'gleaming with beauty and (clean) clothes' in 
392 are more in the manner of a goddess. 

391 KCTVO; 6 y ' dramatically evokes the picture: 'there he is.. .* 
SIVCOTOTOI (cf. Bivos « 'whirl'): either turned on a lathe or with thongs 

tensioned by twisting according to Aristarchus (Arn/A). The latter is 
improbable, the former possible if it refers to the legs; but at Od. 19.56 a 
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chair is SivwWjv with ivory and silver, and at 13.406^ a shield with bronze, 
which seems as if the term implies' decorated with circles * or ' inlaid', rather. 
See Ventris and Chadwick, Documents 341, on qe-qi-no-lo in no. 239. 

392 ou6£ K£ 9<3ir)s...: a dramatic turn of speech; see also on 4.223-5. 
393-4 Paris looks as though he were off to a dance: that ha* just the 

right hint of possible decadence, for although dancing was a regular part 
of life (for unmarried men at least, as bT comment), respectable enough 
when performed for a god, at 24.261 Priam will castigate his surviving sons 
as 'deceivers and dancers, distinguished at dance-steps'. 

The distinction between being about to go to a dance and having just 
come from one is probably simply to emphasize the dancing idea in itself, 
by an almost polar construction; as well as to provide a suitably orotund 
close to this closely enjambed and ingratiating sentence. But perhaps the 
exertion of dancing might be held to increase a man's attractiveness, cf. 
orixpcov, * gleaming', in 392. 

395 Aristarchus (Am/A) explained . .6pive as 'incited* rather 
than 'angered*, and that is right; Leaf (followed by Willcock) is incorrect 
in his comment 'stirred her to anger, as elsewhere'. The whole verse is a 
formular one and occurs (with varying pronouns) 4X elsewhere in the Iliad, 
always with the meaning* stir on to action (by the words just spoken)'. Only 
at 14.459, where the phrase 6u^6v 6pive but not the whole verse recurs, is 
anger involved; the typical application is at e.g. 2.142, where Agamemnon's 
proposal of retreat stirs the troops to rush for the ships. Here, Helen is incited 
by Aphrodite's words - to obey her (we must understand) and return to 
her attractive consort. In her case the stirring of her 6vii6$ is ultimately an 
erotic one. 

396-8 But then she recognizes Aphrodite and does her best to resist her 
and the feelings she has inspired. These introductory verses to her speech 
of protest are full of ambiguity and possible contradiction, reflecting her own 
changing and conflicting feelings and the dubious role of the goddess. 

Helen recognizes her by her beautiful neck, shining bosom and flashing 
eyes: has the goddess abandoned her disguise? Or do these features resist 
transformation? Or does Helen see through the outward disguise? And in 
any event, why does the goddess need to adopt a disguise at all - was it 
perhaps to escape the notice of the other women who surrounded Helen at 
384? Surely they could simply have been ignored? Aristarchus (Am/A) 
could not stomach either these problems or the impious tone of Helen's 
subsequent remarks, and athetized the whole of 396-418. Fortunately his 
stringent views had no effect on the vulgate, and one of the most profound, 
beautiful and emotive confrontations in the whole epic was allowed to 
survive unscathed. 

One cannot help feeling that the unrealistic and incomplete nature of 
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Aphrodite's disguise is meant to reflect the poet's awareness that this 
goddess, in particular, is a projection of personal emotions. Not that the 
whole scene can be reduced to an allegory of Helen's instincts and 
revulsions; someone has to tell her that Paris (who had vanished into thin 
air) is back home, gleaming with beauty; but the role of the old woman, 
Helen's own feelings for Paris (over which Aphrodite had presided for so 
long), and her resistance to them, remain ambiguous. 

398 0&II0T}<XEV: compare 1.199, 0AN0T}O£V 8* *AX«AEVS, when he recog-
nizes Athene (again, the goddess's eyes are remarkable). 66u£os, 'wonder' 
or 'amazement', can be accompanied by fear as at 8.77, but both Akhilleus 
and Helen proceed at once to rebuke the goddess who has appeared to them. 

iTros T* E9aT* EK T" 6vopa3E(v) | is a common address-formula (17X //., 26X 
Od.), the person addressed being either named, in the vocative, or not, as 
here. 

399-412 Helen's words to the divinity who has destroyed her life and 
happiness are passionate and bitter. They begin with an accusation of deceit 
put in the form of a terse question (399), then develop the ironical theme 
that Aphrodite is using her as a mere instrument: 'will you drive me even 
further afield to gratify some other favourite of yours?' (400-2). She follows 
this with a return to the present circumstances and another question 
hinging on Aphrodite's deceit: 'is it because Menelaos has won and wants 
to take me home that you have come here to deceive me (by inciting me 
to love Paris all over again)?' (403-5). Then comes a more startling and 
insulting development of the sexual theme: let Aphrodite abandon Olumpos 
and spend her whole time fussing over Paris - until he makes her his wife, 
or his concubine (406-9). Finally Helen reverts to her own position, and 
the controlled and elaborate rhetoric gives way to short and staccato, 
perhaps almost sobbing, assertions of refusal, shame and self-pity: she will 
not go to him; it would be wrong; the other women would blame her for 
it; she is so unhappy (410-12). 

The whole speech seems to have been carefully planned by the main 
composer, and to owe relatively little to the tradition. After the initial 
single-verse question it consists of four sentences of either 3 or 4 verses. These 
alternate between the sarcastic idea that Aphrodite is using Helen as a' 
surrogate and is in love with Paris herself, and speculation on what might 
happen to Helen in Troy. Alternatively the structure can be seen as three 
ironical sentences of roughly equal weight framed by the initial question and 
the downright refusal at the end. The style throughout is kept as simple as 
possible, given the necessary amount of enjambment (integral in three 
verses) and the ironic complexity of the thought. 

399 O n Saipovir) see 2.2O0n.; here the term is directed to a goddess, and 
its implications are a little different - or rather they are made even more 
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familiar and ironical, because the proper application is to a mortal. I doubt 
whether (as J. T . Hooker suggests) 'the use of this word.. .shows that the 
speaker is baffled by the motives of the person addressed'. 

400-2 It is preferable to make this another question:' Will you lead me 
on to some other well-populated city?', literally 'somewhere among.. . 
cities?'. They are envisaged as being in Phrygia or Maeonia because 
those regions seem even more foreign, and further afield, than Troy. 

402 The spondaic monosyllables and the alliteration of £t LIS TOI teal KEI8I 

increase the ironic effect; uEpAnxov ¿rv6pcbuoov corresponds with 400 TTOXICOV 

E0 vatopevdeov, and creates the impression that almost anyone at all would 
do; moreover it isolates 91X05 in a short third colon and throws spccial 
weight on it: 'dear', with more than a suggestion of'sexually beloved', sec 
on 453-

403—5 There is an obvious balance to the sentence created by oOvexa 
6f) vOv.. .TouvExa 6fj vuv; it is perhaps continued in the alliteration of the 
following word in each case, 6Tov and 6e0po; moreover oTuyepf^v ipi in the 
central verse of the three, deliberately pathetic as it certainly is, stands in 
a corresponding position to 6Tov 'AX^avSpov just before, and possibly in 
intended contrast with it. 

406 The medieval MSS all have ¿RRCIEITTE KEXE06OUS, ' renounce the paths' 
of the gods, which was also evidently the ancient vulgate; it is both livelier 
and more elegant than Aristarchus' ¿RRR6£TKE KEXE08OU, 'keep away from the 
path' (Did/A), which is however accepted in e.g. O C T . Aristarchus' 
objections to the vulgate are not known. 

408-9 Grieving over Paris and protecting him are restrained expressions 
in the circumstances, but are part of Helen's bitter sarcasm; that is what 
the goddess may profess to be doing, but it is tantamount to loving him. 
In the end he may make her his wife - or his concubine (Shipp, Studies 240 
notes that 8OVXT|, rare in Homer as against Spotf), has that special sense and 
is not 'late'). 

4x0-12 Helen's emotional closing utterance appears artless but is 
carefully composed with its alternating themes: ' I will not go there [tf. to 
his bedroom] - it would be wrong - lying in that man's bed - the Trojan 
women will blame me for it.' Finally, and with no obvious logical connexion 
with what has preceded, comes her cri de eoeur: ' I have infinite griefs in my 
heart.' 

41 x iropaavteuaa, literally' to prepare' but commonly and metaphori-
cally ' to inhabit' his bed, that is, make love to him. Helen has just said 
that such an act would incur vtpEots, divine disapproval; now she adds a 
more immediate embarrassment, that the women who were evidently her 
friends would blame her for it. Presumably their reason would be indecent 
haste, rather than accepting her (second) husband again at some point after 
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his apparent defeat in the duel; but in her mind and theirs there must be 
the thought already outlined in 404, that legally she may belong now to 
Menelaos instead. 

4x3-17 It takes only a few words to break Helen's resistance; but the 
goddess is enraged (xoAooaa^vrj, cf. xcooapévTi in the next verse), and the 
threat she makes is a practical and powerful one: see on 416-17. 

4x4 4 Do not provoke me, wicked woman': OXETAÍTI is a strong term (see 
on 2.112), but here its use is unusual in that it has to be scanned either as 
OXCTAITI or as OXCTAITJ; elsewhere its first syllable is regularly long by 
position (it nearly always comes as first word in the verse). T o ignore the 
effect of the consonant and liquid would, according to Leaf, be Attic, and 
Shipp tended to agree (Studies 240); but despite Chantraine's charac-
terization (GH1, 109) ofax«TAÍTi, with a form of synizesis, as improbable, 
that may well be the preferable explanation. An organic Atticism here 
would be exceptionally surprising in a scene that carries all the marks of 
special composition by the monumental composer (Aristarchus' athetesis 
being nugatory, sec on 396-8). 

4x5 fecrrcyAos means 'astounding', 'exceeding', as well as * terrible' 
( < *?K-TrAay-Aos cf. hcn-Afiooco according to Chantraine, Diet.); see also on 
1.145-6. The threat is to turn her exceptional affection into correspondingly 
(TWS- • .¿>s) exceptional hostility. But the object of her affections is signifi-
cantly changed in a clear reminiscence of the present passage at 5.423, where 
Athene maliciously suggests to Zeus that Aphrodite, now wounded in the 
hand by Diomedes, had been pricked as she fondled some Achaean woman 
to persuade her to follow the Trojans - TOÚ$ vOv frarayAa 9ÍAt]CT£. It is Paris 
that Aphrodite really loves, as Helen knows. 

4X&-17 The practical form Aphrodite's enmity would take is dangerous; 
the ¿ x & a ^vypá she could devise (pryricTopai is aorist subjunctive after pi*), 
like iicfcico in 414 and érrrEx^pco in 415) are not so much a mere revival 
of hostilities - that actually happens in any case, by the machinations of a 
more warlike goddess than Aphrodite - as hostility directed against Helen by 
both sides equally, and which would lead to an 'evil doom' for her (perhaps 
by stoning, as an adulteress?). 

418-20 l&iocv because of the original digamma, )«o£v. Helen, duly 
terrified into submission, must not be seen by her recent female companions; 
the poet remembers this detail and the complications their rebuke might 
cause. Wrapping herself in her cloak and moving silently are signs of her 
wish to remain inconspicuous, unlikely in themselves to ensure her 
invisibility - probably the goddess who is leading her does that. Solpcov is 
elsewhere applied to an unnamed god, not a particular one, but that 
probably has no significance here; it replaces 6EÓ$ or 8ed in order to pack 
the thought into the last colon. 
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421 It is Paris' house in a special sense, not only because he is there at 
present and is its lord and master, but also because he had personally taken 
part in building it (6.314c.). 

422 The verse is constructed out of standard elements (for hri epya 
Tpdrrovro cf. 23.53). The maidservants (as Professor R. \1. Frazer reminds 
me) are the pair that accompanied Helen in 143, and not those awaiting 
her in the house; al in 421 refers to Helen and them, rather than to Helen 
and Athene. 

424 Zenodotus (Am/A) substituted a single verse, 'and she sat facing 
lord Alexandros', for 423-6 on the ground that it was ¿rrrpCTris, unfitting, 
for the goddess to lift and place the chair for Helen. Aristarchus evidently re-
futed this by the observation that she is after all disguised as a servant; 
but in any case the objection is trivial. Athene carries a lamp at Od. 19.33^, 
as T noted; but it is probably more to the point that gods can do very 
corporeal things to mortals, when they need to: see e.g. 1.197 with 
comment. 

Aphrodite is described here as 9IAOMPEI6I'|S, not as Aids Ouydrrip which 
is metrically equivalent, as at e.g. 374: does that breach of strict oral 
economy mean that one or the other is chosen for its special aptness to a 
particular context? This does occasionally happen, but in other respects 
Aphrodite's verse-end system seems fairly normal: 

'A9PO61TTI (etc.) (6x //., i x Od.) 
5T 'A9po8Itti (4X //., i x Od.) 

Xpuoetjv *A9po8hr|v (etc.) (5X //., 5X Od.) 

9iXoMiieiSf)s *A9poBlTT) (5X //., i x Od.) 
Aids 6uydrr)p 'A9po6iTT) (8x //., ix Od.) 

4u<rrc9dvov T" 'A<ppo5iTris (ix Od.) 

(note however that there is no formula in the nominative for the — ^ ̂  - o | 
value, perhaps because of the hiatus that ypvotr\ 'A<ppo6iTr| would create; 
it was however accepted in the dative). 

The provision of metrical alternatives is paralleled in M. Parry's Table 
1 (MHV 39) only by the variation between dva§ Aids vTos 'AirdAAcov (4X 
//., ix Od.) and dva£ ¿xdepyos "AirdAAcov (2X //., ix Od.). But again that 
turns on whether being a child of Zeus, or possessing some special personal 
characteristic, is to be mentioned; and in both cases it appears that the 
singer chooses between alternatives with that in mind. Aphrodite in par-
ticular is presented in two different lights in the epic: either as goddess of 
love and happiness (9iAouii€iS/)s, in which the connexion with peiBidco, 
'smile', rather than 'genitals', as by Hesiod, Theog. 200, seems the 
earlier, cf. Chantraine, Did. s.v. iiEi8ido>), or in a more serious aspect as 
daughter of Zeus. Thus at 374 = 5.312 she is the latter because she is shown 
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as a powerful protectress; here, on the other hand, she is engaged in the 
game of love (and at 4.10 the title is even derogatory). The difference of 
epithet is well exemplified in book 14, where Aphrodite is Aids Ov/yA-njp at 
193 while Here is making her request to her but iptAomiciSi'js at 211 when 
she grants it and hands over her belt with its erotic properties. (Then at 
224 she reverts to being Aids {Hry<5nr|p for a different reason, perhaps: 
because pElSriocv -aaa has occurred twice in the preceding two verses.) 

426 Leaf noted that KovpT) -13 Aids alyidyoio is elsewhere applied only 
to Athene (3X //., 7X Od.); but it is a natural extension of Aids ixycyavTa, 
used twice in the Iliad of Helen. 

427 6aae TTAAIV xAivaaa is unique and well conceived; no one else in 
the poem has to deal with another person in quite this way. Helen evidently 
cannot bear to look directly at her lover - it is surely something like that, 
rather than a contrived way of resisting Aphrodite's blandishments (or Paris' 
beauty?) as bT suggest. Some doubt about her precise motive, or mixture 
of motives, must remain, but the aversion of the eyes somehow suggests her 
own indirectness and probable confusion. 

428-37 Her words to Paris are similar in several respects to those she 
addressed to the goddess - bitter and sarcastic, quite elaborate in expression, 
with much integral enjambment. 

428-9 fjAuOcs or ?)X8cs as first word in a speech is usually friendly, its at 
24.104, Od. 1 6 . 2 3 , 17-41« here it is the opposite. Telling your lover that you 
wish he had been killed is drastic enough, but then she rubs salt in the 
wound by declaring her former husband to be the better man. That is what 
the duel itself had suggested (although Paris will have an answer to that at 
439!'.); but Helen's jeering and almost triumphant tone must have been 
hard to endure. 

430-6 She develops the idea at some length, with additional refine-
ments: Paris had claimed to be better than Menelaos, so why does he not 
issue another challenge? That is of course unfair, since Paris might now feel 
that he was wrong, but it allows Helen to utter her histrionic prohibition: 
* But / tell you to stop, not to fight him, lest you come to grief.* Some critics 
(including J. T . Hooker) take this as seriously m e a n t - ' t h e old love 
suddenly resumes its sway' as Leaf put it (although he did not necessarily 
accept this view). That is hard to credit; nor can one easily agree with 
Willcock that 'The vehemence of her criticism shows that she still loves 
Paris.' The truth is that the whole address is of a piece, bitterly sarcastic 
and hostile; what she actually feels is hard to divine, although it seems to 
include resentment and even contempt; she will succumb quite soon to his 
logic and his charms, but perhaps even that makes undiluted contempt at 
this point more dramatically effective. There is a certain residual ambiguity 
about which it is unwise to be too dogmatic in this kind of literary genre. 
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Aristarchus ( A m / A ) athetized 432-6 inclusive as prosaic (TTEJATEPOI), 
frigid and incongruous. T h a t is surely unjustified. >c 

434—5 Helen does, however, dwell somewhat on the idea of fighting, 
rather as in 4 3 1 ; TT6AEPOV TTOAEPIJEIV is ungainly, made no less so by the 
(common formular) expansion of TroXeuijEiv by p<5cxEo6ai. T h e reason 
for this whole tortuous expression, which' was used to good effect by 
Agamemnon at 2.121, is presumably the wish to get the most out of her 
rebuke and develop it as fully as possible. '' 

436 This cumulated closing verse with its runover-word and change of 
rhythm succeeds in refining the irony by making the whole statement more 
hesitant and less dogmatic: it would be unthinking of him to fight again, and 
he might succumb if he did. 

437 This is one of the least felicitous formulas of address; occasional 
redundant expressions are part of the oral style (see e.g. on 161), but 
pu6oiatv DPETPDPEVOS -T| -ETO, especially when followed by TTPOOEEITTE which 
is itself repetitive, is unattractive. Its use is not infrequent (9X //., including 
with irriECToiv, :2X Od.) compared with other extreme examples such as TTOCTI 

{WJCTETO (only 2X II.); it is perhaps facilitated by phrases in which pv6oioi 
has an epithet, e.g. 6.343 Mooter» Trpoor|0Sa pciAixiotai, which are perfectly 
acceptable. Even the primarily Odyssean ¿HEÎ ETO pu6co (5X Od., 2XII. - and 
then in book 24 which has much Odyssean language) is preferable, since 
jiOOcp there can mean 'speech', therefore 'answered with (this) speech'. 

438-46 Paris deals with Helen's rebuke in broadly the same way as he 
had with Hektor's at 64-70: by flattery (here delayed to the end), a simple 
prohibition ('don't criticize me') , based on the argument that men are in 
the hands of the god, followed by a rapid diversion to other matters (fighting 
the duel, making love). T h e tone is the same, of moderate reasonableness, 
and the style relaxed, with a mixture of whole-sentence verses and longer, 
moderately enjambed ones. 

439-40 T h e point is elegantly made, and the assertion about gods has, 
as often, a proverbial ring (cf. 9.497, CTPETRROL 6E TE xal Geoi aCrroI; 13.72, 
Apiyvco-roi 8E 0EO1 m p ; 21.264, 6EO1 8I TE <p£pTEpoi dvBpobv). Its weakness 
is that Athene is a far more powerful goddess, over fighting at least, than 
Aphrodite. Paris is evidently unperturbed by his experience and must be 
complacently aware that it was Aphrodite that spirited him away; perhaps 
he even recognizes her as she sets Helen before him. 

441 AAA* &YE corresponds with the practical vOv OOT* in 67; 
TpcnTElopEv is from TlpTTEo6at, 'let us take our pleasure' (with metathesis 
of a/e and p), rather than TprrrEo6ai as in 422. Paris softens his rather 
incisive conjugal suggestion by the assertion that his passion for her has 
never been greater. Zeus will say something akin to this to Here at 14.315^ 
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(after a similar invitation, in similar formular terms, at 314), although he 
regales her, with divine insouciance, with a list of mistresses who have not 
excited him so much. 

Possible reasons for Paris' apparently ill-timed attack of ipws were 
discussed at length in antiquity; that is shown by bT but especially by 
Porphyry 1.65.22 (quoted by Erbse, 1, 436). One theory was that he put 
on a show of exceptional attachment to assuage Helen's wounded feelings; 
Aristotle (frag. 150), on the other hand, had thought that his passion was 
sharpened by the consideration that he might not be allowed to gratify it. 
Such speculations reveal more about later psycho-sexual interests than 
about Homer, whose depiction of Paris is both consistent with the mythical 
tradition and (as also with Helen) intriguingly and perhaps deliberately 
incomplete. Paris seems both specious and imperturbable, secure in the gifts 
with which Aphrodite has rewarded him. 

442 cpcos 'enfolds' his heart (the 9piva$ here are the seat of the 
passions), conceals it all around, as also of Zeus at 14.294. &pq>CKdAuy£(v), 
6P9IKAXCRRRT£I (etc.) are formular at the verse-end ( 1 I X //. , IOX 0d.)\ their 
subjects vary from ipoos here to death, sleep, a cloud, garment, shield, or 
funeral urn (also in the Odyssey the mountain, 6po$ like oopos, that 
threatened to cover the Phaeacians). 

443-5 See on 385-7 for the contrast between this swift and romantic 
abduction and the idea that she took servants and possessions with her. 
According to Pausanias 3.22.1 Kranae was an island off Lakedaimon's port 
ofGutheion. Other possibilities were freely considered (Arn/A): that Kpocvirj 
is not a proper name but an epithet, 'rocky' (used of Ithakc at 201 and 4X 
0d.) \ or that it was Kuthera, or the island called Helene (and therefore 
associated with her) off the south-east coast of Attica. They would hardly 
have 'sailed' for the Gutheion islet, which is now joined to the mainland 
by a short causeway; it might also have seemed uncomfortably accessible 
to irate husbands. On the whole we prefer the view that Kpctv6ri is an epithet 
and that the rocky island is left mysteriously anonymous (compare the 
deserted island used for a very different purpose at Od. 3.270); the 
inhabitants ofGutheion would have claimed it in any case. 

447-8 The poet docs not attempt to explore Helen's motives; her 
acquiescence, conveyed in three formular words, is at first hearing shocking, 
but then seems almost inevitable. 

There is no difference in implication between 6 K O I T I S (only here of Helen, 
as T observed - except by implication at 138) and fiAoyos, and they arc 
sometimes equated (e.g. at 9.399). Both mean 'sharer of the bed' (KOITTI, 

Afyos) and can be applied either to a wedded wife or to a concubine; their 
choice in Homer is usually determined by metrical convenience, as here. 
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TpT|Toioi (also of a (funerary) bed at 24.720) means 'bored with holes', 
either as mortises or for thongs to support the bedding; Od. 23.196-201 is 
not much help, contra Leaf. 

449—50 As usual the poetical transition from place to place is made 
without effort, but with special contrast here between luxurious bed and 
the wild if unspecified beast. Menelaos resembled a hungry lion earlier, too, 
when he first saw Paris, but a joyful one as it came upon a hunter's prey 
(23); T adds that his searching for Paris when he is actually in bed with 
Helen has something comical about it, yeAokos 3T)TCT T Ó V ¿KppoSiaiájovTCt. 

451-4 Paris is not to be found; no Trojan or ally could point him 
out - they were not trying to conceal him out of friendship, since they hated 
him like death: a violent indication of their feelings about war, Paris, and 
perhaps even (in view of Aphrodite's threat at 4t6f.) Helen. 

453 9IÁÓTT)S here has its commonest sense of affection, in contrast with 
sexual love at 445. It is Helen, not they, that is enfolding him in love (si 
T I $ T B O I T O , ' if anyone were to have seen him'), which is ironical but perhaps 
not specifically intended. 

456-60 Now Agamemnon, as Achaean leader and chief administrator 
of the oath, speaks out, in the same clear but unremarkable and mainly 
formular language as has predominated throughout the whole episode. 

456 On the Dardanoi and this formular verse of address (4X //.) see on 
2.819-20. 

457 9aivrr*(ai): 'is plainly'; Paris was about to be killed and has 
strangely disappeared, but Agamemnon prudently avoids describing the 
position in detail since his conditions and Menelaos' for retrieving Helen 
were that Paris should actually be killed (KTEIVT), 284, cf. TE6VCXÍT|, 102); 

whereas the Trojans themselves (Paris, Hektor and Idaios, at 7 if., 92C, 255) 
had only talked in terms of victory (vixfjai} xpdoocov TÉ yévr)TAI, 92). This 
discrepancy, noted by AbT, is never referred to later, not even when the 
Trojans need an excuse for truce-breaking. It is, I think, quite deliberate 
on the part of the poet, at least, if only because Agamemnon would not have 
been able to claim success at all if killing had been the criterion. Yet the 
crucial factor, perhaps, is that neither side had envisaged an abortive result, 
one in which there would be no palpable loser whose corpse was there to 
prove it. 

458-60 Agamemnon repeats the terms of the oath with slight necessary 
rephrasing (cf. 2 8 5 - 7 ) ; the verse about substantial additional recompense 
(sec on 286 and 287) has an especially futile ring to it at this stage. 

461 The Achaeans naturally applaud; the Trojans as naturally 
maintain (as we can infer) a pregnant silence, which brings the whole 
brilliant episode to a fittingly ironic conclusion. 
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1-84. The gods are in assembly; £eus maliciously suggests making peace after the 

duel, and Here and Athene are furious; he agrees that the latter should descend to earth 

to organize the breaking of the truce 

1 - 4 T h e gods are on M l Olumpos (as 74 will confirm), seated in the level 
space ' b y Zeus'; that is, before his house. 

1 f|yop6<ovTo, by diectasis from ¿ryop6opai: 'were gathered in as-

sembly'. Ayopd is from the root of Aycipco, 'gather', but came to denote 

the place of speech-making (as well as of trade); hence ¿ryopcuEiv means 

'make a speech in assembly', or simply 'speak' - ¿cyopeOcov in 6 could be 

either, dyop&opat recurs only twice in the Iliad, at 2.337 and 8.230 where 

speech rather than assembly is indicated. 

» - 3 T h e floor is golden because most things divine were: thrones, cups 
(as in 3), clothes and accoutrements; golden clouds surround the mountain-
top at 13.523 and 14.343^ 

Hebe pours (literally 'wine-pours') their nectar; as Aristarchus noted 
(Arn/A), she is not here married to Herakles as in the probable rhapsodic 
addition at Od. 11.602-4. She recurs in the Iliad only at 5.722 and 905, where 
she performs other useful but lowly functions. It would have been too 
complicated to have the other divine wine-pourer, Ganumedes, in action 
here, because he had been a Trojan prince, snatched off by the gods to pour 
wine for Zeus because of his. beauty as 20.232-5 politely explains. The 
famous Archaic terracotta acroterion in the Olympia museum of Zeus 
abducting Ganymede more clearly indicates the real purport of this erotic 
myth. 

¿cpvox&i: Zenodotus (Did/A) probably read fvcovox&i, which would 
only be plausible if the wine-cups had already been mentioned, kovox6ei 
results from pleonastic treatment of the temporal augment, the best parallel 
being tf|vSavE at Od. 3.143; Herodian's discussion of the phenomenon is fully 
reported in A. Cf. on 1.598. 

4 SrjSfycrr' is the correct spelling of MS 6 « 8 £ X C T T ' ; the verb clearly 
signifies 'pledged' and probably derives from *6r)-8c[K]-ax- (perhaps cf. 
Sanskrit dSSndti,' offer homage'), which gave rise to various Homeric forms, 
8/)8CKTO, 6E6IOK6PSVOS, 8RJ6IAX6PEV05 and was assimilated to SEIKVUJII ( ' point 
to') in the forms BEIKVVPEVOS (9.196, Od. 4.59) and SEIKCCVOCOVTO (15.86, 2X 
Od.): cf. Chantraine, Diet. s.v. 8ti8£xaT0ti. 

6 KEpToplots, 'jeering', see on 1 .539; Trapa{3M)5r)v,' deviously', because 
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Zeus really needs to get the fighting restarted to fulfil his promise to Thetis. 
There is no exact Homeric parallel for this meaning, which was disputed 
by some in antiquity, but 'with sidelong glance' was a common later 
usage and the middle TrapapdXXeoOai = 'deceive' occurs in Herodotus 
and Thucydides. Leaf, however, favoured 'provokingly', cf. trapaipdAa 
KEpTopfovaiv, HyHerm 56. 

8 The goddesses receive these epithets only here and in the single 
recurrence of this verse at 5.908, although ' Argive* must have been common 
for Here, the deity of the Heraion near Argos. 'AAaAKouEVTft's is connected 
with Alalkomenai on the southern shore of Lake Kopais in Boeotia (p. 195), 
where there was a cult of the local hero Alalkomeneus. Athene's association 
with cult and hero is unknown, although she had a temple there in 
Pausanias* time (9.33.5). 

9-10 The two of them are sitting apart and rejoicing (lipirEoflov, dual) 
in what they see, i.e. Menelaos' succcss. TCJJ in 10 refers to Paris; on 
<piAoiiiiEt6f)$ see on 3.424 fin. 

xi trappinPAcoKE, perfect of TrapapAoboKCo, 'go beside', also at 24.73; 
she is always at his side and keeping death away from him, C C V T O O , a 
separative genitive. 

13-16 Zeus refrains from raising the awkward question of the exact 
terms of the oath (see on 3.457), but still treats the matter as an open 
question. Verse 15 is a rising threefolder whose (low is brought to an abrupt 
halt by the runover-verb o p a o y E V (subjunctive, like |J<5CACDU£V), and seems 
to leave the terser alternative, 9 « A 6 T T } T C X . . . , as the more emphatic choice. 

17 T 6 6 E , the latter course, i.e. of making peace between them; the 
sarcastic tone (cf. K E P T O P I O I S £TT£ECTCTI, 6) comes out in the stress on I R A A I and 
9iAov xal f)6u, since Zeus must know that general approval of the idea of 
peace is scarcely possible. 

18-19 The optatives of O I K I O I T O and &yoi-ro, without &v or KE, are 
primarily potential, but 'not far removed from a wish. " T h e city of Priam 
may still be lived in " ' (Willcock, cf. Leaf): see Chantraine, GH11, 217. 

20-5 These verses will recur as 8.457-62, after a more direct rebuke from 
Zeus. Another 6-verse passage shared with book 8 occurs at 446-51. 

20 frninufocv, only here and at 8.457 in Homer, ' muttered against him'. 
21 Aristarchus (Arn/A?) probably assumed that TrArjalai here means 

'near to Zeus' - on each side of him, in fact; but he was influenced by the 
parallel scene in book 8, where at 444f. the goddesses are seated Aids ¿î upis. 
Without that addition it is more likely that they are envisaged as sitting close 
to each other, and muttering their complaints to each other. 

The dual verbal terminations give a near-rhyme to the end of each 
half-verse, ^O8T)V... HE8£O$T)V, emphasizing perhaps their mutuality but not 
particularly elegant in itself. 
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22 This (and the matching 8.459) a n c* 21.89 are the only cases where 
&K£COV is definitely indeclinable; usually it declines as though it were a 
participle, which it probably originally was (cf. Chantraine, Diet. s.v. ¿ocVj). 
See also on 3.95. 

23 Athene is seized by wild anger, but in a daughterly fashion confines 
herself to scowlihg in silence; Here cannot contain her xo^os within her 
breast (it 'swells in the breast even of sensible people' according to 9.553!".), 
and it bursts out bf her in words. 

25 This formular verse occurs 5 times elsewhere in the Iliad. 
26-8 Here chooses to base her complaint on the sweat she and her horses 

had expended on assembling the Achaean army (although according to 
2.446-52 the practical work had been left to Athene). She will repeat the 
argument more calmly at 57-61, backing it up by stressing that she is a senior 
goddess and also Zeus's wife. 

29 This verse occurs 3X //., not 0d.\ at 16.443 follows shortly after 
the atviTcrrc KpovlBt} verse, cf. 25. Here rebuking Zeus is an established 
Iliadic theme, a 'formula' at a different level, which sometimes calls up the 
same language. The theme can of course be varied; sometimes it follows 
an initial rebuke by Zeus, and it does not always end in the same way; for 
example in the parallel scene in book 8 Zeus has already threatened action, 
and there is nothing more he can be told to 'do ' , IpS'; so Here ends 
differently by saying they will still offer advice. 

30 Another formular verse, 3X II. including 1.517 (to Thetis); but its 
first part, "WJV/T6v 6E piy' ¿xWjoas, is far commoner ( I O X II., 3 X Od.) and 
is joined with a variety of name-epithet formulas. 

31—49 Zeus's reply disguises his own need to continue the war and so 
fulfil his promise to Thetis. He begins by almost humorously reproaching 
Here for her consuming hatred of Priam and his sons, but then turns quite 
surprisingly to what he will expect in return for giving in to her. He ends, 
in an obvious form of ring-composition, by describing his. own particular 
affection for Troy and Priam. This may cause the listener to wonder why, 
nevertheless, he allows the city to fall, even after he has discharged his 
promise to Thetis. The answer is that this has been made inevitable by 
Paris' offence against hospitality, which is protected by Zeus ££v«os himself, 
and by the Trojans' condoning of it by receiving him and Helen. 

31—3 BaiMOvlrj is hardly affectionate here, as it was to some extent when 
Zeus addressed Here so at 1.561 (see the comment there); but it accords 
with the irony of the question that is to follow: What are the many evils they 
do you, that (6 T') you vehemently desire to ravage Ilios? In fact it was 
only Paris that had offended her, and then by favouring Aphrodite at her 
expense in the Judgement; for Aristarchus (Arn/A on 32) was almost 
certainly wrong in saying that Homer did not know of this, even though 
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he ignored it at 14.188ff. (bT on 51) and made explicit reference to it only 
at 24.25-30 (athetized by Aristarchus, cf. C. W. Macleod ad loc.). 

34-6 A brilliant tour de force: feminine threats of blood and vengeance 
(compare Hekabe at 24.212f., who says she would like to eat Akhilleus' liver 
out of his body) are made less rhetorical and more realistic by the idea of 
the goddess passing through the gates and walls of the city to carry them 
out. 'Priam and Priam's children* is repeated in a more sinister way from 
31, and the other Trojans are thrown in for good measure; only through 
having devoured them (pspp&Oois, perfect optative) would she cure her 
rage - which is thus implied to be a kind of disease. A desire to eat human 
flesh, whatever the circumstances, would indeed be a psychotic deviation 
in a god, whose proper food is ambrosia. That shows the savagery of Zeus's 
sarcasm - if it is not the result, rather, of loose oral deployment of a motif 
primarily applied to mortals. 

37 Ip^ov: so too when Zeus makes a concession to Athene at 22.185; 
the whole formula ip^ov ómos É6¿AEIS is otherwise Odyssean (3X). 

LIF) T O O T Ó ye VETKOS: 1 let not so small [that is the force of yc] a disagreement 
as th is . . . ' 

39 O n this whole-verse formula see 1.297^ Its purpose here is not so 
much to introduce a completely new point as to reassert Zeus's authority 
despite the concession he is making. 

40-1 pEpacós ( -COTES etc.) occurs in a variety of formular uses. Listening 
to 40, one would expect TTÓXIV é^aAcrrrá^at to depend on it, cf. e.g. 13.182 

UEpa&s ¿rn¿> Tcúxca Bvoai; but the completion of the sense in 41 might 
suggest that the infinitive depends on ¿déAeo, rather, in which case pEpaeos 
would be used absolutely as at e.g. 11.258, IAKE iró&as pEpacós. It is 
nevertheless preferable to accept the construction initially indicated by 40 
and understand é£aAorrrá{;ai again after ÉQéÁco: 'whenever I, too, eager to 
sack a city, wish to sack one where men live whom you favour . . . ' ; the 
slightly awkward sequence being the result of extending a common for-
mular expression, i.e. pEpacós + infin. 

43 É K W V áéxovrí yE 8vpa>: 'of my own choice although not willingly', 
a pregnant and paradoxical use of a contrast normally applied to different 
people, cf. 7.197 fcxwv AÉKovTa. Zeus knows that one can do something even 
though one does not really want to, and he states the idea neatly so as to 
strengthen his position against Here. It is a subtle piece of psychology on 
Homer's part. 

44 'AH X's under the sun and starry sky* looks like a useful formular 
expression, but does not exactly recur. It contains one important formular 
component: oOpavoO -v áarrEpÓEVTOS -a occurs 6x //., 4X Odalthough 
found only here in the dative. 5.267 ÍTrrrcov óoroot iaoiv ínr' fjcb T* fjéXtóv 
TE looks like a close parallel, but is a clumsy (because the idea of 'east* 
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implicit in dawn is irrelevant) and relatively late adaptation of Trp6$ /)£> 
T* f)£Xiov TE (12.239 an<* Od- 13-240). 

45 vcnerdouoi, 'are inhabited', as at Od. 9.23. vaierdw is an artificial 
form based, no doubt for metrical convenience, on vaico, 'inhabit* (cf. 
XAPTTET<ftco, £Crxrr6ouai), which is especially common in the formula EU 

vai6p£vov TrroAieOpov etc. but is also used intransitively at 2.626. For 
intransitive VAIET&co, as here, compare especially 6.370 = 6.497 Bopous EU 

vaierdovras and 2.648 TTOAEIS EU vatcraouacxs, which appear to be developed 
after the model of eu vcn6pcvov irroAi^pov etc. See Chantraine, Diet. s.v. 
vaico; there is little to justify Shipp's feeling (Studies 242) that the finite verb 
vaiETdouot, as opposed to the participial form, is an 'innovation' (with the 
implication that it is also an 'aberration'), although it may well represent 
the final stage of a process of formular development from EU vaidpsvov 
TrroAlE8pov. On the form TT6AT}E$ see 3-5on. 

46 tTEpl Kfipi: in the decision whether mpi is adverb ('exceedingly') or 
preposition, the repetition at 53 must be taken into account: ¿rnixOcovTai 
TTEpl xfjpt (cf. also Od. 6.158), in which the placing of the phrase after the 
verb might seem to favour taking mpi as a preposition,' around the heart', 
i.e. deep in the heart. Most scholars, however, prefer the adverbial 
interpretation; Chantraine, GH n, (26, is confident that in the Homeric 
instances ' m p l is adverbial and tcf)pt is locative', but goes on to say that 
prepositional phrases like mpl 9pivots may have affected the matter. 

Aristarchus (Arn/A) noted that "lAios is regularly feminine (hence "lAios 
lpf| (etc.), 20X It.); only at 15.71 does it have a neuter epithet. 

47 bT cited 20.306 as contradicting this verse; that belongs to an 
unusual passage in which Zeus is claimed to be hostile to Priam and his 
family and to favour the descendants of Dardanos (see on 2.819-20), but 
here Priam and his people simply represent Troy's inhabitants in general. 

48-9 = 24.6gf., where it is specifically Hektor who keeps the altar 
loaded with offerings (for his piety in this respect see also 22.170-2). The 
language of these two verses is carefully chosen: Zeus's altar 'never lacked 
equal [i.e. fairly divided, generous] feast' - although he himself as a god does 
not exactly' feast on' the offerings there, hence the feast is qualified as Aoi^s 
T E KVIORIS T E , that is, libations and the savour of burning fat-encased 
thigh-bones: cf. 1.460-3. Finally Zeus stresses that such offerings are the 
gods* rightful privilege; it is the principle of the thing rather than the savour 
of fat itself that matters to him (see my remarks on the epic tradition's 
'progressive de-incarnation of the Olympian gods' in Entretiens Hardt xxvn 
(Vandoeuvres 1981) 77-80; but also on 34-6 above). There is also some 
truth in bT's comment that the addition to T6 y&p A&xoji£v... is made 'so 
that he should not seem to be exulting over little things'. 

51-67 Here's reply to Zeus has the appearance of being straightforward 
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and spontaneous, beginning with whole-verse statements and moving on to 
slightly more complex ones. Yet it constitutes a carefully thought-out and 
quite subtle response to Zeus's offer; its main purpose is to engage him in 
immediate action, which it does by making four points: (i) you can destroy 
three cities dear to me, in the future, if they offend you; (ii) in any case 
I could not prevent you, since you are supreme; (iii) but I too have my 
rights, so let us two agree and the other gods will follow; (iv) so despatch 
Athene forthwith to get the fighting restarted. 

Some of thr cumulative techniques of composition employed in this speech 
are analysed in chapter 2, pp. 35f., where it is shown that 51-61 'contains 
almost nothing in the way of decorative progression and runover cumula-
tion; rather the flow of ideas is transmitted in a series of apparent 
afterthoughts... each of which.. . arises as a kind of gloss on its predecessor *; 
and of 62-7 that 'This long sentence is formed by alternating progressive 
and integral enjambments.' 

51-3 Zeus has demanded the right to destroy one city favoured by Here; 
she offers him three. This has caused confusion among commentators, but 
can be understood in terms of simple psychology; for example the goddess 
may be only concerned with the present, and in any case there is no reason 
for her to suspect that the three cities will ever incur Zeus's rage and 
enmity - and if they do, as she will say at 55f., then they are doomed anyway. 
Therefore she might just as well offer all three to keep Zeus in a good 
humour. That is one possible reading; Willcock (on 50) on the other hand 
insists that her response shows her * utter ruthlessness and selfishness', which 
is less likely as well as too dogmatic, although gods can be indifferent to 
human suffering. Quite apart from the Judgement of Paris (on which see 
3i~3n.) as cause of Here's hatred of Troy, her cult was deeply rooted in 
the Pcloponnese, especially at the Argive Heraion midway between Mukenai 
and Argos, but also at Sparta; Aristarchus (Arn/A on 52) is no doubt right 
that this by itself would explain her support of the Achaeans, as it also 
justifies her mention of the three cities as especially dear to her. 

Shipp (Studies 242) seems to be repeating Leaf's misapprehension that 
Argos was a Dorian foundation which never co-existed with Mukenai when 
he calk the mention of Sparta and Argos 'a well-known anachronism' -
actually it was continuously inhabited from the Bronze Age on, and even 
seems to have escaped major damage at the end of LHIIIB (see on 
2 . 5 5 9 — 6 2 ) . This may tell against the otherwise attractive idea in Leaf and 
others that Here's concession over the three cities was a hint at the collapse 
of the Mycenaean empire after the Trojan War. 

53 On rrcpl Kfjpi see 46n. 
54 0OSI/0G TI pcyaipcol 2X //., 2X Od. \ compare too the general shape 

of 5.809, irapd 6* Torapat fjSfc <pvA6aaco. 
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55-6 Aristarchus (Arn/A) athetized, on the feeble ground that they 
weaken the favour which Here is anxious to appear to be doing Zeus. 
Actually she is attempting to ingratiate herself in several different ways, not 
all consistent with each other. 

57 ' My labour, too, should not be rendered quite without result', which 
adapts the wording of her original protest at 26, M O S &Aiov 8ETVCU 

TTOVOV D R R & C A T O V ; 

58-61 She now tries to establish her claim on quasi-legal grounds: (i) 
she is, after all, a god; (ii) and one of the ruling family of gods (being Zeus's 
sister); (iii) senior of all goddesses, at that; (iv) both because she is Kronos' 
eldest daughter and because she is married to Zeus who rules over all of 
them. She must know that all this amounts to very little; Zeus has ignored 
her wishes before (e.g. at 1.561-8) and will do so again, beating her up if 
necessary (1.586-9), just as he can take on all the other gods combined 

(8.5-27). 
60 An9<!>TEpov as at 3.179 and 4X //., 2X Od. in addition, including 

18.365^ which repeats 6of. here. 
63-7 Her tone becomes confidential and ingratiating, then (at £iri 8' 

Ivj/ovrai...) positively brisk, with internal punctuation and heavy 
enjambment; see also the analysis on p. 36. 

66 Trttpav 8' &>s K£, ' to try how', i.e. 'try to arrange it that', probably 
does not entail any real doubt of Athene's ability to succeed, but implies 
rather that the matter is not entirely straightforward and she will have to 
make an effort to devise appropriate means. 

UTrepKu5avT0cs is found only here and in the repetition of this verse at 71; 
also U7T£PKU8CTVTA M E V O I T I O V at Hesiod, Theog. 510. For the form 
M. L. West on the Hesiod passage compares ¿cxdpas, ¿Sdpas etc., after Leaf; 
more to the point may be the Attic deme-name Ku5avrt6at cited originally 
by Wackernagel (see Chantraine, Diet. s.v. K U S O S ) . T h e form was evidently 
discussed at length by Herodian, cf. Choeroboscus in A (Erbse 1, 457f.); it 
has the appearance of an artificial creation, nevertheless, and is unusual in 
that it replaces the standard and extremely frequent epithet for the 
Achaeans in the nominative and accusative, beginning with a vowel, namely 
fcOxWjmSes -a$. Such departures from oral economy are of course extremely 
rare; is there perhaps a special need for a word meaning 'arrogant' here? 
b T claim that the Achaeans were arrogant in hailing Menelaos' victory in 
the duel, but that is untrue; their response was the normal heroic one. 
Admittedly their description as 'well-greaved' at this point would be 
somewhat irrelevant, but formular epithets often are. Perhaps the use of the 
term can be justified as part of Here's continuing and subtle persuasion of 
Zeus - she is deliberately disguising her favouring of the Achaeans, and 
suggesting that breaking the truce would be no more than they deserve. 
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Rhapsodic 'improvement* remains a possibility, even perhaps after the 
model of Hesiod's more certainly relevant application of the epithet to 
Menoitios. 

67 The formular language for truce-breaking recalls Agamemnon's 
alliterative words at 3 . 2 9 9 , 6n-TR6"repoi -rrpoTCpoi Crnrcp opxia TRRJPI'ivEiav. 

68-72 Zeus agrees and at 70-2 gives concise instructions to Athene, 
using Here's exact words where possible, i.e. by adjusting 65 and repeating 
66f. 

73 udpos pepavTav 'AO^VTJV: SO too at 1 9 . 3 4 9 , 2 2 . 1 8 6 and Od. 2 4 . 4 8 7 , 

all when Zeus sends the goddess to do something she (or Here) has urged 
on him. This is a specially-devised noun-epithet group, but does not (like 
Cnr€pKu8avTas, see on 65) replace any regular one for Athene in the 
accusative at least, since she only appears as direct object in one other 
Iliadic passage apart from these three similar ones (but 8x Od., where 
she is pey&h/tiov 2X, yAavxcomv ix). 

74 Occurs 5X //., 2 X 0d.\ first at 2 . 1 6 7 , *-44 a n d see 7.i9n. 
75-8 She descends like a bright 'star' trailing sparks, the kind that is 

thought to be sent by Zeus as a portent, whether to sailors at sea or to an 
army on land (the former see such phenomena on night watch, the latter 
are alert to portents of any kind). Is this a comet (in space) or a meteor 
(in the atmosphere) ? Probably the poet combines elements of both. Comets 
are scarce but spectacular (Halley's comet, for example, made a deep 
impression before the Battle of Hastings and is portrayed on the Bayeux 
Tapestry); large meteors or 'fireballs' can also appear to have a tail, but 
are rarely observed to strike the ground; most meteors burn up in a fraction 
of a second once they have entered the atmosphere. For the actual point 
of comparison between goddess and 'star' see the next note. 

This is one of ten Iliadic similes concerning stars and the like, the 
brightness of which is also noted at 5 . 6 (Aaimp6v) and 2 2 . 2 7 

(&p(3T|Aoi.. .aOyai); but here the sparks discharged are a unique detail 
deserving special description. 

78-84 ' Resembling that did Pallas Athene rush toward the earth and 
leap into the midst (of them)': that does not of itself mean that she still had 
the appearance of the 'star' as she did so. The description of the amazement 
provoked among the onlookers (79) admittedly follows immediately on her 
'leaping into the midst', but ?XEV is imperfect and does not necessarily 
suggest anything very sudden. A b T thought the amazement to be at the 
goddess's energy and force, and b (on 75-9) had already commented that 
she descended to earth while they were pondering the portent. That is 
probably correct, and avoids the improbability of a meteor still trailing a 
tail as it strikes the earth. By 86 Athene has adopted the appearance of the 
Trojan Laodokos as she moves across to the Trojan side. The whole passage 
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conflates several different ideas and impressions: the rapidity of Athene's 
descent through the air, its unusual nature, the appearance of a comet or 
large meteor apparently trailing fire, its naturally being taken as a portent, 
the sense of these Achaeans and Trojans that something portentous has 
occurred. Divine epiphanies, Athene's in particular, often give rise to similar 
doubts about whether she was actually seen as that to which she has been 
compared in a simile - a bird, for instance - or not; see S. West on Od. 
1.320, with references, and in particular //. 17.547-52, where Athene takes 
on much of the appearance of a rainbow (similarly a portent) as she moves 
among the Achaeans. 

In any event the onlookers are conscious of a portent not dissimilar from 
that described at 76 itself, although they cannot tell whether war or peace 
(that is, the 91A6TTIS envisaged in the terms of the truce, e.g. at 3.323) is 
indicated. 

84 = 19 224, which shows that the verse does not simply refer to Zeus 
as opKios and thus guarantor of the issue of peace or war in this particular 
case. 

8j-?ig Persuaded by Athene, Pandaros shoots at Menelaos and wounds him 

superficially. Agamemnon is enraged at the breaking of the truce and fearful for his 

brother, but Menelaos reassures him and Makhaon is summoned to dress the wound 

85 A resumptive adaptation of 81; for the comment by undefined 
bystanders see on 2.271. 

87 This Laodokos, a son of Antenor, is not mentioned elsewhere. The 
rising threefolder, a rarity in this Book so far, is forced by the heavy 
patronymic. See also on 3.122-4. 

88 el irou: see on 1.207,2.72, also 66n. init. Zenodotus (Arn/A) rewrote 
the verse to get rid of the construction, which he thought inappropriate for 
a god; and Aristarchus defended it on the wrong grounds, i.e. that Athene 
is disguised as a mortal and therefore subject to human contingency. 

89 The marked asyndeton is not unusual with £$pc (etc.), cf. 2.169, 
4.327 and 4X elsewhere in the Iliad; see further on 5.168-9. The verse is 
rhythmically inelegant, perhaps deliberately so, with its bouncing first half 
(caused by trochaic breaks in conjunction with the break after the second 
foot) made more prominent by the continuously flowing second half. 

90-1 The runover-word in each case adds littie in meaning or decor-
ation, but serves to generate further information in the rest of the verse. On 
the river Aisepos see on 2.824 and 825; in short, Pandaros (cf. 2.826-7^) 
comes from Zeleia in the Aisepos valley some 70 miles ENE of Troy. At 5.105 
and 173 he is said to come from Lukie; that can hardly be the same as the 
land around the river Xanthos in south-west Asia Minor, home of Sarpedon 
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and Glaukos, and must be a local name. The Trojan catalogue, at least, 
is clear on this, since his troops are described at 2.826 as Tp&cs; but see also 
on 101. 

His men are Acnn<rrAcov, 'shield-bearers', which might at first sight seem 
incompatible with his own role as an archer. But the Achaean archer 
Teukros often needs the protection of Aias' shield (CTCCXOS not ¿orris); 
Pandaros too is an isolated figure as bowman, and at 5.192-205 will regret 
having left his chariot at home. His contingent is not light-armed like the 
Locrians. 

93-103 Athene's speech is full of optatives, giving it a persuasive and 
ingratiating tone - perhaps as befits Laodokos, a less conspicuous warrior 
than Pandaros. She says nothing about breaking the truce, and Pandaros 
will ignore that aspect of the matter. 

93 n o i . . .TTIGOIO, 'may you obey me', cf. Od. 4.193. 
94-5 TAAIRJS KEV and KE. . . Apoio are apodoses after the virtual protasis 

in 93: 'may you obey me; <if you were to,> then you would endure t o . . . ' 
99 Most of the Iliadic references to pyres are specific ones, especially 

to Patroklos' in book 23. The only other general use, where 'going on the 
pyre' or 'sending on to the pyre' is a circumlocution for being killed or 
killing, is in the Meleagros tale at 9.546, Trvpf}s tniprja* AAeyEivfis, which 
suggests the existence of a formular system that happens to be lightly 
represented in the Iliad. 

101 Apollo is AuKiiy£vf|s only here and in the near-repetition of this 
verse at 119. The epithet may be related to his common title AUKEIOS, the 
meaning of which is much debated and still quite uncertain (connexion with 
'light' is now generally rejected, but ' w o l f , ACncos, and Avxiri in some 
geographical sense are still mooted). Or it may refer to the particular Auxlt] 
near the Troad with which Pandaros is associated in book 5, see on 90-1 
above; Pandaros' father's name Avxacov (shared by Priam's son killed by 
Akhilleus at 2i.34ff.) might have the same connexion, although the people 
called A V K A O V E S came from south-west Asia Minor: see von Kamptz, 
Personennamen 327 for further references. The mythical king Lukaon and Mt 
Lukaion in Arcadia had wolf-elements, but Apollo, whose origins are West 
Asiatic (more probably than northern, cf. the Hyperboreans) has little claim 
to anything similar. M. P. Nilsson, GgrR 505^, dismissed his hostility to 
wolves in his role as herdsman-god as literary and relatively late, and on 
p. 530 summarized the objections to Wilamowitz' view that he was 
specifically connected with Sarpedon's Lycia. 

102-3 Verse 102 recurs (as well as in its repetition at 120) twice in the 
archery contest in the funeral games for Patroklos, at 23.864 and 873; that 
improbable episode is highly likely to be a rhapsodic expansion, but this 
does not impugn the present context. Hecatombs are 'famous' 7X II. in all; 
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sometimes they are 'holy', but this epithet is reserved here for Zeleia, cf. 
Thebc as tepfjv TT6XIV *HCT(COVOS at 1.366, also 37811. For 6 O T V with the 
town-name cf. fionru plya flpiApoio (8x II.), as well as 14.281. 

104 He is &9povi, presumably, because he does not think about the 
truce and the consequences of breaking it. The alliteration of 9's (and the 
TT of TrelGev) should be remarked. 

105 ' Without delay he stripped the polished bow made from a full-grown 
goat': ovA6co most often means to strip armour from a dead enemy, but 
here and at 116 (of the lid of a quiver) it evidently means stripping off a 
protective cover or casing to make a weapon accessible; H. L. Lorimer, HM 
292, thought that 'he "detached the bow", which was carried strapped to 
the quiver', but that is uncertain. As for l£6Aou, here translated 'full-grown' 
exempli gratia, it is an unknown word for which bT suggested various 
meanings, of which T's 6vopa f)Andas is the only plausible one, cf. D's f|"roi 
TEAEIOU FJ TTT^STJTIKOU, 'full-grown or bounding'; this last is also possible, but 
in Hellenistic epigrams, where the term is occasionally imitated, Gow and 
Page (The Greek Anthology 1, vol. 11 (Cambridge 1965) 342) find the former 
to be the more generally appropriate sense for what that is worth. At least 
the word contributes to the continuing alliteration, here of ^-sounds 
followed by the y's of alyos and 106 Aypiou. 

106-7 It is a wild goat shot in the chest by Pandaros himself as it 
emerged from rock or cliff; ev upoBoKfjoi, in a place of ambush, is connected 
with B^xopai and therefore repeats the idea of StBryptvos. 

108 Aristarchus (Arn/A) observed that it must have been driven on to 
its back by the force of the blow (perhaps also because it leaps into the air 
from the shock). It fell back into the rock, perhaps a rock cleft; IPTTEOE 

balances ¿xjialvovTa in 107, but the picture is not entirely clear. 
109 6copov can mean a unit of measurement, the palm or width of four 

fingers; Hesiod, Erga 426, mentions a ten-palm cart. The goat's horns 
measured about four feet; that must mean the total span, which is just 
possible. 

110 ' Homer's account of (Pandaros') bow. . . has a specious appearance 
of detailed precision which does not survive examination' (Lorimer, HM 
290). The description suggests at first hearing that the ' horn-polishing 
craftsman' simply joined, fjpapt, the entire horns together, presumably with 
a wooden handle or bridge; but that would provide almost no flexibility 
and is entirely out of the question. Commentators have therefore rightly 
accepted Reichel's view that Pandaros* bow must have been of'composite' 
type: that is, made out of wooden staves reinforced by inset strips of horn 
(keratin) on the inner side and sinew on the outer side, all bound together; 
see Lorimer, HM 29of. and F. H. Stubbings in Wace and Stubbings, 
Companion 519. Such a bow is strung by bending it backwards, i.e. into a 
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reflex shape. These composite bows are Asiatic in type and origin (as 
opposed to the longer but less powerful single-stave European type); the 
Scythian bow is a double-curve or Cupid's bow version of this Asiatic type 
and could only be strung in a crouching position, by placing one end of the 
bow under one thigh, and the other over the other knee. It is important 
to note (see on 112-13) that Pandaros' bow is not of this special Scythian 
kind; nor, incidentally, is Odysseus' famous bow in Odyssey book 21, since 
at 128 Telemakhos could have strung it while standing. 

i n The 'smoothing* of the horns, Xci^vos, now takes on extra signifi-
cance; it is not the whole horns but the long strips of their outer casing (the 
longer the better, hence perhaps the emphasis on the length of the horns 
themselves) that have to be carefully cut and polished before insertion into 
the groove in the wooden stave. The Kopcovrj is the curved hook round which 
the loop of the bow-string had to be fitted at one end of the bow; often, 
no doubt, there would be a hook at the other end too, but the string could 
be attached there (when there was no tension on it) in various other ways. 
That the hook should be gold-plated is not impossible, but is probably poetic 
exaggeration. 

112-13 eu xarrfthiKE...TTOTI yah): literally 'placed it down well . . . 
against the ground'; he does so in order to string it, stretching it (Tcrvuooa-

pcvos) and bending it into a reflex shape (dytcAivas). Meanwhile his com-
panions shelter him with their shields, much as Aias did with Teukros (e.g. 
at 8.267). 

117 The arrow is 'winged', probably swift rather than literally 
'feathered', and never used before. Ipp' is puzzling, and, together with an 
unfounded objection to &^Af)Ta, caused Aristarchus (Arn/A) to athetize 
the verse; elsewhere in Homer it means (apart from 'ear-pendant', from 
cTpco, 2X) 'prop', either literally of ship-supports or metaphorically as a 
support or bulwark, as for instance Hektor is of Troy. None of these clearly 
suits the present passage; attempts to explain it either as connected with 
6pirf), i.e. as 'origin', or with later ippa = ballast are unconvincing. Perhaps 
after all, and as bT suggest, the metaphorical 'support' idea is least 
objectionable. The phrase is a special application in any case; pcAaivdcov 
66uvAcov|"occurs 2X II. and was probably the model; peAaivdoov is in fact 
the vulgate reading, but as Aristarchus noted (Did/A), pcAaivkov is 
necessary for the metre, the -kov form with synizesis being a common Ionian 
form in Homer, cf. Chantraine, GH1, 69 and 201. 

118 K C T T C K 6 O P £ 1 , he 'arranged* it onto the string; the unusual verb 
continues to emphasise the care Pandaros is giving to the crucial shot. 

119—21 = 101-3, with the necessary adjustment of etyfo to efyexo. 
122 The yAuflSas are probably notches or nocks in the butt of the 

arrow-shaft, into one of which the string is fitted; there are presumably two 
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of them in an X pattern to make fitting easier (they would not necessarily 
cause splitting as has been objected). This interpretation is preferable to 
taking them as transverse notches further down the shaft, as finger-grips, 
as urged e.g. by Lorimer, JHM 2g3f. 

123-4 He draws string and arrow-butt back to his chest; this is the 
Cretan draw as opposed to the Scythian one to the shoulder, as b T observe 
(but to the left breast, T!) . That would not suffice to bend the bow into 
a half-circle or anything like it, but then KVKAOTEPES need only imply 'in a 
curve'. 

That the arrow-head is of iron not bronze has caused much discussion; 
it is surely nothing to do with this bow as an Asian weapon, or Pandaros 
as particularly Asian, as Lorimer 294 thought. Homeric arrows were 
otherwise tipped with bronze on the rare occasions when the metal was 
specified (especially xato^P*' 6»<rr6v, 2X //., also y c ^ o ^ P ^ S ) ; but oc-
casionally iron replaces bronze as the standard metal for these singers, as of 
the axes in the trial of the bow in the Odyssey and of the knife with which 
Akhilleus might damage himself at 18.34, irf) Aaipov <irrrapr)CT€i£ oiB^pcp. Iron 
cutting-implements are admittedly commoner than iron arrow- and spear-
heads in the early centuries of the Iron Age, but even the latter are 
occasionally found. As often, metrical reasons may play some part. 

125 Afyfc, only here in surviving Greek, 'made a shrill sound'; an 
onomatopoeic word probably connected with A»y\>s, 'clear' or 'shrill'. The 
verse is an expressive one, with the idea of the twanging noise further 
developed in the string's 'loud cry' , u£y* Iocx*v-

126 The singers of the heroic oral -tradition liked giving inanimate 
objects, especially missiles, human desires and aims; compare AiAai6pfva 
-r| xpoos &oai, of spears, 3X //., also the 'shameless stone' of 521 (sec 
comment there). 

127 The apostrophe, or direct address by the singer to one of his 
characters, is an emphatic and pathetic dcvice applied to Menelaos five 
times elsewhere (at 146,7.104,13.603,17.679,23.600), but most powerfully in 
addressing Patroklos before his death in book 16 (no less than eight times, 
at 20, 584, 693, 744, 754, 787, 812, 843). There, something of a formular 
system was developed: |ncrrp6icAeis, n«5rrpoKA£, ITCRRPOKATES ITTTTO-

K£AEV8E), NCRRP6KAE£S hnreO|. Menelaos is always addressed in apostrophe in 
the first half of the verse as here, | - ^ O - M E V & O E ; some names were 
evidently felt to be more suitable for this kind of treatment than others, since 
Hektor is not so addressed before his death in book 22, although the pathetic 
tone is generally no less strong there than in book 16. 

128 TrpcoTT): ad sensum, 'first not to forget you was Zeus's daughter'. 
¿ycAcfr) is a n epithet of A t h e n e (only) 6 x //., 3X Od., the latter including 

the same formula as here, Aids OvydTTjp dytAdri (2x). It is either from dyco 
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and AT̂ IT), 'bringing booty', in her role of war-goddess (for which see e.g. 
2.446-52), which derives support from 10.460 'A8r)vaiq ArymBi and is 
followed by Chantraine, Diet. s.v. Ada; or from &yco and Aa6s, 'leader of 
the host*, cf. the name Agelaos and her epithet &y&rrporrov at Hesiod, 
Theog. 925. M. L. West on Theog. 318 argues for the latter, 'from *&yeA/jT)s 
by dissimilation', and cites F. BechtePs point (Lexilogus zu Homer (Halle 
1914) 6) that for the Asia meaning one would expect *<5cy£AriiTi (which is 
metrically different). 

129 piAos s c c o n 1-51 • 
130-1 The goddess brushes the arrow to one side as a mother does a 

fly from her sleeping child. There are three other flv-similes in the poem, 
two of flies around milk-pails but one not dissimilar to the present one, when 
at 17.571 a fly persists even though brushed aside, Kal ipyopEVT). There it is 
courage, here it is the ease of the goddess's movement that is primarily in 
question, but the pathos of 125, also, is reflected in the child and its sweet, 
fj8£i, sleep; for tender mother-and-child images see also 8.271, 16.7-10. Leaf 
was correct in saying that T6OOV means 'just so much' (cf. 22.322 and 
23.454), and therefore that tbs 6TC does not depart from an expected 
correlation with 6CTOV. 

132-40 The course of the arrow: Athene's action directs it onto the 
clasps of the 3co<rrrjp, where the corslet is double. It penetrated these, then 
too the ulTprj, which resisted it most of all - but nevertheless reached the 
skin and just grazed it. The passage is lightly enjambed, mainly consisting 
of whole-verse sentences; its drama comes from the detail of the arrow's 
course through one defence after another, with a kind of inevitability which 
in the end is partly frustrated. 

132-3 Neither the jcoot/jp (belt or girdle) nor the M»Tprj in 137 (see 
comment on 137-8) are well understood, but probably the former protects 
the upper abdomen, the latter the lower; cf. H. Brandenburg, Arch. Horn. 
E 119-22. Verses 132 (from 681) and 133 recur at 20.414^ where Akhilleus' 
spear strikes Poludoros in the back - presumably a misunderstanding by the 
poet there, since the clasps of the jwaTrjp must in any case be in front. Why 
the corslet is double here is again uncertain; if it is a leather one, for example 
(see the following comment), it might overlap like a jacket. 

135-6 The girdle itself, not simply the pair of golden clasps of I32f., is 
implied to be metallic by SaiSccAtoto, see also on 186-7. So too is the corslet, 
unless TroAu5ai5aAou could refer to applied metal disks or the like such as 
arc suggested by one, but only one, of the corslets on the Late Mycenaean 
(LHIIIC) Warrior Vase (illustrated in e.g. Lorimer, HM pi. 111, ib ; Wace 
and Stubbings, Companion, PI. 29 (a)). 8obpT]Kes still present problems; the 
archaeological record (on which see H. W. Catling in Arch. Horn, E 74-118) 
suggests that meti.1 ones of different kinds, mainly plate-corslets, were used 
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in the Late Bronze Age, but that in the Early Iron age, and until the 
development of hoplite armour from the late eighth century B.C. on, they 
were non-metallic and of leather or the like - resembling, indeed, most of 
those on the Warrior Vase. If Homeric ones were usually so envisaged, that 
would help to explain why they were standard items in the arming-scenes 
(on which see 3.330-8^) but could be ignored when wounds and the exact 
paths of spears were described. 

On the lengthening of |6ia see i55n. Specific objection has been taken 
to 136, a verse which recurs at 3.358, 7.252 and 11.436. To the first two 
of these it is objected that there could be no swerve after the spear had 
pierced the corslet (on which see the last paragraph of 3-355-6on.), and to 
the present use that the corslet is ignored when the wound is exposed by 
Makhaon at 2i5f. (so for example Fenik, Typical Battle Scenes 102). Only 
11.436, in the wounding of Odysseus, is free from all these criticisms, and 
Fenik surmises that it is a basic item which is compounded almost 
unconsciously with other and sometimes inconsistent details of armour or 
a wound. 

137-8 Apart from this Book, the nhpT^ is mentioned at 5.857 where Ares 
is wounded V E I O T O V ¿5 KEVECOVCX, 6 8 I J C O V V U O X E T O piTprj, which reinforces the 
connexion with jcocnrfip at 134^, and in the epithets aloAoiiiTpriv (5.707) 
and dpiTpoxfTcovas (16.419). At 187 both it and the jcopct (separate from 
the jcooTrjp of 186) are made by bronze-smiths, which confirms the 
implication of aloAopiTpTjs. The piTprj may therefore resemble the roughly 
semi-circular bronze aprons of the early seventh century B.C. found in Crete 
and at Olympia (H. Brandenburg in Arch. Horn, E I 35-42), designed to hang 
down from a belt and protect the lower belly. Such an item of defensive 
equipment would be under development in Homer's time, as bronze 
defensive armour became more elaborate; its lack of formular status and 
its absence from the arming-scenes confirm that it was a relatively late 
addition to the language of the oral heroic tradition. 

140 Aristarchus (Arn/A) athetized this and 149 on the ground that 
WTEiAfj, etymology unknown, means a wound made by a thrust and not by 
a missile. His grounds for this dogma are uncertain, beyond a slight 
resemblance to ourdacti; probably the term in post-Homeric Greek applied 
particularly to large open wounds, and that might have something to do 
with it, although such a specialized sense in the early poetical tradition seems 
unlikely. This verse and 149 are admittedly inorganic, but it is clear that 
most critics did not share Aristarchus' objections. 

141—7 Menelaos' thighs and legs become stained with blood as an ivory 
cheek-piece for a horse is stained with purple by an Asiatic craftswoman: 
one of the most striking and unusual of Iliadic similes. The bare facts of the 
comparison are briefly stated in the first two verses, then the next three 
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expand on the desirability of the finished royal possession. This is partly 
development of the simile-situation for its own sake, but partly, too, it 
reflects on the subject of the comparison, here by implying the unique value 
of Menclaos to the Achaeans - for C. Nloulton, Similes 93 n. 14, is surely 
wrong in claiming that 'association with women and children... begins to 
complicate our conception of Menelaus'. For the cumulative composition 
of the simile see p. 35. 

141—2 141 can be heard either as four-colon or as a rising threefolder, 
more intelligibly and forcefully as the latter. 

ptaivco meaning 'stain' in a purely technical sense is a virtually un-
paralleled use of a word of which the basic meaning is ' the impairment 
of a thing's form or integrity* (Parker, Miasma 3); it must surely be deter-
mined by 'stained with blood' in the resumption at 146. 

Ivory is mentioned only twice in the Iliad (here and at 5.583), both times 
of horse-trappings, but eight times, and with a greater range of applications, 
in the Odyssey. Many elaborately carved ivory objects, especially decorative 
appliqué pieces, have been found in Mycenaean graves and occasionally in 
Early Iron Age ones; many were West Asiatic in inspiration or workmanship, 
being imported from Syria and Phoenicia in particular; Lorimcr, H M 508, 
draws attention to ivory horse-trappings from Nimrod, also. Nothing is 
specifically known of Carian or Maeonian work, although these regions (on 
which see also on 2.864-6 and 867-9) bordered on one with which Homer 
was probably familiar, roughly from Smurne to Miletos. The singling out 
of the craftswoman and the dyeing operation may suggest personal 
observation. Moulton, Similes 91 n. 8, notes other Homeric technical similes; 
t8.6oof. (potter) and Od. 6.232ff. = 23-t59Îf. (inlayer of gold and silver) arc 
closest in this respect. 

The plural Tirtrcov has caused surprise, since the ornament is naturally only 
for one horse (ITTTTCO in 145) ; but the plural is generic, 'equine check-piece'. 

143-5 An elaborate and carefully enjambed sentence, predominantly 
paratactic for aesthetic and pathetic effect rather than through syntactical 
naïveté: the cheek-piece lies in a store-room (cf. 6.288), many horsemen have 
coveted it but it lies there to delight a king, to adorn his horse and bring 
glory to its owner. 

144 ¿ryaApa: only here II. > jx 0d.\ from àyàXÀopat, 'delight in', it 
probably has its literal sense here. 

145 Another rising threefolder. Leaf noted that ÊAcrrrjp in Homer is 
elsewhere applied only to the driver in a chariot-race, as appropriate to ' an 
ornament which would be used for purposes of display rather than of 
warfare*. Armour for horses is of course unknown in Homer. 

146 Another apostrophe, cf. i27n.; 011 ptdvBrjv sec on 141-2 inil. \ the 
resumptive word TOTOI departs from the introductory D>Ç ÔTE formula of 1 4 1 , 

as not infrequently. 
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147 His well-formed thighs and beautiful ankles reinforce the high 
valuation of Menelaos and the outrage of defiling him. 

148-34 The reactions of Agamemnon, then Menelaos, then Agame-
mnon again are concisely given in alternating and balanced verses: £>iyr)crtv 
6\..D>s CT6EV...^LYTJCRTV 6T...<bs T6ev. The wound's superficial nature 
is quickly discerned by Menelaos, but Agamemnon does not yet know this. 

149 See on 140; the matching of <bs ET6CV here with cbs Be I6EV in 151 
is f&rther support, if any is needed, for accepting the verse as genuine, 
against Aristarchus (Am/A) . 

151 T h e VEvpov is not of course the bow-string (usually VEvpfj, feminine, 
but plural veupa at 122 and 16.316), but must be a binding to help fix the 
arrow-head to the shaft. It and the barbs remain 'outside', i.e. visibly 
embedded in the piTpr) etc. 

152-4 His 6vp<H had temporarily left his chest, it seems, and he was 
breathless with shock; compare 22.475, ¿TO'1 2UT*wto xai ¿5 <pp£va 
6up6s AyipOrj, where Andromakhe recovers from an actual faint. Now the 
breath-soul is 'gathered back again in his chest'. 

155-82 Agamemnon's address to his brother is divided into two con-
trasting portions. In the first, down to 170, he heaps reproaches on himself 
for having permitted Menelaos to be (possibly) killed, and affirms his 
conviction that Zeus will avenge it; in the second, from 171, he deplores 
the disgrace this death would bring on himself through the failure of the 
expedition and the boasting of the Trojans. The most stirring and dignified 
part is his passionate statement of belief in the inevitable vindication of the 
oath; his subsequent descent into self-pity is vivid and imaginative in its 
way, typical of Agamemnon but also of the heroic character in adversity. 

155 8dvcrr6v vu TOI opxia TCtpvov, a powerful adaptation of the 
language of oaths (on which see on 3.73-5): ' the oaths I " c u t " were death 
to you' . The metrical lengthening of 9!AE recurs twice in the poem in the 
same address-formula |̂ >IX£ KacriyviyrE (in which the lengthened second -E 
before masculine caesura can also be paralleled); that treatment of a short 
opening syllable in a so-called CTTiyos ¿><¿90X0$ is a special licence (on which 
see also 3 355~6on.), perhaps reflecting an emphatic musical accompani-
ment and giving additional emphasis in itself, cf. e.g. |8Ta at 135 ( + 3X //.). 

156 If b T are right that TTpoanfyras is metaphorical and implies 'put 
you forward as a sacrifice', II£~RA9OPIKU>S 6TT6 TCOV 8up6rrcov inrep TTpoiardxn 
TWV fkoiicov, that greatly strengthens Agamemnon's point; but no good 
parallel is known for such a use. 

158-9 The oath itself, the blood of the sacrificial iambs and the libations 
were not in vain: these are the main ritual acts which sealed the compact. 
The libations were described at 3.295c; on their being 'unmixed' see on 
3.269-70 inil. As for 6e£iai, they are usually taken as 'trustworthy right 
hands', metaphorical perhaps since no handshakes were mentioned in book 
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3 (or indeed at Aulis - for 159 = 2.341). bT took 6c^ia( as an epithet of the 
libations, but 'unmixed and favourable1 would be an odd connexion, and 
there are other difficulties too. 

160-2 A solemn and moving profession of faith, proverbial in tone and 
language (with the gnomic or generalizing TE in protasis and apodosis (ET 
TTEP ydp TE . . . TE) as well as the gnomic aorist 6mtriiaav, which by 
themselves disqualify Zenodotus' attempt, Arn/A, to make the text apply 
to the Trojans specifically). The solemnity is increased by the accurate 
accretion of particles and conjunctions: ET m p ydp TE KOCI OUT(K' . . . ('for even 
if, indeed, he has not immediately...') and Sx TE xal TEAET (4 he will fulfil 
them completely, even if late. . . ' ) . TEAEI is future rather than present, a 
relatively recent (i.e. Homeric or shortly before) contraction in either case. 

They will pay, when they do, o v v . . . psydAco, 'together with a great 
(price)1 - or great evil according to bT: their own heads (i.e. lives) and their 
wives and children. What this might entail was described in the curse on 
breakers of the oath at 3-3O0f., 'may their brains flow on the ground like 
this wine, theirs and their children's, and may their wives be subjected to 
other men', on which see on 3.297-301. This is the first general statement 
in Greek literature of the powerful dogma that Zeus always exacts 
vengeance in the end, and that it may spread into the transgressor's family. 
Agamemnon stops just short of saying that a man might die unpunished 
himself, but that then his descendants will suffer, a refinement developed 
in Solon and Aeschylus - see also Hesiod, Erga 282-5, Parker, Miasma 201 
a n d H . L l o y d - J o n e s , The Justice of £eus2 ( B e r k e l e y 1983) 7f. , 3 7 , 44. 

163—5 Agamemnon follows his theological pronouncement with an 
equally serious but more specific prophecy about the fate of Troy. 

163 oT6a as opening tends in any event to introduce a very personal 
declaration: Eu...oT6a is still more emphatic, cf. 19.421 as well as the 
recurrence of this verse and its two successors at 6.447-9, movingly 
spoken by Hektor to Andromakhe. The addition of the formula xorra <pp£va 
Kcri KCRRA Ovpov (on which see 1.193 ^n.) increases the sense of passionate 
conviction. 

164 fooETai Tjpap: the passionate and prophetic tone continues. Tjpap 
tends 10 be sinister in its Homeric uses, and to be qualified as VTJAEES, aToipov, 
popoipov. SouAiov, ¿A&piov or simply xaxdv; for the idiom with laaETai 
compare Akhilleus' melancholy foreknowledge of his own death at 21.111, 
l o o E T a i f| T̂  SeiAi} f) PEOOV fjpap, again with fjpap. 

* Holy' Ilios seems pathetic here, although it is standard with Ilios at the 
versc-end, cf. qbn. fm. 

166-8 The poet, through Agamemnon, broadens the vision of Troy's 
destiny by imagining Zeus shaking his aegis over all its inhabitants in anger 
at the deceit. The god is described in the grandest terms; compare 
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Agamemnon's prayer to him at 2.412 (and see on 2.427-8). For the alyi's 
see on 2.446-51; only here is it ipEpWjv, dark, no doubt to mark it as 
especially sinister and portentous. Agamemnon ends this section of his 
speech by reverting to the idea of fulfilment, as well as to krcrrrai (which 
through 164 has temporarily acquired serious overtones), in almost punning 
language: TA piv faarrai OUK drrfAscrra (cf. Here's different application of 
<5nr£A£CTTOv| at 26 and 57). 

169 Now he turns directly to the possibility of Menelaos' death, which 
would cause him terrible grief, ctlv6v &xos (8x //., ix Od. in this position 
in the verse). 

1 7 0 TT6TPOV AVCNRMJAAVTES is straightforward enough at 11.263, a s ^ 
KCTKAV OTTOV Avcrn-AVjoavTEs 3X in book 8; the addition here of PIATOIO ( ' the 
fate of life') is undoubtedly awkward, which is perhaps why the ancient 
vulgate had potpav, 'portion', in place of TTATPOV. The latter was read, 
however, by Aristarchus (Did/A) and is generally accepted in modern texts; 
it may well be correct in view of 11.263, but still represents a curiously loose 
expansion in such a carefully composed passage as this. 

171-5 Agamemnon's grief often turns quickly to self-pity, as here. 11 was 
natural for a Homeric hero to consider any new development in the light 
of its effect on his own honour, but Akhilleus at i8-79ff., f ° r example, 
although concerned at the loss of his armour, is genuinely and deeply 
affected by Patroklos' death. 

These are the considerations that occur to Agamemnon in paratactic 
sequence:' I shall be an object of reproach at home - for the Achaeans will 
quickly want to return there - and we should be leaving Helen behind for 
the Trojans to boast over - and jour bones will rot in the soil of Troy, and 
the whole undertaking be brought to nothing.' 

171 As Aristarchus evidently thought (Arn/A), Argos here does not 
mean the city (which belonged to Diomedes) but the Peloponnese, rather. 
It might refer to the country in general, but something more local to 
Agamemnon is more pointed; also 'thirsty' Argos (the epithet occurs only 
here) suits the Peloponnese in particular, since there were various myths, 
like that of Herakles and the Lernaean Hudra, to explain how it became 
better irrigated. 

173 This verse first occurred (together with 'ApydTjv 'EA£VT]V in 174) 
at 2.i6of. 

174 'The land will rot your bones' implies simple inhumation, without 
the special treatment that would normally be accorded a great hero who 
had to be left behind, as Patroklos was to be. Funerary terminology in the 
epic tradition tends to be loosely used; here the most undignified possible 
description is chosen, but sec 177 and comment. 

176 The normal epithet for Tpoxov at the verse-end is Ayepcbxwv (5X 
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it.); the singers evidently did not often need to fill the whole of the second 
half of the verse with a name-epithet group for Trojans in the genitive, so 
that CrrreprjvopcdvTCov here may be specially chosen for the arrogance they 
would show at Menelaos* death. xuSaAlpoio of Menelaos in the next verse, 
on the other hand, is regular {7X //.). 

177 Leaping on an enemy's tomb must have been intensely satisfying 
in itself, as well as annoying to the other side. Elaborate tombs invited such 
treatment, and one wonders that the Achaeans consented to leave any part 
of Patroklos, for example, behind - presumably it was out of confidence that 
they would win in the end. Here the picture in 174f. of Menelaos' bones 
rotting is implicitly amended; presumably they would be treated like those 
of Patroklos or Hektor, that is, collected after the corpse was cremated, then 
carefully encased in fat and placed in a golden jar in the case of the former 
(23.243f.), or wrapped in purple cloths and placed in a golden coffin in the 
case of the latter (24.795^. In each case the purpose was no doubt to 
preserve the bones more or less indefinitely, contra 174. 

178-81 The Trojan speech of triumph that Agamemnon imagines is 
quite restrained in the circumstances, and (naturally enough since it is 
devised by Agamemnon himself) contains no real personal abuse or detailed 
criticism of his leadership. It focuses entirely on the ineffectiveness of his 
anger and the failure of the expedition to achieve its ends; that insult to 
his royal Tipf) is what he really fears, and would make him wish to sink into 
the earth (182). 

181 The ships arc empty, KEivfjaiv, not only of booty but also (cf. 173f.) 
of Helen. 

182 Diomedes likewise says T6TE poi x&voi cupeTa X^OV at 8.150 (and 
the last two words are a formula occurring 4X //. in all). 

184—7 Menelaos reassures him with a reply which, after a concise and 
comforting initial imperative, consists of a rhythmically varied and strongly 
enjambed 3-verse sentence. Verse 185 is unusual in its colon-structure: the 
main caesura, separating from . . .f&Xos, can hardly be strongly felt, but 
the sentence-break at the bucolic caesura forbids taking the verse as a 
rising threefolder. The 4-colon 186 and essentially 2-colon 187 restore 
the rhythmical balance. 

185 TT&POI6EV could be either local ('in front of the skin') or temporal 
('before it reached there'). 

18&-7 Menelaos' description does not completely accord with the 
arrow's course at 135-8; it omits the corslet and adds the mysterious ¿¿bpa 
(on which see H. Brandenburg, Arch. Horn. E 121-3). ^ *s implied that 
3cooTf|p and phpr) are both of bronze, which suggests if anything that the 
30011a was non-metallic. Aristarchus (Arn/A) speculated that it was joined 
to the corslet, but it may have been a thick belt to which the MiTpTj was 
attached. Both verses recur (with minor adjustment) at 2t5f. 
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1 8 9 - 9 1 Agamemnon's reply is equally practical, his expression of relief 
being confined to a simple 'may it be so* before he turns to the matter of 
medical aid, which is to be the subject of the next 30 verses. This is perhaps 
surprising, considering that Menelaos' wound is superficial and he has not 
even complained of the 'black pains1 surmised in 191. The poet must have 
felt that the diversion increased the dramatic force of Menelaos' wounding; 
medical attention was a topic not without its own interest, although once 
Makhaon himself is wounded in book 11 it is virtually ignored. 

189 q>lAos as a vocative is found also at 9.601, 21.106 and 3X in book 
23, but only here with a proper name in the normal vocative form. 

190 The doctors will ' lay hands on' the wound (from ¿-mpaiopai, which 
can also have a metaphorical sense, 'strive for') as well as applying soothing 
ointments (for «páppcnca are medicaments in general). 

19a A herald is not described as GeTos elsewhere (but it is a common 
epithet in the genitive for e.g. Odysseus or Akhilleus, and heralds are 
'messengers of Zeus', Aiós&yyeAoi, at 1.334 anc^ 7-274» w e H being 'dear 
to Zeus' at 8.517). On Talthubios see on 1.320; he has already been used 
as a messenger by Agamemnon at 3.118. 

193-4 Makhaon and his brother Podaleirios were the leaders of the 
contingent from around Trikke in Thessaly at 2.729-32 (see 2.73 i-2n.), 
where they are described as the two sons of Asklepios and as good doctors, 
IrjTi^p' <5rya8cb, much as their father is ápúpovos liyrfípos here. Makhaon is 
much the more important for Homer, in fact Podaleirios is only mentioned 
once again, in the fighting at 11.833. Both names are usually taken as Greek, 
Makhaon from páxTi an<^ his brother as 'lily-looted', which seems 
improbable to say the least; their father's name is unintelligible (see von 
Kamptz, Personennamert 216, 242, 369^). Both the sons are associated with 
Asklepios in cult, and Homer's neglect of Podaleirios (which is not, alter 
all, due to any metrical intractability) is surprising; conceivably bT on 193 
were on the right track, that Makhaon was the surgeon, Podaleirios the 
physician. 

195—7 Aristarchus (Arn/A) athetized these verses here, wrongly, on the 
grounds that they reappear at 205-7 (and that 195 is unnecessary here since 
Talthubios can see why Makhaon is needed). 

195 An interesting use of IBETV; when he 'sees' Menelaos (and his 
wound, cf. 217), he will sum up the situation and treat him accordingly. 
The English idiom whereby a doctor sees his patient is similar. 

197 The Lycians are likewise associated with the Trojans as major allies 
at 6.78, also 6x in the address-formula Tpcoes xai AÚKIOI Kal A6p6avoi 
¿ryXipaxiTrai. No reference need lie intended to Pandaros as from a 'Lukie ' 
around Zeleia, see on 90 1 (although the Aúxtoi of che address-formula are 
admittedly sandwiched between those from the Troad). 

Agamemnon chooses to think that the successful archer will win glory for 
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his deed, even though it breaches the truce; the antithesis of abstracts in 
KA£OS and TT£V6OS makes a neat and rhetorical ending. 

198-207 A straightforward, very formular narrative, ending in the 
3-verse repetition of Agamemnon's words of instruction, ircrmrafvcov in 200, 
although itself formular, adds an anxious human touch. 

20X—2 &rra6T' -as, 13X //., occurs 6x as runover-word, a weak one here 
in terms of additional meaning conveyed (but see on 303-5); Aacov in 202 
is little stronger, but both serve to lead on to further information, not 
absolutely essential but helping to fill out the scene. Verse 201 is identical 
with 90, where Athene comes upon Pandaros, and 202 is closely similar 
to 91. 

The abbreviation of Tpiwct) (2.729) to Tpixri, purely for metrical pur-
poses, is startling of its kind, although cf. e.g. *06uaac0s/'06votus. 

208 A formular verse (5X It. + 2 variants, ix 0d.+ 2 variants). 
211-13 The wounded Menelaos is surrounded by other chieftains and 

Makhaon enters the circle to stand at his side, Trapfcrrorro; the 6' is 
'apodotic', see on 1.194. Ia60tos 96sI occurs 12X //., 2X Od. of a variety of 
heroes. 

2x3 The girdle, jcoorrfjp, is ¿tpr)p6-ros, presumably 'close-fitting*, as it 
was &pT)p6"Ti at 134 (and iravafoAov, i.e. metallic or faced with metal, at 
215 as it was SaiSaAioto at 135). It is a slightly odd description when used 
absolutely, or when'the body' has to be understood, and is perhaps loosely 
derived from descriptions like that of the corslet at >5-52gf. which is 
yv<5cAoioiv &pr)p6Ta, fitted with curved pieces of some kind. 

214 The barbs arc 'broken back*, TT6AIV &y€v, (from (F)6yvupi which 
explains the lengthening of TT&ATV), as the arrow is drawn out. They were 
'outside* at 151, but that meant simply that they were not embedded in 
flesh, and they could easily be imagined here as catching on the broken metal 
of the JCOOTTJP etc. as the arrow was withdrawn. 

2x5-16 He now undoes the various bits of armour (these verses repeat 
i86f. except for AVCTC 8e ol in place of elpuaaro, and the consequent change 
of cases) in order to see the wound. 

218-19 Makhaon 'sucks out' the blood and expertly, E166S, spreads on 
healing unguents (in an explosion of p-sounds which has no relation to 
meaning) which the kindly Centaur Kheiron had given his father Asklepios. 
At 11.829-32 the wounded Eurupulos asks Patroklos to wash (not suck) the 
blood from his arrow-wound and apply healing drugs (in similar language 
to that used here) which he had learned from Akhilleus, himself taught by 
Kheiron. Leaf notes that Homer restricts his references to Kheiron to the 
theme of him as teacher of Asklepios, Akhilleus and other heroes, of 
medicine among other accomplishments, and as donor to Peleus of the 
'Pelian ash-spear'. Other myths of the 'most just of the Centaurs' must, 
of course, have been known to the epic tradition. 
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220-421 Meanwhile the Trojan ranks approach and the Achaeans rearm. Aga-

memnon moves through the contingents inspecting their readiness and distributing 

praise and blame among the leaders 

221 = 11.412; for 'ranks of shield-bearers' see also 201 = 90. bT not 
unreasonably raised the question why the Trojans, if they really wanted to 
end the war, did not seek out the truce-breaker rather than moving instantly 
to attack, and suggested various answers: because they assumed their 
leaders had ordered the shot, or because they expected the enemy to be 
either despondent or unprepared, or because they considered the situation 
irretrievable. If the composer had any particular reason in mind, it was 
probably the last of these. 

222 Difficulties have been raised over x&PWS (22X11.!), clearly derived 
from xocfpcn/, on the grounds that warfare in this epic tradition is usually 
described as grievous or hateful; but 2.453 a n c* 1 >-• 3» where war becomes 
'sweet', are enough to dispel scepticism, moreover the 'joy of battle* is a 
commonplace idea in militaristic societies. 

223-421 The Epipolesis or Tour of Inspection, as the ancient critics 
termed it after ¿TTFTTCOAETTO in 231 and 250, is a self-contained episode of 
almost two hundred verses which can be compared with the Teikhoskopia 
in book 3 or the catalogues in book 2. Once again battle is imminent - the 
Trojans are almost upon the Achaeans, who themselves are ready for the 
fight; once again it is delayed, although for the last time. When the 
Inspection is over, the two armies really will, at last, engage. The episode 
is successful and intensely dramatic in itself; it serves, moreover, to extend 
the audience's knowledge of the Achaean leaders, already deepened in 
certain cases by the Viewing from the Walls. Yet the Inspection could in 
theory have been a special and separate composition inserted when the 
full-scale poem came to be constructed by the monumental composer, or 
even after that. It is, indeed, strictly' inorganic' in that 222 could be directly 
succeeded by 422. We should raise no objection to that sequence, supposing 
the Inspection had never existed. Yet the repeated themes of armies on the 
move, of elaborate similes and major diversions, suggest strongly that the 
Epipolesis belongs to a general scheme of delay followed by the main 
composer throughout books 2, 3 and 4: 

2.442-54 Achaeans assemble for war; Athene shakes the aegis 
2.455-83 similes (glare, noise, number etc.) 
2.484-877 diversion: catalogues 
3.1-14 similes (noise, [silence], dust) 
3.15fT. diversion: Paris, truce, Viewing, duel 
4.220-3 armies ready to engage 
4.224-421 diversion: Epipolesis 
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4.423-38 similes (noise and rush, [silence], noise) 
4.439-45 Athene, Ares etc. 
4.446ff. armies finally engage. 

The episode itself is a complex one: 

li) 223-31 Agamemnon is keen for war, prepares to inspect his army 
1») 232-9 encourages the eager ones 
(iii) 240-50 criticizes the slack ones 
(iv) 251-72 praises the Cretans, Idomeneus replies 
(V) 273-92 praises the Aiantes 
(vi) 293-326 finds Nestor instructing Pylians, praises him, Nestor 

replies 
(vii) 327-64 criticizes Menestheus and Odysseus, Odysseus replies, 

Agamemnon conciliates 
(viii) 365-421 criticizes Diomedes, Sthenelos replies, Diomedes rebukes 

him. 

After a brief introduction, therefore, there are short representative speeches 
of encouragement and blame, then three longer speeches of praise directed 
to specific leaders, followed by two of blame. Each of these last five is slightly 
varied in arrangement: (iv) praise / reply; (v) praise / no reply; (vi) Nestor 
addresses his men / praise / reply; (vii) blame / reply / conciliation; (viii) 
blame / reply by Sthenelos / rebuke by Diomedes. The whole episode ap-
pears to be carefully composed, but as with all catalogue-type sequences 
there was opportunity for elaboration here and there. 

223—31 Introductory: Agamemnon is eager for action, sets off on foot 
to tour the ranks with his chariot following behind. 

223—5 A deliberately rhetorical statement with its four parallel par-
ticiples in -oirra: 'not dozing (PpljovTa, unique in Homer), not cringing 
back, not unwilling to fight, but being eager for batt le . . . ' For the 
potential construction in the 2nd person singular, ovx & V . . . T 6 O I $ , com-
pare ouBi KE <pair)s, 3X II. including 429; see also on 3.392. 

226 iooe can mean 'left behind', as in |TOU$ pfcv 2aoc, 6 8'... (3X //.), 
but here seems to imply no more than that he descended from the chariot. 
He does not leave it behind, exactly, since the charioteer is told to keep horses 
and chariot close at hand. 

227 The OEPATTCOV, attendant or charioteer, was keeping them firrrdv-
eu8\ 'apart ' ; is that why in 22gf. Agamemnon kept on telling him (very 
frequently, pdXa TT6AV tni-reXAc) to have them close by, irapiax^UEV? And 
are the horses snorting, 9^01600vras, to show that they are difficult to 
control? One might be forgiven for thinking so; the commentators in any 
event have ignored the matter, which is explained in the comment on 
229-30. 
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228 Eurumedon is not mentioned elsewhere as Agamemnon's chariot-
eer, although Nestor has one of that name at 8.114 and 11.620. One might 
compare Eurubatcs as generic name for a herald, 1.320 and comment; 
although with charioteers, at least, it is probably the singers' relative indif-
ference rather than possible guild connexions that is responsible (or the 
duplication. 

229-30 The emphasis on the king's possible need for his chariot, for 
whenever he might become exhausted through his long tour of inspection, 
is a little bizarre. This motif, of the charioteer keeping horse and chariot 
close behind a warrior, properly belongs to descriptions of fighting in which 
the warrior might need to beat a hasty retreat. That is exemplified at 
1 3 . 3 8 5 ^ where Asios is RREJ6S TRPDCRTT ITTTTCOV, fighting on foot in front of his 
horses, which his charioteerkeeps so close that they breathe on his shoulders. 
That, too, is what Agastrophos failed to ensure at 11.338-42; Diomedes 
wounds him, ' but his horses [or, chariot] were not near for him to escape, 
a great oversight on his part; for his attendant was keeping them apart, 
while he on foot was raging through the front fighters, until he lost his life'. 
In fact 11.341, TOUS ydp Ocpdrrrcov ¿rrrdveu©' Ix^» cwrop 6 TTE^OS, is 
clearly the kind of source from which 227 was drawn (cf. 231 |avr6p 6 Trends 
kov, which is exactly paralleled earlier in book 11 at 11.230); one might 
add 16.506, where the Murmidones hold the dead Sarpedon's captured 
horses, <J\kQov iTrrrovs tpuot&oirras. Our poet, therefore, seems to have 
compounded 227 out of other verses known to the tradition and appropriate 
to different circumstances; the same is so, less strikingly, of 22gf. (where for 
T£> p6Xa -rr6AA" frntziXXt, for instance, cf. TOIOI n6AV ¿rrihrcAAc of Nestor 
at 9.179). This goes further than ordinary oral flexibility in the deploying 
and extending of formulas and basic motifs, since the poet has thereby 
created a specific situation which is ultimately improbable, and for no 
clearly discernible purpose. Was it really to show that Agamemnon did not 
shirk the physical labour of walking, as bT maintained? Hardly; on the 
other hand there might be just a hint of the physical effort involved in 
deploying a whole army in Here's complaint to Zeus at 26-8, q.v. with 
comment. 

230 O n Koipotviovra see 2.207n., which draws attention to the parallel 
between Agamemnon's short speeches of encouragement and rebuke which 
follow, and those of Odysseus in book 2 as he restores morale after 
Agamemnon's disastrous Testing. The conclusion is drawn there that both 
episodes are due to the same main poet developing a standard theme in ways 
that are distinct in detail. 

231 On trends cf. 11.230 and 229-30^ hrrtrcoAciTO orlxas 6v8pwv 
is repeated, preceded by KOIpoevkov (cf. 230 KoipavtovTa) at 250; it is used 
again of Agamemnon at 11.264 a n d of Hektor at 11.540. The linguistic 
parallels with book 11 are quite striking so far. 
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232-3 Compare 2.i88f. (especially for the frequentative verb with 
¿RRCECTAIV and Trapaoras, cf. 6apouv£cn<E TTCXPICTTAUEVOS ¿"NIFIAAIV here) and 
see on 229--30. 

235 ¿ITI ytuSiaai : Zeus will not help the Trojans 'on the basis of 
falsehoods', i.e. for breaking the oath (cf. LSJ s.v. trri, hi. i ); unless vyEuSEaai 
is from vy£v8rjs,'liar', (' be a helper for liars'), not otherwise in Homer (who 
uses vf/Eucrrris in book 24) but supported by Aristarchus against Hermappias 
(Hdn/A). 

This verse gives the theme of Agamemnon's whole brief address: it is the 
Trojans' crime he dwells on, as providing encouragement for an eventual 
Achaean victory, rather than on any specific praise for these eager 
contingents. 

236 The phraseology is familiar, cf. 67, 72 and 271, and that of the 
actual oath at 3.299. 

237 A striking combination of two formulas, l ipcva XP&3 (3X 

in this position) and yOtres i6ovTai| (4X 11.). 
238-9 T h e language here is mainly but not entirely formular: vi'iTTia 

T^Kva 1 ix //., '3X Od.t including Tpcbcov <5cA6xou$ xal vf|rria l ixva 4X //., but 
TTToAitOpov IAGOUEV elsewhere only at 2.228 (usually TTToAitOpov is last word 
in the verse). T h e threats of 162 against Trojan women and children are 
now seen to imply captivity only (possibly preceded, one supposes, by other 
unpleasantness in the case of the former), although the curse on transgressors 
of the oath at 3.3obf. had entailed death for the children. See also on 160-2. 

240-1 Verse 240 follows the pattern of Odysseus' balanced speeches 
introduced by 2. i88f. and iggf.: there, ov Tiva p t v . . . and ov 8* a O . . . , here, 
oOs Tivas au. 241 corresponds closely with 233: TOUS paAa GapauveaKe/ 
VEIKEIEOKE. If Agamemnon's previous encouragement was rather muted, 
his blame is now unstinted. 

242 lopcopoi here and at 14.479 is clearly abusive, but its exact sense 
is debatable. It might seem parallel to tyxcoiucopoi (3X //-, ix Od.) if lo-
is from los, ' a rrow' ; but ¿yxOTipcopot is plainly laudatory, and lo- here has 
a short iota whereas Ids has a long one (although not in Pindar, Fy. 2.9, 
as e.g. Leaf observed). Moreover this would not make a particularly 
effective term of abuse even if archers were held in disrepute, cf. 11.385-7. 
That apparently leaves 16 or meaning 'voice ' or ' c r y ' , Homeric lotff); 'all 
voice' , or the like would suit the second part of 14.479, 'Apyslot loiicopoi, 
6TTEIA6(COV ¿cKOpiyroi. As for the -poopoi element, that is equally speculative. 
Dogs are uAaxdiicopoi at Od. 14.29; if -pcopoi meant 'glorying in ' vel sim., 
that would cover all three compounds; here, 'glorying in voice', i.e. mere 
boasters. See also Chantraine, Diet. s.v. 

fcAeyx&S is found here and at 24.239, cf. kok' £A£yxect 3X elsewhere (and 
3 other Homeric uses of £A£yxsa): the -£ES termination obviously represents 
an adjustment, probably unnecessary and perhaps post-Homeric, of -ea to 
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avoid hiatus at the bucolic diaeresis. OEPEOGE, not elsewhere in Homer, 'are 
you not ashamed?'. ' 

243-6 They are TE9T)TT6TES (from TA9C0), ' amazed', like fawns; the same 
phrase comes at 21.29 and a similar one, with TTE^UJOTES for T£9TVTT6TESI at 
22.1. At 13 .102-4, similarly, deer are spiritless (AVAAKIBES, cf. 245 AXKTJ) and 
prone to flight (9U3ccKivrjs, cf. 244 Ofouaai); they are natural victims of 
carnivores in the poem's five remaining deer-similes. Here the fawns are 
particularly well observed: they cover much ground in flight, stand still 
when tired, have no inclination to resist, but look puzzled mainly because 
they are listening, in fact?). That apparently vacant inactivity is what 
annoys Agamemnon about some of his troops. 

247-9 This is a relatively common motif of exhortation and rebuke later 
in the poem as the fighting draws near to the ships; compare for instance 
a similarly sarcastic enquiry from Aias at I5.504f., 'do you think if Hektor 
fires the ships that you will walk home?'. 

250 The pair of contrasting general speeches is rounded off by ITTETTCO-

XETTO orixocs AvSpcov, balancing 231 (with xoipcmcov taking up xoipavfovTa 
in 230); here the phrase is continuative as well as resumptive. 

251 First, of the contingents specially identified, he comes to the 
Cretans: no particular reason, perhaps, although they are often singled out 
for praise, as indeed is suggested at 2570". Perhaps the composer had special 
Cretan audiences to please, or did he draw on a special Cretan tradition of 
heroic poetry? These questions will be discussed more fully under book 13. 
Idomeneus, at least, is always a tireless and reliable fighter, and can safely 
be placed among those to be congratulated. 

Kicav Avcc ouXapAv Av6pa>v is repeated when Agamemnon moves on to 
the next contingent at 273; ouXapos is otherwise found only 2X //. It is 
evidently formed from the root of EIXECO, 'press', with the same suffix as in 
TTOTapAs, TrXAxapos: Chantraine, Did. s.v. 

252-4 The Cretans were putting on their armour, Ocop îooov-ro (on 
which see 274^), with Idomeneus among the front fighters like a v*ild boar 
in his AAKI1), his courage and martial spirit (in contrast with those who lacked 
AXXFJ, like fawns, at 245), while the ranks behind were being urged on l»y 
his second-in-command Meriones. 

9dXayyEs (etc.), 35X //., means much the same as crrixES, lines of troops 
usually abreast. 

253 A main verb has to be understood, either fjv, or, less probablv. 
drrpvvE (9aXayyas) from 254. 

2 5 6 liEiXixiotoi(v) is usually an epithet of uu8ois or ETTECJOIV, but here and 

at 6.214, 1 7-43 1 a n d Od. 20.165 it is used by itself and *v\ords" has to be 

understood: an unusual idiom, but compare KEpTopiois at 6, and comment 

on '-539-
257-64 Agamemnon's address to Idomeneus consists of two longish 
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sentences indicating general esteem followed by a closing single-verse 
injunction. 

257 He begins with a rising threefolder, rare in this Book and particularly 
emphatic for that reason. 

259 T h e cumulated phrase tf|6* tv 6a{8* is slightly illogical in itself (since 
Agamemnon honours him for his performance in war and other things, but 
not at feasts - this is where the honour is shown), but serves to introduce 
an idea which is developed at some length. 

aTOoira -1 oTvov -co (12X //., 12X Od.) is yepoOcriov only here and at Od. 
13.8; the word is from *yEp6\rrios, i.e. belonging to the yipovTEs or elders, 
in this case Agamemnon's close colleagues, the other kings, the fipicrroi of 
260. 

260 The medieval vulgate has KpT)Tfjp<n in the plural, but only one 
mixing-bowl would be needed for these relatively small parties and 
Aristarchus (Did/A) was right to support the singular. 

261-3 There is no direct mention of the 8aiTpov elsewhere; it is a 4 share' 
or 4 portion', from 8ako; each of the ordinary guests thus has so many cups 
each, but the host and anyone specially honoured have as much wine as they 
wish. But Sarpedon and Glaukos according to 12.311 had the privilege of 
TTAEIOIS Brrraeaoiv, full cups, in Lukie, and Hektor at 8.161 assumes that 
Diomedes is also so honoured among the Achaeans; the latter instance may 
suggest the kind of arrangement Agamemnon refers to here. But why is 
Idomeneus specially singled out? Partly perhaps because he is older than 
the others (p£aam6Aios, 'half-grey', at 13.361), except of course Nestor who 
must have had the same privilege. Probably nothing too formal is intended -
a definite system would be too likely to provoke heroic resentment - and 
Agamemnon means that he takes special care that Idomeneus' cup does not 
remain empty. 

264 T h e king is scarcely tactful; even Idomeneus, who is preparing 
vigorously for war, has to be told to ensure that he lives up to his previous 
claims. 

266-71 Idomeneus accepts the encouragement in good part, however, 
and makes an egregious reply in which he promises to be a trusty comrade 
(a good scout, almost), as indeed he had undertaken to be. He then suggests 
that Agamemnon should urge on others, and echoes the king's own words 
about the Trojans' oath-breaking and its consequences. 

267 His previous undertaking is described, especially through Kcrri-
VEUAA, in quite formal terms; presumably it refers to the general oath 
taken by Helen's suitors (of which he was one according to Hesiod, 
Ehoiai, frag. 204.56 M - W , fcx Kp^TTjs 8' ¿pvorro ptya a6£vo$ *l8op[evfios); 
or was there some special Cretan commitment? 

269-71 Although the content of the developing sentence is rather stale, 
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it is conveyed quite dramatically, with the bouncing first half of 269 and 
its unusual three trochaic breaks followed by a long and uninterrupted 
second colon, leading to runover Tpcots and a further runover-word in 271. 

272-3 Verse 272 will recur at 326, and KICOV ¿tvd oOAap6v dvSpcov has 
already been used in 251. For the Aiantes see on 2.406 and 527; there can 
be little doubt that here they are the greater Aias and Teukros, since the 
Locrian Aias* light-armed contingent (on which see 13.712-22) would 
hardly be described as 'bristling with shields and spears' as at 282 here. 

274 Kopuaoopai is from x6pus,4 helmet', and strictly means4 put on the 
helmet'; but it usually has the sense of arming in general, as here, exactly 
as with Ocopriooopai (e.g. at 252) from 6cbpr|£. For other applications see 
on 424-6. 

v&pos ELTTETO TTEJWV recurs at 23.133, the cloud-metaphor being based 
presumably on the troops' denscness and darkness (cf. 16.66, KV&VEOV 

Tpcooov v£90$; the ranks are xudvsai at 282); but further implications are 
added by the simile which follows. A b T are on target here: 4He included 
the column's dense and striking character in a single word, by likening it 
to a black and lowering cloud; and made a simile out of the metaphor'; 
see also on 452 fin. 

275—9 The simile is brilliant in observation, language and deployment, 
with the goatherd in that high place, the black cloud driven over the sea 
by a westerly gale, his shiver as he leads his flock to shelter. Many of Homer's 
favourite images are here: mountains, sea, storm, lonely observer. The 
elements of the simile are set out paratactically for the most part, with 
careful alternation and repetition: the herdsman sees the cloud coming over 
the sea - he is high up and far off - it looks blacker than pitch as it moves 
over the sea bringing strong wind - he shivers and drives his goats into 
shelter. The movement of the cloud is stressed by literal repetition: 276 
¿PXOIIEVOV Kcrrdt TT6VTOV, 278 t6v Kcrra TT6VTOV. Yet the position and response 
of the herdsman himself are no less important, for he helps us to see and 
feel the scene almost as he does. It gains solidity through him, yet also 
contrives to hint at man as under the power of nature, but as somehow 
dignified thereby. 

The herdsman in the mountains (for that is the implication of OKOTTIT^S, 
4look-out place') recalls the shepherds of 3.1 off. (see on 10-14 there), and 
is echoed too at 8.559; but especially he recalls the shepherd who hears from 
afar (455 TT)A6CTE, cf. 277 6vev6ev I6VTI) the roar of mountain torrents later 
in this same Book at 452-6. C. Moulton, Similes 42-5 and 52-5, is especially 
good on these developed similes of the Epipolesis and its sequel and on their 
relation to each other. There is no further instance in the Epipolesis itself, 
but it is followed at 422-8 by the movement of the ranks like a wave breaking 
on the shore, echoing the threatened violence of the storm-cloud over the 
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sea here. The Trojans are like bleating sheep at 433 -8, which is a little 
different; but then at '452-6, in the general clash of arms, comes the image 
of the mountain torrents whose roar, as well as the lonely shepherd who hears 
it, recalls the breaking wave of 422ff. and the impending AaTAavf/of 278. 

280-2 Tolai, just like the cloud in the simile; there are several detailed 
points of resemblance, for the ranks are -nvKivai, dense, like the cloud; they 
KIWVTO, move swiftly as it does, and are KU&VECCI, dark like it; even their 
bristling, 7re9piKuiai, with weapons might be thought to recall a wind-driven 
storm-cloud's ragged edges. 

283 A rare example of formular variation with 110 further discernible 
purpose, for at 255 we find toOs 8£ IScbv y^OrjcjEV &va£ <5rv5pa>v 'AyapEpvcov; 
cf. 311. But perhaps 279 ¿»yncxiv TE !8<bv provides a motive. 

285-7 A contrast with 264, since Agamemnon now'sees that further 
urging is unnecessary and unfitting. 

288-91 This four-verse compliment in the form of a prayer only differs 
in one verse (289) from that addressed by the king to l̂ Iestor at 2.37iff. If 
everyone had the spirit of the Aiantes (or ten counsellors like Nestor), 
Priam's city would quickly fall; 291 = 2.374 a ' s w occurs at 13.816, and 
IX£p<riv U9* (etc.) 6x in addition elsewhere. 

292 The description of Agamemnon moving 011 to another contingent 
will be used again at 364; it is compounded from formular elements. 

293 O n Nestor as 4 clcar-rvoiced orator o f the P y l i a n s ' see 1.247-5211. 

295-6 In the Achaean catalogue only Nesjor was mentioned as Pylian 
leader, at 2.601. The present list of five names is clearly invented and not 
traditional, since most of the names are part of the common stock drawn 
on for minor figures elsewhere in the epic. Thus this Pelagon does not recur, 
but there is a Lycian one at 5.695; Alastor and Khromios are also Lycians, 
victims of Odysseus at 5.677; another Alastor seems to be a companion of 
Antilokhos, and therefore Pylian, at 13.422, but that verse also occurs at 
8.333 where he is a companion of Aias and therefore Salaminian. There is 
a Priamid Khromios at 5.160, a second Trojan victim of that name at 8.275, 
and a third and more successful Khromios at 17.218, 494, 534 (he is the 
same as the Mysian Khromis of 2.858); Aristarchus (Am/A) noted that the 
present, Pylian Khromios makes a third, but actually it is a fourth. Haimon 
does not recur (except as a patronymic, Haimonides, a Theban of two 
generations back mentioned at 394); at 13.691 Bias is an Athenian (also 
father of two Trojan brothers at 20.460). It is noticeable that books 5 and 
8 are conspicuous loci for these names, and they too show signs of ad hoc 
invention here and there. Finally, to return to a real Pylian and an 
important one, why was not Antilokhos, Nestor's son, named as one of these 
commanders? 

297-300 A remarkable example of Nestor's tactical ideas (on which see 
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the comment on 2.360-8): he appears to be marshalling (294 CTTEXAOVTCC) 

the chariot-force in front, the infantry behind, and the cowards in the 
middle. The last is distinctly odd (even despite Caesar, B.C. 3.24, duplici 
Qcie institute, auxiliis in mediant aciem collect is, to w h i c h D r J . A . F a i r w e a t h e r 

has drawn my attention); it is what the Greek clearly says, but by stretching 
things a bit we might understand the meaning to be that the cowards, or 
bad fighters (and KCCKOUS properly means the former in a martial context), 
were placed in the middle of, i.e. among, the infantry. Having the chariots 
out in front is almost as strange. Normal Homeric tactics are for chariots 
to convey the great warriors up to the front line of fighting, where they 
dismount. (If they attempt to fight from the chariot, as Trojans occasionally 
did, they are always killed.) The chariot is then kept close by, in case a quick 
retreat becomes necessary. It is true that at 11.47-52 chariots and infantry 
(there, TtpuAks) are marshalled as two groups; the former are to restrain 
their horses and keep together, as here - but there is an important 
difference, since they are behind and the infantry in front. A hundred verses 
later the infantry forces on each side are engaged, and so are the charioteers 
(1 t.i5of.); this confirms the idea of the latter as an autonomous group, at 
least. Nestor's own reminiscence of chariot-fighting against the Epeans at 
11.743-9 is not detailed enough to be relevant. None of this serves to justify, 
or rather to reveal as less than eccentric (or sheerly anachronistic), the 
present disposition, which envisages something like a massed clash of 
chariots before the infantry gets to grips. H. L. Lorimer, H M 324^ 
considered such tactics to be more probably a confused reminiscence of 
Hittite chariots in the Late Bronze Age (since their fighters used thrusting-
spears, as here) than of Assyrian or Egyptian forces of closer to Homer's 
own period, since their chariots carried archers. In any case massed chariot 
tactics required the horses to be armoured (as Mesopotamian ones, for 
instance, were; see Elena Cassin in Vernant (ed.), Problbnes de la guerre 
304). That is something of which the Iliad offers no hint, beyond the 
ceremonial ivory cheek-piece of the simile at 141 ff. 

The ancient critical tradition from Aristotle on (he is cited by Porphyrius 
1.73.10, quoted by Erbse, 1,501) identified the difficulties but tried to reduce 
them by suggestions that were sometimes far-fetched: that Trpfrra and 
¿£6TTI8E in 297f. refer to the right and the left wing, with the cowards in the 
middle; or that these are sandwiched, man for man, between sound troops. 
A more erudite suggestion was that gaps or pathways would be left so that 
the chariot-force could retreat through the infantry, if it were repulsed. None 
of this, unfortunately, is of much help. 

299 It is tempting to look to ipno$ Ipev -rcoMpoio for some kind of sense; 
for if the foot-troops are regarded as a solid and impenetrable bastion, which 
is what ipxos might suggest, then the chariot-force, by contrast, are more 
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fluid. Yet they cannot be understood as being sent ahead as patrols, for 
example, since Nestor's detailed instructions at 303ff. make it clear that they, 
too, are to stay in close formation. Moreover the use of Ipxos... TToMyoio 
at 1.284 suggests that the phrase is a general one, and that no such specific 
implication should be read into it. 

301-9 Nestor's instructions to the charioteers involve a curious slide into 
direct speech, without the normal verse or half-verse of address. That has 
to be read into 301 ¿vcoya, as also in the only Homeric parallel, the dubious 
archery-contest at 23.854!^ At all events Nestor insists (i) that they should 
keep together, and neither advance out of bravado nor retreat individually; 
(ii) that they should thrust with the spear only when another chariot came 
within reach (which must mean, practically touching) - that is, they are not 
to throw their spears. Nestor concludes by saying 4this is how the men of 
old used to sack towns and fortifications', from which it is probably wrong 
to conclude (like Leaf) that the instructions refer specifically to ancient siege 
tactics; admittedly TEIX«* are emphasized, but, even so, the meaning may 
simply be ' this is how they won wars such as we are fighting against Troy' . 

The tactics as described are hard to imagine as being successful, and have 
only a slight relation to anything else in Homer - or in later Greek warfare, 
for that matter, although many commentators have been tempted to make 
* Attic interpolation' a key to the difficulties. The development of the hoplite 
phalanx precluded any further development of chariot tactics after the time 
of Homer - and even before that, in the Geometric age itself, chariots seem 
to have been reduced to mere ceremonial uses, or, in battle, to something 
like the auxiliary role depicted with some confusion in Homer. Therefore 
the notion of Nestor's tactics being an Attic interpolation of the sixth 
century B.C. (most probably) is even harder to credit than the idea that they 
are a confused reminiscence which had descended in the oral tradition and 
perhaps from Mycenaean times. For the Linear B tablets from Knossos 
reveal that large chariot forces were kept there; see, for example, M. 
Detienne in Vernant, Problbnes de la guerre 3t3ff. Even so, it is hardly credible 
that Mycenaean chariots were deployed in the way outlined by Nestor here, 
although they might have adopted the pursuit-tactics suggested in his Epean 
reminiscence in book 11 - the lack of armour for the horses is again a crucial 
point. In that case, we come back to the possibility that Nestor's advice 
reflects a distorted memory of Mycenaean knowledge of Near Eastern uses 
of chariots in the second millennium B.C. 

301 ukv may suggest that Nestor intended to give corresponding advice, 
with a 6i, to the infantry; but 302f. continues to stress his role as counsellor 
of the chariot-force alone. 

305-7 These three central verses of his speech are themselves sym-
metrically arranged, since the first and third consist of an instruction 
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in the first part followed by a vague general justification in the second; 
whereas the second verse of the three is a rising threefolder with a quite 
different ring to it. 

308-9 See also on 301-9, end of the first paragraph. In 308 ol trpdTEpoi 
is a developed use of the definite article, more so than e.g. 'Apycicov ol 
ftptoroi at 260; see on 1 .10-11. O n ferr6p8ow see on 2.690-1; Tiip8<o is the 
common Homeric verb, but the name of Oineus' father Portheus (14.115) 
shows that we are not necessarily dealing here with a later Ionic or Attic 
form. fcTr6p8ow is described by Shipp, Studies 242!*., as 'really remark-
a b l e . . . with Attic contraction*, but in any case frrdp&ov (i.e. with 
synizesis of -EOV) occurs in a minority of MSS including A , G e and T , and is 
printed in O C T . T h e verse, and probably the whole tactical description, 
were certainly formed late in the oral tradition, but we need go no further 
than that. 

3x3-16 Once again, as with the Aiantes, Agamemnon's approval takes 
the form of a rhetorically-expressed wish, here that Nestor's physical 
strength equalled his spirit. It echoes Nestor's own wish, three times later 
in the poem, CT0* D>$ F)fkboipi, ÎRJ ST JAOI ipm6os CTTJ (at 7.157, 1 1 . 6 7 0 and 
23.629); in all these cases the epic spelling ai6c has been adjusted to later 
practice. 

315 This use, together with those at 444 and Od. 3.236, of 
¿lioiiov = 'making equal* is almost certainly derived from the obviously 
old formula 6poiioo T T T 6 A E U O I O (6X / / . , 2X Od.). 

318-25 Nestor's reply develops Agamemnon's previous comment about 
irreversible old age. He stops short of expanding the reminiscence about 
Creuthalion - that will follow at 7.136ff. - and returns to his role as adviser 
to the chariot-force: that is his speciality, as is shown elsewhere by 2.555, 
by his epithet iTrrrdTa, by his feat against the Epeans in book 11, and by 
his technical advice to Antilokhos before the chariot-race in book 23. 

320-1 Verse 320 was athetized by Aristarchus (Arn/A) as being better 
in place at 13.729 (where, however, the MSS have a different ending to the 
verse) and logically defective here, since one would not choose both youth 
and old age. But the meaning is that the gods have not given everything 
to all men; &ya fits the other context better, but is acceptable here. T h e 
reflection is aptly put, and is finely complemented by 321 (characterized 
by Leaf as ' f lat and empty*), which has a 'late* form, l a » *I was*, once 
elsewhere in //., 2X Od. 

324-5 Aristarchus (Arn/A) distinguished between vccbTEpot as implying 
absolute youth and ATTAATEPOI as those younger than Nestor himself. 

atxM&ao'OUOi *n 3 2 4 is hapax legomenon in Homer but found in tragedy, 
therefore a probable Atticism according to Shipp, Studies 243; but afxu^ 
is an extremely common Homeric word, -6300 terminations are also frequent 
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(Chaniraine, GH i, 336-8), and verbs with internal accusatives formed from 
the same root are represented by e.g. Baiw/Baivwr*.. .8anra (as at 9.70). 

326 This verse has occurred already at 272, as Agamemnon left the 
Cretan contingent. 

327-35 Now he arrives at the oddly-matched contingents of the Athen-
ians and the Kephallenes. The passage contains a battery of rising 
threefolders at 328, 329 and 332, only the last of which is due to the need 
to accommodate an unusually heavy word (owopivdpEvat). The effect is 
clearly not planned, and is not entirely felicitous. 

327—9 For the lack of connective with tup« cf. 89 and comment. 
Menestheus (on whom see also 2.552^) is 'horse-whipping'; he was a good 
organizer of chariots and shield-bearing warriors, second only to Nestor, at 
2.553-5, and perhaps that is what makes the poet think of him direcdy after 
Nestor here. His association with Odvsseus is surprising in any case, see on 
338-40. O n nrrabo cf. Shipp, Studies 56; the form of the genitive might be 
Attic for this Attic hero, but as old as Homer or his close predecessors 
nevertheless. 

328 urfjurcopes -as <5rtmjs, 'devisers of the war-cry' (4X //., not elsewhere 
of the Athenians); note that the war-cry is replaced by 'rout ' in the dual 
and singular: urioTcopE -a 96^010, 'deviser of rout' (6x //.), the two versions 
being part of a formular system. The singer does not hesitate to give the 
Athenians a martial epithet despite circumstances, as with Od>sseus' ranks 
of Kephallenes at 330 which are OOK dAorrraSvai. 

331 The repetition of 6imis| after 328 is presumably fortuitous; at any 
rate the Athenians have not heard the war-cry now. Middle dncoOrro, 
especially with 091V, is unusual, but may contain the nuance that they were 
not yet consciously listening for it. 

332 KiwvTo 9dXayyes| occurs also at 281 and 427; obviously much of 
the language of the Epipolesis is repetitious, sometimes designedlv so to mark 
Agamemnon's systematic progress and the army's deliberate preparations. 

333-5 ol 5e uivovrcs I hnacrav completes the sequence of 328 £<7Ta6T*, 
329 ioTfpcEt, 331 laTaaav; if we doubt that 'standing' means 'standing 
around', Agamemnon's words at 340 will make the matter plain: Kcnrarnr-
<baaovT€S &9forcrrE. They are waiting 4 until another battalion of Achaeans 
should approach and set off against the Trojans and start the fighting'; an 
ancient variant in the 'polystich* text (according to Didymus in A) 
suggested that they were waiting for Trojans to attack, but there is no real 
point in this. 

Too much can be made of mrpyos, of troops, in 334; it occurs so only 
here and at 347, but m/pyT|B6v, 'like a tower', is well established in three 
Iliadic uses (of which only one, contra Shipp, Studies 243 n. 4, is in a simile). 

336-7 Nearly the same couplet recurs at 368f., where 368, however, 
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becomes a rising threefolder. Verse 337 might appear superfluous, but the 
fact is that VEIKECO is not regarded as in itself a verb of speaking, at least 
prospectively, and needs bolstering by pvOcp, tnitomv or the like (as at e.g. 
2.224, 3.38), or at least by the addition of a verb like ¿TpOvco (at 10.158). 
Here it receives an entire verse of address to supplement it. 

338—40 Menestheus and Odysseus make a strange pairing in this 
encounter, but they continue to be both mentioned, at least until the latter's 
riposte to Agamemnon at 35off. 

339 KEp5aAE<ixppov is deeply insulting, and was applied by Akhilleus to 
Agamemnon at 1.149 at the height of their quarrel. One can see why 
Zenodotus (Am/A) tried to replace it with 90(61 p' 'OSUCTCTEO; but 'skilled 
in wicked deceits*, which immediately precedes, is an equally malicious 
interpretation of Odysseus' reputation as TTOAUPT^TIS - at worst, o f knowing 
all kinds of deceits' as Helen put it at 3.202. 'Cringing' in the next verse 
confirms the unfairness of Agamemnon's criticisms, which are quite 
unjustified by the circumstances but reflect a tendency to rhetorical 
exaggeration in this general theme of praise and rebuke on the battlefield; 
compare his general criticism at 242ff., and what he will say to Diomedes 
at 37ofT. 

341-2 After the sequence of ¿ara6T* etc., on which see on 333- 5, the 
positive use of frrn&pEV at 342 is slightly ironical; it is explained by pet6 
TrpcoTototv ¿¿VTCXS in 341 (where the accusative toiras, despite the dative 
of o9cotv, is 'because the participle's main syntactical relationship is as 
subject of the infinitive fccn&pEv' iWillcock); cf. 1.541). 

343 Leaf's complaint of 'hopeless syntax' was approved by Shipp, 
Studies 243; the syntax is admittedly strained, but Aristarchus* paraphrase 
(Did/A) as irpcoToi pov AXOOETE trEpi 6CXIT6S explains what was intended. 
He also observed (Arn/A) that Menestheus was not. in fact, one of 
Agamemnon's privileged companions, and not among the seven guests at 
2.404-9 (see the comment there). He was not, after all, in the top class of 
Achaean commanders. 

3 4 5 - 6 The motif of food and wine offered to the senior kings is repeated, 
in a reverse sense, from what was said to Idomeneus at 259ff.; but drinking 
wine 'as long as you wish' ignores the idea there of the 8arrp6v, on which 
see 26i~3n. 

347 9ita>S takes up 91V in a corresponding position in the verse at 345. 
F o r Trupycp see o n 3 3 3 - 5 . 

349 A common form of address (13X //., 7X Od.), applied to various 
displeased heroes (as well as to Zeus). On Cnr68pa see 1.148-7in. 

3 5 0 - 5 Odysseus is very restrained in the circumstances (as Diomedes 
will be at 411 ff.). He does not, however, specifically deny that they hare failed 
to notice that the army is preparing for battle. 
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350 'What a word is this that has escaped the barrier of your teeth!* 
is a vivid formular expression (exclamatory rather than interrogative) that 
occurs only 2X II. but 6x Od. (with one variant in each case). Its other Iliadic 
use is at 14.83 and it is again directed by Odysseus at Agamemnon, who 
has proposed a premature retreat. The teeth look like a fence, and should 
act like one against certain utterances. 

351—a Aristarchus (Nic/A) seems to have preferred ending the question 
at and envisaging a comma after "Aprja in 352; but Leaf was right 
to object that it would be unusual for a long sentence to begin at the bucolic 
caesura; that FCYCIPOPEV (subjunctive) should properly have KE if it referred, 
as it then would, to the future; and that asyndeton before ¿TTTT6T' would 
be difficult. That being so, we must understand the sentence as meaning 
4 How can you say that we are lax in fighting, whenever we Achaeans stir 
up war against the horse-subduing Trojans?', in which the ¿TTTTOT' clause 
directs the idea of fighting (351 TroXipoio) to actual engagement rather than 
the preparations on which Agamemnon is unfairly concentrating. 

353 The verse recurs at 9.359 (cf. also 8.471), where Akhilleus tells 
Agamemnon that he (Agamemnon) can watch him departing on the next 
morning if he cares to do so. Here it is even more sarcastic, with its possible 
sneer that the king may not be interested in watching fighting at close 
quarters. 

354 Odysseus has already referred to himself at 2.260 as father of 
Telemakhos. There it is a truism, part of a rhetorical form of assertion: *let 
Odysseus' head not be on his shoulders, and let me not be called Telemakhos' 
father, if I do not lay hands on y o u . . . ' Here the intention is also rhetorical, 
no doubt, but some feeling of pride is also conveyed, as <piAov suggests. 
Aristarchus (Arn/A) remarked that the composer is evidently aware of the 
Odysseus of the Odyssey. 

355 &vciiu>Aia, 'like the wind', i.e. insubstantial or unstable, a vivid 
metaphor, of words only here and twice in the Odyssey. 

356-7 The first part of 356 occurs 3X II., tx Od., with different nuances: 
at 8.38 Zeus smiles benevolently at Athene as he grants her request; at 10.400 
Odysseus smiles ironically and deceitfully at the captured Dolon; at Od. 
22.371 he smiles in an amused way as Medon emerges from hiding. Here 
Agamemnon's smile is an ingratiating one; he sees how angry Odysseus is 
and tries to smooth over what he himself has said. The different possible 
applications of a fixed formular expression are well exemplified here. 

yiyvcixntco (etc.) with the genitive recurs at Od. 21.36, 23.109, but not 
elsewhere in the Iliad (and that includes 23-452f.); here it governs a 
participle as occasionally with other verbs of knowing (as e.g. at 1.124), cf. 
Shipp, Studies 144. 

358 The use of this standard form of address to Odysseus (already at 
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2.173), with its flattering but ambivalent TroAvpil|xotv\4 of many devices*, is 
an ingenious way, if it is not accidental, of softening Agamemnon's insults 
at 339-

359 iTEpicbcnov, 'in a superfluous way', developed (like Trtpiaoós) from 
rapt. Agamemnon can hardly mean that he is not chiding Odysseus 
superfluously, i.e. that he is justified in doing so; rather that he is not, in 
fact, chiding him, since that would be unjustified and superfluous, l i t is is 
indirect and unclear, and as usual Agamemnon seems intent on evading any 
admission of responsibility for past actions. 

360-1 He goes on to say in singularly cloying language that Odysseus 
'has kindly thoughts', i.e. towards Agamemnon, because he is4 of the same 
mind'. This last phrase, T¿C yóp 9povéEi; & T* fcycb mp, may conceal some 
recognition of Odysseus* recent role in preventing precipitate withdrawal 
after the king's misconceived' testing* in book 2. Its predecessor, fjiria 6f)vca 
OI6E, quite apart from the recurrence of OI6E SO soon after oT6a in the previous 
verse, may be judged inelegant and forced - appropriately so, perhaps -
both rhythmically and assonantally; it has no close Homeric parallel. SfjvEa, 
related to 5afjvai, 6I50OKCO, is rare, only 2X Od. elsewhere in Homer. 

362 |6XV T61 is a common formula of mild exhortation, 1 ix //., 4X Od. 
The central part of the verse recurs in Hektor's words to Paris as they go 
out to battle at 6.526, &AV Topev, TÓC 6* 6TTIO6CV ápccroópcO', aT icé -rroOi ZEÚ$ 
(and in general the two verses are constructed very similarly), ápéoxco means 
'conciliate' or 'make amends': here, 'we shall make amends to each other 
for these things'. 

363 Agamemnon's words end, like those of Odysseus at 355, with a word 
based on 'wind', but in a different sense and again with a subtle glossing 
over of the past; there Agamemnon's words were described by Odysseus 
as ¿tvcpcoAta, 'wind-like* in the sense of unstable or foolish; here the gods 
are asked by Agamemnon to make everything be 'carried away with the 
winds', prraycovia from *jirrav£pcóvta, i.e. per' ávépcov (so Chantraine, 
Diet.). 

364-9 Now it is the turn of Diomedes and Sthenelos; Agamemnon's 
progress to the next rebuke is described in by now familiar terms, with 
364 = 292 and 368f. closely similar to 336f. 

365 The asyndeton with cOpc of 32 7 is not repeated, as it doubtless would 
be if metre made it convenient. OrrépOupov, 'with an excess of spirit', is a 
fairly common martial epithet, 5X of |Tpctes CnrépGvpoi but also of various 
Achaean heroes. 

366 IOTOÓT', 'standing' (or 'stationary', even), is again used (see on 
333-5) to convey the fault which evokes criticism, as also with Sthenelos 
who &rrf|K£i in 367. The singer chooses to use a formular verse not clearly 
suited to this particular situation; it recurs at 11.198 and, with variations, 
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at 23.286. In the former, standing is no reproach; Hektor is simply standing 
in his chariot, and descends from it immediately at 11.211. That shows, at 
least, that TTTTTOICTI KCCI Appaoi there is taken as a kind of hendiadys; ITTTTOI 

often refers to chariot rather than horses, and it is sometimes difficult to tell 
which. At 419 Diomedes, too, will descend from his chariot; but is he really 
envisaged as standing in it throughout Agamemnon's long rebuke? One 
might feel that his being there in the first place is hardly a sign that he is 
not preparing for war. At 23.286 iTrrroioiv TE...K<XI &ppaoi KoXArjToTaiv 
almost certainly refers to horses and chariots, and one suspects therefore that 
Diomedes here, despite 367, Hektor at 11.198 and his own' leaping to earth' 
at 419, is 'stationary among the horses and riveted chariots*. 

370-400 Agamemnon puts his rebuke to Diomedes in the form of an 
unfavourable comparison with his father Tudeus, one of the Seven against 
Thebes. That allows him to recount, in an abbreviated form, one of Tudeus' 
feats, derived no doubt from a longer oral poem on the Theban theme; 
Athene herself gives a slightly different version at 5.8ooff. Why Diomedes 
is chosen for rebuke is not clear, any more than it was with Odysseus, but 
probably the opportunity for just such a digression was itself attractive from 
a narrative and dramatic point of view. For the series of three laudatory 
encounters and two rebukes is carefully varied, not only in the responses 
of the recipients but also in the dominant motifs: privilege at the feast with 
Idomeneus, developed simile with the Aiantes, tactical advice with Nestor, 
reversal of the feast-motif with Odysseus, and now the reminiscence-motif 
with Diomedes. 

The speech advances in whole-verse sentences and clauses for the most 
part, with much progressive enjambment, as might be expected in a simple 
narrative of events. Only 374f. are interrupted by internal punctuation; 
there are three integral enjambments (374, 387, 399) and four rising 
threefolders '(37i, 373, 376, 387), most of the rest being four-colon verses. 
Most of those seven instances are associated with special emphasis and 
emotion, as can be seen in 370-6 and 387f. 

370 It is an obvious device to address Diomedes by the patronymic 
phrase, to introduce Tudeus without delay. 

371 This rising threefolder makes a dramatic exordium with its repeated 
and vivid verbs of enquiry - TTTCOOOEIS again (reinforced by 372 "rrroooKcg-
4UEV, cf. 340 KcrrcrrrTcb<JoovT£s) and ¿TTITTEUCIS, i.e. just gazing at something 
without taking action - followed by the wonderful old formula 7T(T)OA£UOIO 

yE<pupas (5X II.): 'why are you just eyeing the bridges of war?*. This 
intriguing phrase, probably -rrroAiiioio y&pupas in its regular use as in 
three of the Iliadic occurrences, evidently referred to the open pathways of 
the battlefield, clear space between the ranks or groups of combatants (cf. 
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T&S 8i68ovs TCOV qxaA&yycov, T). y^9Upai are embankments at 5.88 and it 
is implied that they are causeways at 15.357 (y£90pcoccv), rather than actual 
bridges. See also on 5.87-8. 

374—5 The stress on Agamemnon's reliance on hearsay seems un-
necessary, but 376 follows better on 375 than on 373. 

376-9 A rising threefolder (since frrcp cannot be separated from 
TTOÂ UOV) introduces the tale of this particular feat of bravery on the part 
ofTudeus. 'Without war ' draws the listener's attention away from the idea 
of fighting, as in 373-5, to that of a peaceful preliminary mission. Tudeus 
accompanied Poluneikes (who had been deprived of the rulership of Thebes 
by his brother Eteokles) to Mukenai for reinforcements - which they would 
have got, according to Agamemnon, had it not been for unfavourable omens 
from Zeus. 

378 The walls of Thebes are 'holy' , according to T because they had 
been built through the power of Amphion's lyre; but more probably 
because Up6s is a conventional epithet applied fairly indiscriminately to 
different places (primarily to Troy, cf. " IAIOS lpf| (etc.), 20X //., but also e.g. 
to Euboea at 2.535). 

381 These 'signs' are very unspecific, either because they disguise a 
more political motive or more probably as an oral expedient for condensing 
a longer account; compare the equally vague 'obeying the portents of the 
gods' at 398. On trapaiaia see the next comment. 

382 Trp6 6S0O: 'forward on their road' - not elsewhere in Homer, but 
not therefore Attic as Shipp argued, Studies 243. He also noted a few other 
' late' linguistic features in this Tudeus digression, more perhaps than in the 
Epipolesis as a whole; as well as others which are unusual but acceptable 
in themselves, like 381 -rrapaioia or the expanded form KaSiicicwas in 385. 
The language hereabouts is not so rich in ' late ' features as other 
condensations of non-Trojan material, notably Nestor's reminiscences in 
books 7 and 11 and Phoinix's Meleagros-«rm/>/wm in book 9. 

383 The Asopos river, south of Thebes, is 'deep in rushes' and with 
grassy banks (if that is what AFXe7TO'Tlv> literally 'bed-grassy', implies here; 
the epithet is used of a town, Pteleon, at 2.697). 

384 AyycAfrjv,' on a message-bearing mission', cf. 11.140 and on 3.206. 
The mission was presumably to demand that Eteokles step down in favour 
of his brother. 

385-98 From now on the talc proliferates folk-tale motifs, some exem-
plified on a larger scale in the Odyssey, the solitary visitor appearing before 
the king and nobles at dinner; his getting involved in contests and winning 
against all odds; the ambush and the sole survivor. There are close parallels 
with the opening of Odyssey book 8, where Odysseus is challenged by the 
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Phaeacians to various athletic contests; he reluctantly takes part in one, 
which he easily wins with the help of Athene, as Tudeus does here. 

386 fMrjs 'ETCOKXTJEITJS, compare pir) 'HpaxAriEir) (etc.) (6x //.) and 
2.658-600. 

387 £E7V6$ TTEP kov: the Homeric guest is protected by Zeus and is 
usually received with kindness, but even so Tudeus' position must have been 
daunting since he is among enemies. 0O6I and . . .TTEp do not fit altogether 
smoothly, but there is probably no need to impute a later use of the term 
£ETVOS, i.e. as 'alien', like Shipp, Studies 243f. after Leaf. 

389-90 Tudeus' boldness at Thebes will be evoked again at 5.800-13, 
by Athene herself as like Agamemnon she spurs Diomedes (wounded now) 
into action. That account, shorter than the present one, omits the 
preliminaries and takes up the tale with Tudeus' arrival TTOA&XS META 

Ka6iiElcova$ (804, cf. 385); he is bidden to join them at the feast, 805, which 
goes beyond 385f. here, and challenges them (¿EBAEUEIV being understood), 
TrpoKaXijETO as here and twice elsewhere. Verses 8o7f. then continue much 
as 389f. but with Toirj ol ¿ycbv trriT<5cppo8os f ja instead of Toirj ol EtrippoOos 
?JEV *A8f|VTI. Which of these was the primary version is hard to say (although 
Aristarchus, A m / A , athetized 5.808 on the ground of repetition and lesser 
suitability), especially since both ¿mT&ppodo$ and frrrippoSos have their 
difficulties. The former is well established in the Homeric vocabulary (7X 
//., i x Od.), the latter recurs only at 23.770. The latter seems to be formed 
from ¿>6605, the resonant noise e.g. of waves, but Leafs 'coming with shouts 
(to the rescue)' is not compelling. fciriT6ppo0os on the other hand is shown 
by its Homeric uses to mean something like 'bringing help', and has no 
obvious etymology apart from its superficial resemblance to frrippoOos. This 
detail, then, reveals little about the relationship of the longer and shorter 
versions of Tudeus at Thebes, the slight differences of which (the latter adds 
that Tudeus was a small man) suggest that they were separately derived 
from a common source, probably a fully developed hexameter narrative. 

391 We are left to judge whether the Cadmeans' anger was primarily 
caused by their defeat in the athletic contests, or by the nature of Tudeus' 
message, or by a combination of the two. 

392 Most ifss have AvEpxou^vco, which is metrically defective; some 
supply the deficiency by reading ¿cvaEpxoiJ&cp, where the internal hiatus 
might be paralleled by e.g. 13.262 ¿rnoaiwiiat, or less satisfactorily 
hravcpxoplvcp where the £ir- component is poindess. Bentley's <&p*> 
AvEpxon^vcp is certainly correct, since it recurs at 6.187 in the narrative of 
a similar ambush (of Bellerophon). &p* in the book 6 version is fully justified, 
which is not the case here - but that is typical of slight oral imprecision in 
the adaptation and relocation of traditional phraseology. The two verses 
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also resemble each other in formular construction and the echoing of 6oAov 
and X6xov: 

6.187 &P* &vEpxop£v<p "nvxivov 8oXov &AAov C90MVE 
4 . 3 9 2 ¿VEPYOPEVCO TTVKIVOV AOYOV ETCTOCV &YOVTES 

The phrase ETCTOCV ocyovTEsI recurs at 2 3 . 6 9 8 , where the idea of ' leading' is 
more appropriate than here; it seems to be part of a formular system, cf. 
1.311 |ETCTEV <5rycov of Agamemnon putting Khruseis on board ship to return 
to her father. EICTOV is from IJGO, literally 'seat' but often simply 'set' or 'put 
in place*. 

393 Fifty is a conventional number applied to different groups in 
various myths (or rather folk-tales); so with the fifty Danaids and their fifty 
cousins, also the fifty Argonauts. The sole-survivor motif in 397 is equally 
conventional, cf. e.g. Lunkeus alone spared of the fifty Egyptian cousins, 
or Thoas of the Lemnian men slain by their womenfolk. The pair of leaders 
is not in the same class, although five contingents in the Achaean catalogue 
have two commanders. 

3 9 4 - 5 \laion, only here (and at 3 9 8 ) in Homer, probably means 'he 
who reaches for, or pursues', cf. paiopat; so Frisk, although Chantraine, 
Did. s.v. palopai is not so sure. Whether this is intended as a 'speaking' or 

significant name here, as von Kamptz, Personennamen 238 assumes, is 
uncertain, despite the names in 3 9 5 ; he is, after all, spared ( 3 9 8 ) , which 
distinguishes him from the bloodthirsty remainder. According to Statius 
4 . 5 9 8 he was a priest of Apollo, which as Leaf thought might explain 6E&>V 

TEpdEooi TTi0V}CTas in 398 - if it is not a deduction therefrom; and there was 
a Theban tradition that he buried Tudeus in Thebes (cf. 14.114) according 
to Pausanias 9 . 1 8 . 2 . 

His father is Haimon, a name given also to one of the Pylian commanders 
at 2 9 6 ; see on 2 9 5 - 6 , where this and other names in the list are seen to be 
part of a common stock that could be drawn on for minor characters ad hoc; 
a third Haimon was grandfather of the Myrmidon Alkimedon at 1 7 . 4 6 7 . 

Various explanations have been offered for the Pylian and Myrmidon 
applications, cf. von Kamptz, Personennamen 237 and 3i9f., but here Alpoov 
is usually taken as a significant name, that is, as 'he who hunts, or seizes', 
cf. 5.49 olpova Of)pr|s, with a savage ring like that of Autophon and 
Poluphontes in 395. That remains doubtful in view of its uncertain 
etymology and of what was just observed about his son Maion. 

There can be no doubt, however, about Autophon and Poluphontes 
themselves; the 96VOS element in their names is too conspicuous for them 
to be named here accidentally - they are 'slaughterous' because they have 
been despatched to kill Tudeus. For Poluphontes compare the name of 
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Bellerophon tes, whose ambush at 6.187-90 is so similar (although he of 
course is ambushed rather than ambusher); Aristarchus (Did/A) noted 
Lukophontes as a variant, and that was the vulgate reading (in all MSS except 
A itself) - it has the advantage of being applied to a minor Trojan, also, 
one of Teukros' victims at 8.275, another being son of Poluaimon in the 
following verse. As for significant names, they are commoner in the Odyssey 
(see W. B. Stanford, The Odyssey of Homer, Books I-XII1 (London 1961) 
xxif.), as with e.g. Phemios Terpiades, but the Iliad has the outrageous 
Oukalegon (3.148, see 3.146-8^) as well as the craftsman Tekton Har-
monides and the seer Poluidos among others. Many warriors have 
martial names of one sort or another; only occasionally can we be sure 
that they have been specially selected or even invented by the poet, or a 
predecessor, for some particular martial context. 

396 ¿Eitcla T T 6 T U O V ¿<pf)KE (etc.) occurs only here in the Iliad but 6x in 
the Odyssey (which also has AEIKEOE T T O T H O V ihrrecnTov (etc.) an additional 3X). 
This docs not suggest an especially Odyssean origin for the Tudeus episode 
or the ambush motif, or anything like that, since the whole phrase is built 
up out of components well established in the Iliad itself: KrjBe' E<pf)Ksv 2X //., 
not Od.; AEIKICC Xoiyov ApOvat (etc.), 5 X //., not Od. (Aeuasa in this position 
in the verse I 2 / T 2 X / / . , 1 5 / 1 9 X Od.) - T T A T H O V TIRFONTT) (etc.) 6x //., I 4 X Od. 

KCD in xai TOICTIV does not imply that he had also killed the defeated 
athletes (as bT thought), but is perhaps motivated by AEIK&X: losing at the 
contests had also been disgraceful, although less fatally so. 

397 The parallel Bellerophon tale lacks the single-survivor motif 
(6.i89f.), on which see 393n. 

398 ©ECOV Tepdccroi TriBVjiTas: so too at 6.183 of Bellerophon killing the 
Chimaera, just four verses before the ambush-passage; cf. 408 and comment, 
also on 2.73-5 fin- The formula, which reinforces the impression of a similar 
history for the two ambush narratives, is a convenient one for summarizing 
a longer version, compare the irapalaia oi^ucrra of 381 and the comment 
there. 

399 O n Tudeus as Aetoliari, which is emphasized here, compare the 
description of his son Diomedes at 23.471, A I T C O X 6 S yEviriv, JAETA 8' 
'ApyEloicnv AVACTCTEI. Tudeus* father Oineus was expelled from Kaludon by 
his brothers and restored by Tudeus according to Hesiod, Ehoiai, frag. 14 
M - W ; but the reason for his move to Argos is left vague by Homer at 
14.1 igf., according to which Oineus stayed in Kaludon but Tudeus lived 
in Argos 'after wandering - for such must have been the will of Zeus and 
the other gods', a vague formula not unlike 0EO>V TEPAECTCTI TTi&Viaas in 398. 

400 See pp. 22f. for the remarkable rhyming of EI/TJ sounds, each in the 
first syllable of the metrical foot; clearly this is intended to make a strongly 
rhetorical ending to Agamemnon's speech. The shortened form of xEpticov 
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recurs at 1.80 (q.v. with comment) and 14.382, both of them, like this verse, 
strongly apophthegmatic in style and concision. 

T h e addition 'but better in assembly' (i.e. at speaking, see on 4.1) is 
irrelevant to Agamemnon's general point; it may be meant to soften the 
rebuke, but is more probably malicious; it also reflects a desire for strong 
closing antithesis. 

401-2 Kporrcp6$ is Diomedes' standard epithet at the verse-end (i8x //., 
including at 411) , and does not imply (as b T thought) special emphasis on 
his courage after Agamemnon's rebuke. That so great z. warrior should 
accept it in silence is unexpected; even more so that h e ' respected', al&eo&ls, 
the royal reproach, especially because at 9.34-6 he will remind the king of 
his insult. But at 413-17 he will explain to Sthenelos that he does not blame 
Agamemnon because it is in the king's interest to encourage the Achaeans 
to fight; this solves the difficulty of aI6eo6E(s, at least, since it shows that 
Diomedes respects the kingly office, merely, and understands the kind of 
behaviour it tends to elicit. 

aI5co$, a(5k>pai, al6oTo$ cover a wide range of feelings from fear to shame 
to respect: respect for an elder, or for the interests of one's comrades, or for 
a status, function or office (e.g. of a suppliant, a god, or a king as here). 
A n adequate parallel is provided by 1.23 =* 377, where Agamemnon is 
urged (in vain) to 'respect the priest', which means Khruses qua priest. 
cdSoioto here supports this interpretation; not a standard epithet with 
ftaaiAsCrs, it is evidently selected to emphasize the point Diomedes is making. 
That is perhaps confirmed by the rather inelegant repetition of at6- in first 
and last word of the verse. 

403 T h e 'son of glorious Kapaneus ' is Sthenelos, cf. 2.564 and 5.319; 
he is also Kcnrctv^Tos ul6s 3* (including 367). KuSaXtpoio usually occurs in 
the formula MevsXAov Kv6aXipoio| (7X //., yx 0d.)y but is occasionally 
applied to other heroes too (Aias, Nestor, Akhilleus as well as Kapaneus 
here). Sthenelos no doubt deserves an honorific description, but it is not a 
special one, being but one functional item in a developed name-epithet 
system for the nominative and accusative cases: 

2.564 - I&vcXo; Kcrrrav^os ¿ycocAuToG 91X0$ v!6s 
4.403 - u!6s Kcrrravfjos w - w w KvSaXfpoio 
5.108 Z&vcXov w w - KorrraWjiov u!6v 
4.367 -WW £&VEXO$ KcrrraWj'ios u!6s 
5.111 etc. -vw-Z0£vcAos(v) v 
23.511 19811*0$ IWvcXos - - W W — W W - W 

404—10 Sthenelos, unlike Diomedes, refuses to keep silent and refutes 
Agamemnon's unfavourable comparison with Tudeus by the simple ar-
gument ' they failed, we succeeded, therefore we are better than they (and 
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not the reverse)'. His words are simple and direct, with no runover 
cumulation or integral enjambment and in mostly whole verse sentences; 
the one longer sentence, progressively enjambed, culminates quite 
effectively in 408, a rising threefolder; see also on 412-18. 

404 for v|/E\!/5eo:4 do not lie, when you know how to speak clearly'. 
crd^a as an adverb occurs gx //., i2X 0d.t only here in the Iliad with a verb 
of speaking, otherwise with verbs of knowing; but in the Odyssey the 
distribution is equal (i.e. 6x with a verb of speaking as here).4 Clearly' means 
'truly' - it is false to describe this as a particularly Attic usage, as Leaf and 
others do. 

405 Sons are often held to be inferior to their fathers; this stirring claim 
to the contrary is based on the specific and unusual case of the successive 
attacks on Thebes. The repeated f)PEis, first word both of this verse and the 
next and followed by a monosyllable in each case, reinforces the proud 
claim; so does eOx6u£0\ a favourite heroic verb in different senses which 
all depend on the basic idea of 'an insistent and solemn declaration' 
(Chantraine, Diet., s.v.): so 'affirm', 'claim', 'vow' , 'pray aloud'. 

406 KOCI goes closely with EIAOHEV : ' we actually captured it' (unlike their 
fathers). i6os has exalted associations, being normally used of Olumpos, the 
seat of the gods. 

407-9 These three verses were wrongly athetized by Aristarchus 
(Arn/A), partly on the trivial ground that the dual &yay6v8* (for ¿ryayovTE) 
in 407 ignores the other five Epigonoi, but partly because they only win with 
the help of the gods and are not therefore superior. Yet throughout the Iliad 
divine help and consequent success are in themselves a mark of superiority. 

407 A strongly rhetorical verse with its chiastic arrangement (epithet-
noun-participle-noun-epithet) and antithesis of the two enclosing epithets. 
We are not told elsewhere either that the Epigonoi were weaker in total 
numbers than the Seven, although that is plausible enough; or that the walls 
ofThebes were stronger than before (for that is what fipsiov means, cf. TEIXOS 

&pciov also at 15.736 - nothing to do with Ares as LSJ, Shipp and others 
have thought, or with being stronger than the walls of Troy which is what 
A believed), although that too seems a reasonable assumption. 

408 See on 398 for the' portents of the gods', and compare 381 for Zeus's 
involvement. The portents are again unspecified; the composer clearly finds 
the formula generally useful, and reverses its words (TEp<5t£ooi OECOV not 0ECOV 

TEp&cooi as at 398 and 6.183) to make it follow TTEI6OUEVOI and constitute 
a rising threefolder. 

depwyfj (etc.) occurs 8x //., always at the verse-end. 
409 The Seven lost through their own reckless folly, drraoOaXlTjoiv, 

which is what Hektor accuses himself of at 22.104. Most of the verse recurs 
at Od. 1.7, and there are two other references in similar terms to the Suitors' 
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folly. That docs not make the present verse an 'Odyssean' one exactly, as 
has been suggested. Yet a number of Odyssean parallels have already been 
noted in the language of this encounter with Diomedes and Sthenelos, in 
particular. That may merely suggest a heavy contribution from the 
monumental composer's own vocabulary (particularly if he was indeed, 
although at a later stage of his career, the composer of the monumental 
Odyssey). 

410 with the aorist imperative is rare, although cf. 18.134. 
41 x See on 349, where Agamemnon earns a similarly scowling reply 

from Odysseus. 
4x2-18 Diomedes' 7-verse speech of rebuke to Sthenelos formally 

corresponds with that of Sthenelos to Agamemnon in both length and 
arrangement: a more complex 3-verse sentence (here with integral enjamb-
ment at 415/16) enclosed by shorter, whole-verse ones. The correspondence 
is not quite exact, since here the opening two verses are extended by 
progressive enjambment into a third, and there is just a single statement, 
418, at the end; whereas Sthenelos had begun and ended with an exactly 
balanced pair of short statements. 

4x2 O n Térra, only here in surviving Greek, see Chantraine, Diet. s.v. 
Torra; it is clearly a hypocoristic, familiar form of address, compare frnra 
(2X //. in the formula frrra ytpail; 6x Od.) - surely a friendly one as 
Aristarchus thought (Arn/A), although A b T considered it disparaging. 

oicú-nfj fjoo, 'remain silent', simply (for obviously Sthenelos was not 
seated, and would not be so); see on 2.252-6. 

413 Once again (see on 401) a regular formular usage may give a 
misleading first impression of special subtlety on the part of poet or speaker: 
Diomedes is not being sycophantic when he calls Agamemnon TTOIJJÍVI Xacóv 
here, or anticipating his own point about the king's natural concerns; rather 
'shepherd of the peoples' is a regular verse-end formula applied to several 
different heroic characters in the dative, including Diomedes himself at 
11.370. The poet may nevertheless have been quite pleased with its 
suitability here. 

415—17 The first and third verses of this 3-verse sentence begin with 
ToCrrcp pfcv.. .-roCrrcp 8*... respectively; TTÉVGOS in the third balances KOSOS 

in the first; and the Achaeans are neatly varied between conditional clause 
(«I KIV "Axaiol . . . ) and genitive absolute fAxawov 5qco6évTcav). 

4*5 Agamemnon's' great grief would be at his own failure rather than 
for his defeated troops as such. 

418 The last verse of the speech ( = 5.718, cf. 24.618) is concise and 
practical, much like 410. It may concede, incidentally, that they have not 
until now been too concerned with martial preparations. 

419 Diomedes is now envisaged as having been standing fully armed 
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in his chariot during Agamemnon's rebuke, although see on 366. This is a 
common formular verse (8x //., with variations at its beginning), already 
applied to Menelaos at 3.29. 'Together with arms-and-armour' (for -rejyta 
often implies both) is part of the formula, a little casual perhaps but given 
special point here by the addition of 42of., describing how the armour 
resounded and how frightening it was. 

420-1 The first half of 420 does not recur elsewhere in so many words; 
however 5EIV6$ -V is formular as first word, and for E^paxE cf. 16.566. 
Similarly the second half is not reproduced exactly elsewhere, but cf. 
i3497f., 2i.254f.; ¿vl (rather then frrrl) cnrrjGcaai -v is frequent in this 
position. |6pvui>£vou in 421 is again a little unusual, and TaXacrtypova is 
not formular outside name-epithet groups; although 8£os eTXev/fjpEiv (etc.) 
occurs 5X //., 6x Od. It looks as though these two verses have been specially 
composed, although as usual with some help from traditional phraseology, 
in order to re-establish Diomedes as formidable. 

422-544 The two armies advance against each other and at last join battle. After 
a short description of general combat the first individual encounters are described 

422-56 Once again the armies are on the move, this time with no 
impending diversion to delay a full-scale engagement. Motifs from earlier 
descriptions, especially from book 2, are successfully repeated: the gleam 
of weapons, the leaders, the contrast between Achaean silence and the 
volubility of Trojans and their allies - this last illustrated by a simile, as are 
the massed Achaean ranks. The armies meet (446-56), and this is described 
at first in general terms: the clash of weapons, the boasts and groans, the 
blood flowing, the whole din of battle resembling the roar of mountain 
torrents. The correspondence with the first elaborate march-out which 
culminated in the catalogues in book 2 is especially striking. That began 
with Athene inciting the Achaean troops (2.446ff.); here Athene, Ares and 
others are similarly involved on both sides, 439ff. It continued with the series 
of five similes (2.45gff.) illustrating the gleam of arms, the numbers involved 
and the skill of the Achaean commanders. Those similes were different in 
subject from the ones here (fire, birds, flies, goatherds, bull, against waves 
and ewes here); the motifs of gleaming weapons and conspicuous leaders 
are noted here also (43iff., 428-31), but not by similes. The Trojans and 
their allies receive more attention here, although the account still favours 
the Achaeans. The motif of silent Achaeans and noisy Trojans (or allies) at 
428-38 was not used in that earlier Achaean march-out, but the polyglot 
character of the allies was remarked in the corresponding passage intro-
ducing the Trojan catalogue at 2.802-6, itself a counterpart to Nestor's 
advice to Agamemnon at 2-362f. The motif is deployed in the opening verses 
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of book 3, including the crane-simile to illustrate Trojan clamour, and more 
fully developed here both by the ewes-simile and by the incorporation, 
apparently after 2.8o3f, of the explanation about different tongues. 

422-8 The Danaans (Achaeans) move forward relentlessly, rank upon 
rank, like wave upon wave breaking on the shore. The developed simile, 
as often, marks the transition to a new episode, and that is helped by the 
very frequent d>s 6* OT' type of introduction and consequent postponement 
of the Danaans' name until the end - which makes the simile itself 
apparently neutral at first and avoids a direct association with Diomedes 
in 419 21. The simile echoes two earlier ones about waves, at 2.2ogf. and 
2.394-7; they too were evoked by massed movements of the Achaean troops, 
from ships to assembly and assembly to ships. The first of them briefly 
compared the thunder of waves breaking on a great beach (alyiaXcp, as 
here); the second, the noise of waves driven by a south wind against a high 
cliff. In the present passage, too, the wind is specified, although as west 
rather than south; and the unending procession of waves is another common 
element (2.396f. and 4.423). This is indeed the explicit point of comparison 
here, although the noise, also, is heavily stressed by 422 TroXurjxii and 425 
yeydXa Ppipei (cf. TroXv<pXoiaPoio and ppiurrai in 2.209^); in the earlier 
pair the point of comparison was noise, rather (of shouts rather than 
thunderous motion at 2.394). A third simile related to the present one, in 
which Aias' troops are likened to a dark cloud driven by the west wind across 
the sea, came early in the Epipolesis at 4.275-82, and there will be further 
connexions in the torrent-simile at 452-5. See the individual comments on 
all these related similes, as well as Moulton, Similes 42-4. 

The effect of these repeated images of the noise and surge of waves and 
torrents is to give an unforgettable impression of the size and power and 
serried ranks of the Achaeans in particular, almost like a force of nature 
itself; and incidentally to suggest how earlier scenes of near-pandemonium 
in the Achaean camp, and the grand but ultimately frustrated march-out 
of both sides later in book 2, lead in the end to the vast clash of arms which 
is now to follow. 

422-3 Kuna...¿TraoauTtpov, 'one wave after another'; the general 
sense of trraaaCrrepoi (etc.) in its seven Homeric appearances (6x //., ix Od.) 
is clear enough, although its etymology is disputed (either from *iTr-cxv-(a)ou, 
cf. OEvopai; or from fiaaov, comparative of 6yx* and frequent in Homer, 
with 6aooTfpco 2X Od. and £TT- implying repetition; cf. Chantraine, Diet. s.v. 
hraaouTtpoi). 

Wave upon wave rushes (6pv\rr*) against the beach with a roar of surf 
("rroXurjxft', 'resounding'), as a westerly gale drives them on. This has been 
taken by modern critics as a specifically Ionian detail, since Ionia has a 
west-facing coast; but so do the Peloponnese and many islands, for example. 
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Moreover in a heavily indented coastline beaches can be found facing in 
almost any direction. Little that is useful can be determined from the 
prevalence of different winds in different parts of Greece, and in any case 
Homer's wind-terminology is far from precise. The Etesians blow more from 
the north-west than from the north-east in the eastern part of the Aegean 
(Boreas and Zephuros together 'blow from Thrace' at 9.5); the scirocco 
in western Greece often comes from the south-west; true westerly gales over 
open sea are rare, but the words of the Admiralty Pilot vol. in (strictly on 
western Greece) apply all over: in the open sea 'strong winds and gales can 
blow from any direction', and ' since a large part of the coastline... is very-
indented, and is backed by rugged mountainous country, local variations 
of coastal wind are very numerous'. 

424-6 T T O V T W , locative, 'in the sea', i.e. offshore. KopuooeTai, 'raises its 
head', is an extension of the basic connexion with KOpvs. 'helmet'; further 
development of the metaphor is to be found at 442, closely related to the 
present verse (see comment there), in the allegorical description of Eris, also 
at 2.273 anc^ 21.306; see also 2.272-7^ and Leumann, HW 210. Each wave 
' first lifts its head out at sea, then breaks on the land with a great roar, and 
around the headlands, arched as it goes, comes to a peak and spits out 
sea-spray'. The parataxis is far from straightforward, combined as it is with 
the integral enjambments of 424 and 425; 'coming to a peak' presumably 
describes the wave on the point of breaking and before it hits the shore - in 
an impressionistic account such matters of literal sequence hardly count. 

Si T' 6xpas is more puzzling. Headlands are not needed when the waves 
are breaking along the shore, as here; but in another wave-simile at 
17.263-6 the waves are breaking at the mouth of a river, and headlands, 
its projecting banks, are in order - the phrase is the same, & I J 9 I Si T * ¿expos 
(unless the accepted vulgate reading there, &xpai, which presents great 
difficulties, is correct), and seems to have been applied loosely here to a 
slightly different situation. 

lov in 426 is Aristarchus' reading (Did/A); the vulgate has the less vivid 
£6v, printed in O C T . KopiApoOTai, 'rises to a peak', occurs only here in 
Homer; there is little difference in meaning (metre is another matter) 
between it and KopOoorrai. The curved or arching (Kvpr6v) and fast-moving 
(I6v) wave, then its crest and the spray it spits out, are keenly observed and 
expressed, with sharp alliteration and assonance of k- and a-sounds 
especially from ¿nepers on. 

427-8 d>s t 6 t ' trrcrCTcrvTEpai very precisely picks up the CBS 6* 6T' . . . 
braaav-repov of 422C; despite this, the formal point of comparison (the 
succession of ranks and waves) is a relatively minor aspect of the whole 
simile, which is concerned with the powerful breaking of the waves more 
than anything else. The power (but not of course the noise) may colour, 
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as much as the formal comparison of line upon line, the impression a listener 
might form of the advancing Achaeans. 

«pdAayyes -as IS regular (30/32X //.) at the verse-end, but K ( V W T O 

9&Aayyss| is confined to this Book, cf. 281 and 332. IvcoAepkos (4X //., 5X 
Od., cf. vcoAcp ŝ CC{E(|, 4 X / / . , 2 X Od.), 'ceaselessly', is of uncertain derivation. 

428-9 The half-verse cumulation of vcotep&o$ "ir6AEp6v8e, almost an 
afterthought, leads on to a new observation of the leaders giving their orders, 
with runover-word cumulation and a sense of urgency conveyed by the 
internal stops. For the leaders see on 422-56 above, and compare 2.805, 
TOTCTIV E K O O T O S &Wjp OTMOTIVITCO, of the Trojans. 

429-31 The leader-motif is now connected with that of Achaean 
discipline and silence: only the leaders utter their commands, the troops 
silently obey. Then the dramatic o06£ KE 9<X(T)S (see on 3.392) leads to a 
conclusion in 430 which conflates two slightly different ideas marked off by 
the main caesura: (a) you would not think so large an army was involved, 
so silent were they, and (b) you would not think so large an army had a 
voice to utter, so silent were they. The sentence is rounded off in 431, by 
a kind of ring-composition, with a cumulated reversion to the leaders, now 
called aTMJu&vTopas, whom they 'fear* in silence. 

431-« The second part of 431 moves on to the gleam of their armour, 
a standard detail in descriptions of an army advancing, see 2.455-8 and 
the comment on 422-56 above. The detail is briefly dealt with, the last half 
of 432 being little more than padding, although the flowing dactylic verse 
makes a suitably rhythmic conclusion. 

Looking back at the whole description from 427 one can see how intricate 
and yet harmonious its expression has been: 

427 whole-verse sentence, 
428 half-verse cumulation; then new sentence, 
429 runover-word cumulation; new sentence; comment begins with 

4th colon 
430 (integral enjambment) and is completed in a flowing verse, 
431 cumulation, 'ring' completed; new sentence begins with 4th 

colon 
432 (integral enjambment) and is completed in a flowing but 

plethoric verse. 

433-5 The Trojans, on the other hand, are raising a great clamour, as 
they did at 3.2-8 where they were compared to cranes. Here they resemble 
coundess ewes in a rich man's yard waiting to be milked. ¿n£Ayco (4X Od.) 
is also implied in the naive and presumably old formula W K T & S A P O A Y O I , 

' in the milking-time of night', 4X //., ix Od.; they bleat incessantly (¿¿TJX Ŝ, 
probably from *&-6i(a)-cxis, cf. OWEXAS) in response to their lambs. 
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436 <5cAaXrjT6s (7X //., ix Od.) is an onomatopoeic word either for the 
war-cry, its commonest use, or more generally for confused shouting, as also 
at 2.149. 

437-8 Compare the words of Iris-Polites to Hektor at 2.803^ 

T T O A A O I yap K O T A darv p£ya Fipidpov ¿iriKov/poi, 
& A A T J 8* AAAcov yAaxraa troAuorrEpkov ¿cvOpcbtrcov 

and the conclusion that each group should be given orders (805 onpaivfrrco) 
by its own leaders, on which see 2.8o2-6n. Here the idea is similar but the 
expression completely different. The T I R I K O V P O I are now T T O A V K A T I T O I . . . 

&vSp£S, 'men summoned from many places', cf. 10.420 TroAOxATyroi £TTI-
Koupoi - the phrase echoes TT^AEKAEITOI frrftcoupoi (etc.), 5X II. Then the 
proverb-like 2.804 replaced by a more specific statement which, judging 
by its unformular quality and use of terms not otherwise found in Homer 
(but not particularly Mate' in form), was composed for this particular place. 
Thus 8p6os is paralleled only by &AA68poos once in the Odyssey; it is a 
poetical word denoting cries or shouts from many people at once (probably 
from the same root as OApu^os and Oprjvos, cf. Chantraine, Diet. s.v. 
0pEopat). Neither yfjpus nor ynpuco are otherwise found in Homer, although 
that is surely accidental; it is a 'terme noble et religieuse' according to 
Chantraine s.v., found in poetry and late prose.' Finally both 6p6s 
(predecessor of ¿polos),' common', and Aeolic la for Ionic pla are infrequent 
in Homer, although they are old forms. The use of three separate terms for 
speech or voice, namely 8p6os, yfjpvs and yAuxyaa, might suggest that some 
attempt is being made to distinguish differences of dialect from those of 
separate languages; more probably, however, it is simply to emphasize the 
point being made, which is aetiological, almost learned, in character. 

439-45 Divine incitement is probably a standard part of the theme of 
armies marching out to battle; at 2.446-52 it was Athene who urged on 
the Achaeans with her aegis; here there is no aegis but Ares is added as 
divine supporter of the Trojans, together with the abstract trio Terror, Rout 
and Strife, the last of which receives further elaboration. The passage has 
much progressive enjambment, a symptom of cumulative composition; it 
is as though the composer has gradually expanded it, adding detail after 
detail in succession. The possibility of post-Homeric elaboration exists, but 
see on 444-5. 

439 As usually but not invariably in Homer, the p£v-clause refers to the 
last to be named of a preceding pair (here, the Trojans) and the 8£-clause 
to the first, in a chiastic arrangement. Ares is Athene's pro-Trojan 
counterpart as war-deity. 

440-1 Despite the close relationship of Eris, Strife, to pro-Trojan Ares, 
these three are to be understood as spreading the spirit of war among both 
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sides equally. They are not fully personified, and have few characteristics 
beyond what is implied by their names. At her most concrete Eris is depicted 
on the Shield of Akhilleus as associated with Ker, Doom, in dragging 
wounded men and corpses about the battlefield (>8.535-7),or imagined as 
rejoicing among the fighting at 11.73; Ares himself will be discovered 
stripping a dead warrior at 5.842-4. These other beings are usually his pale 
shadows, introduced to support or emphasize his actions: Eris joins him in 
stirring up strife at 5.518, Phobos follows him into battle at !3.2ggf., Ares 
tells Deimos and Phobos to yoke his horses at 15.119, Eris, Ares and Athene 
stir up war among the gods at 20.48ff. At 13.299 Phobos is his son, here 
Eris is his sister - she has to be feminine because of the gender of the common 
noun she represents, and is promoted to Ares' own generation to compensate 
for that, in a purely ad hoc description like Hesiod's of her as a child of Night 
at Theog. 225. Such figures find their counterparts in the winged or 
multipartite demon-like figures of contemporary orientalizing art, primarily 
of the late eighth and early seventh century B.C. The poetical tradition 
probably reflects such images in the description of Agamemnon's decorated 
corslet at ti.24ff., where Deimos and Phobos are grouped around the 
central gorgon-head at 11.37; or of Athene's aegis at 5.738-42, which 
contains not only a gorgoneion but also Phobos, Eris, Alke and Ioke. 

The lengthening of "Epis before 6 P O T O V is strained and irregular, and 
clearly arises out of the omission of T* (a necessary omission here because 
of the preceding connectives) from the phrase "Epis T ' & P O T O V U E U A V L A as 
at 5.518. "ApEos for "Apr)os is also unusual (unlike the metrical lengthening 
of "A- at the beginning of the verse, which is well established), being 
paralleled by 19.47 "ApEos 6 E P & T T O V T E | (itself due to the adaptation of the 
formula ©Eponrovrcs "Ap^osl) and Od. 8.267 ¿V9* "Apcos 9IA6TT)TOS, in the 
preamble to the sophisticated song about Ares and Aphrodite; cf. also 491 
'08voatos, with comment. KaaiyW|-rr) ¿Tdpr) TE is paralleled by K A O I Y V T J T O F 

8' §Tapo( TE at 24.793, c f Here as Zeus's KaoiyWjTT|v fiAoyov TE (2X II.). 

Either 441 or both it and 440 could be omitted, the latter carrying with 
it either 442f. or 442-5; but see on 444-5 below. 

442 This and the next verse give a graphic allegory of the power of Eris: 
first she is small, then immense. Verse 442 is closely related to 424, from 
the wave-simile: 

424 7 R 6 V T C P ubf TE TrpcoTa KopvaaETai, avrrip ?TTEITCC 

4 4 2 FJ T ' 6A(YR) PIV irpwTa KOPVOOETAI, AIRR&p UTTEITOC. 

Here TrpooTa xopOaaETai is common to both, but unlike aCrrdp tnrEiTa is 
not a well-established formula; for the sense of KopvaaETai see on 424-6. 
These are the only two metaphorical uses of the verb in the middle voice, 
and there is a strong probability in this case - which cannot often be 
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said - that one is the model for the other. Which, then, is the model? Almost 
certainly 424, not because it comes first in our text but because the wave 
'lifting its head' is appropriate to context and the envisaged sequence of 
events, whereas that Strife 'first lifts her head óAíyri, being very small', is 
difficult in the latter respect especially; what is really needed is something 
like 'being at first very small, she then lifts her head until it touches the 
sky'. Vergil in his adaptation at Aen. 4.176 says something very like that. 

443 O n ÉCTTfipî E compare 11.28 orfjpi^E, in a short simile - more to the 
point, in that same description of Agamemnon's corslet in which Deimos 
and Phobos occurred (see the end of the first para, of 440-in. j. Eris 'fixes 
her head against the sky', i.e. touches the sky with her head while her feet 
continue on the ground. 

The occasionally strained language, the taste for allegory, the slight 
formular content - all this marks the couplet, and perhaps 440 also, as 
relatively late in composition. Whether in this case that implies ' by Homer 
himself or 'post-Homeric* will be further discussed in the next comment. 

444-5 An important factor is 444 xal T Ó T E , 'then also', which, 
inconspicuous as it is, presupposes some kind of immediately preceding 
general statement about Eris - and therefore, probably, the previous 
couplet. The verse as a whole, although still not formular, presents no special 
difficulty; 445 is closer to the style of ordinary Homeric narrative (| -
xaO'/áv* &uiAov is a common formula ( 1 7 x //.), and O T Ó V O S &v6pcóv occurs 
at 19.214), and the whole of its first half, épxouévr) ko6* ópiAov, will recur 
precisely at 516 with Athene as subject, and nowhere else. That suggests 
a connexion between the two verses; the phraseology is too general to argue 
for a model-copy relationship exactly, but 5i5f. is almost certainly organic 
to the whole account of individual fighting which fills the last 90 verses of 
this Book, and that gives some support to the idea of 445 as genuinely 
Homeric. Alternatively, a later elabora tor created 445 on the basis of his 
knowledge of 516 - but that is not the usual way of late-aoidic or rhapsodic 
expansion. But if 445 presupposes 444, and 444 evidently 442f, and they 
440 at least, then the whole elaboration, despite one or two signs of strain, 
is likely to be due to the main composer, probably at one of the latest stages 
of his creation of the monumental poem. 

446-56 The two armies meet and become locked in close combat; blood 
flows. Down to 451, this general description recurs at 8.60-5 (SC€ a k ° o n 

20-5); here, however, it is reinforced by a simile of mountain torrents 
meeting, and thus brings to a strong conclusion the episode of the armies 
marching out to battle. Similes throughout this episode mark changes of 
emphasis, first on the Achaeans, then on the Trojans, then on both sides 
interlocked: 422 wave-simile (Achaeans); 429 silence/noise motif (both 
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sides); 433 ewes-simile (Trojans and allies); 439 gods spur them on, 
Eris-allegory; 446 the armies clash, simile of the torrents. 

446-51 These verses are organic at 8.60-5 ~ that *s» some description 
of general engagement is required there. Admittedly book 8 has several 
untypical and distinctly Mate' features, so that docs not of itself assure 
authenticity here. On the enjambments in 446-9 (which are regular 
enough) see p. 33. 

446 The * single space' into which the armies come together does not 
recur exactly (apart from at 8.60), but is simple and evocative. 

447 ¿»tvotis, literally 'hides', i.e. leather-covered shields; not elsewhere 
(except at 8.61) as a metonym, but compare Idomeneus' shield at 13.406, 
which is a round ¿corns worked with 'cattle skins, ^ivotat fkxibv, and shining 
bronze'; also 7.238 and 16.636, where £ous/({iwv) itself connotes a shield. 
The repetition ofouv and the conjunction o f hides, spears and men's might' 
are highly rhetorical, as suits an impressionistic description like this one. 

448-9 The couplet has often been considered a post-Homeric elabora-
tion; that is possible but no more. The runover-word xaA*£o0copr)KCov is 
found only here (and at 8.62); it is clearly (as Shipp suggested, Studies 244) 
an equivalent at the beginning of the verse of the common verse-end formula 
XOXKOXITCOVCOV (etc.). The -co- formation is 'linguistically noticeable' 
(Shipp), since the regular form of such compounds is as in e.g. xaAKoporrfts; 
but Stentor is XGAKEO^VCO at 5.785, and metrical exigency probably 
justifies the licence in the later stages of the oral tradition. 

AoTriBes 6u<paX6ioaai (etc.) is a formula, IOX / / . , ix Od., as is TTOAVS 8' 
6puuay8os ¿pcbpci (4X //., ix Od.) in 449. The idea of leather shields being 
round or bossed is a typical Homeric imprecision, but cf. Idomeneus' shield 
cited in 447n.; their being 'close to each other' (ITTATIVT' from TREAD^CO, 

'approach', cf. "niAas, also at 14.468 irAfjvT' and Od. 12.108 TTCTrATjpivos) 
has suggested hoplite tactics to some (e.g. T. B. L. Webster, From Mycenae 
to Homer (London 1958) 219). That is just possible, although the present 
description is far less indicative of organized, closely-packed, side-by-side 
fighting than e.g. 13.130-3; see p. 9, where it is suggested that early ex-
periments in something like hoplite deployment could go back at least to 
725 B.C. Thus, even if the present couplet did suggest something of the kind, 
that would not make it necessarily post-Homeric. Moreover generic 
descriptions of massed fighting clearly invited a certain exaggeration, to the 
point at least of saying that shields were in contact with the shields of 
enemies, without any necessary implication of hoplite warfare. For that to 
be implied, the shields and helmets of warriors on the same side must be in 
virtually continuous (sideways) contact, as at 13.131 3 = 16.215 17-

450-1 This makes a powerful continuation of the generic description. 
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rhetorical in its chiastic arrangement (the groans and boasts of victors and 
victims, in that order as Aristarchus noted, Arn/A) and the rhythmical 
contrast of 451, a rising threefolder - or perhaps rather a two-colon verse 
with 4th-foot work-break, throwing extra emphasis on the ground running 
with blood at the end. 

452-5 This is the first of four torrent-similes in the poem (compare 
especially 11.492-5, where a river in flood descends x«U<ippous Korr* 5pEo<j>iv 
and carries debris down into the sea). It is as brilliant in its power and precise 
observation as the two sea-similes with which, together with that of the ewes, 
it is closely related: those of the waves breaking at 422ff. and of the dark 
cloud over the sea at 275ff., see Moulton, Similes 44f. The second of these 
belongs to the Epipolesis not to the march-out, but the idea of massed troops 
is the same, as also is the solitary herdsman (on whom, however, see 4551».). 

452 * Winter-flowing rivers ', literally, are torrents which rush down and 
fill the dry river-beds of summer. &p£a<pi is genitive not locative (for tmesis 
of Kerr" is not possible with KCTT* 6p€<7<piv at 1 1 . 4 9 3 ) ; see Chantraine, GH 
1» 237, who emphasizes the great flexibility with which the -91 termination 
is used in the Homeric poems, obviously for metrical convenience. ÊOVTES, 
'flowing', seems directly to echo the flowing blood of the previous verse, 
and may be prompted by it in a style of composition which, especially where 
developed similes are concerned, is linear and associative (cf. Moulton, 
Similes 45 n. 50; the connexion between 453 pioydryxEtav and 456 moyopEvcov 
is, however, directly resumptive). The repetition of in 274 and 275 
is somewhat similar, see 274n.Jin. 

453 T h e two rivers in spate fcf. the dual CTVIIP&AAETOV) hurl together 

their heavy weight of water (¿Ppiuov 05cop after o^pipov £yx°S, 13X 11.) into 

a uioyAyxEiav, a rounded combe or basin (Ayxos) in which waters mingle. 

454 The 'great springs' feed the torrents high up in the mountains; 
'within a hollow gorge', if the singular is taken literally, must refer to the 
single ravine into which the combined waters flow down from the combe; 
otherwise, and perhaps more probably, it applies to each of the two separate 
torrents higher up. 

455 The shepherd hears the roar of water T T ) A 6 O E , literally 'to afar'; 
bT preferred T T J A O Q I , 'far off' , simply, but Leaf observed that the idea of 
hearing being projected to the source of sound can be paralleled in Homer, 
cf. 11.21 and especially 16.515, where Glaukos tells Apollo SOvaaai CTU 
TravToa* ¿CKOVEIV (but a god is slightly different). 

It is debatable whether the shepherd is meant to remind the audience 
specifically of the goatherd of 275ff. Rather it seems that each is an essential 
part of the poet's vision of the power of nature in remote places - not so 
remote that they seem unreal or artificial, since the herdsman witnesses that 
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power and is stirred by it; similarly H. Frankel, Die homerischen GUichnisse 
(Gottingen 1921) 30. 

456 The ancient vulgate reading was 96^05, but Aristarchus (Did/A) 
and a minority of MSS read TT6VOS. This is a conjecture based on no textual 
authority, on the grounds (as given by Didymus) that oO y&p ykyovk mo 
9\ryfj - for 96^05 in Homer means 'rout* or 'retreat*. That is correct, but 
the fact is that y£vrro layi5) TC 96^0$ TC is a formula which appears three 
times elsewhere in the Iliad. Even that does not quite settle the matter, since 
formulas were sometimes adapted, and TOSVOS, ' toil' (as e.g. at 12.348, *tt6vos 
teal VEIKOS 6pcopev, cf. 14.480) is indeed more suitable in this context. 

457-544 After the preliminary description of general warfare, the Book 
ends with the first series of detailed encounters in the poem. The clash of 
individual warriors, ending in the death of one or the other of them, is the 
typical mode of warfare in the Iliad, to be developed in enormous variety 
and detail in the central Books of the poem. Here, for less than a hundred 
verses, is the initial - almost, one might say, the initiatory - exercise in this 
kind of battle-poetry, arranged with exceptional precision and exemplifying 
several of the standard motifs and motif-sequences of the genre. It will lead 
on, in the following Book, to a continuation centred around the special 
exploits of Diomedes; but the alternation here of Achaean and Trojan 
successes and the intervening short impressions of general fighting confirm 
that this final section of book 4 is intended as an artistic unity. The division 
between books 4 and 5 is not a particularly strong one, marked by a move 
from earth to Olumpos or by nightfall, for example; even so, it is more than 
an arbitrary break. 

A summary of events to the end of the Book shows something of the variety 
and careful symmetry of the action: 

457-62 Antilokhos (Achaean, son of Nestor) kills Trojan Ekhepolos with 
a spear-thrust to the head; short simile of his falling 

463-6 Elephenor (Achaean) grabs Ekhepolos' body, intending to strip 
it 

467-70 Agenor (Trojan) kills Elephenor with a spear-thrust to his 
unprotected ribs 

470-2 General fighting round Elephenor's body (short wolf-simile) 

473-89 Aias kills Simoeisios 
(474-9: brief account of his birth 
480-2: detail of wound 
482-7: developed simile of his falling like a poplar tree) 

489-93 Antiphos (Trojan) throws his spear at Aias, misses but kills 
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Leukos, companion of Odysseus; detail of wound; he falls on top 
of Simoeisios' corpse which he was trying to drag away 

494-504 Odysseus is enraged, Trojans retreat, he throws his spear and kills 
Demokoon from Abudos; detail of wound and his falling 

505-7 Brief general description of Trojans being pushed back 
507-13 Apollo from high up in Troy rallies the Trojans, points out that 

Akhilleus is absent from the fighting 
514-16 Athene spurs on the Achaeans, moving among them 

517-26 Diores (an Epean) is killed by a rock thrown by Thracian Peiros; 
it smashes his leg, Peiros finishes him off with a spear-thrust in 
the belly; detail of wound 

527-31 Thoas (Aetolian leader) kills Peiros as he retreats, hitting him 
first with the spear, then with a sword-thrust in the belly 

532-5 Thracians prevent Thoas from stripping Peiros* body; he 
retreats 

536-8 The corpses of Diores and Peiros lie side by side; many others 
are slain around them 

539-44 Rhetorical description of general fighting, as both Trojan and 
Achaean dead lie stretched out side by side. 

The description thus falls into five sections: (i) killing of Ekhepolos and 
Elephenor, general fighting round Elephenor's corpse; (ii) killing of Sim-
oeisios, then Leukos and Demokoon; (iii) general description of Trojans 
being pushed back; Apollo rallies them, Athene spurs on the Achaeans; 
(iv) killing of Peiros and Diores, whose corpses lie side by side; (v) rhetorical 
summary of general fighting, with many Trojan and Achaean dead. 

457 Antilokhos is Nestor's son and the first man in the Iliad to slay an 
enemy, although this earns no special comment in the poem (Aristarchus' 
explanation, Arn/A, that it was because of his speed of foot, cf. 18.2, is wholly 
unpersuasive). He has not been mentioned so far, which is surprising, and 
finds no place in the admittedly eccentric list of five Pylian commanders 
at 295-6 (see comment there). He will recur quite often in subsequent 
fighting, and is prominent in the chariot-race of book 23. 

Ifov is a standard expression for 'slew* in these encounters; &v6pa 
KopuoTfjv (3X II.) implies a fully-armed warrior, cf. 274n. 

458 fcv(l) 7rpo[i6xotS(0 occurs 9X //., jx in this position. This Ekhepolos 
only appears here, at his death; his patronymic is unusual and intriguing, 
being based on OaXucria, 'harvest offerings' as at 9.534. 
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459-62 As so often in Homeric duels (i.e. man-to-man encounters in 
battle, not formal duels like that of Paris and Menelaos in book 3), there 
is no elaborate exchange of blows, and the first man to thrust (presumably) 
with his spear inflicts an immediately fatal wound. Fuller detail is given (a) 
on the path of the weapon and exact nature of the wound - here, through 
the ridge or boss (96X0$, see on 3.362) of the helmet and into his forehead; 
and (b) on the victim's death and collapse to the ground - in the present 
passage (in which 461 is repeated at 503, and the whole of 459-61 recurs 
as 6 . 9 - 1 1 ) darkness covers his eyes (OKÓTOS boot KÓCAIAFTV, 12X //.) and he 
falls like a tower. Finally ¿vi/tccrrá Kpcrreprj/fiv úapív^/rjv is another 
common martial formula (i8x II.); most of these encounters are rich in 
standard phraseology in many different combinations. The normative effect 
of the fighting so far is reinforced by regular colometry and, with the 
exception of (integral) half-verse cumulation at 461, progressive 
enjambment. 

463-70 Bronze armour was valuable, and stripping it from a dead 
enemy an important priority. It could also be dangerous, and the death of 
a warrior so engaged is a standard motif of battle-poetry. Its use facilitates 
the transition from one duel or victim to another: A kills B; A or X (someone 
else, as here), tries to strip the armour; C kills A or X . There are possible 
variations: for example X can either be on the same side as A, as here, or 
a companion of B who is anxious to rescue his body, rather. 

463-4 Verse 463 is a rising threefolder (since stressing the main caesura 
destroys the sense). Elephenor is sole leader of the Euboean Abantes at 
2.54of. (see 2.542^), indeed 464 = 2.541. It seems surprising that such a 
relatively prominent contingent in the catalogue, with seven towns listed, 
should lose its commander so early in the poem and without further 
comment. 

465 For &9pa after XcXtTiuévos, meaning simply 'eager t o . . . ' , compare 
5.690, and, after other verbs, 6.361 and 16.653. 

466 The pathetic or ironical comment, 'but his effort was only for a 
short while', is again typical of these descriptions of batUe, cf. 477-9 of 
Simoeisios. For uivuvOa in pathetic comments cf. 1.416, 13.573, l7-277^-

467-9 Agenor is son of the Trojan counsellor Antenor and will be heard 
of later in the poem; he sees Elephenor's side (literally irXcupd, ribs) 
protruding outside his shield, nap' &oir(6o$, as he bends and drags 
Ekhepolos* body; 469 = 11.260, also of a man dragging a body. ACoc 6i yvTa 
etc. is often used of these martial deaths (8x II. + variants); it is a vivid and 
slightly naive formula probably long established in the heroic tradition. 
£ucrróv, on the other hand, is an unusual word for the regular batde-spear. 
Properly an adjective, it is derived from the root of £0co (smooth, scrape, 
sharpen, polish); why it should be specially applied to a spear is not clear, 
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unless the great ship-spear, £UOT6V P I Y A VAVJAAXOV, of 15.677 (cf. 15.388) 
was the original form and had a sharpened point (cf. Od. 9.326* instead of 
a bronze spear-head. 

470-2 This sequence of deaths is separated from the next by a short 
description of general fighting, arising out of the resumptive half-verse 
cumulation in 470. The 'harsh work' of battle (cf. the epyov of 539 and 
the 9 U A 6 T T I 8 O S p£yacpyov of 16.208) took place kn' CCUTCO, 'over him'; there 
is no need to see a special contrast between airra> and his 8vp6s just before, 
despite vf/vxcrs.. .avnrous at i.3f. Trojans and Achaeans attack like wolves 
(another brief comparison, cf. 462 tb$ OTE -rrupyos) and ' man was grappling 
with man' vel sim.; BvoiraAijco is a rare and striking term, only here in the 
Iliad, perhaps an expansion of TTAAACO, ' I shake'. It is used of throwing on 
a beggar's rags at Od. 14.512, which does not greatly help. At least this 
seems to be a verse-end variant of |fv6a 8* 6W)p IAEV 5cv8pa as at 15.328, 
16.306. 

473~®9 The description of individual clashes resumes with one of the 
most carefully formed and moving encounters in the whole Iliad. Simoeisios 
is a young Trojan whose birth and parentage are briefly described, and 
whose short life is stressed as he succumbs at once to Aias; he falls and lies 
like a tree, which he resembles in several different respects. Homer is here 
assembling motifs used in different combinations elsewhere: the victim who 
had been born by a river, like Satnios at 14.44iff. - to a nymph there, but 
not here, recalling Iphition at 20.382-5, born of a nymph but ' under Mount 
Tmolos'; or the twin brothers Aisepos and Pedasos at 6.2iff., born of a 
nymph to Boukolion, who made love to her when he was pasturing his sheep. 
It is the addition of the simile that makes the Simoeisios passage' outstanding 
as the poet's portrait of a doomed young warrior, come to the war from his 
parents, and soon to perish' (Moulton, Similes 57). That, too, has its close 
parallel when the Trojan Imbrios falls at the hands of Teukros at 13.17off., 
like an ash-tree conspicuous on a mountain-top, which is cut with a bronze 
axe and its tender foliage brought to the ground; on the detailed thematic 
similarities see also Fenik, Typical Battle Scenes 125-7. 

bT on 473-9 comment that the poet gives not merely the victim's name, 
but all the other details as well, ' so as to make the narrative easily believable, 
as though the author had seen the event in person', iroAAfjv TTIOTIV hn<p£pcov 

A6ycg> d>s cnirr6TrrTis <5>v. But pathos, rather than vividness or credibility, 
is the chief aim. 

473 Anthemion's name is presumably related to &v8os, perhaps by way 
of the Homeric epithet <SCV6E|J6EIS, and is perhaps the result of association with 
the river, cf. the c flowering Scamandrian meadow' of 2.467. 

4 7 4 f)i6eov, an unmarried y o u n g m a n , the male equivalent o f iTap&vos; 

his y o u t h is pathetic, and this is reinforced by 0aAEp6v, for he is ' i n b l o o m ' , 
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in the prime oflife. His name, like that of the other young Trojans Satnios 
(see previous note) and Skamandrios at 5.49 (of. 6.402), is based on one of 
the rivers of the Troad; see von Kamptz, Personennamen 302. IVillcock may 
be right that it is invented for the occasion; at least it allows the poet to 
move straight to the place and circumstances of his birth. 

475-6 His mother'," not named, had gone with her parents into the 
foothills of Ida to pasture the family flocks (to 'see1 them, l6Eo6ai, literally, 
cf. on 195), in a poignant little evocation of peacetime; it was on her way-
down that she gave birth to her son by the banks of the river after which 
he was named. 

477-9 His being unable to pay back to his parents (repeated now from 
476 with the added pathos of 91X015) the Qptrrrpa. or cost of his upbringing 
maintains the emotional tone, as does the shortness of his lifetime, alwv, 

1 
through Aias* spear; on |iiwv668ios cf. 466 and note. The alliteration of 479 
Soupl 5aii£vTt| introduces a certain brusqueness at the end of these fluent 
and closely enjambed verses from 474 on, in which the expression, dense 
and heavily punctuated at times, is relieved by the more restful 475 and 
the earlier part of 479; and so leads on to the harsh reality of the fatal blow. 

©pirn-pa from 8ptn r^pia (cf. Tpfrpco), as XCrrpa from Avrf|pia: so 
Aristarchus (Arn/A) on 478. 

480 TrpcoTov: 'among the front fighters', bT. Simoeisios does not have 
the chance to attack Aias, indeed it is uncertain whether he had even seen 
him. The swift and unexpected death is appropriate to the pathetic young 
victim. 

481-2 The runover-words in each verse, followed by strong stops, 
provide a violent transition first to the spear's fatal course, then to the 
victim's collapse. 

482—7 Falling 'in the dust', in various formular expressions based on 
KOVITJ, is extremely common; cf. e.g. Diores at 522, also 536-8n. The simile 
which follows'(of which bT comment on 482, not very imaginatively, that 
the poet adds detaijs SICOKCOV F)8OVT)v, so as to make it more attractive^ has 
a close arid'complex reference to the narrative at different levels. Simoeisios 

fell like a poplar tree (a more elaborate version of Ekhepolos falling like a 
tower at 462), but its implied verdure is also suggestive, as is its lying there 
by the river - which recalls not only Simoeisios' present fate but also his birth 
by the river, before the war. 

483 'And it was growing in the hollow of a great water-meadow': 
ilauevr), according to later uses, is some kind of hollow; formed from a 
participle," like Se^auevri (so T) , the word is of uncertain derivation. 
Chantraine, Diet, does not mention its traditional connexion with fjpai as 
that which 'sits', which surely cannot be discounted. 

484 It is smooth, with branches growing out at the top: in other words, 
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it has had its lower branches lopped as one still sees in Mediterranean lands: 
so Leaf after Mure, but the intention of mentioning this detail is surely not 
to suggest a comparison with Simoeisios' helmet-plume. This was evidently 
the regular way of arboriculture. 

485-6 The chariot-maker (or '-joiner', -Tnyyos from Tr/jyvupi) cuts 
down the tree - either cuts it 'out ' , literally, from a grove, or shapes it, 
cf. 3.62 - with his axe of shining iron. Moulton, Similes 58, supposes an 
implicit comparison with the man being felled, but rather than 
oi6f)pcp would have made this point better; compare the parallel simile at 
13.178-81, where the ash-tree is cut with bronze. b T on 484 suggested that 
'branchless trees are ready for bending', but that is too facile; if anything, 
systematic lopping of the lower branches would make for less rather than 
more flexibility. The choice of poplar wood, which is soft, for the felloe of 
a wheel is a little surprising, even if the light-weight Roscllini chariot from 
Egyptian Thebes had wheels of bent ash-wood without tyres (Lorimer, HM 
317 and 328). One might expect the two-man Mycenaean, Geometric or 
Homeric war-chariot with its normally four-spoked wheels to have had 
felloes of a hard wood like ash, probably made up in sections like a modern 
cartwheel, in which toughness rather than extreme flexibility was the prime 
consideration. Yet the chariot-whcel tablets from Knossos and Pulos present 
a different picture. Most of the Knossos wheels are elm or willow, pe-te-re-wa 
(cf. irreXrq) or e-ri-ka (cf. Arcadian ¿Afioi), and the only wood mentioned 
in the Pulos chariot-wheel series is cypress (ku-pa-ri-se-ja, cf. Homeric 
Kuirapiooivos): see Ventris and Chadwick, Documents, nos. 278-82 and pp. 
369-75, with a brief discussion of Egyptian wheels on pp. 369^ also 
R. Meiggs, Trees and Timber in the Ancient Mediterranean World (Oxford 1982) 
105-15, whose comment on p. 114 that 'Poplar, a wood that is easily bent, 
might be chosen for the felloe of a wheel at either date' (sc. Mycenaean or 
eighth/ninth century B.C.) fails to take account of the softness issue. Poplar 
is a softer wood than ash, elm, cypress or even willow. 

487 ¿gouevn, 'drying': the trunk is left to season for a while - a valid 
observation, perhaps, of one of the sights of the countryside, but also with 
a suggestion of Simoeisios' extended corpse, just as the river banks hint at 
his birth. 

Aristarchus (Arn/A) has a different idea, that the timber was left beside 
the river to be carried down when it flooded; but that neglects ¿¿oiitvT), 
or rather connects it erroneously with another simile at 11.492-4, in which 
a torrent rushing down from the mountains carries with it into the plains 
many dry oaks and pines. Probably these are dead trees from the banks of 
the ravine. 

488 The return to the narrative situation includes Simoeisios' patron-
ymic (in an abbreviated form, Anthemides from Anthemion like Deukalides 
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from Deukalion); this formal detail, which reverts to his first mention at 
473, completes the ring-composition but also help» to stress, perhaps, that 
he was a real person, not simply a symbol of youth and the pathos of war. 

489-90 The half-verse cumulation leads into the next in the chain of 
killings: now Priam's son Antiphos (there are two other Antiphos's in the 
poem; this one will be killed by Agamemnon in book 11) hurls his spear 
at the victorious Aias. The verb is specific, A K O V T I O E V ; it is a throw not a 
thrust, and throws (which unlike thrusts often go astray) are necessary when 
a fatal wounding is required by the poet, although not of the intended victim 
but of someone else. 

491 |TOU uh> &pap6* recurs at 15.430. Leukos is not heard of elsewhere 
in Homer; more remarkably, the reduction of tj to c in 'OSvcxcrlos is unique 
(against 'OSuacrrjos 7X//., 71X Od., 'OSuarjos 5X //., 6 ix Od.), paralleled only 
by "Apeos for "Aprios in 441 and at 19.47 and Od. 8.267; s c c the comment 
on 441. Ares is in any case prone to metrical variation, whereas Odysseus 
has a variety of forms (especially with -a- or -oa-) which make such 
measures wholly unnecessary. Emendation is not easy: ' O S V C T O E V S is un-
attractive, ci. 'OSucreus at Od. 24.398, itself usually emended; 'OBvacrfjos 
©EpdrrovTa would be possible, unless the tradition knew that Leukos was 
not a Gepdrrcov but his equal. The verse can hardly, in any event, be dis-
pensed with. 

492 The alliteration of p's is perhaps expressive of the harsh wound in 
the groin (ftov/pcova is hapax legomenon in Homer). The pluperfect PEPÂ KEI 
is common in a 'resultative' sense (Chantraine, GHi, 437): 'had succeeded 
in hitting'. 

493 The victim who falls on another corpse as he is trying to drag it 
away is a common motif. 

494 The poet may feel that Odysseus needs to be shown in heroic action 
as soon as possible after his rough handling by Agamemnon at 336ff., which 
is perhaps why he takes over from Aias here. 

495-8 Many elements of this and other encounters are formulas, not 
only whole and half-verses but also motifs like the victor's anger at a friend's 
death, or the victim who had been dragging away a corpse, or the bastard 
son, even. Here, 495 is a formular verse, yx II.; 496 recurs at 5.611 and 
17.347, with its first half recurring once else in addition and its second half 
being a common formula, 14X II. \ whereas 497f. recur in toto as 15.574/. 

496 Like Antiphos in 490, Odysseus throws and does not thrust, and 
in a metrically similar phrase; he too hits someone other than his intended 
victim (who was presumably Antiphos himself- it is to him that p6A* tyyOs 
lebv must refer). 

497 He looks around him not so much to avoid hostile action, as b T 
suggest, as to pick out his target, or just in a threatening way. 
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499-500 Demokoon is mentioned only here (and does not occur in the 
catalogue-entry on Abudos etc. at 2.835^.); for the form of his name, which 
means 'paying attention to the community', cf. von Kamptz, Personennamen 
84. Abudos is near Troy, on the Hellespont, and was evidently in close touch 
with it; Hektor had a special friend there, Phainops, according to 17.582-4. 
Modern editors and translators have followed Aristarchus (Arn/A) in 
interpreting TRAP' trrrrcov COKEI&GOV as a further specification of *Apu866ev, 
namely as ' from the swift mares' (which he kept there) in a kind of stud-farm 
for Priam; at 2.838f. the horses of Asios from neighbouring Arisbe are 
specifically mentioned. But b T add ol 5e dnrrl T O O fep' TTTFTGOV, showing that 
some people in antiquity took the phrase with f&XE in 499, i.e. he hit him 
(as he stood) in his chariot. That cannot be entirely dismissed; 'swift mares* 
refers to a chariot in battle at 7.15 and 240, and, surprisingly, never 
elsewhere to horses by themselves. But Trap* would have to mean 'beside', 
as at 468; it is not true, as Leaf objects, that word-order is strongly against 
this. Another possibility, for those who feel that the 'swift mares' are too 
vaguely expressed for the stud-farm interpretation, might be to read fjXBev, 
6 9 ' TTTTTCOV, cf. £K 8 ' ipaX* ITTTTCOV (of Antiphos, indeed) at 1 1 . 1 0 9 , A ' S O ^ 9 * 

ITTTTGOV COCTE 4 * I I . 

501-4 As often after a special description of the victim, there is 
ring-composition by means of a resumptive verse or two; here Odysseus' 
anger is referred to again before the weapon's course is described. 

KdpoT) is usually interpreted as' temple', i.e the same asKp6T090$, in which 
case Demokoon must have been sideways on to the spear's flight, since it 
passes through both temples. Aristarchus (Arn/A), however, evidently took 
it to mean 'head' in some more general sense, and that would be confirmed 
if Chantraine, Diet. s.v., is right in claiming the noun to be related to xdpciv, 
'cut* (of the hair). 

The description of Demokoon's death is strongly formular: OK6TOS 6OOE 

K&XuvfE occurs 12X II. (see on 4 5 9 - 6 2 ) , and the whole 'clattering as he fell* 
verse (504) jx II., with its first half by itself another 12X and its second 
another 3X. BoChros is the din of battle, but also of the roar of water at 455; 
<Jcp<icpTicE is another onomatopoeic word, the corresponding noun being used 
of the chattering of Dolon's teeth at 1 0 . 3 7 5 . There is a subtle if artificial 
distinction between the two noises: 'he fell with a thud, and his armour 
clattered about him'. 

505-6 There has been little rhythmical variation in the battle-poetry 
so far, so that 505, which is most likely to have been sung as a rising 
threefolder, stands out as the Trojan front-fighters give way to Odysseus' 
wrath, allowing the Achaeans to retrieve not only Leukos' body but also 
that of the enemy Demokoon. 

506-7 These two verses are an almost perfect rhythmical match, con-
firming the idea of a fresh impulse on the singer's part. 
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507 v£heo6oo (at least I2X II. in various forms) implies annoyance or 
indignation - often, although not here particularly, righteous indignation. 
Based ultimately on v£pco with its great variety of applications, it is closely 
associated with vipgats, strictly the assignment of blame by a legal authority 
for some kind of disorder; see also on 3.156. 

The verse is hardly a rising threefolder, because of its strong stop at the 
4th-foot caesura and its irregularly long first colon TOvoav (which 
technically breaches Meyer's Law by emphasizing a break after the second 
trochce). 

508 Pergamos (feminine) is the acropolis or highest part of Ilios, the city 
of Troy. Paris descends Kcnri rTcpydpov ¿bcpris at 6.512, presumably because 
that is where his house as well as Priam's is; Kassandra is on Pergamos at 
24.700 when she sees Priam returning across the plain. It is also where Apollo 
has his temple, 5.446, cf. 460, and that is no doubt where he watches the 
battle from (cf. 4 514, where he exhorts the Trojans <5rrr6 TTT6XIOS) ; the same 
phrase flepydpou hocomBcbv is also applied to him at 7.21. These are the 
only six Homeric uses of the name, which is related to m>pyos, 'tower' (cf. 
Chantraine, Diet, under that word), and in neuter forms (cf. 1Aio$ becoming 
IXtov) became common later for a high citadel, cf. especially Pergamon in 
Mysia. 

509-13 Apollo's exhortation is quite complicated in expression, with its 
varying degrees of enjambment and runover, but logical in argument: (i) 
you should not retreat before the Argives; (ii) because they are not 
invulnerable; (iii) especially since Akhilleus is not among them. 

509 The opening verse of Apollo's speech is a rising threefolder, as the 
natural punctuation suggests - not a very marked one since the first and 
second words can be envisaged as separate cola despite the close connexion 
of the latter with Tpwcs-

6pwo6*(e) as first word occurs 6x II. lmx66apot is a regular epithet for 
the Trojans, based no doubt on their real interest in raising horses (many 
horse-bones were found by the excavators, see C. W. Blegen, Troy ni. 1 
(Princeton 1953) iof.; Page, HHI 57 and 252 with notes). It is designed 
primarily for the genitive and dative cases (i8x II. together, against 2X in 
the vocative as here and 3X in the accusative). 

5x0-1 x Their skin is not made of stone or iron, for withstanding bronze 
when they are struck: the last two words of 511 complicate the sense, but 
make a striking verse out of four words of increasing weight; the rhetoric 
is deliberately indirect and ironical. The motif is reused in slightly different 
words (TPGJT6S X0^1^) enormous pathetic effect by 
Hektor as he faces Akhilleus at 21.568-70. 

512-13 ou p&v o66£: cf. also 2.703 = 726, ou8£ p£v 0O6' oT Avopyoi faav 
for this locution, common in later Greek, which normally follows a negative 
clause as here. p6v/pfy>/p£v is an affirmative particle (Chantraine, GH 1, 
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16) often with a strong progressive sense; it 'adds a fresh point' (Denniston, 
Greek Particles* t 336, cf. 338), as here. 

The dramatic expression x^Xov OvpaAyia -rrtooa/cov recurs, of Meleagros, 
at 9.565. T T C O O W means 'ripen' or 'cook*, hence 'digest* - but the point 
about Akhilleus is that his anger remains and he fails to digest it; it stays 
as a 'grief to his spirit*, OupoAyta, inside him. In these cases, therefore (and 
in similar uses with K^Sca, cf. also 8.513) it implies absorption into the body 
rather than actual digestion (or being contained for a long period as bT 
assert). 

5x3-16 Athene matches Apollo's exhortation by urging on the Ach-
aeans; she has no special base, like Pergamos for Apollo, from which to do 
so, and moves directly among the troops (516) to identify (T6OITO, another 
application of this useful verb, cf. 205 with comment and 476) the slacker, 
liethtvTa - both the word and the idea remind one of Agamemnon's rebukes, 
e.g. at 240. 

Tprroy^vcia is the first occurrence in the poem of this title for Athene 
(which occurs 3X //., ix Od.). The etymology is unknown, see Chantraine, 
Diet, s.v., and M. L. West on Hesiod, Theog. 895 for references to modern 
discussions. Various explanations were naturally offered in antiquity, none 
persuasive; some are summarized by bT on 8.39, others in the D-scholium 
on the present passage. A common version is that after the goddess was born 
from his head, Zeus gave her to the river Triton in Boeotia or Thessaly, or 
to Lake Tritonis in Libya, to rear; connexion with the sea-deities Triton 
and Amphitrite is likely in these names, but Athene herself has no special 
associations with water. Chantraine considers the most plausible etymology 
to be from TpiTOS, 'third', with metrical lengthening of the iota; he 
compares the Athenian Tritopatores, i.e. genuine ancestors, in which case 
Athene would be the 'genuine daughter' of Zeus. 

5x7-26 The description of fighting resumes with another carefully 
elaborated death, this time of an Achaean, the Epean leader Diores. First 
comes a short general statement that destiny detained him (517); then he 
is struck by a stone thrown by the Thracian Peiros (518-20); then come 
further details of the damage inflicted (521--2). He falls on his back, 
stretching out his arms to his comrades as he lies dying (522-4); Peiros runs 
up and spears him in the belly, and he expires (524-6). The rhythmical 
pattern is straightforward throughout, but the cumulations, enjambments 
and internal stops are exceptionally varied. 

5x7 The sense of itotpa Tr&nos is more fully brought out at 22.5, where 
destiny binds Hektor to stand firm outside the walls of Troy although the 
others are rushing inside for safety. In the present context the phrase is less 
exact, in the sense that the Achaeans are already on the attack, and Diores 
with them; but it has a satisfactory general sense, in that destiny (literally 
his portion) shackles or holds him there to be a victim. 
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Diores is commandcr of one of the four Epean squadrons at 2.622 (a 
homonym is father of the Myrmidon Automedon at 17.429), and Nestor 
took part in funeral games for his father Amarunkeus according to 23.630. 
This last name is pre-Greek, probably West Asiatic, with 'Apapu- as in the 
place-name "AudpwOo* in Euboea, and -VK- equivalent to -v0- there (von 
Kamptz, Personennamen 347). Diores himself is Aifo-fjprjs, * pleasing to Zeus', 
cf. e.g. fjpa in the formula tnrl fjpa 9^ptiv (von Kamptz, op. cit. 88). 

518 XePI*66K>V is something you can take in your hand, X*fp> hence a 
large stone rather than a boulder. Such stones are regular missiles, t4X //. 
(including 6 6£ xeP^5iov A&̂ E x«pl 3X and nryAAoiai TE xcpua6founv 2X), 
and are evidently not regarded as unheroic. x^pnaBicjj itself as first word in 
the verse is formular (5X so out of 6 occurrences). Being hit by such a stone 
is often fatal; here the shattering of the lower leg is held to be so, and is 
made to sound especially fearful by the description of the stone as jagged, 
6Kpt6evrri (518), and shameless, 6vai6f|s (521). 

519-20 TTEfpco? is abbreviated from TTEfpEcos; at 2.844heisTT£(poos, leader 
of the Thracians together with Akamas. There is a slight discrepancy 
between this brief catalogue-entry and the present passage; there, at 2.845, 
the Thracians are from around the Hellespont, here he comes from Ainos 
a little further away. 

521 The 'shameless' stone is a famous example of treating something 
inanimate as subject to human emotions, compare 126 on Pandaros' arrow, 
with comment, and the spears which 'desire to satiate themselves with flesh* 
(11.574 and 2X II. elsewhere). It is, of course, no more than a metaphor, 
but the idea of missiles which enjoy finding their target is peculiarly 
unnerving. 

The stone shatters both tendons, T£VOVTE - Aristarchus (Am/A) on 
20.478 says that Homer applied the term to all sinews. Homer also regarded 
them as coming in pairs, since the singular is never found, and five out of 
eight occurrences of the term are in the dual number. 

522 &TrnXolrjCTEv, only here in Homer, is aorist of ¿rrr-aAoi&oj, the verb 
being evidendy an epic form erf* later ¿Aodco, 'crush', perhaps to be 
connected with &Ako, 'thresh'. 

&xp<S clearly means 'utterly' or something similar, but no one knows 
why, since &XP1 preposition means 'up to*, 'until', much like tî XP1-
Chantraine, Diet. s.v. &XP1 *s uninformative; Leumann does not mention it 
in HWy although the probable explanation is of the kind with which he is 
there concerned - for 17.599C, ypdvpcv hi ol ¿ortov ftxP'f I suggests 
'up to', more or less precisely, as the sense, as the spear-point merely 
'scratches' the bone. But then at 16.324, as in the present passage, the bone 
is not just touched but totally smashed, ¿nrd 5' bariov &XP'S These 
are the only three Iliadic instances of the term (which occurs once in the 
Odyssey meaning 'until'), and it seems likely that the 'utterly' applications 
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are due to a misunderstanding, within the oral tradition itself, of 17.599c 
or other similar uses not represented in surviving poetry. 

523 This verse recurs, also with 6 8* Crrrrios tv KOVIT̂ OI preceding, at 
13.549. 6 8' I3ETO xe'PE TCTdooas, in addition, is found 2X //., at 14.495 of 
a mortally wounded man spreading his arms out behind to support himself 
and at 21.115 of a gesture of supplication or resignation. Perhaps those cases 
are easier to envisage than the wounded man who is flat on his back, vrrrnos, 
yet stretches out his arms; in any case the gesture is a hopeless and pathetic 
one, implying an appeal to retrieve his body, or even perhaps a kind of 
farewell, rather than any conscious expectation of rescue, X^P* trrrdoaas 
is a formula of multiple applications; in the Odyssey it is used of an embrace, 
also of Odysseus swimming. 

524 'Breathing out the 8up6s* exemplifies the basic meaning of 6vp6$ 
as breath-soul. 

525-6 Peiros now runs up and delivers the coup de grace, which causes 
the innards to spill out on to the ground, a vivid and gruesome phrase with 
its three initial x's, ytnrro xapal \oX6iSts. Darkness covers the eyes in the 
same formula as in 503. 

527-38 The. final act in the drama of the death of Diores and its 
consequences takes place when Thoas avenges him by killing Peiros. The 
other Thracians prevent him from despoiling the body, and the two victims 
lie stretched out side by side in the dust: a powerful and pathetic climax 
to this first major scene of battle in the Iliad, apparently rounded off by a 
short evocation of the general fighting which continues; but see on 539-44. 

527-6 Thoas is sole leader of the Aitoloi and a prominent figure; he 
strikes Peiros in the chest and penetrates to the lung as Peiros rushes away. 
Aristarchus (Did/A) evidendy hesitated between dnrtaCTupfvov and 
¿Trccrovpcvo$ (of Thoas), favouring one in one edition and the other in the 
other. The vulgate reading was in fact hrcoovpevov, i.e. of Peiros, probably 
because he is wounded in the chest and not the back. The objection to it 
is that Peiros'' running up', 524 ¿TtiSpaiuv, must have been completed when 
he eviscerated Diores, and that he himself cannot have been hit before 
then; but the epic poets were sometimes imprecise over that kind of 
fine chronological distinction. 

529-31 The wound in the lung was clearly fatal, but Thoas now comes 
close (implying that his spear had been thrown not thrust), pulls out the 
spear and, instead of using it again for a final thrust - that is never 
done-draws his sword and cuts open the belly, in an action roughly 
parallel, and presumably intentionally so, with that perpetrated by Peiros 
himself just before. 

5 3 2 - 3 Thoas is too important to be killed, and the chain of killings 
has to be terminated somehow. Therefore the dead man's troops, the 
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'top-knotted Thracians' (the phrase is repeated in Hipponax, frag. 115.6 
West, if that poem is not to be attributed rather to Archilochus), keep him 
at bay with their long spears - see on 2.542c, where the Abantes also have 
an unusual hair-style and are famous for their spears. 

534-5 These verses recur at 5.625^ in a broadly similar context, where 
Aias has just killed Amphios with a wound in the stomach and is prevented 
by the Trojans with their spears from stripping his armour. 

535 TTEAEPIJEIV means 'to shake* (its exact semantic relation to TOSAEPOS 

is debated); Thoas was shaken, rebuffed, by being' thrust away from them' 
a n d s o r e t r e a t e d , XOKKT^M^VOS-

536-6 Diores had fallen in the dust at 522, just as Simoeisios had done 
at 482; now the poet repeats the detail and the phrase as Peiros, slayer of 
Diores, joins him £v xovlqci. They were ' both stretched out beside each 
other'; the tableau is strongly pictorial, the motif of the two corpses being 
not exactly paralleled elsewhere in the poem, and their symbolic opposition 
and union in death are stressed by the formal antithesis of 537. The 
runover-word enjambment of 537/8, following on from the whole-verse 536 
and the twofold 537, and leading into a brief general statement about all 
the others who were being slain around them, constitutes a marked and apt 
conclusion to what may well have been intended as the final verses of this 
opening scene of battle - see the comment which follows. 

539-44 There is, unfortunately, a serious doubt over whether these 
verses are completely authentic, or whether (as Bentley and Heyne among 
others have thought) they might have been added as an additional 
conclusion by a performer, whether post-Homeric singer or rhapsode, who 
wished to make a major break and not to continue with the exploits of 
Diomedes in book 5. It was noted above that 536-8 make a suitable ending 
to the previous sequence of events; the present passage, despite an obvious 
effort to create a powerful generalization of a rhetorical kind, might be heard 
as something of an anticlimax. Moreover it contains some rough edges which 
could be due to post-Homeric elaboration of the more skilled kind. 

539 Similar expressions, although with a god not a (typical) man as 
subject, are found twice elsewhere: 

1 3 . 1 2 7 (phalanxes) &S OOT* FICV KEV "Apus 6v6<jaiTo PETEAOGOV 

1 7 . 3 9 9 (nor would Ares or Athene) T6V yc I6o0cr* 6 v 6 a a r r * 

These passages are themselves closely related, since Athene is joined with 
Ares in the first (at 13.128) as well as the second, and the epithet Aaooo6o$ 
is applied first to the one deity and then to the other. The reference of T6V 
in 17.399 is to pcoAos two lines before, which may be compared with Ipyov 
(cf. 470) in the present passage - which therefore seems to develop the motif 
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slightly, although in a perfectly acceptable way so far: a man would not 
make light of entering this battle (i.e. so fierce was it). 

540 Now comes a slight weakness of sense rather than expression, which 
might well pass unnoticed in ordinary performance; for, in order to make 
this hypothetical warrior a powerful symbol and to show how bitter the 
fighting was, the composer needs to show him as exceptionally able to cope 
with the dangers of battle. This he now begins to do by describing him as 
wwoundedso far, either by throw or by thrust (that is the distinction between 
&PATvros and ¿voCrrcrros, neither of them a standard term). But a wounded 
man would not enter the fighting in any case, as is shown by the Achaean 
leaders wounded in book 11 - as Nestor says at 14.63, ' it is in no way 
possible for a wounded man to fight'. What is required, rather, is that this 
imaginary man should be fresh, untired, as at 11.802 = 16.44, where 'easily 
would you, being untired, <SNCUI)TE$, (push back) men tired by the 
battle-throng'. 

5 4 1 - 2 SivcuEiv is not exactly so used elsewhere, but is a striking 
expression none the less; xcrrA u^ooov is lightly formular (3X //.). Now the 
poet introduces the Athene part of the motif: (he would not make light of 
it) even if Athene led him by the hand and kept away missiles. Verse 542, 
as Shipp, Studies 245 noted, is compounded of a phrase used at 17.562, where 
Menelaos prays that Athene should f&A&ov 6' dropvKoi ¿pco^v (the ' rush' 
of missiles, cf. £dx>uai), and a version of the I x ^ P O S §AOVT* etc. formular 
pattern - the feminine IXE>P&S fcXoOa' occurs only at 5.30, in fact, where it 
is Athene that grasps Ares' hand. But the connexion of the two phrases is 
made by a wholly untypical placing of aCrr6p, which elsewhere begins with 
the metrical foot, i.e. 'always has its first syllable in arsis' (Leaf) ; in a 
formular tradition, and with such a common connective, that would be a 
bold variation even if it does not sound wholly wrong to the modern ear. 
The MSS veer between the impossible ¿AOOCT', 6r6p (the majority reading), 
¿AoOo', avrrdrp, and, from a small minority and Eustathius, ¿AoOoa, ¿n6p, 
which may have been the ancient vulgate reading; unfortunately the 
Aristarchan tradition left no comment. T h e hiatus in this last case would 
be difficult, although not impossible as Leaf claimed. In any event the 
junction of phrases is not managed quite smoothly; of course this affects 542 
only, and the verse could be omitted. 

5 4 3 - 4 T h e final sentence is skilfully deployed in a regularly formular 
style, and developing 538; but objection has been made, e.g. by Leaf, 
against fjiicm KCIVCO (5X 77.) and the pluperfect T£TOCVTO, on the ground that 
both imply this to be the end of the day's fighting, which in any case it is 
not. T h e objection is probably overdone, since a degree of perhaps excessive 
finality is to be expected in a conscious conclusion of this kind; but no other 
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ending of a Book, at least (not even of book 17), is closely similar. At the 
same time, and remembering that 536-8 have already provided an 
acceptable and even a strong conclusion, one might reasonably prefer to 
regard these last six verses as a special extension, aoidic rather than 
rhapsodic in kind, of the version Homer himself usually sang. 
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A few minor Homeric names are omitted but their line-reference can be found through the 
index in O C T . 

Readers familiar with e.g. R. Lattimore's translation are reminded that upailon is here 
transliterated as 'u* (not V ) , and chi as 'kh* (not 4ch*). 

Abantes, 18^ 203-5, 239, 252, 271, 3®7. 397 
Abudos, 355, 256, 386, 392 
Acarnania, 182, 221, 239 
Admetos, 232, 24of. 
Adraito«, I8OF., 211 
Adresiot, 255 
aegis, 162, 348f., 380, 381 
Aetolia, -ians, 18^ 1®5j 3 2 2 f - a39. 3§§i 396 
Agamemnon, xviii, 4, M, 22F., 44~5Q, 5». 

SS-7, 59-87, IP?, 104, 115-31, «34, 138, 
i40f., L51i L54i «55*-. '59f-» l65f> 
19O, i97f-. 209, 211-13, ?3®t 239» 
275» E2§i 286f., ElSb agof-, ?S3i 295. HSL 
302, 305. 308,313!"., 328. 330, 34&-5». 
V A - 6 , 360, 364, 366-8. 323, 3 7 5 C I 5 L ; 
domain of, T8OF., 21 if.; testing by, xviii, 
& 120, 122-5, 135, 355 

Agenor, 204, «83, 385, 387 
Aiante(s), «581 201. 359, 363 
Aias: the greater, 71, 84, 86, 157, 158, 178, 

20if., 206-9, 2I2f., 2»It 242, 286-9, 
297F., 359, 385, 388f., 39L shield of, 8, 
208, 340, 342; the lesser, 144, LSI« L5§i 
20if., 234, 255, 359i set also Aiante(a) 

Aigaion, 94!". 
Aigina, 128, 2XQ 
Aigion, 2X2 
Aineias, 230, 252f., 320 
Aipu, «24, 181, 215 
Aiputot, 217 
Aisepos, river, 254, 339, 388 
Aisuetes, 245, 246, 283 
Aithiopes, 36, 105 
*Axato(, Akhaioi, 58, 150, 224 
Akhilleus, a if., 44f., 66-77. 8I_ 93, 105, 

107. H i 139. 140. L4h L43I L45I 14§> 
«Mi Lh5i L5Z, 233, 241-3, 247, 
253, 261, 263, 267, 271, 288, 290, 29^ 
307. 3«3F., 3X6, 321, 348, 351I 352I 
386, 393, 394i domain of, 128, 186. 
2sgf.; shield of, 8, 157. 381; wrath of, 

49i 5»-3, 58ff » 2L 22gf. 

Akte, 209, 2_LQ 
Aktor, Aktorione, 2i9f, see also Molione 
Alalkomenai, 195, 332 
Alesion, 219 
Alexandria, 38f., set also Aristophanes, 

Arutarchus, Zenodotus 
Alexandras, 266T, 276, 277, 304, 326, see 

also Paris 
Allen, T. W., xix, ¿r, 132, 169, LÖ2, 183, 

252.259,302 
alliteration, 69, 25. L3L. 227, 271, 

272, 285^ 324, 338. 352, 367, 328, 389, 
321, 306, set also assonance 

Alpheios, river, 219 
Alube, 259. 262 
Amarunkcus, 219, 220, 395 
Amazom, 247, 259, 29if. 
Außp6oios, 116, 121 
Amphimakhot, 2igf. 
Amphios, 255 
Amuklai, 213 
analysts, analytical scholarship, xv, xxi, 25, 

XL 12A 
Andrewcs, A., 154/. 
Andromakhe, 91^ 111, 280, 348 
Antenor, 128, 253. 256, 280, 283, 287, 

294f., 296. 292* 32?.. 3 « 3 ^ 7 
Anthedon, 176, 194, 197 
Antilokhos, 154, 247, 360, 385, 386 
Antimachus, 38. 42,922 594 
Antiphos, 391 
Aphrodite, 49, 73, ir4i a73. ?29i 320-23. 

325-30. 333 
'apodotic' Si, 59, 23i 33? 
Apollo, & 52. 54, 70, 74, 88t 

102, 103, «09. 114» 128, 134, L4JL> 159« 
162. 200. 232, 240^, 272, 384, 386, 393, 

394 
Apollodorus, 194, 152, 258 
Apollonius of Rhodes, 53, 161. 234, 236 
drn-pcrr̂ , 43, 326 
Arcadia, -ians, 6, 2IJL 239 
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ARCHERS, 201, 202, 258, 267, 340, 356, set 
also arrow 

Arrithoo», 218 
Ares, 2i, a i 2hî UAi 13L LÎ& »98. 231-

297. 374i î A S8«*. 397f-
"Apy*ïw, Argïves, 58, 15^ 202 
Argo», 9, 22, 128,, L52, 176, 180» aogf., 224, 

238, 336, 349, 321I PELASGIAN, 228; 
(giant), 127 

Aristarchus, xx, xxiiif., to, 38-43, 531 

& 52- 59» §3» §2« 2Çj 23i 24» 
76, 80, 82T. 89. AI. 95, 97C, 99, 100, 103, 
«07. »«3» T'A «SO, 123, 12^ L32I 131» 
13a. »35. L4âi I48! Lik LSL- «53. 
159. 167, IQ6. 197, »99, 200, 202, 
207, 2I2F-, 2L8. 220, 223, 226F., 229, 233, 
24O, 245, 255, 253, 26L, 267F., 269, 272T, 
275. «77. 278. 281, 282(1, 284, 294, 292. 
30g. 305,307.309» a n . a i i 3i§! 
322, 324, 326, 328,33I_, 33^ 335, 332, 
339. 34L 342. 345» 342» 349» 35°» 35L 
35^ 360. 363, 365, 36^ 374, 375, 328, 
384, 390, 32*i 395. 39§ 

Ariitoiiicu», xxiii, 39-43 
Aristophanes of Byzantium, 39, 42, 62,65, 

92, 113» 135i >J>!t 266. 27« 
Aristotle, 38f., 1 ij>, 204, 208, 265, 329, 361 
arming-scenes, 313f., 345 
Arnc, ijSfcfe Zl£t 
arrow, 317, ^2-4. 350, 395, stt also archers 
Artemis, 58, M4, 134, 148̂  14g, 222 
Asinr, 209 
Asie», 236, 256, 259, 261, 291, 355, 392 
Askalaphoc, 198 
Askanic, 259 
Asklepiadai, Asklepioa, 2» 187, 216, 351, 

25? 
assonance, 131, 160, 378, ut also alliteration 
Asteropaiot, 258, 263 
FRNI. 96, ISO, 277 
Athene, io, 50,53, 7 3 ^ 83, 85. 2°i 2b 94* 

98, L20, 133F., 145, I6IF., 20L, 205, 206, 
244, 320, 325, 322, 328, 332f., 337-40» 
343f-. 370. 32*L» 3®i» 3§§Î aSMh 397*" 

Athenians, Athens, 2* to, 14, 50, »78-80, 
205-7, AO8F., 210, 282, 364, set also 
Panathenaia 

Atreus, Atreidai, 119, 127. 180. 212 
Augeiai, 203, 213 
Augeias, 220, 221 
Aulis, 60, 61, 65, 130. 133. 146, 148, «49, 

III, »5?. LII* L2I* L25i L2§i »83, 238 
Axkw, river, 258 

BATIEIA, 245, 247 

bees, i25f., 164 
Bellerophon, 9, 123, 233, 262, 291. 370, 372 
Bentley, Richard, 55, 272, 292, 320, 397 
birds, I25J 163, 164, 264!, 339, 326, 379 
Boeotia, -ian, Boiotoi, 16^ 127. LZ§i l 83. 

i84f., «90-8, 199, 201, 204. 205, 2 ^ 
238, 239 

Boibe, Boebean L., 216, 232 
Boiling, G. M., 24JJ 309, 3«4 
Borchhardt, H., 208. 315 
Borchhardt, J., 315, 318 
Bouprasioo, 2»8f. 
bow, 317, 341-3, stt also archers, arrow 
Brandenburg, R , 344« 345» 35° 
Briarcos, 94!"., 107 
Briseis, 4 7f., 69, 21t 2 i 82, »3, ?4i 8 7f-

14', 230 
bronze, 8» 141, 343- 345» 35°» 393 m i 

passim 
Buck, R. G., ^o . 190 
bull, 166, 293, 376 

Burkert, W., 103, 303. 304f., 307, 310 

caesura, stt cola 
Caria, -ians, 260, 261, 262. 263, 346 
catalogue(S), xx, 48, 161. 246, 264: 

Achaean, 'of Ships", 8, 125, 128. 155, 
163, 166, 16&-240,, 243, 250, 252, 263, 
264. 286. 353. 360. 387; Boeotian, «78f.; 
Trojan, 155, 243, 248-63; stt also 
epithets 

Catling, IL W., 315, 344 
Centaurs, 80, 186. 235, 236, 352 
Chadwick, J., 2 ^ 239, 267, 322, 390 
Chantraine, P., xxi, xxii, 54, 58, 60, 62, 692 

23? 75» 80, 81, 82, 83. 96, Q8. «04» 
»06. 108. »14, H i i »A \2h 13it 15©! 
155, i n , 226, 250, 26^ 220, 276, 284, 
298. 300. 308. 317. 31Q, 31», - m , 
342. 37». 374. 375. 380, 384, 389. 391, 
392, 394 

chariots, 9, §1, 153, 242, 256, 279, 302. 
310, 354C, 361C, 368, 386, 390. 392 

'city texts,' 42t, 63, 266, 272 
cola, rhythmical, xxiii, 17-24, 26-30, 60, 

69, 78, 105, 108, 112, 153, 271. 274, 275, 
284f., 324, 350, 359, 387, 393, set also 
'rising threefold«-' 

contraction, 6f., 136 
Cook, J. M., xxi, 52, 247, 248, 257 
corslet, 8, 9, 202, 203, 313^, 315, 317. 344^, 

350 
Crates, 52, 284 
Cretans, Crete, 9, »43. »84, 185, 223f., 226, 

239» 298, 345» 352 
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cumulative techiaquc, xxii, i j j 34-6, 52, 

«OS. »o6x LLZj L3?i 135» 132« »jfe 15?» 
166.267,269, 281, 395*1, 299» 306,310, 
315, 32a, 328, 336, 346, 358, 32a 380, 
387. 388, 39*. 394 

Cyck, epic, 4, 16, 3 ^ tQl» 206, 391, stt 
alsa Cypri* 

Cjpn*, 53.. 52- «52. «24 
Cyprus, 6, 9 

Ccnpovft) (etc.), LLL L3& 3«& 333 
Aavaoi, Danaans, 58, 202, 377 
Dardanot, Dardanian, Dardanie, 231, 246, 

252f, 254. 2^2, 261. 282f., 330, 335, see 
also gate(s) 

Dark Age, 8, u t , 182» 185, 182, î L. »25» 
198, 206. 210, 21». 23». 236, 239 

dawn, u g f , 335 
dead, disposal of, 9, IO, 349f. 
Dek», L2 
Deiph(o)i, 184., 200 
Democritus, 38 
Demodoko«, 4, »1. 12, ft». 53, 217 
Demokoon, 256. 386, 392 
Dcsborough, V . R. d'A., 200, 224, 225, 232 
dialect: Aeolic, 3, 6 , 8o£, 138, 281, 380; 

Arcado-Cypriot, 6 ; artificial, xxii, 5 - 8 , 
11; Attic, 64b 15?, 112, 113, 228, 

3H5i fe 374; ion»«. 3t 5z2J 
103, 113. 138, 222. 380; Mycenaean, 6, 
103 ; set also Linear B 

Didymus, xxiii, w-43. 97*"-. «391 I35i '59^. 
161, 213, 38 s 

diectasis, 136, 1921 33» 
digamma, ^ 64, 82, 229, 270, 292, 311. 35« 
Diomcdej, 22, 44, 50. 72. 8^, 107. 128, 130, 

!3iZi 152» L5?i 2 , ° i «39. «4». »86C, 298, 
325. 358. 3®7f-. 37». 323» 375^*. 377. 385. 
397; kingdom of, 180. 209!*. 

Dkwes, 220, 257. 386, 382, 394*. 39®» 397 
Dkwkouroi, 282, 282. 298, 29^. 
Dodone, ij6, 184, 182. 226, 236 
Doton, 102, L32I a67> 32? 
Dorians, 205, 224, 225, 227. 228. 239, 336 
Dorion, 181, 215, 216, 226 
Doulikhion, i8af., 220, aoj 
dream(s), »15-18, »2 if., y o , «31 
Druopes, 79, 204 
duel, 275, 226, 222. «88. 3®ii 3«». 3i»s 

31®i 387 

Edwards, G . P., in 
Edwards, M. W., 54, 293 
Eelion, 91^ 230 

Egypt. 8, 1 4 t . 198, 265 
Ekhepoloa, 38^., 387. 389 
Ekhina(d)es, 182. 220 
fcorcryXoç, 68 
Eicon, 19a 
Elephenor, 204, 385f., 387 
Eleusis, 206 
Elis, 219, 220, 22i 
Enienes, 203, 221, 236 
enjambment, xxiii, 22, 24, 31-6. 72.86.87. 

89, 97, 105, to6. 107, 108, 111, 116. 131, 

L35i «32» L43» IMx «JÊ «IL «23» «99Î 
3OL3»3I3«2I3«8,33$» 33L 344» 
350. 3§?î 374» 325.' 32?» 380, 383, 387, 
389, 3M* 397 

epanalepsis, epanaphora, 100. 156, 227. 
256, 263 

Epean(s), 153, 203. 218-20. 2iL> 234, 239. 
363. 3§§. 394* 

Epipolesis, »37f., 3*3-76, 384 
epithets, in catalogues, «73~7. 250 
Erbse, H., xix, xxiii, 41C, & 61, 158, 329 

ami passim 
Erekhtheus, 1 2 0 5 , 206 
Eretria (Eiretria), 203Î, 205 
Ercuthalioo, 218, 363 
Erinucs, 305^ 
Eris, 378, 38of., 38if., su also Strife 
Eruthrai, 192 
Euboea, Euboeara, 203-5, see also Abantes 
Eumelo», 187, 232, 240Î., 242 
Euphorbos, 2^3. 261 
Euripide», 38f.t 6 1 . 85, 127. '4Q~. the 

younger, 38£, 42 
Eurubates, 85, 126, 134, 355, 
Eurupuloa, 182, «34*, 35« 
Eustathius, 41, «34, 145 
Eutresis, i92f., 135, 239 

FENIK, B. C . , XXI, 275, 313 . ~*L7F- 345 . 3 § 8 
fire, 163, 243, 26^ 303Î., 339. 32§ 
FLIES. 125. I_65Î 3±FE 3 2 § 
FORMULAS, FORMULAR STYLE, XXIII, 5. IL. 14. 17. 

24-30. 55. 83, IJU, »12. »»9f-. I«3. 
132, 138, 160. 162, 173, 198. »29. ^lo. 
218. 238, 275, 226, 293j 300, 3»3f., 318, 
3«2I 330 . 334* 3 4 ° . 343» 355» 3Ê2I 3§§» 
367 . 3 8 ? . 3 2 L 32«I 32§ . 32® 

FRANKEI, ! L LZ. IGF. 
FRAZER, SIR J. G . , >7S 

Ganumedes, 113, 331 
gate(s): Scaean, 246, 282f., 302^ 321 ; 

Dardanian, 246, 282Î. 
Giovanni ni, A., 169, 129, 183-S. »9°. «38 
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Glaukos, 131, 254, 262. 358 
goal, goatherd, 163, 165, 269, 342, 359, 

376. 384 
gods, 3. 38, 41, 26. 90, 93f., 1 i3f., 123. 

>44. »60, 245. 277, 304, 310, 312, 
328, H L H i , 36«. 37« 

Gorgon, rc^ 162 
Gortus, 125, 223 
Gouneus, 187, 236 
Graia, 191 
greaves, 8, q m - i s . 332 
Griffin, J., 69, fii, 129 
Gutheion, 214, 329 
Gygaean L., 260. 263 

Haimon, 360, 37if. 
Hainsworth, J. B.t ix, xx, xxii, 29(1, 107 
hair, 203, 205, 271, 224, 3°2f-> 332 
Halizones, 258^ 
Halus, river, 259 
Hammond, N. G. L., 1S4, 236 
Harma, i9if., 193, 239 
Havelock, E. A., BR 
Hebe, 
Hecataeus, 260, 265 
hecatomb, ixar6nPT], 60, 85, L°L> L59I 34°^-
Hekabe, 130, 334 
Hektor, 26» 46, Zai Z?, « o i LLL 12«, 

242, 250, 252, 256, 262. 269, 271, 273, 
275. «26, 282, 297, 306, 309, 3» if-. 3??. 
3?®i 335. 3 & 35o, 3 3 7 4 , 394 

Helen, 2 1 Z L «46, 206, 214, 
272, 274, 277, 270-81. 284-94, 297-300, 
306, 309, 321-30, 333, 349 

Heiike, 212. 
Heltas, "EAAT}V€$, 202, 22Q. 274 
Hellespont. 254, 255, 256, 252, 262f, 395 
helmet, 8 , 9 , 250, 252, s i r - n i . 318, 319, 

320, 387 
Hclos, 1^6. 2i3f., 215 
Hcphaistos, 8, 44, 91, 93, 10s, »»2-14, 127, 

144, 290»3'4 
Heraclitus, 3, 1 in 
Herakleidai, 213. 22 s. 22B 
Herakles, 4, 58, 29i L i i 209, 210, 216, i l B , 

219, 224, 226, 2 ^ 228, 299, 300, 331, 
349 

herald(s), a, 56, 7if., 83, 8 ^ 86, 120, 126, 
129, L34i lAhi 156, i6r, 244, 279, 296, 
30L 32?* 3232 3>o. 322» 35L 355 

Here, 35 -̂. 52i 53. §5* 7Ai 25* §5, 93, 94: 
ios, 106. »08-11. uftf.. 1 is. »«6. i32f., 
»34, 2QQ, 30s, 332f., 336f 

'Hermann's Bridge", 19 
Hermes, 114, ia6f., 128, 199 

Hermione. 209 
Herodian, xxiv, 4of. 61, 245. 296, 300, 33», 

332 
Herodotus, 3f., 110» 222. 260. 26s. 307, 332 
heroes, heroic,4Heroic Age*, 8» 6j_, 69, 

i3^f., 112: 11ii 31Zi 342i 349 
Hesiod, a, 3. «2f., 77, 04, QS, 

»5», »67, 178. 191, 206, 210, 222. 226, 
236, 238, 283f., 306, 326, 337f, 341, 322, 
38» 

Hippodameia, 80, 235 
Hoekstra, A., 272, 319 
Homeridai, 2f., 4, 38, 52 
Hooker, J. T., 22*1 275> 277. 22L 221- 322; 

301, 324, 322 
hoplites, 9j 3»4f-. 345« 36 a , 383 
horses, 9, 240-3, 2^6j -2J& 3°h 

354f., 362, 392, 393 
Hupothebai, 122.. L29i !93f-. '9 6 

Hurie, 
Hurmine, 219 
Hymns, 'Homeric', iJL 38, 52. 104; to 

Aphrodite, 253; to Apollo, 2, 4. 12. QQ, 
104. 152, 193, 194, [22i t o Hermes, 332 

Ialusos, 225 
Ida. Ml, 5J. 159, 230, 252f., 254, 304, 389 
Idaios, zM, 301̂  316 
Idomeneus, 84, 146, »S7- »8«,. 207^, 223. 

224, 286. 298, 357f., 383 
Up6s, Ifrfi, 9 ^ »24, 335. 
Ikaria. 132, 138 
Ilios, 252f., 348, 393, see also Troy 
Iolkoe, »86, 198, 216, 232 
Ionia, Ionians, 4. 5-7, 1?, »¿f., »64, 263, 

377, see also dialect 
Iris, 6JL i_|6. L12. L45i L i i 243 5. 27gf, 

28». 321 
Ithake, »8afM 183, 220, 22», 294 
Ithome, »87. 234 
ivory, 346 

Janko, R., ix, x. 2, £ 253 

Kalaureia, 128 

Kalkhas, 42, 6of„ 63f., 13& 148, 
152 

Kaludon, 222, 322 
Kalumnos, 228 
Kameiros, ij^ 224, 225 
Kamptz, H- von, xxi, «¿J, 236, 252, 267, 

340, 3Si. 37«. 395 
Karpathos, 184, »85. 228 
Karustos, 204 
Kasos, 184, 185. 222 
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Kassandra, 252. 332 
Kaukoncs, 259, 260 
Kaustrios, river, 6, 164, 260, 264 
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This is the first volume of a projected six-volume Commentary on 
Homer's Iliad, under the General Editorship of Professor G. S. 
Kirk. Professor Kirk himself is the editor of the present volume, 
which covers the first four Books of the Iliad. It consists of four 
introductory chapters, dealing in particular with rhythm and 
formular techniques, followed by the detailed commentary which 
aims at helping serious readers by attempting to identify and deal 
with most of the difficulties which might stand in the way of a 
sensitive and informed response to the poem. The Catalogues in 
Book 2 receive especially full treatment. The book does not include 
a Greek text - important matters pertaining to the text are 
discussed in the commentary. It is hoped that the volume as a 
whole will lead scholars to a better understanding of the epic style 
as well as of many well-known thematic problems on a larger scale. 

This Commentary will be an essential reference work for all 
students of Greek literature. Archaeologists and historians will 
also find that it contains matters of relevance to them. 

'The two great contributions of this volume are on the one hand the 
account of the Catalogues in Book Two, and on the other the close and 
rewarding attention which is paid to questions of rhythm. Again and 
again Kirk brings out effects . . . created by the variation of rhythm . . . It 
is in this area that I have learnt most from this commentary, and I regard 
it as a major advance of the sort which, once made, must be followed by 
all subsequent Homerists . . . All those who read Homer will find new 
and illuminating observations both of fine detail and on a larger scale. The 
complete commentary will be a valuable possession.' 

Jasper Griffin in The Times Literary Supplement 

'[Professor Kirk] demonstrates and assesses the poet's individual skill in 
composition, tacitly correcting the extreme Parryist view that Homer 
merely manipulated pre-existing formulas. This is highly original. The 
section of the Introduction devoted to i t . . . offers the best analysis of the 
mechanics of Homeric poetry that this reviewer has read.' 

M. M. Willcock in the Journal of Hellenic Studies 

'Kirk's chief merit as an expositor is his awareness of the subtlest nuances 
of poetic technique . . . The introduction and commentary as a whole 
form an excellent companion to Books 1-4.' 

J. T. Hooker in the J ACT Review 

CAMBRIDGE 
U N I V E R S I T Y P R E S S 
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